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SECTION 1 - TEAM ORGANIZATION, OVERALL CAPABILITIES AND KEY PERSONNEL

1.1 Project Understanding

Flood protection, coastal resiliency and “living with
water” are familiar concepts to the communities
within the Meadowlands District and the Hudson River
Region. The Rebuild by Design (RBD) winning proposals
provide a comprehensive framework of projects that
are interconnected to significantly improve resiliency
to these regions that were severely impacted by
Superstorm Sandy. Programmed projects include hard
infrastructure and soft landscape for coastal defense,
and storm-water runoff management projects.
To achieve successful delivery of these projects,
a complex and closely coordinated effort will be
required, including preparation of feasibility studies
(FS) and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
analyses, vetted environmental impact statements (EIS),
complete biddable designs of flood control/mitigation
infrastructure, and construction in compliance with
all EIS requirements as well as agencies including the
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
and local governments. Close coordination with local
communities such as Carlstadt, Little Ferry and Hoboken
(to name just a few) for planning, design, construction
activities and eventual turnover to the operations and
maintenance phase will be essential.

Figure 1.1. Proposed Rebuild By Design Infrastructure in
Pilot Area No. 1 | Overview of the RBD berm contemplated for Pilot Area
No. 1 by using a system of green and gray infrastructure to mitigate and protect
against storm surges and rain event flooding.

Louis Berger-Hill JV Team’s Goals and
Objectives
•
•

Create a partnership between all stakeholders
(including DPMC/NJDEP, design firm, and
regulators, among others)
Construct flood mitigation and environmental
infrastructure projects that are resilient to future
coastal storms and inland flooding while creating
and or restoring critical natural resources and
providing for economic growth and redevelopment
benefits for those communities effected from
flooding and coastal storm surges

Within the New Meadowlands, Pilot Area 1 (depicted
in Figure 1.1) will receive an initial $150 million in
Community Development Block Grant-Disaster
Recovery (CDBG-DR) funds to implement the first phase
of flood mitigation and risk reduction projects, and
the Hudson River Region will receive $230 million in
CDBG-DR funds. Pilot Area 1 could involve berms and
gates protecting five towns from ocean surge flooding,
and the Hudson River Region will also involve surge
resistance structures. Projects are also likely to include
development of green and pervious areas to delay
sudden storm impacts, water storage areas such as
cisterns, basins, and reclaimed areas for wetlands, and
discharge locations supported by pump stations.
While the feasibility studies will determine what will be
designed and constructed, the flood mitigation and
flood risk reduction protection structure(s) are expected
to provide protection to all five towns within the Pilot
Area 1 and will protect critical infrastructure such as
PAGE 1
Little Ferry Sewage
Treatment plant and roadways
critical to evacuation routes. Additionally, pollution from
sources such as Berry’s Creek can be better controlled.
If determined feasible, new fresh water basins in
Pilot Area 1 can delay flow discharge and mitigate
downstream flooding in the subsequent pilot areas.
In Hoboken, unprotected waterfront infrastructure will
receive flood control structures, and the region will
increase storage of storm runoff and delay overflow
discharge through several methods, including potential
use of bio-retention basins and cisterns west of the city
along the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail (shown in Figure
1.2). Coordination with FEMA during the design phase
to ensure conditional recognition of project benefits
will be vital, as will compliance and reporting during
the construction phase. Ultimately, each community will
be supported with requests for Flood Insurance Rate
Map Revisions. The RBD proposed flood risk reduction
system is envisioned to greatly improve flood protection
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•
•

•
•
•
•
Figure 1.2. Hoboken’s stormwater management infrastructure | Louis Berger
is familiar with Hoboken through the Hoboken Green Infrastructure Strategic
Plan, a guide to cost-effectively integrating green infrastructure into the design
and construction of public improvements, private development, open space and
right-of-way projects.

and resiliency in the surrounding communities.
Therefore, the work in Pilot Area No. 1 provides NJDEP
with an opportunity to develop the blueprint for the
entire New Meadowlands project and other state-wide
flood risk reduction initiatives. In the Hudson River
Region, where a large population is already established,
a successful flood control plan could avoid potential
increases in the amount of policies required and
premiums paid, and potentially relieve some current
policy holders by providing 100 year flood protection
for all residents. This level of protection is expected to
support development of ongoing plans at Hudson Yards
and Weehawken Cove for residential, commercial, and
retail spaces valued at over $2 billion.
To successfully construct these projects in two
significant regions vital to New Jersey, the process
has included solicitation to private firms for design,
construction and construction management services.
Figure 3 depicts how construction management
services will provide professional management,
quality control and administrative support, act as the
authorized Project Director of the DPMC and NJDEP
during the planning, FS, EIS, design, construction and
close-out phases. In considering these projects and the
construction management services solicited by DPMC,
and the plan to meet its demands, the Louis Berger/
Hill JV identified several important aspects of services
to be provided to the NJDEP team. Louis Berger/Hill
understands that successful construction of the projects
will rely on construction management services that
provide the following:
•

Understanding of DPMC–NJDEP task order
requirements and rapid deployment of personnel to
provide services.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Ability to manage and support multiple task order
(TO) assignments.
Understanding how HUD and FEMA cost
accounting/cost allocation works and the team's
ability to assist NJDEP through the HUD and FEMA
requirements on a TO-by-TO basis.
Knowledge of state of New Jersey and local
regulations, permitting requirements and approval
process.
Demonstrated ability to accurately track burn rate(s)
and schedule milestones as well as forecasting
budget and schedule on multiple TOs.
Understanding of NEPA/EIS process.
Ability to work in collaboration with multiple
project/ program stakeholders, as a third party
independent reviewer of stakeholder designs, to
meet DPMC schedules and negotiated budgets.
Demonstrated ability to resolve problems/conflicts
rapidly.
Ability to demonstrate knowledge of handling
project labor agreements (PLAs).
Demonstrated ability to perform construction
management services on large-scale ($150M+) flood
mitigation and environmental infrastructure projects
that increase resilience in specific New Jersey
geographic regions.
Ability to review designs and constructability
reviews on coastal wave protection structures to
prevent beach erosion and storm surge.
Ability to conduct geotechnical and construcability
reviews on proposed dams and or levee designs.
Successful coordination with the local communities
during design, construction, and turn over to

PAGE

1

Project Director
Design
Consultant

Construction
Contractor

Figure 1.3. Team Communication | The above graphic depicts how how
construction management services will provide professional management,
quality control and administrative support, act as the authorized representative
of the DPMC and NJDEP during the planning, FS, EIS, design, construction and
close-out phases.
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include documentation of all operation and
maintenance requirements including those required
by the USACE levee safety program.
This proposal will demonstrate how these
considerations have shaped the development of the JV
team's organization and subconsultant selection, the
presentation of the team's critical experience, and the
formulation of the approach presented in Section 3,
Proposed Approach.

1.2 Joint Venture Structure
WHY THE JOINT VENTURE STRUCTURE?

The JV combines the resources of two highly
regarded project management firms to bring leading
environmental and water infrastructure design capability
with extensive NJDEP experience together with
best value construction management expertise. The
JV has a time- tested leadership and management
team that have successfully provided construction
management (CM) services nation-wide for nearly 30
years. Experience of the JV team includes CM services
for similar size and scope to the RBD projects including
multi-year task order contracts for CM services to the
USACE and NPS under which local projects for coastal
and riverside improvements were managed. While

Louis Berger provides extensive expertise for project
design management and design review, Hill’s corporate
strength brings breadth of construction management
staff and resources to ensure the JV can concurrently
perform on multiple construction management task
orders.

HISTORY OF THE LOUIS BERGER-HILL
JOINT VENTURE

The Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture (JV) offers the
combined expertise and corporate value of Louis Berger
and Hill International, with a singular management
team led by Louis Berger. Founded in 1988, the Louis
Berger Hill JV offers combined expertise in design
and construction management to deliver professional
project management, design review and quality control
provided by industry leading designers, administrative
support as owner representatives, and best value expert
construction management. Figure 1.5 in this section
depicts the timeline of the JVs inception along with its
numerous project successes.

STRENGTH OF TEAM

The Louis Berger/Hill JV has a substantial work force of
more than 1,100 employees in the region with offices in
Morristown, Toms River, New York City, and Philadelphia
ensuring prompt response to all assignments in support

Our Team Office locations

LOCAL

Capacity to
meet demands

PAGE 1
Morristown, NJ

Woodbridge, Nj

312 Employees

428 Employees

Edison, NJ

New York, NY

374 Employees

30 Employees

NY

PA

DPMC

NJ

1144

Combined
Tri-State Staff

Figure 1.4. Team Location and Resources | The Louis Berger-Hill JV is located in close proximity to DPMC, and has offices located throughout the tri-state region.
This will allow our team to provide quick responses to any request made by DPMC.
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U.S. Postal Service
•

Formation of JV

Starting with construction
management for USACE, the
JV offers combined expertise
in design and construction
management on projects of all
sizes

•

1988

1988

Indefinite Quantity Contract
for Comprehensive
Engineering Design and
Construction Management
Support Services, New York
Facilities Service Office
Construction Management
and Design Support Services,
Nationwide

•

1995

U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
•

National Park Service

Began Contract to Provide
Nationwide Construction
Management Services

2004

Began Contract to
Provide Construction
Management Services
nationwide (currently
ongoing)

2008

General Services
Administration, Public
Building Services
•

Began Nationwide
Contract for
Construction
Management Services

2015 +

U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
•

Indefinite Quantity
Contract, Construction
Management Services,
Baltimore District

Figure 1.5. The Louis Berger-Hill JV History | For more than a quarter-century, Louis Berger and Hill International together have successfully and repeatedly delivered
challenging and complex projects on time and within budget for their clients. This joint venture uniquely combines Louis Berger's commitment to delivering solutions
for a better world with Hill's industry standing as the global leader in managing construction risk. The results -- a proven track record of superior solutions for society,
timely and economically achieved.

of the DPMC and the RBD projects, and other NJDEP
flood mitigation and environmental infrastructure
projects. Figure 1.4 in this section shows the strength
of the Louis Berger-Hill JV team across the New Jersey
region.

Wood Treatment Superfund Site; Pentagon Basement
Renovation; hazardous material and unexploded
ordnance removal at Spring Valley Area; and, other
formerly used defense sites, and construction of the
Defense Logistics Agency Headquarters Building.

The JV provides an experienced team of project and
construction managers with a long history of success
on projects of similar size and scope to the New
Meadowlands and the Resist-Delay-Store-Discharge
(RDSD) programs. Together, the team has provided
project and construction management services to
the U.S. National Park Service (NPS) Construction
Management Program, the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) World Trade Center
Redevelopment Program, and the U.S. Postal Service
(USPS), and the USACE construction management
programs.

Construction Management and Design Support
Services to the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) | 1995 to
2005
The Louis Berger-Hill JV provided services in the east
coast region for design-build projects that included
the Bulk Mail Center in Jersey City, Bulk Mail Center
Battery Room, Jersey City, NJ, and Distribution Center
1
in Newark, NewPAGE
Jersey.

HISTORY OF PROJECT SUCCESSES

The JV is ideally suited for the construction
management services solicited for the RBD projects and
has been successfully proven over time on nationwide
construction management programs. Projects include
local coastal and water management repair and
construction for the National Park Service (NPS).
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) Construction
Management Services | 1988 to 2003
The Louis Berger-Hill JV provided services nationwide
for projects, including the D.C. Public Schools (DCPS)
Capital Improvement Program, Southern Maryland

Construction Management Services to Government
Services Administration (GSA), Public Building
Service | 2004 to 2005
The Louis Berger-Hill JV provided services nationwide
for projects ranging from small remodeling to new
buildings or renovations of major existing buildings
including projects at Alexandria Bay Land Port of Entry
in Alexandria Bay, New York, Security Upgrades, and the
U.S. Mission to the United Nations, in New York, New
York.
Construction Management Services to the National
Park Service (NPS) | 2008 to Present (on-going)
The Louis Berger-Hill JV provided services nationwide
for projects Ellis Island Sea Wall Reconstruction,
Governor’s Island boat landing and dock construction,
Delaware River Turtle Beach and Recreation Area
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

DESIGN REVIEW

CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION

DESIGN REVIEW

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT AND
REPORTING

Figure 1.6. Team Roles and Responsibilities | This Joint Venture offers a dedicated and proven team of reliable partners and highly qualified subconsultants. The
team brings considerable experience in successfully delivering complex coastal environmental and infrastructure projects that achieve flood protection, public
accessibility, and the potential for economic development, all while respecting and protecting the natural environment. Many of these storm resilient projects are
located in or near densely urban areas; many within New Jersey.

construction, and breakwater construction at Riis
Landing in the Rockaway Inlet.
PANYNJ World Trade Center Redevelopment
Program | 2001 to Present (on-going)
Operating as a direct extension of the PANYNJ World
Trade Center Construction Department, the Louis
Berger-Hill JV team has provided central program
management and controls services for the Downtown
Restoration Program, including all World Trade Center
construction, a major transportation hub, below
ground utilities, vehicular screening, and all central and
distributed physical plant facilities for this 16 acre urban
campus.

1.3 Team Organization
To meet the demands of this critical project, the JV
has assembled a team with international expertise and
unmatched combined experience in the New Jersey
area to help DPMC reach project success. Project roles
are defined graphically in Figure 1.6 in this section, and
the team's organization chart is presented in Figure
1.7. Brief bios of each team member firm follow in this
section.

Louis Berger
JOINT VENTURE PARTNER
Louis Berger has more
than 60 years of
program management,
construction
management, asset
management, engineering, planning, economics,
science, and management technologies experience.
Louis Berger has a long-standing, successful
relationships serving NJDEP, with numerous successfully
PAGE 1
completed projects
for NJDEP and DPMC over the past
10 years. This history and knowledge provides unique
insight to the requirements of this project.
Louis Berger's large, multicomponent construction
programs require a depth of skills, expertise and
resources to deliver projects according to specifications,
on time and within budget. The firm's approach to
program and construction management integrates the
concepts of management, using established processes
and flexible, adapted and powerful tools. From the
initial design phase through the program’s completion,
Louis Berger provides management services for all the
stages of the project’s life cycle to ensure its success
and efficient performance.
The firm has a proven record of excellence and
extensive experience managing large-scale projects.
Louis Berger professionals come from multidisciplinary
backgrounds, with engineering, construction
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management and public affairs
expertise – enabling the firm to
fully understand and effectively
manage some of the world’s
highest-profile construction
programs and the complex
stakeholder relations surrounding
these programs. Louis Berger is
ranked No. 12 in EngineeringNews Record’s (ENRs) ranking
of top program management
and construction management
services firms.
The firm's specialized expertise
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
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20
15

Overall Ranking

#10

Pure Designers

#10

Top 50 Program
Management

#12

Top 100 Combined
PM/CM

#15

Top 50 Designers in
International Markets

#25

Top 500 Design Firms

Above
2015 ENR Rankings | Louis
Berger consistently ranks as
one of ENRs top firms. This
expertise will provide value
to DPMC throughout this
contract.

Program/portfolio management
Pre-construction services
Construction phase services
Post-construction services
Program management information systems (PMIS)

Hill International, Inc.
JOINT VENTURE PARTNER
Hill International, Inc. (Hill)
is a leading international
construction consulting firm
that provides program and
project management, construction management, cost
engineering and estimating, quality assurance,
inspection, scheduling, claims analysis, innovative
dispute resolution and staff augmentation services to
clients involved in major construction projects
worldwide. Hill has the expertise and experience to
manage major projects from concept to successful
completion. The firm has participated in more than
10,000 project assignments, with a total construction
value of over $500 billion. Hill is ranked as the 7th largest
construction management firm in the United States
according to Engineering News-Record magazine, and
is the largest pure construction management firm in the
country. Hill is a publicly traded company listed on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Hill is also an international leader in construction
claims management, considered to be the largest
construction claims firm in the world. Founded in 1976
as a multi-disciplined management consulting firm that
helps construction participants minimize risks, Hill has
developed a reputation for Hill's innovative approaches
to preventing and resolving construction schedule and
cost overruns. Hill offers public and private clients a full
spectrum of construction-related services that enable
them to complete construction on time and within

budget while minimizing claims and other problems.
Hill's Construction Claims and Consulting Group has
participated in more than 50,000 disputes valued in
excess of $100 billion.

CDM Smith, Inc.
MAJOR SUBCONSULTANT
CDM Smith has nationally
recognized experience in levee
and dam engineering and
assessments. CDM Smith is a
nationally recognized firm in the
planning, evaluation, design, construction, and repair of
levee and dams since CDM Smith's inception. These
facilities have included water supply reservoirs, flood
control levee and dams, water management structures,
and hydroelectric power dams. In addition, CDM Smith
has prepared the design of new levee and dams, as well
as repairs and improvements to existing levee and
dams, spillways, and other appurtenant structures.
CDM Smith maintains
experienced, qualified
geotechnical, structural, and
hydrologic/hydraulic engineers
with expertise in the analysis and
design of earth levee and dams,
concrete dams and spillways,
roller compacted concrete (RCC)
dams, rockfill dams, and inflatable
dams. The firm is a leader in levee
and dam engineering, providing
innovative solutions for public
and private clients globally. The
firm is comprised of more than
5,500 employees whose unwavering focus remains on
PAGE 1and lasting solutions that improve
creating innovative
environmental value, quality of life, and economic
prosperity. With more than $1 billion in annual revenues,
CDM Smith maintains the size, stability, and resources
to successfully undertake a diverse range of projects,
applying local knowledge through a network of more
than 125 offices worldwide while leveraging the full
resources and expertise of its global staff.

Moffatt & Nichol, Inc.
MAJOR SUBCONSULTANT
In 1945, John G. Moffatt and Frank
E. Nichol formed partnerships in
California and Oregon to provide
engineering and design services
to the growing marine infrastructure of the West Coast
of the United States. Initially, Moffatt & Nichol (M&N)
concentrated on harbor works and waterways, bridges,
buildings, industrial facilities, military installations, and
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public works. Since its founding, M&N has expanded its
service areas to offer transportation economics and
finance; port and transportation planning;
environmental planning, mitigation, and restoration;
coastal and water resources engineering; and,
construction management, supervision, and inspection.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M&N provides these services in six primary practice
areas: ports and harbors; goods movement and
transportation; urban waterfronts and marinas;
coastal and water resources engineering; energy;
and, inspection and rehabilitation. To accomplish
these services, M&N offers clients a professional and
experienced staff of transportation economists; port,
transportation, and environmental planners; and
civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, coastal, water
resources, and construction engineers.

KSE provides comprehensive construction management,
inspection, and monitoring services on key projects in
the region. Nearly half of the firm's revenue is generated
from construction inspection and construction
management services. For municipal, educational,
commercial, emergency services, and transportation
facilities and buildings, KSE provides construction
management/monitoring, contract administration,
on-site resident engineering, site safety inspection,
and inspection services for contractor conformance to
project requirements and compliance to design intent,
safety, and quality control.

M&N has completed planning, feasibility and modeling
studies, analysis and evaluation, preliminary and final
designs, opinions of probable costs, and/or construction
documents for more than 8,000 projects worldwide.
Typical projects include highways, site development,
site utilities, waterfront development, oil and cargo
terminals, mooring systems, wharves for commercial
and military ships, vessel navigation, dry docks,
shiplifts, boat harbors, marinas, dredging, bulkheads,
shore protection, breakwaters, causeways, artificial
islands, and wetlands restoration. In the ENR Top 500
Engineering Firms, M&N ranked in the Top Five firms in
the category Marine & Port Facilities (2002-2012) (2002
was the first year this category appeared) and Top 50 in
Transportation Design (2002-2012).

KS Engineers, PC
SUBCONSULTANT
KS Engineers, PC (KSE) is a
multidisciplinary MBE firm that
provides construction management/monitoring and
inspection, civil engineering, structural engineering,
geotechnical engineering, landscape architecture, aerial
mapping ground control, boundary survey, topographic
survey, right-of-way, and GPS mapping services to
various governmental clients at the state, federal, and
local level, as well as to private clients.
KSE has a staff of more than 215 full-time employees,
including 35 licensed structural/civil engineers, 56
full-time design professionals, more than 20 support
engineers and surveyors, over 90 construction
inspectors of various levels, four licensed land surveyors,
four survey crews, eight LEED accredited professionals
and a landscape architect. Comprehensive core services
include:
•
•

Civil Engineering
Structural Engineering

Geotechnical Engineering
Survey and Right-of-Way Mapping
Utility Engineering
Traffic Engineering
Landscape Architecture
Parking Lot & Garage Design
Construction Management and Inspection Services

Jackson Associates Group
SUBCONSULTANT
Jackson Associates Group (JAG)
is a WBE, MBE/SBE Section 3
certified professional construction
management/project management/safety consulting
firm located in the city of Camden that employs highly
skilled professionals. JAG also trains its professionals in
the latest technology.
JAG’s professionals have more than 15 years of
experience in construction management, contract
administration, feasibility analysis, conceptual
estimating, scheduling, master planning and
programming, constructability review, training of
trainers and value engineering. JAGs client base is
a diverse mix from the public and private sector.
PAGE 1 places of worship, community
JAGs clients include
centers, schools, senior citizen facilities and residential,
among others. JAG has a strong relationship with Hill
International and has partnered as a subcontractor
on school projects in the state of New Jersey. JAG
has provided its services throughout the state of New
Jersey, Delaware River Port Authority and many other
firms, creating added value for a successful project
being brought in on time and within budget.

1.4 Dedication to Small Businesses
The team recognizes DPMCs commitment to the
Small Business Enterprise (SBE) program. The team is
committed to subcontracting work to qualified small
and small disadvantaged firms. Louis Berger-Hill JV
has a comprehensive diversity program that allows
the management team to subcontracting work to
qualified small and small disadvantaged firms locally.
To meet the DBE commitment, team will work with
DPMC and NJDEP to pro-actively assist contractors,
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subcontractors, consultants, material suppliers, and
any other service providers to ensure that qualified and
certified small and minority and local businesses have
opportunities to compete.
The Louis Berger-Hill JV Team includes the
following small and disadvantaged firms. Additional
subconsultants will be added on future work orders.
Firm Name

Certification Held in NJ

KS Engineering, PC

MBE

Jackson Associates

WBE, MBE/SBE, Section 3

Jeffery Willis, MBA | Louis Berger
Contract Executive

Mr. Willis is a senior vice president with Louis Berger
and has more than 25 years of experience in the
management and implementation of facilities program
management, construction management, and A/E
design requirements directly related to state, local,
and federal facilities planning, engineering, and
management both in the U.S. and abroad. With Louis
Berger, he has overseen and been primarily responsible
for a wide range of some of the largest facility program
and construction management projects in the world, to
include the principal project management role at the
$20 billion World Trade Center redevelopment program
in lower Manhattan to the multi-billion U.S. Department
of State, Bureau of Overseas Buildings Operations
new Embassy capital program requirements - ensuring
quality performance both on schedule and on budget.

1.5 Staff Qualifications

John Hasselmann, PE, CCM | Louis Berger

The role and relevant project experience for all Level 5+
team members, as noted in the Request for Proposals, is
presented below. Credentials and experience highlights
for all team personnel are provided in Appendix A of
this submittal package.

Mr. Hasselmann has more than 25 years of experience
in engineering design, construction, project resource
planning, and management of engineering technical
services including feasibility, project programming,
and complete design for civil works including coastal
improvements and flood control structures, public
buildings, parks and recreation facilities, industrial
buildings, and transportation facilities. Engineering
services provided by Mr. Hasselmann include
conceptual planning and budgeting, site selection and
infrastructure assessment, construction estimating,
design, serving as resident engineer for construction,
and serving as program manager for projects over a
broad geographic region.

Key Personnel
Thomas Lewis, PE, JD | Louis Berger
Executive Sponsorship Team

Mr. Lewis, as Louis Berger’s president, has 30 years
of extensive and diverse technical management
experience in the following services: brownfields
investigation, remediation and redevelopment; general
environmental and lead/asbestos abatement services
contract; transportation and other geotechnical/
geoenvironmental (including airport/pavements/rail);
environmental planning, environmental assessments,
environmental impact statements; litigation, claims and
brownfield support; eco-restoration and water quality
support; general civil and environmental engineering;
landfill engineering; and emergency response.

John Milano, PE | Hill International
Executive Sponsorship Team

Mr. Milano has more than 30 years of experience in
construction management, business development
and general contracting for courthouses, correctional
facilities, government buildings, educational facilities,
museums, financial, hospitality and transportation
facilities. He specializes in work for New York City
and State departments, agencies and authorities,
including the Department of Design and Construction,
the Dormitory Authority of the State of New York and
the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA). Mr.
Milano's familiarity with the policies, procedures and
management structures of these and other clients is
invaluable in helping to deliver New York metropolitan
area projects on-time and within budget.

Senior Project Manager

Simon Mortimer, MRICS, CCP, LEED AP,
CEng | Hill International
Quality Assurance/Quality Control

Mr. Mortimer is a vice president in Hill’s Atlanta,
Georgia office. His
responsibilities include project
PAGE 1
management, financial planning, construction
budgeting and accounting, client liaison, marketing,
legal administration, contract negotiation, and staff
recruitment services. He provides expert analysis and
testimony in development and construction disputes, as
well as forensic and turnaround services. His expertise
in national and international luxury hotel and resort
project management has contributed to the level of
organization and discipline needed for projects in
other sectors including hospitals, research laboratories,
higher education academic buildings and commercial
developments.

Sean McGonigal, PE | Louis Berger
Client Liaison

Mr. McGonigal is a vice president and an environmental
engineer with more than 24 years of experience,
including 17 years supporting NJDEP and DPMC
on various contracts and high visibility projects.
Mr. McGonigal has significant program and project
management experience on multi-disciplinary projects.
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He specializes in projects where large scale redevelopment occurs in contaminated and ecologically
sensitive environments. He leads programs and projects
that include investigations, feasibility studies, designs,
permitting, stakeholder and community involvement,
and negotiations with regulatory agencies.

Maria Watt, PE | CDM Smith
Client Liaison

With 30 years of environmental restoration and
disaster recovery experience, Ms. Watt has managed
multimillion dollar, multi-tasked, multi-disciplined
restoration and recovery programs requiring extensive
stakeholder coordination and interface as well as agency
negotiation. She has been the program manager for
major restoration contracts for federal, state, municipal
and private clients, and has managed more than 100
feasibility studies in New Jersey and New York. She has
also managed one of the first state-of-the-art cumulative
impacts assessments for the Love Canal Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). As a program manager in New
Jersey and New York, Ms. Watt has managed and
provided technical support to more than 100 multi
disciplined professionals and numerous team members/
subcontractors.

Christopher Corliss, PE | Louis Berger
Project Manager (Design)

Mr. Corliss is a director at Louis Berger with
approximately 18 years of professional experience in
design packages, environmental planning, general civil
engineering and post construction award services. With
a thorough working knowledge of various industries,
regulations, and operations, Mr. Corliss’ specific work
includes projects/tasks involving investigation, design
and design review, landfills, remedial investigation,
remedial design, feasibility study and cost estimates,
renewable energy, wastewater treatment facilities,
underground storage tank (UST) installation,
replacement and remediation, environmental
assessments (EAs), EISs conformance with National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) requirements,
permitting, spill and response plans and designs, and
field activities in hazardous materials (including PCBs)
settings.

Jennifer Brunton, PE, CFM | Louis Berger

Project Manager (Design)
Ms. Brunton is an environmental engineer with more
than 17 years of experience in environmental consulting,
with an emphasis on ecosystem restoration, water
resources engineering, and regulatory compliance. She
has contributed to the restoration of nearly 1,000 acres
of habitat restoration, over 500 acres of which is located
within New Jersey. She excels at working with clients
to articulate project goals, which she translates into her
management of teams of five to 50 technical specialists
that derive the required technical data and craft designs
that meet project needs, align with client objectives,
and meet project scope, budget and schedule
commitments.
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Michael F. Schmidt, PE, BCEE, D.WRE | CDM
Smith
Project Manager (Design)

Mr. Schmidt has 31 years of experience in stormwater,
flood control, coastal, ecosystem restoration,
water resource, and watershed master planning,
modeling, research, facilities evaluations and design,
permitting, operations, asset and data management,
implementation, training, public information, and
funding. He has managed or directed more than 180
stormwater and water resource management programs
in New Jersey and across 28 other States and five
countries.

Stephen L. Whiteside, PE | CDM Smith
Project Manager (Design)

Mr. Whiteside has 39 years of professional experience
in providing geotechnical and dam engineering
services. His extensive experience includes inspection of
concrete and embankment dams and levees; design and
construction of new roller compacted concrete (RCC)
dams, embankment dams, and levees; decommissioning
of existing dams; design and construction of RCC and
articulated concrete block mat overtopping protection
and soil cement erosion protection; and design and
construction of other rehabilitation measures for
existing concrete and embankment dams, levees, and
appurtenant structures.

Eyad Mizian, Esq, PE | Louis Berger

Project Manager (Construction Management)
Mr. Mizian has more than 20 years of program
management and project and construction management
experience in the area of water/wastewater. As the
program manager of Baltimore County’s Consent
Decree Program, Mr. Mizian directed and coordinated
sewer design and construction teams to ensure
PAGE 1
activities are carried
out in accordance with established
specifications, schedules, and budgets. He oversaw
program management of design and construction
activities on pump stations and sewer improvement
projects. Mr. Mizian assisted Baltimore County in
developing guidelines, managing daily operations, and
CIP planning.

Anthony C. Vesay, PE, PMP, LEED AP | Hill
International
Project Manager (Construction Management)

Mr. Vesay has more than 25 years of experience as
a senior-level executive and career Army officer. His
experience includes building teams, interfacing with
stakeholders and completing projects on-time, within
budget and to the client’s satisfaction. He has managed
major projects and programs around the world, with
an emphasis on contracting in crisis management
environments. For example, Mr. Vesay led the $1
billion federal engineer response in Mississippi in the
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aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. His responsibilities in
Mississippi included monitoring 40 complex missions
involving more than 5,500 responders.

James Grundhoffer, PE | Hill International

Project Manager (Construction Management)
Mr. Grundhoffer has more than 35 years of experience in
project and construction management. His experience
encompasses wastewater treatment plants; educational
and cultural facilities; courthouses; post offices; transit,
highways and highway management systems; jet engine
test facilities; and nuclear facilities. He has served on
projects and programs ranging from project executive
to inspector on projects ranging from $1 million to $15
billion, directly managing construction projects and
activities, inspecting work during placement, overseeing
materials testing and coordinating with owners,
designers, tenants and public agencies.

Chad Brown, RLA, LEED AP | Hill
International

Project Manager (Construction Management)
Mr. Brown has more than 16 years of experience in
landscape architecture, computer-aided design and
drafting (CADD), estimating, project management
and planning and scheduling. His previous projects
include waterfront and zoological parks, mountainside
resorts, mixed-use retail, high-end residential,
commercial, campus enhancements, regional trail
systems, streetscape improvements, institutional,
drainage schemes and gunite/shotcrete and natural
rock water features. In addition to providing oversight
to construction projects, he participates in the design
process from concept to development.

Program Resources Personnel
Michael Dunn, PE | Louis Berger
Permit Cordinator/Expeditor

Mr. Dunn is manager of civil engineering with more
than 19 years of technical experience on a wide variety
of civil and environmental engineering projects. His
work experience includes stormwater management
and water quality design and analysis, planning and
design of local roads and state highways, hydrologic
and hydraulic (H&H) design, soil erosion and sediment
control, and plan review of related projects. He has
completed construction documentation including plans,
technical specifications, and quantity and cost estimates
for various highway and roadway, and stormwater
management projects.

Margaret (Peg) McBrien, PE, PWS | Louis
Berger
Permit Cordinator/Expeditor

Ms. McBrien has extensive experience in managing
wetland, stream, water quality, and watershed
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evaluation and restoration projects. She has managed
restoration designs for more than 1,800 acres of aquatic
ecosystems. As a former USACE and EPA employee,
Ms. McBrien is thoroughly familiar with environmental
regulations, guidelines, and procedures. She has
extensive federal and state regulatory experience
including delineating wetland boundaries, assessing
wetland functions and services, restoring and creating
streams and wetlands, obtaining state and federal
permits, writing comprehensive environmental impact
assessments, conducting ecological risk assessments,
and designing stormwater and wastewater treatment
wetlands.

Kevin McEvoy | CDM Smith
Constructability Reviews

Mr. McEvoy has more than 37 years of experience in
the planning, design, and construction engineering
of water, wastewater, transportation and hazardous
waste remediation projects for municipal and private
sector clients. As team leader of construction cervices
at CDM Smith, Mr. McEvoy is responsible for contract
administration of both general and resident engineering
services on the firm's largest and most complex
projects. His responsibilities include interfacing with
design engineers, coordinating the shop drawing
process, resident engineering services, major claims
negotiation, extensive participation in the partnering
process, client reporting and business development.

Claire Baldwin, D.Prof. | CDM Smith
Partnering/Facilitator

Dr. Baldwin is a specialist in organizational change
management, succession planning facilitation, and
team effectiveness. Her doctoral research has focused
on industrial psychology, development of emotional
intelligence in team dynamics, and facilitated dialogue
PAGE 1
to improve business
performance. Her experience
is grounded in urban and regional planning in its
environmental, technical, and regulatory of municipal
authorities and communities with over 25 years in the
building and construction industry. She is a certified
mediator.

Ann Folli, PWS | Louis Berger
Regulatory Compliance

Ms. Folli is a principal environmental scientist with
experience completing wetland delineations, preparing
wetland impact permit applications, assisting with the
design and implementation of wetland mitigation sites,
and completing monitoring activities in accordance
with regulatory permit conditions. She has assisted with
numerous ecological studies, including the assessment
of wetlands and other habitats and the identification
of flora and fauna species, including working with
threatened and endangered (T&E) flora and fauna
species.
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Jennifer Gonzalez, AICP, LEED GA, ENV SP |
Louis Berger
HUD CDBG-DR Compliance

Ms. Gonzalez is a senior planner focusing on
environmental sustain ability, climate adaptation and
resiliency projects. Her environmental policy experience
includes the preparation of environmental review
documents pursuant to the NEPA, HUD 24 CFR Part
58, and associated regulations such as the Coastal
Zone Management Act. She has also coordinated
community outreach, stakeholder engagement, and
visioning sessions to facilitate relationship-building
among various agencies, nonprofit groups and private
sector businesses. She presently serves on the Steering
Committee of New Jersey’s Urban Water Solutions
Initiative, and is a member of the Awards Jury for the
New Jersey Future Smart Growth Awards.

Steven C. Green, CPA | CDM Smith
HUD CDBG-DR Compliance

As part of CDM Smith’s team to serve as program
administrator on federally funded disaster recovery
projects, Mr. Green is responsible for the design and
oversight of all financial operations. He also assists in
the selection, negotiation, contracting and oversight
of subcontractors. This position requires expertise in
federal regulations, contract negotiations, accounting
policies and controls, and project management. He
also assists in the development and implementation of
project policies and procedures especially in dealing
with CDBG requirements. Mr. Green assists with the
design of software applications used on these projects.

Nicolaas Veraart, AICP, ASLA | Louis Berger
NEPA Compliance

Mr. Veraart brings more than 25 years of NEPA
experience in the tri-state area with NEPA
environmental review and compliance for large-scale
complex infrastructure projects. His HUD CDBG-DR
NEPA experience includes his role as Louis Berger’s
project manager for the environmental review for the
Lower Manhattan Recovery projects post 9/11 with
his award-winning work for the World Trade Center
Memorial and Redevelopment GEIS. He is also the
project manager for the Post-Sandy New York Rising
Community Reconstruction Program and subsequent
implementation of reconstruction projects, providing
NEPA HUD CDBG-DR environmental review for more
than $600 million in construction, such as the $125
million Rebuild By Design Living with the Bay and the
$380 million Suffolk Sewers projects.

Ginger Croom, PE | CDM Smith
USACE Compliance

Ms. Croom is a program manager with 19 years of
technical and management experience for federal,
state and municipal water resources planning and
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design projects in dam removal, stormwater, water
supply, watershed planning and wastewater projects.
Her management highlights include multi-disciplinary
project management and extensive stakeholder
coordination, while technical strengths include hydraulic,
hydrologic and water quality modeling, stormwater
best management practices (BMPs) and watershed
assessments.

Timothy Hillier, CFM | CDM Smith
FEMA Compliance

Mr. Hillier is a coastal engineer with a diverse
background which combines a well-developed
theoretical understanding of marine engineering
concepts with significant practical experience. His areas
of expertise include coastal flood hazard analysis and
mitigation, marine hydraulic evaluation, waterfront
structural investigation and design, and hydrographic
data collection. His additional waterfront related duties
have included underwater inspections, construction
administration and observation, project site evaluation,
and environmental permitting.

Construction Management
Personnel
Robert J. Klein, PE | CDM Smith
Superintendent

Mr. Klein has experience working on major projects.
He has been involved in many levels from planning
and design to field observation and construction
management. He has performed field inspections. As
an effective communicator, his duties have included
daily client management, coordination with architects,
sub consultants, and contractors. Mr. Klein has also
demonstrated his budget management abilities through
construction projects for clientele and design projects
for larger firms. PAGE
He 1is experienced in establishing
budgets and writing proposals.

Luis G. Cortes | Hill International
Superintendent

Mr. Cortes has more than 14 years of experience in
civil architectural inspections, design, construction
and construction management. His experience
includes pre-construction scope development, new
building construction, landmark building restoration,
construction management, scheduling, quality control,
cost estimating, safety management, change order
administration, contract negotiation, RFI tracking and
response and claims avoidance and resolution. His
project experience includes water treatment plants,
zoos, libraries, museums, schools, parks, transportation
facilities, government buildings and courthouses.
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Wayne Valentine, PE | Louis Berger
Superintendent

Mr. Valentine has more than 40 years of experience
in construction and engineering design. He has
experience in project and construction management
and quality control for a wide range of public
and private agencies, as well as experience in the
administration of construction contracts. Mr. Valentine
has additional experience in procurement, negotiation
of subcontracts, financial forecasts, scheduling, cost
estimating and claims. Mr. Valentine also performs
administrative oversight for on-site construction
inspectors, several of which are located out of state,
and provides constructability reviews of plans and
specifications and provide quality assurance checks on
cost estimates, plans and specifications.

Ken Favaro | Louis Berger
Superintendent

Mr. Ken Favaro has been a Marine Construction
and Site Work Project Manager in the New York
metropolitan area since May 1984. In his current role
with Louis Berger, he is a senior civil inspector for the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ),
handling complex, large-scale marine construction
projects for the Port Commerce Division, operating
primarily at Brooklyn Marine Terminal in Red Hook
and New York Container Terminal in Port Ivory, Staten
Island. Mr. Favaro’s primary job responsibilities include
workmanship and materials quality assurance, daily
detailed job inspections, site safety/OSHA compliance,
and approving/processing contractor payment
requisitions.
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the commercial, industrial, chemical and pharmaceutical
fields, including advanced knowledge of hazardous
locations, motors, controls and instrumentation. He
correctly prioritizes tasks for the greatest efficiency
and value-adds, is keenly aware of safety and electrical
codes and focuses on quality management to provide
the client with successful implementation.

Vince DiFusco | Hill International
Superintendent

Mr. Di Fusco has more than 16 years of experience
in landscape architecture design and construction.
He has served as project manager and designer for
several award-winning projects, including a greenroof in
Battery Park City, New York, and a waterfront landscape
in Edgemere, Queens. He has managed numerous
complex site construction projects and has horticultural
experience. As resident engineer, he has contributed
to many notable projects for the City of New York Parks
and Recreation (NYC Parks). His specialized computer
skills include AutoCAD, LandCAD, Photoshop 7.0,
InDesign and Illustrator.

Joie Galiardo | Hill International
Superintendent

Ms. Galiardo has more than 20 years of experience in
construction management for educational facilities,
retirement and assisted living facilities, hotels and
airports. This includes taking on roles as project
engineer and assistant project manager. From these
roles, she has contributed to notable projects for the
New York City Housing Authority and the Roosevelt
Island Operating Corp.

William McCanless | Louis Berger

Project Controls Personnel

Mr. McCanless has more than 37 years of program
management, project management, construction
management, resident engineering, claims
management, and supervisory experience working in
the fields of construction management, engineering,
construction and maintenance. Mr. McCanless has
experience in budgetary control of projects, change
order management, request for information process,
construction submittal review, back charge and claims
resolution, work order control, lump sum bidding, cash
flow projections, and development and implementation
of a main frame and personal computer maintenance
management systems, including Primavera Construction
Management.

Jim O'Neill | Hill International

Arthur Cartluccio, CCM | Hill International

Cost Control/Auditor

Superintendent

Superintendent

Mr. Carluccio has over 30 years of experience in
electrical contracting, from job estimating to supporting
existing equipment and infrastructure. His expertise
encompasses a broad range of electrical concepts in

1
Project Labor PAGE
Agreements

Mr. O’Neill has more than 40 years experience in legal
and professional consulting services to individuals,
private businesses, public entities, and the military.
He is a vice president and has been with Hill as a
senior consultant/attorney since 1993, specializing in
all aspects of Project Labor Agreements (PLAs) with
particular emphasis on public sector application. He has
provided PLA support services in every aspect of the
PLA process including the feasibility study, labor/cost
analysis, drafting, negotiating, administration and legal
defense.

Steve Weekes | Louis Berger
Mr. Weekes offers a unique combination of crossfunctional skills from more than 26 years of experience
in the construction industry, both locally and
internationally, specializing in cost management;
shipping; estimating; warehousing; and, purchasing. He
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has the ability to manage, organize, plan and coordinate
tasks both on a construction site and in the office with
project experience in industrial plants, commercial
buildings, hotels, and residential villas. For the past six
years, Mr. Weekes has worked alongside the schedulers,
accountants and project management staff to assimilate
and process information for inclusion into the monthly
cost reports forecast on the $3.1 billion 1 World Trade
Center Construction project.

Mark McDowell | Hill International
Cost Control/Auditor

Mr. McDowell has 20 years of experience in the
construction industry as a results-oriented manager
on a wide variety of large capital projects. He has
excellent communication and interpersonal skills and is
skilled in planning and scheduling, and capital project
development. He understands the coordination and
direction of all construction activities. A team player
with the ability to work independently, Mark is detailed
and extremely well organized with great analytical skills
to solve problems and provide solutions. His project
experience includes multi-family housing, theme park
attraction development, restaurant, retail, and public
works construction, including heavy civil works on the
Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority’s Redline
Project. He brings a time management approach to all
phases of project development and has the experience
necessary to make intelligent decisions through the
entire project process.
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Bernard Monahan, PE | Hill International
Estimator

Mr. Monahan has more than 25 years of experience in
the construction industry. His areas of expertise include
cost estimating, contract administration, procurement,
construction management and claims analysis. His
projects consist of corporate office buildings, airports,
hospitals and medical facilities, hotels and museums
and galleries in the U.S. and Qatar. On behalf of several
leading financial, real estate and construction firms,
Bernard managed project controls for large-scale capital
programs and complex infrastructure projects ranging
in value from $10 million to $2.4 billion.

Dwayne E. Young | Hill International
CPM Scheduler

Mr. Young has 20 years of experience providing
project controls services in the construction industry.
Specializing in infrastructure projects, he brings
expertise in construction schedules and cost control
for capital project development. He is knowledgeable
in critical path method (CPM) schedule components
for linear construction projects, collaborates with the
project team to develop detailed resource loaded
design and construction schedules and specializes in
progress status reports and performance of earned
value analysis.

PAGE
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Dereck C. Baker | Hill International
CPM Scheduler

Mr. Baker brings more than 22 years of experience
and is an accomplished mechanical engineer, project
manager, construction manager, project engineer
and scheduler. He has expertise in all aspects of
engineering, construction, business management,
project/construction management, general
contracting, project controls, procurement, startup
and commissioning. The value of the projects he has
provided services on range from $100,000 to $13.5
billion in total installed costs.
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Figure 1.7
Organziation Chart | The grapic below demonstrates the strength and depth of the Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture Team
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SECTION 2 - RELATED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Louis Berger and Hill International have been trusted partners
to both the New Jersey Department of Property Management
& Construction (DPMC) and New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) on many of the state’s most
challenging projects. Most recently, both firms have provided
valuable support on programs in response to Superstorm Sandy.

Key Client Issues to
Address for Project Success
Responsiveness and Rapid
Deployment of Staff
Manage T&M and FFP TO’s
Simultaneously

Together with a team of carefully selected subconsultants, the
Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture Team provides proven experience
with projects of very similar size and scope of coastal and flood
mitigation projects. This section provides an overview of the
team’s collective experience and how this experience and the
expertise of the Team’s personnel will address the critical issues
shown in Figure 2.1.
The Louis Berger-Hill JV has successfully delivered construction
management program services for a variety of projects ranging
from civil works to new building construction for nearly 30 years.
This team has worked together in New Jersey on coastal and
civil development projects, as well as other locations across the
United States. Individually, Louis Berger experience includes
Project Management and Design of flood control and drainage
projects for US Army Corps of Engineers from feasibility through
construction completion, and Hill International has experience
serving Superstorm Sandy recovery and disaster response
for FEMA and deploying personnel to project sites with short
notice. In addition, Berger-Hill JV has reached out to vital
industry leaders CDM Smith and Moffatt & Nichol to provide
the best project and program advisement, additional staffing
resources and design review consultations. The Louis Berger-Hill
JV has also identified KS Engineers – an MBE certified business
enterprise to bring additional support as needed for on-site
Construction Management. KS Engineers' recent experience
includes inspections of damage caused by Superstorm Sandy
and making recommendations for local infrastructure repairs and
improvements.

2.1 Relevant Qualifications
The following pages highlight the team’s combined qualifications
in the services areas relevant to this contract. Key project
examples are included in this section, along with a project
experience matrix to emphasize to DPMC that the Louis BergerHill JV Team is experienced in providing similar services to this
project.

HUD and FEMA Guidance
& Compliance
Local and state regulatory
requirements
Tracking multiple Budgets,
Schedules and Forecast
Understanding of NEPA/
EIS process
Working in partnership with
NJDEP/DPMC and the Design
Contractors
Rapid Conflict Resolution
through Partnering
PLA’s to minimize labor disputes/
delays
PAGE

1

Flood Mitigation & Environmental
Infrastructure Project Experience
Value Engineering and
Constructability Reviews for
Coastal Protection Infrastructure
Design & Constructability
Reviews for Dams and Levees
Figure 2.1 Key Client Issues | The Louis BergerHill Joint Venture offers a remarkable breadth and
depth of experience in all key aspects of concurrent
project delivery and construction management.
Through careful planning and permitting,
collaboration, and timely execution, with all the
right resources in the right places at the right time,
the team has proven for more than a quarter-century
that it brings the right stuff to every project.
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Louis Berger

National Park Service, Construction Management Program*
DCDOT, 17th Street Potomac Park Levee
NJ Meadowlands Commission, Restoration of the Rutherford/East Rutherford
Drainage Ditch System
USACE, Green Brook Flood Control Project, Finderne Wetland Mitigation Site
USACE, Keyport and Highlands Flood Control/Shore Protection Projects
Various Projects for the Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery

Hill

NYC Housing Recovery Office, Superstorm Sandy Housing Recovery Build-it-Back
Program
Various Projects for the Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
FEMA, Emergency Management Disaster Response

USACE Fort Worth District, Trinity Uptown Program
NYCDEP, Brookfiled Avenue Landfill Remediation Projects

M&N

South Florida Water Management District, Design, Construction Support, and
Permitting for the Lake Okeechocbee Fast-Track Phosphorous Reduction Project
Various Storm Damage Reduction and Navigation Projects for USACE, New York District

KS

CDM Smith

NJTA, Facilities Improvement Program

Various Projects for the New York Rising Community Reconstruction Program

* Performed by Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture Team
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Technical Proposal

Project #1: National Park Service Construction
Management Program

Above
Ellis Island Seawall Reconstruciton | Photo shows the sheet piling retains soil and pumps keep the area dry for counterfort reconstruction.

The Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture (JV) provided on-site construction management to National Park Service (NPS)
sites throughout the country. Services include on-site coordination with owners and stakeholders; daily reporting;
inspections, contracting and arranging for materials testing and inspections; design consultant coordination for
submittals and changes; modification estimates and negotiations; contractor payment recommendations; project
reporting, in accordance with federal American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 funding requirements,
and chairing weekly progress meetings. Projects have totaled more than $160 million in construction value.
Ellis Island Seawall Re-Construction. The seawall replacement project required excavation and construction of the
land side and water side of the seawall to replace counterfort and breakwater structures. Underwater operations
included retrieval of historic granite blocks and resetting. New pile casings were driven and vibration monitoring was
required to protect nearby historic buildings on Ellis Island. Tremie concrete placement method was used for the piles
and careful construction oversite was required to ensure water did not infiltrate the new pilings. Enforcement of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit for sediment and erosion control was required at all times, and safety
was continuously enforced including confirmation of certification for all dive equipment. The Louis Berger-Hill JV
scheduled site visits for third-party inspections for underwater work validation and materials testing.
Project Details

PAGE

1

Location of Project
Various Locations throughout the U.S.

Firm(s) Involved
Louis Berger & Hill International, as part of the Louis BergerHill Joint Venture

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• John Hasselmann, PE, CCM
• David Halpern, PE
• Dincer Egin, PE, PhD
• Jeffery Willis, MBA

Client Reference Information
National Park Service
National Park Service
12795 West Alameda Parkway
Denver, CO 80225-0287, USA

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Performance of CM services on large-scale projects
• Management of T&M and fixed priced task orders
• Designs and constructability reviews
• Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
• Ability to work with multiple stakeholders
• Rapid deployment of forces

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
Construction/Program Management
•
FEMA/HUD Compliance
•
Estimating
•
Construction Management
•
Inspection
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Delaware River Turtle Beach (Swim and Recreation Area). This project required
excavation and re-grading 300 feet of river shoreline, archeological considerations and
careful excavation, site grading and construction of storm-water management utilities,
power, water, sewer utilities including local potable water treatment. A Louis Berger-Hill
JV on site construction manager carefully monitored the importing of 70,000 tons of
structural fill to accurately account for the quantity and ensure all compaction testing
was performed in accordance with specification requirements. The project included
three new buildings for visitors and staff, new access roads and a security building,
and parking for 125 vehicles. Challenges overcome during construction included soil
instability and poorly draining clay soils. This was resolved by introducing geo-textile
material and re-direction of the storm-water runoff as designed, in coordination with
the local permitting authorities as recommended by the Louis Berger-Hill JV project
manager.
Riis Landing. Located at the foot of the Marine Parkway-Gil Hodges Memorial Bridge
in Jamaica Bay, Queens, is the base of operations for marine law enforcement providing
protection services for the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island National Historic Sites. The
breakwater structures were deteriorated and were allowing unmitigated wave action
to cause difficulties for marine vessel access. The Louis Berger-Hill JV construction
manager provided oversight and technical assistance for the demolition and installation
of the West and East breakwaters, including the refurbishment of 140 foot floating
timber walkway, and replacement of derelict mooring piles.

Above
Delaware River Turtle Beach Swim
and Recreation Area | Shoreline
grading and building foundation
construction at Turtle Beach.

Catoctin Aqueduct. This team rehabilitated the Catoctin Aqueduct and removed
a temporary Bailey bridge that was placed after flooding of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Canal caused damage to the three masonry arches of the aqueduct. Injection
grouting and reinforced cast-in-place concrete, as well as recovered stone and newly
quarried stone were used to re-build the aquaduct and provide a consistent appearance with the existing
historical structure. Construction site access was difficult and required staging of materials up to two miles from
the construction site. Construction operations required sheet piling for cofferdams, scaffolding, and barge work
platforms. The Louis Berger-Hill JV construction manager ensured all work areas were safe, concrete was inspected
and tested, and placement of new stone was accounted for application of payment.
Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool. The Louis Berger-Hill JV provided comprehensive construction management
services for the rehabilitation of the Memorial Reflecting Pool and surrounding area that required a complete
structural rehabilitation of the Reflecting Pool, a new security barrier around the perimeter and rehabilitation of the
adjacent Elm Walk areas. The project included removal of the pool slab and asbestos containing pool lining, over
PAGE 1
19,000 cubic yards of concrete, hundreds of historical stone removal and resetting,
and an new water circulation
and treatment systems for four million gallons of water, including up to 35,000 gallons a day of make-up water
lost to evaporation. Due to the high visibility location within an urban setting, increased security levels associated
with adjacent facilities, the sensitive historic materials and trees and the continued operation of surrounding
monuments and memorials, the project presented a number of challenges. The construction managers worked
daily to coordinate activities between the contractor and the local park to minimize visitor impact. The constraints
of the site required that the contractor provide alternate access to the site to facilitate the delivery of materials and
allowable delivery hours were restricted to minimize impacts to commuter traffic.

Above Photos, from left
Riis Landing in Jamaica Bay, Queens, New York; Catoctin Aqueduct in Frederick City and County, Maryland; and, Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool in Washington, DC
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Project #2: 17th Street Potomac Park Levee

Above
Temporary Floodwall | A temporary floodwall was deployed during annual exercise. Heavy equipment was recommended by Louis Berger as part of the Operations
and Maintenance Plan.

The 17th Street Potomac Levee project required improvement and extension of the existing levee that protects
against flood waters from the Potomac River. These improvements provided a new hardscape levee and an
extension across 17th Street. The extension is a new structure that is deployed when flood waters threaten, but
otherwise allows traffic to flow normally when not in use.
Louis Berger provided project management, environmental assessment, construction support and archeological
oversight, and complete operations and maintenance documents. Using an integrated design process with
project stakeholders that included the DC Department of Transportation (DDOT), DC State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO), Capital Planning Commission, National Park Service (NPS), and USACE, Louis Berger managed the
complete design of the new levee.
During design, all stakeholders provided comments via a web-based program and participated in round table
discussions to resolve concerns and provide clear direction to design consultants. The design provided for levee
alternatives in the environmental assessment (EA) with viewshed analyses, submittal to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) of the Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) package, which included
PAGE 1
annotated map, and complete bid documents for the levee wall and the deployable
system, landscaping, lighting,
and utility relocation.
Project Details
Location of Project
Washington, DC

Firm(s) Involved
Louis Berger

Key Personnel Involved on Project
•
John Hasselmann, PE, CCM
•
David Halpern, PE
•
Jeffery Willis, MBA

Client Reference Information
Program Manager
IPMA, District Department of Transportation

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
•
Expert knowledge of HUD/FEMA requirements and
compliance
•
Performance of CM services on large-scale projects
•
Management of T&M and fixed priced task orders
•
Designs and constructability reviews
•
Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
•
Ability to work with multiple stakeholders
•
Rapid deployment of forces

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
Construction/Program Management
•
FEMA/HUD Compliance
•
Estimating
•
Construction Management
•
Inspection
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Above
Environmental Assessment Services | The environmental assessment (EA) developed view impact analyses and was provided by
Louis Berger.

Louis Berger also provided construction and schedule estimates, and operations and maintenance manuals in
accordance with USACE requirements. For operation and deployment of the temporary floodwall system, Louis
Berger documented several options and associated risks, recommended truck and crane equipment, storage
locations, and floodwall deployment procedures. Finally, Louis Berger provided design of maintenance and
protection of traffic during construction, specified construction contractor administrative requirements including
archeological excavation requirements and interpretive sign requirements, provided geodetic survey and
subsurface investigation, and utility relocation design. Louis Berger obtained all permits including sediment and
erosion control and stormwater management plans.
PAGE
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Above
Maintenance of Traffic | Maintenance of traffic during construction of the levee was designed by Louis Berger.
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Project #3: Restoration of the Rutherford/East
Rutherford Drainage Ditch System

Above, from left
Rutherford Drainage Ditch System | To resolve the flooding issues that were creating a serious hazard along a busy highway and commercial corridor in New Jersey,
Joint Venture partner Louis Berger again found for a client sensitive to public pressure and scrutiny an economical and innovative solution that exceeded expectations.

New Jersey Meadowlands Commission (NJMC) contracted Louis Berger to mitigate regional flooding problems
for the “Rutherford Tide Gates/Route 17.” Local flooding had occurred upstream of the Rutherford Tide Gates,
which included Route 17 near the NJ Transit Bergen County Line rail bridge. In fact, flooding occurred even
during small storm events at Route 17, local roadways, and local parking lots, which caused impassable conditions
in this commercial corridor. These conditions were unacceptable to the businesses and individuals affected, as
these notorious flood events were detrimental to public safety. NJMC was facing intense political and public
pressure to not only correct the flooding problems, but to do so in a cost-effective and timely manner. Of almost
equal significance was the fact that this project was the first flood control proposal advertised by the NJMC, and
its success helped to advance other high priority projects identified by the NJMC’s Hackensack Meadowlands
Floodplain Management Plan.
The project goal was to restore drainage ditch systems to pass at least the 10 year storm event, maintaining an
upstream peak elevation within 0.5 feet of the minimum Route 17 roadway elevation. Measures to allow for the
passage of the 25 year storm were also analyzed.
Project Details

PAGE

1

Location of Project
Rutherford/East Rutherford, New Jersey

Firm(s) Involved
Louis Berger

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• Thomas Lewis, PE, JD
• Ed Sammans, PWS, CE
• Ann Folli, PWS
• Jennifer Brunton, PE
• Michael Dunn, PE
• Abdulai Fofanah, PE, CFM, D.WRE

Client Reference Information
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Designs and constructability reviews
• Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
• Ability to work with multiple stakeholders
• Rapid deployment of forces

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
Modeling
•
Estimating
•
Scheduling
•
Constructability Reviews
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The project goal was realized through the implementation of the following improvements:
•
•

•

•

Restoration of the Rutherford Tide Gates. Five non-functioning tide gates were located at the downstream
end of five culverts at the southern end of the Rutherford Drainage Ditch; these were upgraded and replaced.
Restoration of the Rutherford and East Rutherford Drainage Ditch System. The two drainage ditches,
which hydraulically connected large portions of the boroughs of Rutherford and East Rutherford to Berry’s
Creek Canal and Berry’s Creek, were cleaned out, widened where necessary, and hydraulic structures replaced
where necessary. Tide gates were also added to the existing gates at the downstream end of the East
Rutherford Ditch.
Route 17 Drainage System Upgrade. A consultant of the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT)
developed drainage improvement plans for the Route 17 separate storm sewer system within the right-of-way (ROW)
to pass the 10 year storm event. Within the portion of the drainage system that conveyed flows to the Rutherford
and East Rutherford Ditches, Louis Berger upgraded design improvements to pass the 25-year storm event.
Restoration of the Rutherford and East Rutherford Drainage Ditch System/Rutherford Tide Gates. Louis
Berger completed the initial project tasks for the in-depth study/characterization of the flooding problems
at the site, which included obtaining survey data and developing topographic mapping; geotechnical and
environmental sampling and analyses; a wetland delineation; cultural resource assessment; New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) and USACE pre-application meetings; hydrologic and
hydraulic (H&H) data acquisition and review; and project specific H&H modeling (HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS)
and results analyses. Louis Berger also researched options for types of tide gates to use for the project and
determined the most efficient gate design for the site-specific conditions.

Due to the multi-faceted hydrologic and hydraulic connections among the drainage ditches, their watershed,
the Route 17 drainage system, and Berry’s Creek/Berry’s Creek Canal system, the complexity of this project has
necessitated the implementation of innovative designs, value engineering, and future project planning by the
Louis Berger team. For example, due to NJDEP requirements to model the proposed project conditions assuming
a fully developed watershed, the H&H modeling results for projected runoff rates were extremely high and likely
overestimated. In fact, even with the design of additional culverts and tide gates at the downstream end of the East
Rutherford Ditch, as well as equalization culverts between the two ditches, the proposed design could not pass
more than the one-year storm event. Therefore, pumps were inserted into the hydraulic model to determine sizes
required to pass flows the 10 and 25 year storm events. Due to the high runoff rates, the sizes recommended by the
model were at least and order of magnitude larger than what was realistically expected.
To address this issue, Louis Berger suggested the implementation of the proposed “gravity” design, followed by
one-year of post-construction monitoring to determine the actual flows and water surface elevations in the drainage
ditch systems. Subsequent to analysis of the monitoring program results, a pump station could be designed to
pass the larger storm events based on tangible flow data. This will allow for a smaller, more efficient pump station
PAGE 1
design, likely with less maintenance required, providing a substantial cost savings
to NJMC. In addition, this plan
will allow for NJMC to enact short-term solution to address frequent flood events, while responsibly planning
for measures to address larger, more disruptive flood events. Louis Berger is currently preparing the structural
designs of the culverts and tide gates, as well as performing the supporting geotechnical analyses. Louis Berger
is also preparing the multiple agency permit submittals and preliminary design plans, specifications, and design
reports that will accompany the permit submissions. After regulatory approvals are obtained, final designs will be
completed and full construction bid documents will be prepared including plans, specifications, and engineering
cost estimates. In addition, Louis Berger will be providing construction management and inspection support
services throughout the duration of construction.
Route 17 Drainage System Upgrade. Louis Berger has completed the initial H&H review of the proposed NJDOT
drainage improvement plans for the Route 17. The next steps include modifying NJDOT’s storm sewer models for the
to the 25-year storm event, including revision of existing drainage structures based on new survey data; delineation
and inclusion of tributary drainage areas and drainage systems, including off-site drainage contributions to the Route
17 drainage systems; and conversion of system hydrology. Once the storm sewer model has been updated, Berger
will run the revised models, troubleshoot where necessary, and check for continuity with the ditch modeling results.
Louis Berger will make revisions to the existing and proposed storm drainage systems where necessary to pass the
25-year storm event. The NJDOTs proposed drainage improvement plans will then be revised to reflect these design
upgrades and a design report will be prepared. To ensure the successful integration of the upgraded design, Louis
Berger will coordinate with the NJDOTs consultant when the revised drawings are submitted.
DPMC PROJECT J0334-00: Construction Management Services on Rebuild by Design Projects
and Other NJDEP Flood Mitigation and Environmental Infrastructure Projects
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Project #4: Green Brook Flood Control Project,
Finderne Wetland Mitigation Site

Above
Finderne Wetland Mitigation Site | Joint Venture partner Louis Berger provided a full array of engineering and technical services for this crucial and culturally sensitive
wetland mitigation project located in north central New Jersey. Services ranged from initial and in-depth site analysis to final design alternative and construction
supervision, all while successfully working with multiple stakeholders and state and federal permitting agencies.

USACE New York District contracted Louis Berger to develop a wetland and stream restoration design to mitigate
for adverse impacts of the Green Brook Flood Control Project. The project goal was to maximize the wetland
mitigation acreage and habitat unit mitigation potential for the site, as well as incorporate stream restoration to
stabilize the existing channel, restore stream functions, and boost the overall value of the habitat.
The Finderne Site is a 179 acre parcel of undeveloped land in Bridgewater Township, Somerset County. The site is
bordered by the Raritan River on the south, east and west, and by an industrial development to the north. Several
easements are located on the property, a trunk sewer line right-of-away for the Somerset-Raritan Valley Sewer
Authority, a PSE&G power line right-of-way, and a one-acre area that will be set aside by the Somerset County
Park Commission as Green Acres land. The southeast corner of the property has high potential for significant prehistoric cultural resources. Approximately 1,100 linear feet of stream intersect the western portion of the site.
Louis Berger’s scope of services included baseline data collection and engineering design to develop full contract
bid documents. In addition, coordination with multiple agencies including USACE, the New Jersey State Historic
PAGE 1
Preservation Office, (SHPO) the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), and Somerset
County Park Commission was imperative, as development of the design plan had to be consistent with the
Commission’s master plan for the property, as well as account for the presence of cultural resources and site’s
location in a floodway. Louis Berger also procured the necessary federal and state permits for the project.
Project Details
Location of Project
Bridgewater Township, New Jersey

Firm(s) Involved
Louis Berger

Key Personnel Involved on Project
•
Ed Sammans, PWS, CE
•
Ann Folli, PWS
•
Jen Brunton, PE

Client Reference Information
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
•
Designs and constructability reviews
•
Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
•
Ability to work with multiple stakeholders
•
Rapid deployment of forces

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
Estimating
•
Scheduling
•
Constructability Reviews
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Louis Berger’s specific investigation and analysis tasks consisted of aerial surveys; soil borings and laboratory
testing; piezometer installation and groundwater monitoring; an HTRW assessment report; review of cultural
assessment reports; Pennsylvania Modified Habitat Evaluation Procedure (PAMHEP) analysis; hydrologic and
hydraulic (H&H) studies including HEC-RAS and HELP modeling; and a water budget analysis.
As part of the in-depth study/characterization of the degraded stream channel crossing the site, Louis Berger
characterized the existing conditions of the stream system at a watershed scale, evaluated the H&H modeling
results, and developed a morphological description of the stream based on a Rosgen Level II Stream Classification.
Berger evaluated the affects that past modifications to the system have had on the existing stream conditions and
identification of indicators of stream instabilities.
Based on the results of investigations and analyses, Louis Berger prepared several design alternatives to
meet multiple agency requirements. A preferred design alternative was selected, for which full construction
bid documents were
developed, including plans,
specifications, and cost
estimates. The design plans
included a grading plan,
planting plan, cross sections,
stream morphology profiles,
and details for the in-stream
structures (i.e. rock vanes
and rootwads) that were
employed to stabilize the
channel grade and reduce
bank erosion. Multi-purpose
recreational amenities and a
bridge spanning the restored
stream channel were also
integrated.
Finally, Louis Berger assisted
the USACE with engineering
oversight during the
bidding and construction
phases, including review of
contractor submittals and
onsite supervision during
construction.

Above
Successful restoration | Thorough investigation, oversight, andPAGE
review
1 of the project by Louis Berger resulted in a
successful mitigation and restoration of wetlands, which provided essential areas for water pooling and critical added
protection for 13 downstream communities with a long history of flood damage caused by major storm events.
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Project #5: Keyport and Highlands Flood
Control/Shore Protection Projects
USACE New York District contracted Louis Berger to provide engineering and
environmental services for the feasibility studies for both the Keyport and
Highlands Flood Control Projects. USACE completed pre-feasibility Studies for
both projects in February 1999, formulating proposed storm damage reductionplans based on a 50 year design. The overall objective of both projects was
to reduce storm damage and minimize the adverse effects of inundation in
areas of high functional value as determined either by use or appraisal, while
maintaining water views and waterfront access to the extent possible.
As part of the pre-feasibility studies, USACE considered various preliminary
alternative improvements, both structural and non-structural, that would protect
against the two percent exceedence storm. Louis Berger then progressed
these alternatives to a preliminary level of design. The various alternatives
were analyzed and rated on the basis of cost and effectiveness. Specifically,
the impact of each alternative in meeting the various design objectives
and environmental requirements, appropriateness to site conditions, and
effectiveness of protection were considered. Analysis of structural elements
and assessment of need or value of complimentary shoreline elements was also
performed. Finally, potential impacts to wetlands were identified and mitigation
requirements were evaluated in accordance with New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) regulations.
Following the preliminary alternative analysis, Louis Berger recommended
a preferred alternative. A concept design and specific design details were
developed for the preferred alternative. The final engineering analysis for the
improved conditions included with-project storm-induced recession, wave
run-up, and overtopping analysis for 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 year storm
conditions. In addition, the level of protection for the preferred alternative
was determined. Quantity calculations and cost estimates were developed
for the proposed flood control measures. In addition, Berger provided public
involvement coordination with multiple agencies, sponsors, and organizations,
including USACE, NJDEP, and the Boroughs of Keyport and Highlands.
PAGE

1

Above
Flood control | Joint Venture partner Louis
Berger timely delivered constructible designs
and construction plans for much needed flood
mitigation/protection and environmental
infrastructure for two pivotal projects located
along the Jersey Bayshore. The team worked
closely with numerous stakeholders to create
workable solutions that would protect this
valuable tourist and commercial region.

Project Details
Location of Project
Monmouth County, New Jersey

Firm(s) Involved
Louis Berger

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• Wayne Valentine, PE
• David Halpern, PE

Client Reference Information
USACE, New York District

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Designs and constructability reviews
• Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
• Ability to work with multiple stakeholders
• Rapid deployment of forces

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
Estimating
•
Scheduling
•
Constructability Reviews
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Project #6: Environmental Review, Management
and Testing Services for CDBG-DR Superstorm
Sandy Recovery Projects
Louis Berger is providing environmental planning and engineering services to
the New York State Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR) to prepare
NEPA/SEQRA coordinated environmental clearance documents for Community
Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funded resiliency
projects. All reviews are conducted pursuant to 24 CFR Part 58, 40 CFR Parts
1500-1508 and 6 NYCRR Part 617, including compliance with 24 CFR 58.5,
and 58.6 laws and authorities such as Section 1424(e) Safe Drinking Water
Act of 1974 – Sole Source Aquifer Protection Program and the Coastal Zone
Management Act.
Projects span the entire geography of New York State, from Ulster County
to Suffolk County, including New York City, and range from infrastructure to
housing to community reconstruction projects, valued at less than $1 million to
greater than $380 million in construction value.
Louis Berger’s environmental planners and scientists are responsible for
assisting with continuous interagency coordination among GOSR, the
subrecipient, and cooperating agencies, and producing the following
deliverables: lead agency letters, involved agency letters, SEQRA environmental
assessment forms, NEPA environmental assessments, draft early and final
floodplain notifications per EO 11988, negative declarations, and findings of no
significant impacts, as well as environmental impact statements. In addition to
environmental reviews, GOSR utilized this contract vehicle to retain the unique
expertise of Louis Berger’s economists to prepare an assessment of unmet
economic need for the CDBG-DR Action Plan.
Through this indefinite quantify contract, Louis Berger has received 17 task
orders totaling approximately $725,000.
LIVING WITH THE BAY EIS SCOPING AND SHORELINE PROTECTION
ALTERNATIVES DEVELOPMENT
The Mill River is located within a watershed and coastal area that has historically
been vulnerable to water management problems associated with tidal flooding
and stormwater flooding, as well as exacerbated effects resulting from a
PAGE 1
combination of stormwater and tidal conditions.

Above
Louis Berger performed a comparison
of costs for Living with the Bay Coastal
Protection Alternatives and proposed
projects using a 10-year option.

Project Details
Location of Project
Various Locations throughout New York

Firm(s) Involved
Louis Berger

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• Thomas Lewis, PE, JD
• Niek Veraart, AICP, ASLA
• Jennifer Gonzalez, AICP, LEED GA, ENV SP

Client Reference Information
New York Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR)

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Expert knowledge of HUD/FEMA requirements/
compliance
• Rapidly deployment of forces
• Performance of CM services on large-scale projects
• Designs and constructability reviews
• Management of T&M and fixed priced task orders
• Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
• Ability to work with multiple stakeholders

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
FEMA/HUD Compliance
•
EIR/EIS Reporting
•
Estimating
•
Project Management
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Above
Proposed Beach Nourishment / Dune at Hewlett Point Park, and Proposed Seawall / Fringe Wetland to protect Nassau County Police Department Marine
Bureau, East Rockaway, New York

These water management problems occur on a frequent basis, even during non-extreme weather conditions, but
become most pronounced during extreme weather events such as Hurricane Irene (predominantly stormwater
related flooding) and Superstorm Sandy (predominantly tidal related flooding).
The Living with the Bay Project seeks to address these diverse and wide ranging water management problems
through an integrated approach of localized and area-wide solutions that reduce the effects and/or frequency of
flooding. The purpose of the project is to increase community resilience by identifying areas of recurring tidal and
storm water flooding, and developing flood mitigation strategies that incorporate environmental co-benefits. The
project was developed through the Rebuild by Design Competition and awarded $125 million in CDBG-DR funding
from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
Challenge:
The project was developed through a design competition and subsequently received feedback from permitting
agencies that the coastal protection components as originally conceived (sluice gate) are not feasible.
Solution:
Louis Berger facilitated planning workshops with GOSR and interagency coordination across levels of government
to evaluate alternative measures for feasible, implementable coastal protection that would meet the project
purpose and need of tidal flood mitigation. These measures are developed to work in conjunction with a suite of
stormwater management and green infrastructure project components for stormwater flood mitigation, as well as
other planned and proposed recovery projects in the Mill River Watershed.
BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS OF NEW YORK STATE’S PHASE II APPLICATION TO THE NATIONAL DISASTER
RESILIENCE COMPETITION
On June 22, 2015, New York State was named as a finalist in the National Disaster Resilience (NDR) Competition
based on its Phase 1 application. On June 25, 2015, the Phase 2 requirements
for the CDBG-NDR were released
PAGE 1
online by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Phase 2 applicants must include a list of
programs and projects that advance resiliency goals for the State or local community, as well as a detailed and
CDBG-NDR-specific Benefit Cost Analysis combining all projects.
Challenge:
Phase 2 applications are due on October 27, 2015. To fulfill internal requirements, the New York State application
must be completed no later than September 25, 2015. The Benefit-Cost Analyses must be completed by
September 18, 2015. This required Louis Berger to be innovative and comprehensive to comprehensively identify
all costs and beenfits on an extremely accelerated 2-week time frame. Considering the importance of the CBA for
the application all analyses and methodologies had to be defensible and extensively documented.
Solution:
Louis Berger worked with GOSR to conduct a BCA on an accelerated schedule. Louis Berger evaluated a large
amount of information in a short-time period to develop a cost benefit analysis that would comply with HUD grant
requirements. The exercise involved selecting project sites as representative examples and applying FEMA’s
BCA software tool. Scaling of project examples was completed to reach grant budget thresholds. Louis Berger
applied a Triple Bottom Line evaluation approach that considers the economic, social and environmental/ecological
benefits as well as local and regional benefits that will be generated by the project interventions and resiliency
investments. The CBA was based on the full lifecycle costs (i.e., capital construction, annually recurring operational
and maintenance (O&M) plus any costs to enhance resilience) and estimated benefits for the categories consisting
resiliency values, social and environmental values, and economic revitalization. Where it was not possible to
quantify/monetize, benefits and costs they were described qualitatively and assigned weights according to HUD
weighting scheme.
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Project #7: Superstorm Sandy Housing Recovery,
Build-it-Back (BiB) Program

Above
Construction management services for Hurricane Sandy | Joint Venture partner Hill International was selected as the construction manager for the Build-it-Back
Program, a crucial program providing essential federal aid and support to thousands of families, neighborhoods, and businesses devastated by Hurricane Sandy. With
a focus on rapid recovery along the coastal areas ravaged by this storm, Hill is leveraging its resources, expertise, and experience in working with CDBG-DR, HUD, and
FEMA to expedite much needed relief and assistance through all phases of construction management.

Hill is providing program, project and construction management and related support to the New York City
Department of Design and Construction (NYCDDC) and the Housing Recovery Office (HRO) in the repair,
rebuilding and elevation of homes damaged by Superstorm Sandy. Through the HRO’s Build-it-Back (BiB) program,
residents and owners of the more than 11,000 residences impacted by Sandy will ultimately be able to return to
their homes. Funding for the BiB program is provided through Community Development Block Grant – Disaster
Recovery (CDBG-DR) funds from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Hill is providing comprehensive construction management services for the BiB Program and is responsible for
providing construction and inspection management, program advisors, environmental health and safety (EHS)
support, program controls and document management, customer service support, contract management, standard
protocols for work execution, utility coordination and permit compliance, quality assurance/quality control auditing
and other services on an as-needed basis. Program management tasks and services include CDBG-DR and HUD
compliance management, QA/QC and Environmental Health and Safety. Staff augmentation and inspection
services will be led by job order contractors (JOCs) in each of the affected regions. Each JOC is supported by
assistant task leaders, document control technicians, safety professionals, call center representatives and contract
PAGE 1
administrators to maintain the program goals.
Project Details
Location of Project
New York, New York

Firm(s) Involved
Hill International, Inc.

Key Personnel Involved on Project
•
John Milano, PE
•
Anthony Vesey, PE, PMP, LEED AP
•
Chad Brown

Client Reference Information
New York City Housing Recovery Office, Build it Back

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
•
Expert knowledge of HUD/FEMA requirements and
compliance
•
Rapidly deployment of forces
•
Performance of CM services on large-scale projects
•
Designs and constructability reviews
•
Management of T&M and fixed priced task orders
•
Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
•
Ability to work with multiple stakeholders

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
FEMA/HUD Compliance
•
Estimating
•
Construction Management
•
Inspection
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Project #8: Various Projects for the Governor's
Office of Storm Recovery
Construction Management Support Services, Statewide, New York
Hill is providing Construction management support services to the
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR) through an Indefinite
Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract. The construction
management services support the implementation and
administration of a broad range of programs, funded by Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) Community Development Block
Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funds.
Hill’s services include damage assessments, environmental
assessments, inspection services and construction management.
Through individual task orders, Hill is developing and implementing
procedures for submittals, change order management, payment
requests review and approval and compliance with local, state,
federal, GOSR regulations. Hill is also establishing procedures
to confirm HUD Green Building Retrofit Checklist requirements,
permitting needs, clearance procedures, safety coordination and
reporting. Task orders include the following projects.
•

Above
Working for Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR) |
On a large-scale and statewide basis, both Hill and Louis Berger
are providing construction management support services for
concurrent tasks under this storm recovery/resiliency program.
With a focus on the rapid rebuilding of housing, communities,
small businesses, and infrastructure, Hill and Louis Berger
are delivering tasks that are not only cost-effective and fully
compliant but will deliver value now and in the future.

Rebuild by Design - Living Breakwaters. Hill as Project
Manager is managing environmental sampling and
geotechnical services to facilitate planning and design of the
Living Breakwaters and Dune project, a resiliency-focused
project along the coast of Staten Island. Initiated by HUD and
the Presidential Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force, this first-of-its-kind Rebuild by Design project connects
global researchers and designers with local businesses, residents and community groups affected by Superstorm
Sandy to environmentally and economically redevelop their communities and improve emergency preparedness.
Hill is providing experienced staff to perform underwater mapping (including bathymetric surveying, sub-bottom
surveying, and side-scan sonar imaging) and geotechnical exploration investigations within the footprint of the
proposed wave-attenuating breakwaters in support of design team requirements. The Hill team communicates
daily and weekly updates and executes detailed analytical and technical reports as part of the EIR/EIS reporting
PAGE 1
process.
Project Details

Location of Project
Various Locations throughout New York

Firm(s) Involved
Hill International, Inc.

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• John Milano, PE
• Bernard Monahan, PE
• James Grundhoffer, PE, CPC, CCM
• Luis Cortes

Client Reference Information
Governor's Office of Storm Recovery
Christopher Spillman, Program Manager
646.831.6683
Email: christopher.spillman@nysandyhelp.ny.gov

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Expert knowledge of HUD/FEMA requirements/
compliance
• Rapidly deployment of forces
• Performance of CM services on large-scale projects
• Designs and constructability reviews
• Management of T&M and fixed priced task orders
• Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
• Ability to work with multiple stakeholders

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
FEMA/HUD Compliance
•
EIR/EIS Reporting
•
Estimating
•
Project Management
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New York Rising Housing Program - Change Order Management. Hill is providing change order
management services to GOSR’s New York Rising Housing Program. Hill established a review and process
change order procedures for home elevations, bulkhead repairs and replacements and any other additional
changed work for homes impacted by Sandy. Hill is providing trained staff to operate the program and offer
standardization, data management, communication and coordination of GOSR Housing Program Managers,
Grant Managers and the Final Inspection teams. Hill will confirm final inspection documents and establish
workflow processes, perform cost estimates on non-standard items and establish approval thresholds. This
management model will allow the analyst team to be dedicated solely to change management.

CDBG-DR Small Business Recovery Program - Damage Assessments
Statewide, New York
Hill will provide damage assessment services, statewide, for GOSR’s Small Business Recovery Program. Hill will
provide independent third-party valuations for both past and future Storm-related repairs to certain property
components, excluding base physical structures, necessary to achieve pre-Storm conditions. Property components
include, but are not limited to, bulkheads, docks, landscaping, paving, and other related business assets such as
fences, gates, fuel pumps, sheds, and similar accessory items. Non-structural items shall be valued by Xactimate
estimating software and are included in the Allowable Activities (AA) and Estimated Cost of Repair (ECR) forms. The
valuation of Storm-related damages, including estimates of Storm-related repair work completed will allow GOSR
to: (a) perform a complete application review (including a complete scope of work, any additional environmental
testing and/or local permitting compliance); (b) perform forensic analysis of work self-performed by the applicant or
the applicant’s contractor; and (c) issue ultimate determinations on Grant Program eligibility.
CDBG-DR Infrastructure Program
Statewide, New York
Hill is a subconsultant providing professional services for the many needs of the Governor’s Office of Storm
Recovery (GOSR). GOSR has allocated over $1.4 billion to the New York Rising Community Reconstruction and to
the Infrastructure and Local Government Programs. These programs are the backbone of the State’s infrastructure
program and include: New York Rising, which is expected to support between 250 and 350 projects developed
by 61 planning committees representing over 100 local communities; and Infrastructure and Local Government
Program, which will support multiple, large-scale, projects including critical infrastructure projects in the energy,
transportation, water and wastewater, healthcare and coastal sectors.
CDBG-DR Advisory and Project Management Support
Statewide, New York
Hill was selected to provide advisory and project management support to GOSR’s implementation and
administration of a broad range of CDBG-DR and federal-funds for resiliency and disaster recovery projects in New
York State. Hill will provide on-call expert advisory services, research and analysis on federally funded projects
PAGE 1
and programs. Hill’s scope also includes oversight and coordination of program
and construction management
activities to help ensure efficient, cost-effective and compliant implementation. Hill will also coordinate with GOSR
stakeholders to support the planning, design, development and implementation of information technology and
data tools to manage, track and report the progress and delivery of a variety of programs and projects. Programs
and projects supported will include housing grant and loan programs, business grant and loan programs, and
a variety of community reconstruction and infrastructure development projects performed by municipalities,
agencies and other organizations that will help administer funds.
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Project #9: FEMA Emergency Management
Disaster Response
Hill provided technical assistance consulting for this IDIQ contract
to establish disaster response requirements from the U.S. Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The work consisted
of cost estimating and related analyses services to support the
FEMA reimbursement process pertaining to the losses from any
applicant from a natural disaster around the country as well as
U.S.-occupied territories and military bases worldwide. The work
provided Nationwide Infrastructure Support Technical Assistance
Consultant (NISTAC) to any location requested by FEMA to
prepare and substantiate cost and/or engineering concerns for
repairs and losses incurred. Hill provided 48 hour deployment for
cost estimators in any established disaster field office. Hill had work
in Disaster Field Offices (DFOs) in California, Florida and New York.
Hill also provided approximately 20 people to participate through
all regions of the Southeastern U.S., from Biloxi, Mississippi to New
Orleans, Louisiana as well as other storm-damaged areas.

Above
Rapid deployment | Hill International played a significant role
in assisting FEMA in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. From
inspecting, through cost estimating, to overseeing repairs, Hill rapidly
deployed forces to ravaged areas to assess and recommend repairs
for the rebuilding of water systems, plants, critical transportation
infrastructure, and government buildings.

FEMAs Joint Field Office | New Orleans, Louisiana. Hill led a group of 11 engineers assigned to develop cost
estimates for repair of water and wastewater plants and systems throughout metropolitan New Orleans that were
damaged by Hurricane Katrina in 2005. The project engineers and estimators were on assignment with FEMA,
assessing damage to and developing estimates for repair of, storm water, potable water and wastewater systems
and plants, as well as 1,240 miles of underground piping. Specifically, Hill included inspecting existing systems and
facilities, making recommendations regarding their repair, setting up repair programs and budgets, writing project
specifications and overseeing and inspecting repair work.
FEMAs Joint Field Office | Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Hill provided cost estimating and related analyses services
to support the FEMA emergency response effort pertaining to losses from the Hurricane Katrina disaster. Work
included damage assessment and development of independent cost estimates for repairs including areas of
transportation, bridges, highways and buildings.
FEMA’s Joint Field Office | Jackson, Mississippi. Hill provided technical assistance to Gulf Coast areas damaged
PAGE 1
by Hurricane Katrina, primarily in government buildings and infrastructure repair
and rebuilding. Hill provided cost
assessments of damage for FEMA to negotiate with the City, County or State government for reimbursement of
cost of loss, as well as technical assistance to FEMA for engineering and expert knowledge for FEMA to understand
the needs and requests to be granted for repairs and/or replacement.
Project Details
Location of Project
Various Locations in Louisiana and Mississippi

Firm(s) Involved
Hill International, Inc.

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• None

Client Reference Information
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Reference: Not Available

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Ability to guide client through HUD/FEMA requirements
and compliance
• Ability to rapidly deploy forces
• Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
• Ability to work with multiple stakeholders

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery/Resiliency
•
FEMA/HUD Compliance
•
Estimating
•
Project Management
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Project #10: Facilities Improvement Program
Hill is providing program and construction management services for the
New Jersey Turnpike Authority’s (NJTA) 5-year, $350 million Facilities
Improvement Program. Under this contract, Hill is managing all phases of
final design and construction and will assist the NJTA in the management,
oversight, coordination and reporting of activities. A focus of the work
is evaluating the NJTA’s processes and recommending improvements
to their facilities construction procedures. The additional construction
management and inspection scope is an expansion of the company’s
current role, as Hill has been providing program management services for
the Facilities Improvement Program since 2012. The primary goal of the
Program is to bring NJTA maintenance facilities into a state of good repair.
Many of the facilities date back 60 years, with various modifications and
additions reducing their efficiency. Additionally, several widening projects
and changes to the Turnpike have increased the amount of roadway
maintenance the facilities must support.
The Facilities Improvement Program is replacing or rehabilitating
maintenance buildings, storage facilities and salt facilities. New
structures are being standardized to NJTA prototypes where possible
and adapted to suit the individual needs of each maintenance district.
The new prototype four-bay maintenance building, for example, will be
standardized into two- or three-bay layouts commensurate to other parts
of the facility to accommodate varying maintenance needs and crew sizes.
Hill is a key contributor to the final development of the plan for each site
and will work as an important member of NJTA’s team to accomplish these
objectives. Five main components of this program consist of:
•
•
•
•
•

Above
Understanding New Jersey's local requirements,
regulations, and processes | Joint Venture partner
Hill International successfully met the challenge
of this large-scale program involving multiple and
diverse complex tasks through the rapid deployment
of forces, their unrivaled expertise in program and
construction management services, and their full
understanding of local requirements, regulations, and
processes.

The construction of four State Police Stations
The rehabilitation of toll facilities on the New Jersey Turnpike at 23
locations
Upgrades to 16 maintenance districts on the Garden State Parkway and New Jersey Turnpike
The construction of a backup traffic/data management center
The construction of a central inventory facility
PAGE
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Project Details
Location of Project
Various Locations in New Jersey

Firm(s) Involved
Hill International, Inc.

Key Personnel Involved on Project
•
None

Client Reference Information
New Jersey Turnpike Authority

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
•
Ability to rapidly deploy forces
•
Ability to perform CM services on large-scale projects
•
Ability to review designs and constructability reviews
•
Ability to manage T&M and fixed priced task orders
•
Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
•
Ability to work with multiple stakeholders

Project Relevancy
•
Construction/Program Management
•
Estimating
•
Scheduling
•
Constructability Reviews
•
Inspection
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Project #11: Trinity Uptown Program - Tarrant
Regional Water District & USACE Fort Worth District

The $909 million Trinity Uptown Program centers on rerouting the
Trinity River in Fort Worth, Texas through a 1.6 mile bypass channel
to create a new downtown waterfront area, while restoring the
level of protection from flooding. A combination of floodwalls,
earthen levees, and isolation gates along the bypass channel will
provide the increased protection while also creating more than 12
miles of publicly accessible waterfront. The new Trinity Uptown
encourages recreation and offers significant long-term economic
development potential, while achieving the required flood
protection improvement needs for the community.
CDM Smith began work on the project for the Tarrant Regional
Water District (TRWD) in 2002, during the initial planning and
feasibility phases. During this time, the firm worked collaboratively
Above
with the urban design architect and major stakeholders to
Working with NEPA and FEMA | In collaboration with stakeholders,
develop the overall “vision” for the over 800 acre project.
the engineering expertise and vision of CDM Smith in the rerouting
The vision embodied a “live, work, play” philosophy based
of the Trinity River in Fort Worth creates enormous potential for
development and revenue 50 years into the future. This large-scale
on providing mixed land use, which encourages an urban
urban project involves all elements of major flood control structures,
lifestyle. CDM Smith provided all of the engineering and
from floodplain mitigation to a 400-foot wide dam, as well as NEPA
technical feasibility analysis work to allow the vision to meet the
and FEMA approvals.
necessary functional requirements and receive U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) approval. This collaborative approach
allowed the preliminary design and environmental impact statement (EIS) to be developed and approved by
USACE within an 18 month schedule.
Major project elements include:
• 1.6-mile bypass channel
• Three flood isolation structures w/ navigation and pedestrian gates (24 ft (W) x 17 ft (T) vertical roller gates)
• 400-ft wide hydraulically controlled dam w/ boat lock (7 – 48 ft (W) x 18 ft (T) leaf gates
• Interior storm water pump station
• Four 4 lane vehicular bridges
PAGE 1
• Three multi-span pedestrian bridge (incl. two signature bridges)
Project Details
Location of Project
Fort Worth, Texas

Firm(s) Involved
CDM Smith

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• Michael Oleson, PE
• Ginger Croom, PE
• Steve Whiteside, PE
• Michael Schmidt, PE, BCEE, D.WRE
• Indira Pietrovic, PE

Client Reference Information
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Fort Worth District

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Expertise on large-scale, complex, multifaceted flood
control projects is critical for the successful construction
of flood mitigation and restoration projects that maximize
flood control, enhance community resilience, optimize
benefit cost analysis, and streamline regulatory approvals.

Project Relevancy
•
Design of major flood control structures
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Six valley storage (floodplain) mitigation sites—over 4 million cubic yards
(CY) of excavation
Two aquatic mitigation/ ecosystem restoration sites
Water, sanitary sewer, and storm water utility relocations
Natural gas, electrical transmission lines, and communication utility
relocations
Numerous other ecosystem and recreational improvements

Design
Starting in 2002, CDM Smith played a central role in the design of the
project, which included development of the hydrology (HEC-1) and hydraulic
models (HEC-RAS and HEC-GeoRAS) that were critical to meeting NEPA,
FEMA, and regional approval for the project. CDM Smith continues to
maintain these models as designs are finalized and construction completed.
As the primary designer on the program, CDM Smith has supported the
USACE and TRWD in the design of levees, floodwalls, floodgates, mass
grading, lock and dam, and aquatic mitigation features. The designs
required strict conformance to USACE accepted design software and
engineering manuals. Additional CDM Smith services during this time
period included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part I
Technical Proposal

“Your team did a wonderful
job with this cost estimate. In
my discussion with Jim [Cost
Estimating Center of Expertise
Lead - Walla Walla District], he
state how impressed he was
with your team’s work ethic
and ability to comprehend the
requirements and provide a
good product. Really appreciate
all you have done.” - Kevin
Craig, Chief, Civil Branch, Fort
Worth District

Assistance on a supplemental EIS
Environmental assessments
Environmental remediation and cleanup
Building demolition and abatement bid packages
Groundwater testing, monitoring, and modeling
Water quality modeling
Geotechnical investigations and design analysis
Aquatic mitigation design for stream restoration
Final design
Technical review of designs by others for , flood mitigation sites, utilities, and bridges
Bid and Award Phase services
Construction Phase Services
Cost estimating for the overall program
Overall program support

Technical Design Reviews
1
Given CDM Smith’s knowledge of the overall program it was responsible forPAGE
the
technical design reviews for
project elements not directly designed by CDM Smith. CDM Smith provided independent technical reviews for
the City of Fort Worth who was responsible for utility relocations, vehicular bridges, and local street modification.
For TRWD technical support was provide by CDM Smith for environmental remediation and building abatement
and demolition work. The USACE also self performed several valley storage mitigation site designs for which CDM
Smith provided technical reviews.
Bidding and Construction Phase Services
As the design work has been completed CDM Smith’s services have extended into the bidding and construction
phases. Bid phase services have included assistance with the preparation of solicitation document, selection
criteria, responding to bidder inquiries, and developing addendum if needed. Construction phase services have
been provided on the four construction contracts awarded by USACE. CDM Smith has supported the construction
management teams in responding to RFI’s and submittals requiring designer of record (DOR) approval. Site visit
were also performed periodically to observe completed work or to address contractor questions.
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Project #12: Brookfield Avenue Landfill
Remediation Projects

Above
OU1 | CDM Smith is providing design and landfill closure services for OU 1. Preliminary design investigations were performed to better define design parameters,
including geotechnical investigation designed to provide missing information required for the design of the barrier wall, a landfill gas study designed to confirm gas
production rates and collection system needs, a traffic study that analyzed impact of construction traffic on the community, and a wetland investigation that defined
the extent of current wetlands at the site.

CDM Smith has been retained by the New York City Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to perform
engineering design and engineering services during construction for the closure of this 132-acre inactive hazardous
waste landfill. The landfill, situated on a salt marsh adjacent to Richmond Creek, is primarily municipal solid waste,
but industrial and hazardous wastes were also disposed of in the landfill illegally. These wastes were primarily waste
oils contaminated with PCBs, pesticides, lacquers, and some solvents.
•
•
•
•
•

CDM Smith is playing an important role in achieving the key goals of this project, which consist of:
Proper site closure and restoring the site's ecological value
Building community confidence and comfort in the design and closure construction
Maximizing reimbursement for engineering and construction costs from New York State's Environmental Quality
Bond Act
Developing city cost savings both in terms of capital and operation and maintenance costs. Because some of
these goals can be conflicting at times, CDM Smith assisted DEP with workshops for community stakeholders
(e.g., citizen’s advisory committee, scientific advisory committee, local politicians) and regulatory agencies to
resolve and negotiate technical and community issues to the satisfaction of the community and the agencies.

CDM Smith focused on refining the concepts of EPA's presumptive remedies for landfill closure, which include a
PAGE

1

Project Details
Location of Project
New York City, New York

Firm(s) Involved
CDM Smith

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• Kevin McEvoy
• Robert Klein, PE

Client Reference Information
New York City Department of Environmental Protection

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Experienced team in partnering with Stakeholders
to restore and provide a more resilient project that
includes Tidal Wetlands, Stormwater Management/
Green Infrastructure, Community Recreational areas and
Landfill Capping/Waste Management

Project Relevancy
•
Design and engineering services during construction of
tidal wetlands, green infrastructure, and park area.
•
Design and engineering services during construction
of landfill cap, waste management, stormwater
management/green infrastructure
•
Significant involvement in development of workshops
and stakeholder partnering and outreach initiatives
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New York State Part 360 cap, active landfill gas
collection and treatment, and leachate control.
Some of the technical issues addressed included:
integrating landfill leachate and gas treatment
systems with systems being developed at
nearby Fresh Kills landfill; addressing the city's
wastewater infrastructure issues (currently the
landfill contains two interceptors, a pump station,
force main, and numerous stormwater outfalls);
the cost/benefit of treating hot spots within
Above
the landfill; hydraulic controls of groundwater;
End-Use Plan | As part of the closure, CDM Smith prepared an end-use plan that provided
for beneficial use of the site as a park.
and ecological restoration issues. As part of the
closure for the site, CDM Smith has prepared an
end-use plan that will provide for beneficial use of
the site as a park, with active and passive areas to
be enjoyed by the local community. The closure of this landfill was separated into two operable units to expedite
site restoration, The landfill proper was one operable unit while the abutting Richmond Creek area was the second
operable unit.
Richmond Creek is a tidal stream in this area and has been affected by discharges from a number of sources other
than the Brookfield Avenue landfill. The stream remediation will need to be coordinated with other activities in the
area, which will take a much longer time frame to implement. Richmond Creek has, therefore, been designated as a
separate operable unit with its own implementation schedule.
The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation issued the Record of Decision (ROD) for the site.
The ROD required the landfill to be enclosed with a Part 360 cap, installation of a barrier wall to prevent discharge
of leachate and landfill gas, construction of an active gas collection system, construction of a leachate collection
and treatment system, stormwater controls and wetland mitigation. The design also provided for site work and
plantings commensurate with providing the community with a park that includes both active and passive recreation
areas.
Preliminary design investigations were performed to better define design parameters. These included a
geotechnical investigation designed to provide missing information required for the design of the barrier wall,
a landfill gas study designed to confirm gas production rates and collection system needs, a traffic study that
analyzed impact of construction traffic on the community, and a wetland investigation that defined the extent of
current wetlands at the site.
PAGE 1
A unique feature of the landfill closure design and construction is the barrier
wall. Due to heterogeneous soil
conditions underneath the site, the wall was designed and constructed as a hanging slurry wall, requiring
specialized construction techniques and careful planning during the design phase. The leachate treatment consists
of an oil-water separation and discharge to an existing sanitary sewer pump station. The landfill gas collected from
the site is burned in an enclosed flare. Stormwater management was optimized to design and construct wetland
habitats on top of and adjacent to the landfill cap.

CDM Smith provided engineering services during construction consisting of shop drawing reviews, assistance with
change order review and design clarifications, and start-up assistance for the first few months of site operations.
CDM Smith ensured a timely response to all design related inquires to expedite the construction. CDM Smith also
developed plans for the long-term maintenance and monitoring of the site to ensure continued environmental
stewardship.
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Project #13: Lake Okeechobee Fast-Track Project Basis of Design Report
(BODR), Preliminary Design, Reservoir Test Cell Design, and Lakeside
Ranch STA and Pump Station Design and Construction
Success with past projects led the South Florida Water Management District
(SFWMD) to choose CDM Smith to develop the design for the Lake Okeechobee
Fast-Track (LOFT) phosphorous reduction project. This project is part of the
state’s Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Program (CERP), one of the largest
environmental mitigation projects in the world representing a multi-billion dollar
collaboration between the State of Florida and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE).
Scope of Work
The scope of work for this project included geotechnical and hydro-geologic field
and laboratory investigations and analyses; surface water, groundwater, decision
support, and water quality modeling; conceptual and preliminary design of an
STA, reservoir, channel improvements, and pump stations; design of a bench-scale
reservoir pilot project; development of a basis of design report (BODR), preliminary
design report (PDR), final design phases, construction bid documents, and
construction support and inspection.
CDM Smith evaluated the capture and treatment of stormwater runoff from the
Taylor Creek and Nubbin Slough system. Some of the runoff would be redirected via
a series of pump stations to a newly constructed 2,000-acre reservoir. The captured
runoff is detained and slowly released to promote settling. The reservoir would be
operated to provide flow to three different stormwater treatment areas (STAs) which
are constructed wetlands to provide biological removal of phosphorus to very low
levels.

Above
Working with USACE | CDM Smith
successfully delivered a wide range
of hydrogeologic, geotechnical, and
modeling services for this fast-tracked
phased project for the Comprehensive
Everglades Restoration Program, one
of the largest mitigation programs in
the world.

Project Approach
Due to the complexity and magnitude of this project, the project was subdivided into a series of submittal phases
with formal review dates within the fast-track schedule of six months for the draft report. This approach facilitated
on-schedule completion of the project design while providing appropriate input from a wide range of stakeholders.
Project Details
Location of Project
Okeechobee, Florida

Firm(s) Involved
CDM Smith
PAGE
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Key Personnel Involved on Project
• Michael Schmidt, PE, BCEE, D.WRE
• Stephen Whiteside, PE
• Seth Nehrke, PE, D.WRE
• Spencer Perry, Jr., PE, LEED AP
• Timothy Verwey, PE

Client Reference Information
South Florida Water Management District

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Experienced team that delivered an innovative fast-track
design which identified nearly $140 million in capital cost
savings for equivalent project benefits

Project Relevancy
•
Peer Review for plan and design for 4.5 sq. mi project for
wetland restoration and water quality enhancement
•
Model review and application to support design,
permitting, and operations
•
Feasibility and BODR
•
Preliminary and final design of 21 miles of 6 ft high
levees, multiple operable control structures and two
pump stations (500 and 300 cfs)
•
Construction support and inspection
•
Operations plan for pump stations, control structures
and wetlands
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Basis of Design Report and Peer Review
The first step in the process was a peer review of the conceptual plan
and the development of a BODR that could be used to evaluate project
alternatives and identify the most cost-effective program and design
approach. The BODR included an extensive analysis of the following
project considerations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site conditions, data, and evaluations
General design requirements
Regulatory considerations
Surface water hydrology and hydraulics
Groundwater seepage and mounding analysis
Dam safety and failure analysis
Geotechnical and hydrogeologic considerations
Reservoir embankment design criteria
Pump station design criteria
Hydraulic control structure design criteria
Public impact and issues
Operations and maintenance
Construction schedule and cost estimates
Construction inspection, coordination, and deficiency correction
Above

Lakeside Ranch STA Layout
Hydrogeologic, Geotechnical, and Survey Field Data
CDM Smith completed extensive hydrogeologic and geotechnical
field investigations and laboratory testing of the Taylor Creek Reservoir and Lakeside Ranch STA sites to identify
seepage and mounding, seepage control options, embankment design options and materials, and project costs.
The hydrogeologic and geotechnical field investigation included a full suite of techniques, including soil borings,
CPT probes, piezocones, test pits, piezometers, geophysical surveys, and aquifer performance tests.

Site-specific survey data were collected for the two sites, as well as for canal and channel cross-sections, culverts,
and bridges. A variety of hydrologic, hydraulic, and water quality data, including rainfall, evaporation, solar
radiation, soils, topography, land use, water quality, flows and stages, water management facilities, and operations
studies and reports were also acquired and evaluated. Design analyses included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seepage analyses using computer models SEEP2D, SEEP/W, and MODFLOW
Stability analyses using computer programs UTEXAS4 and SLOPE/W
Structural analyses using PLAXIS, FLAC, and SIGMA/W
Freeboard analyses using STWAVE and ACES computer models
Settlement analyses for embankments and appurtenant structures
Liquefaction potential analyses
PAGE
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Model Evaluations
CDM Smith used multiple modeling tools to evaluate and solve each of the design issues identified, including fasttrack schedule, hydraulic constraints, potential seepage and mounding of groundwater, dry condition hydration
of the STAs, logistics and coordination of multiple project components, and budget limitations. These models
included big picture and detailed design tools at different resolutions and time scales to facilitate design, analyses,
and quality checking. The model tools included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

United States Geological Survey (USGS) MODFLOW Model and Wetlands package for groundwater hydrology
and hydraulics for evaluation of seepage control options and 3-D flow through the STA cells;
Geo-Slope SEEP/W for seepage management system design;
EPA SWMM 5 for SFWMD water management system and reservoir-STA surface water hydrology and
hydraulics;
STELLA (for hydrology, water quality, decision support, and operations);
DMSTA2 for phosphorus removal evaluations for the STAs;
WAMView for watershed-wide estimates of flows and TP loads over the and
USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC) River Analysis System (RAS) dam break module for evaluations of
emergency action plans for impoundments.
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Above
Lakeside Ranch | CDM Smith delivered comprehensive field and lab services, extensive modeling, technical expertise, and award-winning design and construction
support for this low-lying 4.5-square-mile project site involving approximately 21 miles of earthen embankments and 2 pump stations, while identifying nearly $140
million in capital cost savings for the client.

Lakeside Ranch STA (LRSTA)
The STA includes construction of over 20 miles of earthen embankments. Due to large elevation changes across
the site, a terraced grading plan was developed to reduce earthwork quantities. This terraced cell configuration
required the development of an intricate system of canals, ditches, and hydraulic control structures to distribute
flows evenly throughout the system. Analyses were performed to evaluate seepage and stability, wave height and
freeboard requirements, and hydraulic performance. The design of the STA included the preparation of narratives
and supporting calculations; operations plan; opinion of probable cost estimate; and detailed drawings for the civil,
structural, electrical, and instrumentation components of the project.
Canal Improvements
Conveying the stormwater from the Taylor Creek and Nubbin Slough Watersheds to the headworks of the LRSTA
Pump Station required reversing the flow along the interceptor canals. Hydraulic modeling was used to size the
canals and hydraulic control structures to ensure adequate depth and cross sectional area necessary to convey
a sufficient volume of water and maintain appropriate velocity. The design accounted for constraints such as a
major state highway and railroad to the north and a flood control levee to the south. Improving the canals involves
removal of suitable and unsuitable soils for reuse as STA levee fill or cell vegetative
substrate.
PAGE 1
Pump Stations
CDM Smith designed two pump stations: a 500-cfs intake pump station and a dual-purpose pump station,
including 500-cfs flood control pumping capacity and 110-cfs recirculation capacity. CDM Smith prepared a written
technical description of materials, equipment, constructability review, and an operations plan.
Construction Support
CDM Smith provide construction support for the S-650 pump station and STA construction. For the STA, CDM
Smith provided recommendations for construction deficiencies including seepage slopes, localized erosion due
to lack of vegetation, filter fabric overlap, and intermittent hardpan layers causing larger groundwater gradients.
This included over 5.4 miles of perimeter levee. CDM Smith recommend construction repairs, hard pan trench
cuts, vegetation options and operations recommendations to bring the project to specifications. The project is
functioning as designed achieving 80 to 90% phosphorus removal consistent with project goals and TMDLs.
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Project #14: Various Storm Damage Reduction and Navigation
Projects for USACE, New York District
Moffatt & Nichol (M&N) has completed numerous projects for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), including
the following notable and relevant projects for the New York District.
Fire Island Inlet to Montauk Point Reformulation Study | Long
Island, New York. As part of a joint venture under contract with
USACE, M&N was selected to perform a multi-year, multi-task,
feasibility-level reformulation study of the shore protection and
storm damage reduction project for the Atlantic coast of Long
Island, New York, stretching from Fire Island Inlet to Montauk
Point. The study focused on determining long-term solutions to
the effects of storms along the south shore of Long Island, and
improving long-term sediment bypassing at each of the three tidal
inlets within the study area—Fire Island, Moriches, and Shinnecock
inlets, all of which are federal navigation projects. The overall
goals of the study were to evaluate and update the authorized
shore protection plan, develop other alternatives using riskbased analysis to determine the most economically feasible storm
damage protection strategy, and restore key elements of the
coastal ecosystem.

Above
Fire Island Inlet to Montauk Point Reformulation Study | Long
Island, New York

M&N conducted site investigations, reviewed previous reports and studies, and acquired historic data concerning
the study area. The firm also performed beach profile surveys, topographic mapping, and historic shoreline
comparisons. All of the data was used to develop inundation, wave run-up, overtopping, and wave attack analyses
for the study area both with and without the project conditions. M&N used the results of these analyses to conduct
an initial screening of shore protection alternatives, compare potential alternatives with other nearby interim
shore protection and storm damage reduction projects, develop feasibility-level design of potential alternatives,
and provide estimated cost. Alternative designs involved total annual cost analyses and plan optimization
through variation of plan elements and included beach nourishment quantities and intervals. Three specific issues
were considered in the development of inlet modification alternatives: navigation safety, erosion of the beach
immediately down-drift of each inlet, and erosion of the beach west of the ebb-shoal reattachment. In order to do
this, M&N developed morphological numerical models of the inlets using the Delft3D platform. The models tracked
the evolution of the complex ebb-shoal behavior at the mouth of the inlet, providing a tool to investigate sediment
pathways in and around the inlets, identify existing sediment sources and sinks, predict erosion and accretion of the
bar and the shoaling rate in the navigation channels, and screen various structural and management alternatives for
the inlets. The models were able to predict future sedimentation and erosion patterns for time scales from months
PAGE 1
to years.
Project Details
Location of Project
New York and New Jersey, USA

Firm(s) Involved
Moffatt & Nichol, Inc.

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• Rafael Canizares, PhD
• Santiago Alfageme, PE

Client Reference Information
USACE, New York District

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Expertise in performing coastal engineering and
modeling to support feasibility studies of large-scale
shore protection and storm damage reduction projects
to determine long-term solutions to the effects of
storms.

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
Coastal Engineering
•
Coastal Modeling
•
Feasibility Studies
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M&N performed all tasks associated with addressing sediment
transport analysis, water quality modeling, beach fill sensitivity
analysis and coordination among various agencies and the public.
This included identifying the potential impacts associated with
various project alternatives on the estuarine environment of Great
South, Moriches, and Shinnecock Bays. M&N provided analyses
based on the simulation of a comprehensive number of storms
using a numerical modeling approach. M&N also provided an
analysis of the sensitivity of interim beach restoration benefits
to nourishment duration along Fire Island as well as public and
agency coordination. M&N completed a feasibility-level work
effort to develop several shore damage protection alternatives
and to determine the most economically-feasible improvement
plan. Additionally In response to Hurricane Sandy, M&N prepared
Hurricane Sandy Limited Re-evaluation Reports (HSLRR) for two
stabilization projects within the study area: Fire Island Inlet to
Moriches Inlet and Downtown Montauk. The firm updated prior
Above
engineering and design efforts, opinions of probable cost,
NY/NJ Harbor Navigation Study | New York, New York
physical surveys, and environmental compliance. Successful
completion of these two reports led to the construction of a
beach restoration project at Fire Island Inlet to Moriches Inlet and reinforced dune project at Downtown Montauk.
New York/New Jersey Harbor Navigation Study | New York, New York. M&N, as part of a joint venture,
conducted a three year planning and environmental study to determine the most cost-effective, environmentally
sound, and implementable port/channels development plan that maximizes hub port potential while providing
the lowest transportation costs of all North Atlantic ports. Critical issues included regional multi-port analysis; hub
port requirements; Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) intra-port analysis; port facility planning,
design and costs; regional economic benefits to stakeholders; and intermodal transportation issues. Unique project
aspects included the study of numerous channels within the port (versus the typical single channel within a port);
multi-port issues; importance of regional benefits; and multiple stakeholders. The study’s goals were to determine
the optimal depth for New York/New Jersey harbor deepening while adequately addressing environmental issues
including preparation of the appropriate USACE and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documentation
necessary for project permitting. Overall project tasks included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cargo and shipping growth in New York/New Jersey Harbor
Marine terminal capacity issues
Shipping and channel requirements
Channel depth modeling
Channel width modeling
Dredging disposal options
Maintenance dredging requirements
Port Master planning
Landside growth and transportation access
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Due to the large number of stakeholders, the feasibility study required detailed coordination with numerous
agencies, including PANYNJ, the City of New York, and several from adjoining states. The study included forecasts
of trade based on macroeconomics and the projection of future fleet characteristics. Other project tasks and
work areas investigated by the JV Team included evaluation of in-water and upland dredged material disposal
alternatives as part of a detailed Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP) for the Harbor, infrastructure
requirements, public and interagency scoping meetings, public involvement, plan formulation, identification of
environmental data requirements, biological sampling, impact mitigation plans, feasibility report and environmental
impact statement (EIS) preparation. Task orders for the environmental documentation phase included preparing a
numerical hydrodynamic/water quality model of the harbor to test various deepening options.
Modeling was performed using MIKE3, a general 3-D modeling system, to simulate three channel-deepening
conditions with the intent of evaluating the potential impacts of channel improvements/deepening under
conservative (i.e. relatively severe) conditions with regards water quality (as represented by dissolved oxygen)
and salinity. Accordingly, examination of future conditions focused on summer conditions characterized by low
freshwater flows, low initial values of dissolved oxygen, high water temperatures and minimal winds. The results of
the modeling effort were used as input to the EIS.
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Project #15: Various Projects for the New York Rising
Community Reconstruction Program
New York Rising Community Reconstruction Program | Long
Island, New York. KS Engineers, PC (KSE) has been retained to
conduct site visits on Long Island in Oakdale, West Sayville, Babylon
and West Babylon, Amityville, Copiague, West Gilgo and Captree,
and Lindenhurst to examine the damage caused by Hurricane Sandy.
Based on site visits, KSE will prepare a report that details the proposed
solutions to reduce flooding and improve the quality of life for the
residents in these towns.
The projects vary from cleaning existing drainage systems to
constructing new culverts; repairing bridges and dams; creating flood
plains and wetlands to hold the overflowing water from the canals,
creeks, and lakes; raising the roadway elevations to the new Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood elevations; instituting
Above
New York Rising Community Reconstruction Program |
tire-wheeled trolley and water taxi service; providing a bike service
Long Island, New York.
similar to the Citi-Bike program in New York City; and, installing tide
gates and repairing/building new bulkheads to reduce localized street flooding.
KSE made a site visit to the towns and examined the local street network and existing drainage systems, noted
the conditions of the existing bulkheads, visited the buildings designated to be future shelters, and met with local
officials to obtain drainage maps and other pertinent information that would help KSE to develop improvement
projects for these towns to reduce flooding. KSE developed improvement projects in each town based on input
from community groups. Key issues that needed to be addressed included:
•
•
•
•

Impact to surrounding homes and businesses if the local streets are raised to meet the new FEMA flood elevations.
Permits that would be required from regulating agencies for construction of the proposed improvements.
Impacts to wetlands and forested areas that could be used as future flood plains.
Preparation of construction costs for each of the projects.

KSE prepared reports summarizing the results of site
visit, Details
the existing conditions, and the proposed solutions. KSE
Project
also prepared order-of-magnitude construction cost estimate for each project.
Location of Project
Various Locations throughout New York

Firm(s) Involved
KS Engineers, PC PAGE 1

Key Personnel Involved on Project
• None

Client Reference Information
Project #1: Jacobs (client)

Benefits to DPMC/NJDEP
• Expert knowledge of HUD/FEMA requirements and
compliance
• Rapidly deployment of forces
• Performance of CM services on large-scale projects
• Designs and constructability reviews
• Management of T&M and fixed priced task orders
• Ability to track burn rates and schedule milestones
• Ability to work with multiple stakeholders

Project Relevancy
•
Storm Recovery
•
FEMA/HUD Compliance
•
Construction Management
•
Inspection
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Above Photos, from left
Lake Placid and Capital Regions, New York; and, Long Island, New York.

New York Rising Community Reconstruction Program | Lake Placid and Capital Regions, New York. KSE has
been retained by to review proposed projects in the Lake Placid Region, Town and Village of Esperance, Village of
Middleburgh, Village of Schoharie, Town of Waterford, Town and Village of Florida, City of Schenectady, and City
of Rotterdam to reduce flooding caused by Hurricanes Irene and Sandy. The projects vary from cleaning existing
drainage systems to constructing new culverts, bridges, and dams; creating flood plains to hold the overflowing
water from the local rivers and creeks; and improving the flow of water in the Au Sable and Mohawk Rivers.
KSE made a site visit to the Lake Placid Region, looking at projects in Keene, Upper Jay, and Au Sable Forks. During
site visits, KSE met with local community leaders and representatives of the Appalachian Planning Association
(APA). Local officials were also met, and a town tour was held to explain where the damage occurred, and potential
projects that could reduce flooding were identified. KSE reviewed the projects proposed for each community
to determine their viability. Once the project is deemed viable, KSE then prepared an order-of-magnitude
construction cost estimate for the project.
Once the costs were developed, KSE prepared reports detailing findings and recommendations. KSE also be
provided surveys for several of the communities. In the Town of Waterford, surveyors will mark the new FEMA flood
elevation on utility poles and on a representative sample of homes. Residents were then able to determine if they
need to raise their houses to meet the new FEMA flood elevation. KSE also surveyed other areas within Waterford
to determine where flood plains could be constructed.
PAGE
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New York Rising Community Development Block Grant - Disaster Recovery | Long Island, New York. KSE has
been retained to conduct site geotechnical investigations on Long Island in Woodmere, Island Park, Long Beach,
East Rockaway, and other surrounding communities to examine the subsurface soil conditions. Based on site visits,
KSE will prepare a soil boring log for each location that details the subsurface conditions, visual soil classification,
and depth to groundwater if encountered. KSE completed the following scope of work for each individual home:
•
•
•
•
•

KSE will obtain one boring 50 feet deep at each home; this boring will be taken as close to the house as
possible within the front yard or driveway.
Prior to drilling, KSE completed the utility one-call number to obtain a mark-out of utilities in the vicinity of the
work. The mark-out was limited to utilities within the public right-of-way.
KSE conducted a ground penetrating radar (GPR) investigation in the vicinity of the soil boring to locate any
underground utilities/structure/obstruction.
Provided full time inspection of the soil boring, prepared a soil boring log indicating hammer blows per foot,
soil classification, depth to groundwater if encountered, among others.
Soil sampling was continuous to 15 feet, and then at five foot intervals thereafter.

KSE prepared reports summarizing the results of site geotechnical investigations, the existing conditions, and
provided individual soil boring logs for each home investigated. KSE also provided basic site survey services.
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KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Cesar M. Abella, PE
TITLE Superintendent
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

The City University of New
York (CUNY), Brooklyn College
Performing Arts Center
Brooklyn, NY
Fee: $42.5 million
New Jersey Turnpike
Authority (NJTA), Facilities
Improvement Program
New Jersey
Fee $3.3 million

N/A

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

0.5

100%

11/2015 - present

The City University of
New York (CUNY)

N/A

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

0.5

100%

11/2015 - present

New Jersey Turnpike
Authority (NJTA)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Santiago Alfageme
Title: Coastal Engineering
Firm: Moffatt & Nichol

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST OR
FEE
Raise Shorelines Citywide Study,
NYC Economic Development
Corporation (NYCEDC)

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
5 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
25%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2/2015 –
Present

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Moffatt &
Nichol

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Feasibility Study

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
A/E Project
Manager / Senior
Coastal Engineer

Moffatt &
Nichol

Study

A/E Project
Manager / Senior
Coastal Engineer

20 Months

50%

4/2013 2/2015

USACE, Baltimore District

Moffatt &
Nichol

Feasibility Study

A/E Project
Manager/Senior
Coastal Engineer

24 Months

20%

9/2013 Present

USACE, New York District

Moffatt &
Nichol

Feasibility Level
Planning, Design, and
Cost Estimates

A/E Project
Manager/Senior
Coastal Engineer

72 Months

15%

9/2010 –
Present

USACE, New York District

Moffatt &
Nichol

Feasibility-Level
Study

Senior Coastal
Engineer / AE
Project Manager

180 Months

20%

9/2000 Present

USACE, New York District

CLIENT NAME CONTACT PERSON
AND PHONE NUMBER
NYCEDC

Fee: $1.109 Million
North Atlantic Coast
Comprehensive Study (NACCS),
USACE
Fee: $1.889 Million
Rockaway Beach Coastal Storm
Damage Reduction Feasibility
Study, New York, NY
Fee: $1.558 Million
South Shore of Staten Island
Storm Damage Reduction Project,
New York
Fee: $1.499 Million
Fire Island To Montauk Point
Reformulation Study, Long Island,
NY
Fee: $4 Million

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Sharon Bailey, P.E.
Title: Water & Sediment Quality
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Kansas City USACE, Lower Passaic
River: Focused Feasibility Study, NJ

50 to 100%
during draft
and final FS
prep (4 to 6
month each);
less than 15%
remainder of
time
10 to 50
percent

7/2012 7/2015

USACE

4/2012 Present

NYCDEP

NYCDEP

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Feasibility study with
focus on dredged
materials mgmt
conceptual design,
cost estimates

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Principal
Environmental
Engineer

Louis Berger

Feasibility study,
conceptual design,
cost estimates,

Principal
Environmental
Engineer

36 Month

Louis Berger

Regulatory assistance,
conceptual design,
cost estimates

Principal
Environmental
Engineer

40 Months

Louis Berger

Review and evaluation
of documents, CSO
and SWO discharges

Principal
Environmental
Engineer

3 Months

<10%

2013

Malcolm
Pirnie

Design, permitting
and construction
services

Senior
Environmental
Engineer/Project
Manager

30 Months

15 to 100%
(varied by
phase of
work)

3/2009 10/2011

Fee: $17.5 Million

NYCDEP, Gowanus Canal Superfund
Site Remediation Assistance and
Feasibility Study Review, NY

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
0 to 100%
depending on
phase of
work

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

Fee: $25 Million
Kansas City USACE, Cornell Dubilier:
Feasibility Study, New Jersey

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
3/2008 9/2009
3/2012 Present

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
60 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
USACE

Fee: $5 million
NYCDEP, Newtown Creek Remediation
Assistance, NY
Fee: $8 Million
H2M/Blackacre Partners, BICC Cables
Site: Remedial Action Work Plan
(RAWP) and Design/Construction
Documents, NY
Fee: $1 Million

H2M

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Dereck C. Baker
TITLE Scheduler
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Port Authority of New York &
New Jersey (PANYNJ), World
Trade Center Reconstruction
New York, NY
Fee: $13.6 million (to date)
New York City Department of
Design and Construction (NYC
DDC), New York City Hall
Renovation
New York, NY
Fee: $139.2 million (to date)

N/A

Program
Management
Project Management
Estimating

Senior
Planner/Scheduler

78 (to date)

91%

6/2009 - present

N/A

Project Management
Construction
Management

Senior Scheduler

35.5 (to date)

3%

3/2010 – 2/2013

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

Port Authority of
New York & New
Jersey (PANYNJ)
Alan Reiss
212-435-5530
New York City
Department of
Design and
Construction (NYC
DDC)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Claire R Baldwin, D. Prof.
Title: Partnering and Facilitation
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST OR
FEE
NYCDEP, Rapid Knowledge
Transfer New York

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Conceptual design
an deployment of
succession planning
and knowledge
transfer techniques

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Principal Technical
Lead

CDM Smith

Review and
evaluation of staffing
and HR skills for
succession planning,
knowledge
management with
respect to the
development of
Human Resources

Principal Technical
Lead

Cost or Fee: $0.5 million
PWD, Professional Consulting
Services to the Human Resources
Water g Philadelphia PA
Cost or Fee: $ 1 million

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
12 months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED
UPON A 40
HOUR WEEK
Less then 10
percent

20 months

40 %

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
4/2014 to
present

2013 to
present

CLIENT NAME
CONTACT PERSON
AND PHONE NUMBER
NYCDEP

PWD

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Richard Barrington
Title: Civil Engineer
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
New York Red Bulls Training Facility,
Township of Hanover, Morris County,
New Jersey

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
15%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
April 2013November
2015

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Predesign, Design,
management services

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
30 months

Louis Berger

Predesign, design, and
management services

Project Manager

8 months

15%

March 2015Current

NJSDA

Louis Berger

Predesign, owners
representative

Lead Engineer

36 months

10%

January 2013Current

DEVCO/Keating

Louis Berger

Predesign, Planning,
Owners
Representative
Services

Project Manager

36 months

10%

January 2013Current

DASNY

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
RBNY

Contract Value: $600k(fee)
NJSDA On Call Site Consultant Services
Various Locations
Contract Value: $500k(fee)

Rutgers University / DEVCO College
Avenue Redevelopment
New Brunswick, New Jersey
Contract Value: $500k(fee)
DASNY On Call General Engineering
Various locations
Contract Value: $350k(fee)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Dana Boyadjian, P.E., LSRP
Title: Environmental Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
DPMC, Demolition Consultant Term
Contract, NJ

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

Project Engineer

1 Month

15%

12/2013 6/2015

NJDEP

ECC Horizon

LSRP-based remedial
investigation, in-situ
treatment remedial
plan and cost estimate

Project Manager

57 Months

Varied from 0
to 60%

3/2009 11/2013

Resolute Insurance

CDM Smith

Scoping Documents,
Environmental
Assessments, Design
Documents, Bid
Specification,
Procurement Support,
Construction
Administration Services

Project Manager

18 Months

Varied from 0
to 35%

2/2014 Present

NJDEP
Publically Funded
Remediation Element
Bureau of Investigation,
Design and Construction

Shaw
Environmental

Soil excavation &
disposal plus
groundwater treatment
plant construction,
operation and
maintenance

Project Manager

28 Months

Varied from 0
to 80%

5/2005 9/2007

Landbank Properties

CDM Smith

Fee: $250,000

NJDEP Remedial Design Term
Contract, NJ
Contract Value: $4 Million
Fee: $2 Million (awarded to date)

Brownfield Investigation and
Remediation, Whippany, NJ
Fee: $1.2 Million

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
3/2014 Present

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

Contract Value: $9.6 Million
Fee: $1 Million (awarded to date)
Wilkins American Service, Delran, NJ

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
Varies from 0
to 20%

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Engineering design/cost
estimating/construction
administration, and
individual property
assessments
Residential site
Inspections,
environmental
assessments and
environmental review
record development

Fee: $500,000 (to date)
NJDEP, Superstorm Sandy Disaster
Recovery Support Term Contract, NJ

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
17 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJ Treasury, DPMC
Assistant Deputy
Director

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Chad Brown, RLA
TITLE Project Manager (Construction Management)
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

New York City Department of
Design and Construction
(DDC), New York City Housing
Recovery Office
New York, NY
Cost/Fee: $8 million

N/A

Program and
Construction
Management

Assistant Project
Manager

14 (to date)

90%

9/2014 - present

New York City
Department of
Design and
Construction
(NYCDDC)

New York City Department of
Parks & Recreation (NYCDPR),
PlaNYC Schoolyards to
Playgrounds Unit of Capital
Projects Division
New York, NY
Cost/Fee: $925,000
New York City Department of
Parks & Recreation (NYCDPR),
Rockaway Beach East & West
Park
New York, NY
Cost/Fee: $759,000
New York City Department of
Parks & Recreation (NYCDPR),
Street Tree Division
New York, NY
Cost/Fee: $7.2 million

N/A

Project and
Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

43.5

71%

5/2009 – 12/2012

New York City
Department of Parks
& Recreation
(NYCDPR)

N/A

Construction
Management

Project Manager

21

47%

12/2012 – 9/2014

New York City
Department of Parks
& Recreation
(NYCDPR)

N/A

Project and
Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

17.5 (seasonal)

49%

5/2011 – 9/2014

New York City
Department of Parks
& Recreation
(NYCDPR)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Jennifer Brunton, P.E., CFM
Title: Project Manager (Design)
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Higbee Beach Wetland Restoration
Project, Cape May County, NJ (NJDEP)

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
The Louis
Berger
Group, Inc.

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Baseline Studies and
Conceptual Design
Development

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

The Louis
Berger
Group, Inc.

Baseline Studies,
Restoration Design
Development

Project Manager
(current role), Civil
and Environmental
Engineer (previous
role)

The Louis
Berger
Group, Inc.

Restoration Design
Development, Bid
Document
Preparation, OfficeBased Support During
Construction and
ARRA Reporting
Disaster Recovery,
Resiliency Planning,
Green Infrastructure,
Coastal Defenses,
Economic
Development
EIS Scoping,
Alternatives
Development,
Environmental
Assessments,
Categorical Exclusions

Civil and
Environmental
Engineer

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
20 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
55%

20 Months

15 – 70%
during active
periods

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2014 - Present

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJDEP

Fee: $400,000 (awaiting PO for $1.5
Million)
Mad Horse Creek Wetlands
Restoration Project, Salem County,
New Jersey (NJDEP)
Fee: $600,000
Lincoln Park Wetland Restoration,
Hudson County, New Jersey (NJDEP)
Fee: $1.4 Million

NYS GOSR, NY Rising Community
Reconstruction Plans
Contract Value: $844,150/Fee: $67,532
NYS GOSR, On-Call Contract for
Environmental Review and
Management (Rebuild by Design Mill
River EIS Scoping and Alternatives
Development, Suffolk Sewers EA)
Contract Value: $900,000/Fee: $72,000

The Louis
Berger
Group, Inc.

Intermittently
from 11/2006
to present
(project has
not been
continuous)

20%

NJDEP

NJDEP

Civil and
Environmental
Engineer

18 Months

30%

7/2013 1/2015

Civil and
Environmental
Engineer

Ongoing (10
months)

20%

10/2014 –
Present

NYS GOSR

NYS GOSR
Thomas J. King , Director

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Robert Bunting, P.E.
Title: Geotechnical Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Cape May Waterfront Reconstruction,
Cape May, NJ

Fee: $3 Million

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
8/2014 Present

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Designer of Anchored
Bulkhead and Armor
Stone Revetment,
Construction
Oversight.

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Geotechnical
Designer

CDM Smith

Oversaw drilling
program, data
presentation and
report preparation.

Geotechnical Project
Manager

6 Months

20 - 25%

2/2015 Present

NYCDEP OGI

CDM Smith

Coordinated drilling,
field staff, and Soil
Report Production.

Geotechnical Project
Manager

2 Months

20 - 25%

6/2015 Present

NYCDDC

Fee: $4 Million
On-Call Contract, New York City, NY

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
50%

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

Fee: $10 Million
Right of Way Bioswales (BB-005),
Queens, NY

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
12 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
USCG TRACEN

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Rafael Canizares
Title: Coastal Modeling
Firm: Moffatt & Nichol

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Lower Passaic River Restoration, NJ

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
25%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
6/2008 6/2014

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Moffatt &
Nichol

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Modeling program
associated with the
Remedial
Investigation/
Feasibility Study

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project
Manager/Principal
Investigator
Hydrodynamics

Moffatt &
Nichol

Feasibility-Level Study

Senior Coastal
Modeler

180 Months

20%

9/2000 Present

Moffatt &
Nichol

Coastal Engineering
and Preliminary
Design

Senior Coastal
Modeler

27 Months

25%

11/2005 2/2008

Louisiana DNR, Office of
Coastal Protection &
Restoration

Moffatt &
Nichol

Comprehensive Study

Senior Coastal
Modeler

10 Months

5%

9/2013 6/2014

NYCEDC

Moffatt &
Nichol

Studies and Final
Designs

Hydrodynamic,
Sediment expert

24 Months

40%

10/2013 Present

Fondo de Adaptacion

Fee: $6 Million

Fire Island To Montauk Point
Reformulation Study, Long Island, NY

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
70 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
De Maximis Inc.

Fee: $4 Million

Whiskey Island West flank and Marsh
Restoration. LA
Fee: $335,104
New York Comprehensive Citywide
Ferry Study, New York, NY
Fee: $144,930
Canal del Dique, Bogotá, Colombia
Fee: $5.2 Million

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Arthur Carluccio, CCM
TITLE Superintendent
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

New Jersey Housing Mortgage
Finance Agency, Whitlock
Mills Housing Development
Jersey City, NJ
Fee: $1.6 million (to date)
New Jersey Schools
Development Authority,
North Ward Park Elementary
School
Newark, NJ
Fee: $1.2 million
New Jersey Schools
Development Authority, New
Jersey Schools Construction
and Renovation Program
Trenton, NJ
Fee: $13.5 million
New Jersey Schools
Development Authority,
Trenton Central High School
Trenton, NJ
Fee: $1.5 million

N/A

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

95
(to date)

60%

12/2007 - present

New Jersey Housing
Mortgage Finance
Agency

N/A

Program
Management
Project Management
Construction
Management
Estimating
Program
Management
Project Management
Construction
Management
Estimating
Program
Management
Project Management
Construction
Management
Estimating

Construction
Manager

8

29%

6/2008 – 2/2009

New Jersey Schools
Development
Authority

Construction
Manager

4

25%

7/2003 – 10/2003

New Jersey Schools
Development
Authority

Construction
Manager

17

77.5%

8/2003 – 1/2005

New Jersey Schools
Development
Authority

N/A

N/A

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Christopher Corliss, P.E.
Title: Project Manager (Design)
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
MSLA 1-D Landfill Closure Project.
Kearny, NJ

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

Fee: $7.7 Million

Fenimore Landfill – Partial Landfill
Closure Project. Roxbury, NJ

Louis Berger

Fee: $2.9 Million

Kingsland Redevelopment Area Project
Quality Assurance Engineering
Services. Bergen County, NJ

PS&S, Sadat
Associates,
and Maser

Fee: $1.5 Million

Meadowlands Railroad and Roadway
Improvement Project. East
Rutherford, NJ
Fee: $2 Million

Edwards and
Kelcey and
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Design Documents,
Bid Specification,
Procurement Support,
Construction
Administration
Services
Design Documents,
Bid Specification,
Procurement Support,
Construction
Administration
Services
Construction QA/QC
Services, Monitor and
Estimate Project
Expenses, Evaluate
Project Schedule and
Funding, Technical
Engineering Support,
Design Documents,
Bid Specifications,
Remedial Design,
Construction
Submittal Review
Engineering Support

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2005 - 2015

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
120 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
Varies based
on project
needs. When
project is
active, 50%

Project Manager

24 Months

60%

7/2013 Present

NJDEP

Project Manager

48 Months

30%

2010 - Present

NJDEP

Principal Engineer

48 Months

30%

2006 -2010

NJSEA

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJDEP

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Luis Correia, PE
Title: Electrical Engineering
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
New York District, Picatinny Arsenal,
Armament Integration (AIF) Facility,
Picatinny, New Jersey

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
18 months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
40%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2007-2011

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Electrical engineering
design

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Principal Electrical
Engineer

Louis Berger

Electrical design
analysis, design
documents, technical
specifications, cost
estimate

Manager, Electrical
Engineering

4 months

35%

2011

USACE

Louis Berger

Electrical design
documents, technical
specifications, cost
estimate, construction
administration

Manager, Electrical
Engineering

14 months

40%

2009-2010

USACE NY District

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER

Contract Value: $10M
USACE, New York District, Picatinny
Arsenal, Area 600 Water Main
Extension, Picatinny, New Jersey
Contract Value: $3M (estimated)

USACE, New York District, Bartlett Hall
Exterior Renovation, U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, New York
Cost or Fee: $6.5M (estimated)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Luis G. Cortes
TITLE Superintendent
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

Belle Shores, Belle Shores
Sandy Storm Damage Repairs
Rockaway Park, Queens, NY
Fee: $406,355
New York Governor’s Office of
State Recovery (GOSR),
Construction Management
Support Services
New York, NY
Fee: $2.5 million (to date)
Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey (PANYNJ),
Superstorm Sandy Long Term
Recovery Operation and CallIn Estimating
NY and NJ
Fee: $2.5 million
New York City Economic
Development Corporation
(EDC), East River Waterfront
Esplanade & Piers Project
New York, NY
Fee: $ 1,322,463

N/A

Project Management
Oversight

Resident Engineer

2

83%

3/2014 – 5/2014

Belle Shores

N/A

Project Management

Estimator

9

98%

1/2015 - present

Governor’s Office of
Storm Recovery

N/A

Program
Management

Resident Engineer

3.5

18%

10/2013 – 2/2014

Port Authority of
New York and New
Jersey (PANYNJ)
Susanne DesRoches
Tel: 973-792-3559

N/A

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

16

92%

1/2012 – 5/2013

New York City
Economic
Development
Corporation (EDC)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Vincent M. Di Fusco
TITLE Superintendent (Level 5)
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

New York City Department of
Parks and Recreation (NYC
Parks), McCarren Park Bath
House
New York, NY
Fee: $2.27 million
New York City Department of
Parks and Recreation, Union
Square Pavilion and
Playgrounds
New York, NY
Fee: $708,102
New York City Department of
Parks and Recreation, Central
Forestry Division
New York, NY
Fee: $4,172,033

N/A

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

37.5

90%

12/2009 – 2/2013

N/A

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

19

88%

5/2008 – 12/2009

N/A

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

18

75%

5/2007 – 12/2009
(seasonal)

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

New York City
Department of Parks
and Recreation (NYC
Parks)
Tel: 718-760-6828
New York City
Department of Parks
and Recreation (NYC
Parks)
New York City
Department of Parks
and Recreation (NYC
Parks)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Michael Dunn, P.E.
Title: Permit Coordinator/Expeditor
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
New Jersey Turnpike Widening
Interchange 6-9, Environmental
Consultant

Fee: $3.4 Million
Route I-287, M.P. 61.8 Glaser’s Pond,
Franklin Lakes, NJ
Fee: $600,000

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2007 - 20014

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Reviewed the Flood
Hazard Area
Applications and
stormwater
management designs

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Task Leader

Louis Berger

Flood Hazard Area
Permit Applications,
Stormwater
Management Designs
and SESC Plans

Task Leader

120 Months

30% during
design and
80% before a
submission

2004 - Present

New Jersey Turnpike
Authority

Louis Berger

Flood Hazard Area
Permit Applications,
Stormwater
Management Designs,
Drainage and SESC
Plans
Flood Hazard Area
Permit Applications

Project Manger

108 Months

20% during
design and
80% to
prepare for
submission

2005 - Present

Somerset County

Deputy Project
Manager

36 Months

40% during
the 1st 6
months, 20%
for remaining
months.

2012 - Present

New Jersey Department
of Transportation

Fee: $14.9 Million
Somerset County / New Jersey
Department of Transportation,
Interchange at U.S. Route 22 and
Chimney Rock Road, Bridgewater, NJ

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
60% for first 6
months and
10-25% for
remaining
months

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

Fee: $17.2 Million
New Jersey Turnpike Authority,
Garden State Parkway Interchange 9,
10 & 11 Improvements, Cape May NJ

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
30 Months

Louis Berger

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
New Jersey Turnpike
Authority

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Dincer Egin, Ph.D., P.E., PG
Title: Geotechnical Engineering
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection, Lower
Passaic River Source Control Dredge
Plan, Essex and Hudson Counties, NJ

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

Fee: $3 Million
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – New
York District (USACE), Geotechnical
Investigation and geotechnical design
for the proposed Saints Field Pier and
Port Reading Avenue Pier, at
Woodbridge Creek, Woodbridge, New
Jersey
Fee: $50,000
MSLA 1-D Landfill Closure Project.
Kearny, NJ

Louis Berger

Louis Berger

Fee: $7.7 Million

Fenimore Landfill – Partial Landfill
Closure Project, Roxbury, NJ
Fee: $2.9 Million

Louis Berger

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
18 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
10%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2007 - 2008

4 Months

10%

2012 - 2013

USACE, New York District

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Geotechnical site
characterization,
subsurface
evaluations with
respect to clean up
design
Geotechnical
investigation and both
deck and foundation
design

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Lead Geotechnical
engineer

Design Documents,
Bid Specification,
Procurement Support,
Construction
Administration
Services
Design Documents,
Bid Specification,
Procurement Support,
Construction
Administration
Services

Geotechnical
Engineer

120 Months

< 5%

2005 - 2015

NJDEP

Geotechnical
Engineer

24 Months

< 5%

7/2013 Present

NJDEP

Lead geotechnical
Engineer and Lead
Foundation Designer

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJDEP
Bureau of Site
Management

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: William Friers, P.E.
Title: Structural Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Dam Safety/Engineering Assessments,
Rehabilitation Design, Troy, NY

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

Fee: $700,000

Engineering Services, Multiple Dams,
Springfield, M

CDM Smith

Fee: $497,000
Engineering Services for West Point
Lake Dam (Georgia), and Robert F.
Henry Dam (Alabama)

CDM Smith

Fee: $394,000

Condition Assessment and Structural
Evaluation – Germantown and
Englewood Dams, Dayton, OH

CDM Smith

Fee: $130,000

Levee Inspection and Condition
Assessment, Council Bluffs, IA
Fee: $452,000

CDM Smith

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
42 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
10%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
6/2010 12/2013

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Engineering
Assessment, Dam
Break Analyses,
Emergency Action
Plans, Design and
Construction Services
Safety Inspection,
Engineering
Assessment,Preliminary
Construction Planning

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager and
Structural Task
Leader (Internal)

Project Manager and
Civil/Structural Task
Leader (Internal)

24 Months

10%

8/2013 Present

Springfield Water and
Sewer Commission

Develop Restricted
Reservoir Operation
(RRO) Plans; Evaluate
Project Constraints,
and Emergency Actions
to Maintain Flood
Control
Field Investigation
Program, Structural
Analyses to Determine
the Nature of Observed
Cracking of Twin
Unreinforced Outlet
Conduits
Inspection, Condition
Assessment Report,
Recommendations for
Remedial Actions,
Cost Estimates.

Structural Task
Leader

6 Months

5%

1/2011 7/2011

USACE Mobile District;

Project Manager and
Structural Task
Leader (Internal)

8 Months

15%

8/2012 3/2013

Miami Conservancy
District (Ohio)

Civil/Structural Task
Leader (Internal)

7 Months

15%

9/2011 3/2012

City of Council Bluffs,
Public Works Department

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
City of Troy, Department
of Public Utilities

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Yolanda Joie Galiardo
TITLE Superintendent
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

New York City Department of
Design and Construction
(DDC), New York City Housing
Recovery Office
New York, NY
Fee: $22.2 million
Octagon Park Roosevelt Park,
Roosevelt Island Operating
Corporation
New York, NY
Fee: $1.1 million

N/A

Project Management
Program
Management
Construction
Management

Assistant Project
Manager

33.5

85%

7/2008 – 5/2011

New York City
Housing Authority

N/A

Project Management

Project Manager

12

86%

12/2006 – 12/2007

Roosevelt Island
Operating
Corporation

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Solomon Gbondo-Tugbawa, Ph.D, P.E.
Title: Water/Sediment Quality
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST OR
FEE
Newtown Creek Superfund
Investigation, Brooklyn/Queens,
NY

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
The Louis
Berger
Group, Inc.

Fee: $8 Million

USACE Kansas City District for
USEPA Region 2, Lower Passaic
Superfund project, New Jersey

The Louis
Berger
Group Inc.

Fee: $25 Million

USACE, Kansas City District for
USEPA Region 2, Hudson River
PCBs Superfund Site Remedial
Design/Remedial Action Oversight,
Fort Edward, NY
Fee: $17 Million

The Louis
Berger
Group Inc.

SPECIFIC TYPE OF WORK
EXPERIENCE (STUDY,
SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION)
Design studies for point
source, sediment and
surface water and NAPL
migration sampling;
Quantifying loads,
background chemical
concentrations, sediment
transport, contaminant fate
and transport,
bioaccumulation.
Engineering evaluation,
Feasibility Study, sediment
and contaminant transport,
sampling design and
implementation,
development of conceptual
site model.
Technical Oversight of
treatability studies, remedial
design documents, dredging
area delineation, sampling
work plan for baseline water
quality, numerical modeling
of dredging resuspension,
capping design requirement,
statistical analysis of
anticipated residual,
chemical fate and transport
during dredging.

TEAM
MEMBERS
SPECIFIC
ROLE OR
TITLE ON
THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Technical
Leader

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
36 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
35%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2012 - Present

Technical
Task Leader

120 Months

20%

2005 - Present

USEPA

Technical
Task Leader

72 Months

35%

2005 - 2011

USEPA

CLIENT NAME CONTACT PERSON
AND PHONE NUMBER
New York City Department of
Environmental Protection
(NYCDEP)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME James Grundhoffer, PE
TITLE Project Manager (Construction Management)
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

New York Governor’s Office of
State Recovery (GOSR),
Construction Management
Support Services
New York, NY
Fee: $2.5 million
New York City Department of
Design and Construction
(DDC), Build-it-Back (BiB)
Housing Recovery Program
New York, NY
Fee: $8 million
Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey (PANYNJ),
Holland Tunnel Visual
Assessment
New York, NY
Fee: $2.5 million
State of Connecticut,
Department of Administrative
Services, Western Connecticut
State University Performing
Arts Center
Danbury, CT
Fee: $2.4 million
State of Connecticut,
Department of Administrative
Services, Superior Court
Building Window System
Replacement
Danbury, CT
Fee: $149,000

N/A

Project Management

Change Order
Project Manager

3

62%

1/2015 – 3/2015

Governor’s Office of
Storm Recovery

N/A

Program and
Construction
Management

Senior Contracts
Administrator

3

85%

8/2014 – 11/2014

NYC Department of
Design &
Construction
(NYCDDC)

N/A

Program
Management

Senior Structural
Project Engineer

6

7.5%

10/2013 – 2/2014
10/2014
6/2015

Port Authority of
New York and New
Jersey (PANYNJ)
Susanne DesRoches
Tel: 973-792-3559

Ammenta/Emma
Architects, PC

Construction
Administration

Construction
Administrator

48

41.5%

11/2011 – ongoing

State of Connecticut,
Department of
Administrative
Services

OakPark Architects,
Inc.

Construction
Administration

Construction
Administrator

7

41.5%

4/2015 - ongoing

State of Connecticut,
Department of
Administrative
Services

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: John Hasselmann, PE, CCM
Title: Senior Project Manager
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
th
17 Street Levee, Potomac Park,
Washington, DC
Cost or Fee: $3 million
National Park Service (NPS) various
locations, including Ellis Island and
Delaware Water Gap

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
18 months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
40%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Feb 2010 to
Aug 2011

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger,
Tetra Tech,
Haley &
Aldrich, Olin

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Project and design
management, EIS,
design, construction
support, and O&M
manuals

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

Various

Construction
Management

Program Manager

3 years

60%

Aug 2008 to
Aug 2011

STV Inc.,

Program Management

Program Manager

4 years

100%

Aug 2011 Present

Louis Berger

project Programming,
concept design,
complete design,
estimating,
construction support

Project Manager

4 years

30%

Jul 2006 – Jun
2010

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
Director, D.C. Department
of Environment

Cost or Fee: $5 million
George Washington Bridge Bus Station
Redevelopment, New York, NY
Cost or Fee: $4.5 million
Armament Integration Facility, Picatinny
Arsenal, New Jersey.,
Contract Value: $1.2 million

US Army Corps of
Engineers

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Ajay Kathuria, P.E.
Title: Environmental Engineering
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Former Colloid Chemical, Hanover
Township, NJ

Fee: $300,000
Leaking UST Removal/ Remediation,
JPMorgan Chase Sussex Branch,
Sussex, NJ

Fee: $100,000
Environmental Remediation Services at
Fort Rucker, AL
Fee: $900,000

5-8% during
year 1, 1015% year 3
and 4, 5%
year 5 to
present
10-15% year
1 and 2, 510% year 2 to
present

2011 - Present

La Casa De Don Pedro

2011 - Present

New Jersey Sports &
Exposition Authority
(NJSEA)

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Environmental
Cleanup and
Redevelopment

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
LSRP of Record

Louis Berger

Environmental
Investigation and
Cleanup

LSRP of Record/
Project Manager

48 Months

Louis Berger

PCB Cleanups and
Ongoing Groundwater
Investigation
Oversight

Project Manager/
LSRP of Record

48 Months

Louis Berger

Removal and
Environmental
Cleanup Related To
Leaking Underground
Storage Tank (UST)

Project Manager/
LSRP of Record

24 Months

10-15%

2010 - 2012

CAPE/ Louis
Berger

RCRA Facility
Investigations and
Corrective Measures
Study

Regulatory
Specialist/ Louis
Berger Project
Manager

48 Months

15-20%

2013 - Present

Fee: $400,000

Meadowlands Sports Complex (East)
PCB cleanups/ Groundwater
Investigation Oversight, East
Rutherford, NJ

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
Woodmont Properties

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
8-10%
throughout
the project
duration

Fee: $400,000
43-47 Broadway, Newark, NJ

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2012 - Present

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
36 Months

US Army Environmental
Command (USAEC)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Robert Klein, P.E.
Title: Superintendent
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Brookfield Avenue Landfill
Remediation, Staten Island, NY

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Design Services During
Construction

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Design Liaison

CDM Smith

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

12 Months

30%

9/2014 Present

NYCDEP

CDM Smith

Construction
Management

Resident Engineer

24 Months

30%

9/2013 Present

Middlesex County
Utilities Authority

Cost: $250 Million
Fee: $16 Million
Edenwald Housing Green
Infrastructure Improvements, Bronx,
NY
Cost: $8 Million
Fee: $1.6 Million
MCLF Landfill Gas Engine Installation,
East Brunswick, NJ
Cost: $7.5 Million
Fee: $500,000

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
95% during
first 48
months, 25%
during last 24
months

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
9/2009 Present

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
72 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NYCDEP

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Thomas Lewis, PE, JD
Title: Executive Sponsorship Team
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST OR
FEE
New Jersey Office of Emergency
Management (contract procured
through New Jersey Treasury),
Office of Homeland Security and
Preparedness, Superstorm Sandy
Recovery Efforts
Cost: $9 million (to date)
NJDEP, Remedial Design &
Remedial Investigation/Remedial
Action Selection Services
Statewide Term Contracts, New
Jersey
Cost or Fee: $50 million (to date)
Special Master for US Federal
Court, Soil, Groundwater and
Surface Water Investigation and
Remediation; Slurry Wall and
Chromate Waste Fill
Removal/Disposal Design
Contract for Honeywell Study
Area 7, Jersey City, New Jersey

USACE, Kansas City District, HTRW
Remedial Investigations,
Feasibility Studies, Designs and
FUSRAP Remedial Investigation/
Feasibility Studies for Hudson
River, Passaic River, Berry’s Creek,
and additional sites within USACE,
NWD boundaries and EPA Region
2
Cost or Fee: ~$40 million (to date)

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED
UPON A 40
HOUR WEEK
<5%

Ongoing

<5%

1998 –
Ongoing

Contract
Executive and
previously NJ
Licensed PE of
Record

Ongoing

<5%

2004 –
Ongoing

Program Director
and Project
Executive

Ongoing

<5%

2010 –
Ongoing

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF WORK
EXPERIENCE (STUDY,
SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Oversight of recovery
response of debris removal
for 18 municipalities in
Ocean and Monmouth
counties

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Program
Executive

Louis Berger

Oversight QA/QC for site
investigations, subsurface
sampling, and remedial
actions for multiple sites.

Contract
Executive

Louis Berger

Responsible for ensuring
federal compliance
(including USACE, EPA, Coast
Guard requirements), state
coastal/environmental and
local compliance for
excavation and investigation
and remediation of
contaminated sediments in
the Hackensack River.
Responsible for project
direction, oversight and
QA/QC of a CERCLA RI/FS.
Specifically included
demonstrated familiarity
with USACE regulations and
guidance, and familiarity
with New Jersey’s marine
transportation system.

Cost or Fee: ~$4 million
Louis Berger

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
October 2012
– Ongoing

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
Ongoing

CLIENT NAME CONTACT PERSON
AND PHONE NUMBER

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET

Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

New York Governor’s Office of
State Recovery (GOSR),
Construction Management
Support Services
New York, NY
Fee: $2.5 million (to date)
New York City Department of
Design and Construction
(DDC), Build-it-Back (BiB)
Housing Recovery Program
New York, NY
Fee: $8 million (to date)
Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey (PANYNJ),
Holland Tunnel Visual
Assessment
New York, NY
Fee: $2.5 million
Belle Shores, Belle Shores
Sandy Storm Damage Repairs
Rockaway Park, Queens, NY
Fee: $406,355

NAME John Milano, PE
TITLE Executive Sponsorship Team
FIRM Hill International

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

N/A

Project Management

Principal-in-Charge

12 (to date)

5%

11/2014 - ongoing

Governor’s Office of
Storm Recovery

N/A

Program and
Construction
Management

Principal-in-Charge

15 (to date)

5%

8/2014 - ongoing

New York City
Department of
Design and
Construction
(NYCDDC)

N/A

Program
Management

Principal-in-Charge

12

3%

10/2013 – 10/2014

Port Authority of
New York and New
Jersey (PANYNJ)
Susanne DesRoches
Tel: 973-792-3559

N/A

Project Management
Oversight

Principal-in-Charge

15

3%

12/2012 – 3/2014

Belle Shores

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Peg McBrien, P.E., PWS
Title: Permit Coordinator/Expeditor
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Final Design and Construction
Administration of Secaucus High
School Wetland Enhancement Site and
Pedestrian Boardwalk for NJ
Meadowlands Commission (NJMC),
Hackensack Meadowlands, NJ
Construction Cost: ~$4.5 Million
Louis Berger Fee: ~$250,000
USACE New York District,
Meadowlands Comprehensive
Restoration Implementation Plan
(MCRIP), Hackensack, NJ
Fee: ~$1 Million
New York City Economic Development
Corporation (NYCEDC), Saw Mill Creek
Wetland Mitigation Bank, Staten
Island, NY
Construction Cost: ~$10 Million
Louis Berger Fee: ~1 Million

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON A
40 HOUR
WEEK
35%

DATES OF
THE TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMEN
T IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2005 - 2007

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
The Louis
Berger
Group, Inc.

SPECIFIC TYPE OF WORK
EXPERIENCE (STUDY,
SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION)
Design Studies;
Construction Plans,
Specifications, Cost
Estimate and Bid
Package; Permit
Acquisition; and
Construction
Administration

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
18 Months

Louis Berger

Engineering,
environmental, and
economic FS, baseline
data collection,
Programmatic EIS

Project Manager

14 Months

20%

2008 - 2010

The Louis
Berger
Group Inc.

FS; NEPA Environmental
Assessment; Permit
Acquisition; Design
Plans, Specifications and
Cost Estimate; and
Construction
Administration Services

Project Manager

30 Months

35%

2013 Present

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJMC

USACE – Planning

NYCEDC

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Mark P. McDowell, RA, CCM
TITLE Claims Analyst
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

TRC Companies, Inc.
Holly Street Power Plant
Fee: $589,530
Connecticut Department of
Public Works On-Call Claims
Analysis, Southern
Connecticut State University
Engleman Hall
Hartford, CT
Fee: $209,778
Dormitory Authority of the
State of New York (DASNY),
Advanced Science Research
Center (ARSC)/City College of
New York (CCNY)
New York, NY
Fee: $602,285

N/A

Delay and Disruption
Analysis

Scheduler and
Claims Analyst

9

70%

9/2012 – 6/2013

TRC Companies, Inc.

N/A

Claims Analysis

Managing
Consultant

38.5

10%

9/2007 - 12/2010

State of Connecticut
Department of
Construction Services

N/A

Scheduling
Estimating
Risk Analysis

Scheduler and Risk
Analyst

12

22%

1/2011 – 1/2012

Dormitory Authority
of the State of New
York (DASNY)

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Kevin McEvoy
Title: Constructability Reviews
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST OR
FEE
NYC DEP, Brookfield Avenue
Landfill Restoration, Staten
Island NY
Contract Value: $16.0 million
NYC DEP, Tallman Island WPCF,
Maximization of Wet Weather
Flow, College point Queens, NY

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
0 to 10%
depending
on phase of
work

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
1/2012 to
present

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Planning, Design and
design services
during construction

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager
(Design Services
during
Construction)

CDM Smith

Construction
Management,
Resident Engineering
and Inspection
Services

Construction
Manager

36 month

20 to 50%
depending
on project
needs

1/2013 to
present

NYCDEP

AECOM,
HDR

Construction
Management
Services

Construction
Manager

6 months

100 percent

6/2012 to
12/2012

SJRA

CH2M Hill

Construction
Management
Services

Construction
Manager

60 months

100 percent

4/2006 to
4/2011

King County
Department of
Waste Management

Contract Value: $4.9 million
San Jacinto River Authority,
Surface Water Treatment Facility

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
47 months

CLIENT NAME
CONTACT PERSON
AND PHONE NUMBER
NYCDEP

Cost or Fee: $5.7 million
Brightwater Treatment Facility,
Woodinville WA
Cost or Fee: $20.0 million

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Sean McGonigal, P.E.
Title: Client Liaison
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
NJDEP Remedial Design and Remedial
Investigation Contracts, Statewide

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
190+ Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
20%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
1998 - Present

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJDEP

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
RI through RD and
Construction
Administration

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Program Manager,
Project Manager

Louis Berger

Due Diligence, RI
through RD and
Construction
Administration, LSRP
Services

Program Manager,
Project Manager

168+ Months

2%

2001 - Present

NJDPMC

Louis Berger

EIS, Due Diligence, RI
through RD,
Permitting,
Construction
Administration, LSRP
Services

Project Manager

120+ Months

5%

2004 - Present

New Jersey Sports and
Exposition Authority

Louis Berger

FSs, Landfill Closure
Design, Permitting
Construction
Administration

Program Manager;
QA/QC

96+ Months

1%

2005 - Present

NJDEP

Louis Berger

Tier 2 Environmental
Assessments,
Environmental
Assessments

Program Support

24+ Months

1%

2013 - Present

NJDEP

Fee: $50 Million
NJ Treasury, Division of Property
Management & Construction (DPMC)
Statewide
Fee: $3.5 Million
NJ Sports And Exposition Authority
Fee: $2 Million

NJDEP Landfill Projects (MSLA 1-D,
Kingsland Redevelopment Area
Project, Fenimore Landfills), Statewide

President of Engineering,
Construction &
Regulatory Affairs

Fee: $13 Million
Environmental Reviews for Post-Sandy
HUD CDBG-Funded Recovery
Fee: $1.8 Million

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Bernard P. Monahan, PE
TITLE Estimator
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

New York Governor’s Office of
State Recovery (GOSR),
Construction Management
Support Services
New York, NY
Fee: $2.5 million (to date)
NH Hotels, Jolly Madison
Towers Hotel Project
New York, NY
Fee: $1.1 million (to date)

N/A

Project Management

Document Control
Manager

10

100%

1/2015 - present

Governor’s Office of
Storm Recovery

N/A

Project Management

Project Controls
Manager

3

89%

10/2014 – 1/2015

NH Hotels

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Simon Mortimer, MRICS, CCP, LEED AP, CEng
TITLE QA/QC
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

IRR, The Ritz-Carlton Grand
Cayman
Grand Cayman, Cayman
Islands
Fee: $258,466
Urban Development
Corporation of Trinidad and
Tobago (UDeCOTT)
Trinidad and Tobago
Fee: $780,293
Smith, Gambrell & Russell LLP
Scrub Island
Fee: $164,525

N/A

Construction
Management

Corporate QA/QC
Representative

40

15%

10/2008 – 1/2010

McGarrity and Co

N/A

Staff Augmentation
Claims Analysis

Corporate QA/QC
Representative

1

100%

8/2001 – 9/2011

UDeCOTT

N/A

Expert Testimony

Corporate QA/QC
Representative

3

50%

5/2011 – 8/2011

Smith Gambrell
Russell

Jacobs Engineering Group,
Inc./ Keesal Young & Logan
Coors v Jacobs Engineering
Fee: $928,139

N/A

Expert Testimony
Estimating
Claims Analysis

Corporate QA/QC
Representative

36.5

16%

1/2010 – 2/2013

Keesal Young and
Logan

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Seth Nehrke, P.E., D.WRE
Title: Civil Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
USACE/NRCS: Devil’s Garden Slough
Wetland Restoration Plan, Hendry
County, FL
Fee: $1 Million
Construction Cost: $3.98 Million
City of Jacksonville Trail Ridge Landfill
Construction Phase 6 Class I Cell
Expansion, Jacksonville, FL

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
24 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
Varies from
30% - 60%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
7/2013 Present

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Development of
Design Report;
Development of
Construction Plans
and Specifications

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Task Manager: H&H
Modeling and
Permitting Civil
Design Lead and
Engineer of Record

CDM Smith

Development of
Design Report;
Permitting;
Development of
Construction Plans &
Specifications; Constr.
Administration
Modeling, Design,
Permitting, and
Litigation Support

Task Manager: H&H
Modeling and
Permitting, Civil
Design Lead and
Engineer of Record

72 Months

Varies from
10% - 40%

8/2009 Present

City of Jacksonville Solid
Waste Department

Project Manager,
Stormwater Design
Lead and Engineer of
Record

106 Months over
numerous phases

Varies from
10% - 70%
depending on
phase

11/2006 Present

Brevard County Solid
Waste Mgmt. Dept.

Fee: $5.8 Million
Construction Cost: $27.8 Million
Brevard County US 192 Solid Waste
Management Facility, Brevard County,
Florida
Fee: $1.8 Million (since inception over
numerous phases)
USACE/NRCS: ABC Ranch - Flaghole
Wetland Restoration Plan, Hendry
County, FL
Fee: $554,000
Construction Cost: $599,000

CDM Smith

CDM Smith

Development of
Design Report;
Development of
Construction Plans
and Specifications

Task Manager: H&H
Modeling and
Permitting, Civil
Design Lead and
Engineer of Record

24 Months

Varies from
30% - 60%

7/2013 6/2015

U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers

City of Jacksonville Upper Deer Creek
Regional Stormwater Facility
Expansion, Jacksonville, FL

CDM Smith

Modeling, Design, and
Permitting

Task Manager: H&H
Modeling and
Permitting, Civil
Design Lead and
Engineer of Record

22 Months

40%

4/2008 2/2010

City of Jacksonville, FL

Fee: $152,000
Construction Cost: $1.28 Million

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Warren Newman, Jr., P.E.
Title: Ecosystem Restoration & Natural Resources
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
NJDEP Remedial Design Term Contract,
NJ

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

Contract Value: $4 Million
Fee: $2 Million (awarded to date)

DPMC, Demolition Consultant Term
Contract

CDM Smith

Fee: $500,000 (to date)

Standard Motor Products, Queens, NY

CDM Smith

Fee: $2.6 Million (to date)

Industrial Client National Account
Former Electronics Manufacturer
North Plainfield, NJ
Program Fee: $12 Million (annual)
Project Fee: $500,000 (to date)

CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Construction
Administration
Services, Scoping
Documents,
Environmental
Assessments, Design
Documents, Bid
Specification,
Procurement Support
Engineering Design,
Cost Estimating,
Construction
Administration and
Bid Specification on
Residential Home
Demolitions.
Construction
Administration
Services, Scoping
Documents,
Environmental
Assessments, Design
Documents, Bid
Specification,
Procurement Support
Remedial Technical
Operations Oversight,
Construction
Administration and
Oversight, Regulatory
Compliance

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2011 – Present
(Two 5-year
term
contracts)

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
48 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
Range
between 2030%
depending on
how many
simultaneous
Work Orders
issued.

Lead Engineer /
Construction
Inspector

17 Months

Range
between 0%
and 25%

3/2014 Present

Project Manager/
Construction
Administrator

48 Months

Range
between 20%
and 25%

8/2011 Present

Project Manager /
Construction and
Demolition Oversight

48 Months

Range
between 20%
and 25%

8/2011 Present

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project
Manager/Resident
Construction
Engineer

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJDEP Bureau of
Investigation, Design and
Construction

NJ Treasury, DPMC

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Michael Oleson, P.E.
Title: Civil Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
USACE/ TRWD, Riverside Oxbow Site A
and C Valley Storage Project

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Final Design, Bidding
Documents,
Geotechnical
Investigation, Survey
Construction Office
Engineering Support
50% Design,
Geotechnical
Investigation,
Hydraulic Study,
Survey

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

Project Manager

36 Months

75% to 100%
depending on
other
simultaneous
Task Orders

12/201112/2014

USACE- Fort Worth
District

CDM Smith

Final Design, Bidding
Documents,
Geotechnical
Investigation, Survey,
Construction Office
Engineering Support

Project Manager

32 Months

25%

7/2009 2/2012

USACE- Fort Worth
District

CDM Smith

Preliminary Design,
Air and Noise Studies,
Environmental Impact
Statement Assistance

Project Manager

24 Months

90%

2007 - 2008

USACE- Fort Worth
District

CDM Smith

Feasibility Study,
Preliminary Design,
Hydraulic Modeling,
Environmental Impact
Statement Assistance

Project Engineer

18 Months

90%

2004 - 2006

Tarrant Regional Water
District

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

Construction Value: $27 Million
Fee: $1.5 Million
USACE/ TRWD, Bypass Channel Design

CDM Smith

Construction Value: $100 Million
Fee: $4 Million
USACE/ TRWD, Samuels Avenue
North/ South Phase I and II, Fort
Worth, TX
Construction Value: $7.2 Million
Fee: $300,000
USACE/ TRWD, Trinity River Vision
Project SFEIS, Fort Worth, TX
Fee: $1 Million
Project Value: $700 Million
USACE/ TRWD, Trinity River Vision
Project EIS, Fort Worth, TX
Fee: $6.8 Million
Project Value: $435 Million

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
25%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
7/2011Present

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
46 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
USACE- Fort Worth
District

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Sujal J. Patani, LEED AP
TITLE Cost Control Auditor
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey (PANYNJ),
World Trade Center
Downtown Reconstruction
New York, NY
Fee: $13.6 million

N/A

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Program
Management
Estimating

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Senior Cost Control
Engineer

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)
56.5

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

92%

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

10/2010 – 7/2015

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

Port Authority of
New York and New
Jersey
Alan Reiss
Tel: 212-435-5530

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Indira Pjetrovic, PE
Title: Electrical Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith
DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
13 months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED
UPON A 40
HOUR WEEK
0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
11/2014 to
present

CLIENT NAME
CONTACT PERSON
AND PHONE NUMBER
Tarrant Regional
Water District

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Electrical design for
JB3 Booster Pump
Station.

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Electrical Engineer

Benbrook Lake Pump Station VFD
Replacement, Benbrook, Texas
Fee: $450K

CDM Smith

Electrical design for
replacing the 4160V
Variable Frequency
Drives for 2500hp
pumps

Project Manager
and Electrical
Engineer

15 months

0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

1/2010 to
5/2013

Tarrant Regional
Water District

Switchgear Replacement Project,
Tarrant, Texas
Fee: $500K

CDM Smith

Electrical design for
retrofit three 5KV
switchgears for raw
water pump stations

Project Manager
and Electrical
Engineer

43 months

1/2008 to
7/2011

Tarrant Regional
Water District

6GHz Microwave
Implementation Project, Texas
Fee: $750K

CDM Smith

Electrical Engineer

43 months

9/2005 to
3/2009

Tarrant Regional
Water District

Eagle Mountain Connection
Project, Texas

William Sako

Electrical and
Communication
Design for a new
6GHz Microwave
Radio
communication
system for a raw
water pipeline
Electrical design and
resident engineer for
two raw water
booster pump
stations

0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work
0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

Electrical Engineer

44 months

0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

1/2004 to
7/2007

Tarrant Regional
Water District

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST OR
FEE
IPL Joint Booster Pump Station
JB3, Fort Worth, Texas
Fee: $11 million

Cost or Fee: $1.5 million

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Virginia Roach, P.E., BCEE
Title: Green Design/Green Infrastructure
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
NYC DEP Office of Green Infrastructure
– Area-Wide Green Infrastructure
Design, New York City, NY

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Planning, Design and
Construction of Rightof-Way and On-Site
Green Infrastructure
Practices in Queens,
NY

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

CDM Smith
and URS
Joint
Venture

Planning, Design and
Construction of OnSite Green
Infrastructure
Practices at 50-acre
Housing Development
Site in the Bronx
Planning, Design and
Construction of
Utilities to Support a
New Harvard
University Allston
Campus
Planning and Design
of Storm Drains and
Green Infrastructure
Basins to Reduce CSOs

Project Manager

49 Months

40% During
Design; 10%
During
Construction

7/2011 Present

Stormwater
Technical Lead,
Project Manager

108 Months

10% to 50%
(Varied Over
Time)

2007 - Present

Technical Lead

22 Months

10%

11/2013 Present

Cost or Fee: $6.8 Million

NYCDEP Edenwald Houses Green
Infrastructure Planning, Design and
Construction Services, New York City,
NY
Cost or Fee: $2.7 Million
Harvard University Allston Campus
Sustainable Improvements, Boston,
MA

CDM Smith

Cost or Fee: $11.7 Million
NEORSD East 140th Street
Consolidation and Relief Sewer
Project, and Union Buckeye Green
Infrastructure Project, Cleveland, OH
Cost or Fee: Unavailable

CDM Smith

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
40% During
Design, 10%
During
Construction

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2/2013 Present

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
30 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NYC Department of
Environmental Protection
Office of Green
Infrastructure

NYC Department of
Environmental Protection
Bureau of Engineering
Design and Construction

Harvard University
Planning & Project
Management

Northeast Ohio Regional
Sewer District

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: John Rogers, PE, BCEE
Title: Mechanical Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST
OR FEE

New York City DEP
Centrifuge Replacement
Design, Wards Island,
New York Contract Value:

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY,
SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Feasibility Study,
Design, Construction
Services

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Associate
Environmental
Engineer

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
OF THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
60 months

$31 million

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED
UPON A 40
HOUR WEEK
0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
May 2012December
2013 Design,
January 2015Present
Construction.

Water Pollution Control
Facility Upgrade, Ridgewood,
New Jersey
Contract Value: $21.5 million

CDM Smith

Feasibility Study,
Design, Construction
Services

Principal
Environmental
Engineer

36 month

0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

April 2000September
2003.

NYCDEP Catskill Aqueduct
Capacity Rehabilitation
Project.

Jacobs
Assoicates

conceptual design,
Design,

Associate
Environmental
Engineer

40 months

10 to 50
percent

April 2014Present.

Cost or Fee: $15 million

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER

John Rogers, PE, BCEE - continued

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST
OR FEE
NYCDEP Delaware Aqueduct
Bypass Tunnel 2 Dewatering
System Design.
Cost or Fee: $1 million

New Jersey American Water,
Canoe Brook Water
Treatment Plant Design,
Milburn, New Jersey

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Jacobs
Associates

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY,
SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Design, Design
Review

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Associate
Environmental
Engineer

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
OF THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
12 month

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED
UPON A 40
HOUR WEEK
15 to 50%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
February
2014-February
2015

CDM Smith

Preliminary Design,
Design, Construction
Services,
Commissioning

Associate
Environmental
Engineer

33 Month

0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

January 2010September
2012

UV Disinfection Facility
Design, New York City, New
York
Cost 96 Billion

CDM
Smith/Hazen
and Sawyer

Preliminary Design,
Design, Construction
Services,
Commissioning

Associate
Environmental
Engineer

84 month

0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

Brackish Ground Water
Desalination Facility Design El
Paso, TX

CDM Smith

Preliminary Design,
Piloting, Design,
Construction
Services,
Commissioning

Associate
Environmental
Engineer

72 month

0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

November
2004-August
2006 Design.
June 2007June 2012
Construction
June 2002December
2006 Design
June 2007June 2009
Construction

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER

Cost 30 million

Cost 80 million

2

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Edward Samanns, PWS, CE
Title: Ecosystem Restoration & Natural Resources
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Richard P. Kane Natural Area,
Wetland Mitigation Bank,
Rutherford, NJ
Construction Cost: ~$25 Million
Fee: ~$1 Million
Marsh Resources Inc., Design/Build
Services for Marsh Resources
Wetland Mitigation Ban

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger
Group, Inc.

Louis Berger
Group, Inc.

Construction Cost: ~$6 Million
Fee: ~$2 Million

New York City Economic
Development Corporation (NYCEDC),
Saw Mill Creek Wetland Mitigation
Bank, Staten Island, NY
Construction Cost: ~$10 Million
Fee: ~$1 Million
Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey, Goethals Bridge Replacement
Project EIS and Permitting, Staten
Island and Elizabeth, NJ
Construction Cost: ~$1.5 Billion
Fee: ~$1 Million

Louis Berger
Group, Inc.

Louis Berger
Group, Inc.

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
34 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
15%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2009 - 2012

Project Task
Leader/Project
Director

10 Months

5%

1998 - Present

Marsh Resources, LLC.

NYCEDC

SPECIFIC TYPE OF WORK
EXPERIENCE (STUDY,
SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Baseline Studies, Concept
and Preliminary Design,
MBI Development/
Negotiation, Permitting
and Permit Compliance,
Construction Support
Baseline Studies, Concept
and Preliminary Design,
MBI Development,
Permitting, Permit
Compliance, Construction
Management, PostConstruction Monitoring,
Long Term Adaptive
Management
Baseline studies, Concept
and Preliminary Design,
MBI Development/
Negotiation, Permitting
and Permit Compliance,
Construction Support

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Director

Project Director

8 Months

15%

2013 - Present

Natural Resource Surveys
and EIS Document
Preparation; Permits
Preparation and
Mitigation Coordination

Project Task Leader

8 Months

10%

2005 -2011

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER

Port Authority of NY & NJ

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Michael F. Schmidt, P.E., BCEE. D.WRE
Title: Project Manager (Design)
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Blind River Freshwater Diversion
Feasibility Study and EIS, Convent, LA

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
34 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
25%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2/2008 12/2010

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Feasibility Study, EIS,
Conceptual Design

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Technical Manager

CDM Smith

Basis of Design Report
(Feasibility Study), EA,
and Conceptual
Design

Technical Manager,
Engineer of Record

15 Months

35%

4/2006 7/2007

South Florida Water
Management District
(SFWMD)

CDM Smith

Feasibility Study and
Conceptual Design

Project and
Technical Manager

14 Months

30%

10/2009 12/2010

East Volusia Regional
Water Authority (EVRWA)

CDM Smith

Feasibility Study, EA,
Design, and
Permitting

Project and
Technical Manager

22 Months

35%

9/2013 Present

US Army Corps of
Engineers Jacksonville
District

CDM Smith

Feasibility Study, EA,
Design, and
Permitting

Project and
Technical Manager

20 Months

30%

8/2013 3/2015

USACE Jacksonville
District

Fee: $4.7 Million

Lake Okeechobee Fast Track (LOFT)
Project Basis of Design Report (BODR)
Fee $3.985 Million

Nova Canal Flood Control and
Integrated Water Resource Program

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
Louisiana Coastal
Protection and
Restoration Authority
(CPRA)

Fee: $662,000

Devils Garden Wetland Reserve Plan of
Operation - USACE and NRCS
Fee $1.1 Million
ABC-Flaghole Ranch Wetland Reserve
Plan of Operation - USACE and NRCS
Fee: $550,000

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Spencer J. Perry Jr, PE
Title: Electrical Engineering
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST OR
FEE
South Florida Water
Management District (Lake
Okeechobee Fast Track) Projects
Contract Value: Varies
depending on phase of work

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Design Services,
design review of subconsultant, services
during construction

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Electrical Engineer
of Record

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
60 months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED
UPON A 40
HOUR WEEK
0 to 100%
depending
on phase of
work

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
1/2006 to
1/2012

CLIENT NAME
CONTACT PERSON
AND PHONE
NUMBER
SFWMD

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Robert Thiel, PE
Title: Transportation Engineer
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
NJTA, Interchange 6 to 9 Widening,
Preliminary Engineering and
Environmental Services, Mercer
County, New Jersey
Cost or Fee: $2.7BM (program cost)
NJTA, Interchange 6 to 9 Widening,
Section No. 4 Final Design, Interchange
7A, Mercer County, New Jersey
Cost or Fee: $200M (Construction Cost)

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Preliminary
engineering,
environmental
services, design, cost
estimates

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Engineering Design
Task Leader

Louis Berger

Project management

Deputy Project
Manager/Project
Manager

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
60 months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
40%

30 months

30%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Professional
Services: 2007
– 2015;
Construction:
2004 – 2006
Professional
Services: 2007
– 2015;
Construction:
2009 – 2014

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJTA

NJTA

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Raymond Tom, AIA, LEED GA, NCARB
TITLE Architect
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey (PANYNJ),
Superstorm Sandy Long Term
Recovery Operation and Call-In
Estimating
Various Locations, NY and NJ
Fee: $2.5 million
City University of New York
(CUNY), Brooklyn College for
the Performing Arts Center
New York, NY
Fee: $42.5 million
State of Connecticut
Department of Public Works,
Western Connecticut State
University Fine and Performing
Arts Center
Danbury, CT
Fee: $2.4 million
New York City Department of
Design and Construction, City
Hall Renovations
New York, NY
Fee: $139 million (to date)

N/A

Program
Management

Project Manager

33

22%

1/2012 – 11/2014

Port Authority of
New York and New
Jersey (PANYNJ)
Susanne DesRoches
Tel: 973-792-3559

N/A

Construction
Management

Design Phase
Manager

61

13%

4/2010 – 5/2015

City University of
New York (CUNY)

Ammenta/Emma
Architects, PC

Construction
Administration

Design Phase
Manager

25

23.7%

9/2009 – 10/2011

State of Connecticut,
Department of
Administrative
Services

N/A

Project Management
Construction
Management

Cost Estimating
Manager

72.5

33%

11/2009 - present

New York City
Department of
Design and
Construction

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Nicolaas Veraart, AICP, ASLA, ASCE
Title: NEPA Compliance
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
World Trade Center Memorial and
Redevelopment Plan GEIS and Lower
Manhattan Redevelopment Program
(LMDC- HUD CDBG-DR)
Contract Value: $3 Million
Fee: $2.3 Million

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
12 Months (EIS);
96 Months (on-call)

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED
UPON A 40
HOUR WEEK
80% (EIS);
20%
(Program)

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
10/2002 1/2011

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
EIS (HUD CDBG-DR
NEPA), Recovery
Planning,
Environmental
Review, Economic
Analysis
EIS (USACE-NEPA)

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager
(EIS), Program
Manager

Project Manager

48 Months

25%

12/1999 9/2003

USACE

USACE

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER

Meadowlands Mills EIS
Contract Value: $500,000
Fee: $500,000

Louis Berger

USACE New York District,
Meadowlands Comprehensive
Restoration Implementation Plan
(MCRIP)
Fee: ~$1 Million

Louis Berger

Environmental
Planning

Principal
Environmental
Planner, QA/QC

12 Months

10%

2008 - 2010

New York State Governor’s Office of
Storm recovery (GOSR), On-Call
Contract for HUD CDBG-DR NEPA
Environmental Review and
Management (Incl. Rebuild by Design
Mill River EIS; Suffolk Sewers EA)
Contract Value: $900,000 (on-call)
Fee: $400,000
New Jersey Transit, Hoboken Green
Infrastructure Strategic Plan, Hoboken,
New Jersey
Contract Value: $30,000
Fee: $30,000

Louis Berger

EIS Scoping,
Alternatives
Development,
Environmental
Assessments,
Categorical
Exclusions

Project Manager

10 Months

15%

10/2014 Present

NYS GOSR

Louis Berger

Green Infrastructure,
Stormwater
Management, Transit
Resiliency

Project Manager

5 Months

15%

6/2013 10/2013

NJ Transit

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
NAME Anthony C. Vesay, PE, PMP, LEED AP
TITLE Project Manager (Construction Management)
FIRM Hill International
Project Title Location and
Total Construction Cost or
Fee

A/E of Record for
this Referenced
Project

Specific Type of
Work Experience
(CM, CPM, Cost
Estimating)

Team Member’s
Specific Role on
the Referenced
Project

Duration of
Team
Member’s
Involvement
of the
Referenced
Project (in
months)

% of Time
During
Duration
Based Upon
A 40 Hour
Week

Dates of the Team
Member’s
Involvement in the
Referenced Project

Client Name,
Contact Person
and Phone
Number

New York City Department of
Design and Construction
(NYCDDC), Superstorm Sandy
Housing Recovery Build-itBack (BiB) Program
New York, NY
Fee: $8 million
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE), Philadelphia District,
Aberdeen Site
Aberdeen, MD
Fee: $2.26 million
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) Norfolk District, Fort
AP Hill and Fort Lee
Norfolk, VA
Fee: $409,816
City of Reading, Fritz Island
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Reading, PA
Fee: $6.39 million

N/A

Program
Management
Project Management
Construction
Management

Project Manager

14.5

90%

8/2014 - present

New York City
Department of
Design and
Construction
(NYCDDC)

N/A

Project Management
Construction
Management

Project Director

27

8%

6/2009 – 9/2011

Homeland Security
Construction
Corporation

N/A

Program
Management
Estimating

Project Manager

1

<1%

12/2008

FAI Construction
Consultants, Inc.

N/A

Project Management
Construction
Management

Project Director

74

58%

9/2008 – 11/2014

City of Reading

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Nancy Vigneault, P.E., BCEE
Title: Green Design/Green Infrastructure
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Stormwater Conveyances Evaluation
and Green Infrastructure Evaluation
and Demonstration, Plattsburgh, NY

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Study, Design and
Construction services
for bioretention basin
and bioswale
demonstration project

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project Manager

CDM Smith

Study, Flow Metering,
Modeling, Sampling,
BMP and Alternative
Evaluations, Public
Participation

Project Manager

36 Months

50% during
active work
periods

2010 - 2012

City of Glens Falls

CDM Smith

SWMM modeling

Project Engineer

6 Months

10%

2011 - 2012

Onondaga County
Department of Water
Environment Protection

CDM Smith

Study

Project Manager

9 Months

20%

2006 - 2007

CDM Smith

Developed
stormwater plans and
design of drainage
improvements

Project Engineer and
Project Manager

60 Months (phased)

30% during
active work
periods

2002 - 2007

Fee: $130,000
GI Planning Document and CSO LTCP,
Glens Falls, NY
Fee: $800,000
Program Management for CSO Control
Program, Task to Review Modeling
performed by others, Syracuse, NY

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
5 to 10%
during study
and 20 to
25% during
design

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
7/ 2013 7/2015

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
23 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
City of Plattsburgh

Fee: $50,000
North Beverly Brook Drainage Study,
Beverly, MA
Fee: $200,000
Stormwater Permitting and Drainage
Projects, Town of Groton, CT
Cost or Fee: $500,000

Town of Groton

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Chris Watt, PG, LSRP
Title: Site Investigation
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
NJDEP Remedial Investigation &
Remedial Action Selection Term
Contract, State-Wide
Fee: $5 Million (last 20 months, $40
Million over 15 year contract)
MSLA Landfill, Kearny NJ

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Scoping Documents,
Environmental
Assessments including
Site Investigations and
Remedial
Investigations
Site Investigation of
PCB contaminated
sediments in ponds
and wetlands

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Program Manager

Task Order/Project
Manager

24 Months

Louis Berger

Site and Remedial
Investigations of
former industrial Site

Project Manager

100 Months

Louis Berger

Site and Remedial
Investigations of
former service station
expanding into
residential areas

Project Manger

Louis Berger

Site Investigations of
PCB contaminated
sediments at various
sites throughout the
Meadowlands

Project Geologist

Louis Berger

Fee: $500K task order, $30 Million
overall project
Former Chemical Components Inc.
(CCI), East Hanover, NJ

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
20 Months

Fee: $1.5 Million
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission
and New Jersey Sports and Exhibition
Authority, East Rutherford, NJ
Fee: $250,000

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
12/2013 –
6/2015

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJDEP

2009 - 20111

NJDEP

Range from
0% to 100%
based on
stage of
investigations

2004 - 2012

NJDEP

60 Months

Range from
20% to 100%
based on
stage of
investigations

2008 - 2013

NJDEP

24 Months

50% to 90%
depending on
stage of
investigation

2005 - 2006

Fee: $1.5 Million
Former Lawrence Road Service Center,
Lawrence, NJ

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
Range from
10-20%
depending on
number of
active
projects
Range from
5% to 90%
depending on
stage on
investigations

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Maria Watt, P.E.
Title: Client Liaison
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
DPMC, Demolition Consultant Term
Contract, NJ

Contract Value: $9.5 Million
Fee: $1.8 Million awarded to date
Total CDBG funding $1.8 Billion
(First Allocation)
NJDEP, Superstorm Sandy Disaster
Recovery Support Term Contract, NJ

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Program Manager

Principal-in-Charge

31 Months

Varies from
10 to 50%

2/2013 Present

NJ Department of
Community Affairs

CDM Smith

Residential Site
Inspections,
Environmental
Assessments,
Environmental Review
Record Development

Program Director

25 Months

Varies from
10 to 30%

8/2013 Present

NJDEP

CDM Smith

Scoping Documents,
Environmental
Assessments, Design
Documents, Bid
Specification,
Procurement Support,
Construction
Administration Services

Program Manager

97 Months

Range
between 1020%
depending on
how many
simultaneous
Work Orders
issued.

2007 - Present
(Two 5-year
term
contracts)

CDM Smith

Scoping Documents;
Environmental
Assessments, Design,
Demolition and
Construction
Administration

Program Manager

120 Months

50%

1992 - 2002

CDM Smith

Contract Value: $9.6 Million
Fee: $1 Million (awarded to date)
NJDEP Remedial Design Term
Contract, NJ
Contract Value: $4 Million
Fee: $2 Million (awarded to date)

Department of Energy, Brookhaven
National Laboratory, Environmental
Assessment, Design, Demolition, and
Construction Services
Fee: $15 Million (awarded)

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
3/2014 Present

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Engineering design/cost
estimating/construction
administration, and
individual property
assessments
Development of Action
Plan, RFPs for intake,
construction oversight.
Environmental Review
Tier 1 Environmental
Assessments

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

Fee: $500,000 (to date)
NJDCA, Superstorm Sandy Disaster
Recovery Support Term Contract, NJ

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
Varies from 0
to 10%

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
17 Months

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
NJ Treasury, DPMC

NJDEP
Publically Funded
Remediation Element
Bureau of Investigation,
Design and Construction

GSA Public Buildings
Service

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Mary Weber, P.E.
Title: Green Design/Green Infrastructure
Firm: Louis Berger
DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
2 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
25%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
11/2014 12/2014

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Louis Berger

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION)
Study

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Stormwater
Engineer

Louis Berger

Study

Stormwater
Engineer

2 Months

25%

11/2014 12/2014

Study

Project Engineer

44 Months

15%

7/2008 2/2012

City of Redmond, WA

Fee: $200,000

Louis Berger
(predecessor
firm R.W.
Beck)

SE Regional Ponds, Redmond, WA

Louis Berger

Design and
Construction
Management

Project Engineer

33 Months

25%

2/2013 10/2015

City of Redmond, WA

Louis Berger
(predecessor
firm SAIC)

Design

Project Engineer

36 Months

25%

2008 - 2011

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Community Reconstruction Zone Plans,
New York Rising Community
Reconstruction Program, New York
City, NY
Fee: Unavailable
Living with the Bay: A Comprehensive
Regional Resiliency Plan for Nassau
County’s South Shore, Nassau County,
NY
Fee: Unavailable
SE Redmond Regional Stormwater
Facilities Plan, Redmond, WA

Fee: $400,000

SR 167 Valley Corridor 60% Design to
Contract Ad, Auburn to Pacific WA
Fee: $1 Million

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER

Washington Department
of Transportation

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Stephen Whiteside, P.E.
Title: Project Manager (Design)
Firm: CDM Smith

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
Glenville Lake Dam Rehabilitation and
Spillway Replacement, Fayetteville, NC

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
108 Months

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
20%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2006 -Present

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
CDM Smith

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Evaluation, Design,
and Construction
Administration

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Project
Director/Lead
Practitioner

CDM Smith

Evaluation, Design,
and Construction
Administration

Project
Director/Lead
Practitioner

24 Months

10%

2013 - Present

City of Council Bluffs,
Public Works Department

CDM Smith

Geotechnical
Investigation,
Analysis, and Design

Engineer of Record

24 Months

30%

2012 - 2014

USACE, Savannah District

CDM Smith

Consultation, Expert
Opinions

Member of Board of
Consultants
appointed by Federal
Energy Regulatory
Commission

2 Months

40%

7/2015 Present

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER

Fee: $900,000

Industrial Park Levee Evaluation,
Upgrade Design, and FEMA
Certification Council Bluffs, IA
Fee: $700 Million
Raw Water Impoundment Design for
Savannah Harbor Expansion Project,
Savannah, GA
Fee: $2 Million
Cannonsville Dam Emergency
Response, Deposit, NY
Fee: $36,000

NYCDEP, Bureau of
Engineering Design and
Construction

KEY TEAM MEMBER PROJECT EXPERIENCE DATA SHEET
Name: Jeffrey Willis, MBA
Title: Contract Executive
Firm: Louis Berger

PROJECT TITLE LOCATION AND TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST OR FEE
PANYNJ, George Washington Bridge
Bus Station Redevelopment, New York,
NY

% OF TIME
DURING
DURATION
BASED UPON
A 40 HOUR
WEEK
<5%

DATES OF THE
TEAM
MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT
IN THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
2011 - Ongoing

A/E OF
RECORD FOR
THIS
REFERENCED
PROJECT
STV, Inc.

SPECIFIC TYPE OF
WORK EXPERIENCE
(STUDY, SCHEMATIC,
CONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
Project management

TEAM MEMBERS
SPECIFIC ROLE OR
TITLE ON THE
REFERENCED
PROJECT
Principal-in-Charge

DURATION OF
TEAM MEMBER'S
INVOLVEMENT OF
THE REFERENCED
PROJECT
(IN MONTHS)
Ongoing

Louis Berger

Oversaw planning,
site development,
design, construction

Principal-In-Charge

Ongoing

<5%

2003-Ongoing

Alan Reiss
212.435.5530
AReiss@panynj.gov

Louis Berger

Construction
administration,
inspection services

Principal-In-Charge

<10 months

<5%

2008-2011

Red Bull Arena, Inc.

Cost or Fee: $4.5M
PANYNJ, Redevelopment of the World
Trade Center site, New York, New York
Contract Value: $>20B (total program)

Red Bull Corporation, CM Services for
Red Bull Stadium Project, Harrison,
New Jersey
Cost or Fee: $200M (Construction)

CLIENT NAME CONTACT
PERSON AND PHONE
NUMBER
Brian Emch, Technical
Manager, Port Authority
of New York & New
Jersey
212.435.2136
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SECTION 3 - PROPOSED APPROACH AND UNDERSTANDING

Above. A History of Project Successes to Ensure Best Value to DPMC | The Louis Berger-Hill JV provided construction management services for the Lincoln
Memorial Reflecting Pool Reconstruction for the National Park Service as a task order for a nationwide IDIQ. The project received Engineering News-Record's Mid
Atlantic’s Best Renovation/Restoration Project in 2013.

Successful construction of Rebuild by Design (RBD)
projects and other New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) flood mitigation
and environmental infrastructure projects require
all stakeholders receive completed flood mitigation
projects that address their needs and provide increased
resiliency to their neighborhoods where they live, work,
and play. Projects need to be delivered in compliance
with all requirements, including the environmental
impact statement (EIS), construction budgets, and
schedule to maintain funding status.
The Louis Berger- Hill Joint Venture (herein called the
team or the JV in this section) has a proven record of
coordination with owner resources, including design
consultants, construction contractors, and operators
and maintenance personnel throughout the project
life cycle, from EIS/feasibility through construction to
turnover to local entities.
The JV will provide the Project Director with a project
management team that will remain in place throughout
the duration of project contracts and will operate as an
integrated support organization with a management
approach that is readily adaptable to both large and
small scale projects. To ensure best available service
from experienced professionals is made available to the
Project Director, the JV has identified CDM Smith and
Moffat & Nichol as key subconsultants. This JV team is
ready to start immediately and can focus energy and
attention from day one on the critical elements of RBD
programs.
Furthermore, because of the team’s professional
management and oversight efforts for other similar
programs, the team clearly understands the sensitivities
of DPMC and NJDEP requirements and needs. Led by
a contract executive and senior project manager, and
supported by an executive sponsorship team, client
liaisons, and key design, program, and construction
management staff with requisite expertise, the core
management team will immediately commence a
collaborative program and project planning effort,

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feasibility and Design Phase Services
Considerations to identify and cost-effectively
address potential unintended consequences in
design features including: potential groundwater
mounding from wetland restoration and associated
impacts on infrastructure and known contamination
areas; increased head loss and potential increased
frequent event flooding from tidal gates, valves and
weirs on stormwater outfalls and channels; changes
to hydrologic processes by affecting the tidal prism
of the system; and/or altered the hydrodynamic
circulation.
Scheduling and coordinating feasibility and design
progress meetings, record minutes and review
comments
Monitoring design consultant progress and reporting
to the project director
Reviewing design intent and general concept
drawings
Preparing, maintaining and monitoring the
preliminaryPAGE
or 1master project schedule
Preparing budget and independent cost estimates
Reviewing/analyzing cost estimates for accuracy, and
providing cost verification and budget monitoring
and control
Reviewing design consultant vouchers, invoice
review, and proposed contract modifications and
recommending payments
Assisting in problem resolution, and recommending
alternate solutions when design details affect project
cost or schedule
Performing document and constructability reviews
and commissioning services
Providing monthly reports to the project team and
project director
Document retention and management
HUD reporting

Figure 3.1 | Feasibility and Design Phase Services | The JV will ensure all tasks
are properly staffed with necessary personnel and resources to provide best value
to DPMC.

DPMC PROJECT J0334-00: Construction Management Services on Rebuild by Design Projects
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working with the Project Director as a partner to
establish a program management framework that can
be scaled across a range of projects during all phases
from feasibility through design, construction, close-out,
and turnover.

3.1 Feasibility and Design Phase

For the Feasibility and Design Phase, the JV has
assembled a team of established professionals with
broad experience in design and project management.
The team will ensure all tasks are properly staffed with
necessary personnel and resources to provide best
value services. Details of these services are provided in
Figure 3.1 in this section.

3.2 Bid and Award Phase, and
Construction Phase

For the Bid and Award Phase, and the Construction
Phase, the JV has assembled an outstanding team of
construction managers, superintendents, and on-site
personnel that will support the DPMC procurement
effort, as well as the construction phase and turnover,
and will provide:
•
•

A procurement schedule
Project Labor Agreement (PLA) discussions and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

approval support
Canvassing of the market to determine contractor
interest, and reporting a potential source list
Drafting the solicitation
Assembling the solicitation package, including final
technical specifications and drawings
Pro actively monitoring contractor progress,
including on-site project management and progress
photographs
Verifying and monitoring the critical path method
(CPM) schedule
Record keeping and documentation, including
inspection reports and progress reporting
Budget control and cost accounting/auditing
Submittals and shop drawing receipt, cataloging
and processing and coordination with the design
consultant as directed by the project director
Progress payment and invoice review
Health and safety monitoring
Inspections for compliance with drawings and
specifications and coordination of materials testing
as required
Building commissioning services
Construction contractor Information requests
Contract modifications
Claims analysis and management
Monitoring labor issues and assisting owner as

Excellent Design Experience for Complete Design Review
The Louis Berger-Hill JV is uniquely qualified to review and provide value engineering on flood control structures designed
by others. The JV has developed more than 300 successful flood management strategies, applied dynamic modeling
methodologies for varying rainfall and tidal conditions, and is extensively experience in best management practice (BMP)
treatment trains to ensure environmental protection. Design solutions have included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Terraced edges, berms, levees, sheet pile floodwalls
Bulkheads and breakwater
Bioswales, restored wetlands, bioretention basins
Reclamation of previously paved areas and creation of open space
Groundwater recharge
Saltwater intrusion barriers
Wetland habitat and storage,
Aesthetic public amenities such as greenways, trails, and parks
Cost-effective flood control level of service evaluation

PAGE

1

The JV will also identify potential unintended consequences in features designed by others that can cause significant
environmental and cost issues. The JV is uniquely
prepared to evaluate impacts and control methods
for groundwater mounding and subsurface
floodwall seepage. Groundwater mounding can
adversely impact wetlands and infrastructure such
as subsurface storage tanks and road bases, and
contribute to mobilizing contamination plumes
leading to costly repairs and cleanup. New
Meadowlands Pilot Area 1 has approximately 14
contamination sites and higher water tables for
these areas may need to be considered. The JV is
also prepared to ensure levee designs have utilized
seepage, stability, and settlement analyses in
accordance with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) design guidelines and engineering
manuals.

DPMC PROJECT J0334-00: Construction Management Services on Rebuild by Design Projects
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KEY FEATURES OF A PROJECT MANAGEMENT PLAN
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project description/scope
Staff organization chart including reporting relationships, responsibilities, and lines and/or delegation of authorities
Project schedule
Project cost estimate and budget, including funding sources, such as HUD and CDBG-DR, and budget tracking procedures
Project controls procedures, including document control and recordkeeping
Procedures for all project functions, including:
» Change order evaluation and negotiation
» Payment applications
» Submittal reviews
» Requests for Information
» Risk Management
» Schedule management
» Acceptance inspections
» Materials testing
Design standards and performance requirements
Communication and reporting requirements
Criteria and procedures for testing operational systems or its major components
Procurement management
Safety and security
Project commissioning and close‐out, including handover and operations and maintenance document control
Process for updating the PMP to reflect changes in scope, schedule, budget, and other components or elements of the
project

Figure 3.2 | Key Features of a Project Management Plan| The JV will draw upon the core project management framework established through the program office to
prepare project-specific PMPs for each engagement. Key features of the PMP are shown in the above window.

•
•

requested
Final inspection, substantial completion, settlement
and close-out
Turnover documentation and coordination

The JV will respond to all project needs as defined
by the project director and is prepared to procure
additional services not yet defined to supplement task
order efforts, including those for material testing and
professional partnering services. The JV will ensure
that all construction management expectations are met
though effective communication, resource planning,
execution and performance monitoring. The foundation
of the team’s communication and coordination of
resources and expectations is the Project Management
Plan.

3.3 Project Management Plans

Effective project management is built on a foundation
of planning and communication, and the JV has
proven its ability to establish this foundation through
a collaboratively-developed project management
plan (PMP). The JV will draw upon the core project
management framework established through the
program office to prepare project-specific PMPs for
each engagement. Key features of a PMP are shown in
Figure 3.2 in this section. The PMP will create a road
map by which the project team will manage the balance
of the project through closeout. The detailed workflows
incorporated into the project management plan will
help streamline management process for the duration
of any project by avoiding costs and time lost due to
confusion, inefficient processes, double-handling, and
communication breakdowns.

The process of developing a project management
plan is also a collaborative effort, whereby the team
will recommend PMP content and procedural solutions
to project management, but all team members will
participate in the plan’s final content. This approach
assures that the team members are aware of the PMPs
contents and the procedures, which are to be followed
for any given management process. In addition to
creating awareness across the entire team, the process
establishes a level of “buy-in” that supports effective
project management throughout all project phases.
Critical among these inputs will be existing procedures
used by the DPMC and NJDEP and reporting
1 stakeholder agencies.
requirements toPAGE
other
Alignment of project workflows with existing agency
procedures will enhance the effectiveness of the PMP.
This approach reflects management planning that has
been successfully implemented on a number of very
comparable programs led by the members of this JV
team, including the National Park Service, and the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ) World
Trade Center (WTC) Downtown Restoration Project. The
success of these programs reflects the benefits of this
approach.

3.4 Technical Approach

The success of any construction program often rests
on the quality of the planning efforts upon which the
program was built. The team has achieved many of its
successes based on attentive pre-construction phase
involvement, provision of highly qualified experts,
rigorous compliance with project controls requirements,
and application of its construction-phase lessons
learned to each subsequent program’s planning stages.
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The initial project and design review effort to be
undertaken by the team, in collaboration with
the DPMC/NJDEP, will be foundational to the
overall success of the program. It will focus on the
establishment of the project delivery framework that can
be applied across the program for other projects and
establishes a path to success to be reflected in contract
documents and implementation plans. With a belief
that planning and communication are the cornerstones
of any successful construction management program,
the JV will offer the following pre-construction, bid
and award, and constructions phase services, that are
generally so grouped in the descriptions to follow.

PRE-DESIGN CONFERENCE AND
DESIGN PROGRESS MEETINGS

From the very start of a project’s life cycle, the JV will be
an advocate for project success, helping first to define
the project goals, and then maintaining a team-wide
focus on those goals throughout the project scope
development process. The team’s most significant
opportunities to influence the project scope occur at
the project’s earliest stages, at a time when the cost to
implement project change is also at its lowest.
Throughout the design process, the JV will facilitate
design meetings, both regularly scheduled projectlevel progress meetings to review schedule and track
deliverables with meetings set as needed to focus on
specific elements of the project design. The agendas
for these meetings will be developed with input from
the entire team, and topics covered will typically include
central elements of the design warranting extra team
attention, or project elements which are particularly
challenging and require a collaborative team working
session to solve. Minutes will be recorded and issued
for all meetings, with specific actions assigned to
individuals, and due dates defined at the meeting.

BUDGET AND COST CONTROL

The team's estimators and schedulers will review all
designer progress cost estimates and updated project
schedules for each milestone deliverable. These
project controls are central to the successful delivery of
projects, and the schedule and cost estimates produced
at these points will be reviewed and updated regularly
at the design-stage progress meetings.
Further, as design solutions are being developed, the
team will consider these design solutions from the
standpoint of their impact on the latest cost estimate
and project schedule. In response to any estimate or
schedule updates that exceed the budget and time
allotments, the team will lead the process of identifying,
developing, and implementing mitigation strategies.
By providing real-time information to the Project
Director, the JV will support informed decision making
at all points throughout the design process, always
supporting the team’s ability to maintain its focus on
value.
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At any design phase of the construction estimate, the
team always takes the detailed analysis approach. For
early phases of design, some presumptions of detail
and contingencies may be required by the design
consultant’s estimator. The team will analyze and
comment on any presumptions and contingencies. As
part of a detailed analysis approach, all quantities will
be verified typically using computer based take-off
programs such as on-screen takeoff (OST) to produce
its quantity surveys. By using OST, the team can provide
detailed quantities for each drawing to create an ease
of quantity comparison (if requested) and pin-point
accuracy of the takeoffs. Any discrepancies can be
specifically determined immediately. Each item that is
surveyed is taken off to its smallest element. Once all
quantities are verified, price rates will be verified using
many sources - RS Means, up-to-date quotes, Blue-Book
and, most importantly, the team database - to provide
the Project Director with the most accurate total price.
The JV team's estimating database is a compilation
of more than 60,000 items for many different types of
projects and locations. As a corporate policy, the JV
constantly updates the database and adds new items
as each project is being estimated. The team will also
advise on any discrepancies in formatting that do
not follow the Uniformat framework espoused by the
Construction Specification Institute (CSI) as appropriate.
Escalation will be considered for estimates based on a
forecasted anticipated construction award date and on
material price trends, labor cost trends, and perceived
risks to construction bidders.

FEASIBILITY AND DESIGN REVIEW

Throughout the design process for each project, the JV
will provide all required design disciplines as needed by
project and phase, and as presented in this proposal.
Additionally, experienced construction managers will
review estimates and bid packaging as necessary.
Review efforts will result with a report to the project
director that identifies
compliance with project phase
PAGE 1
milestone goals and, as necessary, identifies design
features that requires additional effort from the design
consultant. The JV has an expanded review team that
includes CDM Smith and Moffatt & Nichol.

Above | 17th Street Levee. Integrated design review process kept design on
schedule and ensured on time construction award to secure ARRA funds.
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In anticipation of multiple reviewing entities that may
perform reviews simultaneously, the team proposes
using an integrated design review approach. With this
approach, various groups of design reviewers such as
NJDEP, the local municipality engineer or planning
board, and property owners will provide comments
that are entered via the web-based program within
a set time frame. Once all comments are collected,
they will be collectively reviewed at a roundtable
discussion to provide explicit direction to the design
consultant. This process manages the design effort to
meet critical progress milestones and ensure projects
stay on schedule. Sometimes, comments may not align
with project requirements and will be clarified to allow
the design consultant to proceed to the next phase of
design with clear direction to resolve all comments.
The JV will perform a constructability review to
determine the feasibility of constructing the project
from the plans and specifications. Specific attention will
be paid to phasing, sequencing, and logistics of the
project, local market conditions, and an exploration into
alternatives, which may improve any of these factors.
This effort is aided by the development of a preliminary
summary level schedule and, where valuable, computer
modeling. The JV will develop preliminary staging and
logistics plans in conjunction with its constructability
reviews and will then organize planning team working
sessions to refine that model.
In addition to physical layout and operations planning,
the JV will integrate notable DPMC/NJDEP milestones
into the master project schedule. This integrated
schedule will help clearly communicate high impact
periods, as well as times of construction opportunities.
By developing base plans and then fostering open
communication with all participating teams to obtain
additional information about conflicts and needs,
the members of this team have a proven record of
successfully developing staging plans and project
schedules that have supported safe, uninterrupted
operations and still allowed for efficient project
progress.

COMMISSIONING

The team will work with DPMC and NJDEP to define
the commissioning requirements during the contract
scope development phases. The team will develop clear
language to define the commissioning requirements and
include those requirements in the bid documents. By
including direct language regarding the requirements,
assigning cost to the commissioning tasks in the
schedule of values, and requiring contractually that the
commissioning process is a prerequisite for substantial
completion, the JV will ensure that the appropriate
level of effort and focus remains on this process until
completed to DPMC/NJDEP satisfaction.
Commissioning requirements will vary from project to
project, but ultimately its definition will be centered
on systems verification as required to ensure that the
building operates as intended, using a methodical
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testing and documentation protocol to achieve
such verification. The team has managed these
commissioning efforts, both in design and in execution,
and will focus in the early stages on making sure that
the implementation requirements are sufficient to
meet DPMC/ NJDEP requirements, and that these
requirements are clearly defined in the contract
documents.

RECORD KEEPING

Data sharing and knowledge management are critical
to every phase of projects, especially large ones.
Beginning with the feasibility phase, the JV will maintain
all project records with easy access, as permitted by the
project director, through enabling technologies, such as
the SharePoint web-based program. This approach also
allows multiple stakeholders to review and comment
on design documents simultaneously and records all
comments indefinitely. Restricted-by-password-only
access can be reserved for sensitive documents, such as
the final construction cost estimate.
All design and pre-construction documents will be
stored in a logical filing system that is clearly labeled for
quick retrieval. Design review comments will be sortable
by discipline and author to identify the most direct
path to resolution of comments. Critical time sensitive
documents (such as financial reports) will be tracked
for schedule compliance. All project documents will be
copied to the DPMC Central File during the JVs service
period for the work order, and complete project files
will be turned over to DPMC at the conclusion of the
project.

VALUE ENGINEERING (VE)

The JV team embraces the theory and practice of value
management - a systematic, multi-disciplined effort
directed towards analyzing the functions and level of
services of the project, in order to achieve the highest
worth at the lowest cost - as a tool in the management
of design, construction,
and operations/start-up. The
PAGE 1
JV will utilize VE during the design phase so the design
provides the greatest value for the specified budget
in terms of cost, schedule, quality, and performance.
Features of the team’s VE approach include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Performance by a multi-discipline team of subject
matter experts not associated with the design
team, that draws on the individual and collective
viewpoints, experience, and knowledge of all of its
members.
A systematic process that follows a standard,
systematic, multi-step “job plan.”
Focus on function identification and analysis for the
project components or activities.
Utilization of creative techniques, especially
“brainstorming” and effective alternative analysis.
Coordination with the team's risk management
program and “value engineer” risk mitigation.
A process that analyzes the project cost, schedule,
design and construction against a baseline of
functional requirements, distinguished from a cost-
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reduction exercise, which does not involve function
requirements and analysis.
The team includes exceptionally capable architects,
structural, civil, mechanical and electrical engineers,
schedule and cost engineers, and other subject matter
experts to organize and facilitate VE workshops.
The JV will tailor its VE teams to the specific
requirements of the respective project component.
Using the standard systematic value engineering “job
plan,” the VE team’s specialists will act as team leaders
and facilitators. The JV will use a holistic approach to VE
studies, integrating and benefiting from the knowledge
of the client’s operating staff, the design team and the
contracting community in each study.
The typical VE process involves three major phases:
(1) pre-workshop; (2) workshop; and (3) post-workshop
activities, as well as multiple steps within the workshop
phase. The schedule for performing the VE study
normally encompasses a three-week period. The first
week is reserved for pre-workshop activities, primarily
for analyzing the project components and preparing a
cost model derived from the project cost estimate.
The second week is spent conducting the intensive,
five-day VE workshop activities, including “feed back”
sessions with the designers to ensure the feasibility of
workshop recommendations. The third and final week
is used to develop the formal written report to the
client and design team. The purpose of such a quick,
intense, comprehensive project analysis is related to the
concentration of effort and production of a result in a
finite and limited time.
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groups that make up the project team on issues of
design, value engineering, construction sequencing and
schedule.
The JV will convey concepts quickly, help to acquire
proper authorization in advance and mitigate
interference and competition for the same physical
space and resources. There will be multiple
contractors, numerous mobilizations and work sites,
large volumes of material, and a significant labor
force, construction traffic and activity. Developing a
usable and sophisticated site utilization plan will be
a key element in properly managing these projects.
Properly implemented, a site utilization plan should be
developed as project design develops.
The elements of a logistics plan (which is part of an
overall management system) for this project will include:
•

•

SITE UTILIZATION PLAN

Logistics is the art and science of defining and
managing the procurement, maintenance, and
transportation of material, equipment, and personnel;
in other words, management of the details in support of
the construction activities. Logistics starts at the onset
of the project and properly developed assists in the
planning and design of the project. The JV will develop
logistics/site utilization plans addressing the project’s
requirements for control of material, traffic, site security,
utility services, facilities, safety, and construction
staging. This planning will coordinate all of the work in
and around construction zones to mitigate impact on
the surrounding communities and provide the most
expeditious construction progress.
In creating an easy to understand graphic
representation of the construction sites, the JV will
incorporate the use of 2D plans, 3D renderings and
animations, as well as 4D visualization. Moreover, after
creating a 3D model, the JV will have the capability
to merge the project schedule with the logistics plans
in order to graphically simulate the construction
process. The use of this technology will yield benefits
ranging from a clearer understanding of the project to
facilitating better communication between the different

•

•

Construction contract breakdown and form of
contract. The objective is to identify optimum
contract size and extent, which in turn will provide
both cost optimization and greater ability to
manage the contracts. Contract size and extent
considerations will include construction practicality,
funding availability, design force availability,
contractor/labor force availability, property
acquisition, suitability/availability of mobilization
locations and political reality.
Location of laydown and mobilization locations.
Locating appropriate mobilization, staging and
laydown areas and obtaining access to these sites
will start during design of the project. Inevitably,
some of this burden could fall on the bidding
contractors to obtain suitable locations. Selecting
locations where flexibility exists will involve locating
areas of sufficient size; environmental suitability;
community acceptability; accessible vehicle access
routes that minimize negative impacts on the local
community; suitability as a construction staging
area; and proximity
to the actual construction work
PAGE 1
site.
Haul routes. The plan for removing excavated
material will be coordinated with the local traffic/
highway departments and will trace out truck
routes, number of trucks required, frequency of
trucks, hauling hours permitted and other needed
information. Unless specifically specified in the
contract documents, however, the contractor will
have the option on which hauling method to use,
consistent with local approvals.
Identification of potential early start contracts.
The overall project logistics plan will support
completing the project safely to high quality, on
time and within budget. Getting a “shovel in the
ground” quickly is a positive element in long term
projects. Prudent selection of early starts adds
project momentum and allows the construction
team to coalesce around on-going construction
activity. Early start contracts could include
pre-purchasing of material/ equipment, utility
relocations, demolition, or actual construction of
portions of the project.
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•

•

•

•

•

Permit requirements. As early as possible, the
JV will assist DPMC/NJDEP in identifying permit
requirements from New Jersey (and cities), and
federal agencies. The JV will assist in determining
priorities and requirements for each permit and
manage the process of obtaining the permits in a
timely manner.
Contractor/worker availability. Currently,
construction activity is at a very high level in the
metropolitan area and does not appear to be
diminishing. While all large construction projects
will draw on contractors, workers, material and
equipment, the projects of most impact will
be other Rebuild by Design (RBD) or resiliency
projects, which will be in direct competition with
this assignment for similar resources. A careful
monitoring of the availability of contractors,
manpower and material will be undertaken
immediately upon contract award.
Identify long-lead items and develop plan to
procure. Long-lead or hard to obtain items will be
identified during the design stage of the project.
As long-lead items are identified the JV, along
with DPMC/NJDEP and the design teams, will
provide recommendations on how they should
be handled, which could include: substitution of
a different item or material, early self-procure,
separate procurement contract, or a requirement
for immediate procurement by contractor. The
options will be delineated and recommendations
provided to DPMC/NJDEP, on the most appropriate
procurement method.
Integrated project schedule. The construction
schedule must present a realistic and achievable
path towards completing the project in a reasonable
time. Development of the schedule will incorporate
the various logistical issues which have been
identified, including number of contracts and work
locations; material/equipment availability and
delivery schedules; manpower availability; permit
requirements; and allowable work hours.
Other items. Off-site storage of material, how
and from where to remove spoil, location of
spoil disposal sites, and numerous other issues
will be addressed as the design advances. The
environmental impact statement (EIS) will provide
some additional information on prospective staging
areas and even estimate the number of trucks that
may be required to haul excavated tunnel material.
However, at this preliminary stage of the project this
information must be treated as rough estimates,
requiring confirmation as project design advances.

The JV is very well-qualified to manage development
of the site utilization plan for the project. The team's
exceptional combination of relevant experience, public
and private sector exposure, previous and current
participation in large, highly visible projects, and
dedication to excellence will provide DPMC/NJDEP with
the correct tools to complete their projects, safely, on
time, and within budget.
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CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR
SUBMITTAL REVIEW

The JV has assembled a team of project and
construction managers, and expert design discipline
engineers with specific experience with the nature
of the RBD projects to provide technical review of all
construction phase documents to ensure compliance
with design, design intent, and specifications. The
JV will work with the specifications developed by the
design consultant to document a comprehensive list of
all submittals. Submittal status reports will be published
regularly for review. Critical submittals that may impact
the project schedule, particularly those with “long-lead”
durations will be identified and tracked in progress
reports. In the event of late submittals, corrective
actions will be recommended, as needed, to the Project
Director as early as possible to provide the best chance
of schedule recovery.

PERMITS

The JV understands the multitude of permitting
requirements associated with the RBD program. The
team has the technical experts to assist in obtaining
permit approvals, building permits and all special
permits for permanent improvements. All permits
will be identified in the PMP (discussed earlier in this
proposal), and will be managed to completion by
the assigned construction management personnel. If
required and directed by the Project Director, the JV will
produce drawings and documents for submittal to the
permitting authorities.

3.5 Program Financial Management
Planning and Reporting
The JV team includes experienced cost engineers and
financial management professionals that will support
the DPMC/NJDEP in its documentation requirements
associated with the various funding sources, including
HUD, Community Development Block Grant-Disaster
PAGE 1
Recovery (CDBG-DR),
and related grant programs.
In order to facilitate clear project and construction
management during the execution phase, the JV will
work with the DPMC/NJDEP to incorporate funding and
grant management into the program’s Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS), identifying scope items warranting
specific coding in the schedule of values. This WBS
will more easily enable DPMC to link payment items
to funding sources and maintain clear and auditable
accounting records throughout the program.

VALUE MANAGEMENT

The Louis Berger-Hill JV team focuses on value
throughout the entire project life cycle, and will
approach the entire design management and scope
development process with the goal of maximizing
value for the DPMC/ NJDEP. This value-based
approach will be pervasive in the evaluation of design
options throughout the entire process. As soon as the
contractor is identified and a contract for construction
has been awarded, the Louis Berger-Hill JV team will
work in collaboration with the entire team to develop
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the logics and construction support plan. This plan will
identify details of the construction execution strategy,
including delivery logistics, construction staging and
sequencing, maintenance of operations, and all other
delivery plan elements that are required to support
successful project delivery.

3.6 Bid and Award Phase Services
and Requirements
PROJECT LEADERSHIP THROUGH
PRECONSTRUCTION INTO
CONSTRUCTION

With constant checks on schedule, cost and
conformance to scope, as the project moves from one
phase to the next, the team will identify deviations from
the plan before issues arise. The team will use technical
staff to check actual costs against estimates; examine
drawings and specifications for constructability and
coordination; and, where appropriate, use team experts’
knowledge of the contracting market to help validate
bid packaging and planning. Team leadership will
then use the accepted master program schedule and
budget as the yardsticks to monitor and track program
progress.
The core JV program team offers DPMC/NJDEP
more than just project management expertise and
experience; it consists of leaders who will guide
the project personnel through the transition from
preconstruction into construction. These project phase
transitions can often be “sticking points,” which get
bogged down in the changes to the project team,(
addition to the construction contractor), introduction
of new processes, and heightened visibility among
consultants.
The JV, drawing upon the project management plan
and the procedures defined therein, will lead this
transition for the DPMC/NJDEP, maintaining the
project’s preconstruction phase momentum; facilitating
understanding and minimizing conflict through the
bid and award phase; providing an on-time start for
construction; and, establishing a team approach to
the construction phase that will ultimately lead to a
successfully completed project. The JV team provides
a broad base of experience in developing solicitations
and managing the procurement process from planning
through award. The team will operate as an extension
of DPMC/NJDEP management team, providing critical
support throughout. This support will include the
planning, preparation, and delivery of a pre-proposal
conference during which the team will support DPMC/
NJDEP in conveying critical details of each project and
communicating the state’s needs and requirements to
potential bidders.
The JV will administer the addenda process and will
provide a review of each addendum during the bid
phase for time, cost, or constructability impact, and
make appropriate comments or recommendations.
In conjunction with DPMC and NJDEP, and others,
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the JV will conduct the pre-bid conference(s). These
conferences will be a forum for the team to present
DPMC/NJDEP requirements to the bidders, including
prequalification requirements, as appropriate, and will
familiarize bidders with the particular bid documents,
management techniques, and any special systems,
materials or methods.
The JV will respond to contractor questions and monitor
the bid process to ensure responsiveness to all bidders.
The JV understands that questions inappropriately
answered may make a bid noncompetitive and make
the DPMC/NJDEP vulnerable to bid protests or later
contractor claims. The JV will assist DPMC/NJDEP in
evaluating the bids and moving into the construction
phase of each project.
The team will also support DPMC/NJDEP in the opening
and review of proposals, offering both supplementary
resources and technical expertise to provide review
comments on responsiveness to the requirements of
the Request for Proposals and an evaluation of each
firm’s capabilities. Finally, the team will draw upon its
extensive contracting experience to provide the DPMC/
NJDEP with analysis and recommendations related
to any protests that may arise as a result of program
procurement actions.
The JV understands that the DPMC Contracts and
Procurement Unit (CPU) will be responsible for the
majority of the procurement tasks, and that the JV may
be required to assist the CPU by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing a procurement schedule with all activities
necessary to award a construction contract.
Assisting in project labor agreement (PLA)
discussions and approvals.
Canvassing the market to determine contractor
interest
Preparing a potential source list
Drafting thePAGE
solicitation
(invitation for bids or
1
request for proposals)
Assembling the solicitation package (final technical
specifications and drawings)

The goal of the Louis Berger-Hill JV team will be to help
obtain the greatest value for the lowest pricing.
The team will advise DPMC/NJDEP on awarding
individual bids, and will prepare and revise contractor
pre-qualification documents and identify potential
contractors for approval. The team will review drawings
and specifications for the contracts to ensure that:
•
•
•
•

Work of the separate contractors is coordinated
All requirements for each task/work order project
have been assigned to the appropriate separate
contract
The likelihood of jurisdictional disputes has been
minimized
Proper coordination has been provided for phased
construction
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BIDDER'S LIST

The JV will develop and expedite bidding procedures
for bid document issuance, bid tracking and receipt of
proposals with regard to each of the contracts.
The JV will also take the necessary procedures to
administer any pre-qualification of potential contractors
as directed by DPMC/NJDEP, to ensure all contracts are
competitively bid as required by law.

BIDDER'S INTEREST CAMPAIGN

The JV will conduct an ad campaign to stimulate and
maintain interest in bidding on the project. The JV will
also coordinate the preparation and placement of the
notices and advertisements to solicit bids for each of the
contracts as required in cooperation with DPMC/NJDEP.
The JV will:
•
•
•
•
•

Establish bid schedules by contract packages
Prepare summaries of work bid packages
Arrange for printing, binding, wrapping and delivery
of plans and specifications
Issue addenda as necessary
Establish web-based FTP document and bid
package site

BID ADVERTISEMENT

The JV will coordinate the preparation and placement
of the notices and advertisements to solicit bids for
each of the contracts, as required by law in cooperation
with DPMC/NJDEP. The JV will include the following
requirements in all proposed advertisements:
•

•

Bonding requirements
»» Performance bond at 100 percent of the
contract amount
»» Labor and material bond at 100 percent of the
contract amount
Insurance in amounts and coverage as directed by
the DPMC/NJDEP prior to bid

ADDENDA

The JV will administer the addenda process and will
provide a review of each addendum during the bid
phase for time, cost, or constructability impact, and
make appropriate comments or recommendations.

PRE-BID CONFERENCE

In conjunction with DPMC/NJDEP and its consultants,
the JV will conduct pre-bid conference(s). These
conferences will be a forum for DPMC/NJDEP and the
JV to present DPMC/NJDEP project requirements
to bidders, including pre-qualification requirements,
as appropriate, and will familiarize bidders with the
particular bid documents, management techniques and
with any special systems, materials or methods. The JV
will respond to contractor questions and monitor the
bid process to ensure responsiveness to all bidders.
The JV understands that questions inappropriately
answered may make a bid noncompetitive and make
DPMC/NJDEP vulnerable to bid protests or later
contractor claims. The JV will assist DPMC/NJDEP in
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evaluating the bids and moving into the construction
phase of each project.

INFORMATION TO BIDDERS

The JV will coordinate communications related to bidder
inquiries and seek resolution for the appropriate party
and provide timely forwarding of such information to
the bidders and DPMC/NJDEP.

BID OPENING AND EVALUATION

The JV will assist DPMC/NJDEP in pre-qualification, bid
opening, and will evaluate bids for completeness and
full responsiveness and price, including alternate prices
and unit prices (if applicable). The JV will make a formal
report to DPMC/NJDEP with regard to the potential
award of a contract, and will receive and prepare bids.
The JV will include a copy of the proposed contract
for each bidder recommended by the JV. If applicable,
the summary of bids will classify all bids according to
standard cost allowance categories.
When a bid includes work in more than one cost
category, the summary will assign an appropriate
amount to each. The JV will certify in writing that the
contracts contained in the submittal for DPMC/NJDEP
represent all the contracts required to perform the work
in the plans and specifications for the project, and that
no additional contracts are foreseen to complete the
necessary work for such project.

PRE-AWARD MEETING

Once construction contractors have letters of intent for
their contract award, at the pre-award meetings, the
JV will answer and resolve questions on specification
intent, contracts, and logistics and construction
details. If an item is not clarified, an RFI will be used
to the appropriate consultant to resolve the issue.
Furthermore, the JV will chair contractor coordination
meetings throughout the life of the project which will
be attended by all trade contractors, DPMC/NJDEP
representatives,PAGE
and
1 the architect/engineer. Minutes will
be issued and, most importantly, the JV will follow up to
confirm all commitments agreed to are met.

SCHEDULE AND BUDGET
ADJUSTMENTS

One of the most critical aspects of managing projects is
successfully monitoring and controlling many complex
work operations in a manner that supports completion
of the project on schedule and within the allocated
budget. Therefore, during pre-construction after
reviewing all contracts documents, drawings, schedules
and cost estimates certain critical adjustments may
be made to keep the projects on schedule and within
budget. These adjustments will be implemented by the
project controls group, reviewed by DPMC/NJDEP and
then incorporated into the final bidding documents.

NOTICE TO PROCEED (NTP)

Before a contractor can commence work on the project,
the contractor must receive a NTP from the JV. If
required by DPMC/NJDEP, contractors may be issued
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property access passes. Also, prior to commencing work
on DPMC/NJDEP property, contractors and consultants
must submit their site-specific safety programs.

PRE-CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE

The JV will conduct, in conjunction with DPMC/
NJDEP or its consultants, pre- construction orientation
conference(s) for the benefit of the successful
contractors, and this will serve to orient the contractors
to the various reporting procedures and site rules prior
to the commencement of actual construction. The JV
will obtain the certificates of insurance and bonds from
the contractors and forward such documents, after
approval by the JV, to DPMC/NJDEP.

INSURANCE, BONDS, LABOR
AGREEMENTS, AND PERMITS

The JV will receive and review endorsements
of insurance, and performance/payment bonds
from contractors and forward them to the DPMC/
NJDEP prior to commencement of any work by such
contractors. The JV will inform DPMC/NJDEP of any
noted deficiencies in insurance submitted.

3.7 Construction Phase Services

The construction phase consists of the coordination
of all activities that are included in the construction
of a particular project. The JV will be responsible for
coordinating the work for the project, pursuant to
the master project schedule. The team will maintain
communication with DPMC/NJDEP throughout the
construction phase, will provide responsible reporting
and documentation prior to the contractors’ preconstruction conference, and will be responsible for
coordinating the site construction services provisions
(general conditions items). This will include supervision
and administration of the project; conducting
construction progress meetings; providing progress
reports; processing contractors’ requests for information
(RFIs); reviewing and recommending with the design
team the approval or disapproval of change orders
and payments to the contractors; and maintaining
record keeping to assist DPMC/NJDEP in negotiations,
mediation or arbitration of claims or disputes.

TASK ORDER MANAGEMENT

In conjunction with DPMC/NJDEP, the JV will develop
specific procedures for each task order. These
procedures will be customized to be consistent with
the construction contract provisions. The team has
extensive construction management experience and
its proficiency in using state-of-the-art methods will
be immensely valuable at this point. The procedures
will be established and formally adopted to become
the detailed governing guidelines for each aspect and
phase of construction.
Procedures will contain all project administration forms
and will include specific direction and processes for
the elements involved in schedule and budget control,
progress reporting, inspection and field engineering,
and any additional services required on the construction
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site, including support from the team's home office.
Procedures for orderly interaction with DPMC/NJDEP
and the design team, proper documentation for quality
assurance and inspection, and efficient submittal
tracking and change order control will also be included.
Accordingly, the JV realizes that the key to successfully
managing each task order project is the quality of the
assigned personnel and support staff. The personnel
assigned to each task order are among the best in
the industry. The JV team consists of highly qualified
personnel, each dedicated to the project, and will be
ready to begin work immediately. The team's specialized
and proven skills will provide the optimum benefits to
DPMC/NJDEP for this task order assignment.
The team's project activities will commence with
notification by DPMC/NJDEP that the agency is
requesting the JV to prepare a work order proposal
(also known as a task order proposal). John
Hasselmann, PE, CCM, the team's senior project
manager, will prepare the task order proposal, inclusive
of project-specific staffing, construction management
(CM) costs and a project-specific schedule based upon
the project’s plans and specifications.
Assisting Mr. Hasselmann will be the project manager
and/ or superintendent to be assigned to this project.
This will allow the project manager/superintendent and
Mr. Hasselmann to develop a management strategy
to guide the project from inception to a successful
conclusion.
To aid in the preparation of the task order proposal,
the management team will also walk the site to become
familiar with all site-specific conditions, inclusive
of staging areas, laydown areas, after hours work,
mechanical systems, location(s) of any hazardous
materials, and the like. Mr. Hasselmann will then submit
the task order proposal to DPMC/NJDEP, and/or their
authorized representatives. Following the review and
approval of the PAGE
task1 order proposal by DPMC/NJDEP,
the JV will commence its project- specific activities.
Upon receipt of the NTP, the JV will immediately
commence its construction phase activities inclusive
of supervising, coordinating, and expediting each
construction project. The JV will immediately mobilize
project personnel and prepare project-specific work
plans and procedures to guide all team members.
The JV will conduct job-specific orientation to ensure
all personnel are conversant with the project scope
and contract documents for the construction project.
The team believes in an up-front approach and will
recommend the involvement of all affected entities at
the beginning of the project to pave the way for smooth
communication during construction and start-up.
The JV will provide full-time management and a
highly-skilled and experienced project team, tailored
to provide the specific services required for each
construction project. This field team – with the technical
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depth and diversity that the JV can offer as support –
will be responsible for implementing the construction
phase elements of the PMP, monitoring performance,
refining management requirements as appropriate, and
ultimately delivering a successful program that achieves
the time, cost, and quality goals of DPMC and NJDEP.

or disapproval of change orders and payments to the
contractors, and maintaining record keeping to assist
DPMC/NJDEP in negotiations, mediation or arbitration
of claims or disputes.

At all times throughout the construction phase, the
team will monitor, manage, and lead the entire project
team to fully achieve the goals set forth by the DPMC/
NJDEP. Operating as a seamless extension of staff
and in support of DPMC/NJDEP interests, the JV will
provide the highest quality teams, offering technical
expertise, industry-leading program controls, and
program and construction management leaders.
These teams will augment their capabilities with highly
effective communication, interacting directly and
regularly with the DPMC and NJDEP on all matters,
including contractor performance, value-added
opportunities, potential program risks, and all pertinent
information required to allow DPMC/NJDEP to make
timely, informed decisions in support of its own success.

During construction, the JV will be the point-of-control
for all documents and records. Files will cover three
basic areas: project, contract, and administration.
The JV will develop procedures and a file plan for
maintaining the construction contract job-site files
for DPMC/NJDEP. The team will require that each
contractor maintain a record set of conformed contract
documents, continually updated with all revisions
and change orders. The JV will maintain the official
jobsite contract files that will include logs of incoming/
outgoing correspondence and other logs for submittals,
clarifications, RFIs, payment, and changes.

PRE-CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE

The team will lead a pre-construction conference with
the entire project team shortly after contract award
and prior to the start of construction. This meeting will
address administrative items including collection of
insurance certificates, bonds, and other early submittals
that must be reviewed and filed before construction can
commence. This meeting also offers an opportunity to
review the requirements and procedures for the project
as a whole, highlighting risk issues, adding detail to
project delivery elements such as construction staging,
material availability and logistics.
In addition to the obvious benefit of completing
administrative requirements in an organized manner,
the JV includes productive, interactive discussion items
in the agenda for this meeting as a means to build the
collaborative team environment that leads to project
success. Upon the successful conclusion of this meeting
and completion of the Pre-Construction Checklist items
associated therewith, the JV will provide DPMC/ NJDEP
with a written recommendation to issue a NTP.
The construction phase consists of the coordination
of all activities that are included in the construction
of a particular project. The JV will be responsible for
coordinating the work for the project, pursuant to the
master project schedule.
The JV will maintain communication with the DPMC/
NJDEP throughout the construction phase, will provide
responsible reporting and documentation prior to
the contractors’ pre-construction conference, and will
be responsible for coordinating the site construction
services provisions (general conditions items). This will
include supervision and administration of the project,
conducting construction progress meetings, providing
progress reports, processing contractors RFIs, reviewing
and recommending with the design team the approval

RECORD KEEPING AND
DOCUMENTATION

The JV will establish document flow procedures
and filing processing. The JV will also process
correspondence and prepare replies for signature
by appropriate DPMC/NJDEP officials. In addition,
field personnel will maintain daily diaries that will be
the primary historical source of all project-related
events. Information regarding the work accomplished
contractors, subcontractors, materials installed,
equipment used and any other significant or unusual
occurrences will be recorded and become the basis
for producing all required daily, weekly and monthly
reports. All project documents will be copied to the
DPMC Central File during the JV’s service period for the
work order, and complete project files will be turned
over to DPMC at the conclusion of the project.
The team's office engineer will be responsible for
maintaining the project correspondence files in
accordance with the Uniform Filling System and
document control procedures. The procedure provides
for the assignment of documents to locations in the
PAGE 1
document management
system, retention periods, and
the retention period for each document. Project files are
subject to audit for compliance with procedures by the
team's quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) team.

PROGRESS REPORTING

The JV will produce reports at various levels of detail
to provide an organized and timely basis for directing
the project. A monthly executive summary, focusing on
schedule, cost status, proposed changes, and problem
areas for each project will be provided. At a minimum,
this report will address:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall project status
Areas of concern and corrective measures
Analysis of any actual or potential schedule slippage
Change orders
A list of potential claims and mitigation strategies
A report of actual versus planned construction
expenditures
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The JV also recognizes the importance of its
responsibility to provide up to date and accurate
information condensed into timely financial reports.
These reports can be used for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget controls
Cash flow management
Payment verification
Construction schedule and sequence control
Control of trade contractor submissions
Anticipated cost control

The financial report, which is a current and anticipated
report on the financial position of the project, provides
an immediate "snapshot" of committed costs related to
construction and a forecast of those funds required to
complete the project.
The JV will sign the NJDEP “Certification of
Performance” each month on NJDEP projects and
other specified projects. By providing this signature,
the JV confirms that the work performed by the
construction contractor during the month has met
any and all requirements for QA/QC, as they relate
to all equipment, materials, and construction systems
currently being installed. This will also confirm that
all equipment, materials, and construction systems
are being installed in accordance with the contract
specifications, contract construction drawings, and
design consultant-approved submittals. In addition,
the JV will certify that a safety oversight program has
been implemented to comply with all federal, state and
local safety authorities, insurance requirements, and
any local, county, municipal, or union health rules and
regulations.

BUDGET CONTROL AND COST
ACCOUNTING/AUDITING

The JV recognizes the importance of its responsibility to
provide up-to-date and accurate information condensed
into timely financial reports. It is the team's experience
that using the schedule, in conjunction with the project
budget and the change management tracking system,
can provide the most accurate forecasting for the
project. By assigning budgeted cost values to the
individual schedule activities, the JV will forecast the
anticipated installed value of the project across the
duration of the construction effort. This “cash flow”
projection will be utilized not only to plan anticipated
expenditures, but by evaluation of the overall project
requirements, certain components of the work may be
deferrable until later in the project, without impact to
the overall completion schedule.
Anticipated cost reports will be prepared on a tradeby-trade basis that documents the original budget
information, budget adjustments and the amount
of the adjusted budget, committed contract costs,
change orders, adjusted contracted amount, the value
of work completed, forecast of the cost to complete
the work, the percentage of completed work, and the
variance of the anticipated cost to complete the work
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from the adjusted budget amount. The anticipated
cost report will be presented in complete detail, listing
each contract and each change order. A summary sheet
will accompany the anticipated cost report to provide
for executive overview of the financial status of the
project. The anticipated cost report is kept current on a
continuous basis, as entries are made daily.
Starting at the design stage, as the documents are
developed, additional estimates are prepared and
compared to the cost model so that the cost will be
monitored continuously as increasing detail is added
to the documents. This ensures that when bids are
received, they reflect the expected and budgeted costs.
Throughout the program the JV will revise and refine
the approved estimate of construction cost, incorporate
approved changes as they occur, and develop cash
flow reports and forecasts, as needed. The JV will
provide regular monitoring of the approved estimates
of construction cost, showing actual costs for activities
in progress and estimates for uncompleted tasks.
Variances between actual and budgeted, or estimated,
costs will be identified, and the JV will advise the
appropriate project team members when the project’s
costs exceeds budgets or estimates.
The team’s cost estimators have extensive experience
in the review and validation of initial budgets for
infrastructure programs and projects. The process for
validating the baseline budget begins with a review
of the project’s WBS and the preliminary schedule to
confirm the complete scope of the project (design, real
estate, and communications, start-up, contingency,
and other categories) has been broadly included in
the budget. Next, the detailed budget line items are
reviewed to confirm there is sufficient detail to develop
comprehensive estimates of the costs for the broad
budget categories. The third budget validation step
starts with an examination of the basic methodology of
the estimating process
and involves the following steps:
PAGE 1
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Checking to ensure that quantities, scope, and
quality of project work items are reasonably and
conservatively established.
Monitoring use in the estimate of current, applicable
labor costs, including associated burden.
Checking the accuracy of current, applicable
material costs with emphasis on the most volatile
commodities. Current vendor quotes must be
obtained for major components. Delivery surcharges
related to fuel costs must be considered in addition
to demurrage charges. Storage costs for fabricated
materials must also be considered as well as the
sales tax status of incorporated and unincorporated
materials.
Checking the use in the budget of current,
applicable construction equipment rental/
ownership, and operating costs (with fuel
consumption at the latest market rate). Quotes for
specialty equipment must be obtained.
Checking the labor crew composition and
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6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

productivity rates used in the estimate with
consideration to staging, working conditions, tight
quarters, shift differentials, overtime requirements,
and other constructability issues. Work restrictions
and other labor conditions must also be considered.
Monitoring allowances applied to known conditions
of unknown magnitude are appropriately
conservative, based on historically similar situations.
Checking that sufficient mark-ups for contractors
indirect, overhead, and profit costs are used with
reasonably higher profit applied to contracts
with higher risk. Anticipated levels of contractor
competition must also be considered in the
establishment of these mark-ups.
Monitoring engineering/design costs, including
design management fees and construction-phase
engineering services.
Checking that construction management costs
include sufficient staffing to manage the anticipated
number of contract packages.
Monitoring that any agency oversight/management
costs are included.
Checking that owner-furnished insurances are
funded at the appropriate rates, based on similar
coverage purchased for other mega projects.
Investigation of current and predicted trends in
workers’ compensation insurance is a major factor.
Monitoring that contingency rates are applied
appropriately. Contingency allocated to specific
items or contracts, plus the blanket unallocated
contingency, must fall within industry guidelines
unless there is a rational basis for different levels.
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indirect costs will be calculated in detail, not merely
approximated by percentage rate mark-up. The team’s
estimators will analyze and apply the appropriate factors
for contractor escalation and profit (with consideration
of the prevailing market and geographic conditions).
The JV will use estimating software that can be
integrated with scheduling and project management
programs, resulting in a cost estimate that will better
predict the real-world contractor bid.

SCHEDULING

The JV will monitor the contractor’s compliance with
all planning and scheduling requirements in the
construction contract documents. The project schedule
will be critical for coordination the work of this contract.
The JV will utilize project schedules for:
•

•

ESTIMATION CALCULATION

The JV will check that the base-year costs listed above
are appropriately distributed by year of expenditure,
and mirror the current project schedule. A rational rate
of escalation will be established for each year of project
expenditures. This process requires expert input with
stakeholders’ agreeing to the rates. The JV will monitor
the agreed compounded escalation rates are applied to
the calculated expenditures for each project year.
The preparation of independent cost estimates will be
prepared exactly as prescribed in the preceding list of
validation steps with scope, quantities, staging, and
other project conditions becoming progressively more
precise. As the design progresses, risk and uncertainty
are reduced and the scope of work is quantified to a
higher degree. This increased accuracy allows for a
progressive reduction of the contingency allowance.
The contingency remaining at the final design estimate
should be appropriate to provide for post-contract
award work orders for unforeseen conditions.
The JV will prepare an initial independent estimate
using a “contractor type, bottom- up” methodology.
Detailed quantity take-offs will be performed to
determine permanent material and equipment
requirements, then the appropriate labor and
construction equipment rates, crew sizes, crew
productivity, and material prices will be applied to
determine the overall cost. Contractor overhead and

•

•

•

Progress Monitoring and Contingency Plan. By
continuous monitoring of actual progress against
the baseline schedule, variances can be identified
early in the project, and brought to the attention of
the responsible contractor, when corrective actions
are most effective.
Delay Analysis. Due to the criticality of each
project under this assignment, waiting for the end
of a project to analyze delays for a final liquidated
damage assessment will not be sufficient. All
delay issues must be analyzed both for impact
and responsibility when they occur and addressed
through a recovery schedule. The critical path
method (CPM) will be the primary tool to document
and analyze such delays, and to determine the true
impacts of actions or events that may impact the
project schedule.
Improving Efficiency. By coordinating activities on
the project site among the multi-prime contractors,
the team will confirm that the proper work sequence
is observed and can assist the contractors in
performing the work in an efficient and timely
manner.
PAGE 1
Analyzing Scope Changes. Throughout the life of
the project, the JV will use the schedule to gauge
the impact of scope changes and to develop
strategies that DPMC/NJDEP can use to mitigate
the impacts of those changes on the project
schedule.
Financial Planning. By cost-loading the individual
schedule activities, the JV will be able to forecast
the anticipated installed value of each project across
the duration of the construction effort. This “cash
flow” projection will be used to plan anticipated
expenditures and to provide DPMC/NJDEP with
an additional tool with which to evaluate the
performance of the construction contractors.

The JV will attend the contractor scheduling meetings
during the preparation of the baseline schedule. This
will allow the JV to gain an understanding of the logic
that is incorporated into the schedule as well as be
aware of “hard points” in the schedule before it is
officially submitted.
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The JV will review the detailed baseline construction
schedule prepared by the contractors to confirm
compliance with all the contract requirements for format
and level of detail, and for logic and duration of work
elements, phasing of work trades, resource loading,
cash flow projections, activity float, project float,
milestones, intermediate completion dates, and final
project completion date. This tool will be critical in its
use to maintain a clear definition of work performance
as to how it will be integrated to maintaining the
existing plant operations and start-up of the new
construction.

SHOP DRAWINGS

The JV will review the each of these project schedules
and discuss findings with the contractors, the design
engineer, and the DPMC/NJDEP, so that all have a
thorough understanding of the requirements of the
project and the contractor’s logic and rationale. The JV
will verify that the baseline CPM schedules prepared by
the contractors clearly contain the following:

Contractors will be required to submit and keep current
an independent shop drawing submittal schedule which
will be cross-referenced to the CPM. The JV will also
ensure that any item requiring shop witness testing is
identified on the schedule and that proper notice is
given in advance of such testing.

•
•
•
•

TURNOVER SCHEDULE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description for each work activity
Estimated activity durations
Proper WBS coding
Proper logical and necessary relationships between
activities
The critical path activities differentiated from the
other activities
Preparation and processing of the contractor’s
working drawings
Permitting requirements
Contractor procurement, fabrication lead-time, and
delivery of equipment and materials
Contractor mobilization
Activities of other ongoing contracts, contractors or
utilities which will restrain the prime contractors for
the contracts
Work other than normal single-shift, eight hour day,
five day work week
Cost loading

The JV will make formal recommendations to DPMC/
NJDEP with respect to the approval or disapproval of
the baseline CPM submission. Upon approval, the JV
will review the contractor’s monthly CPM updates to
evaluate construction progress. The monthly reviews
will address sequence of the work, resource allocation,
incorporation of change orders, and use of the float.
The JV will utilize both Primavera and Claim Digger™
software to identify changes that may be “hidden”
by the contractors within the schedule. The JV will
also prepare a monthly Schedule Narrative Report to
DPMC/NJDEP, which will include a milestone chart,
discussion of each milestone, change orders and shop
drawing issues affecting the schedule, construction
progress over the last month and projected for the next
month, other schedule issues, and potential mitigation
measures.

The contractor’s overall construction schedule will
contain activities in the schedule for the approval,
fabrication, testing and shipping of each major item of
material and equipment. This is especially important
to track on this project, due to the critical long-lead
items such as the electrical equipment and the stainless
steel storage tanks which are critical to maintaining the
project schedule. The JV will monitor the contractor’s
compliance with these specification requirements so
that the project is not impacted by the shop drawing
process.

The JV will develop a coordinated schedule for
acceptance of all new equipment and systems provided
under the contracts. This schedule will indicate the time
needed for:
•
•
•
•

Loop tests, witness shop and field tests
Final field tests of equipment, systems and facilities
Acquiring O&M manuals and spare parts
Training of DPMC/NJDEP representatives by
manufacturers’ representatives

SHOP DRAWINGS AND SUBMITTALS

The JV will monitor shop drawing process for the
timely submission and approval of shop drawing and to
ascertain the impact of the shop drawing process on the
overall project schedule. Specifically, the JV will:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Review the schedule of working drawings prepared
by the construction
contractors for completeness
PAGE 1
and to ascertain if the contractor will comply with
the specification requirement.
Monitor the contractor’s submittal of working
drawings and report on a monthly basis the
progress of the submittal process based on the
schedule of working drawings as part of the monthly
CPM update process.
Monitor the design engineer’s review period and
report on a monthly basis the average review
period, as well as any shop drawings that are
outstanding more than 21 days.
Review the CPM schedule on a monthly basis and
determine what shop drawings are required to
perform the work scheduled for the next 120 days
and verify that these shop drawings have been
approved.
Review submitted working drawings for any field
conditions or issues that may affect the approval of
these drawings.
Review all shop drawings returned with comments
from the design engineer to determine if the
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comments to the shop drawings will have a potential
schedule or cost impact to the construction
contracts. The CM will establish a tracking system
for such potential impacts from working drawing
that involves extra work.

PROGRESS PAYMENTS

For each construction contract, the JV will obtain
detailed estimate breakdowns of the lump sum prices
from each contractor and perform a thorough review to
establish adequate and reasonable breakdowns of the
lump sum prices for payment purposes to eliminate any
“front-end loading.” The detailed estimate breakdown
will also be compared with the design engineers
estimate, as well as historical cost information from
other DPMC/NJDEP projects.
Once a detailed estimate breakdown is accepted, the
JV will forward the breakdowns to DPMC/NJDEP for
acceptance. After the acceptance of detailed estimate
breakdowns, the contractor will be required to submit
a cost-loaded CPM schedule. The contractors’ partial
payment will be compared against the approved CPM
cost-loaded schedule each month. This can also be used
to monitor monthly percentages, quantities completed
and cash flow projection.

CONTRACTOR PROGRESS PAYMENTS

Progress payment applications are typically submitted
monthly by the construction contractor based on the
approved detailed estimate breakdown and approved
cost-loaded CPM schedule. The contractor’s pencil copy
of the application is reviewed by resident engineering
staff against the work performed in the field.
The cost-loaded CPM is also used as a check on
quantities and percent complete projections. The pencil
copy is returned with the required corrections within
three working days; if the comments are significant,
JV personnel will meet with the contractor to resolve.
Note that change order payments are also processed
in a similar manner; however, they are processed
separately from normal progress payments. When
special circumstances exist and the contractor requests
speedier payment, the JV will draft a letter for DPMC/
NJDEP approval.
For the first partial payment, in order to delay the
payment, the JV will meet with the contractor and
go over in detail all the requirements as per standard
DPMC/NJDEP procedure; this includes items such
as page subtotal, summary page, number of copies,
etc. While the contractor prepares the final payment
package, the JV will:
•
•
•

Submit insurance verification request to the
Contract Management Office
Prepare payment back up records (T&M records,
delivery tickets, testing certifications, among others)
for attachment to the audit copy of payment
Prepare change order supporting document memo
for change order payment
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•
•
•

Make copies of approved certificate of extension of
time letter for attachment, if required
Review contractor payroll reports against sign-in
sheets and prevailing wage rate
Start entering information into payment book

Upon receipt of the final payment package, the cost/
office engineer will perform final review against the
following:
•
•
•
•

Verify payment quantities against approved pencil
copy
Verify payment summary sheet for accuracy
Verify that store material form has been filled out
properly, if required
Verify registration of change order, for change order
payment

After verification of the final copy of payment by cost/
office engineer, the resident engineer will perform a
final review of the package, stamp the payment tracking
form with the date, sign and date the estimate for
payment form, and send copies within five working days
from the receipt from the contractor, to the DPMC/
NJDEP site project manager. The team will provide the
following at that time:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verified statement of claims
Technical reports (TR forms) for items requiring
controlled inspections
Contractor final performance evaluation
DBE/SBE approval
Equipment warranties and test certificates
Punch list summary and signoff sheets
LinLeverage/liability summary
Certificate of completion and acceptance
Registration of all change orders

FINAL PAYMENTS

Final payment will be processed only after submission
of all documentation
- As-Built drawings, manuals,
PAGE 1
guides, spare part lists, and maintenance instructions and, after training is completed. Final payment will also
depend on completion of all outstanding contract items
by the contractor including punch lists, outstanding
work items, and an evaluation of all changes and
potential claims. Once all these items have been
completed, request for final payment will be submitted.
The JV will provide, for DPMC/NJDEP approval, a
checklist of all documentation required for project
closeout. It is recommended that any required
operational start-up documentation be a separate line
item in the bid documents in order that the construction
contractor applies sufficient effort to these items. The
JV will recommend acceptance only after verifying
satisfactory completion of all work, including a final walk
through and completion of all punch list items.
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3.8 Health and Safety

The JV is highly aware of the importance that DPMC/
NJDEP places on safety. This commitment to
construction site safety and to health and safety (H&S)
is shared by the JV. While the construction contractors
have the legal responsibility to provide for the safety of
their employees, the JV will assist the contractors and
DPMC/NJDEP in maintaining a safe work environment.
The JV will support the H&S policies by adhering to the
very same policies and procedures so that all H&S and
environmental concerns are identified and regulations
and procedures are enforced. The JV will implement
a safety communications protocol; this protocol is
designed to track all safety related issues and provide
the DPMC/NJDEP with timely information on spills,
incidents and accidents.

CONTRACTOR HEALTH AND
SAFETY PLAN (HASP) REVIEW AND
ENFORCEMENT

The JV will review all HASPs prepared and submitted
by the construction contractor(s). The JV will work with
the contractor(s) to clarify their document and ensure
its conformance with DPMC/NJDEP environmental
H&S policies and procedures, in addition to all relevant
laws, regulations, standards and industry “best
common practices” and provide DPMC/NJDEP with
recommendations for approval. At a minimum, the JVs
review of contractor-prepared HASPs will be for general
conformance with contract specifications and applicable
OSHA regulations, including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance of vehicular and pedestrian traffic
Construction standards for excavations
Confined space entry
Scaffolds
Cranes
Hazardous materials handling/exposure
General construction safety standards
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contractor compliance with the approved HASP and
associated work plans, as well as all other applicable
city, state, and federal regulations by:
•
•
•

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF CM TEAM HASP

The JV will develop and implement a project-specific
HASP for use by JV staff, as well as the staff of the team
of sub-consultants. The team's HASP will address, at
a minimum, known environmental health and safety
hazards, excavation safety, confined spaces, evacuation
procedures, general construction safety, air monitoring
and the use of personal protective equipment, as
deemed necessary. As part of the team's HASP, the
JV will provide all training, PPE, and health and safety
equipment, as required and deemed necessary, for
a safe and healthful work environment, as well as an
emergency action plan (EAP) that will be authored by
the team's safety manager.
Monitoring the contractor(s) compliance with their
HASP is a critical component to maintaining a safe
working environment. The JV will designate a qualified
staff member at each project site as the construction
management site safety officer (CMSSO). The CMSSO
will be responsible for the following:
•
•
•

The JV will adhere with all monitoring and periodic
reporting requirements, such as:

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily classification of all excavations by the
contractor’s designated competent person
Air monitoring, associated with entry into spaces
classified as “confined” and in excavations with
contaminated soils
Use of personal protective equipment (PPE)
Contractor’s “tool box” safety meetings
Daily inspection of the work site by contractor’s
designated safety person
Waste and/or soil characterization, transportation
and disposal
Asbestos abatement protocol compliance
Noise and light monitoring
Lead and lead dust monitoring
Real time air monitoring of breathable dust, VOCs,
SVOCs, combustible gas, oxygen, among others

Providing a site safety officer to monitor the
contractors' HASP compliance
Providing required construction site safety and H&S
training
Responding immediately with appropriate action in
accordance with the relevant HASPs and protocols

•
•

•

Monitoring contractor(s) compliance with the
approved HASP and communicate deficiencies to
the superintendent and the contractor
Performing field observations designed to recognize
deviations from safe construction practices
Coordinating and participating in weekly safety
inspections PAGE 1
Updating the team's HASP, as, necessary to reflect
changes made during construction
Conducting appropriate meetings to provide
updated project information which will affect the
HASPs and safety during the performance of the
work
Keeping DPMC/NJDEP informed of all reported
environmental health and safety deficiencies and
resolutions
Confirming that each construction contractor
designates, according to their contract, a qualified
and trained SSO to coordinate with the CMSSO
and be solely responsible for the health, safety and
personnel protection of the contractor’s employees
and site visitors
Responding with appropriate actions in accordance
with the relevant HASPs and protocols

Following approval of the contractor's HASP from
DPMC/NJDEP, the JV will continue to monitor
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Inspection
Responsibilities

The JV team's field staff will be on-site when the work is performed,
and will perform the following inspections:

 Inspection of all facets of the work in accordance with
all applicable codes
 Verification of quantities and prepare estimates for
payment, including extra work
 Verify that all pile driving records and concrete records
are prepared in accordance with standard practice and
certified by a New Jersey professional engineer
 Maintain all project documents and records, including
markup of contract drawings reflecting actual installed
conditions
 Witness the taking of job progress photos and take of
additional job photos as necessary to document the
work
 Prepare all field change order requests and maintain
all time and material records
 Monitor the coordination between the construction
contractors
 Provide daily inspection reports and maintenance of
records
 Verify construction contractor’s payment quantities
 Prepare draft correspondence for DPMC/NJDEPs use
to the construction contractors
 Review and recommend actions relative to contractor
disputed work items and claims
 Verify that all permits have been properly obtained
 Monitor and record all preliminary and final field testing
and acceptance of installed equipment and systems
 Verify materials and equipment quantities for stored
material payment requests

 Verify that all factory-required inspections,
testing and examinations specified in the contract
documents are performed
 Work with the construction contractors to schedule
factory testing well in advance to allow interested parties
to participate in such testing
 Perform subcontractor reference checks, and verify that
all subcontractors are approved prior to performing
work on-site
 Verify that the actual material delivered at project
site conforms to shop drawing submittals and
approved samples
 Monitor the project schedule for testing and delivery of
materials and equipment against the approved
CPM schedule
 Verify quantities, ascertain shipping and handling
damage, maintain proper storage for equipment and
materials at site, and enforce conformance with contract
requirements
 Notify construction contractors to promptly repair,
replace and remove any non-conforming material or
equipment
 Conduct and coordinate final inspections based
upon requests and notifications from the construction
contractors and/or DPMC/NJDEP
 Document and monitor completion of punch list items
 Process final payment
 Conduct project closeout and submit final report

Figure 3.3 | Inspection Responsibilities | Inspections that the JV team's field staff will perform while on-site are provided above.

SAFETY MANAGER

If required by the Project Director, the JV will assign an
experienced safety manager to assist project staff in the
implementation of DPMC/NJDEP’s H&S requirements.
The safety manager will be responsible for the following:
•
•
•

•

Keeping DPMC/NJDEP informed of all
environmental health and safety deficiencies
Following-up with the team's CMSSO on all
corrective actions and remediation of identified
environmental health and safety deficiencies
Maintaining the inventory of all on-site chemicals
utilized by the contractors and all related material
safety data sheets (MSDSs); these MSDS’ will also
be used in preparing the annual “Right to Know”
documents and associated Facility Inventory Forms
(FIF’s)
Providing required environmental, health and safety
training if required

MAINTAINING DUST, LEACHING/
EROSION, AND DE-WATERING OF
LIQUID WASTES

The JV will observe the implementation of procedures
outlined in the contractor’s HASP related to dust
during construction. The JV will advise and make
recommendations to DPMC/NJDEP for any observed
violations. For any construction activities requiring

the employment of stormwater controls, the JV will
observe the implementation and advise and make
recommendations to DPMC/NJDEP for any observed
violations. The JV will also monitor all de-watering
activities performed by the construction contractors to
assess that all activities remain in compliance with the
permits issued for the work.
1
WASTE CHARACTERIZATION,
TRANSPORTATION, AND DISPOSAL The
PAGE

JV will review all contractor(s) developed provisional
plans for remediating anticipated and unanticipated
hazardous materials and evaluate those proposed plans
to identify areas of concern. The JV will continue to
work with the contractors to resolve all issues with each
subsequent step, prior to shipment for disposal. The JV
will review each contractor’s protocol and plan for waste
staging, profiling, containerization, transportation, and
disposal of hazardous, non-hazardous, contaminated,
and industrial waste materials generated during
construction. The JV will review each protocol and
plan for conformance with all applicable federal, state
and local regulations, DPMC/NJDEP H&S policies and
procedures, the project schedule, site limitations and
characteristics of the materials. General compliance with
the contractor’s protocol will be monitored and DPMC/
NJDEP will be notified of any deviations.
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FIGURE 3.4 | DAILY, WEEKLY, AND MONTHLY INSPECTIONS
Daily Inspections
•

•

The report will be prepared at the end of the day by all personnel with supervisory control of construction, such as:
»» Superintendent
»» Chief inspector
»» Inspector
»» Daily reports at a minimum will contain:
»» Consecutive report number for each person reporting
»» Date and day of the report
»» Project name and number
»» Weather condition with any direct impact on the project
»» Name of any contractor specifically involved
»» Identification of the number and classification of all craft labor at the site for each contractor, including number and
type of major construction equipment on the job, with notes on whether the equipment was idle or active
»» Description of all work in progress, including estimated quantities of work completed and location
»» Progress photos
»» Note all problems or difficulties encountered, any directives, any approval or rejection given or received, including
the personnel involved
»» Completed form signed and dated by the preparer
Daily reports will be promptly reviewed by supervisory personnel with the following actions:
»» Any items requiring supervisory attention will be attended to promptly and noted on the daily report
»» Modification of the original report will be noted and initialed by the supervisor at the time of review
»» One copy of each daily report will be sent off- site for safe storage
»» The daily report will be summarized for weekly and monthly reports
Weekly Inspections

•

A weekly report will contain the following information for the preceding week:
»» Summary of the work in progress
»» Progress milestones completed
»» Problem areas
»» Action items with responsibilities and anticipated completion date
»» Miscellaneous items such as weather, visitors, unusual occurrences

•

A monthly report will contain the work performed during the previous month:
»» Executive summary covering project cost to date, original and current contract amounts, balance retained, estimated
amount for completion and expected project close-out date
»» Address the progress, problems, resolutions, compliance, deviations, and status of each task and sub-task
»» Discussion of project schedule with a narrative of construction progress, and a total float report
»» Summary of various contractor activities and site tests
»» Schedule of upcoming activities
PAGE 1
»» Physical progress curve, graph, and table
»» Staffing graph and table
»» Selected progress photos
»» Construction contract status with narrative
»» Log of change orders, change order requests, design changes, among others
»» Narrative of non-conformance issues

Monthly Inspections

The JV will review, assemble and maintain copies of
all hazardous waste manifest forms, bills of lading, and
certificates of disposal prepared by the contractor for
off-site disposal of hazardous materials including chainof-custody, transporter permit numbers, disposal weight
tickets, and certificates of destruction, where applicable.
The construction manager will also coordinate manifest
signatures by designated city personnel if required,
and provide weekly summaries of off-site disposal of
contaminated and/or hazardous materials. All copies of
contractor-provided waste profiles and written waste
disposal approval letters, applicable hazardous and
non-hazardous waste transporters’ permits, haulers’
permits, and other information provided by the

contractors will be reviewed regarding compliance with
all local, state and federal regulations.

3.9 Inspections

The JV will maintain a competent full-time staff at
each project site for the purpose of coordinating and
providing general direction for the work and progress of
the contractors. The JV will observe that the materials
and equipment being incorporated into the work are
handled, stored and installed properly and adequately
and are in compliance with the contract documents
for each project. The JV will report to DPMC/NJDEP
regarding the status of such activity.
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The JV will endeavor to guard against defects and
deficiencies, and will advise DPMC/NJDEP of any
deviations, defects or deficiencies observed in work.
The team's observation duties will include reasonable
diligence to discover work that is not in compliance
with the contract documents. The JV will review
contractor’s recommendations for corrective action
on observed nonconforming work. The JV will make
recommendations to DPMC/NJDEP in instances where
the JV observes work that, in its opinion, is defective or
not in conformance with the contract documents.
The JV will observe the contractor’s work to verify that
all authorized changes are properly incorporated in the
project. The JV will report to DPMC/NJDEP regarding
the status of such activity and provide a written record
of the same. The JV will keep a daily log containing
a record of weather, contractors working on the site,
number of workers, work accomplished, problems
encountered, and other relevant data or such additional
data as DPMC/NJDEP may require. Figure 3.3 in this
section shows a list of all inspections field staff will make
on any project assignment. Furthermore, Figure 3.4
shows all daily, weekly, and monthly inspections that will
be performed.

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTIONS

Environmental inspections may be warranted by site
conditions. If directed by the Project Director, the JV
will ensure that all work is performed in accordance with
and all applicable regulations and specifications and
includes the following tasks:
•
•
•
•
•

Review project submittals
Oversee contractor sampling and analysis
procedures
Monitor that all environmental remediation work
is performed in compliance with the technical
specifications and all applicable regulations
Maintain a daily log of work
Provide technical expertise on matters that
include but are not limited to personal protective
equipment, work procedures and waste disposal

TESTING

The JV will coordinate all testing required by the DPMC/
NJDEP or other third parties. If requested, the team will
assist DPMC/NJDEP in selecting any special consultants
or testing laboratories. The JV will review and approve
contractor’s inspection and testing plan, guidelines and
procedures. The JV will witness all contractor shop and
field tests, as required, to verify that they conform to
contractual agreements for each aspect of the project.
In addition, the JV will make recommendations and
arrange for special testing and other professional
services.
The JV will maintain a record of each test, and take
photographs to support the test records and ensure
warranties and guarantees are received from the
contractor. All inspection reports will be provided to
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the JV on a regular basis. Some of the anticipated
field testing procedures on this project will include the
following:
•
•
•
•

Compaction testing of the soil to assure settlement
will not occur to the concrete slabs
Blow counts to assure that piles are driven to their
intended capacity
Torque testing bolted connections of the building
frames in accordance with the Steel Construction
Manual
Slump, air entrainment, and cylinder tests to assure
the concrete meets the specifications

3.10 Information Requests

The JV will manage the request for information (RFI) and
request for clarification (RFC) process, managing the
flow of information between the design engineer and
the contractors. The JV will:
•

•
•

•

Log and track all contractor RFIs. The JV will
respond to all RFIs not requiring design input,
all other RFIs requiring interpretation of design
intent will be forwarded to the design engineer for
response. The superintendent will review all RFI
responses for cost or schedule impact, as well as
technical accuracy, prior to issuing a response.
Prepare and track RFCs to resolve technical
questions
Issue all design clarifications prepared by the
design engineer to the construction contractors.
The JV will review all design clarifications for cost or
schedule impact, as well as technical accuracy, prior
to issuance to the contractors.
Monitor the design engineer’s review period
for RFIs and RFCs and report on a monthly basis
average turnaround times as well as RFIs and RFCs
outstanding more than 14 days.

3.11 Contract
Modifications
1
PAGE

The JV will set up procedures to define responsibilities
and authorities for contract price and/or time
modifications. The JV will establish, within the cost
accounting system, various logs that will track requests
for changes, proposed contract changes, requests
for pricing, negotiations, change orders, and rejected
changes. The logs will also establish the potential
exposure to DPMC/NJDEP by tracking the contractor's
pricing, the official estimate, and the final negotiated
contract amount. Finally, the logs will determine the
status of the change, as well as the potential justification
for the change, such as field conditions, errors and
omissions, DPMC/NJDEP requests, or administrative
changes.
The JV will assist DPMC/NJDEP in negotiating any
change order costs and time extensions. The JV will
evaluate the contractors’ proposed costs and make
a formal recommendation to DPMC regarding the
acceptance of any proposals for a change order. The JV
will prepare and distribute change order reports on a
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monthly basis throughout the construction phase of the
project. This report will provide information pertaining
to proposed and executed change orders and their
effect on the contract price and master project schedule
as of the date of the report.

3.12 Claims Analysis and Management
Dispute and claims management is a critical element
of the team's management approach. The goal is to
minimize both. The JV will minimize the likelihood
of disputes by vigorously implementing procedures
and practices born of its significant claims resolution
practice. These procedures include document review
to eliminate ambiguity, constructability review
during design, establishment of proper controls,
accurate documentation, and fair and reasonable field
administration for the project. Should a claim arise, the
JV will provide any assistance that may be required,
including furnishing reports with the supporting
information necessary to resolve the dispute or defend
against the claims and participating in meetings or
negotiations with the claimant or its representatives.
The JV will be given copies of all notices of claims
by contractors against DPMC/NJDEP for any alleged
cause. The JV will perform evaluation of the contents
of the claim and make recommendations to DPMC/
NJDEP. If requested by DPMC/NJDEP, the JV will
prepare estimates based on any alleged cause of
claims submitted by the contractor(s), and will prepare
alternate estimates based on varying scenarios of the
claim cause. These estimates will be transferred to
DPMC/NJDEP and will be used in claim rulings and
negotiations.
If requested by DPMC/NJDEP, the JV will analyze the
claims for extension of time and prepare an impact
evaluation report which reflects the actual impact to
the master construction schedule. The report will also
provide a narrative including a recommendation for
action to DPMC/NJDEP. If requested by DPMC/NJDEP,
the JV will negotiate claims with the contractor(s)
on behalf of DPMC/NJDEP. The will make a written
recommendation to DPMC/NJDEP concerning
settlement or other appropriate action.

3.13 Progress Photographs

The JV is required to take photographs showing in
detail the initial condition of the work site, the monthly
progress of the work, and any unusual or special
conditions which may develop throughout the duration
of the contract. DPMC/NJDEP will specify the quality,
type and descriptive information to be provided with
each photograph. The project management web-site
will provide the means for team collaboration, document
control and records archives, including photographs.
The JV regularly contracts with capable subcontractors
to provide progress photographs for projects. An
example is Multivista, which has indicated its readiness
to work with the JV, as assigned, on any of the DPMC/
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NJDEP’s projects. The firm has a proprietary approach
- the Multivista Exact-Built® documentation system
- that creates a comprehensive record of an entire
construction project, indexed by time and location,
and hosted on a secure, online server. The proprietary
software makes a project’s construction drawings
interactive, allowing the entire team instant access to
thousands of inspection-grade, digital photographs of
construction project(s) from groundbreaking through to
completion. The content is available 24/7 via browser
or free mobile app to allow users annotate, share,
collaborate to save time and money reduce risk.
Multivista will provide progression photos, which
broadly track all aspects of construction through time
from pre-determined vantage-points. In addition,
the firm’s Exact-Built® Shoots provide “Visual AsBuilts” that are performed at critical milestones during
construction. Overlapping photos of milestones (preslab, underground utilities, mechanical/electrical/
plumbing rough-ins) offer a higher concentration of
photos and perspectives. The JV recognizes the value
of these various kinds of progress photographs and is
prepared to provide them to the DPMC/NJDEP projects
to assure transparency and documentation.

3.14 Environmental Health and
Safety

The JV will also implement a zero incident approach
to EH&S. The team's comprehensive EH&S program
is of critical importance to the assignments under this
contract. The team is structured and staffed such that
one site EH&S officer, at a minimum, will be present onsite when construction is taking place. This philosophy
is aligned with the team’s zero incident approach,
which yields impressive safety results. The JV will use
lessons learned and best practices from DPMC/NJDEP
projects in a continuous commitment to improving
safety standards. The contractors and construction
management team’s safety performance will be
monitored dailyPAGE
by 1the EH&S team. Activities the team
will conduct or monitor include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project site orientation and training and set-up of
site safety committees
Meeting with building trades and regulatory
agencies
Review of contractor EH&S programs and HASP(s)
Subcontractor pre-mobilization meetings
Risk mitigation planning and look-ahead schedules
Daily site inspections
Incident management and root cause analysis
Environmental compliance
Reporting

The JV will ascertain the logistics of material deliveries
to specific locations before construction begins; truck
and equipment loading for material removal and
deliveries must be analyzed, reviewed, understood,
discussed and made clear to all involved. The team will
make sure this is done through open communications,
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job site meetings as well as informal partnering. Also,
the contractors will need to provide the means to safely
deliver personnel and materials to project site on a
daily basis. This will require familiarity on the part of the
contractor with acceptable and dedicated truck routes,
as well as coordination with other construction projects
that may run concurrently.
The JV will also ensure that maintenance and protection
of traffic (MPT) schemes are implemented to minimize
traffic impacts. The JV will help coordinate lane closures
and MPT, as required, with both DPMC/ NJDEP
personnel and area police to effectively establish
safe lane closures and work zones. The team will
make sure that the contractor provides a site-specific
safety plan for construction, that it is approved, and
that it is implemented. Team members will attend the
contractor’s weekly safety toolbox meetings and have
the team's own tailgate safety meetings; review the
designed MPT plans and compare them with existing
field conditions; and will look for tight clearances
and other detour concerns that could lead to traffic
interference with construction operations.

3.15 Quality Assurance/Quality
Control

The team recognizes the importance of quality
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) for managing
construction management task orders on a large
program. Louis Berger-Hill JV will establish and
administer a quality assurance plan and quality control
procedures to ensure quality construction. The plan
will assign responsibilities to various team members
to monitor the quality of material and workmanship
through surveillance and auditing of the contractor’s
construction operations. The team will ensure that the
plan conforms to contract requirements, and will submit
to the NJDPMC/NJDEP for approval. The plan will
include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Assignment of experienced and knowledgeable
personnel
Performance of field testing not included in
contractor’s scope of work
Maintenance of all quality related documents,
including test reports, material certifications, etc.
Tracking system for prompt identification and
reporting of nonconforming work
Documentation of nonconforming work,
determination of corrective action necessary and
follow-up.

The quality manual will be part of the procedures
manual and will contain policy statements related to
the requirements needed to satisfy each of the quality
elements identified below:
•
•
•

Management responsibility
Documented quality management system
Design control
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Document control
Purchasing
Product identification and traceability
Process control
Inspection and testing
Inspection, measuring, and test equipment
Inspection and test status
Nonconformance
Corrective action
Quality records
Quality audits
Training

In an effort to deliver the highest level of quality
construction management services, the JV will utilize
a defined Quality Control Management Program
(QCMP), including audit procedures that have been
implemented, tested, and proven effective on a large
and diverse portfolio of projects. These procedures
are included in the quality assurance plan, a critical
component of the PMP. The purpose of this program
is to provide in-depth assessment of the quality of
services provided by the JV for project and document
control, and project record keeping. The specific
objectives of the team's QCMP include: developing
site specific quality management plans; complying with
site specific quality management plans; documenting
and tracking non-conformance reports and corrective
actions; identifying deficient areas of services and
providing immediate solutions; identifying training
requirements and providing direct feedback to the JVs
senior management.
The team’s highest priority is to ensure that the
contractors deliver quality construction projects to
the DPMC/NJDEP. The JV relies heavily on the team’s
experienced and qualified field staff to make this
possible. QC in construction involves complying with
rigorous standards for materials and workmanship.
PAGEto
1 the specifications is vital. Quality
Strict compliance
requirements must be clear and verifiable, so that all
parties in the project can understand the requirements.
To meet the quality assurance/quality control (QA/
QC) requirements, the team's field personnel will be
thoroughly familiar with the provisions of the contract
documents for each construction contract, including
drawings, specifications, as well as all revisions, changes
and amendments. The policy of the team's QA/QC
program is that all work will be completed per plans
and specifications the first time, eliminating the need
for costly rework. JV field personnel will continuously
inspect all work for quality, and will also take a proactive
approach, conducting planning meetings to address any
quality risk items and installations.

3.16 Submittal Management

The JV will implement a submittal approval process that
produces efficient handling of submittals, transparent
tracking of submittal status, and ad hoc meetings
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to expedite any submittals that are lagging due to
technical or other issues. This process will start with a
master list and schedule for all submittals, including
logical ties to the project schedule and notations for any
special considerations.
The JV will maintain a log of submittals, and this log will
remain an agenda item on regular progress meetings
throughout the duration of the project. Specific
attention will be paid to submittals that remain open for
more than two weeks (the anticipated progress meeting
interval), and those which have multiple submittal
iterations without approval. Key submittals that could
impact the project progress will be identified at the
project kick-off meeting and included in the schedule
from the beginning of the project. These submittals
could include those which involve long lead-time items,
those which impact critical path activities, and those
which historically endure multiple submittal iterations,
such as steel shop drawings.

3.17 Requests for Information

The request for information (RFI) process is central to
the management of every project, but also one that can
become problematic. If this process is managed well,
it is a valuable mechanism to facilitate the exchange
of technical information and to document that critical
communication. If it is not well defined and managed
from the outset of a project, however, this process can
both operate inefficiently and become a mechanism for
conflict.
The JV will include an RFI process in the project
management plan and will also ensure that this RFI
process is reflected in the contract documents.
Throughout construction, the JV will actively manage
the process to ensure its use as a valuable project
management mechanism.
The JV will ensure that RFIs are efficiently transferred
to the appropriate parties, identifying the right
consultant for receipt of the question, and immediately
communicating the responses to the contractor once
they are available. In addition to its coordination role in
this process, the JV will contribute to the RFI responses.
The diversity and depth of this team’s experience will
add value to this process by offering potential solutions
to RFI-driven issues, based on the team's national and
global experience.
Recognizing that efficient dissemination of both the
questions and the answers associated with the RFI
process is critical, this team has automated this process,
creating immediate communication protocols, as well as
a detailed RFI record that can be easily formatted into
an RFI log. This log will be reviewed at every progress
meeting and will also be managed actively in between
each meeting to ensure that required information is
being transmitted to the project site in support of
continued project progress.
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Client Accolades: Louis Berger
“Cost Control: The Louis Berger Group was better
than virtually any other contractor I ever came
across”
Robert Barnes, USAID
Contractor Performance Assessment Report (CPAR)

3.18 Payment Applications

Establishing an efficient process for reviewing, revising,
and processing payment applications is necessary
to support a beneficial cash flow for construction
projects while minimizing administrative burdens on
the DPMC/NJDEP and the rest of the project team.
Once the schedule of values is submitted at the preconstruction meeting (a requirement that will be
included in the contract terms), the JV will review jointly
with the architect/engineer(A/E), collectively resolve
any concerns with the contractor, and ultimately make
a recommendation of approval to DPMC/ NJDEP. The
outcome of this process will be a schedule of values
that is a fair representation of the actual distribution of
costs for the project, with sufficient detail to reasonably
assess completion status and appropriate payments on
every line item through construction.
In order to streamline the payment application process
and minimize administrative burdens, the JV will
convene a brief meeting near the end of every month
to review the contractor’s pencil copy jointly with the
A/E. Upon resolution of any discrepancies, the JV will
forward an advance copy of the completed pencil copy
to the DMPC/NJDEP for information, and the contractor
will assemble its payment application. Once the final
application is submitted with all required waivers and
releases, the JV will sign and obtain a signature from the
PAGE 1
A/E before forwarding
to DPMC/NJDEP.

3.19 Funding Management

As an extension of the financial management planning
conducted in the early program stages, the JV will
ensure that all schedules of value are organized in such
a way as to facilitate alignment of contract payment
items with funding sources. With the benefit of a preestablished structure to facilitate the management of
fund-source coding, the team will be better prepared
to assist DPMC/NJDEP in preparing requisitions for
drawdown of funds provided through multiple sources
in a way that is easily managed and documented.

3.20 Change Management

The JV will work with the DPMC/NJDEP during the
pre-construction phase to define the framework for
change management. This framework will be included
in the project management plan as well as the bid
specifications.
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Key elements of this framework will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notice requirements
Requirements for “authorization”
Procedures for field changes
Procedures for cost proposal submission, review,
and approval
Requirements for establishment of time impact
Procedures for DPMC/NJDEP to direct work in
parallel with change order negotiation, when
feasible

The JV has consistently managed the change order
process for major programs and will recommend
procedures and requirements that protect DPMC/
NJDEPs interests and support continuous project
progress.
During the course of construction, the JV will
actively manage the change process, immediately
communicating potential change issues to DPMC/
NJDEP and providing regular updates as they evolve.
Upon identification of a change issue, the JV will quickly
convene a collaborative meeting among key parties
to the change, including the contractor, architect/
engineer, key subcontractors, other consultants, and
DPMC/NJDEP, as necessary. This meeting will focus on
scoping the most cost-effective solution to the change
issue, establishing time frames for each step in the
change management process, and providing the team
with an initial order-of-magnitude understanding of
the change costs. The attendees at this meeting will
also explore opportunities to offset costs in an effort
to mitigate the cost impact of the change order. This
approach provides immediate definition to the change,
supports collaborative efforts to solve change issues,
maintains control over the cost of project changes, and
communicates a clear understanding of the issue and
solution to all stakeholders very early in the change
process.
The JV will maintain a change order log, tracking all
open issues from potential change through closure. In
order to provide DPMC/NJDEP with full visibility on any
budget exposure, the JV will factor open changes into
the overall project budget status in its periodic reports.
This assessment will begin with the actual contract
value, including any processed change orders, and will
also provide a risk-based analysis on open and potential
changes to create a projected contract value.
This approach supports early identification of
potential issues and ensures that the DPMC/ NJDEP
is always informed of potential risks to the project
budget. Unresolved change issues can create a drag
on a project; however, the JV team has exhibited
positive leadership in this area on past projects,
actively engaging the contractor and project team
in negotiations, and pushing towards a successful
resolution that is acceptable to all parties and beneficial
to the project.
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3.21 Cost Estimating

The JV will provide cost estimating services throughout
the project life cycle, including the provision of
independent cost estimates as part of the change order
process. The team’s expert cost estimating services
are provided by individuals who have diverse field
experience and technical capabilities. These estimators
apply their field-based knowledge to analyze the
actual requirements to complete the scoped work
and incorporate these reality-based factors into the
cost estimate. The team’s cost estimators – drawing
on extensive field experience and reality-based cost
factors – add credibility to the cost estimating process,
providing greater reliability for DPMC/NJDEP.

3.22 Schedule Management

Project control, including schedule management, is
among the core strengths of the team. The JV includes
professional full-time project schedulers. In addition,
all members of the JV management team are skilled
schedulers, as constant awareness of the project
schedule is a core component of the team’s project
approach. The team’s schedule management approach
carefully defines the requirements of the schedule itself
as well as a procedure for monthly update, submission,
review and revision.
The JV will apply its CPM scheduling expertise and its
understanding of DPMC/NJDEP operations to insert key
milestones into the master schedule to ensure that the
contractor’s plan for executing the work considers these
factors and avoids impacts to operations. On no less
than a monthly basis,the JV will not only review schedule
submissions and make recommendations to the DPMC/
NJDEP, but will also focus on opportunities to mitigate
delays in the case of change or other unforeseen
impacts. Requirements for involvement in the delay
mitigation review process will be incorporated into the
contract documents during the pre-construction phase,
and the JV will facilitate these reviews pro actively,
PAGE 1
identifying all opportunities
within the project schedule
to eliminate delays and maintain the contractor’s
schedule.

3.23 Meeting Management

Beginning with the initial kick-off meeting, the JV
will conduct biweekly project meetings involving the
entire team, as required. The JV will develop agendas
for these meetings, and will record and distribute
meeting minutes within 24 hours of these meetings.
The minutes produced by the JV will include a record
of all proceedings, definition of agreed-upon actions,
individual assignment of responsibility, and due dates to
create a level of accountability that will support forward
progress and overall project success.
In addition to regular progress meetings, the JV will
convene ad hoc meetings as needed to address major
project issues. Possible meeting topics include change
order scoping, negotiations, schedule review, preinstallation meetings for critical project activities, and
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safety review meetings. As with the regular progress
meetings, the JV will produce action-oriented minutes
for these meetings and create follow-up protocols as
necessary to support project delivery.

3.24 Independent Testing
Requirements

The JV will include the identification of independent
testing requirements in the process of developing
the PMP during the pre-construction phase. These
requirements will also be included in the general
construction contract documents. While the JV
includes a number of individuals with special inspection
certifications, most circumstances will warrant a
fully independent testing contractor. Based on the
independent testing requirements, the JV will apply its
independent testing qualifications to support DPMC/
NJDEP in developing a scope of work and procuring
these services through a third-party vendor. During
construction, the JV will coordinate these services
on behalf of the DPMC/NJDEP, scheduling on-site
presence based on the contractor schedule, receiving
the results of independent testing, and recommending
action to DPMC/NJDEP based on success (authorization
to proceed) or failure (development of remedial action
alternatives).

3.25 Project Documentation
DOCUMENT LOGS, PERIODIC REPORTS,
AND FILE MANAGEMENT

The JVs project management team will document
DPMC/NJDEP projects in a way that will accurately
track job site activities on a daily basis, support reliable
periodic reporting, offer up-to-date logs, and create a
final project record which is complete, organized, and
ready to be archived for future reference as needed. The
JV will structure its document management system and
procedures on the same principles that it has utilized
on major construction programs, including the PANYNJ
WTC Re-Development Project. Whether electronic or
paper, the team’s catalogued filing system will support
prompt document access during construction and ease
of archiving and tracking after closeout.

FIELD PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The JV will provide a full-time field project and
construction management team to oversee and
coordinate all aspects of DPMC/NJDEP projects from
designated site locations. This on-site project team will
be responsible for all services described here and as
requested by DPMC/NJDEP, and will coordinate any
off-site technical support required for each project. This
team will be involved in all aspects of construction in
the field, reviewing work as completed and ensuring
compliance with the contract documents and the
attainment of all quality requirements. The JV will
manage DPMC/NJDEP projects out of its main offices
in New Jersey and/or New York. These office locations
will provide the JV with the flexibility to support smaller
projects for which a full-time field presence is not
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desired, based on cost-efficiency, and also to manage
projects with inconsistent periods of performance.
Given this local presence, the JV team will be able to
mobilize and demobilize as needed, while remaining
immediately available to DPMC/NJDEP leadership at
any time. In any event, the JV believes that effective
project and construction management must reside at
the construction site and must be performed by a team
that is readily accessible to DPMC/NJDEP. The JV is
committed to that personal, face-to-face relationship
with DPMC/NJDEP, and will foster that relationship by
delivering project success in the field.

MAINTENANCE OF AS-BUILT RECORDS

The JV will assist DPMC/NJDEP in defining the as-built
records that it would like to maintain up on completion
of the project, and will then include those requirements
both in the project management plan and the contract
documents. Regardless of format – including BIM,
reproducibles, hard-copy red-line drawings, CAD, PDF –
the JV will also include a requirement for periodic review
of the as-built documents throughout construction to
ensure that actual installation data is being maintained
in real-time. This review will enhance the accuracy of the
data ultimately provided by the contractor, and will also
streamline the final submission and review process at
close out.

ACCEPTANCE INSPECTIONS,
SUSBSTANTIAL COMPLETION, AND
BENEFICIAL OCCUPANCY

The JV will work with the whole project team in the
pre-construction phase to make sure that the term
“substantial completion” – as well as the sequence of
events and approvals required to obtain each – is well
defined in the construction contract. Coordination of
the process through which substantial completion is
obtained will begin well before project completion.
As the contractor nears completion of individual
areas of the project,
the JV will conduct “prePAGE 1
acceptance” inspections with the project team. The
purposes of these pre-acceptance inspections will
be to achieve early identification of deficiencies and
establish a re-work list. Upon the completion of the
project, the contractor will request a substantial
completion inspection, and the JV will lead the team in
reviewing the project for compliance with the project
requirements and suitability for turnover.
The JV will document the punch-list arising from this
final inspection and will manage its completion. At the
discretion of DPMC/NJDEP, substantial completion may
be declared and beneficial occupancy taken prior to
full completion of the punch-list. In anticipation of the
need to utilize completed areas, the JV will facilitate the
contractor’s attainment of a certificate of occupancy,
when applicable, interacting with the building
department and applying the team’s knowledge of code
requirements to ensure that regulatory obstacles do not
impede DPMC/NJDEP ability to occupy and utilize new
facilities.
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3.26 Project Closeout

The management of the closeout and post-construction
phase begins at the very outset of the JVs engagement,
and includes establishing standards, defining
requirements, designing workflows, and understanding
the optimal means by which to transition this new facility
and its systems into DPMC/NJDEP existing facility
management operations. The outcome of this earlystage planning process is memorialized in the project
management plan and incorporated into the project
specifications such that DPMC/NJDEP expectations
regarding turnover are properly procured through the
general construction contract.

AS-BUILT DRAWINGS

Through its early interaction with DPMC/NJDEP, the JV
will have defined the detailed requirements for these
drawings (reproducible, electronic, hard copy, CADgenerated, BIM file or other formats) in the project
management plan, and included them in the contract
requirements, thus eliminating any confusion over
DPMC/NJDEP expectations. By incorporating regular
as-built drawing review into the monthly construction
management process throughout the duration of the
project, the JV will improve the reliability of these
drawings and facilitate a prompt turnover of these
documents upon project completion.

SYSTEM TRAINING

To the maximum extent possible, the design of each
project will reflect the DPMC/NJDEP design standards,
and therefore all maintenance requirements will be
familiar to the facilities management staff. Recognizing
that there are often a small number of systems and
building elements which are unique, the JV will identify
those elements in the design stages and establish
appropriate system training requirements for inclusion
into the project specifications.
The requirements will often require videotaped training,
provided in a format that can be stored electronically
and utilized as needed. Included in the training
requirements will be a definition of the operation and
maintenance manual deliverables, including format
and quantity. The provision of these documents will
be handled as a project submittal to ensure proper
documentation in the submittal logs, and will also be
defined as a precursor to substantial completion.
The JV will receive these manuals, will facilitate their
review, and will work with DPMC/NJDEP to transfer
the final versions to the management offices once
approved. Even when systems do comport with
the design standards, a thorough walkthrough will
be conducted to ensure familiarity with the layout,
individual details, maintenance access points, controls,
emergency procedures, and other building system
features. Requirements for manufacturer representation
at this walkthrough will be pre-defined and enforced.
This walkthrough is a required closeout milestone and
will be scheduled to enable all interested consultants to
participate.
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CONTRACT CLOSEOUT

As with all aspects of its construction management
services, the JV will “begin with the end in mind”
(Steven Covey) by defining requirements in the project
management plan, and will manage pro actively by
initiating planning meetings in advance of the need
to complete contract closeout. The JV will develop a
closeout checklist, which will be included in the PMP.
To create this checklist, the JV will begin with a
common set of administrative closeout items (releases,
warranties, attic stock, among others), and will expand
the list based on client-specific and project-specific
requirements. This checklist will be consistent with the
contract documents (and vice versa). Regular closeout
coordination meetings will be scheduled to begin well
in advance of project completion, using the checklist
to highlight requirements and beginning the closeout
process as soon as is practical. Upon completion of
all closeout activities, the JV will assist DPMC/NJDEP
in the process of cataloging and archiving the project
files, storage of samples and other documentation to be
retained.

FINAL INSPECTION

After the contractor notifies the JV that all punch list
items have been completed, the project will be ready
for final inspection. When it passes this inspection,
the project will be ready for final acceptance. Project
closeout will then be the team’s last assignment.
The JV will coordinate final testing and start-up of all
operating systems, any modifications or adjustments, or
calibration and proper installation of equipment as per
manufacturer’s recommendations.
All guarantees, warranties, operating and maintenance
manuals, as-built drawings, keys, special tools,
certificates of compliance and the like will be collected
from the contractor and handed over to DPMC/NJDEP.
The JV will ensure that the entire facility is properly
cleaned and all PAGE
contractor
tools and equipment are
1
removed from the site. Finally, the JV will recommend
final acceptance to DPMC/NJDEP and final payment to
the contractor. The team's inspection strategy is further
defined in Figure 3.5 in this section.

TRAINING, START-UP, AND OCCUPANCY
The JV will coordinate and schedule training sessions, if
necessary, for DPMC/NJDEP personnel, and will require
that the contractor’s obligation in providing this training
is fulfilled. With DPMC/NJDEP maintenance personnel,
the JV will observe the contractors’ proper installation
of utilities, operational systems and equipment for
readiness and assist in their initial start- up and testing
for the project. The JV will coordinate and assist DPMC/
NJDEP in the move- in for the project.

GUARANTEES AND WARRANTEES

The contractor will be required to obtain all
manufacturers' warranties and guarantees of all
equipment and materials required by the contract in
the names of DPMC/NJDEP and the contracting party.
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The JV will also require the contractor to deliver all
guarantees and warrantees to DPMC/NJDEP. Where
additional guarantees and warranties are required, they
will be set forth in the Special Conditions portion of the
contract.

O&M MANUALS

Contractors are required to furnish O&M manuals
that conform to the requirements of the specifications
for equipment and electrical or mechanical systems
installed at the work site at intervals specified in the
contract documents. The JV will obtain all written
material, such as O&M manuals, warranties, affidavits,
releases, bonds, waivers and guarantees for all
equipment installed in the project. All such materials,
including equipment instruction material, keys, and
documents will be reviewed and delivered to the
appropriate DPMC/NJDEP personnel.

SETTLEMENT

When the JV considers a contractor’s work or a
designated portion thereof complete, the JV will
prepare for a list of incomplete or unsatisfactory items
(“punch list”) and a schedule for their completion. The
JV will conduct inspections and will coordinate the
correction and completion of the work. The JV will
determine when the project, or a designated portion
thereof, is complete. The JV will prepare a summary of
the status of the work of each contractor, listing changes
in the previously issued punch list and recommending
the times within which contractors will complete the
uncompleted items on the punch list.
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percentage completion of each major item of work,
which will indicate the JVs assessment of whether the
project is substantially complete or not.
During this inspection, the will jointly develop a punch
list that indicates what work remains to be done and
what repairs to defective workmanship are necessary
for final inspection and acceptance. Throughout the
construction phase, as-built drawings will be developed
by the contractor, with all revisions and modifications
recorded and documented on the drawings. A set of
As-Builts will be submitted to the JV, which the JV will
review for verification and accuracy.

ACCEPTANCE TESTING

The JV will monitor the acceptance testing carried out
by the construction team to ensure a smooth transition
from construction to occupancy and use of the newly
constructed facilities. Before final recommendation
to accept and close-out the project, and before final
payment to the construction team, the JV will oversee
the review all acceptance testing reporting. Should
building or equipment defects become evident
during the guarantee period, the JV will be available,
as requested by DPMC/NJDEP, to investigate and
recommend appropriate action.

SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION/BENEFICIAL
OCCUPANCY
At the appropriate time, the contractor will issue
a letter to the JV for substantial completion of the
project. The JV will then schedule a meeting at the
site with the contractor and DPMC/NJDEP to inspect
the construction. Substantial completion means that
the project has reached a point where it can provide
beneficial use or occupancy for the owner. The JV will
submit a written report that discusses the status and
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Louis Berger-Hill JV Team's Proactive Acceptance Inspection Strategy

Figure 3.5. Inspection Strategy | The JVs established inspection strategy reduces risk throughout projects to avoud delays.
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SECTION 4 - SCHEDULING

4.1 Master Program Schedule
The Louis Berger-Hill JV (herein called the JV and/ or
the team in this section) understands that the New
Jersey Division of Property Management & Construction
(DPMC)/New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (NJDEP) will strive for an aggressive and
ambitious schedule for the projects within the New
Meadowlands and Hudson River Region to meet the
draft EIS date of May 2017. The JV team is fully prepared
to integrate the various projects into one functional
master schedule and to integrate it into a project control
system. The team will work efficiently with NJDPMC/
NJDEP to evaluate and develop a project control
system that utilizes best practices, lessons learned and
proven technology to best fit the needs of the Rebuild
by Design (RBD) program projects. The team believes
that the scheduling component of the overall system
is the backbone for the program and will be the tool
that allows the team to drive the RBD projects to a
successful completion.
The team will review the schedules that have already
been developed by DPMC/NJDEP and others and
quickly enhance them appropriately for overall
system integration. The team’s approach will be in full
coordination with DPMC/NJDEP, so that a consensus
is reached with all parties involved for the tools,
methodology, reporting requirements and other factors.
The team will use the schedule for:
•

•

•

•

Improving Efficiency - by coordinating activity
on the project site to verify that the proper work
sequence is observed, while maximizing the
activities being accomplished in all available areas.
Logistics Planning - by assigning both manpower
and material values to all scheduled activities, the
team will forecast manpower loading levels, material
storage and staging area requirements throughout
the duration of the project and establish an
appropriate plan to manage the workforce on the
project site.
Financial Planning - by assigning budgeted cost
values to the individual schedule activities, the
team forecasts the anticipated value of the project
across the duration of the program. This “cash
flow” projection will be used to plan anticipated
expenditures; moreover, by evaluation of the overall
project requirements, certain components of the
work may be deferrable until later in the project,
without impact on the overall completion schedule.
Progress Monitoring and Contingency Plan - by
continuous monitoring of the actual progress of
the project against the planned schedule, variances
are identified early when corrective action can
be implemented. Where especially aggressive
approaches are planned in the project schedule,
back-up or contingency plans and schedules will

be prepared for implementation, if required. The
schedule will be developed as an all-inclusive
document which addresses the activities of all the
members and participants involved in the program.
It is not solely a construction schedule but rather an
integrated network of responsibilities and actions
required to fully achieve the program requirements
through all phases.
Adjustments will be made according to realistic
conditions and flexibility derived from several different
approaches to the project. For example, a fast-track
approach may be selected so that construction will start
prior to completion of the design. Those contracting
strategies which best suit each project’s objectives will
be selected in order to fit within the previously agreed
overall time parameters. Construction sequencing and
phasing will also be selected to meet the previously
established goals. All other decision milestones,
including turnaround times, procurement requirements
and submittals/approvals, will also be integrated
into the master schedule with proper responsibility
assignment and protocol.
Critical project milestones including feasibility study, EIS
completion and public comment period, design phases,
Bidding, and critical notices to agency stakeholders
such as FEMA and HUD will be identified in the project
schedule. A construction start date, completion dates
and commissioning dates will all be established, as well
as the construction duration required to achieve those
dates. These schedules will be developed by the team
in coordination with all relevant stakeholders. Once
a construction contractor is selected to perform the
construction phase of each individual project, that entity
will be responsible for development of a project-specific
PAGE 1
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(CPM) schedule.
When all members of the team have agreed to the
schedule and have committed their resources to
achieving the objectives of the schedule, it will be
published as the baseline, or “Target Schedule”. It will
then become the control against which performance
is measured. Reviews will be conducted monthly, or
earlier as deemed necessary, to ascertain progress of
the project against the baseline. The process will be
performed with a focus on the critical path of each
project and the overall program. By analyzing the critical
path, the team will be able to make recommendations
to shorten overall schedule duration and determine the
most efficient construction time. By resource loading
the schedule, the team will be able to determine precise
manpower requirements during all construction periods.
Through cost loading the schedule, a project cash
flow analysis will be developed which will be used for
planning cash requirements and disbursements.
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Corrective action for any schedule deviation will
this way, control of the project is implemented from
start to finish. Careful attention to the schedule and
early corrective action becomes the basis of a time
management plan. All schedule review findings, whatif analyses and recommendations will be developed
by the team in collaboration with DPMC/NJDEP and
other parties for the efficient time management of the
program in the best interest of DPMC/NJDEP.
The development of the project schedule will be a
dynamic process initially defining the major objectives
of the project. As the individual objectives or milestones
become more exactly defined, development of detailed
schedules encompassing the finite tasks of the design,
procurement and construction effort will evolve,
and be related in a logic format, with established
interdependencies and relationships. Phasing of
construction activities will be driven by priority
milestones established from the goals and objectives
derived during the planning phase. The team will
provide dynamic interactive leadership by establishing
milestones and developing momentum and a sense
of accomplishment when those milestones are met.
Once the relationships and durations of the multitude
of project activities are scheduled, the requirements
for the performance of individual tasks will be defined
so that they can be monitored. Project management
milestones include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning
Financial deadlines
Value engineering
Early procurement of specialty materials and
equipment
Completion of construction documents to enable
bidding and award of trade contracts
Bidding and award of trade contracts
Construction administration
Shop drawing and fabrication duration

•
•

Approvals of client and applicable agencies
Certificate of occupancy

The project schedule will generate a purchasing
plan indicating the long lead material or equipment
items that must be ordered early and/or the critical
subcontracts that should be awarded during the design
phase. The team will review the possible options
available to meet the required schedule dates. The
schedule development and management process will
be effectively managed by the team in cooperation with
DPMC/NJDEP, so that all participants are fully informed
about current schedule issues. The reporting process
will be developed to meet the needs of DPMC/ NJDEP
and will be managed by the team for proactive response
to trending, schedule impacts and changes to plan.

4.2 Schedule Management

Schedule management and control begins when the
project schedule is first baselined. The initial baseline
memorializes the project’s scope and any proposed
change to that scope will drive a schedule change
management process. Schedule control addresses
anticipating or correcting schedule variance. To do
this, control tools and techniques are used to detect
and forecast deviations from the baseline. As actual
completion dates are monitored against the baseline,
control tools and techniques are applied when to
anticipate, avoid, and mitigate time loss as well take
advantage of extra time due to early completions.
Schedule control processes serve to minimize schedule
changes and control techniques will reveal the status
of the schedule and suggest corrective action to bring
the project back on schedule. A technique such as
the Critical Path Method calculates theoretical early
start and early finish dates by performing forward and
backward pass analysis through the network version of
the schedule, enabling the project scheduler to assess
schedule risk.
PAGE
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SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES TABLE
Technique

Definition

Performance Reviews

Performance reviews measure, compare, and analyze schedule performance such as
actual start and finish dates, percent complete, and remaining duration for the work in
progress.

Scenario Analysis

Scenario analysis allows decision makers to explore the implications of several alternative
future states, thereby avoiding the danger of single-point forecasts.

Forward-Pass Analysis

Forward-pass analysis permits calculation of early start dates and early finish dates for
uncompleted portions of all activities; this is determined by working forward through the
network logic from the project’s end date.

Backward-Pass
Analysis

Backward-pass analysis permits calculation of late finish dates and late start dates for
uncompleted portions of all activities; this is determined by working backward through
the network logic from the project’s begin date.
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SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES (CONT.)
Technique

Definition

Bottom-Up Estimating

Bottom-up estimating provides a cost, work, or resource estimate derived by first
estimating the project’s individual elemental tasks at the lower levels of the Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS) and then aggregating those estimates at successively higher
levels of the WBS. For cost estimates, The team typically includes indirect costs, general,
and administrative expenses, profit, and any reserves when calculating the total project
cost. This form of estimating is more accurate than making one large.

Top-down Estimating

Approximating the size (duration and cost) and risk of a project (or phase) by looking
at the project as a whole and comparing it to previously performed similar projects
Creates top-down estimating. The comparison may be made directly using “analogous
estimating,” through an algorithm, as in “parametric estimating,” or from the memory
of estimating experts. Upon establishing an overall estimate for the project, managers
sub-divide the estimate down through the levels of the WBS, for example, development
will be 50 of the total, testing will be 25 percent, etc.; then development and testing are
sub-divided into their components, and so on.

Critical Path Method

The Critical Path Method predicts project duration by analyzing the sequence of
activities that have the least amount of scheduling flexibility (i.e., float). Early dates are
calculated by a forward pass using a specified start date, and late dates are calculated by
a backward pass starting from a specified completion date.

Monte Carlo
Simulation

A technique in which the project team computes and/or quantifies the complete and
total project cost and/or project schedule a number of times through the use of input
values that have been selected at random through the careful utilization of probability
distributions or potential costs and/or potential durations.

Resource Histogram

Vertical bar chart used to show resource consumption and availability by time period;
also called a resource loading chart.

Resource Leveling

Resource leveling describes practicing a form of network analysis in which scheduling
decisions are driven by resource management issues, such as limited resource availability
or changes in resource levels. This analysis permits leveling out the peaks and valleys of
resource requirements, so that a fixed amount of resources can be used over time and
that resource allocation is maximized but not used beyond its limitations.

Variance Analysis

In variance analysis, the goal is to determine the causes of a variance, the difference
between an expected result and an actual result.

Schedule Compression

Shortening of the schedule without reducing the project scope.

Resource Crashing

Taking action to decrease the total project duration by adding resources (human and
material) to the project schedule without altering the sequence of activities.

Fast Tracking

Compressing the project schedule by overlapping activities normally performed in
sequence, such as design and build/construction.

Float and Total Float

Float: is the amount of time an activity can be delayed without delaying the early start of
any immediately succeeding activities.
Total Float: the amount of time an activity from its early start without delaying the
project end date. Total float is derived by subtracting the early start from the late start,
or the early finish from the late finish, and may change as the project progresses and as
changes are made to the project.

Adjust Leads & Lags

Lead: a modification of a logical relationship that allows an acceleration of the successor
activity; for example, when a task has a finish-to-start dependency with a 10-day lead,
the successor activity can start 10 days before the predecessor activity has finished.
Lag: is a modification of a logical relationship that directs a delay in the successor
activity; for example, when a task has a finish-to-start dependency with a 10-day lag, the
successor activity cannot start 10 days after the predecessor activity has finished.
Adjusting leads and lags is an approach used to find ways to bring project activities that
are behind schedule into alignment with the plan.
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Highlights of the Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture's Numerous
Successes in Scheduling
Hill has led some of the most complex and scheduling and controls projects in the region. For
example:
•

•

•

•

No. 7 Subway Line Extension. The JV is providing project controls services for the
7-Line extension using an earned value management system (EVMS) integrated with
Primavera resource/cost-loaded schedule software, to closely monitor the program
schedule and budget, and Constructware document controls software, to organize the
program documents. In the 50 year history of billion projects for the MTA, this project is
the first to be completed both under-budget and ahead of schedule.
MTA - NYC Transit Scheduling Service. The JV is providing on-call oversight,
monitoring and evaluations of all projects controls programs, construction
scheduling services for the MTA under the task order contract. The JV provides
program and project schedule control support services and staff augmentation
services for all phases of project design and construction. The JVs responsibilities
include schedule review and tracking for projects; assistance for the ACFO on
project controls policies and procedures and monitor and evaluate all project
controls programs and scheduling; maintain communication and support the
interchange of information between the project and other involved agencies; act as
liaison for scheduling group and project office to provide feedback and summary
information regarding the projects and program schedules and manage internal
controls.
New York Power Authority Scheduling Service. The JV was awarded a five year
contract to provide on call, task order, scheduling and estimating services to NYPA.
For the Rikers Island Chiller Plant Upgrades, the JV assisted the NYPA Engineering
Department by providing an independent review of the baseline and updated
schedule for this two year project. The schedule consisted of approximately 450
activities and 600 relationships. Our review addressed the reasonableness of the
critical and near critical paths, activity float, application of constraints, and areas
where potential delays could occur.
World Trade Center. The JV developed a tailored Integrated Master Schedule (IMS) for the program. The IMS provides
schedule information for each of the various projects going on at the World Trade Center site. These projects include
the Port Authority’s World Trade Center Transportation Hub, the new Freedom Tower, the memorial museum, the
vehicular security center and tour bus parking facility, the chiller plant, streets, utilities, parking facilities and tenant
retail. The JVs planning and scheduling responsibilities to PANYNJ on the World Trade Center Construction Program
went beyond those of the typical scheduler. One of the first things that the JVs planning and scheduling team did was
develop a detailed Activity Coding and Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Flow Diagram that categorized the program
into manageable segments for the program, construction management and construction trade teams to use, manage,
track, monitor and report on construction efforts. The JV also worked for the PANYNJ,
providing program management
PAGE 1
and technical support for the restoration of PATH train service to Lower Manhattan following 9/11. The JV played a
significant role in the successful completion of these integral projects by helping the PANYNJ to restore service as
quickly as possible—this was achieved on November 23, 2003—approximately one month ahead of schedule.

Float and free-float techniques help the scheduler
analyze where the schedule can be compressed when
the project is behind schedule. Resource histograms
and resource leveling are used to resolve resource
conflicts. Monte Carlo Simulation evaluates the strength
of the schedule in terms of its ability to accurately
forecast project completion. What-if scenarios based on
random probability reveal the likelihood of completing
the project in accordance with the schedule. Schedule
control processes serve to minimize schedule changes.
Some control techniques reveal the status of the
schedule, where others suggest corrective action to
bring the project back on schedule.

Attend Project Kick-off Meetings. For many project
team members the kick-off meeting may their first
exposure to the project. The team’s assigned schedulers
will attend project kick-off meetings to discuss the
project schedule submittal requirements. They will
explain the project approach, reviewing the project
deliverables gives the project team a clear idea of
expectations.
Having a clear list of deliverables helps the team
envision when the deliverables are due, based on the
milestone schedule that is presented. A milestone
schedule allows everyone to see clear interim project
goals. Project stakeholders can read project status
reports; they can compare the reports against the
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milestone schedule to quickly determine if the project is
in need of additional resources or guidance, when they
see unexpected deviation at the milestone level.
The team does not recommend presenting a detailed
schedule during the kickoff meeting unless it is
specifically requested. A detailed schedule invites
detailed questions that can quickly derail the meeting’s
agenda. Project kickoff meetings set expectations
across the entire project team and crack the ice that can
inhibit team communication, so that every project team
member understands the project goals, deliverables
and schedule milestones, thereby helping the project
team to be successful..
Establish Baseline Schedule. The team’s approach in
preparing the preliminary project baseline schedule
is to minimize disruptions to users and adjacent
facilities; ensure the safety of the traveling public and
construction personnel; and construct the project in
the most effective manner possible. This approach will
expedite mobility improvements and maximize the
financial and schedule value to MNR. Once agreed
upon by all project stakeholders, an initial schedule will
be developed as the baseline. This baseline becomes
the benchmark against which project performance will
be measured. In accordance with good scheduling
practices, a baseline schedule should be in place before
the execution of the project work commences.
Review Periodic CPM Updates. The primary purpose
of updating the schedule is to report on and evaluate
the current status of the work, based on progress to
date, and to forecast a realistic project completion
date given that progress. The team’s schedulers will be
responsible for updating the detailed design activities
on a monthly basis to facilitate progress payments.
However, at the submission of each deliverable, the
entire schedule will be updated to evaluate the effects
of changes/improvements in the design. Monthly
progress meetings will be held on dates mutually
agreed to by the project manager and/or contracting
officer, the team’s schedulers will update on a monthly
basis the project schedule, including actual start and
finish dates, and actual percent complete of each
activity in progress.
All schedule data required will be accurately filled in and
completed prior to the monthly progress meeting. The
update should be prepared at least three work days in
advance of the progress meeting. Job progress will be
reviewed to verify: percent complete of each activity;
actual start and/or finish dates for updated/completed
activities/events; remaining duration, required to
complete each activity/ even started, or scheduled to
start, but not completed; logic, time and cost data for
change orders, and supplemental agreements that are
to be incorporated into the CPM schedule; percentage
for completed and partially completed activities/events;
logic and duration revisions to keep the schedule
current; activity/event duration and percent complete
shall be updated independently.
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For each update submission, the team recommend they
be accompanied with the following reports: detailed
design schedule, including critical path (longest path);
cost earned report as basis for the invoice; 60 day lookahead hot list report and an updated schedule narrative
that explains all the changes performed to the schedule.
Run Claim Digger Reports. Claim Digger compares
two schedules to one another, to provide a detailed
listing of the changes between two schedules and
there are two classifications of data to compare: project
level and activity level. The team’s schedulers use claim
digger for providing detailed information about the
changes between the schedules by paying particular
attention to:
•

•

•

•

•

Changes in relationship types, particularly changes
from finish-to-start (FS) to start-to-start (SS)
relationships. This can indicate that a contractor is
trying to reduce the overall predicted duration of
the schedule by crashing the schedule.
Changes in duration for future activities, particularly
for activities which are on the critical or near critical
path as this can indicate that a contractor is trying
to reduce the overall predicted duration of the
schedule by crashing the durations.
Changes in activity names can change the
perception of the scope of work contained by an
activity. Without associated changes in duration
or resources, it is possible that the newly named
activity no longer presents a reasonable duration for
execution of the new scope of work.
Added activities, particularly activities which
represent alleged delays; representation of delays in
an updated schedule is not appropriate until a timeimpact-analysis has been submitted and accepted.
Added constraints, particularly when they appear to
pin the start of activities in the future, as activities
should be driven by the logic of the schedule, not
constraints.
PAGE
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Any changes to the schedule should be discussed
in detail in the contractor’s written narrative. In the
narrative, the contractor describes any changes to the
intended means and methods and how those changes
relate to the revisions to the schedule. If any changes in
the schedule are not explicitly described in the written
narrative, the contractor must be compelled to explain
those changes.
Perform Earned Value Analysis (EVA) and Prepare
Earned Value Reports. EVA is a standard method of
measuring a project's progress at any given point in
time, forecasting its completion date and final cost,
and analyzing variances in the schedule and budget as
a project proceeds. It compares the planned amount
of work with what has actually been completed, to
determine if the cost, schedule, and work accomplished
are progressing in accordance with the plan. As work
is completed, it is considered "earned." EVA is a
snapshot in time, which can be used as a management
tool as an early warning system to detect deficient or
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endangered progress. It provides an objective measure
of accomplishments, and an early and accurate picture
of the contract status. It can be as simple as tracking
an elemental cost estimate breakdown as a design
progresses from concept through to 100 percent
construction documents, or it can be calculated and
tracked using a series of mathematical formulae. In
either case, it provides a basis for course correction.
Perform Delay Analysis. Delay analysis techniques
can be classified into three separate categories: the
foresight method, the hindsight method, and the
contemporaneous method. The differences between
these delay analysis techniques involve the baseline
schedule used for measuring the delay, the point in time
when the delay is measured, and the treatment, if any,
of concurrent delay.
The Foresight Method. Commonly thought of as the
simplest and easiest, the Foresight Method generally
employs two approaches: Impacted As-Planned, where
only the owner-caused delays are identified, and
Adjusted As-Planned, where only contractor-caused
delays are identified. In both approaches, the alleged
delays are reviewed to determine where and how the
revisions should be incorporated into the as-planned
or baseline schedule. The result of these implanted
activities is an adjusted project completion date,
which demonstrates, either directly or indirectly, the
owner’s impact on the contractor’s planned schedule
of performance. The Foresight Method is not generally
favored by courts and boards, because it ignores the
as-built history of the project; it produces theoretical
results; it does not measure the effect of delay on
actual performance; and it assumes that the as-planned
schedule does not change.
The Hindsight Method. This method centers on an
as-built schedule — a schedule depicting the dates that
events actually occurred. Delaying events are normally
depicted as distinct activities on the as-built schedule,
which are invariably tied to the critical path. Typically,
under this method, there are two approaches: As-Built
Critical Path, which allocates time by determining the
responsibility for the delays on the so-called critical path
of the project, and Collapsed As-Built, which removes
delays caused by one party to determine when the work
would have been completed, if not for the delays of the
other party. The Hindsight Method has a number of
disadvantages that include difficulty determining which
work activities or delay events controlled the pace of
the work; not considering what was critical at the time
a delay occurred; not considering float through various
paths at different periods of time; not accounting for
concurrent delay; and not attempting to determine the
individual impact of each delay.
The Contemporaneous Method. This method hinges
on the principle that in order to determine the impact
of delaying events, the status of the project must
be established at the time those events occurred. In
essence, the schedule needs, first, to be updated at
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the time of the delay and, second, to be updated to
incorporate any planning changes to coincide with the
contractor’s plan for pursuing the work. The goal of
this method is to develop a freeze-frame picture of the
project — identifying the delaying event, the impact of
the delay, and the plan to complete the remaining work
at the time the delay occurred.
Two approaches are commonly used as part of this
method: time impact analysis, which looks at a particular
point in time and utilizes a series of chronological time
slices to evaluate major scheduling variations that
occurred during the project, and window analysis,
which examines the critical path between two points
in time and assesses the delay as it occurs. Courts
and boards hold that contemporaneous schedule
updates should be considered in evaluating delay.
The contemporaneous method is favored because it
provides a baseline for measuring delay; the status of
the project at the time a delay occurs; the impact of
delaying events on remaining work; and insight into
float, changes to critical path, and revisions to the plan
to complete.
Schedule Change Management. The team’s scheduling
professionals are familiar with all aspects of the change
order process, from the initiation of the change to its
preparation, review, and evaluation to determine and
quantify changes with respect to scope, price and time.
The team’s schedulers can help sift through the project
documentation to evaluate and establish the root cause
of either the "directed" or "constructive" change, as
well as determine the applicable direct and indirect
cost associated with the change. When a change to
the project includes a time component, the team can
assist in evaluating the change's impact to the project
schedule and calculating the costs associated with
delaying project completion.
To understand the true impact of a change to the
project’s completion,
change order analysis often
PAGE 1
requires introducing a delaying event into the schedule,
using a fragnet. The fragnet is a scheduling element,
which reflects the change’s additional scope, sequence
of construction and relationship with other existing
project activities. Insertion of the fragnet into an
accurate, working schedule is done to prospectively
forecast the time impact caused by the change to the
project’s completion. This analysis is often called a
contemporaneous Time Impact Analysis (TIA). The TIA
can show how much delay the change will cause or
caused to the project’s critical path, if any, and show
exactly how the change impacts project completion.
The result of this analysis is used to calculate the
applicable time extension associated with the change.
Even if re-sequencing the schedule after the TIA
mitigates project delay; there could still be additional
impacts. Compression of the project schedule can
lead to higher peak quantities of labor or equipment
required for simultaneous use. Higher peak labor
or equipment quantities may be greater than those
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originally anticipated by the contractor in its original
baseline schedule, and subsequently requires additional
resources as a result of the change.
Another potential impact from a change order is the
associated loss of efficiency or loss of productivity.
These types of inefficiencies are more likely to occur
on changes with large quantity increases, or multiple
changes. In certain instances, the large scope of
changes, or the cumulative effect of many changes, may
require the work force to work extended hours, longer
work-week or in crowded site conditions. Individually
and together, these types of impact conditions may
cause workers to work slower or less efficiently. In
review of change orders for time extensions and claims,
TIA reviews can provide appropriate time entitlement
recommendations.
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SECTION 5 - COST ESTIMATING

5.1 Cost Estimating

The Louis Berger-Hill JV (herein called the JV and/or
the team in this section) understands that each project
assignment under this contract will be procured under
a task order format. The team will provide the DPMC/
NJDEP with estimating, bid evaluation, special cost
reports, cost-benefit analyses, value engineering and
claims analysis services.
During pre-construction, the team will prepare
estimates through design development; for the bidding
phase the team will review and recommend revisions as
needed to the existing project documentation including
conceptual design documents and completed cost
estimates, if any; provide cost estimates organized
into separate trade contracts, as approved by the
DPMC/NJDEP; review cost estimates submitted by any
specialist consultants; for peer reviews the team will
advise DPMC/NJDEP on the accuracy of content, scope
of work and the pricing of the cost estimates submitted
by specialist consultants when design development
documents have reached completion; the team will also
perform life-cycle analyses and reconcile the DPMC/
NJDEP’s estimate.
During construction, the team will review contract
documents including shop drawings and shop drawing
modifications to verify that materials are correctly
estimated in change orders and verify that the architect/
engineer (A/E) has approved them to be in accordance
with the specifications, review mechanical, electrical
and plumbing (MEP) and structural engineering shop
drawings that may be affected by change order work
for coordination and verify that the A/E has approved
any modifications; direct photographers taking photos
of the site so that photographic evidence of site
conditions and the progress of the work are available to
support change order negotiations and claims; prepare
estimates for change orders and support change order
negotiations, bundle all supporting data for a change
order into a file that includes contract drawing(s)
and specifications, shop drawings, site photos and
contractor time and material tickets; and prepare
estimates as needed during closeout.

5.2 Approach to Task Order
Management

The JV is an industry leader providing cost estimating
and cost control services. The team has honed
estimating systems and skills through decades of
experience on an endless variety of projects. The team's
capability to successfully plan, schedule, and execute is
unparalleled and the team is committing the firms' full
resources to the success of this project and the services
that the staff will provide. DPMC/NJDEP expects a
rapid and effective response upon issuing task orders,
to meet this requirement the JV will carefully match
personnel to performance requirements so that

the team can provide the required resources at the
appropriate times, resulting in efficient, cost-effective
and highly productive services.
The team's organizational structure and procedures are
based on long and successful experience on this type
of contract. The JV team has the background, skills and
experience necessary to carry out these task orders.
The team also provides three key elements required
for the successful performance of task order services,
including:
•
•
•

Responding with the right personnel in a timely
fashion and at the right rate
Performing the specific tasks as requested
Maintaining continuous effective communication
with DPMC/NJDEP

The team's project managers will serve as the primary
points of contact for the DPMC/NJDEP. They will
supervise and direct the task order work orders, and
will have the overall authority and responsibility for
the team’s performance. They will work closely with
DPMC/NJDEP's representatives to validate the means,
methods, techniques, sequences and procedures for
the coordination of all portions of the work order.
They will use an ear-to-ground technique and, with
DPMC/NJDEP's approval, will attend project meetings,
particularly those that deal with scheduling and
potential problems. They will maintain the team’s staff
continuity. Their primary task is to forecast project
needs and resources and make them available when
needed.
The project managers have worked under a task
order environment, and they know how to plan for the
unexpected. They have also managed large staffs, have
excellent team building skills and have demonstrated
PAGE 1
success as project
leaders. In response to each
proposed estimating assignment, they will review
the task order requirements and select qualified and
appropriate cost estimators for the DPMC/NJDEP task
order assignment. As the DPMC/NJDEP’s estimating
service group, the team's efforts will be directed
exclusively to preserving and advancing the interests of
the DPMC/NJDEP.

COST ESTIMATING APPROACH

The team provides detailed estimates from the
schematic design phase through 100 percent
construction documents. Each estimate developed
by the team follows stringent industry standards and
meets applicable federal, state and local jurisdictional
requirements and guidelines. The team’s goal is to
provide estimates with the greatest accuracy possible.
At any level of estimate, the team always takes the
detailed approach. For early phases of design, some
presumptions of detail and contingencies may be
required to provide an estimate that most likely predicts
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The Louis Berger-Hill JV Has Proven Successes in Estimating on
Similar Projects!
The JV has successfully completed a significant number of projects of comparable scope,
magnitude, and complexity to this project. Several of the more relevant projects include:
•

•

•

University of Connecticut, On-Call Estimating Contract. The JV is providing a full
range of on-call professional estimating services for the University of Connecticut; for
the North Eagleville Road Infrastructure Task Order, the JV examined the steam line that
needed repairs. The JV worked with the University to complete the estimates during two
overnight sessions. Infrastructure work around as well as coordination with road closures
were necessary to gather the necessary information required to complete the estimate.
The JVs estimate was within 1% of the contractor total marked up estimate cost.
Western Connecticut State University Visual and Performing Arts Center. The JV
provided comprehensive project administration services during the design, procurement
and construction phases of WCSU’s Visual and Performing Arts Center in Danbury.
The JVs estimators provided WCSU with estimating services for the project once
the University saw project costs trending higher. The JV held multiple formal value
engineering sessions with WCSU and concluded that through scope creep and the
incremental enlargement of defined or programmed space that project costs were at
least $10 million over the proposed project budget. The JV identified more than 18
items that could help significantly reduce overall project costs including: reducing the
overall square footage; moving the mechanical systems outside; lowering the building’s
elevation, standardizing the structural grid and changing the exterior walls to an
engineered panel system. The University was able to reduce the overall project cost by
adopting the JVs suggestions and credited the team with saving the University and State
of Connecticut $10 million.
CUNY Brooklyn College Performing Arts Center, as part of the JVs management
responsibilities on the construction of Brooklyn College’s new Performing Arts Center,
the JV provided a full range of cost modeling and estimating services using the team's
in-house estimating department. The budget for the theater fit out was developed with
the client and design team at just over $11 million. The JV provided design estimates
at design development, 60% construction documents and 90% construction documents
to create a final estimate of $11,058,000 prior to bidding. After managing the bidding process for the client, the JV
recommended awarding the contract to a qualified contractor for $10,790,000. The difference in the JVs estimate and
the actual bid price was 1%.

the bid price. As the design progresses in detail and
completeness, presumptions and contingencies are
removed and reduced until finally when the design is
100% complete, the construction estimate is finalized.
The team uses on-screen takeoff (OST) to produce its
quantity surveys. By using OST the team can provide
detailed quantities for each drawing to create an ease
of quantity comparison (if requested) and pin-point
accuracy of the takeoffs. Any discrepancies can be
specifically determined immediately. Each item that is
surveyed is taken off to its smallest element. The team
does not group items to create a larger quantity; for
example, for concrete footing, the team will take off the
excavation, form-work, concrete purchase, reinforcing
bar and finally the concrete pour. This level of detail
allows the estimate to have its greatest accuracy, rather
than lumping the takeoff into one concrete footing and
pricing the item as such.
Once all items are quantified, the team prices them
separately; the team uses many sources—RS Means,
up-to-date quotes, Bluebook and, most importantly,
the team database—to provide the DPMC/NJDEP with

the most accurate prices. The JV team's estimating
database is a compilation of more than 60,000 items for
many different types of projects and locations.
PAGE
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The team will dedicate a specific individual employee to
constantly update the database and add new items as
each project is being estimated. Throughout each year,
JV partner Louis Berger enters in thousands of new
items, updates thousands more, and removes from
the historical database many items that are obsolete.
This constant database update allows the team to have
real time data that is unlike any other construction
firm’s data. In the beginning of a project, the team will
work with DPMC/NJDEP to create a Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS) specific to the work order.
The team will also work with the scheduling team so that
the schedule matches the WBS. This will also provide a
cost of this work item directly from the estimate. Using
this method the estimator can allocate labor hours to
specific construction activities within the schedule.
Therefore the construction management team can
determine, given the crew size, whether the duration
for each activity shown in the schedule is accurate
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compared to the estimate. An overview of the team's
methodology is as follows.
Scope of Work Determination
• Review and evaluate the completeness of design
drawings and specifications. If some of the required
information is not provided in the documents,
questions are posed to the design team for
clarification.
• Log all documents into the document control log.
• Determine from documents the type of work
involved and prepare outline of Construction
Specification Institute (CSI) categories. Work with
the DPMC/NJDEP to create/determine WBS.
• Perform take-offs using OST to determine quantities
of each individual task.
Estimate Methodology
• The team maintains a 60,000 item construction cost
database that is updated constantly.
• The database includes Davis-Bacon labor rates for
each county in the United States.
• The database utilizes productivity factors from RS
Means, Richardson’s, and NEMA as well as real time
data provided by the field staff.
• Material costs are supplied directly from a specific
group of vendors and are updated quarterly.
• Equipment costs incorporate Blue Book equipment
costs and are updated annually.
• Each estimate line item includes man hours, material
costs per unit of measure, and equipment costs per
unit of measure.
• The use of lump sum allowances is kept to an
absolute minimum at levels below construction
documents (CD) estimates and is not used at all for
CD estimates.
Labor, Materials, and Equipment Costs
• Collect data from national databases, historical
reports, publications, and current vendor costs.
• Determine labor wage locations and classifications.
• Prepare hourly wage rates per classification adjusted
for fringes, overtime, and site work.
• Prepare crew size per type of task.
• Prepare labor wage report for unit costing and
developing the total labor cost.
Estimated Productivity
• Adjust costs for job location, difficulty of task, and
space allocation of the work area.
• Review crew size per type of task and the location
and accessibility of the task.
• Adjust crew size to reflect any restrictions in area of
task and adjust crew productivity accordingly.
• Adjust labor cost per unit to reflect adjustments.
Prepare Estimate Report
• Prepare and place quantity and cost per unit in
reporting document for a final extension of cost.
• Prepare report for final review and preparation of
deliverable.
• Update Document Control Log with values to create
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•
•

basis of budget estimate.
Detail estimate costs per WBS and/or bid item list.
Prepare basics of estimate detailing the total cost of
the project with markups, inclusions, exclusions and
report explanations.

UNIFORMAT COST ESTIMATING
FRAMEWORK

The team utilizes a Uniformat framework conforming to
the CSI from project inception through the design, bid
and award and construction phases. The application
of a Uniformat framework facilitates consistent cost
reporting and the ready identification of cost changes
as the design develops. The team’s framework will be
tailored to mesh with the existing estimating framework
currently being used by DPMC/NJDEP.
The team proposes that, at the commencement of
the project, its estimating team develop “ground-up”
estimates for each of the tasks to validate the existing
project budget. Once validated, this budget estimate
will serve as the baseline for all future cost estimates.
Following the approval of the budget estimate, the team
will provide ongoing estimating and cost management
services to make certain the budget is adhered to as
the design is being developed. All variances from the
baseline estimate will be identified and quantified.
Changes due to design scope modifications, means
and methods, and/or contract packaging changes will
be analyzed. Resultant reports will be distributed to all
affected parties.
When developing construction cost estimates, all
available specifications will be carefully considered.
Many design professionals include items in the
specifications that have significant cost implications not
shown on the drawings. The pricing for each estimate
will be based on current market conditions and reflect
the project type, site constraints, geographical area,
quality levels and all other cost-related factors as
discussed previously
in the team’s approach.
PAGE 1
To help the accuracy of the team's construction cost
estimates, a basis of estimate (BOE) document will be
used within the estimate package, which will summarize:
•
•

•

•
•
•

The technical documents used for the scope of work
and the basis of the quantities.
All assumptions used to cover any incomplete
design details for preliminary or budgetary
estimates (assumed standard cost assemblies,
allowances, and design contingencies).
Basis of trade costs (labor, materials, and
equipment). Local trade union or prevailing wages,
work rules, productivity assumptions for working in
active facilities, normal versus premium time work
schedules, and any other relevant wage information.
Assumed construction schedule and escalation.
Markups used for general conditions (or estimated)
and overhead and profit to arrive at the estimated
contractor bid value.
The assumed/budgeted construction contingency
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to allow for change orders during construction, to
accommodate potential differing site conditions and
other changes.
As previously stated, detailed trade cost estimates will
be prepared using a database format to allow sorting
for user-specified reports. A series of WBS codes (fields)
will be used, including location/facility codes, CSI codes
and descriptions fields (Level 1 Description, Level 2
Description, etc.) to allow cost groupings. A field will
be provided to record the assumptions used in the
detail, which will eliminate any uncertainty. The WBS
system will be used to track costs as the project evolves
for a consistent “apples to apples” comparison of cost
elements from design through construction and will be
utilized for configuration management to guard against
“scope creep.”
Escalation will be determined by breaking out the total
labor, material and equipment within the schedule and
applying an appropriate percentage based upon when
the work is to be completed. Furthermore, the team
provides different markups for materials based upon
historical data and forecasting fluctuations in these
different material costs based on the worldwide market
to a specific period in time. Labor and equipment
escalation is based upon standard increases provided
by Davis Bacon Labor Rates and standard equipment
rental rate increases in Blue Book and other relevant
equipment rental rate publications.

COST CONTROL

The team recognizes the importance of its responsibility
to provide up to date and accurate information
condensed into timely financial reports. The team's
experience has shown that using the schedule in
conjunction with the project budget and the change
management tracking system provides the most
accurate forecasting for the project. By assigning
budgeted cost values to the individual schedule
activities, the team forecasts the anticipated installed
value of the project across the duration of the
construction effort. This “cash flow” projection will be
utilized not only to plan anticipated expenditures, but by
evaluation of the overall project requirements, certain
components of the work may be deferrable until later
in the project, without impact to the overall completion
schedule.
With this information available, the team can then
provide accurate and timely information on reports that
can be utilized for:
• Budget controls
• Cash flow management
• Payment verification
• Construction schedule and sequence control
• Control of trade contractor submissions
• Anticipated cost control
Anticipated cost reports will be prepared on a trade
by trade basis that documents the original budget
information, budget adjustments and the amount of the
adjusted budget, committed contract costs, change

Part I
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orders, adjusted contracted amount, the value of work
completed, forecast of the cost to complete the work,
the percentage of completed work and the variance
of the anticipated cost to complete the work from the
adjusted budget amount.
The anticipated cost report is presented in complete
detail which lists each contract and each change order.
A summary sheet accompanies the anticipated cost
report to provide for executive overview of the financial
status of the project. The anticipated cost report is kept
current on a continuous basis as entries are made daily.
Starting at the design stage, as the documents are
developed, additional estimates are prepared and
compared to the cost model, so that the cost will be
monitored continuously as increasing detail is added
to the documents. This ensures that when bids are
received, they reflect the expected and budgeted costs.
Throughout the program the team revises and
refines the approved estimate of construction cost,
incorporates approved changes as they occur, and
develop cash flow reports and forecasts as needed. The
team will provide regular monitoring of the approved
estimates of construction cost, showing actual costs for
activities in progress and estimates for uncompleted
tasks. The team will identify variances between actual
and budgeted or estimated costs and advise the
appropriate project team members whenever the
project’s costs exceeds budgets or estimates. The
team’s cost estimators have extensive experience in
the review and validation of initial budgets for higher
educational programs and projects.
The process for validating the baseline budget begins
with a review of the project’s WBS and the preliminary
schedule to confirm the complete scope of the project
(design, real estate, and communications, start-up,
contingency, and other categories) has been broadly
PAGE 1
included in the budget.
Next, the detailed budget
line items are reviewed to confirm there is sufficient
detail to develop comprehensive estimates of the costs
for the broad budget categories. The third budget
validation step begins with an examination of the basic
methodology of the estimating process and involves the
following steps:
•
•
•

Check that quantities, scope, and quality of project
work items are reasonably and conservatively
established.
Monitor the use in the estimate of current,
applicable labor costs, including associated burden.
Check the accuracy of current, applicable
material costs with emphasis on the most volatile
commodities. Current vendor quotes must be
obtained for major components. Delivery surcharges
related to fuel costs must be considered in addition
to demurrage charges. Storage costs for fabricated
materials must also be considered as well as the
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

sales tax status of incorporated and unincorporated
materials.
Check the use in the budget of current, applicable
construction equipment rental/ownership, and
operating costs (with fuel consumption at the latest
market rate). Quotes for specialty equipment must
be obtained.
Check the labor crew composition and productivity
rates used in the estimate with consideration to
staging, working conditions, tight quarters, shift
differentials, overtime requirements, and other
constructability issues. Work restrictions and other
labor conditions must also be considered.
Monitor that allowances applied to known
conditions of unknown magnitude are appropriately
conservative, based on historically similar situations.
Check that sufficient mark-ups for contractors
indirect, overhead, and profit costs are used with
reasonably higher profit applied to contracts
with higher risk. Anticipated levels of contractor
competition must also be considered in the
establishment of these mark-ups.
Monitor that engineering/design costs include
design management fees and construction-phase
engineering services.
Check that construction management costs include
sufficient staffing to manage the anticipated number
of contract packages.
Monitor that any agency oversight/management
costs are included.
Check that owner furnished insurances are funded
at the appropriate rates, based on similar coverage
purchased for other mega projects. Investigation
of current and predicted trends in workers’
compensation insurance is a major factor.
Monitor that contingency rates are applied
appropriately. Contingency allocated to specific
items or contracts, plus the blanket unallocated
contingency, must fall within industry guidelines
unless there is a rational basis for different levels.

Part I
Technical Proposal

cases it comes from real information, such as actual
changes in the cost of critical materials. Because
there are so many factors contributing to escalation,
managing escalation requires a variety of strategies.
Many of the strategies will demand new ways of
approaching construction design and procurement, and
a redistribution of the risk allocation for the projects.
The team will prepare an initial independent
estimate using a “contractor type, bottom-up”
methodology. Detailed quantity take-offs will be
performed to determine permanent material and
equipment requirements, then the appropriate labor
and construction equipment rates, crew sizes, crew
productivity, and material prices will be applied to
determine the overall cost. Contractor overhead and
indirect costs will be calculated in detail, not merely
approximated by percentage rate mark-up. The team's
estimators will analyze and apply the appropriate factors
for contractor escalation and profit (with consideration
of the prevailing market and geographic conditions).
The JV will use estimating software that can be
integrated with scheduling and project management
programs, resulting in a cost estimate that will better
predict the real-world contractor bid.

PAGE
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ESCALATION CALCULATION

Escalation in construction in recent years has been
extremely volatile, and this trend is expected to
continue in the near future due to competition for
resources and skilled workers, as well as continued
strong growth and excess work available. The selling
price of a project is not the result of the sum of its
inputs plus a profit—the selling price of a contract is
determined by the bidders based on their opinion of
the competition.
One further consideration is that of risk. Risk is
very difficult to estimate, and few bidders do it
systematically. Risk assessments are usually heavily
influenced by short term perceptions based on the
latest news, and as a result are often very inaccurate.
Escalation, therefore, comes from the interplay of
changes, real or anticipated, in input costs, perceptions
of risk, and perceptions of the competition. In some
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CMF 003 TERM CONTRACT RATE SCHEDULE
BASE PERIOD (EST. 11/1/15 - 10/31/17)

Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture

NAME OF FIRM: __________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTIONS
Give an hourly rate ($ per hour; no cents please) below for all Personnel for each of the years listed. Please refer
to the RFP for a description of each of the personnel types. Your proposal may be considered unresponsive if you
leave blanks. Provided and hourly rate for ALL Personnel Levels even though you may not at the present time have
staff for some of these levels.

PERSONNEL
TYPE

Estimated Man
Hrs.

LEVEL 7

1250

$ 225

$ 281,250

LEVEL 6

2500

$ 194

$ 485,000

LEVEL 5

2000

$ 168

$ 336,000

LEVEL 4

1750

$ 150

$ 262,500

LEVEL 3

2400

$ 110

$ 264,000

LEVEL 2

1500

$ 86

$ 129,000

LEVEL 1

1000

$ 67

$ 67,000

TOTAL EVALUATED
PRICE

CMF Proposed
Hourly Rate

Evaluated
Price

$ 1,824,750

RETURN THIS COMPLETED DOCUMENT TO DPMC
(PAGE 2 OF 9)

TERM CONTRACT CMF 003
DATE: 9/25/15

CMF 003 TERM CONTRACT RATE SCHEDULE
OPTION YEAR 1 (Est. 11/1/17 - 10/31/18)

Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture
NAME OF FIRM: __________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS
Give an hourly rate ($ per hour; no cents please) below for all Personnel for each of the years listed. Please refer
to the RFP for a description of each of the personnel types. Your proposal may be considered unresponsive if you
leave blanks. Provided and hourly rate for all Personnel Levels even though you may not at the present time have
staff for some of these levels.

PERSONNEL
TYPE

Estimated Man
Hrs.

LEVEL 7

1250

$ 239

$ 298,750

LEVEL 6

2500

$ 206

$ 515,000

LEVEL 5

2000

$ 178

$ 356,000

LEVEL 4

1750

$ 159

$ 278,250

LEVEL 3

2400

$ 117

$ 280,800

LEVEL 2

1500

$ 91

$ 136,500

LEVEL 1

1000

$ 71

$ 71,000

TOTAL EVALUATED
PRICE

CMF Proposed
Hourly Rate

Evaluated
Price

$ 1,936,300

RETURN THIS COMPLETED DOCUMENT TO DPMC
(PAGE 3 OF 9)

TERM CONTRACT CMF 003
DATE: 9/25/15

CMF 003 TERM CONTRACT RATE SCHEDULE
OPTION YEAR 2 (Est. 11/1/18 - 10/31/19)
NAME OF FIRM: __________________________________________________________
Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture
INSTRUCTIONS
Give an hourly rate ($ per hour; no cents please) below for all Personnel for each of the years listed. Please refer
to the RFP for a description of each of the personnel types. Your proposal may be considered unresponsive if you
leave blanks. Provided and hourly rate for all Personnel Levels even though you may not at the present time have
staff for some of these levels.

PERSONNEL
TYPE

Estimated Man
Hrs.

LEVEL 7

1250

$ 246

$ 307,500

LEVEL 6

2500

$ 212

$ 530,000

LEVEL 5

2000

$ 183

$ 366,000

LEVEL 4

1750

$ 164

$ 287,000

LEVEL 3

2400

$ 121

$ 290,4000

LEVEL 2

1500

$ 94

$ 141,000

LEVEL 1

1000

$ 73

$ 73,000

TOTAL EVALUATED
PRICE

CMF Proposed
Hourly Rate

Evaluated
Price

$ 1,994,900

RETURN THIS COMPLETED DOCUMENT TO DPMC
(PAGE 4 OF 9)

TERM CONTRACT CMF 003
DATE: 9/25/15

CMF 002 TERM CONTRACT RATE SCHEDULE
OPTION YEAR 3 (Est. 11/1/19 - 10/31/20)

Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture
NAME OF FIRM: __________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS
Give an hourly rate ($ per hour; no cents please) below for all Personnel for each of the years listed. Please refer
to the RFP for a description of each of the personnel types. Your proposal may be considered unresponsive if you
leave blanks. Provided and hourly rate for all Personnel Levels even though you may not at the present time have
staff for some of these levels.

PERSONNEL
TYPE

Estimated Man
Hrs.

LEVEL 7

1250

$ 253

$ 316,250

LEVEL 6

2500

$ 218

$ 545,000

LEVEL 5

2000

$ 188

$ 376,000

LEVEL 4

1750

$ 169

$ 295,750

LEVEL 3

2400

$ 125

$ 300,000

LEVEL 2

1500

$ 97

$ 145,000

LEVEL 1

1000

$ 75

$ 75,000

TOTAL EVALUATED
PRICE

CMF Proposed
Hourly Rate

Evaluated
Price

$ 2,053,500

RETURN THIS COMPLETED DOCUMENT TO DPMC
(PAGE 5 OF 9)

TERM CONTRACT CMF 003
DATE: 9/25/15

CMF 003 TERM CONTRACT RATE SCHEDULE
OPTION YEAR 4 (Est. 11/1/20 - 10/31/21)

Louis Berger-Hill Joint Venture
NAME OF FIRM: __________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS
Give an hourly rate ($ per hour; no cents please) below for all Personnel for each of the years listed. Please refer
to the RFP for a description of each of the personnel types. Your proposal may be considered unresponsive if you
leave blanks. Provided and hourly rate for all Personnel Levels even though you may not at the present time have
staff for some of these levels.

PERSONNEL
TYPE

Estimated Man
Hrs.

LEVEL 7

1250

$ 261

$ 326,250

LEVEL 6

2500

$ 225

$ 562,500

LEVEL 5

2000

$ 194

$ 388,000

LEVEL 4

1750

$ 174

$ 304,500

LEVEL 3

2400

$ 129

$ 309,600

LEVEL 2

1500

$ 100

$ 150,000

LEVEL 1

1000

$ 77

$ 77,000

TOTAL EVALUATED
PRICE

CMF Proposed
Hourly Rate

Evaluated
Price

$ 2,117,850

RETURN THIS COMPLETED DOCUMENT TO DPMC
(PAGE 6 OF 9)

TERM CONTRACT CMF 003
DATE: 9/25/15
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Appendix A: Personnel Resumes

Thomas Lewis, PE, JD Executive Sponsorship Team
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

JD, Environmental Law
MSCE, Geotechnical Hydrogeology
BS, Civil (Environmental-StructuralGeotechnical)

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY)
Bar Admission (NJ, NY - Inactive)

Years with Firm 23

Mr. Lewis, as Louis Berger’s president, has 30 years of extensive and diverse technical management experience
in the following services: brownfields investigation, remediation and redevelopment; general environmental and
lead/ asbestos abatement services contract; transportation and other geotechnical/ geoenvironmental (including
airport/pavements/rail); environmental planning, environmental assessments, environmental impact statements;
litigation, claims and brownfield support; eco-restoration and water quality support; general civil and environmental
engineering; landfill engineering; and emergency response. Mr. Lewis’s previous work prior to joining Louis Berger
24 years ago included work for Dewberry in support of their infrastructure engineering and FEMA disaster recovery
support programs, as well as work directly for the Connecticut Department of Transportation as an engineer and
project manager on diverse projects, including infrastructure inspections/investigations, designs, and emergency
response/recovery efforts (e.g., the Mianus River Bridge Collapse Repair Program).
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), Remedial Investigation/Remedial Action
Selection Evaluations, Remedial Design State
Superfund - Publicly Funded Site Remediation Term
Contracts (3 Consecutive), New Jersey. Program
Manager and Principal-in-Charge. More than 100
different sites to date, to address contamination
and owner non-compliance issues at industrial
and petroleum facilities, closed landfills and other
sites. Work includes facility assessment, required
development of workplans (including detailed health
and safety plans), fieldwork and remedial investigations,
remedial alternatives selection and assessments,
preparation of conceptual remediation plans and
contractor costs and specifications, and providing field
support services. Issues being addressed on current
assignments include underground storage tanks/aboveground storage tanks (USTs/ASTs), organic/petroleum
contaminants and sources, lead/asbestos, PCBs,
heavy metals, water quality, health/safety, hazardous
materials, modeling, community relations, permits
and compliance, and ecological and cultural resource
assessments.
NJDEP, Landfill Investigation, Engineering and
Closure Design Term Contract, New Jersey. Program
Manager. More than 25 different projects to address
un-closed or improperly closed landfills statewide.
Services include receptor and risk evaluations, facility
assessments, development of workplans (including
detailed health and safety plans), fieldwork and
remedial investigations, design studies and alternatives
selections, preparation of detailed plans, specifications
and estimates, construction phase support, permits and
compliance support.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Baltimore
District, Environmental and Hazardous Waste
Related Services IQC. Program and Project
Manager. Managed and oversaw all aspects of
the IWC consisting of more than 30 environmental
investigation, compliance and engineering assignments
for CERCLA, RCRA and other sites in Virginia, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey. Included
reuse/redevelopment of contaminated properties and
investigating and/or addressing issues associated with
USTs/ASTs, lead/asbestos, PCBs, radon, solid waste
management and landfill closure, regulatory compliance
deficiencies (including air, water, energy, health/safety,
hazardous materials), military facility decontamination
and decommissioning, community relations
and litigation support.
Specific project required
PAGE 1
development of workplans (including detailed health
and safety plans), coordination of audits, fieldwork and
investigations, preparation of remediation plans, costs
and specifications, and providing construction support
services.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Region
3/USACE, CERCLA Support. Principal Engineer.
Responsible for reviewing and finalizing the focused
feasibility study deliverables, including community
relations support, remedial technology descriptions,
screening, analyses/comparisons and cost estimates.
Provided U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
with technical support during the completion of a
remediation technology feasibility study and design
project for a Superfund site with soils and groundwater
that had become contaminated with organic
contaminants such as oils and creosote.
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EXECUTIVE SPONSORSHIP TEAM | THOMAS LEWIS, PE, JD (CONTINUED)
New Jersey Transit, General Environmental
Consultant Contract, Statewide. Program Manager.
Managed Louis Berger’s services associated with
feasibility studies/ constraints analyses (including
costing), site investigations, compliance and permitting
support, noise and archaeological services, and
asbestos/lead paint abatement support.
New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT),
Environmental On-Call Contracts (four contracts
since 2001), Statewide. Program Manager. For
investigation, remediation and hazardous materials
services. Over 75 sites statewide to date.
Woodmont Properties, Dover Landfill Closure and
Brownfield Redevelopment (Includes Commercial
Office/Warehouse Facility, Federal Express Facility
and Hotel, FedEx Ground, and Briad Group), New
Jersey. Project Director and Principal-in-Charge. Led
the initial site evaluation and strategy development for
Louis Berger, which included identification of data gaps
and site investigation work plan as well as costing and
engineering components for the proposed strategy to
concurrently achieve both regulatory landfill closure
(modern capping) and prepare the top of the landfill
for the commercial development components to go on
top of and become integrated into the landfill capping
system. Directly supervised each project task lead,
including: site investigation/geology; geotechnical
engineering and ground improvement; site and landfill
engineering design; and construction inspection team.
Also served as engineer of record for Louis Berger,
and in that capacity was final reviewer and editor/
approver on all work plans, reports, design plans and
specifications, regulatory permits, final inspection
submissions, and project management documentation.
Also attended multiple project and submission review
meetings with the client, as well as the state regulators
and permit approval entities, as well as attending town
planning and zoning meetings with the client.
U.S. Postal Service (USPS), Environmental Services,
IQCs, Sites in New York, Northeastern United
States, and Nationwide Major Facilities Office (Six
Contracts to date). Principal-in-Charge and Program
Manager. Under four consecutive contracts and task
orders covering more than 200 different facilities todate, managed and/or participated in Louis Berger’s
services associated with industrial hygiene services,
Phase I/II/III site assessments, turn-key lead/asbestos
projects (including surveys, O&M plans, worker

health/safety program and/or personnel training),
pollution prevention plans, preliminary assessments/
site investigations, UST services, feasibility studies and
remedial design plans, property selection evaluations,
and compliance audits.
Marsh Resources Inc., Meadowlands, Wetland
Mitigation Bank Design-Build Contracts, New Jersey.
Geoenvironmental Engineering Task Manager.
Responsible for overseeing the geotechnical and
contamination investigations and design components
of the wetland mitigation bank development for both
the Phase I and Phase II bank sites in the Hackensack
Meadowlands. Included sampling and analysis of soil/
sediments within the marshlands, and development
a d oversight of dredging plans and dredge material
management.
Hackensack Meadowlands Development
Corporation, Oritani Marsh Contamination
Investigations, On-Call Wetlands Services Contract,
New Jersey. Geoenvironmental Engineering Task
Manager. Responsible for overseeing the contamination
investigations performed within the Oritani Marsh, in
the Hackensack Meadowlands. Included sampling and
analysis of soil/sediments within the marshlands.
Redevelopment, Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
Program and Community Stakeholder Support,
Chemical Control CERCLA Site, Elizabeth, New
Jersey. Project Engineer. Represented the city’s
interests during remedial construction, O&M program
development and in previous negotiations with PRPs
and EPA and community stakeholders to ensure that the
remediation and O&M program selected best facilitated
future site redevelopment and reuse. Included the
development of alternative engineering schemes and
associated cost estimates, as well as the preparation
of 3-D site renderings to better relate advantages
PAGE 1of the different site closure and
and disadvantages
redevelopment alternatives being considered.
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John Milano, PE Executive Sponsorship Team
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 33

MS, Public Administration
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NY)

Years with Firm 12.5

Mr. Milano has more than 30 years of experience in construction management, business development and general
contracting for courthouses, correctional facilities, government buildings, educational facilities, museums, financial,
hospitality and transportation facilities. He specializes in work for New York City and State departments, agencies
and authorities, including the Department of Design and Construction, the Dormitory Authority of the State of New
York and the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA). Mr. Milano's familiarity with the policies, procedures and
management structures of these and other clients is invaluable in helping to deliver New York metropolitan area
projects on-time and within budget. As northeast regional manager, Mr. Milano serves as principal-in-charge for all
projects in the region, and is responsible for the day-to-day interface with the project owners and key stakeholders,
as well as execution of Hill’s services. His presence on his projects enhances the entire team’s performance by
demonstrating and improving relations with the Hill team and the client and serving as an added expert resource
for the project manager. Mr. Milano will is also responsible for evaluating team performance and strengthening our
staff. In addition, as a Hill senior vice president, Mr. Milano represents the corporate leadership of Hill and has the
authority to make binding decisions to augment our services.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC), New York City Housing
Recovery Office, New York, New York. This
project involved a task order from the New York City
Department of Design and Construction (DDC), in
partnership with the New York City Housing Recovery
Office, to provide construction management services in
support of the City’s Build it Back (BiB) housing recovery
efforts in response to Hurricane Sandy. BiB administers
community development block grants from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
to provide financial assistance to impacted homeowners
for residential repairs. Homeowners may be eligible
for one or more of the program’s pathways depending
on their level of damage sustained from Hurricane
Sandy. Those pathways include Repair, Rebuild,
Reimbursement, and Acquisition for Redevelopment.

comply with applicable city, county, state and federal
statutes, rules and regulations. Assignments will include
projects across the NYCT service area, and span the
entire project life cycle, including preconstruction,
construction and close-out. Hill is providing our services
on a task order basis, providing experienced personnel
and effective reporting systems under customized
management approaches.

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Superstorm Sandy Disaster Recovery
Support Services, New York and New Jersey. As
part of an ongoing contract with the Port Authority,
Hill provided assistance after Superstorm Sandy. Hill
inspected storm-damaged facilities; recorded observed
damage, prepared field reports to document damaged
conditions, provided approximated quantities of
damaged materials, and reviewed and evaluated thirdparty assessments. Hill utilized the existing conditions
information and created scope templates that were used
for estimating damage costs for FEMA negotiations.

New York Governor’s Office of State Recovery
(GOSR), Construction Management Support Services,
New York, New York, Project Manager. This project
requires program management services for the New
York Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR), the
organization overseeing the distribution of funds from
the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community
Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBGPAGE 1
DR) and the Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC).
GOSR’s program will repair and mitigate storm
damaged infrastructure and critical assets, including
low-income residences, government buildings, water
and sewage treatment facilities and transportation
systems affected by Superstorm Sandy With the goal of
increasing the State’s overall resiliency against flooding
and other disasters. Program management tasks include
coordination of contract and vendor goals with program
goals; program reporting and compliance services from
pre-construction through closeout. These tasks support
GOSR’s mission to return affected New York State
residents and business owners to normalcy.

MTA New York City Transit (NYCT), Superstorm
Sandy CM and Inspection IDIQ, New York, New York.
Hill is providing on-call construction management and
inspection services for Federally funded Superstorm
Sandy-related repair and resiliency projects. Services
include monitoring projects’ adherence to schedule,
cost and quality; supporting project planning, phasing
and logistics; and verifying design and construction

New Jersey Transit, NJ Transit Sandy Monitoring
Services, New Jersey. Superstorm Sandy caused
significant damage to a large portion of NJ TRANSIT’s
transportation assets, impacting NJ TRANSIT’s ability to
provide public transportation. Although the immediate
impacts were mitigated, due to the extensive damage
repairs to and protection of NJ TRANSIT’s assets are still
ongoing. Given the extent and complexity of the repairs
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EXECUTIVE SPONSORSHIP TEAM | JOHN MILANO, PE (CONTINUED)
and improvements, Hill is providing NJ TRANSIT with
program management oversight services (PMO) on a
$1.5 billion, two-year assignment in connection with the
agency’s Superstorm Sandy recovery efforts.
Belle Shores, Belle Shores Sandy Storm Damage
Repairs, Rockaway Park, Queens, New York. Belle
Shores Condominium is a luxury condominium complex
situated on the oceanfront of Rockaway Park, Queens.
This six-building complex was devastated by flood
damage from Hurricane Sandy in October of 2012. Hill
managed the design, bidding and reconstruction of
26 ground-level duplexes, replacement of mechanical
and electrical systems for all 78 units and other site
restoration to restore units to their original condition
and safely deliver homes to families displaced by the
storm. The project consisted of mold remediation,
salvage, gut rehabilitation of first floor and basement
levels, roofing repairs, clean-out of storm drainage and
replacement of irrigation and landscaping.

PAGE
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Jeffery Willis, MBA Contract Executive
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 25

MBA
Electrical Engineering Curriculum

Project Management Certification

Years with Firm 14

Mr. Willis is a senior vice president with Louis Berger and has more than 25 years of experience in the management
and implementation of facilities program management, construction management, and A/E design requirements
directly related to state, local, and federal facilities planning, engineering, and management both in the United
States and abroad. With Louis Berger, he has overseen and been primarily responsible for a wide range of some
of the largest facility program and construction management projects in the world, to include the principal project
management role at the $20 billion World Trade Center redevelopment program in lower Manhattan to the
multi-billion U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Overseas Buildings Operations new Embassy capital program
requirements — ensuring quality performance both on schedule and on budget. Mr. Willis has been the principalin-charge for over 100 independent assignments in his 14+ year career with Louis Berger, all of them having been
delivered on time and on budget. As a corporate officer with Louis Berger, he is authorized to negotiate on behalf
of the firm and is responsible for ensuring required resources are available and are assigned in order to meet
client requirements. Mr. Willis has attended the George Washington University for several certification courses
including: project management, business management, and facility operations management; majored in electrical
engineering at Capital College as an undergraduate; and received a Master’s of Business Administration from the
University of Maryland.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
(PANYNJ), On Call Project Management Services.
New York, New Jersey. Principal-In-Charge.
Louis Berger is providing a wide range of project
management services for airside, landside and terminal
improvements and Super Storm Sandy recovery projects
at Newark Liberty International, Teterboro and JFK
International airports.

•

Sao Paulo: Budget was $60 million, currently in
the close out projects phase but will start the
decommissioning of existing space, also includes
placing assets into service for depreciation

•

PANYNJ, Redevelopment of the World Trade Center
site, New York, New York. Principal in charge. Mr.
Willis was responsible for overseeing the planning, site
development, design and construction to deliver the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey’s (PANYNJ)
master program to redevelop the 16 acre World Trade
Center (WTC) site. The $20 billion program consists
of four high-rise buildings (Tower One now the tallest
building in the U.S.), a new intermodal transportation
hub, a vehicle screening center, the National 9-11
memorial plaza, the national 9-11 museum, and the
LEED certified complex infrastructure for power,
communications, and HVAC utilities. Louis Berger
provides all cost engineering, cost estimating, claims
management, risk management, P6 integrated master
scheduling, and document management consulting
support services to include other various administrative
support services.

Mexico City: Project involved everything in the
project life cycle, overseeing A/P, forecast/ cash
flows, liaison with other department to ensure cost
and government regulations are followed etc.

•

Balance Sheet Reconciliation: Total of 10
entities/38 accounts. Reviewed recon done by the
team and provided guidance for any month end
adjustments or research into any unsubstantiated
balances.

•

America’s Project
Closeout: Led the team to
PAGE 1
closeout on more than 200 GS completed projects

Principal Cost Management Consultant for Goldman
Sachs, New York, New York. Principal-in-Charge.
Mr. Willis was responsible for a number of projects for
Goldman Sachs for four years. Projects included the
following:
•

Hotel: Project budget $240 million currently in
close out phase (placing assets into service, budget
transfer to clean up trade codes, reviewing and
approving final invoices)

Red Bull Corporation, Red Bull Stadium Project,
Harrison, New Jersey. Principal-in-Charge. Mr. Willis
was responsible for the construction administration
and inspection services on the construction of a large
sports and entertainment stadium. This effort included
direct management of a team of an resident engineer,
four field inspectors, in addition to a subcontractor
inspection/laboratory team of NJ State certified DCA
Special Inspectors for (1) structural steel bolting/
welding, (2) concrete placement & testing laboratory,
(3) concrete reinforcement pre-placement inspection
(1) spray-on fireproofing which totaled 11 inspectors
Additional team members were utilized when structural
steel fabrication (in Canada) and precast concrete
fabrication (in Bethlehem, PA and Gettysburg PA) were
active.
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CONTRACT EXECUTIVE | JEFFREY WILLIS, MBA (CONTINUED)
PANYNJ, Redevelopment of the George Washington
Bridge Bus Station, New York, NY. Principal-inCharge. Mr. Willis was responsible for the program
management for the George Washington Bridge Bus
Station Redevelopment. His services performed by
Louis Berger as program manager include assisting with
the program definition, permitting, historic preservation
analysis, design management, cost control, scheduling,
and documenting control and project management.
Construction was staged and phased to allow for
continued operation of the station during the three-year
construction period.
Plaza Construction, Fulton Street Station project,
New York, New York. Principal-in-Charge. Mr. Willis
was responsible for the CPM Scheduling Support
services to the joint venture of Plaza Construction/
Schaivone Construction on the $1.4 billion Transit
Center Enclosure component of the Fulton Center,
which will serve as an essential transportation and retail
hub in Lower Manhattan.
Missile Defense Agency (MDA), Engineering,
Technical, and Management Support Services
Worldwide, Arlington, Virginia. Principal-in-Charge.
Mr. Willis provided executive oversight of A/E services
to support the MDAs construction and facility
sustainment program worldwide. This program, under
continuous contract with Louis Berger since 1994,
requires the firm to provide agency-level planning,
programming, budgeting, and execution efforts
for all worldwide MDA facilities and real property/
infrastructure.
Defense Intelligence Agency, Program Management
and Engineering Support Services Worldwide,
Washington, DC. Principal-in-Charge. Mr. Willis was
responsible for providing planning, estimating, design
and construction management, architectural and
engineering on-site services supporting the facilities
operations department within the DIA. Louis Berger
provides 20 senior engineers and architects to support
the DIA worldwide intelligence mission. The firm won
the contract re-compete due to superior professional
qualifications and value to the government. Louis
Berger has been responsible for program and design
management on numerous design-build and designbid-build projects with construction values up to $280
million.

U.S. Department of State, Initial Planning Study
Support Projects Worldwide, Overseas Buildings
Operations. Principal-in-Charge. Responsible for
overseeing the planning, programming, and execution
of 30+ Initial Planning Surveys over the last six years.
Each project deployed architects and engineers to
assess Embassy locations. All assignments have been
completed on schedule and within planned budget.
Some sites include Astana, Athens, Bamako, Asmara,
Djibouti, Bishkek, Skopje, Kigali, and Surabaya. The
construction value range is $75-$120 million. Providing
guidance, data, programming and site utilization to plan
for and build a new U.S. Embassy compound around the
globe.
Houston Airport System Capital Management
Program, Program Management /Project Controls
Bush Intercontinental (IAH), William P. Hobby (HOU),
and Ellington Field (EFD) Airports. Houston, Texas.
Principal-In-Charge. In a joint venture, Louis Berger
has provided a wide variety of program and project
management services to support the Infrastructure
Division. The following highlights several projects:
•

IAH – Terminal B Enabling Works & Apron
Reconstruction, $53 million

•

IAH – Terminal D Phase I, IIA & IIB, $17.9 million

•

IAH – Upgrades to the Central Plant, $38.2 million

•

IAH – Infrastructure Projects

•

HOU – Hobby Airport Projects

•

HOU – Hobby Airport Garage Expansion Project

•

HOU – Hobby Airport Roadway Modifications

•

HOU – Hobby Airport New Satellite Utility Plant

•

Multi-Airport: Advanced Surveillance Program (ASP)

•

EFD – Ellington Airport Road Modifications
PAGE
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Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)

Classified Government Agency, Integrated Enterprise
Support (INEZ) for Professional PM Services,
Washington, DC. Principal-in-Charge. Mr. Willis was
responsible for providing A/E staff for on-site technical
and management support on this 10 year, $353
million PM contract. Louis Berger, as a principal subcontractor (prime contractor is Booz-Allen-Hamilton),
provides world-wide technical support and oversight
for program, design and schedule management, cost
estimating, master planning, DB/DBB RFP development,
construction management, and real estate acquisition.
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John Hasselmann, PE, CCM Senior Project Manager
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 25

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, VA)
Certified Construction Manager (CMAA)

Years with Firm 9

Mr. Hasselmann has more than 25 years of experience in engineering design, construction, project resource
planning, and management of engineering technical services including feasibility, project programming, and
complete design for civil works including coastal improvements and flood control structures, public buildings, parks
and recreation facilities, industrial buildings, and transportation facilities. Engineering services provided by Mr.
Hasselmann include conceptual planning and budgeting, site selection and infrastructure assessment, construction
estimating, design, serving as resident engineer for construction, and serving as program manager for projects over
a broad geographic region. He is a professional engineer in New Jersey, and certified construction manager.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
17th Street Potomac Park Levee Floodwall,
Washington, D.C. Program Manager.Project
management for design services, construction phase
support, and all coordination with federal and local
agencies. Project consists of new earthen berm,
concrete and stone walls, driven piles, and a post and
panel removable floodwall system across 17th Street.
Ensured all design aspects complied with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and D.C. National
Mall requirements, including Mall view impacts,
and archaeological considerations of a historical
buried canal and pier. Supervision of Louis Berger
design and subcontractors for EIS, roadway, traffic,
floodwall, structures, and landscape design as well as
estimating and flood program. All design features were
coordinated with the property owner, the National Park
Service, and the National Capital Planning Commission
to meet all land use and impact regulations. Procured
all construction phase permits including traffic closures
and sediment and erosion control. Construction phase
support included final bid package development,
and archeological oversight. At project turnover,
provided Operations and Maintenance manual for the
complete levee and deployment of the temporary
floodwall. Operations report provided options and
risk analysis, material storage methods, equipment and
crane procurement recommendations, and testing and
exercise schedule.
National Park Service (NPS), Nationwide
Construction Management BPA. Program Manager.
Responsible for construction management services
at several National Parks. Services included project
management, oversight, supervision of daily on-site
inspection, coordination of construction activities with
park operations and security, review and coordination
of submittals, preparation of estimates and scopes,
progress payments, and resolution of technical issues in
support of owner requirements. Projects included:
•

Ellis Island Seawall Restoration, Ellis Island.
This project was 1 mile of historical stone sea wall
repair and stabilization including new caisson
piles, counterforts, engineered backfill with geo‐
textile, below low‐tide structural repair with tremie

concrete, and stone placement. Construction
operations included maintenance of water booms,
vibration monitoring, under water inspections,
Construction value ~ $ 18 million.
•

Turtle Beach and Recreation Area at the
Delaware Water Gap NRA. This project consists
of the development of a New Jersey swim beach
on a four acre site with grading and re-alignment
of a river shoreline, new utilities, constructing and
realigning existing access roads, a 125 car parking
lot, picnic area with tables and shelters. It included
three new buildings: a guard shelter, a comfort
station, and a lifeguard house. Construction value
was ~ $3.6 million.

•

Castle Williams Historical Renovation and
Improvements, Governor’s Island. Project
included 1800’s era restoration of stone fortification,
structural repair, hazardous material abatement,
life and safety improvements, and architectural
improvements for rooftop access. Value is ~ $ 4.5
million.

1
Port Authority PAGE
of New
York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), George Washington Bridge Bus Station
Redevelopment, Program Management Services.
This is a public – private project (P3) funded design–
build effort between PANYNJ and a private developer
to modernize a transportation facility and repurpose
120,000 square feet of the bus station to retail
stores for the upper east Manhattan neighborhood.
Modernization includes revised bus operations and
passenger ticketing areas while maintaining daily
operations that include serving 20,000 commuters
daily as a connection point for trips from New Jersey
to Manhattan. Services provided included: design
review and consultation to enforce the P3 agreement
regarding design standards, facility use agreements,
and assuring compliance with applicable codes;
project progress reporting, including project issues,
and community interests; design review coordination
of review with PANYNJ Engineering and Quality
Assurance divisions and reporting on all design
issues; identification and resolution of design issues
related to bus station operations, PANYNJ design
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SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER | JOHN HASSELMANN, PE, CCM (CONTINUED)
requirements, and NYC Building code; construction
schedule analysis, verification of critical path, and
identification of schedule deficiencies; monitoring
construction submittals, identify issues, and coordinate
resolution; analysis of invoices and pay applications
with recommendation; consultation on claims and
construction changes;and, review and analysis of
consultant field reports including structural integrity,
specification compliance, and project progress.
Armament Integration Facility, Picatinny Arsenal,
New Jersey. Feasibility, Design, and Construction
Phase Support. Project manager. Project services for
this industrial building included a planning charrette,
development of a 15% design with site selection, basic
building dimensions, and a parametric estimate used
for funds programming. Once approved, responsible
to advance the design to complete set of biddable
documents with a construction value within the
programmed budget. Design challenges included
meeting industrial hygiene air standards within a high
caliber range, and Explosive Safety requirements.
Construction awarded and completed within 10% of the
$10 Million construction estimate. This project included
site and utility improvements, a new 12,000 square foot
building designed to house office space, a work shop, a
military vehicle bay, and a weapons lab and an enclosed
100 meter weapons range with a heavy duty ventilation
system and structural requirements. The project was
carefully selected and reclaimed a hardscape with new
pervious areas that significantly reduced surface runoff.
U.S. Army Reserve Center, Shoreham, New York.
Project Manager. Project services included supervision
of Construction Management representation for this
design‐ build project. Requirements included site and
utility improvements, existing building improvements
and re‐use, roof repair, a new addition using steel frame
and CMU block, and expansion of the central plant for
heating and cooling. Also required the provision of
temporary facilities and moving tenants and equipment.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Design for
the Modifi Record Fire (MRF) Range, West Point
Military Academy, New York. Project Engineer.
Conducted a constructability and independent technical
review (ITR) of the 90, 95 percent and Final Construction
Documents of the Modified Record Fire Range and
coordinated revisions to the plans, specifications and
cost estimates as well as uploading responses in webbased review system. Also reviewed architectural and
civil design analyses and incorporated improvements in
the construction documents. Worked with the project
manager and USACE to provide bid options to ensure
base bid was within the Programmed Amount of $4
million.
USACE, North East Regional Office (North Atlantic
Division), Emergency Management, Brooklyn, New
York. Program Manager. Managed the Emergency
Flood Control Program for the North East, as well as the
on-going relationship with FEMA, under which several
million dollars are assigned for recovery efforts including
emergency temporary housing, power, and other utility
connections. Ensured that the Regional Office was
prepared to manage responses to Hurricanes, local
floods, river ice jams, oil spills, and national security
events. Advised the Division Commander (General Offi
on rehabilitation efforts, and emergency de-watering
of reservoirs. During emergency response operations,
negotiated new work with FEMA, and worked closely
with USACE headquarters to allocate national resources.
Advised and directed subordinate offices on emergency
re-construction of Flood Control Structures.
USACE, NAD Hurricane Operation Plan. Wrote the
plan in coordination with regional operating Districts
and in coordination with the National Response Plan. It
included incident command organization for Hurricane
landfall in the North East, situation report procedures,
funds management
responsibilities, and coordinating
PAGE 1
instruction within USACE operating Districts, and with
FEMA and other Army elements.
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Simon Mortimer, MRICS, CCP, LEED AP, CEng QA/QC
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 40

BS, Civil Engineering

LEED Accredited Professional
Chartered Engineer, United Kingdom
Institute of Civil Engineers, UK
Member of Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors
Certified Cost Professional

Years with Firm 16

Mr. Simon Mortimer, MRICS, CCP, LEED AP, CEng, is a Vice President in Hill’s Atlanta, Georgia office. His
responsibilities include project management, financial planning, construction budgeting and accounting, client
liaison, marketing, legal administration, contract negotiation, and staff recruitment services. Simon provides expert
analysis and testimony in development and construction disputes, as well as forensic and turnaround services.
Simon’s expertise in national and international luxury hotel and resort project management has contributed to the
level of organization and discipline needed for projects in other sectors including hospitals, research laboratories,
higher education academic buildings and commercial developments. In particular, he has developed specialized
expertise encompassing green field sites, extensions, refurbishments, and hurricane repairs. He now manages all
development aspects tailored to meet the needs of each project including financial, technical and development
services as well as project management and consulting.
Prior joining Hill, Simon was Managing Director of his own project management firm which specialized in resort,
commercial, and residential projects in the Caribbean. He worked with international contractors in the UK, Saudi
Arabia, and Trinidad, as a construction manager for a resort project in Jamaica, as a project manager with a
Jamaican developer and, finally, as a consultant.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Ellis Square Underground Parking Garage, Savannah,
Georgia. Simon was Project Executive of the program
management team during construction of this $29.2
million , 1,075-space underground parking facility. He
facilitated selection of a design-build procurement
approach that provided the least-risk contracting
method to the client. Simon supplied on-site
owner’s representative services, cost and schedule
management, and quality assurance. Presenting
significant geotechnical and historic preservation issues,
the four-story parking facility is the structural foundation
for a hotel, condo building, surface parking lot, city
park and streets with curbs, gutters, street lights, and
sidewalks. Special considerations included protection
of neighboring historic buildings, relocation of major
utilities, and communication with the neighboring
community.
University of Georgia Animal Health Research
Center, Athens, Georgia. As Project Director, Simon
oversaw the $41 million reconstruction of this facility
that had been never been commissioned when first
built due to construction and operational deficiencies.
Simon was also responsible for interface of plant
operations with the University and for creation of
standard operating procedures to meet USDA and
CDC protocols. The ARHC is a large-animal research
and biocontainment center (BSL-3 Ag) within a
72,945 SF, two-story concrete and masonry structure.

Scope included reconstruction of the first floor to
meet all codes and to correct previously installed
defective work; reconstruction and fit-out of second
floor laboratory spaces; upgrading of the wastewater
treatment plant, mechanical and security systems; and
project commissioning. Of significance was the use of
a design-build procurement approach— a two-step
process comprising requests for qualifications followed
by requests for proposals to the pre-qualified firms—
PAGE 1
which required Simon’s
team to coordinate and facilitate
the initial project program report. Simon provided
complete comprehensive construction program
management services including project management,
on-site owner’s representative, cost management,
schedule management, and quality management.
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Southeastern
Biosafety Laboratory (SEBLAB), Birmingham,
Alabama. As Project Executive, Simon led owner’s
representative services on this $104 million , 12-story
research facility. Consulting services included cost
estimating, value engineering, scheduling and
commissioning facilitation. Simon’s role also included
quality assurance of the consulting services.
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QA/QC | SIMON MORTIMER, MRICS, CCP, LEED AP, CENG (CONTINUED)
Methodist Sugar Land Hospital Extension, Houston,
Texas. Simon was Project Executive for both phases
of this $296 million , 188-bed hospital expansion.
Phase I comprised construction of a new 430,000 SF,
multi-story Acute Care Hospital (Procedure Center,
Educational Center, Heart Center, Intensive Care Unit,
and Emergency Services) and additions to the existing
Administrative Services and Support Services areas. The
new building has a pre-cast concrete, brick and glass
façade to match previously constructed buildings and to
satisfy local design covenants. Phase II was a 72,000 SF
addition of Diagnostic and Treatment spaces covering
six new operating rooms, six shelled operating rooms,
and additional imaging suites, procedure rooms, and
central plant equipment. Simon provided full owner’s
representative services that included program, cost,
schedule, and commissioning management.
Grady Memorial Hospital Cancer Center of
Excellence, Atlanta, Georgia. Simon was Project
Executive for construction of this $31 million , 50,000
SF cancer center. He also led the selection of a designbuild procurement approach that provided the leastrisk contracting method for the client. Located on
the 9th and 10th floors of the largest public hospital
in the State of Georgia, the center was constructed
while maintaining continuous operation of the hospital.
Simon provided onsite staff to help hospital personnel
administer the construction contract. Services included
daily monitoring and coordination of design and
construction teams from the Construction Manager to
the Architect.
University of Kentucky Patient Care Facility,
Lexington, Kentucky. Simon was Project Executive of
the pre-construction estimating team for this multiple
building expansion program. A significant feature of
the scope of services was use of cost reconciliation
to validate each project’s scope and the overall
$375 million construction budget. The project scope
comprised 500,000 SF of occupied space fit-out
and 200,000 SF shelled for future program space.
Construction included a bridge concourse to connect
the garage and new building, infrastructure expansion,
new operational interfaces, a new entrance drive and
improvements to the ER entrance.

PAGE
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Sean McGonigal, PE Client Liaison
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 24

MS, Environmental Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ)

Years with Firm 18

Mr. McGonigal is a vice president and an environmental engineer with more than 24 years of experience, including
17 years supporting NJDEP and DPMC on various contracts and high visibility projects. Mr. McGonigal has significant
program and project management experience on multi-disciplinary projects. He specializes in projects where large
scale redevelopment occurs in contaminated and ecologically sensitive environments. He leads programs and
projects that include investigations, feasibility studies, designs, permitting, stakeholder and community involvement,
and negotiations with regulatory agencies. Mr. McGonigal’s experience includes environmental impact statements,
due diligence, ecological evaluations, ecological restoration, hazardous waste management, spill response/recovery,
remedial investigation, remediation design and remedial action implementation. Mr. McGonigal also has extensive
experience in field investigation of soil, groundwater and sediment, performing feasibility studies, and developing
cost estimates for environmental projects at public and private facilities.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority
(NJSEA), Meadowlands Xanadu Environmental
Impact Statement and Third Party Oversight, East
Rutherford, New Jersey. Lead Engineer. Responsible
for hazardous waste issues for the Draft and Final
Environmental Impact Statement (D/FEIS) and presented
findings during public hearings. Lead representative to
provide third party oversight on this 90+ acre mixed use
redevelopment project which will turn previous gradelevel parking surrounding the Continental Airlines Arena
into a 4.8 million square foot sports, entertainment and
retail facility. Responsibilities have included evaluation
of site remediation data and reporting in support
of the EIS, preliminary assessment/site assessment,
remedial action workplan, soil re-use proposal, health
and safety plan, air monitoring plan, and remedial
actions (including a 6,000 ton PCB soil remediation)
for the project. Additionally, coordinated preparation
of several permits including wetlands and stormwater
and assisted NJSEA in negotiations with regulators and
developers regarding all Site Remediation activities.
Coordinated characterization, transportation and
recycling/disposal of impacted soils/historic fill that are
geotechnically unsuitable for re-use on-site. Currently
serving as project manager for a PCB remediation
project (500+ tons) including coordination of the
subsurface investigation, reporting in accordance with
NJDEP Technical Requirements for Site Remediation,
as well as submission of the 30 day notification to U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

in a timely, efficient and professional manner. Mr.
McGonigal also ensures that all work is completed
as specified by, and to the satisfaction of the NJDEP
project requirements. Works closely with corporate
quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) officers to
monitor the implementation and progress of projects
to ensure that field work, data collection and analysis,
and subsequent reporting complies with applicable
local, state and federal regulations, as well as the firm’s
own quality standards and policies. In addition, Mr.
McGonigal works with Louis Berger’s corporate health
and safety coordinators to review all project health and
safety plans, audit and monitor field operations, and
ensure that the health and safety of all Louis Berger field
personnel, subcontractor personnel and the public is
maintained during all work in the field and otherwise.
Mr. McGonigal also ensures that staffing rosters are
up to date and that for remedial design on the current
contract, as well as having served as project manager on
PAGE 1
the other contracts.
Mr. McGonigal has also served as
project manager, remedial investigation/remedial action
scheme (RI/RAS) leader supporting NJDEP programs
and contracts for Louis Berger at more than 40 sites
under five different term contracts since 1998. Projects
involve addressing contamination and owner noncompliance issues at industrial facilities/brownfields,
wetlands and other water bodies; landfills, gas stations,
and other types of sites. Work covers the full range
of investigations, remedial alternative development/
selection, remedial design, and construction support.

New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection (NJDEP), Five Statewide Term Contracts
for Investigations, Remedial Alternative Selection
Evaluations, Remedial Design, and Landfill Closure
Services, Publicly Funded Site Remediation Projects,
Statewide. Program Manager. Manages contracts
with over 30 projects and 75 Work Orders for remedial
design, landfill closure design and ecological restoration
design services. Ensures that all aspects of the term
contract are implemented, managed and completed

New Jersey Department of Treasury, Division of
Property Management and Construction (DPMC),
General Environmental Services Term Contracts,
Statewide. Contract Manager. Since 2005, Mr.
McGonigal has served as Louis Berger’s contract
manager for over 40 projects on four consecutive, twoyear indefinite quantity general environmental services
term contracts, with the fourth of these term contracts
currently ongoing. As contract manager for these
environmental services contracts, responsibilities have
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CLIENT LIAISON | SEAN MCGONIGAL, PE (CONTINUED)
included the senior level management, coordination and
oversight needed to successfully conduct and complete
preliminary and comprehensive remedial investigations
and remedial action development at multiple sites
throughout the state ranging in various sizes and
complexity. As contract manager, Mr. McGonigal’s
responsibilities on these four contracts have included
the management, coordination and assurance that all
technical, administrative, financial and legal aspects
of the contract are implemented and completed to
the client’s satisfaction, and in full compliance of all
applicable state and federal regulations during the
course of contract.

New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC), Statewide On-Call
Contracts Investigation, Design, and Construction
for Superfund Sites. Program Manager. For 15
projects Mr. McGonigal has been responsible for
assigning project managers and ensuring that the
projects are staffed appropriately managing staff
remedial investigation/design of soil, groundwater,
sediment, and soil vapor for a variety of contaminants
including, pesticides, volatile organics, PAHs, and heavy
metals; design plans and specifications for soil and
sediment remediation; and, construction oversight of
manufactured gas plant remediation projects.

NJSEA, Meadowlands Railroad and Roadway
Improvement Project, East Rutherford, New Jersey.
Project Manager. Responsible for environmental
work for the re-use of underutilized and contaminated
properties in the New Jersey Meadowlands. Mr.
McGonigal was in charge of the preparation of the
final plans, specifications, and design report for the
remediation of over 6,000 cubic yards of soil/sediment
contaminated with PCBs (including TSCA levels),
mercury, arsenic and lead to allow for the construction
of a new 2.3 mile railroad extension through a
Superfund site (Former Universal Oil Products site).
The final design documents prepared by Louis Berger
were utilized by the client to solicit open competitive
bids for the project. The project has been successfully
been completed and the remedial action report to be
submitted to the regulators is underway. Mr. McGonigal
also supervised the preparation of the discharge to
surface water permit application for dewatering a former
waste treatment lagoon that is being remediated as part
of the project. Responsible for sediment assessment/
remediation and assisted the NJSEA in brownfields/
smart growth negotiations with NJDEP, EPA and
Biological Technical Assistance Group (BTAG) regarding
scope and objectives for the sediment site assessment/
findings within the rail corridor. Also evaluated the
potential for contaminant transport of nearby sediments
to and from the development area based upon baseline
reference sampling of off-site sediments. All work
has been performed under an expedited schedule to
facilitate regulator involvement on this fast-track project.

Red Bull Arena Brownfields Redevelopment
Project, Harrison, New Jersey. Lead Environmental
Representative. Responsible for all environmental
issues on this 12+ acre redevelopment project which will
turn previous contaminated industrial properties into a
state-of-the-art soccer-specific stadium. Responsibilities
have included evaluation of site remediation data and
reporting in support of the Remedial Action Workplan
(RAW), Soil Re-use Proposal, Health and Safety Plan,
Air Monitoring Plan, and Vapor Intrusion Mitigation
Design for the project. Also, coordinated excavation of
and off-site disposal contaminated soil during pile-cap
construction activities as well as NJPDES Discharge-toGroundwater permit by rule with NJDEP Case Manager.
NJDEP, Lower Passaic River Superfund Project,
New Jersey. Remedial Design Program Manager.
Louis Berger is NJDEP’s lead consultant on the Passaic
River restoration project. Managed tasks within this
engagement including: assist the NJDEP in any project
related technical matters arising from involvement with
other agencies including reviewing/commenting on
the reports produced by these agencies, responsible
parties or other stakeholders including cooperating
agencies and community/environmental
groups.
PAGE 1
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Maria Watt, PW Client Liaison
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

BS, Chemical Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ)

Years with Firm 11
With 30 years of environmental restoration and disaster recovery experience, Ms. Watt has managed multimillion dollar, multi-tasked, multi-disciplined restoration and recovery programs requiring extensive stakeholder
coordination and interface as well as agency negotiation. She has been the program manager for major restoration
contracts for federal, state, municipal and private clients, and has managed more than 100 feasibility studies in
New Jersey and New York. She has also managed one of the first state-of-the-art cumulative impacts assessments
for the Love Canal Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). As a program manager in New Jersey and New York,
Ms. Watt has managed and provided technical support to more than 100 multi-disciplined professionals and
numerous team members/subcontractors. She has been the program manager for major contracts issued by the
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP), New Jersey Department of Property Management
and Construction (NJ DPMC), New Jersey Department of Community Affairs (NJDCA), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE), the U.S. Environmental Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). These contracts included
environmental restoration and disaster recovery contracts with typical values between $2 and 20 million.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
NJDCA, Sandy Action Plan and Environmental
Support, New Jersey, Principal-in-Charge. Ms. Watt
mobilized a team of more than 30 staff to the NJDCA
office in Trenton within 48 hours of notice of award. This
highly experienced disaster recovery team developed
a Draft Action Plan that included a detailed needs
assessment within five business days; Action Plans
typically require 30 to 45 days to complete. More than
36 outreach meetings with various state, local and
non-profit organizations were conducted within three
days of contract award. Extensive resource mobilization
and management, weekly financial reporting and daily
tracking of progress and deliverables were critical on
such an expedited schedule. This high profile project
required extensive communication and coordination
with the governor’s representatives. A high quality
document produced on an expedited schedule
received U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) approval. In addition to expediting
the development of the Action Plan, the team
simultaneously began development of procurement
documents to obtain additional resources and teams
needed to implement the Action Plan. Also under this
contract, CDM Smith assisted the NJDEP in performing
HUD National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
Compliance activities and expedited the development
of environmental review documentation of HUD-funded
programs for recovery from Superstorm Sandy. CDM
Smith assisted the NJDEP in the preparation of countywide Tier 1 environmental assessments (EAs) for the
Rehabilitation, Reconstruction, Elevation and Mitigation
(RREM) Program for single-family homes and the portion
of the Small Rental Properties Program for buildings
with up to four residential units. CDM Smith helped
modify the Tier 1 EA to meet the requirements of the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and
drafted the checklist to be used in Tier 2 site-specific
review.

NJDEP, HUD NEPA Compliance Contract, New
Jersey, Program Manager. Ms. Watt mobilized a
team of more than 50 professional staff and trained
seven subcontractors to develop the NEPA compliance
program on an expedited basis and develop a contractspecific mobile iPad application and geographic
information system (GIS)/database management
system within the first few weeks of contract award to
streamline work flow and information tracking from
the initial site inspections through the completion of
the environmental assessment. Ms. Watt’s innovative
deployment of information management tools, HUD
policy expertise, and a strong program management
team allowed CDM Smith to successfully process
a high volume of environmental reviews in an
efficient, high-quality manner to facilitate funding for
homeowner recovery from Hurricane Sandy. CDM Smith
PAGE 1
supported programmatic
execution of fast-turnaround
environmental reviews, processing more than 1,500
HUD recovery funding applications for Sandy-impacted
homeowners (Tier 2 environmental reviews) and several
complex community-wide EAs within the first 18 months
of this 3-year program. Donna Mahon, Director, NJDEP,
Sandy Recovery Environmental and Historic Preservation
Review Program stated CDM Smith “is DEP’s top
performer in terms of quality and timeliness … they
have undertaken broader scope projects that are more
difficult to coordinate and document [which] passed our
quality assurance review without any required changes.
Their HUD expertise has thus far outweighed the
expertise of the competing contractors”.
NJDEP, Design Term Contract, Liberty State Park
Freshwater Wetland Ecosystem Restoration Project,
Jersey City, New Jersey, Program Manager. Ms.
Watt serves as the program manager on this multimillion dollar major design restoration program under
this five year on-call contract including the design and
construction management services for the creation
and restoration of wetlands at Liberty State Park (LSP).
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CLIENT LIAISON | MARIA WATT, PE (CONTINUED)
The LSP ecosystem restoration project was chosen to
serve as the site model for implementing the overall
area-wide restoration of the Hudson-Raritan Estuary
Ecosystem Restoration program. The implementation
plan ultimately developed for LSP includes the
phased-in restoration of the 230-acre park. The four
components of the phased restoration project include
the creation of approximately 46 acres of salt marsh, the
creation and enhancement of approximately 26 acres of
freshwater wetlands, the creation of approximately 50
acres of warm weather grasslands and the enhancement
of approximately 100 acres of urban forest comprised
of successional northern hardwoods and maritime
shrubland. This project helps to restore the locally
endangered ecological habitat, enhances overall park
connectivity for increased public use and benefit, and
is an important first step of an ambitious restoration
process for the Port District section of the HudsonRaritan Estuary.
NJDPMC Blue Acres Demolition Design Term
Contract, Program Manager. Ms. Watt serves as the
program manager on this multi-million dollar Blue
Acres Demolition Design Term contract that provides
demolition design services in support of the Blue
Acres Program that acquires and demolishes homes
that are flood prone or have sustained flood damage
as the result of Hurricane Sandy. She mobilized a team
of HUD and FEMA demolition experts to develop
program-specific design parameters that meet local,
state and federal requirements. Ms. Watt managed
the development of demolition design documents, bid
packages and permit documents required to expedite
the demolition of over 100 homes that were damaged
by Hurricane Sandy or were located in an area likely to
experience continued and repeated flood damage.
Brookhaven National Laboratory, DOE Environmental
Restoration Contract, Program Manager. Ms. Watt
was positioned as the program manager for a major
environmental restoration contract that targeted the
restoration of this eight square mile site which included
the restoration of the Peconic River. Feasibility study
and design documents were developed to dredge
radioactive impacted sediment with low impact
techniques and avoid the major disruption of miles
of stream and wetland areas. A state-of-the-art sitespecific sediment toxicity study was conducted to
demonstrate that dredging could be selectively
performed to minimize disturbance of the natural
stream habitat while targeting specific depositional
areas within the stream floodplain. Stream and wetland

restoration was performed with minimal disturbance to
the existing habitat and the stream/wetland area was
restored to enhance aquatic and wildlife habitat. Ms.
Watt received commendations from the DOE, EPA and
NYSDEC for this innovative approach that led to more
than a $50,000,000 savings in the restoration of the
Peconic River.
Occidental Chemical Corporation (OCC) Love
Canal Environmental Restoration Contract, Project
Manager. Ms. Watt served as the Project Manager
for three major EISs for the remediation of the Love
Canal Site located in Niagara Falls. She expeditiously
mobilized a team of more than 50 engineers and
scientists and created an on-site team of specialist to
develop three multi-million dollar EISs in accordance
with NEPA and New York SEQRA requirements.
The expedited response was required to meet an
aggressive Administrative Consent Order schedule. A
state-of-the-art cumulative impacts assessment was
negotiated with the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) in response to
new EPA guidance. Protocols were developed that set
precedence for NYSDEC EIS policy. Ms. Watt received
client commendations for delivering high quality EISs.
City of Newark and Together North Jersey Green
Infrastructure Contract, Newark, New Jersey, Project
Director. Through a HUD grant awarded to the State’s
Together North Jersey initiative, CDM Smith is working
with the City of Newark, Together North Jersey and
the Brick City Development Corporation to plan and
implement green infrastructure. The program is a
key strategy for Newark to both manage stormwater
more sustainably, and promote community renewal,
but is also challenging due to the city’s extremely
high impervious cover and its old and overburdened
combined sewer system.
PAGE
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Christopher Corliss, PE Project Manager (Design)
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 18

MBA, Finance Concentration/Management
Emphasis
BS, Bio-Resource/Bio-Environmental
Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, FL)

Years with Firm 9

Mr. Corliss is a Director at Louis Berger with approximately 18 years of professional experience in design packages,
environmental planning, general civil engineering and post construction award services. With a thorough working
knowledge of various industries, regulations, and operations, Mr. Corliss’ specific work includes projects/tasks
involving investigation, design and design review, landfills, remedial investigation, remedial design, feasibility
study and cost estimates, renewable energy, wastewater treatment facilities, underground storage tank (UST)
installation, replacement and remediation, environmental assessments (EAs), environmental impact statement (EISs),
conformance with NEPA requirements, permitting, spill and response plans and designs, and field activities in
hazardous materials (including PCBs) settings.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
NJDEP, Kingsland Redevelopment Area Project
Quality Assurance Engineering Services. Bergen
County, New Jersey. Project Manager. Project
Manager for quality assurance engineering services
during closure of six landfills associated with the
Meadowlands Landfill Closure Project. Project includes
review and reporting on construction documents and
project reports, review and reporting on Construction
Quality Control / Construction Quality Assurance Plan
compliance; and overall project schedule and funding
evaluation; project management and coordination;
technical engineering support; and field inspection.
Other project responsibilities include monitoring and
estimating project expenses including project schedule
and money available/remaining in the settlement
budget.
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), MSLA 1-D Landfill Closure Project. Kearny,
New Jersey. Project Manager. Project Manager for
landfill closure site design of the MSLA-1D Landfill. The
MSLA-1D Landfill is a 90+ Acre landfill located in the
New Jersey Meadowlands Region. The landfill closure
includes design of a cutoff wall, leachate collection
system, landfill cover system, grading plan, storm water
collection system and gas venting system. Mr. Corliss
was responsible for design of the landfill cover system,
slurry wall used to surround leachate mound, leachate
collection system, construction platform, site grading
and stormwater management. The leachate mound
in the landfill was modeled using Modflow with GMS
(Groundwater Modeling System) software user interface.
Modeling included rainfall, runoff and precipitation
calculation using the HELP model and the leachate
collection system. Permitting for project included
Stream Encroachment, Waterfront Development,
Wetlands, Landfill Disruption, USACE-New York District
wetlands coordination/permitting, and Soil Erosion and
Sediment Control.
NJDEP, Fenimore Landfill – Partial Landfill Closure
Project. Roxbury, New Jersey. Project Manager.
Since its reopening in 2011, the Fenimore Landfill has
experienced elevated hydrogen sulfide emissions
that pose a potential environmental hazard to the

surrounding community. Berger is responsible for
assisting in the emergency actions taken by NJDEP
and preparing the partial landfill closure design.
Responsibilities include developing design plans for
the partial closure design, permitting, and providing
technical support for interim emergency actions
measures taken. Berger had a very aggressive schedule,
and was able to keep meeting the many deadlines while
facing differing stakeholder conflicting objectives.
United States Military Academy, Environmental
Assessment for BRAC Actions at the West Point
Landfill, West Point, New York. Landfill Technical
Lead. Developed feasibility study/constraints analysis
for issues associated with the proposed relocation of
facility structures and infrastructure on the West Point
Landfill. The EA was developed in accordance with
NEPA and the implementing regulations issued by the
President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and
the Army. An appropriate level of NEPA analysis and
documentation was required to analyze how the BRAC
actions will be implemented for concurrent actions, both
BRAC-directed PAGE
and1 discretionary, at each installation
that was receiving realigned missions.
Republic Services, Marpal Disposal Transfer Station/
MRF Solid Waste Permitting, Tinton Falls Facility,
New Jersey. Project Engineer. Wrote, designed and
prepared the transfer station/material recovery facility
permit for approval. This project converted an existing
NJDEP Class A facility to a transfer station that is
allowed to receive and handle solid waste. Work also
included developing an Environmental Health and
Impact Statement report in conformance for regulatory
approval.
Hudson County Board of Chosen Freeholders,
Lincoln Park Landfill Closure and Redevelopment.
Jersey City, New Jersey. Project Manager. Wrote,
designed and prepared the Landfill Disruption and
Landfill Closure Plans for incorporation of the Lincoln
Park landfill into the adjacent Lincoln Park. This
project was in conjunction with the adjacent wetlands
restoration project on the same property. Mr. Corliss
developed site plans, details and permit applications
for approval of a Soil Erosion and Sediment Control
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PROJECT MANAGER | CHRISTOPHER CORLISS, PE (CONTINUED)
Permit, landfill closure permit and for the preparation
of construction bid documents. Other responsibilities
included designing the stormwater management system
which included storm sewers, catch basins, riprap and
grass swales, containment berms and outlet structures,
calculating the optimal cut and fill volumes necessary
for the project, designing the final grading and final
landfill cap for the site and developing profiles and cross
sections for sections of the landfill to be capped.
Archdiocese of Newark, PJP Landfill Closure. Jersey
City, New Jersey. Project Engineer. Wrote, designed
and prepared the Landfill Disruption and Landfill
Closure Plans for the potential beneficial reuse of the
PJP landfill. This project consisted of developing site
plans, details and permit applications for approval
of a Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Permit, and
landfill closure permit. Other responsibilities included
designing the stormwater management system which
included storm sewers, catch basins, riprap and grass
swales, containment berms and outlet structures,
calculating the optimal cut and fill volumes necessary
for the project, designing the final grading and final
landfill cap for the site and developing profiles and cross
sections for sections of the landfill to be capped.
City of Perth Amboy, Landfill Bypass Roadway/
Closure Project, Perth Amboy, New Jersey. Project
Engineer. Designed a roadway alignment over a closed
landfill to allow trucks to bypass residential areas and
designed the final capping and grading for the entire
landfill. The project also included a lighted pedestrian/
bicycle path along the waterfront. The path alignment
followed the former rail line along the waterfront.
Services included developing site plans, details and
permit applications for approval of a Waterfront
Development Permit and Soil Erosion and Sediment
Control Permit and the preparation of construction bid
documents. Other responsibilities included designing
the stormwater management system which included
storm sewers, catch basins, riprap and grass swales,
containment berms and outlet structures, calculating
the optimal cut and fill volumes necessary for the
project, designing the final grading and final landfill cap
for the site and developing profiles and cross sections
for sections of the landfill to be capped.
Allegheny Highlands Trail Sand Patch Rails to Trails
Project, Somerset County, Larimer and Greenville
Townships, Pennsylvania. Project Manager. This
project consists of the renovation/conversion of an
approximately 5.6 mile section of existing railroad bed
to a pedestrian/bicycle trail. The project consists of the
design of an arch culvert under an existing State Route,
bridge renovations and trail enhancements.

Duties included performing quantity calculations of all
materials to determine the amounts for the Contractors
to bid necessary for the project, cost estimating,
designing the final grading for the trail and roadway,
developing profiles and cross sections for the roadway
to be realigned, developing the Special Provisions for
the construction of this project, developing the final
plans and details for this project and inspecting the site
to determine locations of fencing, barriers, gates and
stormwater control devices.
Baseball Complex at Prince Rodgers Park.
Bridgewater Township, New Jersey. Project Engineer.
This project consisted of the design of four little league
fields, one large baseball field, a pedestrian bridge
and pathway, parking lots and a concession stand.
Developed site plans, details and permit applications for
approval of a Stream Encroachment Permit, Soil Erosion
and Sediment Control Permit and for the preparation
of construction bid documents. Duties also included
performing volume calculations to determine the
amount of cut and fill necessary to construct the project
and designing of the field layout and final grading for
the site.
Youth Sports Complex. City of New Brunswick,
Middlesex County, New Jersey. Project Engineer.
Design of three little league baseball fields, a pedestrian
bridge and pathway, parking lots, two soccer fields
and a concession stand. This project consisted of
developing site plans, details and permit applications
for approval of a Stream Encroachment Permit, Soil
Erosion and Sediment Control Permit and for the
preparation of construction bid documents. Duties also
included performing volume calculations to determine
the amount of cut and fill necessary to construct the
project and designing the field layout and final grading
for the site.
PAGE 1
Spring Run Stormwater
System Project. Bridgewater
Township, Bridgewater, New Jersey. Project Engineer.
Project consisted of diverting stormwater flow away
from a stream in the back of residential properties.
Developed alternatives to solve the problem and
designed a storm sewer system to relieve the problem
as well as prepare applicable state permits and
construction documents. Duties included the following:
performed feasibility study for each alternate which
included a cost estimate analysis, permit feasibility
study and construction impact study, performed
calculations to determine existing conditions including
time of concentration and peak flow analysis, designed
a reinforced concrete pipe run to divert the stormwater
with design including sizing storm sewer pipe, catch
basins and manholes and determined inverts and slopes
to meet state requirements to not increase peak flow to
discharge points.
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Jennifer Brunton, PE, CFM Project Manager (Design)
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 17

MS, Civil and Environmental Engineering
BS, Public and Environmental Affairs

Professional Engineer (MS, NH)
Certified Floodplain Manager (CFM)

Years with Firm 11

Ms. Brunton is an environmental engineer with over 17 years of experience in environmental consulting, with an
emphasis on ecosystem restoration, water resources engineering, and regulatory compliance. She has contributed
to the restoration of nearly 1,000 acres of habitat restoration, over 500 acres of which is located within New Jersey.
She excels at working with clients to articulate project goals, which she translates into her management of teams
of 5 to 50 technical specialists that derive the required technical data and craft designs that meet project needs,
align with client objectives, and meet project scope, budget and schedule commitments. Her expertise includes
designing and overseeing the execution of technical studies, including natural resource studies and hydrologic,
hydraulic and hydrodynamic modeling efforts; developing engineering plans, specifications, and cost estimates;
providing construction supervision; conducting post-construction monitoring of restoration projects; and developing
and implementing adaptive management actions. Ms. Brunton is also experienced in developing state and federal
permits applicable to ecosystem and water resource engineering projects and working with stakeholders during
project development.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), Higbee Beach Wetland Restoration Project,
Cape May County, New Jersey. Project Manager.
Overseeing the engineering design of several hundred
acres of tidal marsh restoration in Cape May County.
Directed the execution of baseline studies to support
the conceptual design development, including habitat
evaluations, topographic and bathymetric surveys, and
hydrologic, hydraulic, and hydrodynamic modeling.
Through an iterative process of defining, modeling,
and refining, developed the optimal restoration design.
Developed the conceptual design of a ~7,000-foot
tidal inundation control berm to manage flood risk
to the upper watershed, protect the eastern portion
of the marsh from tidal inundation, and allow habitat
management of the northern marsh. Working with
NJDEP to finalize the approach to permit application
development and final design, which will include full
design of the marsh restoration, berms, and associated
water control structures; design of over 30 acres of
maritime forest restoration, bridge design to provide
access over the restored inlet channel, the design of
nature trails, interpretive signage and other recreational
features, and preliminary site design of a proposed
educational/interpretive center within a former
manufacturing plant onsite.
NJDEP, Mad Horse Creek Wetlands Restoration
Project, Salem County, New Jersey. Project Manager.
Overseeing the engineering design of over 230 acres
of tidal marsh, forest, grassland, emergent freshwater
marsh in Salem County, New Jersey. The site is being
restored as partial compensation for the 250,000 gallon
oil spill caused by the grounding of the merchant marine
oil tanker Presidente Rivera in the Delaware River in
1989. Impacts caused by the spill included park and
fishery closures, and oil deposits along the coastal
wetlands and shoreline impacts through 30 miles of
river. On-going project tasks include performing an

intensive cultural resource survey of the project site.
Subsequent project tasks include overseeing the
development of engineering plans, specifications, and
an engineer’s cost estimate.
NJDEP, Lincoln Park Wetland Restoration, Hudson
County, New Jersey. Project Manager. Supported the
engineering tasks associated with the redevelopment
of a landfill for tidal marsh restoration. As part of this $7
million project, responsibilities included development
of contract documents that describe the excavation of
landfill debris from within the historical wetland area
to re-establish tidal channels and salt marsh. Project
components included draft and final design plans and
specifications, as well as cost estimates and quantities,
and bid packages. The project restored 42 acres of
wetlands, streams, salt marsh habitat, and added
PAGE 1
additional anadromous fish spawning habitat to the
Hackensack River. Project required dredging ~245,000
cy of material, including two feet of over-excavation
followed by the import and placement of processed
dredged material to achieve final proposed grades.
NJDEP, Rahway River Restoration Project, Union
County, New Jersey. Project Manager. Evaluated the
feasibility of restoring marsh habitat at this disturbed
site located within a highly urban area and adjacent to a
brownfield site. Directed the sediment characterization
task, which was performed to determine if hazardous
waste was present and if restoration of marsh habitat
would generate an attractive nuisance for wildlife.
Installed, monitored and analyzed tide gauge data to
determine what elevation would support marsh habitat.
Surveyed the site to estimate amount of cut required to
achieve marsh habitat.
NJDEP, Headgates Fish Passage Feasibility Study,
Somerset County, New Jersey. Project Manager.
Responsible for implementing the Headgates Fish
Passage Feasibility Study (FS). Technical studies
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PROJECT MANAGER | JENNIFER BRUNTON, PE, CFM (CONTINUED)
included a structural evaluation of the dam,
characterization of the sediments accumulated behind
the dam, topographic and bathymetric surveys, and
a cultural resource evaluation. Coordinated with the
broad range of stakeholders associated with the dam.
Assimilated information into FS that evaluated five
fish passage alternatives including dam removal or
constructing a bypass channel, rock ramp, or fish ladder.
New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA), Interchange
6 to 9 Widening Program, New Jersey. Project
Manager. Responsible for the engineering effort
associated with developing mitigation to satisfy permit
requirements associated with the Interchange 6 to 9
Widening Program. The Widening Program impacted
over 120 acres of wetlands; the largest amount of
mitigation generated from one project or program
to be processed through the NJDEP Mitigation Unit.
Ms. Brunton acted as a liaison during the complex
process of formulating a Mitigation Plan to satisfied
permit requirements. She oversaw the engineering
tasks associated with developing the wetland, riparian,
and vernal pool mitigation and reforestation at four
sites, including screening of potential mitigation sites,
geotechnical and hazardous waste investigations, and
topographic and boundary surveys. Designed wetlands,
including site layout, grading, and outlets. Developed
engineering plans, specifications, engineering cost
estimates, construction schedules, and liquidated
damages estimates. Performed post-construction
monitoring.
Community Reconstruction Zone Plans, New York
Rising Community Reconstruction Program, State of
New York. Representative Engineer. New York Rising
Community Reconstruction Program was developed
to assist communities heavily impacted by Superstorm
Sandy to redevelop stormwater management systems
and community designs to prepare for large storm
events like Sandy, and everyday flooding issues.
Responsibilities included characterizing community
issues associated with tidal and fluvial flooding. Served
as representative engineer at community committee
and public meetings i.

environmental constraints, and intense coordination
with the design team, interested parties, and involved
agencies. Currently working to translate the vision of
the Rebuild by Design proposal to the reality of regional
conditions to develop a project that will progress
through the environmental review process and fit within
HUD funding.
Williams/Marsh Resources, Inc. Berm Design and
Construction, Moonachie, New Jersey. Oversaw
the design of a tidal exclusion berm, which included
a detailed hydrologic and hydraulic analysis of site
conditions to determine the most efficient outlet
structure/tide gate design for the project. Performed
an alternatives analysis of two tidal exclusion berms
and recommended the most cost effective approach.
Oversaw the preparation of engineering plans and
specifications and coordinated with a contractor to
expedite the design and installation of this emergency
measure.
Connecticut Fund for the Environment (in
partnership with the New York State Office of Parks,
Recreation & Historic Preservation, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and
others). Sunken Meadow Creek Tidal Estuary and
Salt Marsh Restoration, Long Island, NY. Supported
engineering tasks associated with designing natural
tidal flow to approximately 120 acres of former tidal
creek and salt marsh habitats in Sunken Meadow State
Park on Long Island Sound. Currently overseeing the
transformation of a 12-acre impervious asphalt parking
lot to a multipurpose recreation area that utilizes Low
Impact Design (LID) strategies to incorporate parking,
picnicking, and nature trails that meet functional goals
of the area while reducing stormwater discharge
quantity and improve stormwater and groundwater
discharge quality to Sunken Meadow Creek and Long
Island Sound. PAGE 1

Rebuild by Design - Living with the Bay: A
Comprehensive Regional Resiliency Plan for
Nassau County’s South Shore. Phase 1 – Mill River.
The Louis Berger Team is providing environmental
review services for the duration of the public scoping
process for Phase I of the Living with the Bay project,
developed through Rebuild By Design. The first phase
of this project, known as “Slow Streams” proposes to
reduce tidal flooding and manage stormwater in the
Mill River watershed through the installation of a sluice
gate, development of floodplain storage areas and
construction of bioswales within the watershed. Project
elements include developing a technical approach to
conducting the environmental review for the project,
conducting an existing information review, characterize
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Michael F. Schmidt, PE, BCEE, D.WRE Project Manager (Design)
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 31

BS, Environmental Engineering

Professional Engineer (FL, LA)
Board Certified Environmental Engineer
(BCEE)
American Academy of Environmental
Engineers
Diplomate, Water Resources (D.WRE)

Years with Firm 29

Mr. Schmidt has 31 years of experience in stormwater, flood control, coastal, ecosystem restoration, water resource,
and watershed master planning, modeling, research, facilities evaluations and design, permitting, operations, asset
and data management, implementation, training, public information, and funding. He has managed or directed
more than 180 stormwater and water resource management programs in New Jersey and across 28 other States and
5 countries. Mr. Schmidt has guided the implementation of $500+ million of multi-benefit capital improvements,
and he has led and directed CDM Smith teams in developing innovative solutions that have saved our clients over
$240 million, including operational adjustments to the north shore Lake Okeechobee flood control and navigation
system that saved $140 million for ecosystem restoration and a best management practice (BMP) treatment train
capture and treatment plan for Miami International Airport that saved the client nearly $50 million while bringing
the airport into water quality compliance as it redeveloped Concourses A through J. In various projects, Mr. Schmidt
has performed designs; provided peer reviews of hydrologic, hydraulic and water quality models and designs;
developed design standards; provided construction reviews and guidance; evaluated stormwater and flood control
plans with green infrastructure and BMPs; performed floodplain and floodway evaluations; provided expert witness
testimony; and given public presentations.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Lake Okeechobee Fast Track (LOFT) Project Basis of
Design Report (BODR) and Technical Manager for
Lakeside Ranch STA Preliminary and Final Design,
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD)
Florida, 2006-2012. Was the technical manager and
engineer-of-record for the SFWMD LOFT Project BODR
for the 2,000-acre Taylor Creek Reservoir and 2,700acre Lakeside Ranch Stormwater Treatment Area (STA).
Mr. Schmidt led the work team in the application of
seven models in parallel to guide feasibility evaluations,
design, construction, and operations. The system-wide
model considered the interaction between the existing
flood control pump stations, canals, two navigable
locks, S-191 and S-153 control structures, Taylor Creek
STA, Nubbin Slough STA, proposed Taylor Creek
reservoir and proposed 4.5 sq. mi. Lakeside Ranch STA.
Blind River Freshwater Diversion Feasibility
Study, Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), and
Conceptual Design, Louisiana Office of Coastal
Protection and Restoration (OCPR) and U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), New Orleans District.
Technical Manager. Served as technical manager
for the OCPR and USACE New Orleans District Blind
River Freshwater Diversion Project to re-establish
hydroperiod, and sediment and nutrient fluxes to
support wetland forest growth and regeneration. The
project will divert 3,000 cfs to restore up to 36 sq. mi.
of coastal wetlands. He identified a dual use option for
water distribution with the flood control system that
will save between $30 million and $40 million in capital
costs and over 1 sq. mi. of forested wetlands. Project
feasibility evaluations included three sea level rise
scenarios over the 50 year planning horizon.

C-44 Reservoir-STA Conceptual Design, Aquacalma
and South Florida Water Management District
(SFWMD), Florida. Lead Engineer and Technical
Manager. Mr. Schmidt served as lead engineer
and technical manager for the feasibility study and
conceptual design of a combined 12,000 acre reservoir
and STA system to capture, store and treat excess flows
from the C-44 Canal as part of Lake Okeechobee and
Indian River Lagoon restoration.
Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Hydrodynamic Support,
St. Johns River Water Management District
PAGE 1
(SJRWMD). Technical
Manager. Mr. Schmidt served as
technical manager for ecosystem restoration projects for
the SJRWMD including the:
•

Water quality BMP decision matrix to guide BMP
selection, sizing and costing.

•

Tri-County Agricultural Area (TCAA) nutrient
reduction program which included over $2M in cost
savings by coordination with FDOT for fill material
in-exchange for construction of two Regional
Stormwater Treatment (RST) facilities to treat
nutrients from agricultural runoff.

•

Cedar and Ortega River sediment remediation
project with the City of Jacksonville.

Master Stormwater Management Plan (MSMP),
Update and Implementation, Jacksonville, Florida.
Project Engineer, Project Manager and Technical
Manager. Mr. Schmidt served as project engineer,
project manager, and technical manager over the
past 26 years for the 800 square mile study area
for the City of Jacksonville MSMP with detailed
hydrologic, hydraulic, and water quality modeling;
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PROJECT MANAGER | MICHAEL F. SCHMIDT, PE, BCEE, D.WRE (CONTINUED)
permitting; design; and implementation of over $150
million in stormwater facilities as part of the Lower St.
Johns River Restoration Program for the city and the
SJRWMD. He also innovated floodplain, floodway, and
detention techniques for sustainable river management
systems, including volume-time detention controls
for the full range of hydrology and dynamic floodway
methodologies that consider both storage and
conveyance.
Stormwater Management and Implementation at
Miami International Airport, Miami-Dade County,
Florida. Technical Director/Advisor. Mr. Schmidt
served as technical director for the development of
the SWMP; state and federal permitting; monitoring;
and implementation of $180 million of stormwater and
environmental infrastructure over 17 years. The SWMP
included comprehensive evaluations of hydrology,
hydraulics, water quality, BMPs, and facility planning in
phases to allow cost-effective implementation of the
CIP while aircraft operations continued and increased
to serve growing air traffic demands. He developed a
BMP Treatment Train capture and treatment plan that
saved nearly $50 million while bringing the airport into
water quality compliance as it redeveloped. The BMP
Treatment Train consists of structural and non-structural
BMPs, as well as construction and monitoring activities.
These activities were designed to minimize the potential
for pollution by controlling the generation of pollutants
in stormwater runoff and by controlling pollutants as
close to potential sources as possible.
St. Johns River Water Management District
(SJRWMD). Technical Manager, Hydrologic,
Hydraulic, and Hydrodynamic Support. Mr. Schmidt
served as technical manager for ecosystem restoration
projects for the SJRWMD including:
•

Water quality BMP decision matrix to guide BMP
selection, sizing and costing.

•

Tri-County Agricultural Area (TCAA) nutrient
reduction program which included over $2M in cost
savings by coordination with FDOT for fill material
in-exchange for construction of two Regional
Stormwater Treatment (RST) facilities to treat
nutrients from agricultural runoff.

•

Wekiva Springshed Protection program which
evaluated aquifer and spring protection strategies
and regulations for central Florida.

•

Nutrient reduction plans for Lake George and Lake
Apopka. These lakes are the second and third
largest in the State of FL after Lake Okeechobee,
and the projects have involved evaluations of
alternative BMPs and management measures
to reduce nutrients and growth of algae and
Cyanobacteria.

•

Cedar and Ortega River sediment remediation
project in coordination with the City of Jacksonville.

•

Minimum Flows and Levels (MFLs) program to
identify the necessary environmental low flows and
water levels for lakes and streams for water supply
and ecosystem protection.

USACE Water Resources Engineering Support
and Hydrologic and Hydraulic (H&H) Studies for
Ecosystem Restoration, Jacksonville District, Florida.
Project Manager. Mr. Schmidt managed three indefinite
delivery contracts which included the following:
•

Hydrologic, hydraulic, and database planning and
engineering support for the SWFFS, including
modification of Mike SHE-11 models for the
Caloosahatchee River, Estero Bay, and Big Cypress
Basin, along with the SWFFS Hydrogeologic
Database. Earned “Excellent” overall ratings in the
two Architect/Engineer Contract Administration
Support System (ACASS) evaluations.

•

Uncertainty Analysis for Inflow Design Floods – Lake
Okeechobee Herbert Hoover Dike – evaluation of
the uncertainty for Kissimmee River Watershed flows
to the lake for dam safety analyses.

•

Hydrologic, hydraulic, and ecosystem restoration
evaluations for the Boquerón Wildlife Refuge in
Puerto Rico.

•

Cerrillos Dam assessment in Puerto Rico.

•

SFWMD Regional Simulation Model (RSM) peer
review of hydrology and hydraulics and C-43
Calibration.

•

RSM Verification Test Cases for surface-groundwater
hydrology and hydraulics.

•

South West Florida Feasibility Study (SWFFS)
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Watershed Management
Model (WMM) for the
hydrologic, water quality, and best management
practices (BMP) evaluations of the Big Cypress Basin
(BCB) and updates for the Caloosahatchee River and
Estero Bay watersheds. This also included onsite
WMM training for the USACE, the USEPA, SFWMD,
and Lee County staff through CDM Smith University.

Marina Barrage, Singapore Technical Advisor/
Reviewer. Mr. Schmidt served as advisor/reviewer
for the H&H, water quality modeling, circulation and
green infrastructure components of the Marina Barrage
project.
Trinity Uptown Program - Tarrant Regional Water
District & USACE Fort Worth District. Mr. Schmidt
served as advisor/reviewer for H&H components of the
project.
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Stephen L. Whiteside, PE Project Manager (Design)
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 39

Engineer Degree, Geotechnical Engineering
MS, Geotechncial Enigneering
BS, Geotechnical Engineering

Professional Engineer (NC, SC, VA, GA,
FL, AL, TN, KY, LA, AR, MA)

Years with Firm 15

Mr. Whiteside has 39 years of professional experience in providing geotechnical and dam engineering services. His
extensive experience includes inspection of concrete and embankment dams and levees; design and construction
of new roller compacted concrete (RCC) dams, embankment dams, and levees; decommissioning of existing dams;
design and construction of RCC and articulated concrete block mat overtopping protection and soil cement erosion
protection; and design and construction of other rehabilitation measures for existing concrete and embankment
dams, levees, and appurtenant structures. He is a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)-approved
independent consultant for Part 12 dam inspections and PFMA facilitator. His geotechnical experience includes
geotechnical investigations, design and construction management services for water and wastewater treatment
plants, pump stations, tunnels, bridges, roadways, pipelines, landfills, and waterfront structures.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Lakeside Ranch Stormwater Treatment Area, Martin
County, Florida, Lead Geotechnical Engineer.
Mr. Whiteside is the lead geotechnical engineer for
the design and construction of the Lakeside Ranch
Stormwater Treatment Area (LRSTA) in Martin County
as part of the Lake Okeechobee Fast-Track (LOFT)
project. LRSTA North and South (LRSTA-N and LRSTA-S)
combine for a total of 2,400-acre emergent wetland
STA on 2,710 acres of land with eight cells, 9,000 feet
of canal improvements, and over 20 miles of earthen
embankments consisting of levees, seepage control
channels, spreader and collector ditches, 27 control
structures, and a pump station with a capacity of 250
cfs.
Franklin Dam, Franklin, Kentucky, Project Manager.
Mr. Whiteside was the project manager for the design
and construction of a new RCC dam to replace an
existing dam in Franklin, Kentucky. The existing dam
impounded the sole source of water supply for the
city and was in poor condition. The new dam was
constructed immediately downstream of the existing
dam. The dam includes a 500-foot-long RCC section
and an 80-foot-long conventional concrete ogee
spillway.
Glenville Lake Dam, Fayetteville, North
Carolina,Project Director. Mr. Whiteside is the project
director for the evaluation and rehabilitation design
and construction for Glenville Lake Dam. The project
has included a field and laboratory investigation,
seepage and stability analyses, structural evaluation of
the existing concrete spillway, and recommendations
for seepage control measures. CDM Smith designed
the rehabilitation measures including replacement of
the existing spillway with a new straight-drop concrete
spillway and stilling basin, flattening the upstream
slope and portions of the downstream slope, and
installing articulated concrete block mat upstream slope
protection.
Durant Nature Park Lower Dam, Raleigh, North
Carolina, Lead Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Whiteside
was the lead geotechnical engineer for rehabilitation

design and construction for damage caused by
Hurricane Fran to the lower dam at Durant Nature Park
in Raleigh, North Carolina. Runoff from Hurricane Fran
overtopped the Lower Dam and eroded away the entire
downstream slope. The rehabilitation design included
an innovative fuse plug emergency spillway to increase
the spillway discharge capacity for an upgraded spillway
design flood.
Trinity Uptown Program, Fort Worth, Texas, Lead
Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Whiteside is the lead
geotechnical engineer for proposed rerouting of the
Trinity River in Fort Worth, Texas. This project includes a
new river channel, construction of new levees, raising of
existing levees, retaining walls and parks incorporated
into the levees on one side of the channel, replacement
of existing bridges, new roller compacted concrete
(RCC) dam, and isolation gates to control water levels.
Noman Cole Pollution Control Plant Equalization
Basin and Flood Protection Improvements, Fairfax
County, Virginia, Lead Geotechnical Engineer. Mr.
1
Whiteside is thePAGE
lead
geotechnical engineer for the
evaluation, engineering design and construction of
required improvements to existing equalization basins,
pump stations, flood protection systems, and other
facilities at the Noman Cole Pollution Control Plant
in Lorton. He oversaw the geotechnical investigation,
seepage analyses, and stability analyses and reviewed
hydrologic/hydraulic analyses to develop flood
protection measures to protect the plant against the
100-year flood event and potentially be accredited by
FEMA. The measures include a combination of new
floodwalls and a levee. He will be the lead geotechnical
engineer during construction.
Bucklin Point WWTP Levee Raise, East Providence,
Rhode Island, Technical Consultant. Mr. Whiteside
served as the technical consultant for the design for
raising a perimeter levee around the Bucklin Point
WWTP in East Providence, Rhode Island. The project
involved raising an existing levee in order to provide
100-year flood protection for the plant. The levee is
approximately 3,000 feet long and up to 20 feet high.
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PROJECT MANAGER | STEPHEN L. WHITESIDE (CONTINUED)
CDM Smith performed a detailed topographic survey,
performed a geotechnical field and laboratory program,
and developed construction documents. Mr. Whiteside
provided techhnical reviews during the construction of
the project.
Various Dams, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Project
Manager. Mr. Whiteside was the project manager
for two indefinite delivery agreements with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, New England Division
to provide evaluations, design and construction
services at various dams in New England. The
projects included a liquefaction evaluation of the
35-foot-high Old Quincy Reservoir Dam, Braintree,
Massachusetts; design, installation, and monitoring of
slope inclinometers and precision surveying network
at the 265-foot-high Ball Mountain Dam, Jamaica,
Vermont; installation of 24-inch-diameter relief wells at
the 133-foot-high Townshend Lake Dam, Townshend,
Vermont; construction of a graded filter seepage
control beam at the 75-foot-high North Springfield
Lake Dam, North Springfield, Vermont; construction
of a downstream toe drain at the 130-foot-high
Thomaston Dam in Thomaston, Connecticut; design
of automated instrumentation systems at Townshend
and North Springfield Lake Dams; and evaluation of
instrumentation at Mansfield Hollow Dam, Mansfield,
Connecticut.
Dam Inspections, New York City, Lead Geotechnical
Engineer. Mr. Whiteside was the lead geotechnical
engineer for the inspection of 20 water supply dams
and reservoirs for the New York City Department
of Environmental Protection. The reservoirs provide
the water supply for the city. The inspection reports
included recommendations for repair, improvements, or
further evaluations for each dam.
Inspection of Dams, Middletown, New York,
Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Whiteside conducted
visual inspections of eight dams that are part of the
water supply for the City of Middletown and several
neighboring towns. The dams included Monhagen Dam,
Mapes Dam, Carey Dam, Woodward Dam, Greenleaf
Dam, Kinch Dam, Stewart Dam, and Mill Pond Dam. The
inspection reports included recommendations for repair,
improvements, or further evaluations for each dam.

The reservoir will have an HDPE liner underlain by a
geocomposite drainage net. Mr. Whiteside will be the
lead geotechnical engineer during construction.
Lowell Flood Protection Project, Lowell,
Massachusetts, Technical Consultant. Mr. Whiteside
was the technical consultant for the evaluation and
rehabilitation of the Lowell Flood Protection project
in Lowell. The system consists of approximately
1,750 linear feet of I-walls and 3,350 linear feet of
earthen levees. CDM Smith performed a geotechnical
investigation, developed a rehabilitation design to bring
the levees and floodwalls into compliance with FEMA
regulations, obtained a Section 408 permit from the
USACE, and oversaw the construction. Mr. Whiteside
will provide technical reviews during construction.
Industrial Park Levee FEMA Accreditation – Design,
Construction and Regulatory Submittal, Council
Bluffs, Iowa, Lead Practitioner. Mr. Whiteside is
the Lead Practitioner for the effort to attain FEMA
accreditation for the Industrial Park Levee. This effort
involved a significant coordination between the city and
the private land owners, including two major industries
and a casino. The overall project consisted of multiple
task orders, including the accreditation submittal,
coordination of subcontractor activities in the design
of levee improvements needed for accreditation and
construction phase services of the levee improvements.
The project has included geotechnical investigations,
detailed geotechnical analyses, and design of
modifications. Mr. Whiteside will provide technical
reviews during construction.
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Savannah Harbor Expansion Project Raw Water
Impoundment, Savannah, Georgia, Engineer of
Record. Mr. Whiteside was the Engineer of Record
for the design of a 97-MG raw water impoundment
for the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP) in
Savannah, Georgia. The purpose of the reservoir is
to mitigate salinity impacts on a raw water intake as a
result of the proposed harbor dredging. The project
includes an extensive geotechnical investigation,
dam-break analyses, seepage and stability analyses,
liquefaction and seismic deformation analyses, and
design documents for the dam, raw water pump
station, pipelines, and other appurtenant structures.
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Eyad Mizian, Esq., PE Project Manager (CM)
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 24

Juris Doctorate
MS, Civil Engineering, Public Works
Administration
BS, Science, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (WI)
Attorney at Law

Years with Firm 6

Mr. Mizian has more than 20 years of program management and project and construction management experience
in the area of water/wastewater. As the program manager of Baltimore County’s Consent Decree Program, Mr.
Mizian directed and coordinated sewer design and construction teams to ensure activities are carried out in
accordance with established specifications, schedules, and budgets. He oversaw program management of design
and construction activities on pump stations and sewer improvement projects. Mr. Mizian assisted Baltimore
County in developing guidelines, managing daily operations, and CIP planning.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Baltimore County Sewer Consent Decree Program
Management, Baltimore County, Maryland,
Program manager. Successfully managing design and
construction of the Capital Improvement Program to
upgrade Baltimore County’s sewer collection system.
Overseeing and coordinating activities of consultants
and contractors to evaluate the collection system
and to recommend and implement system upgrades.
Planning, directing, and coordinating the operations
of design and construction teams to ensure that
activities are carried out in accordance with established
specifications, schedules, and budgets. Developing
and monitoring the program schedule and budget.
Oversaw the creation of master schedule in Primavera
P6 software. Directed the creation of a standardized
communication protocol for Consent Decree. Oversaw
the creation and maintenance of a Web Portal for
sharing information about the Consent Decree Program
with other departments, consultants and contractors.
Oversaw the linking of GIS and other County databases
including CASSWORKS to the Web Portal. Assisting
with the management of the sewer inspection program.
Directing the capture of collected data in CASSWORKS.
Overseeing the planning and scheduling of work orders
in CASSWORKS to increase productivity and maximize
resource efficiency. Working with and training County
employees to adopt a preventative maintenance
approach. Oversaw the assessment of alternative
asset management software for implementation at the
County and the development of a database for tracking
corrective recommendations for asset maintenance,
repair, rehabilitation and replacement. Monitoring
compliance with construction contracts, forecasting and
accurately identifying variances or problems in a timely
manner and making recommendations for solutions
or corrective action which may be needed to maintain
construction schedule and budget. Coordinating the
efforts of providing Baltimore County’s Geographic
Information System data, flow monitoring, and closed
circuit television inspection data to the consultants.
Assisting the County in revising its internal operating
procedures including design review processes,
inspection methods, and contract enforcement
procedures to comply with best management
practices. Overseeing the evaluation of the consultants’

technical reports concerning flow monitoring; hydraulic
modeling calibration results; and system upgrade
recommendations. Effectively communicating with
other regulating agencies, such as U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and Maryland Department of
the Environment, regarding permitting issues and
compliance with federal, state, and local regulations.
WSSC PM0001A08 Basic Ordering Agreement,
Laurel, Maryland, Contract manager. Mr. Mizian
ensures the quality of services provided by the Louis
Berger staff working on this WSSC Staff Augmentation
Basic Ordering Agreement (BOA). He oversees resource
allocation and monitors the expenditures on the various
tasks to ensure services are delivered on time and within
budget. These services include the design of water
and sewer mains and large meter vaults and onsite
takeovers in support of Project Delivery Group (PDG)
water reconstruction program, managing sewer and
water design consultants and reviewing their designs,
developing an electronic Project Management Manual
that contains design and project management standards
for PDG, training the Project Managers of PDG and
the Infrastructure
Group (ISG) on developing
PAGEServices
1
and updating Primavera Project Schedules, designing
miscellaneous facilities, and managing the construction
on the Patuxent Water Filtration Plant, Phase II, project.
City of Milwaukee, Extension of Howard Avenue
60-Inch Water Main, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Project
Manager/Design Engineer. Prepared plans and
specifications for a two mile extension of an existing
60 inch ductile iron water main. Managed, scheduled,
and coordinated construction inspectors as well as
numerous contractors and material suppliers. Solved
technical problems that arose during construction.
Managed all environmental protection aspects of the
construction and operations of the projects.
City of Milwaukee, North Point Pump Station
Retrofits, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Project/Design
Engineer. Planned and oversaw the design and
construction of retrofitting this fifty-year old station
with a new pumping system to accommodate the lower
water demand and significantly reduce operating and
maintenance costs. The project included dismantling
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PROJECT MANAGER | EYAD MIZIAN, Esq, PE (CONTINUED)
the old 80 MGD pumping system and replacing it
with a new high-efficiency 50 MGD pumping system
including installation of new pumps and motors,
state of the art Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs) and
instrument controls, new valves and flow meters and
associated piping, and upgraded electrical supply
system. Employed value engineering and costbenefit analysis and hydraulic modeling software to
identify and recommend an optimal efficient pumping
system. Prepared plans, project specifications and
contract drawings. Reviewed contract documents
for constructability and technology deployment and
summarized the findings in engineering reports.
Reviewed construction contracts to ensure compliance
with Wisconsin Public Authority procedures and
local statutes, codes, and regulations. Oversaw
all environmental aspects of the construction
and operation of the pump station. Oversaw the
bidding and awarding of the project including bid
evaluation, and issuance of Notice to Proceed.
Managed and executed all aspects of the projects
including supervising field inspection; coordinating
contractors; preparing progress reports, and approving
contract payments, field change orders and contract
modifications. Solved the technical problems that
arose during construction. Oversaw projects closings
including decommissioning of old pumping system,
inspection and testing of the new system, handing
over Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manuals and
contract warranties.
City of Milwaukee, Linnwood Water Purification Plant
Miscellaneous Upgrades, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Project/Design Engineer. Prepared specifications
and drawings and managed the construction of
several projects simultaneously at this 380 MGD water
purification plant. The projects included installation of
plant access security systems, automated water gates
and piping, flow mag-meters and pressure transducers,
ammonia feed soft water and liquid chlorine systems,
filter bed upgrades, pumping by-pass systems, and
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems
(SCADA). Oversaw the bidding and awarding of the
projects including preparing projects for bidding
process, evaluating bids, and establishing account
funding levels. Managed and executed all aspects of
the projects including supervising field inspection;
coordinating contractors; preparing progress reports,
and approving contract payments, field change orders
and contract modifications. Liaised with plant operating,
maintenance, distribution, and business personnel
to identify and recommend facilities for expansion
or upgrade; and supported and trained same teams
during project execution. Oversaw the development
and implementation of inspection and maintenance
programs for the new systems and associated
equipment.

City of Milwaukee, Roof Rehabilitation of Buried
Reservoir at Howard Avenue Purification Plant,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Project Manager/Design
Engineer. Planned and oversaw the design and
construction of roof rehabilitation of 15 MG buried
water reservoir. The project involved stripping the soil
cover of the buried concrete reservoir utilizing light
equipment to prevent overloading of the forty-year
old structure. The work was conducted in stages to
ensure continuous operation of the reservoir during
construction. Directed the research and planning
of construction materials and methods, directed
cost-benefit analysis and preparation of project cost
estimates, and managed the preparation of specification
and design drawings. Additionally managed the
contractor selection process from preparation of
engineer’s estimate and funds procurement, through
advertising and award, to issuance of Notice to Proceed.
Oversaw shop drawings, manufacturer’s submittal
reviews, managed construction schedule review and
approval or modification. Directed set up and starting
of construction activities. Managed and executed all
aspects of construction including supervising field
inspectors; coordinating contractors; preparing progress
reports, and approving contract payments, field change
orders and contract modifications. Coordinated with
water purification plant operations to ensure smooth
operations during construction.
City of Milwaukee, Rehabilitation of Elevated Tank
and Restoration of Tower Building at Lake Drive,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Project/Design Engineer.
Planned and oversaw the design and construction of
rehabilitating this two MG elevated tank and restoring
its historical Land Mark tower building. The project
involved various welding and repairs of the tank’s shell
ladders and vents, removing existing paint system,
applying new corrosion proof paint system, and
PAGE 1
miscellaneous restoration
measures of the tank‘s tower
building. Prepared contract specifications and design
drawings, reviewed and approved shop drawings, and
reviewed and approved paint and material samples.
Ran project kickoff and monthly progress meetings,
ensured constructability and adherence to proposed
schedules and work progress and approved schedule
modifications to meet the project’s deadlines.
Managed and executed all aspects of construction
including supervising field inspectors; coordinating
contractors; preparing progress reports, and approving
contract payments, field change orders and contract
modifications. Oversaw project closing including
inspection, testing, and handing over certificates and
contact closure documents.
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Anthony C. Vesay, PE, PMP, LEED AP Project Manager (CM)
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 25

MS, National Security Strategy
MS, Civil Engineering
MS, Systems Management
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (VA)
LEED Accredited Professional
Project Management Professional (PMP)

Years with Firm 8

Mr. Vesay has more than 25 years of experience as a senior-level executive and career Army officer. His experience
includes building teams, interfacing with stakeholders and completing projects on-time, within budget and to
the client’s satisfaction. He has managed major projects and programs around the world, with an emphasis on
contracting in crisis management environments. For example, Mr. Vesay led the $1 billion federal engineer response
in Mississippi in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. His responsibilities in Mississippi included monitoring 40
complex missions involving over 5,500 responders. Mr. Vesay served the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
in the Middle East, Central Asia, Africa and Germany. He understands the nuances and challenges of federal and
USACE projects and will apply this knowledge to deliver the project successfully.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC), New York City Housing Recovery
Office, New York, New York, Project Manager. This
project involved a task order from the New York City
Department of Design and Construction (DDC), in
partnership with the New York City Housing Recovery
Office, to provide construction management services in
support of the City’s Build it Back (BiB) housing recovery
efforts in response to Hurricane Sandy. BiB administers
community development block grants from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
to provide financial assistance to impacted homeowners
for residential repairs. Homeowners may be eligible for
one or more of the program’s pathways depending on
their level of damage sustained from Hurricane Sandy.
Those pathways include repair, rebuild, reimbursement
and acquisition for redevelopment.
As Program Manager, Tony directly supports the lead
of the New York City’s Housing Recovery Office (HRO)
to repair homes damaged by Superstorm Sandy.
Tony interfaces daily with the client to align program
requirements and client goals to achieve desired
results. He does this by seeking innovative ways to
increase the production and completion percentage
for the thousands of homes in the construction
program, currently valued at $500 million. He
developed and concurrently manages a comprehensive
Quality Assurance/Control program which allows all
program areas, including design scoping, inspections,
construction and safety, are assessed against program
and industry standards and recommendations to
improve production are presented for client approval.
He leads a project controls team that analyzes
data, prepares metrics/analysis, reports and makes
recommendations for improvement.
USACE, Philadelphia District, Aberdeen Site,
Aberdeen, Maryland, Project Director. Mr. Vesay
was retained to provide project management and
construction management services for the Philadelphia
District, USACE. The contract is for the work at
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD; Dover Air Force Base,

DE; and select other locations within the District’s
Area of Responsibility. The most recent task order
(June 2009 - June 2011) was for PM/CM services at the
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD. Mr. Vesay’s services
included field office construction management support
services, quality assurance services, and construction
safety services. Mr. Vesay served as the Project Director
and was directly responsible for Hill’s performance
under this contract. He ensured the firm’s expertise
in civil, mechanical, and electrical field construction
management and supported the sites’ extensive special
technical features. Information Management technology
platforms include the Corps’ Resident Management
System (RMS), Primavera’s Scheduling Program (i.e. P6),
and Micro Computer Assisted Cost Estimating System
(MCASES).
USACE, Norfolk District, Fort AP Hill and Fort Lee,
Norfolk, Virginia, Principal. Mr. Vesay was retained
to provide cost, scheduling and resource estimates of
military projects within the Norfolk District and North
Atlantic Division mission boundaries. As Principal, Mr.
1
Vesay provided PAGE
contractor
Quality Control for Base
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) projects in the Norfolk
Corps of Engineers’ area of responsibility. The work
included the preparation of documents facilitating
design proposals for range upgrades at Fort AP Hill, VA,
as well as managing contractor scheduling activities at
Fort Lee, VA.
City of Reading, Fritz Island Wastewater Treatment
Plant, Reading, Pennsylvania, Project Director.
Mr. Vesay is providing project and construction
management services to the City of Reading, PA, for the
renovation and upgrade of its Fritz Island wastewater
treatment plant. The plant was designed to treat 28.5
million gallons of effluent per day originating from
the City of Reading and 14 outlying municipalities. As
Project Director, Mr. Vesay directly augments the City
Engineer’s staff and provides the full range of project
and construction management services. These include
establishing project management and controls systems,
providing technical support of design alternatives,
communicating with regulatory agencies, and
monitoring the fiscal management system. Additionally,
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PROJECT MANAGER | ANTHONY C. VESAY, PE, PMP, LEED AP (CONTINUED)
he is responsible for identifying Federal, state, and local
funds to offset project costs, as well as conducting a
detailed Financial Planning and Analysis assessment.
The four-year project also requires interface with and
management of a diverse project team, as well as the
collaboration with officials at all levels of government.
USACE, Various Projects, Various Locations, Army
Colonel. Mr. Vesay has leadership experience in
a wide variety of organizations ranging from small
teams to large and complex construction, design and
engineering organizations. He has executed missions
in over 20 different countries, while overseeing military,
civilian, and contractor personnel. He coordinated
company strategic objectives with client needs and
delivered exacting results.
Mr. Vesay, as an Army Colonel, was among the top five
percent of his peer group selected to command an
1,100 person USACE District. The District consisted of a
diverse group of civilian engineers, scientists, designers
and emergency management professionals with a full
complement of associated services. He managed an
annual budget of $300 million with a focus on inland
navigation, flood damage reduction, recreation and
environmental stewardship across a three-state region.
He interfaced directly with 17 members of Congress;
numerous federal, state, local agencies and the public.
He delivered solutions to stakeholder problems and
aligned organizational and personnel systems with
mission needs. Mr. Vesay was cited by senior leadership
as having accomplished the mission while establishing
unparalleled working relationships with congressional
delegations, local governments, industry and citizens.
Mr. Vesay led the federal engineer response in
Mississippi in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. The
mission scope spanned some 40 complex missions,
lasted over a year, totaled $1 billion, and involved
over 5,500 responders. He brought a results oriented
mindset that cut through numerous bureaucratic
processes. The operation was cited by Mississippi
governor, Haley Barbour, as record setting and an
unprecedented response to the nation’s worst natural
disaster.

As the lead Federal Engineer in Mississippi, Mr. Vesay
was responsible for coordinating resource activities
of multiple key agencies during post-Katrina recovery
operations focusing on debris removal, temporary
roofing, housing, temporary public structures and
technical assistance. He led teams of engineers,
partners, and the public with numerous aspects of
project scoping, development and execution. He
required a keen awareness of political, economic and
legal considerations during all missions. The primary
emphasis was getting targeted results by defining and
implementing execution strategies and inculcating a
sense of duty and service in all.
USACE, Various Projects, United States, Middle
East, Central Asia, Africa, and Germany, Logistics
Officer and Federal Engineer. As Logistics Officer
and Federal Engineer, Mr. Vesay managed a variety
of engineering projects and programs in the United
States, Middle East, Central Asia, Africa, and Germany
while working with both the government and private
sectors. He served as the J4 (Logistics Officer) for the
Iraq Survey Group (ISG) – a 1,450 person interagency,
joint intelligence task forced mandated by the President
as part of Operation Iraqi Freedom. He directed the
procurement of equipment and the execution of all
logistical engineering and transportation operations
within the Iraqi Theater of Operations. He led the
reconstruction of a destroyed Iraqi base camp, executed
the safe movement of thousands of personnel and
the redeployment of captured enemy military cargo.
Mr. Vesay provided supervision and quality control of
life support, construction and infrastructure contracts
totaling over $200 million and facilitating mission
accomplishment.
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James Grundhoffer, PE, CPC, CCM Project Manager (CM)
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 35

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NY, CT)
Certified Construction Manager
Certified Professional Constructor
Superintendent of Construction, New
York City

Years with Firm 11

Mr. Grundhoffer has more than 35 years of experience in project and construction management. His experience
encompasses wastewater treatment plants; educational and cultural facilities; courthouses; post offices; transit,
highways and highway management systems; jet engine test facilities; and nuclear facilities. He has served on
projects and programs ranging from project executive to inspector on projects ranging from $1 million to $15
billion, directly managing construction projects and activities, inspecting work during placement, overseeing
materials testing and coordinating with owners, designers, tenants and public agencies. Mr. Grundhoffer has
effectively managed programs in continuously high-profile and high-pressure environments. He creates and
coordinates plans for project implementation; monitor the work of subcontractors, consultants, architects,
engineers and vendors; oversee project budgets, schedules, bid negotiations, bid packages, change orders and
site logistics; and manage requests for proposals and potential change orders. He will supervise the delivery of the
team's construction management services, including scheduling, requirements validation, blocking and stacking
plans, budget validation, procurement support, design reviews, constructability reviews, cost management, quality
management, lease modifications, commissioning management and post-construction phase services.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York Governor’s Office of State Recovery
(GOSR), Construction Management Support Services,
New York, New York. Change Order Project Manager.
Jim is providing program management services for
GOSR, the organization overseeing the distribution of
funds from the Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery
(CDBG-DR) and the Housing Trust Fund Corporation
(HTFC). GOSR’s program will repair and mitigate storm
damaged infrastructure and critical assets, including
low-income residences, government buildings, water
and sewage treatment facilities and transportation
systems affected by Superstorm Sandy. Program
management tasks include coordination of contract and
vendor goals with program goals; program reporting
and compliance services from pre-construction through
closeout. These tasks support GOSR’s mission to return
affected New York State residents and business owners
to normalcy. Tasks orders include:
•

Change Order Management Housing Program.
Mr. Grundhoffer is supporting change order
management services to GOSR’s Superstorm
Sandy recovery program. He is establishing review
and process change order procedures for home
elevations, bulkhead repairs and replacements
for homes. He is also training staff to operate
the program and offer standardization, data
management, communication and coordination of
GOSR Housing Program Managers, Grant Managers
and the Final Inspection teams. Mr. Grundhoffer will
confirm final inspection documents and establish
workflow processes, perform cost estimates on nonstandard items and establish approval thresholds.

•

New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC), Build-it-Back (BiB) Housing
Recovery Program, New York, New York. Senior
Contracts Administrator. This project entails
program and construction management services for
the New York City DDC and New York City Housing
Recovery Office (HRO) for the BiB Program. The
program supports repair and rebuild effort for more
than 11,000 homes damaged by Superstorm Sandy.
Mr. Grundhoffer helped to develop and establish
the Hill team as well as to create program-wide
procedures for project compliance monitoring,
identifying and mitigating risk, document and
PAGE 1
contract management,
permit acquisition, quality
assurance/quality control auditing and other tasks
on an as-needed basis.

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Holland Tunnel Visual Assessment, New
York, New York. Project Manager. Jim served as Senior
Structural Project Engineer to inspect the interior of
the Holland Tunnel for signs of damage related to
the inundation of the tunnel and its systems during
Superstorm Sandy. He led the examination of the
condition of the tunnel’s structural concrete, intake and
exhaust vents, steel elements and supports to evaluate
the extent of new damage caused by the flooding
and any existing conditions made worse as a result of
exposure to salt water. Jim prepared a photographic
record of items identified during the inspection and a
detailed report to document findings. After the reports
were reviewed by estimators, Jim reviewed the rough
Order of Magnitude estimates to comment on the
reasonableness of the manhour, material, equipment
and logistics costs to make the repairs deemed to be
storm-related damage.
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PROJECT MANAGER | JAMES GRUNDHOFFER, PE, CPC, CCM (CONTINUED)
State of New York, OGS Department of Labor
State Office Building, Brooklyn, New York. Senior
Structural Inspector. Mr. Grundhoffer oversaw the
completion of frame reinforcement, interior architectural
fit-out and exterior wall and glazing system construction
management services for the architectural and MEP
renovation of the Department of Labor State Office
Building in Brooklyn. The $17.5 million project was a
gut renovation of a 72,000 SF, five-story office building.
Designed to achieve Gold LEED certification, the
building also maximized office space by removing
perimeter fined tube radiation covers and two
mechanical rooms per floor, and relocating boilers,
packaged air handlers and other equipment to the roof
penthouse. Mr. Grundhoffer also oversaw asbestos and
lead paint abatement. Mr. Grundhoffer was involved in
all phases of the construction from pre-construction and
construction services, to acceptance and close out.
State of Connecticut, Department of Administrative
Services, Superior Court Building Window System
Replacement, Danbury, Connecticut. Mr. Grundhoffer
is serving as Construction Administrator for all on-site
activity for this project, representing the DCS and the
State Courts System to manage the replacement of
the Building’s curtain wall system and assure contract
compliance by the general contractor. The $1.8 million
project is located in Danbury, CT and includes all work
to remove and replace the entire curtain wall and soffit
system to improve the weather-tightness of the Building.
The work is being done while the Court remains in full
operation and cannot interfere with daily business.
Close coordination with the Court’s representative is
required for the construction of interior demising walls
and the removal and replacement of the complete
curtain wall and door systems. Staff and public safety
are maintained at all times. Mr. Grundhoffer administers
the construction program through punch list and
acceptance, reviewing all change order documents,
requests for information and progress payments with
the General Contractor and the architect.
State of Connecticut, Department of Construction
Services (DCS), Western Connecticut State University
(WCSU) Visual and Performing Arts Center,
Danbury, Connecticut. Owner’s Representative.
Mr. Grundhoffer served as Owner’s Representative
for all on-site activity for this project, representing the
DCS and the WCSU to manage the project and assure
contract compliance by the CM-at-Risk. The 134,000
SF new facility is located on the University’s West
Side Campus and houses the University’s music, art,
theatre and performing arts departments. The facility
is enclosed in insulated sheet-metal panels, punched
windows and curtain wall systems at each entrance to
the Building. Other features include a 300-seat concert
hall, a 376-seat proscenium theatre and a 100-seat
recital hall, as well as multiple technical production
facilities, rehearsal spaces and dressing rooms required
to support these venues.

Other academic spaces include administrative and
faculty office spaces, instructional areas and labs for
music, studio art and performing arts with storage
rooms for musical instruments, supplies, costumes,
props and scenery. Public areas include an art gallery
with support spaces and a common public lobby
that serves all of the performance areas and a box
office. Mr. Grundhoffer administered the multi-year
construction program through acceptance and system
commissioning, reviewing all change order documents
and participating in final lump sum negotiations with the
CM-at-Risk and the architect.
Dormitory Authority of the State of New York
(DASNY), Bronx County Hall of Justice, Bronx, New
York. General Superintendent of Construction and
Chief Construction Engineer. The Bronx County Hall of
Justice is an 11-story, 775,000 SF complex located on a
two-and-a-half-block site. Mr. Grundhoffer and his team
were brought onto the project by DASNY to replace a
terminated construction manager. Mr. Grundhoffer’s
services included construction management, program
change management, change order processing and
negotiation, construction inspection, project reporting,
scheduling and delay analysis, claims analysis and
support and project close-out. The project faced
significant schedule and budget challenges at the time
Mr. Grundhoffer entered the project, largely due to
unresolved claims and other delays. Mr. Grundhoffer
oversaw all field and construction related activities and
the performance of all project general conditions work,
the completion of all open punch list work and on-site
investigation of engineering solutions to glazing failures
to both interior glass walls and the exterior curtain
wall. He coordinated with DASNY, other NYC agencies,
the A/E team, contractors and tenant agencies for the
preparation of contractor punch lists; completion of
remaining punch list work by 18 prime contractors; close
PAGE 1
out of open construction
related issues; equipment
commissioning and system start-up; owner and tenant
requested program changes; remediation and repair of
defective construction; owner and tenant acceptance
and turnover of the building and equipment; and
coordination of several tenant agencies for move-in to
start court operations. Mr. Grundhoffer also led Mr.
Grundhoffer’s effort to support DASNY in the correction
of defective construction, conducted constructability
reviews of A/E and contractor submissions of proposed
alternatives to remediate the defective work and
prepared the general conditions and scope documents.
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Chad Brown, RLA, LEED AP Project Manager (CM)
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 16

BS, Landscape Architecture

Landscape Architect (NY)
LEED Accredited Professional AP

Years with Firm 6

Chad E. Brown has more than 16 years of experience in landscape architecture, computer-aided design and drafting
(CADD), estimating, project management and planning and scheduling. His previous projects include waterfront and
zoological parks, mountainside resorts, mixed-use retail, high-end residential, commercial, campus enhancements,
regional trail systems, streetscape improvements, institutional, drainage schemes and gunite/shotcrete and natural
rock water features. In addition to providing oversight to construction projects, Chad participates in the design
process from concept to development. He has contributed to notable projects for the City of New York Parks and
Recreation (NYC Parks) as Resident Engineer and the New York Botanical Garden as Estimator. Chad’s specialized
computer software skills include AutoCAD and Adobe Photoshop.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC), New York City Housing Recovery
Office, New York, New York. Construction Manager.
This project involved a task order from the New York
City Department of Design and Construction (DDC), in
partnership with the New York City Housing Recovery
Office, to provide construction management services in
support of the City’s Build it Back (BiB) housing recovery
efforts in response to Hurricane Sandy.
In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy caused
unprecedented damage throughout New York City,
impacting approximately 35,000 single-family dwellings.
In response to its portion of the appropriation, the
City launched the BiB program to assist owners of
properties affected by Hurricane Sandy. BiB administers
community development block grants from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
to provide financial assistance to impacted homeowners
for residential repairs. Homeowners may be eligible for
one or more of the program’s pathways depending on
their level of damage sustained from Hurricane Sandy.
Those pathways include Repair, Rebuild, Reimbursement
and Acquisition for Redevelopment.
Chad is the construction manager for the job order
contract concentrated on replacing, rehabilitating
and improving the resilience of the housing units
affected by Sandy in both Brooklyn and Queens. Chad
monitors the daily activities of the contractor and all
of the project subcontractors within an organized
but flexible construction schedule to help ensure the
program standards are being met or exceeded. He
is in charge of tracking detailed scopes and budgets,
review and approval of supplemental job orders
along with developing and implementing reporting
protocols for contractor performance as well as metrics
summarization.

New York City Department of Parks & Recreation
(NYCDPR), Rockaway Beach East & West Park,
New York, New York. Project Manager. Chad was
the project manager on multiple emergency capital
projects for the restoration of the Rockaway Beaches
and Boardwalk after Hurricane Sandy. Leading a
team of resident engineers, he successfully helped
the NYCDPR facilitate the clean-up and safe-up of
the entire five-mile stretch of public access beach
in Rockaway Beach, Queens. Chad was in charge of
coordinating the efforts of the NYCDPR contractor
with all the various agencies associated with the
beach rehabilitation efforts such as the NYS Office of
Emergency Management, the National Park Service
Rangers, NYC Dept. of Design & Construction, NYS
Dept. of Environmental Conservation, NYC Dept. of
Environmental Preservation and United States Army
Corps of Engineers. Chad monitored and updated both
expended and projected
costs for both the client and
PAGE 1
the NYC Office of Management & Budget to ensure
work progressed on time and payments were processed
without delay. He oversaw projects which involved
the removals of displaced boardwalk, buildings and
storm debris, dismantling of seawalls and foundations,
major excavations to uncover structures, the removal of
wooden groins, along with the moving and placement
of thousands of cubic yards of sand. Chad managed the
efforts of his team and the contractor to facilitate the
installation of new boardwalks, new concrete walls with
steel piles, the resetting of concrete boardwalk sections
and rock jetties, plus the development and placement
of new dunes. He also provided the oversight for
the installation of three miles of continuous cellular
fabric trap bags for high tide attenuation and sand
replenishment storm dune base foundations.
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PROJECT MANAGER | CHAD BROWN, RLA, LEED AP (CONTINUED)
New York City Department of Parks & Recreation
(NYCDPR), PlaNYC Schoolyards to Playgrounds Unit
of Capital Projects Division, New York, New York.
Resident Engineer. Chad manages all site construction
activities associated with the transformation of existing
schoolyards into neighborhood playground parks
in The Bronx as part of the Mayor’s PlaNYC 2030
Schoolyards to Playgrounds initiative. These projects
“green up” schoolyards by introducing trees, lawns
and planting areas along with providing seating areas,
game tables, new play equipment, new athletic courts,
color seal coat interpretive graphics, synthetic turf
fields, decorative pavement treatments, spray features,
accessible drinking fountains and safety surfacing for
the surrounding community to utilize during after-school
hours and weekends. Chad provides the day-to-day
communication link between the schools administration,
the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation, the
Trust for Public Land and the general contractor on
all design, safety and construction related issues. His
other responsibilities include site inspection, technical
design review, daily and weekly site progress reporting
and budget estimating as well as the tracking and
processing of payments.
New York City Department of Parks & Recreation
(NYCDPR), Street Tree Division, New York, New
York. Resident Engineer. Chad oversaw all aspects of
planting new street trees and replacement trees within
the five boroughs of New York City. The project includes
removal of dead trees and stumps, saw cutting concrete
for new planting sites, excavation and preparation
of the sites, planting and installation of concrete or
granite block pavers. Chad acts as the primary interface
between the community and the construction team. His
other responsibilities include daily and weekly reporting,
tracking and processing payments, conducting final
and guarantee inspections and project completion
procedures.
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Michael Dunn, PE Permit Coordinator/Expeditor
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 19

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY, PA, VA,
NC, UT)

Years with Firm 12

Mr. Dunn is manager of civil engineering with more than 19 years of technical experience on a wide variety of civil
and environmental engineering projects. Work experience includes stormwater management and water quality
design and analysis, planning and design of local roads and state highways, hydrologic and hydraulic (H&H)
design, Soil Erosion and Sediment Control, and plan review of related projects. He has completed construction
documentation including plans, technical specifications, and quantity and cost estimates for various highway and
roadway, and stormwater management projects.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
County of Passaic, Preparation of a WatershedBased Management Plan for Molly Ann Brook
Watershed, Passaic County, New Jersey. Responsible
for development of a prepared a Watershed-Based
Management Plan of the Molly Ann Brook Watershed
in Passaic County New Jersey. Additionally detailed
visual assessments were conducted in critical areas to
identify potential best management practices (BMPs)
to control causes and sources of fecal coliform as well
as areas which would benefit from various stream
bank stabilization projects. Performed the hydrologic
calculations, conceptual engineering designs, and
assessments that were necessary to bid installation of
these selected restoration practices. These assessments
included the amounts of technical and financial
assistance needed, associated costs and/or the sources
and authorities to be relied upon to implement this plan.
Scheduling was developed for the implementation of
the BMPs such that the project could be implemented in
a reasonable expeditious manner.
New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA), Interchange
6 to 9 Widening Program, Final Design, Section No.
4, Interchange 7A, Mercer County, New Jersey, Task
leader for hydrology/hydraulics/permitting. This
project consisted of Final Design and NJDEP permit
document preparation for Design Section No. 4 of the
NJTA Widening Program that included the Interchange
7A connection between the Turnpike and Route I-195
and 2.3 miles of mainline widening between Milepost
59.7 and Milepost 62.0. The design included preparation
of NJDEP permit documents for a Freshwater Wetlands
Individual Permit (FWIP), Flood Hazard Area Permit
(FHAP), Water Quality Certification, “No Net Loss”
Reforestation Plan Approval and Mercer County Soil
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Certification. The
FHAP requires design of stormwater best management
practices to control the quantity and quality of rainfall
runoff from 20 new lane-miles of mainline roadway and
ramp pavement before discharging into waterways.
The FWIP necessitated an alternatives analysis of
various embankment slopes and retaining wall costs
to minimize or avoid wetland impacts versus wetland
mitigation costs. Completed plans and reports for the
FHAP and FWIP in design section No. 4 are on schedule

to be submitted to the Authority at the end of July,
2008. The Final Design also includes construction of
Interchange 7A ramp connections to and from the
inner and outer roadways of the widened dual-dual
Turnpike, widening of existing toll plaza, construction
of 13 bridges, 10,400 linear feet of retaining wall, 3,500
feet of noise barrier and 18 overhead sign structures.
Responsible for preparing stormwater management and
highway drainage design in which Stormwater Quality
Basins were designed to minimize right-of-way impacts
due to implementing the New Jersey Stormwater
Rule. Designed 15 extended detention basins and one
(1) stormwater wetland within the project. Highway
Drainage along the roadway was designed to limit
flooding on the highway by setting the inlet spacing
appropriately. In addition, was responsible for preparing
the backwater analysis and scour protection for the
structures that crossed the four separate regulated
waters within Design Section No. 4. Size: 2.3 miles of
mainline widening between Milepost 59.7 and Milepost
62.0; Cost: $XX;
NJTA, Interchange 6 to 9 Widening Program, Mercer
PAGE 1
County, New Jersey.
Provided preliminary engineering
and environmental investigations to study a 35-mile
widening of the New Jersey Turnpike from the vicinity
of the mainline interconnection with the Pearl Harbor
Memorial Turnpike Extension at Milepost 51, commonly
referred to as Interchange 6, to the existing 10 lane
dual-dual roadway at Interchange 8A. Photo mosaics
and topographic survey of the entire project corridor as
well as locating and assessing potential environmental
and socioeconomic constraints, including wetlands,
hazardous waste, land use, soil suitability/geology,
cultural resources, streams/rivers, major utilities, as well
as air and noise constraints were prepared. Findings
from these investigations were utilized to evaluate
alternative conceptual designs and development of the
Preliminary Design plans. Responsible for preparing
alternatives for preliminary Stormwater Management
and drainage design. In addition, was responsible for
analyzing the preliminary H&H design for structures
that cross major rivers and streams along the 35 mile
project corridor. Coordinated with NJDEP and the NJTA
to ensure that drainage, stormwater management and
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PERMIT COORDINATOR/EXPEDITOR | MICHAEL DUNN, PE (CONTINUED)
H&H designs were permitable as well as constructible.
Also responsible for the development of plans and
estimates for the preliminary phase of the project. Also
assisted in the preparation of the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). Responsible for addressing the existing
condition as well as the Environmental Impacts and
Mitigation for Soils and Geology, Water Resources and
Floodplains.
NJTA, Garden State Parkway Interchange 10
Improvements, Township of Middle, Cape May
County, New Jersey. Stormwater Management/
Drainage/Hydraulics and Hydrology Designer.
Provided engineering analysis in performing a
feasibility assessment for the roadway improvements
along Interchange 9, 10, and 11 in the Township of
Middle, Cape May County, New Jersey. The roadway
improvements includes eliminating the existing
signalized intersections at Interchanges 9, 10, and 11,
eliminating direct access to the Garden State Parkway,
and replacing them with grade separated ramp
connections or eliminating the local road intersection.
Responsible for preliminary stormwater management,
drainage design, H&H design, and scour analysis for
structures that cross tidally influenced and riverine
streams along the project corridor.
NJTA, Garden State Parkway Interchange 125
Improvements, Sayreville, New Jersey. Hydrology/
Hydraulics Task Leader. Provided preliminary and final
design engineering and environmental investigations
to design the missing legs of the existing partial
interchange at the Garden State Parkway Interchange
125. Responsible for the preparation of the Highway
drainage design included water spread calculations
performed in accordance with NJDOT design criteria.
Since the project involved flood hazard areas from the
Raritan River, responsible for the preparation of an
Individual Flood Hazard Area Permit. For other smaller
tributaries within the project, responsible for the
preparation of a Flood Hazard Area Verification where
verification was necessary to verify that drainage swales
with drainage areas less than 50 acres were manmade
and would not be required to show impacts to riparian
zones and therefore riparian zone mitigation would not
be required.

New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT),
Tuckahoe Road NJT Bridge (a.k.a. Mr. Grundhoffer
Lee Crossing) (C.R. 557), Atlantic County, New
Jersey. Responsible for the design and preparation of
the stormwater management plans for a bridge removal
and roadway widening project in Atlantic County, New
Jersey. The stormwater management incorporated the
new New Jersey stormwater management rules and
regulations to account for stormwater quantity, quality,
and groundwater recharge.
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission, Restoration
of Rutherford/East Rutherford Drainage Ditch
System, Bergen County, New Jersey. Highway
Drainage Task Leader. Work involved coordination
with NJDOT, NJDOT’s highway designer, and the New
Jersey Meadowlands Commission to reduce local
flooding on Route 17 in the vicinity of the NJ Transit
Bergen County Line rail bridge. Task Leader responsible
for evaluating and improving the existing and proposed
roadway drainage systems to ensure that a minimum of
6 inches of freeboard is maintained between the 25year peak flood elevation and the Route 17 roadway low
point at the New Jersey Transit Railroad crossing. The
roadway drainage analysis is based on a hydrologic and
hydraulic analysis using StormCAD of the existing and
proposed drainage ditch systems. Also responsible for
analyzing smaller design storms through the stormwater
ditch system, such as the 10-year storm design event
to compare the cost between various alternatives to
achieve the NJ Meadowlands and NJDOT’s Route 17
storm sewer drainage improvement goals. Responsible
for modifying the NJDOT’s StormCAD models, running
the revised models, and checking for continuity with
the ditch modeling results. Coordinated with NJDOT’s
design engineer to revise the NJDOT’s plans will then
be revised to reflect these design upgrades. To ensure
the successful integration of the upgraded design, LBG
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will coordinate with
the NJDOT’s consultant when the
revised drawings are submitted.
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Margaret (Peg) McBrien, PE, PWS Permit Coordinator/
Expeditor
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 28

MS, Environmental Engineering
BA, Geology

Professional Engineer (NJ, MA, NC)
Professional Wetlands Scientist (PWS)

Years with Firm 16

Ms. McBrien has extensive experience in managing wetland, stream, water quality, and watershed evaluation
and restoration projects. She has managed restoration designs for more than 1,800 acres of aquatic ecosystems.
For these projects, Ms. McBrien managed multi-disciplinary staff and contractors to complete topographic and
bathymetric surveying, soil borings and geotechnical studies, sediment and water contamination investigations,
habitat surveys, vegetation mapping, cultural resource assessments, environmental permit applications, hydraulic
and hydrodynamic modeling, civil design plans and specifications, construction cost estimates, technical reports,
and construction oversight. As a former U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and U.S. Environmental Protection
(EPA) employee, Ms. McBrien is thoroughly familiar with environmental regulations, guidelines, and procedures.
She has extensive federal and state regulatory experience including delineating wetland boundaries, assessing
wetland functions and services, restoring and creating streams and wetlands, obtaining state and federal permits,
writing comprehensive environmental impact assessments, conducting ecological risk assessments, and designing
stormwater and wastewater treatment wetlands.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), in coordination with the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Mad Horse
Wetland Restoration, Salem County, New Jersey.
Task Manager. Freshwater and tidal wetland restoration
design studies, construction plans, and specifications
for the Mad Horse Creek Wetland and Coastal
Grassland adjacent to the Delaware Bay. Managed the
characterization of the existing ecological, hydrological
and geotechnical conditions, and development of
design plans and specifications. The site is being
restored as partial compensation for the 250,000 gallon
oil spill caused by the grounding of the merchant marine
oil tanker Presidente Rivera in the Delaware River in
1989. Impacts caused by the spill included park and
fishery closures, and oil deposits along the coastal
wetlands and shoreline impacts through 30 miles of
river.
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission, Final Design
of Secaucus High School Wetland Enhancement
Site, New Jersey Meadowlands, New Jersey. Project
Manager. Responsible for completing a construction
bid package and providing construction oversight. The
design enhances an approximately 31 acre degraded
tidal marsh located adjacent to the Secaucus High
School on the Hackensack River by improving tidal
flow and re-establishing a diversity of high and low
marsh wetland plants to provide habitat for a variety
of wildlife. Reviewed data on site, soils, hydrology,
vegetation, and wildlife use as well as the preliminary
plans and specifications and the issued permits to
gain a full understanding of the site and the permitted
design. Assessed the water budget, tidal elevations,
survey data, geotechnical data, construction technique
feasibility, hydrologic modeling, and boardwalk design.
Conducted extensive research on the appropriate soil
types to be used as fill material to support the high

marsh habitat islands. Based on anticipated erosion
forces on the islands, explored and used both hard
(riprap toe on a portion of one island) and soft (coir
fiber mat across entire island surface) techniques to
stabilize the island fill material. Conducted multiple
site visits to ascertain field conditions and verify design
assumptions. Completed final plans including layout
and elevations of proposed wetland and boardwalk
and density and distribution of species to be planted or
seeded. Completed detailed construction specifications
including specifications to ensure the contractor
employs and correctly handled the appropriate soil
type for the islands. Assisted with acquisition of the
Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Plan Certification.
Managed construction oversight of selected
PAGE 1
Construction Contractor
– The Dawson Corporation.
NJDEP, in Coordination with NOAA, Lincoln Park
Wetland Restoration, Jersey City, New Jersey.
Task Manager. Responsible for determining restored
marsh elevations for tidal wetland to optimize success
and minimize costs. Reviewed design plans and
specifications for accuracy. Project required dredging
approximately 245,000 cubic yards (cy) of material,
including 2 feet of over-excavation followed by the
import and placement of processed dredged material
(PDM) to achieve final proposed grades.
USACE, New York District, Meadowlands
Comprehensive Restoration Implementation Plan
(MCRIP), NJ Meadowlands, New Jersey. Project
Manager. Responsible for the completion of the
Initial Phase of the MCRIP, which addresses the
engineering, environmental, and economic feasibility
of the comprehensive restoration plan for the HMD as
a precursor to the advancement of the Meadowlands
feasibility study and engineering, design, and
construction. The purpose of the MCRIP is to develop
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PERMIT COORDINATOR/EXPEDITOR | MARGARET MCBRIEN, PE, PWS (CONTINUED)
and evaluate alternatives for implementing solutions to
ecosystem degradation and water resources problems
in the HMD. Oversaw hydrogeomorphic (HGM)
Functional Assessment Model and IVA baseline data
collection for potential restoration sites and developed
HGM scores for proposed restoration measures at
the sites. Coauthored the Preliminary Report, which
included: creation of a Purpose and Need Statement,
which included a list of degradation factors and
reference habitats for the HMD; development of
site restoration measures, on which site restoration
designs would be based in future phases of the project;
establishment of performance metrics for the overall
HMD and specific sites, on which the success of past,
present, and future restoration and enhancement sites
would be measured; and assessment of the effects of
the implementation of the restoration measures on
potential sites. Responsible for intense coordination
with multiple agencies and organizations, including the
USACE, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission for both the
data collection, site assessments, and preparation and
review of the report.
NOAA, Damage Assessment Remediation and
Restoration Program (DARRP) Indefinite Delivery
Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ), Environmental
Restoration Projects and Related Work. Program
Manager. For the NOAA Ecosystem Restoration
IDIQ contract, which focuses on DARRP-funded
projects, emergency response, restoration design, and
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for various
NOAA actions/facilities. Recent projects include the
Saugatucket River Fish Ladder Design and Construction
Assistance in Rhode Island, Seagrass Restoration
Services along the Northern Coast of the Gulf of Mexico
in Florida, and Alaska/Arctic Oil Spill Risk Analysis.
EarthMark New Jersey Kane Mitigation, LLC.,
Technical Studies, Permitting, Design, and
Construction Oversight of the Kane Tidal Wetland
Mitigation Bank and Forested Mitigation Site, Bergen
County, New Jersey Meadowlands, New Jersey.
Project Manager. Responsible for establishing the
Richard P. Kane Tidal Wetland Mitigation Bank and Kane
Forested Wetland in the New Jersey Meadowlands. The
17-acre forested wetland is providing wetland mitigation
for the Port Authority’s Teterboro Airport EMAS project.
Oversaw wetland design and obtained regulatory
approvals of the approximately 234-acre site, the
largest wetland bank in New Jersey, on an expedited
schedule from the Meadowlands Interagency Mitigation
Advisory Council (MIMAC), USACE, and the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP). The
Bank may be used by four New Jersey transportation
agencies: New Jersey Transit (NJ TRANSIT), New
Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT), Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ), and
the New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA). Managed
the completion of a Phase I study, baseline ecological

evaluation, ecological risk assessment and sediment
sampling and analyses to assess site contamination;
topographic, boundary, and bathymetric surveys;
vegetation characterization; bio-benchmark studies;
wetland delineation; wetland functional assessment;
cultural resource assessment; threatened and
endangered species analysis, hydrologic monitoring and
modeling for the tidal portion, groundwater monitoring,
and water budget development for the freshwater
portion; and geotechnical sampling and analyses.
Based on the information collected from these technical
studies, prepared design/build plans along with a
cost estimate and construction schedule to establish
approximately 230 acres of emergent wetlands, scrub
shrub wetlands, freshwater forested wetlands, open
water channels/pools, mudflat habitat, and uplands
in accordance with the provisions of a Mitigation
Banking Instrument and regulatory permits. Obtained
a Jurisdictional Determination and Section 404/Section
10 permit from USACE, NJDEP Waterfront Development
Permit and Flood Hazard Area Permit, NJDEP Tidelands
License, and a Soil Erosion and Sediment Control
Plan Certification and New Jersey Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NJPDES) RFA from Bergen County.
Provided construction assistance and monitored
wetland establishment. The restored site is expected to
create critical habitats for benthic organisms and crucial
foraging areas for fish and migrant waterfowl.
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Kevin McEvoy Constructability Reviews
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 37

BS, Architecture

Advanced Wastewater Treatment I & II
10-Hour OSHA

Years with Firm 37

Mr. McEvoy is a senior project manager with more than 37 years of experience in the planning, design, and
construction engineering of water, wastewater, transportation and hazardous waste remediation projects for
municipal and private-sector clients. As Team Leader of Construction Services, Mr. McEvoy is responsible for
contract administration of both general and resident engineering services on our largest and most complex projects.
His responsibilities include interfacing with design engineers, coordinating the shop drawing process, resident
engineering services, major claims negotiation, extensive participation in the Partnering process, client reporting
and business development. He has served as both project manager and chief resident engineer on major water and
wastewater treatment facility projects, including water treatment facilities utilizing ozonation, secondary and tertiary
wastewater treatment plants including activated sludge, biological nutrient removal, membrane technology and
sludge dewatering facilities. Mr. McEvoy has an exemplary record of delivering completed projects on schedule and
on budget.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Environmental
Protection (NYCDEP), Bureau of Engineering Design
and Construction, Maximization of Wet Weather
Flow, Queens, New York, Construction Manager. Mr.
McEvoy is currently serving as Construction Manager of
Contract TI-WWI which is a Partnered contract including
the construction of a new pile supported interceptor
and connection chamber into the existing Tallman Island
treatment plant, a sewer diversion chamber and storm
chambers, modification to the Whitestone Interceptor,
modification of three sewer regulators, demolition of
an existing pier and the restoration and landscaping
of Powell’s Cove Park. As Construction Manager, Mr.
McEvoy is responsible for overall management of
the resident engineer, EHS and inspection staff, and
reporting and communication with the DEP Accountable
Manager.
Brookfield Avenue Landfill Remediation Project,
New York. Mr. McEvoy currently serves as the Project
Manager for the design services during construction
phase of the project. In this role, Mr. McEvoy oversees
the Construction Manager, attends progress and client
meetings, provides guidance on significant project
issues and performs reporting, budget and general
administration of the project.
Surface Water Facilities, San Jacinto River Authority,
Conroe, Texas, Contract Administrator. Mr. McEvoy
most recently served as the Contract Administrator on
the construction of a CM at Risk $191M, 30 mgd water
treatment plant for the San Jacinto River Authority
(SJRA) in Conroe Texas. This project includes an inlake raw water pumping station supported by concrete
filled drilled shafts, pre-treatment and sedimentation
facilities, membrane filtration facilities and GAC
polishing, disinfection, finished water storage and a
high service pump station to deliver the treated water
to the distribution system. In this position, Mr. McEvoy
established the contract administration policies and

procedures required to administer this alternative
delivery program. Mr. McEvoy represented the SJRA,
managing a staff of both CDM Smith and SJRA
employees to provide contract administration, resident
engineering, inspection, project controls and scheduling
services on the project. Additionally, Mr. McEvoy was
responsible for coordination between the CMAR and
SJRA, client management and reporting.
Brightwater Treatment Plant, Seattle, Washington,
Construction Manager. Mr. McEvoy was the Program/
Construction Manager for the $520M Brightwater
Treatment Plant construction in Seattle, Washington,
utilizing Partnering and dual contract delivery methods.
In this role, Mr. McEvoy also coordinated with thirteen
(13) related pumping and conveyance contracts required
to deliver influent flow to the plant and effluent through
a fifteen (15) mile bored tunnel to Puget Sound. During
pre-construction services for the plant, Mr. McEvoy
PAGE 1
facilitated the implementation
of a split contracting
approach in order to maintain the client’s relationship
with a pre-selected General Contractor/Construction
Manager (GCCM). Once final design was completed the
total cost exceeded the GCCM’s bonding capability,
so an alternative means of contracting was required.
Mr. McEvoy, working closely with client management,
developed the approach to bifurcate the project into
separate contracts for Liquids and Solids facilities, with
the GCCM performing the Liquids and competitively
bidding the Solids. In addition, the client contracted
directly for the overall plant supervisory control system
and Mr. McEvoy coordinated the interface and startup and testing of this system with the package level
control systems furnished by the Liquids and Solids
contractors. This facility includes the construction of a
40 acre wetland restoration park, and a new 36 mgd
MBR treatment facility with post tensioned digesters,
solids handling and extensive multi-train odor control.
Mr. McEvoy’s responsibilities include construction
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CONSTRUCTABILITY REVIEWS | KEVIN MCEVOY (CONTINUED)
contract negotiation, overall supervision of (26) resident
engineers, inspector’s, and project control staff, project
administration, major claims negotiation, reporting and
client management.
Water Pollution Control Facility Upgrade, Waterbury,
Connecticut, Construction Manager. Mr. McEvoy
was the construction manager for upgrade of the
City of Waterbury, Connecticut, biological nutrient
removal (BNR) water pollution control facility. This $113
million project involved complex maintenance of plant
operations, the phased construction and operation
of new primary treatment facilities, and subsequently,
the construction of secondary treatment facilities while
operating the primary facilities under an enhanced
primary treatment (EPT) mode. The EPT operation
involved the addition of chemicals to enhance solids
settling in the primary settling tanks. This project
was constructed under the critical schedule of a State
consent order that contained two milestones with
associated significant penalties. As a result of post bid
policy directives by the State, a major redesign effort
was undertaken and the construction was “fast-tracked”.
The consent order dates, however, were not extended,
and both dates were still met or exceeded and no
fines were imposed. Mr. McEvoy’s responsibilities
included overall contract administration, coordination
of this “fast-track” process, change order and claim
negotiation, chief client contact, as well as supervision
of a 10-person resident and operations services staff.
Main Carrier Sewer Project, Waterbury, Connecticut,
Construction Manager. Concurrent with the above
project, Mr. McEvoy was also project manager for the
$18 million Main Carrier Sewer project for the City of
Waterbury. This two mile project involved a combination
of open cut and jacked 83-inch steel carrier pipe to
install a 60-inch parallel interceptor sewer. This project
also included the open cut installation of a twin siphon
across the Naugatuck River, using a steel frame and
membrane port-a-dam system to allow for half of the
installation at a time. Mr. McEvoy was responsible for
the supervision of resident engineering and inspection
staffs, project reporting, and general construction
contract administration.

Canal Road Water Treatment Plant, Bridgewater,
New Jersey, Construction Manager. Mr. McEvoy
was construction manager for the construction of the
Elizabethtown Water Company’s $83 million, 40-mgd
water treatment plant utilizing on-site ozone generation
for oxidation and primary disinfection. This project was
also guided by a strict completion schedule that was
critical to the Company receiving a rate increase from
the PSC. This milestone was met and the project was
also completed on budget. In addition to the treatment
facilities, this project included the construction of a
unique river intake structure and two, nine foot diameter
by seven hundred foot long rock tunnels, bored under
the Raritan River and an historic canal. As construction
manager, Mr. McEvoy was responsible for overall
administration of the construction contract including
client contact and reporting, bidding, general, resident
and operations and maintenance services, change order
and claims negotiation.
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Claire R. Baldwin, D.Prof. Partnering/Facilitation
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

D.Prof - Professional Studies in Organizational
Managment
MURP, Urban and Regional Planning
MA, Geography
BA, Geography
Certificate - Industrial and Labor Management

Certified Mediator (NY)

Years with Firm 6

Dr. Baldwin is a specialist in organizational change management, succession planning facilitation, and team
effectiveness. Her doctoral research has focused on industrial psychology, development of emotional intelligence in
team dynamics, and facilited dialogue to improve business performance. Her experience is grounded in urban and
regional planning in its environmental, technical, and regulatory of municipal authorities and communities with over
25 years in the building and construction industry. She is a certified mediator.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Succession Planning and Knowledge Management
NYC Department of Environmental Protection,
New York, Organizational Effectiveness Lead. Dr.
Baldwin is working with DEP on creating a uniform
approach to succession planning and subsequent
staffing development in response to the projections for
retirement of key employees, especially those in roles
may be considered “mission critical”. This work builds
off the agency’s efforts to date and as such seeks to
create a consistence methodology for use by all the
Bureaus in the Agency in their workforce management
processes through a series of facilitated meetings and
iterative discussions
Succession Planning, Workforce Engagement and
Long Term Alignment for Sustainability - Camden
County Municipal Utilities Authority, New Jersey,
Organizational Advisor. Dr. Baldwin worked as a direct
advisor and facilitator to the leadership team at CCMUA
in clarifying and developing an execution plan for the
knowledge management and succession planning
process the utility is undertaking. This work is being
conducted in a knowledge transfer format to support
and extend the knowledge base of the senior staff
while also moving towards details development plans
by job competencies and classes. The resultant work
is expected to allow the utility to not only focus on its
key hiring and recruitment strategies but also develop
a meaningful pipeline of talent to take it forward
into the envisioned future with new service lines and
functionality.
Program Management Consultant Team, Puerto
Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority, Puerto Rico,
Organizational Optimization Consultant. Dr. Baldwin
has served as a key technical consultant on the
development of an optimization program for a multiyear assignment in the automation development of the
Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority (PRASA).
This work has extended the theoretical effectiveness
model of the facilitation of team interaction on a
wide range of subjects from energy, chemical and
warehousing optimization processes into the dynamics
of staff strengthening, functional team development,
and partnering with operations for optimization in

support of PRASA’s planned transformation efforts to
address current operational challenges. She has been
a lead contributor to the development of the change
management plan, partnering action plans between
business units and communication plan supporting
both this program as well as the development of an
integrated technology program for PRASA to support
the modeling of their combined sewer overflows (CSOs).
Cincinnati, Ohio, Program Management Consultant
Team, Cincinnati, Ohio, Organizational Specialist. Dr.
Baldwin provided organizational insight and facilitation
in the realignment of wastewater engineering teams
within the design and contrition program to support
the $2 billion wet weather improvement program
for the Cincinnati Metropolitan Sewer District. Her
responsibilities include an assessment of the current
engineering organization policies and practices to
create recommendations for process change and team
exchanges necessary to meet demanding requirements
of the wet weather program. As part of this process,
Dr. Baldwin worked with the on-site technical teams
to ensure that the
accurately reflect the
PAGE procedures
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needs of the project and that supported them forming
partnership that reflect both the right roles and
responsibilities while been properly aligned with the
programmatic needs.
Philadelphia Water Department, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, Organizational Effectiveness Specialist.
Dr. Baldwin serves as an organizational development
specialist working for the Commissioner and executive
team at PWD teams to enhance team alignment and
performance across the entire organization, which is
undergoing a series of dramatic changes due to both
demographic changes in the workforce and a broader
change in the organizational mission as part of the
regulator requirements. Dr. Baldwin’s work includes
succession planning and workforce development for
technical (engineering and planning departments)
and organizational teams (HR, IT and Finance) the
development of a knowledge capture facilitation
workshops and management system to be executed
enterprise wide, development of training on technical
project content and management as well as providing
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PARTNERING/FACILITATION | CLAIRE R. BALDWIN, D.Prof (CONTINUED)
consulting on both internal and external partnering
processes that the Department is using to support their
building program.
Broward County Solid Waste Master Plan, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, Lead Facilitator and Strategy
Task Leader. Dr. Baldwin provided the technical lead on
the partnering based process of the creation of a long
range strategic business plan for the Broward County
Solid Waste District which was undertaking a renewal
of its Interlocal agreement (ILA) Dr Baldwin conducted
a series of interactive workshops with member
communities to explore the various barriers to renewal
of the ILA partnership that had been highlighted from
the membership survey. Chief among these dialogues
was the revision of the mission to reflect “green”
technologies as well as how to increase organizational
transparency under the governance system.
New York City Department of Environmental
Protection, Newton Creek Water Pollution Control
Plant, Brooklyn, New York, Facilitator. Dr. Baldwin
participated in a massive facility upgrade. She joined
the technical team on this project for the creation of the
O&M training manual to support the new facilities. This
endeavor included developing staffing and budgeting
requirements and other planning tools to better
enable the DEP to assume full ownership and protect
the investment they are making in the new plant. The
timing for startup, training, and O&M data tools were
developed based on an integrated schedule tied to
overall project and consent decree milestones.

steps to ensure critical knowledge is captured by
the organization as senior staff members retire. She
ensured current and future staffs are empowered to
meet regulatory requirements and customer demands
for high quality well water in keeping with EPA
requirements.
Strategic Development, City of Palm Bay Vision
Plan, Palm Bay, Florida, Strategic Analyst and
Lead Facilitator. Dr. Baldwin took the technical lead
creating a vision plan to guide future city development.
This project had the objectives of; the advancement
of the city’s strategic plan to action by engaging a
representative group of residents to facilitate their
needs and objectives for the city’s future, synthesis of
community views into a coherent plan that uses GIS
maps to depict the vision for the city’s future, and
provision of supporting information for an update
to the city’s comprehensive plan, which meets the
requirements of Senate Bill 360. Dr. Baldwin was a
principal author and facilitator in the process including
the development of a series of public planning
workshops with stakeholders to address a range
of community concerns. The facilitated workshops
provided the public with an opportunity to take a
direct and influential role in planning the future of their
community, developed essential information for the
scenario-planning element of the project. The plan will
draw upon the key aspects developed in the workshops
and adhere to the initial goals set by the city and its
stakeholders.

Village of Ridgewood Water Authority, New
Jersey, Strategy Task Leader and Lead Facilitator.
Dr. Baldwin developed and facilitated interviews and
workshops to explore the change needed to increase
organizational commitment to an expanding issue
of CSO management. She helped RW develop key
PAGE
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Ann Folli, PWS Regulatory Compliance
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 21

MS, Environmental Sciences
BA, Biological Sciences

Professional Wetland Scientist

Years with Firm 15

Ms. Folli is a principal environmental scientist with experience completing wetland delineations, preparing
wetland impact permit applications, assisting with the design and implementation of wetland mitigation sites, and
completing monitoring activities in accordance with regulatory permit conditions. She has assisted with numerous
ecological studies, including the assessment of wetlands and other habitats and the identification of flora and
fauna species, including working with threatened and endangered (T&E) flora and fauna species. Ms. Folli is also
experienced with the required processes of wetland mitigation banking.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP), Proposed Federal
Correctional Institution Wetland Delineation, Berlin,
New Hampshire. Principal Scientist. Responsible for
assisting with the completion of a wetland delineation
of jurisdictional wetlands and Waters of the United
States pursuant to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’
(USACE) Wetlands Delineation Manual (Environmental
Laboratory, 1987) on four potential sites totaling
approximately 2,000 acres located in Coos County,
New Hampshire. Also responsible for assisting with
the assessment of potential permitting and mitigations
issues affecting each of the four alternative sites and the
development of a conceptual wetland mitigation design
plan for the preferred alternative.
BOP, Wetland Delineations, Allenwood Federal
Prison Camp, Allenwood, Pennsylvania. Principal
Scientist. Responsible for assisting in the completion of
a wetland delineation of on-site jurisdictional wetlands
and waters of the United States on an approximately
600-acre parcel of land located in Allenwood, Union
County, Pennsylvania pursuant to the USACE’s Wetlands
Delineation Manual (Environmental Laboratory, 1987).
Also responsible for assisting in the preparation of
a Request for Jurisdictional Determination from the
USACE, Baltimore District.
New Jersey School Construction Corporation,
Environmental Impact Statements (EISs), Multiple
Sites, New Jersey. Principal Scientist. Responsible
for assisting in the preparation of EISs in support of
proposed new elementary/middle schools at multiple
locations within New Jersey. The EISs included
assessments of potential environmental impacts,
including regulated wetlands, open waters, and
associated transition areas; threatened and endangered
species and habitat to support those species; and
regulatory responsibilities from each proposed action.
New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA), Garden State
Parkway Interchange 10 Improvements Project,
Cape May County. Principal Scientist. Responsible
for the completion of a wetland delineation along the
length of the Garden State Parkway encompassing
Interchanges 9, 10, and 11, as well as auxiliary roads
and parcels, pursuant to the procedures outlined in the
USACE’s Wetlands Delineation Manual (Environmental

Laboratory), 1987 and the Federal Manual for
Identifying and Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands,
1989. Responsible for the compilation and submittal
of applications to the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) for a Letter of
Interpretation – Line Verification and the USACE,
Philadelphia District for a Jurisdictional Determination,
both of which were subsequently obtained. Also
responsible for addressing natural communities,
including tidal and freshwater wetlands and threatened
and endangered (T&E) species issues for incorporation
into the Feasibility Assessment Report to determine
Initially Preferred Alternatives for each interchange,
as well as potential Alternative Access Schemes.
Responsible for preparing the following sections
for incorporation into an environmental assessment
(EA) document: geology and geomorphology; soils;
vegetative communities, including wetlands and wildlife,
T&E species; hydrology; and anticipated permits,
approvals, and certifications. Addressed the existing
condition, potential impacts from each alternative,
and anticipated mitigation measures for unavoidable
impacts.
PAGE 1
South Jersey Transportation
Authority (SJTA),
Atlantic City Expressway Widening Project (MP
0.0 to 2.8), Atlantic County, New Jersey. Principal
Scientist. Responsible for preparation and submittal
of a Jurisdictional Determination request and Section
404 and Section 10 permit application to the USACE
Philadelphia District. Also responsible for preparation
and submittal of a joint application for Coastal Area
Facility Review Act, Waterfront Development, Tidal
Wetlands (1970), and Freshwater Wetlands General
Permit, as well as Water Quality Certification from
NJDEP. The Jurisdictional Determination and Section
404/Section 10 Permit were approved by the USACE,
as were all NJDEP permits. The permitting process
included an intensive wetland mitigation site selection
study and the preparation of a mitigation plan to satisfy
permit conditions. Provided construction support and
permit compliance oversight, which included ensuring
construction contractors were abiding by Essential Fish
Habitat work restrictions imposed by permit conditions,
that included regular coordination with several agencies,
including USACE, National Marine Fisheries Service, and
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REGULATORY COMPLIANCE | ANNE FOLLI, PWS (CONTINUED)
NJDEP in order to ensure protection of winter flounder
habitat. Provided wetland mitigation construction and
planting oversight of on-site tidal wetland restoration
areas. Conducted annual monitoring of restored tidal
wetlands and prepared annual reports for submittal to
USACE and NJDEP.
New Jersey Transit, Access to the Region’s Core (THE
Tunnel) EIS, New York and New Jersey. Principal
Scientist. Responsible for addressing several ecological
aspects of a draft, supplemental draft, and final EIS for
the Access to the Region’s Core/Trans-Hudson Express
Tunnel (THE Tunnel) project, which is an ambitious
project seeking to expand trans-Hudson River rail
capacity to Midtown Manhattan. The project area
extended from Frank R. Lautenberg Station in Secaucus,
New Jersey, to Fifth Avenue and West 34th Street in
Manhattan and would include a new rail yard in Kearny,
New Jersey, and two new tunnels under the Palisades
and Hudson River, connecting to a new facility under
West 34th Street in Manhattan. Also responsible for
working with multiple regulatory agencies to identify
permitting needs and mitigation strategies.
United States Army Research, Development, and
Engineering Command, Department of the Army,
Department of Public Works, Picatinny Arsenal,
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) EA,
Soft Recovery Systems, Picatinny Arsenal, Morris
County, New Jersey. Principal Scientist. Responsible
for conducting an assessment of existing conditions
of six alternative build locations and potential impacts
to physiography and soils, floodplains and surface
waters, wildlife and habitat, threatened and endangered
species, and land use, associated with the construction
of five Soft Recovery Systems at the Picatinny Arsenal.
Responsible for compilation of this information and
production of a NEPA EA
Passaic County, Two Bridges Road Bridge over
Pompton River and West Belt Extension, Passaic,
Morris and Essex Counties, New Jersey. Principal
Scientist. Responsible for the completion of a wetland
delineation pursuant to the procedures outlined in the
1989 Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating
Jurisdictional Wetlands within a study area of
approximately 165 acres located at the confluence of
the Passaic and Pompton Rivers. Wetlands within the
study area are classified by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) as priority wetlands. Also
responsible for the development and preparation of
an ecological and environmental constraints analysis
report, as well as elements of an EA document.
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Gary/Chicago
Airport Improvements EIS, Gary, Indiana. Principal
Scientist. Responsible for completing aspects of an
inventory of natural and physical environment for the
affected environment chapter of an EIS for proposed
improvements at Gary/Chicago Airport to meet
requirements of Federal Aviation Administration Order
5050.4A, NEPA, and the Council on Environmental

Quality Regulations. Identified and described the
existing environmental setting with respect to wetlands,
water resources, and sensitive environmental areas
in the vicinity of the airport. The EIS was based on a
review of available maps, reports, and other documents;
correspondence with appropriate natural resource
agencies; and field reconnaissance of the project study
area.
New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA), Interchange
12 Wetland Impact Comparative Analysis, Middlesex
County, New Jersey. Principal Scientist. Responsible
for completing a comparative analysis of potential
impacts to wetland resources for three potential
alternative alignments for a new feeder road that would
connect to the New Jersey Turnpike Interchange 12
Toll Plaza. Also responsible for assessing potential
permitting and mitigation issues affecting each of three
potential alternative alignments. In addition, analyzed
potential wetland impacts associated with three
construction alternatives for each alignment alternative
to assist the NJTA in the selection of the most feasible
alignment and construction alternative.
New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT),
Route 322 Corridor Environmental Constraints
Analysis, Gloucester County, New Jersey.
Principal Scientist. Responsible for investigating and
documenting potential environmental constraints for
roadway improvements to Route 322 in Gloucester
County, New Jersey. Information was compiled on
wetlands, floodplains, and threatened and endangered
species and was incorporated into Geographic
Information System (GIS) mapping that also included
information on cultural resources and contaminated
hazardous waste sites.
New York City Transit (NYCT), Environmental
Assessment (EA), Stillwell Avenue Terminal, Coney
PAGE 1
Island, New York.
Principal Scientist. Responsible for
conducting an assessment of existing conditions and
potential impacts to water quality, wetlands, floodplains,
ecologically sensitive areas, and fish and wildlife species
for the rehabilitation of an existing train terminal located
in Coney Island.
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Port Authority Trans-Hudson (PATH)/
Newark Airport Connection Feasibility Study.
Principal Scientist. Responsible for providing support
in the preparation of a feasibility study to analyze
three alternative routes to connect PATH Train service
from Newark Penn Station to the Northeast Corridor
monorail station at Newark Liberty International
Airport. Responsibilities included the identification of
environmental resources along each alternative route
to determine wetland, T&E species, and floodplain
issues that may provide construction constraints and
potentially impede development of the project. As
part of the study, identified federal, state, and local
permitting requirements and outlined mitigation
measures.
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Steven C. Green, CPA HUD CDBG-DR Compliance
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 31

MBA
BS, Accounting

Certified Public Accountant (CPA)

Years with Firm 6

As part of CDM Smith’s team to serve as program administrator on federally funded disaster recovery projects, Mr.
Green is responsible for the design and oversight of all financial operations. As Financial Manager, he also assists in
the selection, negotiation, contracting and oversight of subcontractors. This position requires expertise in Federal
regulations, contract negotiations, accounting policies and controls, and project management. He also assists in
the development and implementation of project policies and procedures especially in dealing with Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) requirements. Mr. Green assists with the design of software applications used on
these projects.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Department of Community Affairs
(NJDCA), Superstorm Sandy Disaster Recovery
Support Term Contract, New Jersey, Financial
Manager. Mr. Green was responsible for establishing
and implementing financial processes and controls for
this project. These processes and controls must comply
with all federal, state and local regulations and supply
accurate and current financial data for reporting and
program management requirements.
Various Disaster Recovery Projects, Financial
Manager. Mr. Green is responsible for establishing
and implementing financial processes and controls
for CDBG-Disaster Recovery (DR) funded projects.
These processes and controls must comply with all
Federal, state and local regulations and supply accurate
and current financial data for reporting and program
management requirements. He is also responsible
for providing financial and other required information
as needed for HUD disaster recovery grant reporting
(DRGR) performance reports. Additional duties include
the establishment and oversight of the anti-fraud, waste,
and abuse policies and processes on these projects to
help ensure that funds are properly spent on eligible
activities benefitting only qualified applicants. This
includes developing relationships and coordination with
the appropriate federal, state, and local enforcement
agencies. Mr. Green also participates in the
establishment of program policies and procedures to
confirm compliance with all applicable regulations that
program expenditures are allowable and eligible. Since
joining CDM Smith, Mr. Green has worked on project
management for several disaster recovery projects
including Galveston (2009-2011) and Harris County,
Texas (2009-2013); Minot, North Dakota (2012–2014);
and the State of Illinois (2010–2014).
State of Louisiana, Office of Community
Development, Disaster Recovery Unit, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, Transition Team Program Lead. A transition
team was established to assist the Disaster Recovery
Unit in transitioning programs and operations from the
current contractor to new contractors. This involved
the preparation of multiple requests for proposal and
the solicitations, evaluations and selection of new
contractors. Mr. Green had oversight responsibility

of the contractor (up to 15 personnel) acquired to
assist with this effort. Responsibilities included the
establishment and oversight of a project management
office, contract preparation, contract negotiations,
logistical preparation and implementation.
State of Louisiana, Office of Community
Development, Disaster Recovery Unit, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, Financial Manager. Mr. Green had
several areas of responsibility including the design,
development, and implementation of a financial
monitoring system that consisted of 25 different
programs with a cumulative funding level of $13 billion.
He was responsible for the design, implementation
and operation of accounting and payment processing
systems for these programs. He reviewed and
approved all payments to ensure compliance with
program requirements, CDBG eligibility, contractual
compliance and allowability under state statute. Mr.
Green participated in the negotiation and preparation
of all contracts and he was responsible for reporting
to upper management and testifying before legislative
committees. Provided oversight to anti-fraud efforts and
PAGE participated
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investigations and
in an Anti-Fraud Task
Force involving the Louisiana Attorney General’s Office,
the Louisiana Legislative Auditor, HUD’s Office of the
Inspector General, FBI, and others.
Commonwealth of Kentucky, Governor’s Office for
Local Development, Frankfort, Kentucky, Branch
Manager. Duties included responsibility for all financial
and programmatic information for the state’s CDBG.
This involved preparation of the Program Evaluation
Report, all draws from HUD, all payments to grantees
and contractors, administrative cost accumulation and
reimbursement, and interface with HUD’s IDIS system.
Mr. Green served on committees to assist HUD in
software and program development and assisted in the
review regulations.
Commonwealth of Kentucky, Governor’s Office
of Local Development, Frankfort, Kentucky, Local
Government Advisor Chief. Mr. Green acted as a
program advisor to economic development applicants
and projects. This included meeting with business and
government leaders to discuss possible projects and the
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HUD CDBG-DR COMPLIANCE | STEVEN C. GREEN, CPA (CONTINUED)
structuring of the projects, making recommendations
to the loan committee, and oversight of the project
after receiving grant awards. Responsible for the review
and analysis of the financial information contained in
the project applications. Responsible for the technical
review of all audits involving communities receiving
CDBG and some Appalachian Regional Commission
grants. Mr. Green reviewed these audits for compliance
with federal and state regulations, generally accepted
accounting principles, governmental auditing standards,
and accuracy with agency records. Other duties
included working with the communities and audit firms
in assisting them in the completion of the required audit
procedures so that reports were accurate and contained
all the information needed for a timely review and quick
approval. Prepared the division’s schedule of federal
financial assistance and maintained the supporting
data files. Worked as the division intermediary with the
state auditor’s office in resolving any questions and/or
findings they had and assisted in training their staff in
the area of compliance auditing in dealing with CDBG
projects.
Division of Fiscal Affairs, Commonwealth of
Kentucky, Kentucky Higher Education Assistance
Authority, Frankfort, Kentucky, Assistant Director.
Mr. Green’s responsibilities included supervision
and maintenance of the agency’s accounting system
including the design, control, and implementation of
accounting policy and procedures. He supervised and
prepared the agency’s biennial budget and the annual
operating budget for the student loan corporation,
and prepared analysis and projections of financial
information for both internal and external use. He
directly supervised six accountants, and maintained/
coordinated the agency’s computerized accounting
system. His additional responsibilities included
coordinating the purchasing and use of micro-computer
systems.

PAGE
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Commonwealth of Kentucky, Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority, Frankfort,
Kentucky, Internal Policy Analyst Senior. Mr. Green
was responsible for handling special projects, which
required both an accounting and computer background.
This included systems and program design, testing
and implementation, analyzing the accounting and
financial impact of system and program changes, and
development of agency microcomputer and accounting
policies.
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Jennifer Gonzalez, AICP, LEED Green Associate, ENV SP
HUD CDBG-DR Compliance
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 6

MA, Environmental Policy
BA, International Relations

American Institute of Certified Planners
Envision Sustainability Professional
LEED Green Associate

Years with Firm 2

Ms. Gonzalez is a senior planner focusing on environmental sustainability, climate adaptation and resiliency
projects. Her environmental policy experience includes the preparation of environmental review documents
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), HUD 24 CFR Part 58, and associated regulations such
as the Coastal Zone Management Act. She has also coordinated community outreach, stakeholder engagement,
and visioning sessions to facilitate relationship-building among various agencies, nonprofit groups and private
sector businesses. She presently serves on the Steering Committee of New Jersey’s Urban Water Solutions
Initiative, and is a member of the Awards Jury for the New Jersey Future Smart Growth Awards. Formerly serving
the Department of Planning & Economic Development for the County of Passaic, she provided sustainability
guidance, benchmarking and policy recommendations to the administration and governing body, as well as led the
development of the first sustainability plan and green streets design guidelines adopted by a county in the State of
New Jersey. Ms. Gonzalez was instrumental in developing the Hoboken Green Infrastructure Strategic Plan, which
received a 2014 Outstanding Plan Award from APA-NJ, and four CDBG-DR funded New York Rising Community
Reconstruction plans, which received Rising to the Top Awards from the Governor of the State of New York. Ms.
Gonzalez holds a certificate from the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP), is a LEED Green Associate,
Envision Sustainability Professional, and Senior Fellow with the Environmental Leadership Program (ELP).
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Deputy Project Manager and Environmental Planner,
New York State Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
/ Housing Trust Fund Corporation, Rebuild by
Design Living with the Bay HUD NEPA/ SEQRA EIS
Scoping and Alternatives Development Process,
Nassau County, New York. Louis Berger is providing
environmental review services for the public scoping
process for a combined SEQRA/NEPA EIS for Phase I
of the Living with the Bay project, developed through
Rebuild By Design (RBD) Competition. Key project
challenges include its conceptual nature, interagency
coordination across levels of government, and the
need to evaluate alternatives that consider different
combinations of project components, as well as
different designs of those project components, while
meeting the purpose and need of flood risk mitigation,
ecorestoration, and improved quality of life. Through
agency feedback regarding permitting infeasibility of
the original RBD sluice gate concept, Ms. Gonzalez
is working with GOSR and Louis Berger’s coastal
engineers to develop more feasible, cost-effective
and implementable coastal protection alternatives.
Following alternatives development, Ms. Gonzalez
will be responsible for coordinating a team of several
specialized subconsultants to develop a project
description, technical approach, Positive Declaration,
NOI EIS, Early Floodplain Notice, and Draft Scoping
document, as well as host two public scoping meetings
and coordinate with federal, state and local agencies
to ensure a streamlined environmental review and
permitting process.

Environmental/Transportation Planner, NJ Transit,
Hoboken Green Infrastructure Strategic Plan,
Hoboken, New Jersey. Ms. Gonzalez served as the
lead planner on a strategic plan identified place-based
sustainable stormwater management and flood control
strategies for the City of Hoboken with a focus on
access to transit infrastructure. Ms. Gonzalez analyzed
impervious coverage, land use and sub-surface
conditions within the City to determine siting constraints
and developed a green infrastructure framework that
identifies opportunities for strategic implementation
of green infrastructure BMPs to achieve maximum
benefit at the lowest
PAGE 1 cost. She also helped develop
an implementation agenda that outlined regulatory
mechanisms, priority projects and local partnerships
for integrating green infrastructure into capital
improvement and private development projects.
Deputy Project Manager and Environmental
Planner, New York State Governor’s Office of
Storm Recovery / Housing Trust Fund Corporation,
Suffolk Sewers HUD NEPA/SEQRA Environmental
Assessments, Suffolk County, New York. Louis
Berger is preparing NEPA environmental assessments
and conducting SEQRA coordinated review for $383
million in resiliency and water quality projects to
extend sewer infrastructure and establish new sewer
districts in four areas of the county. Project challenges
include tailoring an expedited environmental review
process for distinct projects with a similar purpose and
need, induced growth, and interagency coordination
across State, County, Village, and Town agencies. Ms.
Gonzalez is responsible for project management and
administration across technical areas and developing
four environmental assessment documents to facilitate
agency coordination.
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HUD CDBG-DR COMPLIANCE | JENNIFER GONZALEZ, AICP, LEED GREEN ASSOCIATE, ENV SP (CONTINUED)
Deputy Project Manager and Resiliency Planner,
New York State Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
/ Housing Trust Fund Corporation, NY Rising
Community Reconstruction Plans, Staten Island,
Nassau County, Brooklyn and Queens, New York.
Louis Berger provided technical planning services to
the State of New York to develop critical resiliency
plans for community reconstruction in Staten Island,
Brooklyn, Queens and Nassau County, New York. Ms.
Gonzalez assessed the key vulnerabilities and needs
of each community, evaluated risk, and developed
projects, programs and actions for long-term recovery
and community resiliency. Through this process, Ms.
Gonzalez coordinated communication with several local
and state New York government entities and guided
community planning committees in prioritizing the most
effective reconstruction strategies. She led the costbenefit analysis efforts and participated in dozens of
community planning and public engagement meetings.
The result are comprehensive reconstruction plans with
fact-based and cost-effective projects that creatively
integrate rebuilding recommendations with actions to
increase economic opportunity.
New York City Economic Development Corporation,
HUD NEPA Environmental Assessment for Saw
Mill Creek Wetland Mitigation Bank, Staten Island,
New York. As part of the Mitigation and Restoration
Strategies for Habitat and Ecological Sustainability
(MARSHES) initiative, EDC is pursuing the first Mitigation
Banking Instrument (MBI) in New York City to facilitate
both the long term improvement and protection of
critical coastal resources, and provide a predictable,
efficient and environmentally responsible process to
mitigate wetland habitat impacts resulting from the
construction of public and private projects. Louis
Berger designed the wetland mitigation bank that will
restore, enhance and maintain 68.94 acres of wetland
habitat, and prepared all associated permits and CEQR
Environmental Assessment Statement. As the project
has now received CDBG-DR funding, Louis Berger
prepared an Environmental Assessment per HUD
24 CFR Part 58. Ms. Gonzalez is responsible for the
alternatives chapter, with a focus on the site selection
criteria and process for selecting Saw Mill Creek as the
preferred alternative.

Deputy Project Manager and Resiliency Planner,
New York City Economic Development Corporation,
Raise Shorelines Citywide Study, New York, New
York. Louis Berger is presently working with Moffat &
Nichol on a waterfront site selection study to evaluate
shorelines citywide that are at risk for the potential
impacts of climate change. Ms. Gonzalez is helping to
develop and execute a robust, systematic approach
to prioritize the shorelines at risk of increasing high
tide inundation and erosion from sea level rise, using
a welldefined methodology, extensive data collection
and analysis, state‐of‐the‐art tools, and comprehensive
ranking criteria.
This includes accounting for risk reduction projects
proposed by other agencies, and developing discrete
projects with cost estimates to improve the resilience
of at-risk shorelines. The result will be the conceptual
design and prioritization of distinct shoreline protection
projects for which NYCEDC has allocated $100 million in
implementation funding.
Environmental Planner, National Park Service, NEPA
Environmental Assessment for Fort Tilden, Queens,
New York. Louis Berger is assisting the National Park
Service in preparing an Environmental Assessment
(EA) to evaluate a range of management alternatives
to address changes to access and visitor safety at Fort
Tilden Beach brought about by Superstorm Sandy. The
purpose of the project is to reduce the risks of damage
to the beach from coastal storms, protect critical cultural
and natural resources, ensure safe public beach access
and provide opportunities for recreation and visitor
experience. Ms. Gonzalez is responsible for facilitating
an alternatives workshop series to develop alternatives
that meet the project purpose and need, with an
emphasis on improving natural shoreline processes
along Fort Tilden in the vicinity of the existing bulkhead
and groin system.
PAGE 1
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Nicolaas Veraart, AICP, ASLA NEPA Compliance
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 28

MS, Regional Planning and Land Planning
BS, Land Planning and Landscape Architecture

American Institute of Certified Planners
American Society of Landscape
Architects

Years with Firm 16

Mr. Veraart is a vice president with Louis Berger where he leads the firm’s environmental planning practice and
resiliency efforts. He brings more than 25 years of NEPA experience in the tri-state area with NEPA environmental
review and compliance for large-scale complex infrastructure projects. His HUD CDBG-DR NEPA experience
includes his role as Louis Berger’s Project Manager for the environmental review for the Lower Manhattan Recovery
projects post 9/11 with his award-winning work for the World Trade Center Memorial and Redevelopment GEIS.
He is also the Project Manager for the post-Sandy New York Rising Community Reconstruction Program and
subsequent implementation of reconstruction projects, providing NEPA HUD CDBG-DR environmental review
for over $600M in construction such as the $125M Rebuild By Design Living with the Bay and the $380M Suffolk
Sewers projects. Mr. Veraart is very familiar with the Meadowlands, as he was retained by the USACE to lead
the Meadowlands Mills EIS and served as Principal Environmental Planner on the Meadowlands Comprehensive
Restoration Implementation Plan (MCRIP) NEPA Programmatic EIS.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
USACE New York District, Meadowlands
Comprehensive Restoration Implementation
Plan (MCRIP) NEPA PEIS, New Jersey. As Principal
Environmental Planner, Mr. Veraart was responsible for
quality assurance and management of the PEIS, which
provides an evaluation of environmental, social, and
economic issues and alternatives to achieve project
goals and objectives, while avoiding/minimizing adverse
impacts, providing USACE with the necessary NEPA
compliance documentation for MCRIP implementation.
The PEIS is a comprehensive document that considers
a number of related actions proposed in the MCRIP,
including cumulative, direct, and indirect impacts.
USACE New York District, NEPA EIS, Meadowlands
Mills Regional Mall, Bergen County, New Jersey.
As Project Manager, Mr. Veraart prepared the EIS and
Section 404(b) Permit Alternatives Analysis on behalf
of the USACE for the development of a 600-acre site
for the construction of a mixed use regional mall,
office, and recreation complex. The project applicant
proposed the modification of approximately 200 acres
of wetlands, and the project involved extensive wetland
creation and enhancement.
New York State Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery
/Housing Trust Fund Corporation, On-Call Contract
for HUD CDBG-DR NEPA Environmental Review,
Management and Testing Services, New York. Mr.
Veraart is Program Manager overseeing Louis Berger’s
environmental planning and engineering services
to the New York State Governor’s Office of Storm
Recovery (GOSR) to assist with project development
and the preparation of NEPA environmental clearance
documents for HUD CDBG-DR funded resiliency
projects Mr. Veraart is responsible for the environmental
review and project development for a project portfolio
exceeding $600M in construction. His role includes
close coordination with the federal interagency
coordinating group.

Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, HUD
CDBG-DR NEPA GEIS for World Trade Center
Memorial and Redevelopment Plan, New York, New
York. As Project Director Mr. Veraart directed Louis
Berger’s services for the World Trade Center (WTC)
GEIS. Indirect and cumulative impacts were addressed
through the development of an EPA-approved
Environmental Analysis Framework that enabled the
streamlining of environmental review for the rebuilding
of Lower Manhattan, enabling the completion of the
GEIS process for this high-profile complex HUD-CDBGDR infrastructure project within a record time of 12
months. Environmental Performance Commitments
were developed under Mr. Veraart’s leadership that
effectively addressed both public and agency concerns
about the environmental impacts of the massive
rebuilding program.
New Jersey TRANSIT/FTA, Access to the Region’s
Core NEPA EIS.PAGE
Task
1 Leader. Mr. Veraart prepared
the Section 4(f) Evaluation on behalf of the FTA for the
Access to the Region’s Core project, a $7.6 billion new
and improved rail connection between New Jersey
and Manhattan. The evaluation addressed historic,
archaeological, open space resources, and wildlife
refuges. This included the evaluation of the effects of
tunnel construction under the Hudson River.
Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, HUD
CDBGDR Environmental, Planning, and Analysis
Services Task Order On-call (multiple consecutive
contracts). Program Director. Mr. Veraart directed
multiple, consecutive on-call contracts for the HUD
CDBG-DR program for the rebuilding of Lower
Manhattan. Task orders addressed specific projects
for open space planning, economic development,
transportation improvements, and remediation. The
planning services provided for the national September
11 Memorial were awarded the ACEC Diamond Award
for Engineering Excellence by the American Council of
Engineering Companies.
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New York State Governor’s Office of Storm
Recovery/Housing Trust Fund Corporation, Rebuild
by Design Living with the Bay/Mill River NEPA EIS
Scoping and Alternatives Development, Nassau
County, New York. Project manager for Phase I of the
$125M Living with the Bay project, developed through
the RBD Competition. In addition to environmental
review, services include the development of design
options and alternatives that enable implementation of
the RBD concept, while leveraging local and regional
resilience initiatives and public and private investments,
thereby meeting the purpose and need of flood risk
mitigation, ecorestoration, economic development, and
improved quality of life. Specific attention is paid toward
stakeholder engagement, regulatory streamlining
opportunities, and integration of benefits to Lower and
Middle Income (LMI) populations in accordance with
HUD requirements.
New York State Governor’s Office of Storm
Recovery/ Housing Trust Fund Corporation, NY
Rising Community Reconstruction Plans, Staten
Island, Nassau County, Brooklyn and Queens,
New York. Project Manager. The project involved the
development of six critical resiliency plans, including
community engagement, cost-benefit analysis, and
comprehensive reconstruction plans with fact-based
and cost-effective projects that creatively integrate
resilience with economic growth and environmental
improvements. Recipient of three Rising to the Top
Awards from the Governor of New York State for Best
Use of Green Infrastructure, Best Approach to Resiliency
Economic Growth, and Best Inclusion of Vulnerable
Populations; as well as a Meritorious Achievement
Award from the American Planning Association, NY
Metro Chapter.

New York City Economic Development Corporation,
NEPA HUD CDBG-DR Environmental Assessment for
Saw Mill Creek Wetland Mitigation Bank (MARSHES),
Staten Island, New York. Project Manager. This project
is an Environmental Assessment per HUD 24 CFR Part
58 for the first Wetland Mitigation Bank in New York,
also designed by Louis Berger to enhance habitat
and water quality, facilitate waterfront and economic
development, and increase coastal resilience. The
project included an extensive regional site selection and
alternatives analysis.
New York State Governor’s Office of Storm
Recovery/ Housing Trust Fund Corporation, Suffolk
Sewers NEPA Environmental Assessments, Suffolk
County, New York. Mr. Veraart is leading an expedited
environmental combined FEMA/HUD CDBG-DR NEPA
environmental review for $383 million in resiliency and
water quality projects to extend sewer infrastructure
and establish new sewer districts in four areas of the
county.
New Jersey Future, Resource Gateway for Innovative
Management Practices for Sewer and Stormwater
Infrastructure, New Jersey. Project Manager. This
project involves the development of a resource gateway
for best practices that New Jersey municipalities
and utilities can employ to better manage sewer and
stormwater infrastructure in the face of critical urban
water management issues and climate change impacts.
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Ginger Croom, PE USACE Compliance
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 19

MS, Civil and Environmental Engineering
BS, Environmental Science

Professional Engineer, NM

Years with Firm 15

Ms. Croom is a program manager with 19 years of technical and management experience for federal, state and
municipal water resources planning and design projects in dam removal, stormwater, water supply, watershed
planning and wastewater projects. Management highlights include multi-disciplinary project management and
extensive stakeholder coordination, while technical strengths include hydraulic, hydrologic and water quality
modeling, stormwater best management practices (BMPs) and watershed assessments.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Project Manager, USACE Fort Worth District and
Local Sponsor, Trinity River Central City Project,
Fort Worth, Texas. Ms. Croom managed preliminary
engineering design in support of Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) in partial fulfillment of United
States Army Corps of Engineer (USACE) National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements. She
performed project management duties for multidisciplinary, $910 million civil engineering project with
water resources/flood control emphasis. She managed
multidisciplinary project team of more than 50 staff in
multiple offices, conducting preliminary design of 1.5
mile bypass channel to re-route flood flows around an
approximately 2-mile stretch of existing floodway with
levees adjacent to downtown Fort Worth. Preliminary
engineering included preparation of conceptual and
preliminary designs in support of USACE EIS, including
hydraulic, civil, structural, and geotechnical design of
bypass channel and associated flood control structures
(dam with crest gates, three flood isolation gates) civil
and structural design for three roadway bridges and
two pedestrian bridges. Additional tasks included
preliminary design of ecosystem restoration and habitat
improvement areas, including landscape architecture.
Ms. Croom performed daily project management,
including coordination of multi-disciplinary project
tasks, subcontractors, and extensive coordination
with various governmental entities as project partners
(TRWD, City of Fort Worth, Tarrant County) as well as
regulatory agencies (USACE, Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ), Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT). Developed and conducted
dozens of presentations to various entities, including
governmental entities as well as special interest river
user groups. She reviewed project team technical
submittals (preliminary design reports) in preparation
of the USACE Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
She coordinated with the local urban design team
developing the companion urban design plan area
based on CDM Smith’s preliminary engineering
concepts of bypass channel and associated structures.
The Feasibility Study and EIS was completed on a very
aggressive schedule, with the EIS and Feasibility level
design completed in less than 2 years.

Environmental Engineer/Task Order Manager,
USACE North Atlantic Division, North Atlantic
Coast Comprehensive Study. Ms. Croom has led all
aspects of CDM Smith’s role in the North Atlantic Coast
Comprehensive Study (NACCS) for USACE and other
federal and state agencies. She provided technical
oversight and task management for the following:
completion of six pre-feasibility level studies analyses
(Focus Area Analysis) for coastal areas in NY, NJ, DE,
MD and DC, stakeholder engagement for completion
of the Focus Area Analyses, conducted interviews and
synthesized information on Institutional and Other
Barriers, designed concepts for Visioning meetings,
coordinated with all stakeholders for nine Visioning
Meetings in eight states and and facilitated large
stakeholder meetings. She served as CDM Smith’s
project manager and is the main point of contact with
NACCS Study Manager as well as the main point of
contact for USACE planning staff in New England, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Norfolk Districts in
preparation of each region’s Focus Area Analysis and
Visioning Meetings. She is leading a team of CDM Smith
civil and coastal engineers, water resources planners,
and policy experts in conducting these tasks on a very
aggressive schedule.
PAGE
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Project Engineer/Modeler, USACE, Muddy River
Flood Control Studies, Boston and Brookline,
Massachusetts. Ms. Croom further developed an
existing SWMM model to evaluate the need for flood
control improvements along the Muddy River. Various
synthetic design storms were simulated in the model,
as well as the Standard Project Flood. Results from
model simulations were compared with target HGLs in
specific areas to analyze the most effective areas for
improvements. Extensive modeling was performed
to simulate improvement alternatives such as open
channels, bypass culverts and replacement pipes.
Project Manager, USACE Wilmington District,
Roanoke River Flood Reduction Project –
Recreational Trail Concepts. Ms. Croom was project/
task order manager for development of various
alternatives for recreational trail concepts associated
with Roanoke River Flood Reduction project.
Conceptual trail design included multiple pedestrian
bridges, pile supported walkways, extensive grading,
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USACE COMPLIANCE | GINGER CROOM, PE (CONTINUED)
and landscape architecture features. Trail alignment
alternatives were analyzed and ranked for various
criteria based on Corps study objectives. Cost estimates
for each trail alternative were developed in MCACES
-MII. The trail alternatives were presented to USACE
for consideration as part of the federal portion of the
project.
Environmental Engineer/Project Manager, USACE
New England District, Water Resources Planning
Indefinite Delivery Contract (IDC). Ms. Croom leads
the CDM Smith team in conducting comprehensive
water resources planning assignments for USACE
New England District, for two successive IDCs. Ms.
Croom is currently leading the CDM Smith team for
the Merrimack River Watershed Assessment study, a
multi-purpose, comprehensive water resources plan
being conducted under Section 729 for multi-purpose
benefits.
This study includes regional program involvement,
extensive stakeholder coordination with federal
(USACE and EPA), state (NHDES and MADEP) and local
communities and NGOs. Other assignments conducted
for USACE New England and led by Ms. Croom
include Regional Sediment Management (RSM) study
in Chatham, MA and estuarine ecosystem restoration
projects in Yarmouth, MA.
Environmental Engineer/Project Manager, USACE
Jacksonville District, Water Resources Engineering
IDC. Ms. Croom leads the CDM Smith team in
conducting civil works planning and design assignments
for USACE Jacksonville District Water Resources
Engineering Branch, under 2 successive IDCs. She
leads the CDM Smith team in hydrologic and hydraulic
modeling assignments, as well as development of
Wetland Reserve Plans of Operation, which involve
extensive field data collection, alternatives analysis,
wetlands restoration design and cost estimating for
over 15,000 of wetland restoration in South Florida.
As civil works design projects for USACE, the projects
are following all USACE guidelines, regulations and
procedures.

Project Manager, USACE New England District,
Assabet River Sediment and Dam Removal Study. Ms.
Croom is serving as program/ project manager for this
$1 million civil works planning study for the USACE and
local sponsor MA DEP.
The purpose of the study is to evaluate a series of
alternatives for sediment and dam removal on the
mainstem of the Assabet River west of Boston in order
to meet the goals of a previously developed TMDL for
the river (total phosphorus).
The reconnaissance level study also involves preparation
of civil site plans, conceptual depictions, cost estimates
(MCACES - MII) and a sediment management plan to
evaluate dredging methods and disposal options for
contaminated sediment.
Project Manager, USACE New England District,
Upper Merrimack and Pemigewasset River
Watershed Assessment Study. Ms. Croom is serving
as program/ project manager for this $1 million civil
works planning study for the USACE and local sponsor
NH Department of Environmental Services and various
communities in the watershed. This multipurpose
watershed assessment study is evaluating conditions
in the Upper Merrimack River in an effort to guide
water resources decisions, in particular, development
of a TMDL for dissolved oxygen. Tasks include a 2-year
comprehensive watershed assessment and monitoring
program (to commence in spring 2008) to characterize
conditions in the watershed and provide data that
NHDES will use in developing the TMDL, and an
extensive modeling program (HSPF, SWMM, WASP).
A preliminary water supply evaluation was conducted
to evaluate potential future water withdrawal scenarios
using the HSPF and SWMM models.
PAGE
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Environmental Engineer/Project Manager, USACE
Mobile District, Civil Works Planning and Design IDC.
Ms. Croom leads the CDM Smith team in conducting
a wide range of civil works planning and design
assignments for USACE Mobile District. Assignments
completed under her direction include large civil works
planning and design projects in support of programs
of regional significance such as MsCIP (geotechnical
investigations and sampling) and the Savannah Harbor
Expansion Project (SHEP) for civil design of a large
($20M) mitigation component of SHEP. Design of these
projects is strictly adhering to all USACE guidelines,
regulations and procedures.
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Timothy Hillier, PE, CFM FEMA Compliance
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 13

MS, Ocean Engineering
BS, Biological Resources Engineering

Professional Engineer (MA)
Certified Floodplain Manager

Years with Firm 7

Mr. Hillier is a coastal engineer with a diverse background which combines a well-developed theoretical
understanding of marine engineering concepts with significant practical experience. His areas of expertise include
coastal flood hazard analysis and mitigation, marine hydraulic evaluation, waterfront structural investigation and
design, and hydrographic data collection. His additional waterfront related duties have included underwater
inspections, construction administration and observation, project site evaluation, and environmental permitting.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
FEMA Map Coordination Contract, Regions I, II, III,
and IV. Mr. Hillier was the Coastal Engineer responsible
for flood hazard analysis along the Atlantic and Gulf
Coasts of the United States. In support of FEMA’s
National Flood Insurance Program, investigated
nearshore hydrology and hydraulics during the 1
percent annual-chance storm to include: stillwater
elevations, wave setup, wave runup, and wave heights.
He provided technical support for development of
Flood Insurance Studies and Flood Insurance Rate
Maps. He coordinated with stakeholders (local, state,
and Federal officials) to facilitate acceptance of FIS and
FIRMs by community. He performed QA/QC on flood
hazard studies performed by FEMA study contractors.
Mr. Hillier reviewed and made determinations regarding
requests for site specific revisions to Flood Insurance
Rate Maps based upon more accurate and up-to-date
information than that used to develop effective maps.
Senior Coastal Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, New Orleans District, Louisiana Coastal
Flood Hazard Identification and Mapping Program.
Mr. Hillier performed quality assurance planning and
quality control reviews for coastal flood hazard mapping
on 234 DFIRMs for seven parishes in New Orleans.
He mapped flood hazards based on updated coastal
storm surge analyses (ADCIRC), wave runup (RUNUP
2.0), levee overtopping, coastal erosion, and overland
wave propagation (WHAFIS 4.0). He verified compliance
of data with FEMA guidelines and specifications and
worked seamlessly with USACE and local partners for
the common benefit of FEMA’s unified approach to the
Gulf Coast recovery.
Coastal Flood Hazard Studies, FEMA Region I. Mr.
Hillier was the project engineer responsible for updating
the coastal Flood Insurance Studies for the Federal
Emergency Management Agency in ten counties in
Region I. He led coastal efforts for mapping updates
from Scoping Phase to Preliminary Maps. He conducted
outreach and coordination with stakeholders including
local, state and Federal officials. He supervised field
reconnaissance and verification efforts which utilized
Geographic Position Systems to document existing
conditions of the study areas. As part of the update,
new hydrologic and hydraulic modeling was performed
based on available oceanographic and topographic
data. The modeling incorporated FEMA approved
models as well as Geographic Information Systems to

automate data extraction and population. Mr. Hillier
coordinated the incorporation of modeling results
into new Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps. Program
Manager, Map Modernization Contract, FEMA Region
1. Mr. Hillier managed indefinite delivery contract
which encompasses 21 task orders related to updating
digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps as part of FEMA Map
Modernization Program. His is directing the efforts
of multiple teams of engineers and GIS professionals
in all elements of DFIRM production in both coastal
and riverine environments. He managed and provided
technical guidance for updates along more than 1,400
miles of coastline. Updates of coastal studies in Region
I included coastal storm surge based on high order
tide gage analyses, estuary and inlet tidal propagation,
overland wave propagation, and assessment of shore
protection structures.
FEMA Map Coordination Contract, Regions 9 and
10. Mr. Hillier was the project engineer involved with
development of new guidelines for coastal flood hazard
analysis and mapping. He drafted recommendations to
be used when considering a coastal structure’s ability
to mitigate the 1 percent-annualchance flood. The
following topics were considered: removal procedures
for structures which
PAGE 1 fail during the 1 percentannualchance event, assessment of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineer’s Technical Report 89-15 regarding the
evaluation of coastal structures, and development of
coastal erosion methodologies. Recommendations were
included in FEMA’s Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of Mexico
Coastal Guidelines Update, February 2007. In addition,
he performed technical review of multiple coastal
Letters of Map Revisions in support of Michael Baker Jr.,
Inc. National Service Provider contract.
U.S. Coast Guard Waterfront Inspections, Various
Locations. Mr. Hillier was the project engineer-diver
responsible for field investigations of two United State
Coast Guard stations in New York and Connecticut.
He performed above and underwater inspections on
numerous waterfront structures including: bulkheads,
piers, wharves, moorings, floating docks, revetments,
and boat hoist piers and aprons.
He coordinated preparation of engineering reports
which included underwater structural condition
assessment, repair recommendations, and cost
estimates for repair work.
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FEMA COMPLIANCE | TIMOTHY HILLIER, PE, CFM (CONTINUED)
Lead Waterfront Engineer, Lockheed Martin
Corporation, Waterfront Revitalization, Middle
River, Maryland. Mr. Hillier performed inspection of
waterfront structural components for Lockheed Martin
Corporation – Marine Systems & Sensors facility on
Dark Head Cove, Middle River, Maryland. He provided a
feasibility study for improvements to support maritime
related manufacturing on site. His engineering report
included assessment of dredge needs, repair and
replacement of coastal protection structures, and
opinion of probable cost. He developed construction
cost estimates (including dredging).
Sprague Energy Marine Terminals Inspection and
Repair, Various Locations. Mr. Hillier performed routine
field investigations on three Sprague Energy Marine
Terminals throughout New England. His investigations
included above and underwater structural condition
assessments and evaluation of cathodic protection.
Prior to submittal to the client, completed final review
of engineering reports which assessed the facilities’
overall condition, estimated structural significance of
deterioration, and provided recommendations for future
actions. During construction of recommended repairs,
he provided bid assistance and resident engineering
services.
Economic Development Corporation Waterfront
Inspections, New York, New York. Mr. Hillier was
the project engineer-diver for field investigations
and underwater inspections of three marine facilities.
Investigations included underwater assessments
of multiple structural elements including: steel and
vinyl sheet pile bulkheads, concrete and granite
masonry seawalls, timber and concrete piles, and
riprap revetments. He prepared engineering reports
which documented the existing configuration of the
structures, assessments of the overall conditions,
structural analysis, estimates of remaining service life,
and recommendations for future actions (repair and
rehabilitation).

Global Port Terminal Maintenance Dredging and
Berth Deepening Feasibility Study, Jersey City, New
Jersey. Mr. Hillier was the engineer investigating the
feasibility of deepening an existing berth at the Global
Terminal. He determined the design criteria including
operating conditions, design dredge depths, and
existing soil characteristics.
He performed classic slope stability analysis for a
range of deepening depths to determine the maximum
safe dredge at the terminal. He utilized the software
program STABL to perform the Simplified Janbu
Method for slope stability analysis. Mr. Hillier developed
conceptual structural designs to be used at dredge
depths at which the slope is no longer inherently stable.
NOAA Hydrographic Surveys IDIQ Contract, MidAtlantic. Mr. Hillier performed geophysical and
hydrographic studies in Delaware Bay on behalf
of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration. He utilized and calibrated specialized
oceanographic instrumentations including: multibeam
and conventional single-beam sounders, side scan
sonar, moving vessel profiles, sub-bottom profilers,
and sediment samplers. He reviewed, processed and
corrected data to account for accurate reflection of local
conditions such as tides and water levels. He interpreted
collected data and prepared final reports and mapping
products.
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Ajay Kathuria, PE Environmental Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 21

MS, Civil Engineering (Water Resources and
Environmental Engineering)
BE, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY)

Years with Firm 7

Mr. Kathuria has more than 21 years of experience in environmental investigation, remediation, and risk assessments
including due diligence Phase I ESAs, preliminary assessments, remedial investigations, soil-gas, sub-slab, and
indoor air quality investigations for vapor intrusion assessments; remedial design and implementation oversight,
construction health and safety monitoring and air/ dust monitoring management; property acquisition and
litigation support, fact/expert witness testimonies, strategic business development and client service, technical
and professional mentoring, creative and innovative environmental technologies and information systems tools
development. He is also a licensed site remediation professional (LSRP) in the state of New Jersey, and a registered
professional engineer in New Jersey and New York. Relevant professional experience includes LSRP of record and
oversight of private and publicly funded investigation and remediation projects, project management, fixed-price
remediation contracts management with associated CCC/CLL policies; third-party reviews of technical approach and
costs for environmental remediation projects by others; remedial systems design and implementation oversight for
soil, groundwater and vapor mitigation projects, including use of innovative remedial technologies.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Debris Removal Scope Preparation for Emergency
or Disaster Response Pre-Positioned Contract,
Somerset County, New Jersey. Project Manager
and Lead Engineer. Responsible for the preparation
of debris removal scope of work and specifications
for Somerset County, NJ for Pre-Positioned Contract
for work to be performed during emergency or State
or Federally declared disaster events. Work involved
preparation of initial draft scope and specifications
based on Louis Berger’s post-hurricane Sandy
experience, and several meetings with Somerset
County, and review of County files to incorporate
County standard requirements and forms, and past
County experience with debris removal during response
to hurricane Irene.
Groundwater Remedial Investigation, Meadowlands
Sport Complex Site, East Rutherford, New Jersey.
LSRP of Record. Provided oversight of outstanding
groundwater remedial investigation activities for the
American Dream project located at the Meadowlands
Sports Complex Site.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., UST Closure Project,
Sussex, New Jersey. Project Manager, Subsurface
Evaluator, and LSRP of Record. For the removal and
closure of a leaking waste oil UST previously abandoned
at an existing JPMC bank branch. Remedial activities
included public notification for the proposed work,
removal and closure of the waste oil UST including
pumping and off-site disposal of contents from the
tank and the excavation area, excavation and off-site
disposal of petroleum impacted soils, and groundwater
monitoring. The remedial activities resulted in the
issuance of an unrestricted Response Action Outcome
(RAO) for this area of concern.
Cleanup of Groundwater Impacts from Former Dry
Cleaner at a Redevelopment Project, Newark New
Jersey. LSRP of Record. Responsible for overseeing
the completion of due diligence, Site Investigation,

Remedial Investigation, and Remedial Action
involving In-Situ Chemical Oxidation (ISCO) followed
by Monitored Natural Attenuation (MNA) under a
Classification Exception Area (CEA) to address PCE
groundwater contamination contributed by a former
dry cleaner operations at a redevelopment project site
for La Casa de Don Pedro, Newark, NJ. A Response
Action Outcome (RAO) has been issued for this site
with a groundwater Remedial Action (RA) permit and
long-term monitoring due to presence of contributory
regional chlorinated VOCs contamination.
New Jersey Sports Exposition Authority, SelfImplementing PCB Clean-up, Lot 27, Xanadu Project,
East Rutherford, New Jersey. Project Engineer.
Responsible for coordinating the delineation of PCBs
contamination detected in soils as a result of fill material
during previousPAGE
investigations
for the former Lot 27
1
at the Xanadu redevelopment project, preparation of
remedial action workplan in compliance with NJDEP
regulations, and remediation plan and EPA notification
in compliance with USEPA regulations for the selfimplementing clean-up of PCBs impacted area, and
review of PCBs remediation project bid specifications
and health and safety provisions.
New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, Pump & Treat (P&T) Pilot Study and
Remedial System Evaluation, Cleaveland Industrial
Center Site, Chlorinated Solvents Cleanup Project,
Washington Township, New Jersey. Project
Engineer. For providing remedial design services to
NJDEP regarding the chlorinated solvents impacted
groundwater remediation at this site. Project experience
includes remedial design assistance and implementation
of a P&T pilot test to evaluate contaminant mass removal
and improvements in the existing dual-phase extraction
(DPE) system efficiency, including subcontractor
bid coordination and selection, and day-to-day
coordination and oversight of the P&T system operation,
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ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING | AJAY KATHURIA, PE (CONTINUED)
maintenance, monitoring, and reporting.
RCRA Facility Investigation (RFI), Fort Rucker,
Alabama, U.S. Army Environmental Command
(USAEC) Contract. Project Manager and Lead
Engineer. As part of a small business team under
contract with USAEC, responsible for design and
implementation of a RFIs at two sites at Fort Rucker,
Alabama, including Human Health Risk Assessment
(HHRA) and Screening Level Ecological Risk Assessment
(SLERA). The contaminants of concern at the two
sites include potential soil and groundwater impacts
from historic on-site construction debris disposal,
and chlorinated solvents from historic landfill disposal
activities, respectively.
New York City Economic Development Corporation,
UST Removal, New York, New York. Project Manager.
Implemented removal of an abandoned 4,000 gallon
lubricating oil underground storage tank, and postremedial sampling and closure requirements in
accordance with NYSDEC DER-10 regulations.

encountered during excavation, removal and off-site
disposal of contaminated sediments from adjacent
creek, restoration of entire site, including construction of
porous (pervious) pavement in several remediated areas
as part of the post-condition stormwater management.
Brownfields Redevelopment Project, Former
Celotex Industrial Park Site, Edgewater, New Jersey.
Project Manager. Responsible for the coordination
of environmental health and safety monitoring and
construction support for all on-site construction workers
for the on-going remediation and development of
a brownfields site at the edge of the Hudson River
into a residential condominium complex. Additional
responsibilities include preparation and implementation
of remedial investigation work plans to address
contamination issues including, but not limited to
arsenic, lead, coal tar, and petroleum and polyaromatic
hydrocarbons for both soil and groundwater.

New York City School Construction Authority, PCB
Impacted Soils Investigation and Remediation,
New York, New York. Project Manager. Involved
with the investigation of PCB impacted soils from
window caulking materials at several NYCSCA schools
in New York, and development of remedial plan
in compliance with USEPA, NYSDEC, and NYSED
guidance and regulations. Specific responsibilities
included coordination of field PCB investigation and
data evaluation for 8 schools under NYCSCA, located
throughout Manhattan, Bronx, and Queens Boroughs,
with preparation of PCB surface soil investigation
report, remediation plan, including remedial cost
estimates, and EPA notification and request for waiver of
30-day notification requirement documents.
New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation, Metal Etching Site (NYSDEC Site No.
1-30-110), Freeport, New York. Project Manager
and Lead Engineer. Responsible for completing Basis
of Design (BOD) based on the results of the remedial
investigation completed by others, followed by detailed
remedial design plans and specifications for the cleanup
of soil, groundwater, and sediments impacted with
chlorinated solvents, metals, and PAHs from past site
operations. The remedial design to implement the
NYSDEC Record of Decision (ROD) involved excavation
and off-site disposal of several contaminated soil
areas to groundwater table, removal of USTs known or
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Dana M. Boyadjian, PE, LSRP Environmental Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 39

MS, Sanitary Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, PA)
Licensed Site Remediation Professional
(LSRP)

Years with Firm 1

Mr. Boyadjian has more than 30 years of hands-on environmental engineering/remediation project management and
field experience and is a licensed site remediation professional (LSRP). His experience includes a variety of soil and
groundwater remediation projects, extent of contamination studies/remedial alternative evaluations, risk assessments
and leaking underground storage tank (UST) investigations. Many of these projects involved extensive report
writing and regulatory interaction under the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Technical
Requirements for Site Remediation (Tech Regs) and recent LSRP program. His experience also includes state of
New York Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC) superfund projects, New York City remedial projects
and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Department of Energy (DOE) Superfund projects. In addition,
he has been involved with demolition planning/construction oversight, federal and state permit applications, New
Jersey Industrial Property (ISRA/ECRA) submissions and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) environmental
assessment (EA).
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Superstorm Sandy Environmental Review Support
Contract, New Jersey, Senior Environmental
Engineer. Mr. Boyadjian is performing property
inspections under the Superstorm Sandy Environmental
Review Support contract. His responsibilities include
the evaluation of general property conditions,
possible environmental conditions on-site or within the
surrounding area and providing documentation of same.
Former Plating Facility, NJDEP Remedial Design
Contract, Project Manager/LSRP. Working with NJDEP,
Mr. Boyadjian is managing the preliminary design
investigation for a closed plating facility. Contaminants
of concern include both metals and chlorinated
solvents. Following the review and evaluation of various
past site investigations, an investigation work plan was
developed to fill in data gaps and allow for preparation
of a remedial design. Since impacts are identified
both on-site and at off-site residential properties, two
separate investigations will be completed and remedial
options developed. Once the remedial design is
implemented for the off-site properties, LSRP tasks will
include final report preparation along with submittal
of the Response Action Outcome. In addition a deed
notice will be established for the on-site property since
capping and source removal are anticipated remedial
options.
NJDEP Remedial Design Contract, Project Manager/
Beach Restoration. Working with Blue Acres, Land Use
and Site Remediation divisions of NJDEP, Mr. Boyadjian
is project manager for a beach restoration project in
Lawrence Township, Cumberland County. Following
demolition of summer and permanent residences
damaged by Superstorm Sandy and located along the
banks of the Delaware River, CDM Smith will design
beach stabilization and restoration plans. The work
will include required permitting such that the site will
be habitable for horseshoe crabs and red knot bird
migration.

Former New Jersey Industrial Research Facility,
LSRP/Project Engineer. Acted as LSRP of record for
site where solvent impacted groundwater has migrated
off-site. Evaluated existing investigation data, identified
need and type of further groundwater delineation
required and assisted in development of work plan
to complete delineation. Prepared LSRP documents
to obtain two year extension for RI report, change to
annual remedial fee, estimate costs to completion and
oversight of multiple rounds of groundwater sampling
and review of associated reports. Ultimate remedial goal
is natural attenuation with groundwater monitoring.
New Jersey Radio Tower Site, LSRP. As LSRP Mr.
Boyadjian is evaluating the finding of unknown source
gasoline and solvent impacts to site groundwater.
Duties have involved oversight of preliminary site
1
assessment andPAGE
receptor
evaluation including ecological
assessment. Developed site investigation plan that
should be implemented in near future.
Various Environmental Insurance Projects, New
Jersey, Project Manager/LSRP. Mr. Boyadjian served as
senior project manager for major insurance companies
related to their New Jersey residential or commercial
policy holder properties contaminated with fuel oil
or gasoline. Work activities included close client
interaction along with management of site soil and
ground water investigations, remedial investigation
reporting/work plan preparation, contractor bid
evaluations/selection, self-perform or oversight of site
remediation and remedial action report preparation or
review for quality assurance. Several of these projects
were performed under the NJDEP LSRP program. Mr.
Boyadjian’s duties also included supervising, training
and mentoring engineering staff in the evaluation
and design of remedial plans/systems and their field
implementation. This work also included evaluation/
quality assurance of the project specific RI or RA report
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ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING | DANA M. BOYADJIAN, PE, LSRP (CONTINUED)

and remedial work plan to ensure compliance with the
Technical Requirements for Site Remediation and the
New Jersey soil remediation and groundwater quality
standards. Evaluation/design of in-situ remediation as
an alternative to excavation and “pump and treat” has
been a significant focus of the work effort.
Various Brownfield Sites, New Jersey, Project
Manager. Mr. Boyadjian’s duties included project
manager for a brownfield site in Hoboken, New
Jersey. Issues involved significant chlorinated solvent
contamination in soil and groundwater. The scope
of work included preparation of the RI report and
conceptual remedial plan including negotiations with
NJDEP to approve a partial excavation/groundwater
capture plan along with site capping. Additional
brownfield site closure and reuse plans were prepared
for a closed landfill to condominium conversion
project in Elizabeth, New Jersey and closed landfill to
warehouse project in Jersey City, New Jersey.
Interim Storage Site (WISS) FUSRAP, Wayne, New
Jersey, Project Manager. Mr. Boyadjian’s role on
this radiologically-contaminated site was to manage
the design, purchase and construction assistance
of a surface and groundwater treatment system
on an emergency response basis. Additional work
duties included performing building asbestos and
lead analyses and removal plan preparation and
assisting in the exterior building demolition planning
and preparation and implementation of extensive
hydrogeological investigations/evaluations including
pump tests and modeling to evaluate soil excavation
limits under artesian aquifer conditions. The project was
conducted for US Army Corps of Engineers.
New Jersey Brownfield to Residential Site
Remediation, Project Manager. Mr. Boyadjian’s project
manager duties included NJDEP regulatory submittals,
resource management, billing and schedule preparation
and local and state agency interaction. This site, once
the home of a vending machine manufacturer, is now
partially occupied by new residential homes. The site
is contaminated with chlorinated solvent materials
in both soil and groundwater. The project involved
three distinct tasks(two lump sum/unit price and one
T&M): excavation of approximately 3000 cubic yards
of soil (max depth 14 feet), which was stockpiled and

disposed either off-site or reused on-site; construction
and O&M of a soil vapor extraction (SVE) and 70 gpm
groundwater recovery system and treatment plant to
handle both contaminated waste streams; and quarterly
groundwater sampling of approximately 25 wells and
preparation/submittal of groundwater reports to NJDEP.
A biennial CEA certification was also prepared under
an expedited schedule to meet a regulatory deadline.
The fixed price construction phase of the project was
completed summer 2007 under budget and with a 75
percent increase to as bid margin.
Remedial Construction Services at the New York
City Transit Coney Island Maintenance Yard, New
York, Project Manager. Mr. Boyadjian managed lump
sum and unit price scope of work including work plan
preparation, underground tank removal, installation of a
jet grout barrier wall, well abandonment and installation,
biosolve injection and groundwater recovery. Additional
tasks completed were temporary water line relocation,
railroad track removal and replacement, soil excavation
and transport/off-site disposal, backfill and compaction,
asphalt paving and concrete ramp demolition and
rebuild. PM responsibilities included site activities, client
and union relations, budget management and invoicing
and project schedule.
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Abdulai Fofanah, PE, CFM, D.WRE Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and
Water Quality Modeling
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 14

MS, Water Resources
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY, CT, DE)
Certified Floodplain Manager (CFM)
Diplomate, Water Resource, Engineer
(D.WRE)

Years with Firm 16

Mr. Fofanah is a Professional Engineer with more than 16 years of water resources engineering experience.
Mr. Fofanah’s primary areas of expertise are in the field of stream restoration design; water budget modeling;
highway culvert and drainage system design; detention/retention basin design; watershed modeling; hydrologic
and hydraulic modeling; freshwater and tidal wetland design; numerical/analytical and wave/coastal processes
modeling; sediment transport modeling; and environmental impact assessment. Mr. Fofanah’s technical/modeling
experience include HEC-RAS/GeoRAS, HEC-HMS/GeoHMS, RiverCAD, SPAW Model, CHANLPRO, SMS, RMA2,
CMS-Flow, CMS-Wave, GMS/MODFLOW, MIKE SWMM, BASINS 4, WinTR-55, HYDRAFLOW Hydrographs,
AutoCAD Civil 3D, ArcGIS, PKFQWin, HydroCAD, ArcSWAT Model, Flux32 model, and CulvertMaster.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Richard P. Kane Natural Area Wetland Mitigation
Bank, Carlstadt and South Hackensack, New
Jersey. Hydrology and Hydraulics (H&H) Project
Engineer. Project objective is to provide, through
wetland banking, economically efficient and flexible
off-site compensatory mitigation opportunities for New
Jersey transportation agencies seeking to develop
within and in accordance with all relevant Federal,
State and local regulations and guidance. For the
proposed tidal marsh component, work involved the
use of the U.S Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) twodimensional RMA-2 computer model to simulate tidal
circulation through three proposed inlet channels to
the 240 acres parcel. Because the project involves the
construction of a perimeter berm on a floodplain to
confine the daily tidal flows within the proposed tidal
wetland mitigation bank site, extensive hydrologic
flood routing was conducted to determine the impact
of the perimeter berm on flooding impacts. Work also
involved the preparation of several regulatory permit
applications. Also developed an excel spreadsheet
water budget model for the freshwater parcel of the site
to determine the required hydroperiod of the proposed
freshwater forested wetland. Project responsibilities
also included coordination with the USACE regarding
associated projects which affected the modeling
boundary conditions and design constraints. Prepared
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), USACE, Bergen Soil Conservation District, and
permit applications.
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission ((NJMC),
Restoration of Rutherford/East Rutherford Drainage
Ditch System, Rutherford/East Rutherford, New
Jersey. Senior Project Engineer. Responsible for
the H&H analysis of the Rutherford/East Rutherford
drainage ditch system restoration to alleviate persistent

flooding of roads and parking lots in the Boroughs of
Rutherford and East Rutherford, New Jersey. Work
consists of the restoration of flow conveyance to the
existing ditches on either side of the New Jersey Transit
Bergen County rail line, including channel widening,
deepening and slope stabilization, installation of tide
gates, and the replacement and/or expansion of the
culverts and structures.
New Jersey Meadowland Commission, Meadowlands
Mitigation Bank, Phase III Design, Carlstadt, New
Jersey. Project Engineer. Responsible for the H&H
analyses and design of the salt marsh and freshwater
wetlands. For the salt marsh area, performed tidal data
analysis including estimation of observed and Epochbased tidal datums for the project area. Also developed
an excel spreadsheet water budget model to determine
PAGE 1
the required hydroperiod
of the proposed forested
wetland. Designed the inlet and on-site channel layout
and configuration for both the freshwater and salt marsh
areas. Based on the water budget modeled results,
designed the conceptual level plans as well as the
finished wetland grading. Assisted in the preparation of
soil erosion and sediment control plans.
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission, Harrier
Meadows Mitigation Bank, Hackensack, New
Jersey. Water Resources Engineer. Performed basin
hydrology and pond hydraulics to redesign existing
pond component. Tidal datum analysis based on data
from multiple gages at and near the Harrier Meadows
site was performed as part of a Tidal Assessment and
Hydraulics study to determine if tidal influence to
Harrier Meadows has been altered.
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HYDROLOGIC, HYDRAULIC AND WATER QUALITY MODELING | ABLULAI FOFANAH, PE, CFM, D.WRE (CONTINUED)

New Jersey Meadowland Commission, Mill Creek
Wetland Bank, Bern Reconstruction, New Jersey.
Water Resources Engineer. Performed H&H analysis
to reconstruction the wetland berm. Also performed
stream stabilization techniques as part of bridge
damage assessment and repair plans. Hydraulic analysis
included the determination of scour velocities and
allowable soil velocities.
NJDEP, Lincoln Park Tidal Marsh Restoration Project,
Hudson County, New Jersey. Project Engineer.
Responsible for H&H design of the approximately 90acre Lincoln Park parcel located on the eastern shore of
the Hackensack River in Jersey City, New Jersey. Part of
his task was to determine the appropriate hydroperiod
for the proposed restoration site. Other responsibilities
included the design of marsh channel network to meet
the design tidal regime and determination of tidal
inundation duration of each planting zone; the design
of a water control structure along with construction
sequencing that was developed to control water during
the restoration construction; preparation of soil erosion
and sediment control plans; preparation of several
regulatory permits that included USACE Nationwide
Permit No. 27 as well as approvals related to the
NJDEP Coastal Waterfront Development Permit and
Tidelands Conveyance, and Hudson-Essex-Passaic Soil
Conservation District permit.
USACE, New York District, Woodbridge Creek
Ecosystem Restoration, Harbor Deepening
Mitigation, Woodbridge, New Jersey. Project
Engineer. Responsible for H&H analyses of the
Woodbridge Creek ecosystem restoration and harbor
deepening mitigation in Woodbridge, New Jersey.
Specific engineering work included tidal data analysis
including estimation of observed and Epoch-based
tidal datums for the project area, comparison of tidal
datums with other reported datums in the vicinity of the
project area. Used the U.S Army Corp of Engineers twodimensional RMA-2 computer model to simulate tidal
circulation through the inlet channels to the entire site.

Used the output of the model in the computation of the
high and low marsh saturation and inundation times for
different proposed planting zones.
USACE, New York District, Jamaica Bay Shoreline
Stabilization Project, Jamaica Bay, New York. Water
Resource Engineer. Responsible for H&H analyses
and wetland design of Jamaica Bay, Brooklyn, New
York. Specific work included sizing and designing tidal
channels to adequately flood and drain the site using
USACE two dimensional depth-averaged hydrodynamic
numerical model (RMA-2) computer program. Used
RMA-2 model results and computed marsh inundation
times for the wetland to determine the proposed
wetland hydroperiod. Analyzed the stability of the inlet
and on-site channels. Prepared hydrologic and hydraulic
design report.
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Mitchell Heineman, PE, BCEE, D.WRE Hydrologic, Hydraulic,
and Water Quality Modeling
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 32

MS, Water Resources Engineering
BS, Geology and Geophysics

Professional Engineer (MA)
Diplomate, Water Resource, Engineer
(D.WRE)

Years with Firm 28

Mr. Heineman has 32 years of experience specializing in hydrology, hydraulics, and modeling of urban sewer
and drainage systems. He also has experience in water quality evaluation and modeling, data systems planning
and management, oceanographic studies for outfall siting, and groundwater contamination investigations. He
developed CDM Smith’s NetSTORM software, which is used worldwide for collection system modeling and
precipitation statistics analysis. Through CDM Smith’s staff training program, Mr. Heineman leads collection
system modeling courses, and developed a web-based training course in statistical analysis of precipitation data.
Mr. Heineman has made numerous contributions to development of USEPA’s SWMM model since 1994. He has
developed SWMM models in all types of collection systems in over 40 communities worldwide, and is skilled in
application of DHI’s MOUSE and Wallingford Software’s InfoWorks collection system models.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC) CSO
and Stormwater Planning Projects, Massachusetts.
Project Engineer/Modeling Director. Mr. Heineman
has participated in numerous studies for the BWSC
sewer system. In 1989-1990, he authored a database
and model for analyzing combined sewer overflows
(CSOs) and issuing quarterly NPDES permit reports.
He updated the model several times over the next
5 years to reflect changes in the sewer system. In
1994, he developed flow estimates for a system-wide
facilities plan. In 1996, he led modeling to assess sewer
separation in combined sewer areas tributary to the
SMr. Vesay Brook Conduit. In 1997-1998, Mr. Heineman
assessed flood mitigation alternatives for the SMr. Vesay
Brook Conduit and Back Bay Fens. In 1999-2000, he
developed engineering solutions to mitigate chronic
flooding in Boston’s South End. From 2001-2004, he
provided technical guidance for data acquisition efforts
preliminary to construction of BWSC’s system-wide
models. From 2005-2007, he led development of a
5700 node model of Boston’s separate and combined
sewer systems and a 3400 node model of its drainage
systems. In 2007, he led hydraulic modeling in support
of sewer separation planning for the Bulfinch Triangle
area in downtown Boston.
CSO, Sewer, and Stormwater Planning Projects,
Various Locations. Project Engineer. Mr. Heineman
has developed sewer and drain system models for
numerous municipal clients, including Haverhill,
Montague, Worcester and Lynn, Massachusetts;
Manchester and Nashua, New Hampshire; Hartford,
Connecticut; East Providence, Rhode Island;
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Indianapolis,
Indiana; and Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. Mr. Heineman
participated in a comprehensive sewer system
evaluation for the Philadelphia Water Department,
developed portions of the hydraulic model, and led
development of a NetSTORM model of the city’s

complex combined sewer system, which included more
than 150 regulator structures. As the principal developer
of NetSTORM, he has also provided guidance for
sewer system studies for the Allegheny County Sanitary
Authority (Pittsburgh); Indianapolis; Orange County,
California; the Singapore Water Board; and other cities.
Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority, Nine Mile
Run CSO and Streamflow Evaluations, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Modeling Director. Mr. Heineman led
development of a detailed computer model of linked
combined and sanitary sewer systems in 2000-2001.
Five-year continuous simulations were performed
to assess CSO characteristics and identify system
constraints. For the City Planning Department and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the sewer system model
was coupled to a surface water hydraulic model of the
Nine Mile Run stream to support a habitat restoration
project. The models were run for 20 years to evaluate
1
overbank flood PAGE
frequency.
Pitman-Moore Industries, Surface Water Hydrology
Studies, Various Locations. Project Engineer. In
Allentown, Pennsylvania, he conducted a NPDES permit
variance study. The 2-year field program evaluated
surface and groundwater flow conditions and water
quality near an industrial plant that discharged treated
effluent to Jordan Creek, a tributary to the Lehigh
River. He collected aquatic life samples and performed
water quality, stream gaging, and groundwater level
measurements. In Puerto Rico, Mr. Heineman used
DAMBRK in conjunction with a watershed hydrology
model to evaluate flooding in the Rio Espiritu Santo
floodplain. The headwaters of the river are located
in a tropical rainforest, which receives the greatest
annual rainfall in the United States. In approving the
floodplain revision request, FEMA acknowledged that
the study area was uniquely complex and that the study
successfully used innovative analysis methods.
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São Paulo Water and Wastewater Agency (SABESP),
Watershed Monitoring Program Assessment,
São Paulo, Brazil. Project Engineer. Mr. Heineman
conducted a study of hydrology and water quality of
the Guarapiranga watershed. He interviewed agency
personnel, collected and reviewed 25 years of data,
recommended improvements for data collection
methods and analytical methods, and worked
with programmers to develop an integrated data
management and analysis system.
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA),
Surface Water Hydrology Studies, Various Locations.
Project Engineer. Mr. Heineman analyzed tributary
inflows to Wachusett Reservoir to be used as input
to a hydrodynamic model of the reservoir system.
He developed synthetic streamflow records for each
tributary to the reservoir based upon gage data
collected at other nearby streams, as well as from
computed discharges from other reservoirs located
within the Wachusett watershed. In a 1988-1990 study,
Mr. Heineman studied the water quality impacts of
combined sewer overflows and riverine discharges into
Boston Harbor using computer models of tidal flow
and circulation in tandem with a SWMM watershed
and sewer model and a QUAL2E model of the Charles,
Mystic, and Neponset Rivers. He calibrated the models
to simulate fecal coliform fate and transport in Boston
Harbor, and configured the models to represent
planned future conditions and various CSO control
strategies.
Various Clients, Groundwater Resource Evaluation
and Contaminant Transport Assessment, Various
Locations. Project Engineer. Mr. Heineman has
developed groundwater flow and contaminant transport
models using CDM Smith’s DYNSYSTEM software
for municipal and private clients in New York, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Florida.
He developed flow and transport models of the LiPari
Landfill in Pitman, New Jersey for the USEPA. The
models were used to support analyses evaluating the
performance of an active batch flushing system located
within an 11-acre landfill that had polluted nearby
waterways. He also developed a model of the Plymouth,
Massachusetts aquifer system to evaluate pollutant
loadings to receive waters that would result from
proposed land disposal of treated wastewater effluent.

for the Environmental Protection Agency of Punjab
(Pakistan) under World Bank sponsorship (1992). In
1994-1995, he produced a database management
system for the Massachusetts Division of Capital
Planning and Operations that was used to screen and
rank priority environmental matters on state properties
for remediation. In 1996, he was a principal developer
of the Massachusetts Watershed Management Toolkit,
a set of computerized tools to facilitate viewing
and analysis of watershed data and selection and
development of hydrologic models. He has also
authored databases and models for cataloging and
analyzing storm sewer flows that has been applied in
several Massachusetts communities.
Various Clients, Ocean Outfall Studies, Various
Locations. Project Engineer. Mr. Heineman has
analyzed effluent and stormwater flows in ocean
embayments, estuaries, and surface waters. He has
participated in ocean outfall siting studies for the South
Essex (Massachusetts) Sewerage District, New Bedford
and Plymouth, Massachusetts, the City of San Diego,
and the Republic of Singapore. For the South Essex
Sewerage District, he managed the oceanographic
assessment of the candidate outfall sites. He supervised
development, calibration, and application of numerical
models to the study area, and assessed the physical
oceanography. For New Bedford, Mr. Heineman
developed and applied a particle tracking model that
was used to evaluate the impacts of candidate outfall
sites, conducted an assessment of seasonal fluctuation
of dissolved oxygen content in the New Bedford
Outer Harbor, and prepared mixing zone analyses for
determining compliance with state and federal water
quality criteria. In Plymouth, he conducted an in-depth
analysis of tidal currents within Plymouth Harbor that
led the state regulatory authorities to renew the town’s
discharge permit and keep the near-shore outfall.
PAGE
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Various Clients, Water Resources Database Systems.
Systems Analyst and Computer Programmer. Mr.
Heineman has led in-country database management
consulting and training projects for the Sultanate of
Oman’s Ministry of Water Resources under the U.S.
Agency for International Development (1990-1991) and
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Derek S. Etkin, PE Hydrologic, Hydraulic, and Water Quality
Modeling
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 9

MS, Water Resources Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (MA)

Years with Firm 9

Mr. Etkin is a water resources engineer with eight years of experience in modeling of surface water hydrology, river
flooding hydraulics, 2-dimensional surface water modeling, water resources systems analysis, reservoir operations,
environmental statistics, coincident event probability, and storm water collection systems modeling. His modeling
experience includes HEC-RAS, HEC-HMS, FLO-2D, ADH, HSPF and EPA SWMM.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Riverine Flood Modeling, Massachusetts, New York,
and Vermont, Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
has constructed HEC-RAS models river flood modeling
from LIDAR and field survey data using HEC-GeoRAS
for several rivers including the Blackstone River and
Deerfield River in Massachusetts, Rondout Creek in
Ulster County, New York, and the Winooski River in
Vermont. He ran the models to determine the extent
of the one percent chance flood and the floodway
delineation. Hydraulic analysis met FEMA standards for
map production and revision. His hydrologic analysis
included statistical regression of nearby river gages and
in some cases GIS-based rainfall runoff modeling using
HEC-HMS.
Riverine Floodplain Management Study, Greenwich,
Connecticut, Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
constructed HEC-RAS river flood modeling from
LIDAR and field survey data using HEC-GeoRAS for
several rivers in Greenwich, including a Flood Risk
Management study in collaboration with U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. He performed detailed and
extensive hydrologic analysis including both runoff
modeling and statistical gage transposition to generate
design discharges in accordance with USACE standards.
Mr. Etkin analyzed the tidal influence from Long
Island Sound on downstream boundary conditions for
coincident extreme events.
Riverine Floodplain Analysis, Holliston,
Massachusetts, Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
performed an unsteady hydraulic simulation of a lake
and canal system in support of a Letter of Map Revision
(LOMR) submitted to FEMA to improve the accuracy
of the effective Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM).
Mr. Etkin’s hydrologic analysis included a GIS-based
rainfall-runoff model of the basin, built in HEC-HMS. His
unsteady hydraulic analysis was constructed in HEC-RAS
and including a floodway analysis. Mr. Etkin prepared
the MT-2 application for FEMA review.
Levee Pump Station Interior Drainage Analysis
Lowell, Massachusetts, Water Resources Engineer.
Mr. Etkin performed an interior drainage analysis for
sizing a proposed pumping station, including a joint

probability analysis of the coincident river stage and
interior runoff discharge and volume.
2D River Hydraulics for Hydropower Retrofit,
Pennsylvania, Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
constructed a set of 2-dimensional river flow models
in support of the hydropower retrofit of an existing
lock and dam project on the Ohio River. The analysis
was performed using ADH and built in the SMS
environment.
FEMA RiskMap, Strategic Alliance for Risk Reduction
(STARR), New England, Engineering Support. Mr.
Etkin served in an engineering support role in FEMA’s
RiskMap project to update flood insurance maps. His
tasks included review of levee accreditation appeals,
analysis of statistical approaches used in community
appeals including joint probability analysis for interior
drainage studies, and review of hydraulic analysis
submitted for Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) appeals.
Dam Break Analysis, New York, Florida,
Massachusetts, North Carolina, New Mexico
and Ohio, Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
constructed HEC-RAS
unsteady flow models of existing
PAGE 1
reservoir dams and the associated downstream areas
to determine the flood inundation extents during a
variety of breach scenarios. Analyses conducted were
part of Emergency Action Plans (EAP) and included
a flood inundation map created in HEC-GeoRAS.
Determination of dam breach opening parameters and
time to failure were estimated from a literature review
of empirical studies and physically-based models such
as NWS BREACH. Clients have included the City of
Troy, NY, the New York State Canal Corporation, the
Hudson River Black River Regulating District in NY,
the City of Worcester, MA, a home owners association
in Deerfield, OH, the City of Fayetteville, NC, Leon
County, FL, and the Salem Beverly Water Supply Board
in Massachusetts.
2D Dam Break Analysis of Impoundments, Brazil
and Georgia, Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
constructed 2-dimensional unsteady overland flow
models as part of Emergency Action Plans for “red
mud” impoundments owned and operated by Alcoa at
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HYDROLOGIC, HYDRAULIC & WATER QUALITY MODELING | DEREK S. ETKIN, PE (CONTINUED)
two locations in Brazil. The FLO2D modeling package
was used to simulate dam break flows and depths of the
slurry flood wave. Mr. Etkin produced a set of inundation
maps for the project report. Mr. Etkin produced similar
FLO2D models of a proposed raw water impoundment
in Savannah, Georgia for another client.
Phase II Dam Study Hydrology and Hydraulics,
Massachusetts,Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
performed hydrologic and hydraulic calculations in
support of phase II dam studies in New Bedford, MA,
Worcester, MA and Braintree, MA. Calculations included
determination of spillway design flows, hyetograph of
the probable maximum flood (PMF), capacity of spillway
design alternatives, and upstream inundation extents.
Drought Management Analysis, Salem and Beverly,
Massachusetts, Water Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin
performed a risk-based drought management analysis
for the Salem Beverly Water Supply Board (SBWSB).
His analysis included synthesizing a long-term record
of inflows, precipitation and competing withdrawals
using a HSPF model built by USGS, which he modified.
He built a systems model of the reservoir network
and operations to represent the reliability of the water
supply under a variety of extreme conditions. Mr. Etkin
delivered a set of recommended rule curves based on
the client’s tolerance for exposure to drought risk. The
analysis included preliminary safe yield calculations.
Wastewater System Pilot Study and Grasse River
Dregdgine Field Work, Massena, New York,
Environmental Engineer. Mr. Etkin served as project
engineer for running a confidential client’s wastewater
system pilot study. His responsibilities included
assembly and installation of equipment; collecting and
analyzing data; and fixing problems that arose. For the
Grasse River Remedial Options Pilot Study, he assisted
in the planning, design and supervision of dredging and
treatment operations for PCB removal from riverbed
sediment. He also collected and analyzed fluoride data
from the gaseous treatment system and presented his
findings to the client.

Collection Systems Modeling, Indiana, New
Hampshire, and Massachusetts, Water Resources
Engineer. Mr. Etkin has developed collection system
models for long-term control plans in Gary, IN, and
Manchester, NH. Using SWMM5 and PCSWMM, he
developed a model to determine combined sewer
overflow (CSO) occurrences under a variety of control
alternatives for both communities. These projects
included the processing of precipitation data for design
storm analysis, groundwater infiltration simulation, and
flow metering data analysis and separation (SSOAP).
Mr. Etkin performed statistical analysis of available
precipitation data to determine the “typical year”
required for US EPA submittals.
Collection System Model Groundwater Module,
Hampton Roads Sanitary District (HRSD), Water
Resources Engineer. Mr. Etkin added a groundwater
module to the extensive collection system model of
the HRSD wastewater system using the latest available
version of SWMM. The groundwater flows contributed
to the long-term baseline characterization of the system.
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Sharon Bailey, PE Water/Sediment Quality
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 36

MBA
BS, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Professional Engineer (IL, IA, MI, MN,
WI, OR, WA, AK)

Years with Firm 4

Ms. Bailey specializes in the design and construction of facilities for wastewater collection and treatment, solid
and hazardous waste management, storm water management, and remediation system design for governmental
and industrial clients. Responsibilities have included initial project conception, siting, site investigations, feasibility
studies, design and permitting, construction, system startup, and operation.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Kansas City
District, Lower Passaic River: Focused Feasibility
Study, New Jersey. Principal Environmental Engineer.
Responsible for the layout, conceptual design and cost
estimates for remedial alternatives and dredged material
management (DMM) options for a focused feasibility
study (FFS) for the lower eight miles of this estuary as
part of the long term remediation of the Lower Passaic
River. Prepared site layouts and evaluations, technical
memorandum on potential options, and conceptual
level costs estimates for potential DMM alternatives.
Following the initial public comment period, a Final
FFS Report was prepared. This work has required
major revisions to the document over several iterations
to address stakeholder input and modifications to
the alternatives being evaluated. Responsible for
editing and reviewing engineering aspects of the FFS
documents as well as consistency and overall document
quality. Prepared conceptual level cost estimates for
multiple iterations of alternatives and DMM scenarios
as well as present value and cost sensitivity analyses.
Currently preparing technical responses to public and
stakeholder comments on the Proposed Plan for the
Responsiveness Summary.
USACE, Kansas City District, Cornell-Dubilier
Electronics Superfund Site - OU4 (Bound Brook)
Feasibility Study, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Principal Environmental Engineer. Technical lead
on the feasibility study (FS) for Operable Unit 4 (OU4)
- the cleanup of PCB-contaminated in Bound Brook
and surrounding floodplain/wetlands on behalf of U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 2. For
the FS, OU4 was divided into four Remedial Action
Areas (RAAs) and remedial approaches evaluated for
each. For the sediment and floodplain soils, mechanical
dredging and excavation in the dry were evaluated to
address site-wide conditions. In addition, three options
(hydraulic dredging, in-place capping, and monitored
natural recovery) were evaluated to address conditions
in limited portions of the study area. For the capacitor
debris area, both partial removal and capping and
complete removal were evaluated along with on-site
treatment and burial, as well as off-site treatment and
disposal. Because it was determined to be technically
impracticable to remediate TCE-contaminated

groundwater (OU3), the focus was to control its impacts
on surface water; alternatives evaluated included water
quality monitoring, pump and treat, permeable reactive
barrier, and in-stream reactive capping. And finally,
alternatives were evaluated for the 36 inch water main
crossing the former CDE facility. For each alternative in
the different RAAs, technical feasibility, effectiveness,
implementability and other criteria were evaluated
along with the present value of the cost. Based on
the work performed, the record of decision (ROD) for
this site was issued in May 2015. Components of the
selected remedy included: (1) excavation and off-site
disposal of floodplain soils and Bound Brook sediments
followed by monitored natural recovery; (2) excavation
and off-site disposal of buried PCB-contaminated
capacitors adjacent to the former CDE facility; (3)
hydraulic containment of contaminated groundwater
adjacent to the Brook; (4) relocation of the water main to
protect the integrity of the remedy; and (5) institutional
controls.
New York City Department of Environmental
Protection (NYCDEP), Gowanus Canal Superfund
Site Remediation Assistance and Feasibility Study
Review, New York. Principal Environmental Engineer.
The sediment inPAGE
the
1 canal was contaminated by a
mixture of industrial and combined sewer overflow
(CSO) discharges as well as contaminated groundwater
primarily from former manufactured gas plants in
the area. Assisted in the evaluation of a possible
interim measure for controlling solids from CSOs
discharging to the Gowanus Canal evaluating options
that were identified in conjunction with the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC). Technical feasibility, expected performance
in controlling sediment buildup in the canal and the
estimated cost of each option was evaluated. Reviewed
engineering aspects of the CERCLA FS prepared by
EPA, as well as an addendum to the FS prepared to
address initial comments. The review included an
assessment of the proposed CSO overflow control
system; lateral and vertical extent of the dredging/
excavation program; potential impacts of proposed
dredging program on the canal and surrounding
properties; proposed technologies for dredged
materials management; and estimated costs for
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WATER/SEDIMENT QUALITY | SHARON BAILEY, PE (CONTINUED)
potential remedies. Provided ongoing assistance to
NYCDEP evaluating engineering and cost on potential
remedies.
NYCDEP, Newtown Creek Remediation Assistance,
New York. Principal Environmental Engineer. Review
of proposed stormwater sampling program prepared
by industrial PRPs for the creek remediation. Evaluated
the proposed sampling locations and other areas along
the creek that should be sampled based on potential
discharge points, site operations, and types of industrial
operations.
H2M/Blackacre Partners, BICC Cables Site: Remedial
Action Work Plan (RAWP) and Design/Construction
Documents, New York. Senior Project Engineer/
Project Manager. Responsible for developing the
RAWP for remediation of PCB-contaminated sediment
at a former industrial facility on the Hudson River
under New York brownfield regulations. Following
regulatory approval, prepared construction plans and
specifications concurrently with developing the final
RAWP under a tight schedule was required to address
seasonal conditions as well as an “essential fish habitat”
window that restricted the allowable dredging period.
Responsibilities included evaluation of dredging
alternatives for different zones (based on site access
issues and variations in contaminant concentrations); a
multi-phased contractor selection process that included
discussions of the conceptual level (30 percent) design
documents with potential contractors and regulators
to improve constructability and facilitate the review
process; supplemental design investigation including
evaluation of the integrity of remaining structures; a
pilot study for use of geotextile bags for sediment
dewatering and conceptual level cost estimates for
refining the site design; 95 and 100 percent RAWP
documents for regulatory review and approval;
construction contract documents for bidding and
construction services; bidding assistance and contractor
evaluation/selection and assistance during construction.
Construction was completed on schedule.

Contaminants at the site included VOCs (primarily TCA,
PCE, hexachlorabutidiene), heavy metals (primarily
arsenic), and pesticides. Responsibilities included
evaluating the effectiveness of the previous arsenic
treatment system, an expanded soil and groundwater
sampling program to establish current soil conditions,
and evaluating treatment alternatives for remaining
contaminants, including monitored natural attenuation.
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Legacy Site Services/Arkema Inc., Final Site Cleanup
Activities, Washington. Senior Engineer/Deputy
Project Manager. Responsible for a team of scientists
and engineers evaluating previous remediation
activities at the site and proposing additional activities
to complete closure of the facility, a former inorganic
chemical production facility located on the Hylebos
Waterway. The site had undergone remediation for over
10 years but had not reached regulatory cleanup levels.
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Solomon Gbondo-Tugbawa, PhD, PE Water/Sediment Quality
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 16

PhD, Civil Engineering
MBA, Finance and Statistics
MS, Environmental Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ)

Years with Firm 7

Dr. Gbondo-Tugbawa has more than 16 years of experience in environmental engineering, geochemistry, hydrology
and mathematical modeling. He has experience in fingerprinting sources of pollutants, numerical modeling
of watershed hydrology and impact of atmospheric deposition in forests and other ecosystems, surface water
contaminant fate and transport, sediments transport, and water body hydraulics and hydrodynamics. He is well
versed in a broad range of statistical techniques including univariate and multivariate analysis, geostatistics (kriging)
as well as GIS and data visualization techniques. Dr. Gbondo-Tugbawa has served as Visiting Scientist to Syracuse
University and continues to advise graduate students in biogeochemistry and water quality modeling.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Kansas City
District for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Region 2, Hudson River PCBs Superfund Site
Remedial Design/Remedial Action Oversight, Fort
Edward, New York. Technical Lead. Responsible for
overseeing data analysis and evaluation tasks to support
the remedial design for the dredging remedy selected
for the Upper Hudson River, including the identification
of target areas for potential dredging, review of pilot
studies for determining the potential for water quality
impact caused by dredging, developing the basis and
approach of design of resuspension control options,
including: no containment, silt curtains, and sheetpile
walls. Performed chemical breakthrough evaluation
for sand cap to control dredging residuals. Technical
task leader for the development of peer-reviewed
Phase 1 engineering performance standards for
dredging resuspension to ensure remediation met the
requirements of the 2002 ROD. Evaluated water quality
impacts for EPAs Phase 1 Evaluation Report. Supported
Region 2 through Phase 1 peer review; and prepared
revised performance standards and decision protocols
for Phase 2.
USACE, Kansas City District, Lower Passaic River
Superfund Study, Newark, New Jersey. Technical
Lead. Provided technical review of modeling framework,
modeling work plan and calibration of hydrodynamic,
sediment transport organic carbon and contaminant
fate and transport models. Technical task leader for the
geochemical and forensic evaluation of dioxin/furans,
PCBs, pesticides, PAHs, and mercury, methyl mercury
and metals data in sediment, water and biota to support
on-going remedial investigation and feasibility study
for the River. Used radionuclide dating techniques to
develop understanding of the history of contamination
at the site. Developed a work plan for sediment coring
and water column monitoring for a pilot environmental
dredging demonstration study. Led technical evaluation
of monitored natural recovery, feasibility of inestuary silt traps, dredging, and capping as remedial

alternatives for managing contaminated sediments.
Also performed detailed modeling and test studies
for evaluating feasibility of confined aquatic disposal
(CAD) in Newark Bay for potential disposal of dredging
sediments.
USACE, Kansas City District, Berry’s Creek, Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study Oversight, Bergen
County, New Jersey. Technical Lead. Technical
task leader for the RI/FS oversight program which
included reviewing PRP technical documents and sitecontamination investigative reports on behalf of the
USACE and USEPA. Evaluated historical contaminant
data including: mercury and heavy metals, PAHs and
PCBs, to characterize their distribution in sediments,
surface water and soils. Provided technical guidance
in the design of several sampling and monitoring
programs and special methyl mercury experiments.
Technical review of modeling framework for a for a
hydrodynamic, sediment transport and contaminant
fate and transport model that will be used in simulating
existing and future condition in the study area.
PAGE
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U.S. Army Environmental Command, Bailey’s Creek:
Sediment Remediation, Fort Eustis, Virginia. Senior
Reviewer. Provided senior level review and input
into the design and implementation of a remedial
investigation of Bailey Creek, a PCB-contaminated tidal
waterway and wetland adjacent to Fort Eustace, Virginia.
The investigation delineated the extent and history of
PCB contamination in the estuary and provided data to
forecast future PCB levels. Reviewed test plans for pilot
studies for active capping to control surface sediment
exposure.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality,
Lake Mary Region Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL), Arizona. Developed, calibrated and applied
a watershed hydrologic and mercury cycling model
that was used to develop a TMDL for mercury in
the Lake Mary Region in Arizona. Numerical model
development included a watershed hydrologic and
sediment erosion sub-model, a lake water budget,
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WATER/SEDIMENT QUALITY | SOLOMON GBONDO-TUGBAWA, PhD, PE (CONTINUED)
mercury fate and transport and food chain sub-models.
Applied the calibrated model to simulate several
management scenarios for reducing the impact of
mercury contamination in fish tissue. Presented model
framework, rational and results at a public meeting in
Flagstaff, Arizona.
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality,
Deer Lake Impoundment Remediation and Feasibility
Studies, Ishpeming, Michigan. Technical Reviewer.
Technical review of principal responsible party’s RI/
FS on mercury mass balance for the lake. Provided a
detailed review of the scientific literature on factors and
mechanics of mercury methylation in aquatic systems.
Reconstructed and calculated a water balance, the
sources and sinks of total mercury and methyl mercury,
and mercury geochemistry in the lake watershed, and
established the importance of sediment contamination
and the accumulation of mercury in biota. Investigated
the feasibility of several remedial actions including:
the potential of altering mercury transformation via an
aeration system in the lake hypolimnion, and in-situ
stabilization of hypolimnetic mercury.
New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation, Feasibility Studies for Onondaga
Lake Superfund Site, Syracuse, New York. Technical
Reviewer. Provided a detailed technical review of
preliminary design of two key remedial design actions
within Onondaga lake, including: monitored natural
recovery for the deep profundal zone and capping
of in-lake waste deposit in the southern littoral
zone for mercury. Evaluated the remedial design
option of monitored natural remediation of mercury
contamination in profundal sediments in the lake
using a sediment diagenetic model that contained
early diagenetic process of bioturbation, diffusion,
sedimentation, and calculated the time frame in which
this design alternative is expected to achieve sediment
mercury and sediment porewater cleanup goals.

New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation, Interim Remedial Measures Work
Plan for Willis Lakeshore, and Geddes Brook Sites,
Syracuse, New York. Technical Reviewer. Performed
technical review interim remedial measure work plan
for the Willis Lakeshore area by evaluating pre-design
methodology and activities including the suitability of a
groundwater/NAPL low permeability sheet pile barrier
wall to limit the migration of groundwater contaminated
with mercury to the lake, and evaluating the placement
of wells for a groundwater/NAPL collection system
along Willis Lakeshore. Performed technical review of
IRM Work Plan for the Geddes Brook Site, by mapping
the areal and vertical extent of mercury contamination
in the main channel to determine data gaps, providing
preliminary estimates of the design areas and
volumes of expected sediment removal during interim
remediation.
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Edward Samanns, PWS, CE Ecosystem Restoration and Natural
Resources
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

MS, Geography
BS, Biology

Professional Wetlands Scientist (PWS)
Certified Ecologist (CE)

Years with Firm 28

Mr. Samanns is the director of environmental sciences at Louis Berger with 30 years of experience managing
environmental investigations for a variety of projects and clients. He specializes in ecological restoration/mitigation
and related topics including stream and wetland ecology, permitting, threatened and endangered species studies,
invasive species management, and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance. Mr. Samanns serves as
the project manager/director for several environmental and restoration contracts for public sector clients and was
responsible for preparing data collection and analysis protocols, developing and implementing vegetative and
hydrology monitoring methodologies, and developing habitat restoration designs. He is a key member of Louis
Berger’s Ecological Restoration Unit, a unique assemblage of key scientists and engineers that have been combined
to conduct restoration projects including wetland mitigation banks, endangered species habitat enhancement,
coral reef creation, and tidal marsh restoration. He was the principal investigator and author of the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Synthesis 302 Mitigation of Ecological Impacts (2002), is currently
conducting research for NCHRP on Habitat Fragmentation, and has published/presented several papers on wetland
mitigation and wildlife crossings. Mr. Samanns is also a co-author of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE),
Waterways Experiment Station, Engineering Specification Guidelines for Wetland Plant Establishment and Subgrade
Preparation (1998). Mr. Samanns also performs QA reviews of technical reports and restoration designs and provides
independent research on environmental topics for clients.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
EarthMark Mitigation Services, LLC, Richard P. Kane
Natural Area, Wetland Mitigation Bank, Rutherford,
New Jersey. Project Director. Responsible for the
overall management of the planning, design and
construction of a 230 acre tidal wetland mitigation bank
and a 17 acre non-tidal forested wetland restoration
project within the New Jersey Meadowlands District.
Duties include coordination with regulatory agencies
(IRT), technical review of baseline data collection for
hazardous waste, plant communities, hydrology, and soil
samples; development of tidal marsh and freshwater
forest design plans; and technical review of the Banking
Instrument and long term monitoring and maintenance
plan. Role includes providing analysis of baseline data,
review of functional assessment methodology, and
development of design plans for freshwater forested
wetland component of project. Project completed
construction in 2011 and planting was completed in
2011.
New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA), Interchange
6 to 9 Widening Program, Wetland Mitigation
Site Selection and Design Program. Project Task
Manager. Responsible for overseeing the identification
of suitable wetland mitigation sites for a 36 mile
roadway expansion project and coordinating agency
review and approval of mitigation designs. Responsible
for developing site designs, preparing landscape plans
and construction specifications, vernal pool design,
and coordinating construction support. A total of
four sites have been designed and constructed, and a

fifth site is under design. Also represented Authority
before the Wetlands Council to obtain approval for the
preservation of over 600 acres of wetlands and critical
habitats as part of the wetland mitigation program.
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Environmental Assessment, Newark
Airport, Newark and Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Environmental Scientist. Responsible for overseeing
the preparation of natural resource sections of a Federal
PAGE 1
Aviation Adminsitration
(FAA) environmental assessment
(EA) for the expansion and modernization of Terminal
A at Newark Liberty International Airport. Provided
oversight of field investigations and baseline conditions
analysis. In addition, provided technical input on options
to minimize and mitigation wetland and open water
impacts on-site through the use of innovative design
options.
NJTA, Garden State Parkway Interchange 10
Improvements Feasibility Assessment and
Preliminary Design/Environmental Assessment,
Atlantic County, New Jersey. Task Supervisor.
Responsible for overseeing the collection of baseline
date and the analysis of impacts to natural resources
associated with the preparation of a feasibility
assessment report (FAR) and a NEPA EA for proposed
intersection and lane improvements. Also provided
oversight of CAFRA/Waterfront Development and
USACE individual permit preparation and freshwater
and tidal wetland mitigation site selection and design
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ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION & NATURAL RESOURCES | EDWARD SAMANNS, PWS, CE (CONTINUED)
for the project.
Molly Ann Brook Watershed Management Plan,
Passaic County, New Jersey. Project Director.
Responsible for the coordination and completion of all
field studies, meetings, workshops, report preparation,
staffing, schedule and budget for this project. The
project involves development of a Geodatabase as
part of a watershed characterization effort that includes
Rosgen stream reach classification, USGS Visual
Assessments, and point source locations. Baseline
analysis also included collection of hydrologic data and
development of stream rating curves, incorporation
of fecal coliform and other water quality data, benthic
macroinvertebrate data, and assessments of potential
nonpoint pollution sources within watershed. Prepared
and conducted two public workshops to educate and
gather information from interested citizens and public
officials. Developed a prioritized list of effective best
management practices (BMPs) and prepared a concept
design and constructability assessment of the six best
candidates for installation.
PSE&G Susquehanna to Roseland Transmission Line
Project, New Jersey. Task Manager. Manager for
Permitting, responsible for managing the preparation
of state and federal permit applications and agency
coordination on a 40 mile long transmission line
upgrade. Prepared application for a Highlands
Applicability Determination and a Freshwater Wetland
Individual Permit application. Attended monthly
meeting s with NJDEP to coordinate permit issues.
Other issues include parkland diversions, T&E species,
extensive wetlands, and coordination with the National
Park Service.
Marsh Resources, Meadowlands Mitigation Bank
Phase 3, Carlstadt, New Jersey. Project Director.
Project director of the permitting, design and upcoming
construction of a 60 acre tidal and freshwater wetland
mitigation bank in the Hackensack Meadowlands.
Responsibilities include federal and state permit
application preparation and acquisition, banking
instrument preparation, negotiation and approval by
the interagency MIMAC, and site concept designs.
Analysis has included assessment of on-site resources,
functional value assessment, credit determination,
innovative designs to minimize wetland fill and control
invasive species, tidal data analysis and tide gate
assessment. Planting plan also addressed potential
treatments for acid soil conditions. Responsible for

developing construction and planting plans as a design/
build project employing marsh excavation and dredge
methods to create enhanced tidal habitat of mud flat
and low and high marsh interspersed by tidal channels
and upland islands and freshwater forested wetlands.
New Jersey Department of Transportation
(NJDOT), Route 206 and Route 15 -Ross’s Corner
Intersection Improvements Permitting, Sussex
County, New Jersey. Task Manager. Responsible
for the preparation and acquisition of a NJDEP
Freshwater Wetlands Statewide General Permit Nos.
10 and 11 and supporting the preparation of a Stream
Encroachment permit and Water Quality Certification.
Conducted wetland delineation for the project and
conducted wetland impact assessment as part of
the permit preparation. Due to the presence of the
federally endangered dwarf wedge mussel and bog
turtle, conducted consultations with USFWS and NJDEP
Fish and Game, and provided analysis and design of
specialized water quality treatment system to avoid and
mitigate potential impacts. Approach avoided need for
lengthy consultation process and studies. Water quality
analysis utilized the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) water quality model.
New York State Department of Transportation
(NYSDOT), Region 6, Route 15 Wetland and Stream
Mitigation Design, Landscaping Design, Stormwater
Design and Permitting, Endangered Species Survey,
and Invasive Species Management Plan, Steuben
County, New York. Project Manager. Responsible
for field investigations and preparation of full design
contract documents for 12.5 acres of wetland mitigation
1
at two sites andPAGE
ancillary
studies. As part of mitigation
efforts, developed design concept for approx. 1,000
ln. ft. of stream restoration. Also provided Indiana
bat survey along six mile project corridor. Performed
invasive species survey and developed Invasive Species
Management Plan for DOT implementation during and
after construction to control invasive plants. Managed
the development of stormwater and landscape design
plans, specifications and stormwater permitting for the
first mile of roadway.
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Bethany Bearmore, PE Ecosystem Restoration and Natural
Resources
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 18

ME, Ocean Engineering
BS, Bioresource Engineering
BS, Environmental Science

Professional Engineer (NY, NJ)

Years with Firm 2

Ms. Bearmore is registered professional engineer focusing on coastal resiliency and restoration with more than 18
years of experience in environmental consulting and government work. Her expertise includes coastal resiliency
planning; managing, developing, and implementing feasibility studies for tidal and non-tidal wetland restoration
projects; beneficial use of dredged material; living shoreline design; submerged aquatic vegetation projects;
shellfish re-establishment and dam removal projects; Damage Assessment and Restoration Planning lead Trustee
representative with NOAA for NRDA cases; leading field crews during intensive field efforts to support technical
studies; managing and performing technical analyses to support ecological restoration, developing engineering
plans and cost estimates; writing specifications; field surveying, providing construction supervision; conducting
post-construction monitoring for restoration projects; and developing and implementing adaptive management
actions.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
HUD Community Reconstruction Zone Plans, 5
Towns, South Valley Stream, East Rockaway, Bay
Park and Staten Island, New York. Ms. Bearmore is
the lead coastal environmental engineer that was a part
of a team that developed projects that will increase
community resilience, and are supported and endorsed
by the community members and their representatives.
She was responsible for providing cost estimates for
storm water management, and resiliency planning to
the community. Ms. Bearmore also participated in
managing a community-based, comprehensive planning
process that included community visioning, asset and
risk assessment, a needs and opportunities analysis,
strategies for long-term resiliency, and the development
and refinement of capital projects for potential funding.
Ms. Bearmore provided recommendations in the areas
of infrastructure, natural and cultural resources, and
community planning and capacity building.
Living with the Bay, Phase 1 – Mill River Nassau
County, New York. The Louis Berger Team is providing
environmental review services for the duration of
the public scoping process for Phase I of the Living
with the Bay project, developed through Rebuild By
Design. The first phase of this project, known as “Slow
Streams” runs along Mill River, proposes to reduce
tidal flooding and manage stormwater in the Mill River
watershed through the installation of a sluice gate,
developing of floodplain storage areas and construction
of bioswales within the watershed. Ms. Bearmore is
the lead engineer in developing the project elements
that include developing standalone flood mitigation
projects, a technical approach to conducting the
environmental review for the project, conducting an
existing information review, characterize environmental
constraints, and intense coordination with the design
team, interested parties, and involved agencies.
New York City Economic Development Corporation,
Raising Shorelines Citywide Study New York, New
York. Project Engineer. Louis Berger is presently
working with Moffat & Nichol on a waterfront site

selection study to evaluate shorelines citywide that
are at risk for the potential impacts of climate change.
Ms. Bearmore is helping to develop and execute a
robust, systematic approach to prioritize the shorelines
at risk of increasing high tide inundation and erosion
from sea level rise, using a well‐defined methodology,
extensive data collection and analysis, state‐of‐the‐art
tools, assessing environmental impacts, permitting
requirements and comprehensive ranking criteria.
This includes accounting for risk reduction projects
proposed by other agencies, and developing discrete
projects with cost estimates to improve the resilience
of at-risk shorelines. The result will be the conceptual
design and prioritization of distinct shoreline protection
projects for which NYCEDC has allocated $100 million in
implementation funding.
National Park Service, Fort Tilden, New York. Ms.
Bearmore is thePAGE
coastal
engineer helping develop
1
four feasible alternatives for the management of the
Atlantic coastal area of Fort Tilden, conducting a value
analysis with draft and final reports, preparing a draft
Environmental Assessment (EA) for three NPS reviews,
participation in public meetings, making appropriate
revisions to the EA in response to NPS review
comments, preparing a revised EA for public review,
and preparing the appropriate decision document (i.e.,
either a Finding of No Significant Impact or Notice
of Intent). Specific duties included reviewing and
commenting the coastal management area alternatives,
development of conceptual plans and costs, and NEPA
analysis. Professional Services: Ongoing; Construction:
N/A; Cost: $144,853; Size: 1.5 miles of coastline
New York City Department of Environmental
Protection (NYCDEP), Dutch Kills Wetland
Demonstration Project, Queens, NY. Ms. Bearmore
acting as the Project Manager and lead restoration
engineering designer for the demonstration project
that includes restoration of a salt marsh within the
Dutch Kills, a tributary of Newtown Creek. The
project encompassed placing fill and restoring a 500
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ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION & NATURAL RESOURCES | BETHANY BEARMORE, PE (CONTINUED)
square foot area back into a tidal salt marsh. The
demonstration project is the initial effort within the
Newtown Creek system to restore what was once
a tidal marsh and improve the water quality within
the system. Ms. Bearmore was able to work with a
team of engineers, biologists, state, local and other
Government officials and construction crews to design
and implement this project.
New York City Economic Development Corporation,
Mitigation and Restoration Strategies for Habitat
and Ecological Sustainability (MARSHES), Staten
Island, New York. Technical Design Review Engineer,
Agency Coordinator. Ms. Bearmore provided technical
review of the design of a multi-million dollar restoration
effort of tidal marsh and forested uplands along Saw
Mill Creek in Staten Island, NY. Responsibilities have
included reviewing the tidal water analysis for marsh
design; reviewing the conceptual phase 1 project areas,
cost estimates and specifications; and the review of
multiple site drawings for various regulated permit
submissions. Tasks also include review of the tidal marsh
and size of channels in efforts to remove phragmite area
on site and increase tidal flow waters into the site. Also,
has acted as a design representative for Louis Berger
at regulatory consultation meetings with client and
representatives.

New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) and NPS, Jamaica Bay Marsh
Islands, Jamaica Bay, New York. Lead engineer. As the
lead restoration engineering designer for the islands
of Elders East and West in Jamaica Bay Ms. Bearmore
was responsible for bringing together state, local and
federal officials to develop a design to restore the
islands back into a functioning tidal marsh. The project
encompassed placing dredged sand into a footprint
pre-determined by the NPS to create a functioning salt
marsh. The restoration included designing a 56 acre and
30 acre marsh using dredged material form the Arthur
Kill. Project details included tidal analysis, topographic
and bathymetric surveys, and bio-benchmarks for plant
survival, development of 100% plans and specifications
and the overall logistics of moving and pumping
dredged material to the project location. Ms. Bearmore
was able to work with a team of engineers, biologists,
GIS experts, state, local and other Government officials
and construction crews to design and implement these
projects.
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Warren Newman, Jr., PE Ecosystem Restoration and Natural
Resources
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

BS, Biological and Agricultural Engineering
BS, Environmental Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ)

Years with Firm 4

Mr. Newman has 30 years of consulting and construction management experience serving industrial, commercial,
state and municipal clients in the northeastern U.S. He has extensive experience in field engineering, construction
management and inspection, environmental health and safety planning, and in conducting Phase I/II/III site
assessments, environmental audits, and hazardous waste remediation projects. His engineering duties include
design, construction plan and specification preparation, remediation system construction and installation
inspections, soil and groundwater investigation and characterization, remedial investigation/action report
preparation, and planning and conducting hazardous site cleanup activities. Mr. Newman’s work experience
also includes hazardous waste management, environmental due diligence and liability assessment for real estate
acquisition and disposition, environmental permit acquisition and regulatory enforcement action response,
environmental litigation support, expert testimony and third-party project oversight.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Liberty State Park, Wetland Ecosystem Restoration/
Creation, Jersey City, New Jersey. Project Manager/
Resident Construction Engineer. Mr. Newman is
the resident engineer and construction manager
responsible for the design review and construction
management of the Liberty State Park (LSP) ecological
restoration project; one of several projects CDM Smith
provided services for on New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Remedial Design
Services Contract (A68678). This project helps to restore
the locally endangered ecological habitat, enhances
overall park connectivity for increased public use and
benefit, and is an important first step of a restoration
process for the Port District section of the HudsonRaritan Estuary (HRE) ecosystem. The first-phase of the
HRE ecosystem restoration implementation plan will be
the creation and enhancement of 26 acres of freshwater
wetland system at LSP. This $10 million construction
project involves excavation and dewatering of 67,000
cubic yards of soil; restoration of existing freshwater
wetlands and the construction of interior biofilter
wetlands, deep emergent marsh wetland and wet
meadow; placement and finish-grading of 21,000 cubic
yards of clean fill and planting soil; and, planting of 11.5
acres of wetlands, including 40,500 units of wetland
plants and 1.5 acres of herbaceous grass.
Residential Home Demolition for NJDEP Blue Acres
Program. Lead Engineer/Construction Inspector.
Under a task order design contract through New
Jersey Department of Treasury, Division of Property
Management and Construction (DPMC), and their
client NJDEP, Mr. Newman serves as lead design
engineer and provides construction administration and
inspection services on multiple assignments, which
are reimbursed by Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) and/or U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), and performed on a
fast track basis. Project tasks include site inspections,
assessment/sample collection for possible asbestos

containing material, preparation of design plans
and specifications, demolition cost estimating and
construction administration and inspection.
Standard Motor Products (SMP), Long Island
City, New York. Project Manager/Construction
Administrator. Mr. Newman is project manager, project
design engineer and construction administrator for
the design and installation of the air sparge)/soil vapor
extraction (AS/SVE) system to treat the source of the
chlorinated solvent contamination at the former SMP
industrial manufacturing facility. He prepared final
design plans and specifications that received NYSDEC
approval, solicited competitive bids from remediation
contractors for the system installation, prepared
application and negotiated agreements between SMP
and Amtrak/Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(MTA)/Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) for site access
permits, provided
construction management
PAGE on-site
1
and engineering support during installation and
performed the system start-up testing and optimization
of the AS/SVE system as well as full integration with
the sub-slab depressurization (SSD) system installed by
CDM Smith in 2009 as an interim remedial measure. Mr.
Newman continues to manage the project, including
oversight of O&M activities on the SSDS and AS/
SVE systems, ground water monitoring activities, and
compliance reporting under the purview of the NYSDEC
Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site Program.
Former Electronics Manufacturing Site, Watchung/
North Plainfield, New Jersey. Project Manager/
Demolition Oversight. Mr. Newman serves as project
manager/project coordinator for this confidential
client’s site involving chlorinated organic compound
contamination (1,2-DCA, PCE and TCE) of groundwater
in bedrock geology. As the Remediation Technical
Operations consultant for the client, Mr. Newman
oversees the activities of the performing environmental
contractor, including ground water monitoring activities,
vapor intrusion investigation activities, monitoring
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INSPECTOR | WARREN NEWMAN, JR., PE (CONTINUED)
well installations, remedial process optimization of
the ground water extraction system and construction
and facility demolition oversight. Project tasks
include evaluation and interpretation of analytical
data, preparation of project planning documents, cost
estimates, Scope of Work procurement documents,
project scheduling, budget development, and quality
assessment and review of remedial action progress
reporting and SRRA regulatory compliance submissions.
AS/SVE Remediation System Installation, Great
Neck, New York. Resident Environmental Engineer/
Construction Manager. Mr. Newman was responsible
for the design, installation, operation and maintenance
of SVE/air sparge soil and ground water remediation
system installed at a former gasoline leaking
underground storage tank (LUST) site situated at the
Water Authority of Great Neck North public well water
supply site in Long Island. His project activities included
conducting soil permeability and soil vapor dispersion
design testing, remediation system design, preparation
of contract bid plans and specifications, construction
oversight and installation inspection of mechanical
equipment components and piping galleries, and
monitoring well design and installation oversight. Mr.
Newman was responsible for ongoing system operation
and quarterly ground water monitoring conducted over
an eight year time frame that led to compliance with
NYSDEC clean-up standards and state approval for
system and case closure.
Dundee Canal Soil and Sediment Characterization,
Reuse and Disposal Project, Clifton and Passaic,
New Jersey. Resident Environmental Engineer. Mr.
Newman was responsible for managing the excavation,
air quality monitoring and reuse activities of 21,000
cubic yards of sediment and soil removed from the
Dundee Canal and adjacent land acquired by the New
Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) for
the 1.36 mile Route 21 Section 6L highway expansion
project in the cities of Clifton and Passaic, New Jersey.
As part of the remedial investigation for the project,
land acquired for road right-of-way development was
identified as being impacted with lead and PCBs. Mr.
Newman supervised assessment, remedial excavation
and waste characterization activities that resulted

in the fast-track removal and disposal of 1,700 tons
of RCRA-regulated DOO8 waste soil and 60 tons of
TSCA-regulated PCB waste soil. Mr. Newman was
responsible for preparing and implementing a site
specific Health and Safety Plan, Wet Excavation Plan,
Waste Transportation Plan and Remedial Action Work
Plan. He also prepared hazardous waste manifests and
a closeout Remedial Action Report that included a
Declaration of Environmental Restriction (Deed Notice)
stipulating administrative and engineering controls for
twenty parcels located across two counties along the
project route.
Municipal Library Project, Haworth, New Jersey.
Resident Construction Manager. Mr. Newman was the
on-site construction engineering manager and project
coordinator responsible for the construction of the $1
million Haworth Municipal Library in Bergen County,
New Jersey. Administrative responsibilities included
cost estimating, bonded bid preparation, building
permit acquisition, sub¬contracting, scheduling,
purchasing of materials and conducting weekly progress
meetings with municipal officials and contractors.
Construction management responsibilities included site
preparation and grading, septic system abandonment,
and oversight and daily inspection of all phases of the
4,000 square foot masonry building construction and
appurtenant utilities.
Federal Avaition Administration (FAA), Control
Tower Expansion Project, Fairfield, New Jersey.
Resident Construction Manager. Mr. Newman was
the on-site construction engineering manager and
project coordinator responsible for the construction
of a $1 million airport control tower expansion project
at the Essex County Airport in Fairfield, New Jersey.
Administrative responsibilities included cost estimating,
bonded bid preparation, building permit acquisition,
sub¬contracting,
scheduling, and purchasing of
PAGE 1
materials. Construction management responsibilities
included site preparation and grading, storm water
drainage improvements, and oversight and daily
inspection of the 3,000 square foot masonry building
construction and appurtenant utilities installed pursuant
to time-sensitive FAA specifications and protocol.
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Chris Watt, PG, LSRP Site Investigation
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 16

BA, Environmental Science

Professional Geologist (TN)
Licensed Site Remediation Professional
(NJ)
Subsurface Evaluator& UST Closure
(NJDEP)

Years with Firm 13

Mr. Watt has 16 years’ experience in the fields of environmental geology, contaminant hydrogeology, and
geotechnical investigations. His technical responsibilities have ranged from field geologist to project manager to
program manager and include field coordination, field management and overall project management of subsurface
investigations. As the program manager for the NJDEP Remedial Investigation Term Contract for the past two years,
Mr. Watt has been responsible for all technical, financial and contractual aspects for over 40 active projects. In
addition to serving as the contract program manager, Mr. Watt has been a project manager on approximately half of
those active projects and successfully completed numerous Remedial Investigations across the State of New Jersey.
In addition to his responsibilities with the NJDEP contract, he is also a New Jersey Licensed Site Remediation
Professional (LSRP) responsible for various Sites across New Jersey, including such clients as the New Jersey Schools
Development Authority (SDA), and the United States Postal Service (USPS). As the LSRP, Mr. Watt has the ultimate
technical authority and ethical responsibility for Site Investigations, Remedial Investigations, Remedial Actions and
issuances of Remedial Action Outcomes (RAO) necessary to close contaminated site, especially for state and federal
clients.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), Chemical Components Inc. (CCI), East
Hanover, New Jersey. Remedial Investigation. As the
on-site manager and later as the project manager for
the project, Mr. Watt has been responsible for creating
and implementing the soil investigation workplan,
bid solicitation, and site-wide health and safety plan
(HASP) creation and implementation for the project.
The project consisted of the soil and groundwater
investigation of a former manufacturing site within the
East Hanover regional TCE groundwater contamination
area. While groundwater was determined to be
contaminated with TCE, only a small amount of soil and
shallow groundwater contamination was attributable to
the site. However, upon findings of the soil sampling, an
immediate environmental concern (IEC) was established
for shallow PCB soil contamination at the site. Field
responsibilities include supervision of soil borings,
installation of monitoring wells, including shallow
overburden and bedrock depths, soil characterization
and environmental soil and groundwater sampling.
Addition field tasks included surface water and
sediment sample collection for various analyses.
Subsequent responsibilities also include data evaluation,
reporting and overall project management and decision
making.
New Jersey SDA, Proposed Oliver Street Elementary
School, Newark, New Jersey. Licensed Site
Remediation Professional (LSRP) for site activities
including site investigation, remedial investigation,
and oversight for underground storage tank (UST)
removal and remediation of associated impacted
soil. The project included 70 areas of concern (AOC)
(including 16 USTs), addressed in a comprehensive

Remedial Action Workplan. A majority of the RI and
UST-related tasks were conducted concurrently with
the ongoing site demolition activities, which required
careful coordination between Louis Berger, SDA, the
on-site demolition contractor and the design-build
contractor. Regular meetings are held to demonstrate
that the ongoing remedial activities and construction
are being conducted in accordance with the applicable
regulations, including the NJDEP’s Draft Presumptive
Remedy Guidance. As the project moves forward, a
Remedial Action Report will be prepared to document
the proper closure of all areas of concern for issuance
of a conditional Remedial Action Outcome (RAO) with
deed restrictions and a establishment of a classification
exemption area (CEA) for groundwater.
PAGE
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NJDEP, MSLA Landfill, Kearney, New Jersey.
Project Manager. Remedial investigation of PCB- and
dioxin-contaminated sediment. Mr. Watt’s role as the
project manager for the project task is comprised
of the RI activities necessary to delineate PCB and
Dioxin contained sediment and soils in ponds and
drainage swales at a municipal landfill. RI activities
include sediment sampling using vibratory drilling and
sample collection in conjunction with traditional drilling
techniques on and near the adjacent landfill which will
also be used for geotechnical evaluations. This report
was used in pending litigation and was used set a
president for disposal of like-contaminated media from
nearby sites along the Passaic River.
New Jersey Meadowlands Commission and
New Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority,
Environmental Investigations, New Jersey. Field
Geologist. Mr. Watt role as the field geologist for this
project included the creation and implementation
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SITE INVESTIGATION | CHRIS WATT, PG, LSRP (CONTINUED)
of a workplan to investigate and delineate PCBcontaminated sediments at various sites throughout the
New Jersey Meadowlands. Responsibilities included the
onsite supervision of drilling and vibracore contractors
and general onsite management, and liaison to multiple
state and private agencies.
NJDEP, Remedial Investigation, Upper Ringwood
Mines Landfill Site, Ringwood, New Jersey. Project
Manager. Responsible for investigation of contaminated
soils on residential properties in the upper Ringwood,
New Jersey neighborhood. The site is part of a larger
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Superfund
site relating to the illegal disposal of contaminated
paint sludge. Mr. Watt is responsible for contacting
residents, scheduling property walks and surveys for
incorporation into a property specific workplan for
remedial investigation activities including soil borings
and exploratory excavations. Mr. Watt also serves as the
Louis Berger liaison for the resident’s attorney, NJDEP,
EPA, and Ford Motor Company.
New York City Mayor’s Office of Environmental
Remediation (OER), Gowanus Canal Investigation,
Environmental Investigations for NPL Listing,
Brooklyn, New York. Manager of Field Operations.
Mr. Watt was responsible for ensuring the adherence
with state and federal regulations and guidance of
the workplans, field sampling plans, quality assurance
project plans and health and safety plans, both in
planning and implementation. The project consisted
of the environmental investigations at three city
owned properties listed as responsible parties by
the EPA for the Gowanus Superfund Site. Mr. Watt
was responsible for the overall quality of all field
investigation and conducted general oversight of the
field activities and performed field audits. In addition,
all site-wide activities and logistical planning with client
contacts, subcontractors and Louis Berger personnel
were handled by Mr. Watt, including subcontractor
procurement.

U.S. Postal Service (USPS), Remedial Investigations
and LSRP Services, Multiple Sites in New Jersey.
LSRP. Mr. Watt is the LSRP for multiple USPS facilities
in the state of New Jersey. As the LSRP, Mr. Watt is
responsible for the design and implementation of
remedial investigations through completion of the
Remedial Investigation Reports. Mr. Watt assists and
directly oversees the Remedial Actions prescribed in the
Remedial Action Workplans and ultimately responsible
for the Remedial Action Reports and issuances of
Response Action Outcomes (RAO).
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Melissa A. Harclerode, ENV SP Site Investigation
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 10

PhD Candidate, Environmental Management
MS, Environmental Science
BS, Environmental Science & Biology

Envision Sustainability Professiona,
Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure
Wetland Delineation Certified
FEMA Incident Command System
Training & ICS for Single Resources and
Initial Action Incidents

Years with Firm 10

Ms. Harclerode is an environmental scientist with 10 years of experience in site investigations and environmental
site assessments. As a Project and Task Manager, she is experienced in designing and managing a variety of projects
with multi-disciplined teams. Managed projects include remedial invesgtigations/feasability studies, pre-design
investigations, Phase I/II Brownfields environmental site assessments, and Tier II environmental assessments. Ms.
Harclerode has provided technical support for numerous field investigations under the EPA (Region II), New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation, New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, New
Jersey Department of Community Affairs, and numerous private clients. Ms. Harclerode is also well versed in
sustainability assessments and evaluations, including environmental footprint analysis tools, life cycle assessments,
social cost benefit analysis, and best management practice tracking.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Environmental Assessment Field Contractors for
Environmental and Historic Preservation Reviews,
New Jersey’s CDBG-DR Grant Program, Task
Manager. Ms. Harclerode conducted and managed
field team performance of site inspections in support
of Tier II environmental assessments. In addition,
Ms. Harclerode was responsible for preparing Tier
II environmental assessment reports, scheduling
subcontractors, and coordinating information transfer
using NJDEP’s Environmental Review Management
System (ERMS). In order to streamline data transfer from
the field to the office, Ms. Harclerode assisted with
preparing a field iPad application.
Site Investigation and Remediation at Petroleum
Spill and Dielectric Spill Sites, Consolidated Edison
Co., Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens, New York,
Project Manager. Ms. Harclerode is currently the
Project Manager for Appendix B Spill Sites 28, 33, 68,
and 76. Ms. Harclerode is responsible for developing
the investigation program with the CDM Smith Program
Manager and Con Edison Project Managers. Her
responsibilities also include delegating and overseeing
investigation activities and managing each site’s budget,
hours, staffing, and subcontractors.
Site Investigation and Remediation at Petroleum Spill
and Dielectric Spill Sites, Consolidated Edison Co.,
Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens, New York, Task
Manger/Project Scientist. Ms. Harclerode was the field
team manager, sample manager, technical support, and
task manager on several ConEdison sites concerning
various sampling activities and proposal budgets.
Sampling activities involved post excavation sampling,
soil sampling, groundwater sampling, monitoring well
installation/development, and product recovery events.
The majority of site activities were conducted in close
proximity to dense subsurface utilities, structures and
obstructions, as well as located within public roadways
in New York City. Ms. Harclerode has experience with

the New York City Department of Transportation and
Amtrak permitting process/requirements, including
traffic control, work area protection and maintenance
and protection of traffic (MPT) plans.
Wantagh Cleaners, Hempstead, New York, New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation,
Project Manager. Ms. Harclerode is the Project
Manager for the Wantagh Cleaners work assignment
under the NYSDEC Contract. Her responsibilities
include delegating and overseeing activities associated
with a remedial investigation/feasibility study involving
delineation of a chlorinated groundwater plume and
vapor intrusion assessment. She is also responsible for
keeping track of each site’s budget and hours, as well
as overseeing preparation of the remedial investigation/
feasibility study report. Ms. Harclerode is responsible
for the overall technical
quality of this work assignment.
PAGE 1

Targeted Brownfields Assessments, USEPA Region
2, Targeted Brownfields Assessment Leader. Ms.
Harclerode is the Lead Scientist for the Brownfields work
assignment under the EPA Contract. Her responsibilities
include delegating and overseeing activities associated
with Phase I and II ESA field investigations and
reporting. All activities were conducted in accordance
with ASTM and USEPA All Appropriate Inquiry
requirements. She is also responsible for keeping track
of each site’s budget and hours. She is also the liaison
between CDM Smith and the representatives for the
Targeted Brownfield Assessment funding recipient.
Several Brownfields sites were evaluated under state
regulatory protocol to achieve funding recipient cleanup
goals. Due to limited funds available for Brownfields
cleanup, Ms. Harclerode, along with the project
team, has developed streamlined site investigation
approaches to minimize site investigation efforts and
costs. Ms. Harclerode also prepared the Generic QAPP
and HASP for the Targeted Brownfields Sites.
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SITE INVESTIGATION | MELISSA A. HARCLERODE, ENV SP (CONTINUED)
CDM Smith, Sustainability Technical Lead. Ms.
Harclerode provides technical and quality control
support on sustainability assessments for a wide variety
of projects:
•

•

Private Client, Review of 100% Sediment
Remedial Design for Climate Change
Vulnerabilities. Ms. Harclerode identified design
components that may be vulnerable to a changing
climate. The United States Environmental Protection
Agency’s (USEPA) Climate Change Adaptation Plan
and amended technical fact sheets were used as
supporting material for this review.
USEPA, Green Remediation Implementation.
Ms. Harclerode provides contract wide support
on incorporating and tracking of green and
sustainable remediation best management practices
throughout a projects life cycle (site assessment
to design to construction). Ms. Harclerode also
provides technical support on environmental
footprint analysis of proposed remedial and site
characterization alternatives.

•

Strategic Environmental Research and
Development Program (SERDP), Life Cycle
Assessment of Water Re-Use. Ms. Harclerode
conducted a technical and quality control review of
a life cycle impact assessment conducted for water
supply and re-use scenarios for a military base.

•

Dissertation Research, Montclair State
University. Specializes in the development and
application of integrated assessment approaches
to comprehensively define sustainability objectives
and evaluate environmental, social, and economic
impacts of project activities. Specifically, she is
experienced in life cycle assessment, environmental
footprint analysis, cost benefit analysis (CBA), social
CBA, and community surveys.

NJDEP, Harrison Landfill, Camden, New Jersey,
Field Manager. Ms. Harclerode was the field team
manager for the Harrison Landfill MIP investigation.
Her responsibilities included making in-field decisions
in order to implement the TRIAD approach on-site to
streamline sampling and characterization efforts. Ms.
Harclerode also assisted with writing, preparing tables,
and evaluating data from the MIP, soil, and groundwater
investigation for the pre-design report.

NJDEP, Struthers Dunn, Mantua, New Jersey,
Environmental Scientist. Ms. Harclerode assisted in
preparing the File Review and Recommendations Report
which provided a detailed data gap analysis and scope
of work for a pre-design investigation. Work included
implementation of the MIP, direct push technology
confirmatory sampling, and assessing containment
distribution in the subsurface. Ms. Harclerode is the coauthoring the Interim Response Measure Report for this
site.
Horseshoe Road Site, Sayerville, New Jersey,
Environmental Scientist. Ms. Harclerode was
responsible for all the activities associated with
sample management for the soil sampling event. Her
responsibilities included, but were not limited to, setting
up the sampling schedule, shipping out samples, and
assisting the field team leader.
Old Roosevelt Field Contaminated Groundwater
Area Site, Nassau County, New York, Environmental
Scientist. Ms. Harclerode collected approximately 200
soil gas samples, both on site and off site. The soil gas
samples were collected into summa canisters at two
intervals below ground surface via Geoprobe. Soil gas
screening was also performed at 350 sample locations.
She was also responsible for the sampling management
and shipment of samples. During the spring, Ms.
Harclerode assisted in the collection of groundwater
samples via the West Bay System and the low flow
procedure. The monitoring wells were located on site
and off site. Following groundwater sampling, she
assisted in an eco-assessment of the site, which involved
identifying dominant vegetation, basin boundaries, and
hydrology.
Hopewell Precision Site, Hopewell Junction, New
York, Environmental Scientist. Ms. Harclerode
was responsible for all the activities associated with
PAGE 1
sample management
for the indoor air sampling. Her
responsibilities included, but were not limited to,
contacting local residents, setting up the sampling
schedule, shipping out samples, and informing the RI
task leader of daily activities.
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Rafael Cañizares, PhD Coastal Modeling
Firm Moffatt & Nichol

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 15

PhD, Applied Mathematics and Hydraulics
MS, Hydraulic Engineering
ME, Civil Engineering

N/A

Years with Firm 19

Dr. Cañizares joined Moffatt & Nichol in 2000, where he leads the development and application of two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) numerical models of estuarine and coastal environments. He possesses significant
experience in the development and application of morphological models of coastal and estuarine areas, which
includes the integration of hydrodynamic, wave, and sediment transport modeling. His experience in the field of
storm surge modeling and forecasting include
s development of regional coastal models and their integration with data assimilation techniques for the purpose
of model correction, calibration, and initialization, which earned him a PhD at the Technical University of Delft in
the Netherlands. While a post-doctoral scientist at the Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University,
he conducted research on a coupled ocean-atmosphere tropical pacific model for El Niño Southern Oscillation
predictions. Dr. Cañizares has also been involved in the evaluation process of potential impacts associated with
projects in coastal and estuarine environments using numerical models, including water quality models.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Louisiana Master Plan 2012 Revision Eco-Hydrology
Module, Iberville, St. Martin, Assumption, and
Terrebonne Parishes, Louisiana. Senior Coastal
Engineer. Responsible for the water quality components
of the hydrodynamic and water quality modeling
update. Using the Berkley Madonna Box model, the
hydrodynamic modeling results formed the foundation
for all other subsequent tiers of modeling. The module
was used to assess project performance and potential
for hydro-modification of the system and the potential
for the projects to impact water quality.
New York Comprehensive Citywide Ferry Study,
New York, New York. Senior Coastal Engineer and
Modeler. Responsible for a study to explore expansion
of the east river ferry. Analyzed more than 50 ferry
landing sites in the greater New York City Metro area for
adaptability to ferry operations, use in an emergency,
and Environmental concerns including vessel wakes. The
work included the analysis of the existing traffic in New
York Harbor to estimate the impact of vessel generated
wakes in the ferry location to be analyzed.
Woods Hole Ferry Terminal Reconstruction, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts. Senior Coastal Engineer and
Modeler. Responsible for the planning and design
of the reconstruction of the existing Ferry terminal,
administrative offices and vessel maintenance/tie-up
Facility. The reconstructed ferry terminal facility will
include reconfigured Vessel berths, vehicle staging
areas for autos and trucks, a passenger Terminal and
passenger boarding facilities, a bus terminal, parking
lots, and buildings for passenger ticketing and waiting,
along with Warehouse/maintenance activities. Specific
tasks included the development of hydrodynamic
numerical model reproducing the currents in the project
area and approach channels and analyze the potential
impact on the current pattern and ferry operation under
future conditions with the reconstructed ferry terminal.

Canal del Dique, Bogotá, Colombia. Hydrodynamic
and Sediment Modeling Expert. Reviewed, modeled,
and validated the conceptual design of a series of
three constriction structures intended to improve
environmental and navigational conditions in Canal del
Dique. Analyzed several variations of the this alternative
with the goal of reducing sedimentation in the canal,
counteracting the reduction in water level, and stopping
disruptions to the cargo transit and the local ecosystem.
Lower Passaic River and Newark Bay Restoration
Estuarine and Contaminated Sediment Model,
Newark, New Jersey. Project Manager and
Hydrodynamic Principal Investigator of the Lower
Passaic River and Newark Bay Remedial Investigation/
Feasibility Study Modeling Program, which includes a
remediation initiative that involves modeling of estuarine
1
hydrodynamics,PAGE
sediment
transport, and contaminant
fate and transport at this Superfund site. Led the
development of conceptual models of hydrodynamic,
sediment transport, and fate of contaminants in the
study area.
Matagorda Ship Channel Improvement, Port Lavaca/
Point Comfort, Texas. Coastal Engineer and Modeler.
Led the development of a 3D hydrodynamic and
salinity model of the Matagorda Bay system to assess
the impacts to bay salinity caused by the proposed
channel improvement scenarios, including channel
modifications, in-bay placement areas, and proposed
modifications to the Jetty Channel.
Whiskey Island West Flank Restoration, Terrebonne
Parish, Louisiana. Hydrodynamic and Sediment
Modeling Expert. Responsible for all engineering
analyses and design work for this coastal protection
and ecosystem restoration project to restore more
than 400 acres of Whiskey Island using sand from Ship
Shoal, a large offshore sand shoal approximately eight
miles from the island created by a former deltaic lobe.
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COASTAL MODELING | RAFAEL CANIZARES, PhD (CONTINUED)
Applied Delft3D to examine hydrodynamics, waves,
sediment transport, and morphological changes
under existing conditions and for various restoration
alternatives.
Coney Island-Sea Gate T-Groin Design &
Construction Document Preparation. Coastal
Engineer and Modeler. Assisted in developing a
Delft3D numerical model used to develop beach fill and
groin field alternatives. Reviewed and optimized the
preferred alternative.
Ocean View Beach 800 Block Beach Restoration,
Norfolk, Virginia. Senior Coastal Engineer and
Modeler. Assisted with the development of a suite of
models and a simulation approach used to examine
hydrodynamics, waves, sediment transport, and
morphological changes under existing and with-project
conditions for the City of Norfolk. Developed Delft3D
models to assess and compare the relative performance
of preferred alternatives under representative wave and
hydrodynamic conditions roughly equivalent to a 5-year
period.
Crown Landing LNG Marine Terminal, Camden,
New Jersey. Coastal Engineer and Modeler. Led
the development of a large-scale 3D model of the
Delaware River in order to simulate hydrodynamics,
salinity, and constituent transport in the area of interest.
Used the model to examine the fate and transport
of icthyoplankton within the river system, and the
possible impact on the fish population associated to a
development in this area.
Additional Storm Surge Modeling for the Fire Island
to Montauk Point Reformulation Study, New York,
New York. Assistant Project Manager and Numerical
Modeler for additional Delft3D production runs that
examined storm surge and barrier island morphological
response under different topographic conditions,
including future with-project, future without-project, and
breach open conditions. Results were used in economic
feasibility analysis.
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Frances A. Bui, PE Coastal Modeling
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 8

MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (MA)

Years with Firm 8

Dr. Cañizares joined Moffatt & Nichol in 2000, where he leads the development and application of two-dimensional
(2D) and three-dimensional (3D) numerical models of estuarine and coastal environments. He possesses significant
experience in the development and application of morphological models of coastal and estuarine areas, which
includes the integration of hydrodynamic, wave, and sediment transport modeling. His experience in the field of
storm surge modeling and forecasting includes development of regional coastal models and their integration with
data assimilation techniques for the purpose of model correction, calibration, and initialization, which earned him
a PhD at the Technical University of Delft in the Netherlands. While a post-doctoral scientist at the Lamont Doherty
Earth Observatory of Columbia University, he conducted research on a coupled ocean-atmosphere tropical pacific
model for El Niño Southern Oscillation predictions. Dr. Cañizares has also been involved in the evaluation process of
potential impacts associated with projects in coastal and estuarine environments using numerical models, including
water quality models.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) North Atlantic
Division, North Atlantic Coast Comprehensive Study
(NACCS) Focus Area Analyses and Visioning Sessions,
Coastal Engineer. Ms. Bui is supporting the USACE
NACCS efforts. She performed reconnaissance level
analysis to identify existing flood risk management
projects/studies and potential solutions for six of the
nine designated focus areas within the North Atlantic
Division. Information gathered from the reconnaissance
level studies will inform appropriate recommendations
for future phases of study and potential project
implementation. She also provided additional technical
assistance during the review of the main body of the
NACCS report.
In addition to the focus area analysis, she coordinated
directly with USACE district staff to organize and
facilitate in-person visioning meetings with Federal,
state, regional, and local stakeholders. The purpose of
the visioning meeting was to continue dialogue with
stakeholders, build upon previous discussion regarding
flood risk management, and to compile additional
information to inform the NACCS. In a small group
setting, she facilitated discussion on identifying areaspecific vulnerabilities, potential flood risk management
strategies, and institutional challenges and/or barriers.
She analyzed stakeholder responses, comments, and
additional data to provide observations regarding
common themes in addition to unique regional features
for all visioning sessions.
USACE Institute for Water Resources (IWR), Various
Task Orders, Coastal Engineer. Ms. Bui is currently
supporting two separate IWR task orders by providing
technical support and expertise. As part of the Regional
Assessments of Climate Change task, the team of
interdisciplinary staff is compiling relevant climate
change information for all major, two-digit hydrologic
unit code (HUC) basins that cover the United States to
further understand the impacts on USACE projects and
business lines. The assessment synthesizes regional

climate information with the potential vulnerabilities
associated with the USACE Civil Works Business Lines
specific to the HUC basin. As part of the Enhancement
of Technical Assistance to Coastal Communities task,
she is supporting the Federal Interagency Floodplain
Management Task Force (FIFM-TF). She is inventorying
informational resources of existing, publicly-available
data, tools, training, technical assistance programs, best
practices documentation, and planning guides related
to decision-making, stakeholder engagement, green
infrastructure implementation, and coastal flood risk
management. She provides analytical support to enable
coastal communities nationwide to have access to best
practices to improve their floodplain management
efforts.
Sediment Budget Analysis, USACE, Stage Harbor,
Chatham, Massachusetts, Coastal Engineer. Ms.
Bui assisted in the
evaluation of longshore sediment
PAGE 1
transport and dredging impacts within Stage Harbor
located in Chatham, Massachusetts. A preliminary
sediment budget and comparison was performed
in SMS 11.0 using available bathymetry data from
nearshore surveys in 2007 and 2010. Findings from this
analysis were used to identify locations for endangered
bird habitat restoration.
FEMA Region II Public Assistance Technical
Assistance Contract for DR-4086, New Jersey, 406
Mitigation and Beach Task Force Specialist. During
the Post-Tropical Cyclone Sandy disaster recovery
efforts, Ms. Bui was deployed to New Jersey and
supported the FEMA Public Assistance, Hazards
Performance and Analysis, 406 Mitigation Task Force
and Beach Task Force. She performed a frequency
analysis of surface water elevations experienced during
Sandy and developed disaster-specific guidance for
FEMA’s benefit-cost analysis software to support the
Public Assistance program. She provided coastal flood
hazard guidance and information to FEMA staff, project
specialists, and others at the NJ Joint Field Office,
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COASTAL MODELING | FRANCES A. BUI, PE (CONTINUED)
participated in a specialty policy group commissioned
with providing guidance on advisory base flood
elevations, and coordinated with the FEMA Region II
engineers, USGS NJ and NY Water Science Centers,
and 406 Mitigation counterparts in NY. In addition, she
prepared hazard mitigation proposals for a variety of
facilities and projects in NJ and actively collaborated
with Beach Task Force project specialists for coastal
projects across the state of NJ. After deployment, she
provided technical assistance and quality review to a
similar joint FEMA-USGS document developed for New
York City.
Mitigation Planning & Disaster Operations
Integration Guide, FEMA Region I Hazard Mitigation
Branch and Regional Service Center, Northeastern
U.S., Mitigation Specialist. Ms. Bui is assisting with the
development of an integrated guide to help facilitate
the incorporation of post-disaster information into a
community’s overall mitigation strategy and planning
process for FEMA. Her experience in post-disaster
recovery efforts provides critical insight into the data
gathering, project implementation, and federal funding
process. Ms. Bui also provided technical assessment
and review of Hazard Mitigation Plans (HMPs) for local
communities in New Hampshire complying with the
Stafford Act and FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant
Program (HMGP) requirements.
Coastal Flood Hazard Analysis, FEMA Region V
Risk MAP Core Contract, Great Lakes Region, U.S.,
Task Manager and Coastal Engineer. Ms. Bui is a
task manager and project engineer for the coastal
flood hazard analysis tasks for several counties in
FEMA Region V. She is responsible for managing
production staff for coastal flood hazard analysis, quality
management, and project schedule and staffing. In
addition, Ms. Bui performed field reconnaissance and
shoreline characterization to support the Risk MAP
program for Lakes Superior and Huron. She led and
facilitated coastal scoping meetings with state and
local stakeholders. As part of the coastal flood hazard
analysis, she developed tools to perform optimized
statistical analysis of total water level responses to
coastal flood hazards. Ms. Bui reviewed computational
tools using MATLAB and USACE CSHORE software and
coordinated with USACE ERDC staff as a part of these
efforts.

analysis. She developed several tools for calculating
coastal parameters such as wave setup, wave runup,
and overtopping. Analysis for this region utilized output
from several two-dimensional models to determine the
response-based coastal flood hazard analysis.
Coastal Flood Hazard Analysis, FEMA Region I Risk
MAP Core Contract, Northeastern U.S., Coastal
Engineer. Ms. Bui performed field reconnaissance and
coastal flood hazard engineering analysis for multiple
counties to support FEMA Region I Flood Insurance
Studies. She has experience executing detailed
transect analysis and coastal parameter calculations,
such as deepwater significant wave height and wave
period, wave setup, and wave runup. In addition, she
has experience in using CHAMP, WHAFIS, RUNUP2.0,
and ACES for overland wave propagation, mild-slope
wave runup analysis, nearshore wave transformation,
and coastal erosion analysis, which translates into
regulatory mapping products. She developed multiple
engineering templates and tools that performed peaksover-threshold extremal analysis, calculated wave runup
using the Shore Protection Manual method of steeply
sloping structures, and identified features of primary
frontal dune for delineation extents based on guidelines
developed by MA Coastal Zone Management.
Wave and Storm Surge Routing Models, FEMA
Region I Risk MAP Core Contract, Northeastern
U.S., Coastal Engineer. Ms. Bui developed a
two-dimensional STWAVE wave transformation
model encompassing Boston Harbor and Greater
Massachusetts Bay in Norfolk and Suffolk Counties,
Massachusetts. The model simulated wave propagation
from deepwater to nearshore conditions in sheltered
areas with complex bathymetry. For other wave
transformation models developed for FEMA Region
I, she provided technical QA/QC and performed the
PAGEof
1 appropriate wave parameters. In
discrete selection
addition, Ms. Bui developed a two-dimensional RMA2
storm-surge routing model for coastal reaches in
Maine. Due to the numerous islands, inlets, estuaries,
and embayments, a transient hydrodynamic model
simulated the storm-surge elevation fluctuations for the
complex shoreline. Input conditions for coastal flood
hazard analysis were results from both the wave and
storm surge models.

Coastal Flood Hazard Analysis, FEMA Region X Risk
MAP Core Contract, Northwestern U.S., Coastal
Engineer. Ms. Bui performed field reconnaissance and
shoreline characterization in FEMA Region X to support
the Risk MAP program in Clatsop County, OR and
Thurston County, WA. She interacted with local and
regional officials to identify areas protected by coastal
levees. She has experience with the joint probability
method and extremal analysis for coastal flood hazard
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Santiago Alfageme, PE Coastal Engineering
Firm Moffatt & Nichol

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 20

ME, Coastal and Oceanographic Engineering
Civil and Port Engineering Degree (ME
Equivalent)

Professional Engineer (FL)

Years with Firm 17

Mr. Alfageme leads the forefront of the Moffatt & Nichol's specialized engineering and planning services for
shoreline protection, storm damage reduction, dredging and navigation projects in the open ocean, harbors, coastal
wetlands, inlets and inland waterways. Throughout his 19 year career, he has worked on a wide range of marine
and coastal projects including urban islands, large revetment and seawall structures, marina and port facilities,
navigation, dredged material management, dredged material disposal, land reclamation work, beach nourishment,
and ecosystem restoration. Mr. Alfageme has served as project engineer, project manager and project principal
for important national and international coastal/marine projects, such as the New Yort/New Jersey Harbor Dredge
Material Management Plan, New Yort/New Jersey Harbor Deepening Study, Poplar Island Restoration Project, the
Whiskey Island Restoration Project, and the Panama Canal Offshore Islands Project. He has more than 14 years of
experience in the evaluation of coastal environmental conditions (winds, waves, currents, and water levels) in the
New York Harbor area, including the development and application of state-of-the-art numerical modeling tools. Mr.
Alfageme has also contributed as an author or co-author in more than 40 peer-reviewed publications and conference
presentations relating to coastal engineering, dredging and navigation. In addition, Mr. Alfageme has extensive
experience in coastal and estuarine numerical modeling, including ocean and estuarine hydrodynamics involving
storm surge, salinity, temperature, and cohesive and non-cohesive sediment transport. His modeling experience
includes simulation of waves and surf zone hydrodynamics as well as littoral sediment transport and shoreline
evolution. He has performed numerous modeling studies to evaluate potential project impacts using variety of
hydraulic, coastal, and estuarine numerical models.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), North
Atlantic Coast Comprehensive Study (NACCS), North
Atlantic Division (NAD). Project Manager and Senior
Coastal Engineer. Responsible for Indefinite Delivery
Contract with USACEs National Planning Center of
Expertise for Coastal Storm Damage Reduction Services
(PCX-CSDR). Working under this contract, Moffatt &
Nichol, as part of a Joint Venture with the URS Group,
is currently providing support to the PCX-CSDR on
the $20 million NACCS. This study was authorized and
funded as part of the Disaster Relief Appropriations Act
of 2013, Public Law (PL) 113-2, to assist in the recovery in
the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. The Act directed the
Secretary of the Army to “…conduct a comprehensive
study to address the flood risks of vulnerable coastal
populations in areas that were affected by Hurricane
Sandy…” Specific assignments that Mr. Alfageme is
currently leading include:
•

Preliminary engineering and design for risk
reduction measures

•

Developing parametric costs for regional risk
reduction measures

•

Compiling engineering supporting documentation

•

Overall NACCS report preparation

•

Development of wind fields for historical storms as
input to storm surge modeling effort.

New York City Economic Development Corporation
(NYCEDC), Raise Shorelines Citywide Study, New
York, New York. Principal. Responsible for an ongoing
feasibility study that will identify New York City
shorelines that at-risk to damage caused by rising sea
levels and/or erosion and will develop and prioritize
potential standalone protection projects based on the
available funding. Overall, the prioritization framework
includes three phases of increasingly detailed analysis
that will eventually identify potential projects that are
1
cost effective inPAGE
terms
of preventing 2050 high tide
flooding (and wave overtopping) reaching populated
areas, infrastructure, and/or critical facilities as well as
preventing erosion at vulnerable areas on the south
shore of Staten Island. The development and refinement
of project screening criteria and use of data sets is
being closely coordinated with NYCEDC, the Mayor’s
Office of Recovery and Resilience (ORR) and other
stakeholders to ensure that the criteria are neither too
restrictive nor unproductively broad, are scalable, are
replicable, and are grounded in regulatory viability.
USACE, New York District, Rockaway Beach Coastal
Storm Damage Reduction Feasibility Study, New
York, New York. Project Manager and Senior Coastal
Engineer. Responsible for completing final feasibility
level study to evaluate a coastal storm damage
reduction plan, including flood mitigation, for East
Rockaway to Rockaway Inlet and Jamaica Bay. The
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COASTAL ENGINEERING | SANTIAGO ALFAGEME, PE (CONTINUED)
study area is primarily low lying, and is subject to the
effects of tidal surge flooding from East Rockaway and
Rockaway inlets, from back bay flooding, and from
barrier island overwash. As part of this project Mr.
Alfageme is responsible for completing the feasibility
level design analyses, layout and cost estimates for all
storm damage reduction and flood mitigation features.
Mr. Alfageme is also responsible for developing a
complete Engineering and Design Appendix and
Cost Engineering Appendix. Work includes additional
engineering and plan formulation as part of the
reevaluation of the existing Tentatively Selected Plan
(TSP) by applying updated flooding risk information
based on the latest FEMA stage frequency curves and
post Hurricane Sandy LiDAR data in accordance with
P.L. 113-2.
USACE, South Shore of Staten Island, New York,
Hurricane and Storm Damage Reduction Project.
Project Manager and Senior Coastal Engineer.
Responsible for an ongoing federal (USACE) hurricane
and storm damage reduction project covering 13 miles
of coastline on Staten Island, from Fort Wadsworth
to Tottenville, extending along lower New York
Bay and Raritan Bay. The area has a long history of
storm damages and has experienced major storm
damages from various recent storm events, including
the Northeaster of December 1992, the March 1993
storm, and hurricane Sandy in October 2012. These
storms caused flood damages, loss of structures,
large scale evacuations and several deaths within
several communities. Mr. Alfageme is responsible for
developing and evaluating potential flood protection
measures including seawalls and shoreline stone
revetments.
Coney Island Shore Protection Project, Coney Island,
New York. Project Manager and Senior Coastal
Engineer. Responsible for the final design of a beach fill
and a series of T-groin rip-rap and concrete structures
protecting approximately one mile of shoreline at the
western end of Coney Island, New York. Responsibilities
included: review and analysis of field data, development
of coastal design conditions, optimization of the
preferred design using morphological modeling
tools (Deft3D), physical modeling to confirm
estimated performance of the selected plan and the
structural performance of the proposed solution, and
development of plans and specifications, and costs
estimates. Structural design elements included the
repair and extension of an existing large groin, the
heads of the T-groins (which were designed both with
rock and concrete units), and the stems of the T-groins
(to be constructed using prefabricated and reinforced
concrete panels).

Paulus Hook Pier and Ferry Terminal, New Jersey.
Senior Port, Coastal and Navigation Engineer. Project
involved a new ferry terminal in upper New York Harbor.
Performed a detailed analysis of design winds, water
levels and wave conditions at the site. Developed
hydrodynamic and wave loads on proposed fixed and
floating mooring structures. Assessed ferry navigation
needs including approach route and required water
depths.
North Cove Marina, New York, New York. Senior
Coastal and Port Engineer. North Cove Marina is
a private marina located in downtown Manhattan,
adjacent to the Winter Garden, used by yachts and
mega yachts for mooring on a short term basis. Many of
the vessel owners use their vessels as residences during
their stay in New York City. An adjacent ferry terminal
is creating a wave environment within the marina
basin that is unacceptable to the marina operator. Mr.
Alfageme served as senior coastal and port engineer
for a study investigating the feasibility of solutions to
suppress the wave action within the basin.
30th Street Pier Municipal Recycling Facility,
Brooklyn, New York. Principal-in-Charge. Responsible
for design, permitting, and construction support
services for the civil and port infrastructure components
of a new metal and glass recycling facility in South
Brooklyn, New York. Moffatt & Nichol developed plans,
specifications and construction cost estimates for the
pile-supported relieving platform, king pile bulkhead,
mooring pier, enclosed barge unloading facility finger
pier, fender system and dredging.
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Lauren S. Klonsky, PE Coastal Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 6

MS, Civil/Environmental Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (MA)

Years with Firm 6

Ms. Klonsky is an environmental engineer with six years of experience in water resources field, including coastal
processes and engineering, coastal risk management analysis, research, and planning, as well as groundwater,
surface water, and collection systems modeling, and climate change analysis. Projects have included coastal
engineering for floodplain mapping, collection system model development and calibration, groundwater model
development, and rainfall inflow and infiltration studies, as well as water quality field sampling. She has experience
using software such as CSHORE, MATLAB, MathCAD, STWAVE, SWAN, RMA2, ACES, CHAMP, SMS, EPA SWMM,
PC SWMM, DYNSYSTEM, ArcGIS, Microsoft Excel VBA, WHAFIS, SBEACH, EPA SSOAP, and EPA SHAPE.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
North Atlantic Coast Comprehensive Study, USACE,
North Atlantic Division/Baltimore District, Coastal
Engineer. In response to Hurricane Sandy, Ms. Klonsky
helped develop focus area reports for six identified
study areas within the USACE North Atlantic Division in
an effort to develop strategies that will improve coastal
storm risk management, flood risk management, and
community resiliency for areas impacted by the storm.
Activities for this study included organizing and holding
several client and stakeholder meetings, and research
and reviews of existing projects, studies, and reports
for information related to coastal resiliency relevant to
the six study areas. Focus area reports were developed,
documenting study area problems and conditions,
potential future coastal storm risk management or other
watershed actions, identification of broad-based and
area specific potential solutions, and potential follow-on
feasibility studies with identification of key non-Federal
sponsors.
In addition to the focus area analysis, she organized and
facilitated in-person visioning meetings with Federal,
state, regional, and local stakeholders. The purpose
of the visioning meetings was to continue dialogue
with stakeholders, build upon previous discussions
regarding flood risk management, and to compile
additional information to inform the North Atlantic
Coast Comprehensive Study. In a small group setting,
she facilitated discussion on identifying area-specific
vulnerabilities, potential flood risk management
strategies, and institutional challenges and / or barriers.
USCG National Multiple Award Construction
Contract, Waterfront Reconstruction Base Bid,
Seamanship, Cape May, New Jersey, Coastal
Engineer. As part of the design / build project for the
reconstruction efforts at USCG Training Center in Cape
Maye, Ms. Klonsky assisted in the development of
design wave conditions.
Coastal Damages Prevented Study, USACE IWR,
Coastal Engineer and Task Manager. Ms. Klonsky
developed a methodology to describe the economic
value of the USACE coastal projects with respect
to reduction of storm damage. She managed and
executed several tasks, working closely with IWR and

USACE district level staff throughout the process.
As part of this project, Ms. Klonsky developed novel
methods of how to compute coastal storm damages
prevented from wave, erosion, and inundation damages.
She performed an engineering analysis case study
which evaluated cross-shore short-term event based
profile change using SBEACH software. Ms. Klonsky
has served as support staff to others in testing the
methodology. She is currently working with USACE staff
at applying the methodology to an area impacted by
Hurricane Sandy in coastal New Jersey.
Risk MAP Contract, FEMA Region X, Northwestern
U.S., Project Manager and Coastal Engineer. Ms.
Klonsky is project manager and project engineer for
the coastal flood hazard analysis tasks for Clatsop
and Thurston County in Region X. She is responsible
for managing scope, schedule, and budget as well
as executing the work for coastal wave generation
modeling using SWAN, coastal flood hazard analysis,
and ensuring quality throughout the project execution.
Risk MAP Contract, FEMA Region V, Great Lakes
Region U.S., Task
and Project Engineer.
PAGE Manager
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Ms. Klonsky is assistant manager and project engineer
for the coastal flood hazard analysis tasks for several
counties in FEMA Region V. She is responsible for
managing production staff for coastal flood hazard
analysis, quality management, and project schedule and
staffing. She is also participating in the execution of the
coastal flood hazard analysis. Ms. Klonsky has exercised
technical capabilities in advancing and reviewing
computational tools using MATLAB and USACE
CSHORE software. She has coordinated with USACE
ERDC staff as a part of these efforts.
Sediment Budget Analysis, Stage Harbor USACE,
Coastal Engineer. Ms. Klonsky evaluated the impacts
of longshore sediment transport and dredging within
Stage Harbor located in Chatham, Massachusetts. A
preliminary sediment budget was performed using
SMS software and bathymetry data of the area from
2007 and 2010. Findings from this analysis were used to
propose habitat restoration for endangered birds in the
area.
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COASTAL ENGINEERING | LAUREN S. KLONSKY, PE (CONTINUED)
Risk MAP Contract, FEMA Region I, Northeastern
U.S., Coastal Engineer. Ms. Klonsky is working on
developing a water surface elevation model using
RMA2 modeling software, and a wave transformation
model using STWAVE modeling software for coastal
communities in Maine. This information will be used to
inform the flood hazard analysis for these communities.
Risk MAP Contract, FEMA Region I, Northeastern
U.S., Task Manager. Ms. Klonsky is managing the
coastal flood hazard analysis for Nantucket County in
Region 1. She is responsible for managing production
staff for coastal flood hazard analysis, quality
management, and project schedule and staffing.
Risk MAP Contract, FEMA Region I, Northeastern
U.S., Task Manager. Ms. Klonsky is managing the
coastal flood hazard analysis for New Haven County
in Region 1. She is responsible for managing coastal
flood hazard analysis, quality management, and project
schedule and staffing.
FEMA Risk MAP Core Contract, Northeastern U.S.,
Coastal Engineer. Ms. Klonsky is responsible for coastal
flood hazard analysis for several counties within Region
1. She has developed several tools for calculating
coastal parameters, such as deep water significant wave
height and wave period, wave setup, and wave run-up
using MathCAD, and has performed similar analysis,
when appropriate, using the CHAMP and ACES software
packages. For sheltered harbor areas, Ms. Klonsky
is developing 2-dimensional wave transformation
models using STWAVE. She also developed a template
for analyzing primary frontal dunes after attending a
training session on primary frontal dunes run by the
Massachusetts’ Coastal Zone Management, and has
developed several guidance documents on how to
perform the coastal flood hazard analysis. Ms. Klonsky
has assisted with flood plain mapping review to develop
final FIRM products for Region I.

FEMA, Water Resources Engineer. Ms. Klonsky
assisted in the preparation of an exploratory report to
inform future FEMA guidance and funding decisions
on mitigation planning and implementation of climate
resilient infrastructure under the Hazard Mitigation
Assistance (HMA) grant programs. The report
considered technical, economic, social, environmental,
financial, and implementation considerations.
Utility Climate Resiliency Study, Metro North
Georgia Utility District, Water Resources Engineer.
Ms. Klonsky worked with an integrated team to the
potential impacts of climate variability on water
resources and infrastructure planning in North Georgia.
Ms. Klonsky used information from the various climate
scenarios to perform a vulnerability analysis on
critical water infrastructure. Based on the vulnerability
assessment, Ms. Klonsky developed adaptation
strategies for the utility district.
Risk MAP Contract, FEMA Region I, Hazard
Mitigation Plan Review, Water Resources Engineer.
Ms. Klonsky assists in the review of hazard mitigation
plans within FEMA Region I. She provides thorough
comments, opportunities for improvement, and
identifies plan strengths for various communities.
Boston Living with Water, Morrissey Boulevard, the
Boston Harbor Association, Coastal Engineer. Ms.
Klonsky participated in a design competition organized
by the Boston Harbor Association to develop adaptation
strategies for projected climate change and rising sea
levels considering infrastructure at Morrissey Boulevard
in South Boston, Massachusetts.
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Regional Assessments of Climate Change, USACE,
IWR, Water Resources Engineer. Ms. Klonsky is
currently supporting a national effort of evaluating
the climate change trends and impacts to USACE
business lines. She is working with an interdisciplinary
team compiling relevant climate change information
for all major, 2-digit hydraulic unit code (HUC) basins,
evaluating historic and future climate trends and the
impacts to each basin individually. The assessment
synthesizes regional climate information with the
potential vulnerabilities associated with the USACE Civil
Works Business Lines specific to the HUC basin.
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Muzamil Husain, PE Structural Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 18

MS, Civil Engineering (Structural)
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY)

Years with Firm 14

Mr. Husain has more than 18 years of experience as a project manager and structural engineer for the planning,
design, inspection and management of complex, multi-task projects. He experience includes design of
transportation and facility structures, bridges, retaining walls, sign structures, precast, pre-stressed and posttensioned concrete, timber and steel structures. He has thorough knowledge of design requirements, specifications
and procedures manuals of state and local agencies, and experience with federal as well as private development
facilities. These clients include the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT), New Jersey Turnpike
Authority (NJTA), South Jersey Transportation Authority (SJTA), the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), New York Department of Transportation (NYSDOT), Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission
(DRJTBC), Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC), Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT),
Delaware River Port Authority (DRPA), National Park Services (NPS) and various counties and agencies in the region.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Meadowlands Commission, Secaucus High School
Wetland Enhancement, New Jersey. Structural
Project Engineer. Responsible for the layout and
design of 1,500 foot long boardwalk, with 50 foot and
60 foot long span bridges and viewing areas on pile
foundations. Also responsible for the pile foundation
design and review of shop drawings for the boardwalk
bridges.
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP), Lincoln Park Wetland Restoration, New
Jersey. Structural Project Engineer. Responsible for
developing structural design of the pedestrian bridge
and abutments on piles for the walkway thru the park.
Also responsible for the structural and hydraulic design
of the concrete weir structure between the pond and
the tidal channel traversing the site.
New York State, Sunken Meadow Marsh Restoration,
Structural Engineer for providing Engineering
Services for Stream Bank Erosion Control in
Response to Hurricane Sandy Damages. The
Restoration Project will restore tidal flow to the creek
above the dike to improve water quality and restore
conditions suitable for tidal marsh restoration and
Phragmites control, as well as restoring fish and shellfish
habitat. Responsible for onsite evaluation of existing
structures including bridges, culverts and dikes.
Prepared reports and recommendations for repair
of structures and future protection and designed a
pedestrian bridge, connecting the recreational area,
beach and local community.
NJTA, Interchange 6-9 Widening Program Section
4 Interchange 7A, New Jersey. Structural Design
Lead. Lead on 2.3 mile segment of the widening
program that includes mainline widening and ramp
connections with Interchange 7A and Route I-195
including expansion of the existing toll plaza from 10 to
13 lanes. This design section included the construction
and/or replacement of 13 bridge structures, retaining

walls, 22 sign structures and noise barriers. Responsible
for overseeing the design, preparation of contract
documents and review of shop drawings including the
four ramp bridge structures with complex geometry
connecting Toll Plaza and Inner and Outer Turnpike
Roadways. Aslo responsible for the interdepartmental
coordination including highway, drainage, lighting,
electrical, environmental and utility engineering. Helped
in the preparation of overall staging schemes and plan
development for the whole project including I-195
Bridge over the Turnpike. Led the construction support
services for this $200M project.
NJTA, Interchange 6-9 Widening Program Section
2 Interchange 7, New Jersey. Project Engineer in
Charge. Responsible for the design of two U-turn
bridges including structural design, plans, specifications
and construction estimation development, along with
coordination with Prime and sub consultants. The
design also included
PAGE 1 30 sign structures and 14 retaining
walls and noise barriers. Lead the construction support
services for the entire project.
NJTA, GSP MP 35 to MP 38 Widening and
Interchange Improvements. Structural Task Leader.
In charge of the design for three Mainline bridges over
Washinton Avenue and Delilah Road. Responsible for
the complete contract documents including staging
plans, utility coordination These bridges are designed
as jointless structure using integral abutment concept.
NJTA, GSP Interchange 9, 10 and 11 Improvements.
Structural Project Engineer. Responsible for the design
of three dual GSP bridges over Shell Bay Avenue, Stone
Harbor Boulevard and Crest Haven Road. Responsible
for the structural design and coordination with the locals
for the ramps and access road impacts and utilities.
These bridges are designed as jointless structure using
integral abutment concept.
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING | MUZAMIL HUSAIN, PE (CONTINUED)
NJDOT, U.S. Route 9 Edison Bridge Over Raritan
River Project (Section 25K and 1F), New Jersey.
Structural Project Engineer. Construction engineering
services and design of a new 29 span, 4,390 foot
long bridge for the design-build contract for the new
southbound roadway between the existing bridge
and the Driscoll Bridge. Prepared the design-build
procurement documents (30 percent design) and
coordinated design review and extensive project
coordination with field staff during construction. This
design-build project for the state finished ahead of
schedule. Responsibilities included the design of bridge
abutments and layout of piles. Utilized spreadsheets,
STAAD/Pro model and Florida pier program. Also
responsible for design, layout and reinforcement
detailing of median retaining wall, two outlet structures
and three sign support structures.
National Park Service (NPS), Childs Park
Rehabilitation, Delaware Water Gap National
Recreational Area, Pennsylvania. Structural Project
Engineer. Responsible for the design and construction
support services for the replacement of three
pedestrian bridges located in Childs Park.The bridges
consisted of steel stringers supported on concrete pads
on rock abutments. The concrete pads were lined with
natural stone facing. The bridge decking consisted of
timber planks and railings. The steel stringers were
faced with timber railing façade to mimic complete
timber structure. Reviewed shop drawings and provided
assistance to field engineers during construction.
NJDOT, I-76/I-676 Bridge Deck Replacement,
Gloucester City, Camden County, New Jersey.
Project Manager/Structures Task Leader. The project
involves concept development for the superstructure
replacement of four bridges and deck replacement of
five bridges for I-76/676 off of Walt Whitman Bridge
between Newton Creek North Branch and U.S. 130 NB.
Responsible for managing the concept development
task and lead the final design of the structures. The
project also involves the final design for the replacement
superstructure and rehabilitation of Interstate 76 over
the South Branch of Newton Creek, Klemm Avenue and
Conrail, and deck replacement for Interstate 676 over
Newton Creek.

Improve structural capacity at the river crossing and
improve traffic movement at the intersections.
NJDOT, Route 47 Bridge over Big Timber Creek
South Branch, Westville and Brooklawn Borough,
New Jersey. Structural Project Engineer. Responsible
for the concept development for the replacement of
existing Route 47 Bridge over Big Timber Creek, which
is functionally deficient and functionally obsolete with
the fracture critical through girders system in the main
span. The purpose of the proposed project is to replace
the existing bridge with a bridge in accordance with
current NJDOT bridge standards.
NJDOT, Route 31 over Peters Brook, Hunterdon
County, New Jersey. Project Manager. Responsiblefor
the limited scope concept development for the
replacement of superstructure of the Route 31
Bridge over Peters Brook. The critical issues were the
staging and detour and maintenance of traffic during
construction. Accelerated bridge construction is
proposed to minimize impacts to the traffic and cost
efficiency.
NJDOT, Sussex County Bridge K-07 Replacement,
Hopatcong, Stanhope & Byram, New Jersey.
Structural Project Engineer. This project involves
construction of a new 60 foot span arch bridge for
Route 605 over Lackawanna Cutoff and rehabilitation
of existing parallel bridge as a historical filled
spandrel, reinforced concrete arch bridge structure
to be maintained as a pedestrian and bicycle access
to a hiking route adjacent to the railroad track.
Responsibilities included inspection and preparation of
rehabilitation details for the existing bridge and design
the substructure and retaining walls for the proposed
bridge. Supervised the geotechnical exploration and
prepared the quantity and cost estimates for the
project. Also responsible for preparing and coordinating
PAGE 1
the intricate architectural
details for the precast arch,
spandrels and parapet. Also responsible for providing
the construction engineering services with the NJDOT
Resident Engineer.

Passaic County, Two Bridges Road over the Pompton
River and the West Belt Highway Extension,
Township of Fairfield, Borough of Lincoln Park and
Wayne Township, Essex, Morris and Passaic Counties.
Project Manager. Responsible for the for the scoping,
preliminary and final design including preparation of
an EA for the replacement/rehabilitation of the Two
Bridges Road over the Pompton River and the extension
of the West Belt Highway to Two Bridges Road and
Passaic Avenue, located in Passaic, Morris and Essex
Counties. The proposed improvements will provide a
connection of Route 23, via the West Belt Highway, to
Two Bridges Road and Passaic Avenue. The project will
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William Friers, PE Structural Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 42

Masters in Engineering (ME)
BS, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Professional Engineer (NY, MA, WV)

Years with Firm 5

Mr. Friers is a civil engineer with more than 40 years of design and construction oversight experience in civil
engineering projects. He has experience in structural and geotechnical investigations, instrumentation data
evaluation, preparation of geotechnical reports, and construction monitoring for many types of projects. His activities
have ranged from detailed design, through project management and strategic planning in the electric utility,
federal, municipal, and commercial sectors. He has successfully managed a unique variety of engineering projects
from conception to completion. His responsibilities have included: request for funding, engineering, supervision of
designers and draftsmen, equipment specification, bid review, estimating, budgeting, scheduling, cost control and
construction management.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Engineering Assessment, Safety Inspection,
Inspection and Maintenance Plans and Emergency
Action Plans Tomhannock Reservoir Earthen Dam,
Rensselaer, New York. Task Manager. Mr. Friers was
task manager for the engineering assessment (EA) of
the Tomhannock Reservoir dam and its appurtenant
structures. As part of the EA, a subsurface investigation
was performed, and stability and seepage analyses
were completed in accordance with New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC) regulations. Mr. Friers co-authored the final
EA report that included the evaluation and hazard
classification of the structure, conceptual design
elements for stabilization of the embankment dam,
recommendations for alternative measures to improve
or monitor the stability of the dam, remediation of
deteriorated spillway wingwalls and estimated costs for
recommended actions. Work is expected to progress
for a 2012 completion date. Other services provided
under Mr. Friers’ direction included a safety inspection
of the dam and spillway, preparation of an inspection
and maintenance plan, and an emergency action plan
for this 60 foot high earthen dam and concrete gravity
spillway. Dam break analysis and inundation mapping
of the downstream areas were developed using HECRAS for hydraulic calculations and HEC-geoRAS was
used to map the resulting flood stages into the digital
terrain data of the GIS system. The resulting inundation
areas were plotted as a layer superimposed on the
topographic mapping.
Engineering Assessment, Inspection and
Maintenance Plans, Emergency Action Plans Wright
Lake and Bradley Lake Dams, Troy, New York.
Task Manager. Mr. Friers was task manager for the
Engineering Assessment (EA) of the Wright and Bradley
Lake Dams and their appurtenant structures. As part
of the EAs, a subsurface investigation was performed,
and stability and seepage analyses were completed
in accordance with NYSDEC regulations. Mr. Friers
authored the final Engineering Assessment reports
that included the evaluation and hazard classification
of the structures, conceptual design elements for

stabilization of Bradley Lake embankment dam,
recommendations for alternative measures to improve
or monitor the stability of the dams, and estimated
costs for recommended actions. Mr. Friers developed
an Inspection and Maintenance Plan, and an Emergency
Action Plan for these two High Hazard earthen dams.
Dam break analysis and inundation mapping of the
downstream areas were developed using HEC RAS for
hydraulic calculations and HEC-geoRAS was used to
map the resulting flood stages into the digital terrain
data of the GIS system. The resulting inundation
areas were plotted as a layer superimposed on the
topographic mapping.
Levee Inspection and Condition Assessment, Council
Bluffs, Iowa. Task Leader. Mr. Friers performed a visual
inspection and condition assessment of 26 mile long
Council Bluffs levee system associated with a prolonged
flood event. Mr. Friers prepared a report delineating the
damages sustained by the levee system for the project
sponsor’s submittal to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
PAGE 1
(USACE) and Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA). The report included recommended remedial
actions to meet regulatory requirements and estimated
costs for recommended actions.
Tomhannock Reservoir Dam Rehabilitation, Troy,
New York. Engineer of Record. Mr. Friers was engineer
of record for the design of rehabilitative measures to
address slope stability and seepage issues for this 60
foot high, 700 foot long embankment dam and the
replacement of the dam’s cracked and spalling spillway
training walls. In addition, he served as lead civil
engineer on this project.
Inspection and Evaluation of Dams and Related
Structures, Mongaup River Basin, New York. Lead
Civil/Structural Engineer. Mr. Friers participated with
a team of professionals to perform a condition survey
and engineering assessment of three hydro projects
located on the Mongaup River, including six dams,
four powerhouses and over two miles of conveyance
structures. The project included the review of stability
analysis of all dams, hydraulics and hydrology studies,
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING | WILLIAM FRIERS, PE (CONTINUED)
operation and maintenance (O&M) procedures and
generation revenue projections.
Phase II Evaluation, Cherry Valley and West Parish
No. 4 Dams, Springfield Massachusetts. Project
Manager. Mr. Friers is serving as CDM Smith’s project
manager for the Phase II Inspection and Investigation
for Springfield’s Cherry Valley and West Parish
#4 Dams. The inspections are required by order
from the Massachusetts Office of Dam Safety as a
subsequent investigation to the Phase I inspection
to provide recommendations to bring the significanthazard poor-condition dams into compliance with the
state regulations. Mr. Friers managed a subsurface
investigation program, and reviewed stability and
seepage analyses that were performed in accordance
with the state regulations. He co-authored the final
Phase II Inspection/Investigation reports that included
the evaluation and hazard classification of the structure,
alternative concept design elements to protect the
dam against overtopping flow and improve the spillway
flow capacity to meet regulatory requirements, and
estimated costs for recommended actions.
Phase 1 Dam Inspections, Worcester, Massachusetts.
Task Manager/Project Engineer. Mr. Friers has been
performing and managing dam safety inspections of
up to 21 high hazard and significant hazard earth and
concrete dams and dikes in Worcester and several
surrounding towns that impound municipal water supply
reservoirs and recreational ponds. The inspections
are performed for the municipal dam owner at the
required frequency in accordance with the Office
of Dam Safety state regulations. Mr. Friers and the
inspection team have evaluated the condition of the
impoundment structures and appurtenances based on
visual observations and a review of historical records. As
the professional engineer in charge of the inspection, he
managed and co-authored the final Phase I inspection/
evaluation reports which included the evaluation and
hazard classification of the structures, recommendations
for maintenance and remedial actions, and estimated
costs for recommended actions.

the conduits, LIDAR surveys, concrete cores through the
principal spillway conduit outside walls and geotechnical
laboratory testing of soil samples and petrographic
testing of concrete cores. Structural analyses of the
conduits were modeled using FLAC3D software and
data obtained during the field investigation program.
Alternatives Assessment, Kissimmee River
Restoration, Okeechobee, Florida. Structural
Engineer and Technical Advisor. Increased discharges
from upstream structures, associated with the
Kissimmee River Restoration project, required additional
spillway capacity at the S-65E Lock and Spillway. Mr.
Friers helped assess proposed alternatives for increasing
the spillway capacity by 30 percent. He evaluated the
constructability, permitting requirements, impacts on
wetlands, and geotechnical and structural complexities
of alternatives. He also reviewed results of hydrologic/
hydraulic studies for each alternative.
Condition Assessment, Structural Evaluation and
Remediation, Hillsborough River Dam, Tampa,
Florida. Task Manager. Seeping/leaking issues
were identified in this 30-foot-high concrete dam in
January 2010. Mr. Friers reviewed record drawings and
previous safety and underwater inspection reports, and
interviewed owner’s personnel to determine potential
root causes of the observed leakage. He recommended
further investigations, including geotechnical and
underwater inspection and testing programs. Mr. Friers
coordinated with geotechnical engineers to develop the
detailed geotechnical test program, tailored to address
unique site conditions, including soil borings, packer
testing, piezometer installations, and underwater dive
inspection with dye testing and laboratory testing of
core specimens. A report with recommendations for
remedial work was written.
PAGE
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Condition Assessment, and Structural Evaluation,
Germantown and Englewood Dams, Dayton, Ohio.
Task Manager/Civil Engineer. Mr. Friers reviewed
record drawings and previous safety inspection reports,
and interviewed owner’s personnel to develop a field
investigation program to determine the nature of
observed cracking of twin unreinforced outlet conduits
that extend through the existing earth embankment
dams. Field investigations included visual inspection of
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Timothy A. Verwey, PE Structural Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 26

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (FL, GA, KY, MS,
NC, TN, TX, VA)

Years with Firm 23

Mr. Verwey has more than 25 years of experience as a structural engineer with an emphasis on analysis and design
of environmental engineering structures. He has developed design criteria, project specifications, provided analyses,
prepared and reviewed contract documents, performed structural condition surveys and evaluations, carried out
value engineering studies, provided peer reviews, and performed engineering services during construction for
water, wastewater, and hazardous waste facilities in the public and industrial sectors. He specializes in computer
applications of both structural engineering design and engineering analyses, including finite element analysis of
plate and shell structures, and three dimensional (3D) structural analysis. Mr. Verwey has managed all aspects of
structural engineering on numerous projects of diverse sizes. He is experienced in design planning, modifying and
repairing existing structures, designing deep and shallow foundation systems, designing new structures, designing
unusual structures, and performing design-build.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Lake Okeechobee Fast-Track (LOFT) Basis of Design
Report and Reservoir Test Cell Project, Okeechobee,
Florida. Structural Engineer. This $230 million, fasttrack project includes the design of approximately
7,000 acres of storage and stormwater treatment
reservoirs, three 500 cubic feet per second (cfs) pump
stations, multiple hydraulic control structures, and
over four miles of canal conveyance improvements.
Mr. Verwey prepared the structural basis of design
criteria. The criteria included the governing codes,
loading requirements, load combinations, construction
materials, and material properties to be used in the final
design.
Pinellas County Water Management District
Channel 1, Channel 1B5, Channel 2, Channel 3,
Channel 4, Channel 4A, Channel 4E, and Channel
5 Improvements, Pinellas County, Florida. Project
Structural Engineer. Mr. Verwey served as the
project structural engineer of record for the design
and construction for all eight projects. The structural
improvements included concrete lining of the side
slopes, concrete bottoms, concrete struts across the
bottom, weir walls, steel sheet pile cut off walls, and box
culverts.
South Florida Water Management District Lakeside
Ranch Stormwater Treatment Area North. Project
Structural Engineer. Mr. Verwey served as the project
structural engineer of record for the design and
construction. The structural design included a 16 foot
wide by 12 foot high cast-in-place concrete box culvert,
and 21 foot tall concrete retaining walls at each end of
the box culvert.
Nova Canal (B5/B6) Stormwater Drainage
Improvements and Samuel Butts Park, Daytona
Beach, Florida. Structural Engineer-of-Record.
Mr. Verwey was the structural engineer-of-record for
the design of a timber boardwalk with pavilions and
interpretative learning centers for the City of Daytona

Beach Samuel Butts Park. The boardwalk project was
part of a stormwater improvement project for the City.
After the Phase I stormwater management features
were constructed, a park was constructed around the
larger of the two ponds during a second construction
phase. Park amenities include a 1.2 mile exercise trail,
an elevated boardwalk, and a learning center for the
archaeological site. The timber boardwalk is supported
on timber piles. Timber handrails with wire screen infill
protect residents, while providing an open viewing area.
The timber canopy and benches provide relief from the
sun while honoring the environment.
Water Control Structures, Structural Engineer.
Mr. Verwey was the structural engineer of record for
Pinellas County Water Management District Channel 1,
Channel 1B5, Channel 2, Channel 3, Channel 4, Channel
4A, Channel 4E, and Channel 5 improvements; South
Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) Lakeside
Ranch Stormwater
Area North – Box Culvert
PAGE Treatment
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design; and Nashville, Tennessee International Airport
Stormwater Treatment Facility.
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
projects, Structural Engineer. Mr. Verwey served as
structural engineer-of-record for Omohundro WTP
emergency repair and new design of two pedestrian
elevated walkways, Nashville Metro Water Services,
Nashville, Tennessee; Garfield Ladner Memorial
Concrete Fishing Pier design to replace timber pier
destroyed by Hurricane Katrina, Waveland Mississippi;
Solid Waste Transfer Station Emergency structural
inspection after Hurricanes Jeanne and Francis, Martin
County, Florida; Solid Waste Transfer Station Emergency
structural inspection after Hurricanes Jeanne and
Francis, Indian River County, Florida.
Master Pump Stations Replacement and
Rehabilitation, Final Design and Construction,
Orange County, Florida. Project Structural Engineer.
Orange County identified 14 master pump stations
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STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING | TIMOTHY A. VERWEY, PE (CONTINUED)
within the county’s three wastewater service areas
that required evaluation and upgrades as necessary
to maintain reliable service and meet changes to the
conditions of service. Subsequently, Orange County
wished to implement rehabilitation of eight of the
14 pump stations. The $1.5 million master pump
station replacement/rehabilitation project included an
additional hydraulic analysis, final design, and bidding
and construction services related to the eight pump
stations. The final design was based on constructing
new submersible pump stations at four pump stations.
Total pumping capacity of the new submersible stations
ranged from 560 gallons per minute (gpm) to 6,900
gpm. Mr. Verwey provided structural design services
and construction services for this project.
Pump Station Rehabilitation, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. Structural Engineer. This $4 million project
consisted of the rehabilitation of five wastewater
pump stations, including the replacement of existing
piping, valves, and ventilation system; installation of
new pumps with variable frequency drives; an abovegrade service entrance rated electrical equipment; and
bypass pumping during construction. Mr. Verwey’s was
responsible for the structural design component of this
project.
Water and Wastewater Pump Station Upgrades,
Miami Beach, Florida.Structural Engineer-of-Record.
Mr. Verwey was the structural engineer-of-record for
the City of Miami Beach’s water and wastewater system
improvements program consisting of the construction
of two four million gallon (mg) ground storage water
tanks, upgrades and modifications to 23 wastewater
pump stations and five water pump stations, and the
construction of one new water booster pump station
and one new wastewater booster pump station.
Storage Tank and Pump Stations, Various Locations.
Structural Engineer. Mr. Verwey served as the
structural engineer-of-record for the South Central
Hillsborough Intertie Booster Pump Station, Tampa,
Florida; Off Stream Reservoir Pump Station, Tampa,
Florida; Fawn Ridge Storage Tank, Hillsborough County,
Florida Winters Branch Pump Station, Upper Occoquan
Sewerage Authority; Mansker Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant Flow Equalization Tank and Pump
Station, Goodletsville, Tennessee; Alcovy River Pump

Station, Gwinnett County, Georgia; Ground Storage
Tank and Booster Pump Station, City of Callaway,
Florida; Stormwater pump station electrical control
panel canopies, Orange County, Florida; Scott Mill
Hill, Oakwood Villas, and Lakeforest vacuum sewer
pump station design, Jacksonville Electric Authority;
South Pointe Booster Pump Station, City of Miami
Beach, Florida; Sugar Creek Pump Station, Charlotte
Mecklenburg Utilities. He also served as structural
engineer for the Hightower storage tank and pump
station, Rockdale County, Georgia; inspection and
evaluation of elevated water storage tanks, Lee County,
Florida; Wading River pump station chemical feed
building, Attleboro, Massachusetts.
Prestressed Construction,Structural Engineer. Mr.
Verwey served as the structural engineer responsible
for the performance specification for wire wrapped
prestressed circular tanks for the Mansker Creek
Wastewater Treatment Plant Flow Equalization Tank
and Pump Station, Goodletsville, Tennessee; Ground
Storage Tank and Booster Pump Station, City of
Callaway, Florida; Hightower storage tank and pump
station, Rockdale County, Georgia; the Central
Hillsborough Water Treatment Facility, Hillsborough
County, Florida; Southeast Water Purification Plant,
Houston, Texas; Arbennie Pritchett Water Reclamation
Facility, Okaloosa County, Florida; Mud Creek
wastewater treatment plant, Valdosta, Georgia; North
County Water Treatment Plant Expansion, Indian River
County, Florida.
Rehabilitation Projects. Lead Structural Engineer.
Mr. Verwey served as the lead structural engineer on
the following projects: Cockrell Branch and Russia
Branch Pump Station Improvements, Upper Occoquan
Sewerage Authority; Omohundro Water Treatment
Chlorine Room Modifications, Nashville, Tennessee;;
PAGE 1
Iron Bridge Regional
water reclamation facility, master
pump station improvements, Orlando, Florida; Pump
Station “A” improvements, Reedy Creek Improvement
District; Pump Station inspection and repair
recommendations, Walt Disney World.
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Richard Barrington, PE Civil Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 18

BS, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY)

Years with Firm 10
Mr. Barrington is a licensed engineer serving as the manager of facilities engineering. He has more than 18 years of
experience in design services for civil/environmental engineering and facilities engineering projects. He has been
involved in a wide variety of projects for both private and public sector clients. Mr. Barrington’s experience ranges
from preliminary investigations and conceptual plans, through design and preparation of contract documents, to
construction phase services.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York Red Bulls Training Facility, Township
of Hanover, Morris County, New Jersey. Project
Manager. Responsible for a comprehensive master plan
that was developed to improve the aesthetics of the
site and enhance the experience of fans, employees,
and players as well as satisfy local landscape ordinances
and mitigate for the impact of removing trees from the
existing undeveloped site. The project included three
athletic fields designed to mimic the playing surface
at Red Bull Arena. Louis Berger provided full design/
construction management services for the four buildings
from predesign through construction management for
this site, which involved significant permitting.
New York Red Bulls Academy Training Facility,
Township of Hanover, Morris County, New Jersey.
Project Manager. Responsible for the proposed Red
Bulls Academy Training Facility located in the Whippany
section of the township adjacent to the Major League
Soccer Training Facility. The project included one
athletic field designed to mimic the playing surface
at Red Bull Arena. Louis Berger provided full design/
construction management services for the one primary
building and four accessory structures from predesign
through construction management for this site which
involved significant permitting.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), New
York, Minish Park Waterfront Walkway, Newark,
New Jersey. Project Manager. Responsible for
construction documents associated with the creation
of a 40 foot park along the Passaic River Bulkhead. In
addition to grading and drainage, the project required
utility relocations and coordination with an external
architecture firm and internal structural and mechanica/
electrical/plumbing (MEP) disciplines.
Vineland Green Acres Field Restoration, Vineland,
New Jersey. Project Manager. Responsible for
providing lead design engineering services for civil/
utilities and environmental/permitting for this restoration
of municipal athletic facilities including mixed use fields,
handball courts, tennis courts, lighting, and numerous
playground amenities.
School District of Philadelphia, Philadelphia School
Improvement Team, Athletic Super Sites. Quality
Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC). Performed
QA/QC for civil engineering phases associated with

conceptual site planning, utility investigation, and site
plan layout and design of four high school athletic
fields in the City of Philadelphia; namely Germantown,
Northeast, Marcus Foster, and South Philadelphia.
Prepared schematic, design development, and final
construction documents for the sites that will be
receiving new synthetic turf football/soccer fields,
urethane running tracks, artificial turf baseball fields,
and new tennis courts.
Athletic Field Renovation, Poly Prep Country Day
School, Brooklyn, New York. QA/QC. Performed QA/
QC for the preparation of civil design drawings that
consist of final design of the demolition, site grading,
drainage, stormwater management and erosion and
sediment control (E&SC), as well as the relevant site
details including pavement, drainage features, and
E&SC. Also oversaw preparation of the stormwater
discharges associated with construction activities
under State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(SPDES) General Permit for New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) and New
York City Department of Environmental Protection
(NYCDEP). Responsible for cost estimates and the
technical specifications for civil engineering aspects of
PAGE 1
the project.
National Park Service (NPS), Lincoln Memorial
Reflecting Pool Rehabilitation, Washington,
DC. Quality Assurance (QA). Performed QA for
rehabilitation project, which included addition of
security cameras and rated bollard solutions to prevent
vehicular access to several key points at the facility.
NPS, Liberty Island, New York, New York. Project
Manager. Responsible for the emergency evaluation
and concept planning for the rehabilitation and
renovation of the primary sanitary sewer pump station
at liberty island. The project involved emergency
response, sanitary sewerage calculations, and MEP
upgrades to the system to improve the island pumping
capacity to avoid a backup due to newly constructed
facilities being placed on-line.
NPS, Ford Mansion, Morristown, New Jersey. Project
Manager. Responsible for the utility upgrades at the
Ford Mansion. The project included the evaluation
of cultural resource impacts to provide for upgraded
utilities to support planned building improvements,
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CIVIL ENGINEERING | RICHARD BARRINGTON, PE (CONTINUED)
most importantly fire protection.
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Newark International Airport (EWR)
Terminal A Redevelopment and Infrastructure
Assessment. Engineer. Responsible for providing
design evaluation and civil engineering services for the
development of the Terminal A Sustainability Report.
Provided utility assessment and master planning in
support of the overall Airport redevelopment program.
Provided evaluation of transportation and infrastructure
elements in addition to sustainable options for
addressing stormwater management, increased
utility demand, and other affected elements by the
redevelopment project within the airport environment.
PANYNJ, On-Call Security Engineering Services,
Terminal Frontage Protection, John F. Kennedy
International Airport (JFK) Terminals 1,2,4,5,7,8.
Project Manager. Responsible for civil engineering
architecture, structural engineering, and electrical
engineering for perimeter security improvements
at multiple JFK Leasehold terminals. Work included
installation of rated bollards across airport terminal
frontages at grade and on structure and installation of
rated gates at critical access points along the terminal
frontage.
PANYNJ, On-Call Security Engineering Services,
Terminal Frontage Protection, LaGuardia Airport
(LGA) Terminals C, D. Project Manager. Responsible
for civil engineering architecture, structural engineering,
and electrical engineering for perimeter security
improvements at multiple LGA Leasehold terminals.
Work included installation of rated bollards across
airport terminal frontages at grade and on structure and
installation of rated gates at critical access points along
the terminal frontage.
PANYNJ, On-Call Security Engineering Services,
Terminal Frontage Protection, EWR Terminals A and
C. Project Manager. Responsible for civil engineering
architecture, structural engineering, and electrical
engineering for perimeter security improvements
at multiple LGA leasehold terminals. Work included
installation of rated bollards across airport terminal
frontages at grade and on structure and the installation
of rated gates at critical access points along the terminal
frontage.
PANYNJ, On-Call Security Engineering Services,
Exchange Place, New Jersey. QA/QC Engineering.
responsible for the review of the engineering
documents prepared to provide a hardened perimeter
surrounding critical assets at Exchange Place Station.
The project included various strengthening measures
and included various assessments of existing facilities
at the station location inclusive of bulkheads and
other assets. The design package includes landscape
architecture, coordination with city officials, civil and
structural engineering, electrical engineering, and traffic
engineering.

PANYNJ, On-Call Security Engineering Services,
EWR Terminal B Glazing Study, New Jersey. Project
Manager. Responsible for the Stage I report that
analyzes various options to replace the terminal glazing
subject to various vulnerabilities. This confidential
program includes architecture, structural engineering,
and mechanical/electrical/plumbing disciplines.
PANYNJ, On-Call Security Engineering Services, LGA
CTB Glazing Study, New Jersey. Project Manager.
Responsible for the Stage I report that analyzes
various options to replace the terminal glazing subject
to various vulnerabilities. This confidential program
includes architecture, structural engineering, and MEP
disciplines.
PANYNJ, Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems,
Design-Build Project. Project Manager. Responsible
for providing lead design engineering services for
civil/utilities and environmental/permitting aspects as
well mechanical and electrical engineering support
services within the command and control rooms for this
confidential security design/build project for all major
New York and New Jersey airports.
PANYNJ, On-Call Security Engineering Services,
Unmanned Gates Stages 1 through 4 EWR, LGA,
JFK. Project Manager. Louis Berger prepared
construction documents and provided construction
administration support for the design and construction
of physical, hardened crash rated gates at various
locations at JFK, EWR, and LGA. The project included
providing 12 locations with hardened barriers in
place of existing gates, and removing existing gates
in several other locations to replace with a hardened
AOA barrier. The project included both physical
and technical improvements consistent with existing
PANYNJ technology requirements and design-based
threat requirements. Design of the gates also involved
1
integration withPAGE
on-site
access control systems and
adding closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras for
monitoring.
First Aviation Teterboro Airport, West Side Ramp
Improvements. Civil/Structural Engineer. Responsible
for providing lead design engineering services for
the paving over 10 acres along the west side ramp
at Teterboro Airport. The project included extensive
grading/drainage to facilitate the paving of the apron
in accordance with Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) standards. All drainage features were designed
in accordance with FAA and New Jersey Department
of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) standards, which
exceeded LEED goals for the project.
Jet Aviation Teterboro Airport, 0.25 acre Ramp
Improvements. Civil/Structural Engineer. Responsible
for providing lead design engineering services for the
paving of 0.25 acres along taxiways next to Jet Aviation
leasehold at Teterboro Airport. The project included
extensive grading/drainage to facilitate the paving of
the apron in accordance with FAA standards.
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Michael T. Oleson, PE Civil Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 18

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (WI, TX)

Years with Firm 16
Mr. Oleson has 18 years of experience in water resources and civil engineering including work on major flood
control and transportation projects. His experience has include major grading work, bioengineered channel design,
floodplain widening, utility relocations, vehicular and pedestrian bridges, and urban and rural transportation projects.
He also has experience performing storm water utility studies, stream bank stabilization, and construction inspection.
Mr. Oleson’s civil design expertise includes knowledge of MicroStation and InRoads software packages.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Fort Worth Central City Project (Trinity River), Fort
Worth, Texas. Program Manager. Mr. Oleson serves as
the program manager for all of CDM Smith’s task order
work for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Fort Worth District and is responsible for coordinating
a multi-discipline project team working on design
development of the Fort Worth Central City (FWCC)
project. Mr. Oleson’s work on the project started in the
concept development and preliminary design stages in
support of two environmental impact statement (EIS)
processes and has continued into planning, engineering
and design (PED) services for USACE. Through Mr.
Oleson’s efforts the project received its Record of
Decision (ROD) and signed Programmatic Partnership
Agreement (PPA) to allow design and construction to
proceed on the project in under two years.
The FWCC project is a $909 million flood protection
and urban revitalization project immediately north of
downtown Fort Worth near the confluence of the West
Fork and Clear Fork Trinity rivers. Key elements of the
project include the excavation and construction of an
1.6 mile bypass channel to divert and control flood
flows, three flood control gates to isolate the interior
area during high flood flows, and a 400 foot wide
downstream dam with a lock structure. The project
also includes four large vehicular bridges, roadway
improvements, utility relocations, floodplain mitigation
and ecosystem restoration work in order to meet the
technical objectives and goals of the project.
Mr. Oleson’s has led a total of thirteen (13) task
order assignments in support of the USACE design
advancement activities of different components of
the project. Key components of those assignments
have included: hydraulic and hydrologic modeling,
support of physical model construction, bypass channel
design advancement, ground water modeling, and
geotechnical support.
Fort Worth Central City Project, Fort Worth, Texas.
Project Engineer. Mr. Oleson was a member of the
multi-discipline project team working on development
of the preliminary engineering design of the Fort Worth
Central City (FWCC) project in support of the draft
environmental impact statement (DEIS). Mr. Oleson’s
involvement in the project was to lead several of the
civil related design and plan preparation activities in

support of the project. His responsibilities included the
evaluation and selection of floodplain mitigation areas,
layout and design of the bypass channel and preliminary
layout of the major roadway improvements.
Trinity River Corridor Project, Dallas, Texas. Project
Engineer. The Trinity River project is a feasibility
study that is investigating alternatives for relocating
a portion of the Trinity River and construction of a
recreational lake. Key components of the study include
flood control, water quality, regulatory feasibility, and
economic evaluation. Mr. Oleson has been assisting the
project team in developing cost estimates for the study
alternatives.
Lincoln Creek Flood Control Project, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin Project Engineer. Mr. Oleson worked on the
design and construction of stream improvements for
Lincoln Creek, an 8.5 mile stream reconstruction project
that included the design of bioengineered channel
enhancements, numerous vehicular and pedestrian
bridges, two railroad undercrossings, numerous water
main and sewer relocations, and native plantings. The
$115 million project was completed in two phases and
21 separate contract packages. His responsibilities
included projectPAGE
management,
coordinating numerous
1
subconsultants and engineering disciplines, civil
engineering design, developing construction plans
and specifications for bidding, estimating, reviewing
contractor submittals, and construction inspection. Mr.
Oleson also assisted with the extensive coordination
and communications effort during design and
construction, which was required between citizen
groups and public agencies including the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, the City of
Milwaukee, and Milwaukee County.
Bee Branch Creek Restoration Alignment Study,
Dubuque, Iowa. Project Engineer. Mr. Oleson led the
preliminary design effort the Bee Branch project. The
Bee Branch project studied alternatives to an existing
enclosed sewer that is approximately 100 year old. The
project included the study of alignment alternatives
for placing an open channel in a heavily urbanized
environment while limiting property acquisitions. CDM
Smith’s work on this previously controversial project
included meeting frequently with a citizen’s committee
to allow them to guide the project and create the
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CIVIL ENGINEERING | MICHAEL T. OLESON, PE (CONTINUED)
most acceptable solution. Mr. Oleson developed the
preliminary design of the preferred alternative including
coordination with the city and railroad and developing
cost estimates for the project.
Northern Illinois University Storm Waterway
Improvements, Dekalb, Illinois. Project Engineer.
CDM Smith provided design and on-site construction
services for storm waterway improvements at Northern
Illinois University. The project included improvement
and expansion of two detention lagoons, construction
of a new weir structure, new pedestrian bridges, channel
improvements, and numerous utility relocations. Mr.
Oleson assisted in the design of grading plans, channel
enhancements, and utility relocations for the project.
SixMile Creek Drainage Improvement SA-43A, CCR3
and CCR4, San Antonio, Texas. Technical Reviewer.
CDM Smith provided design services for drainage
improvements for over 1.7 miles concrete lined channel
with limited site access. Mr. Oleson served as a member
of the technical review committee (TRC) for civil related
aspects.
WE Energies Outlet Weir Protection, Port
Washington, Wisconsin. Project Engineer. Mr. Oleson
led the design of a vegetated revetment with riprap
toe protection to stabilize a channel embankment in
front of an overflow weir. This project was designed
on an emergency basis for the client after concerns
were raised by the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WDNR) review of the previous design
alternative by another consultant. The design was able
to incorporate the required armament to stabilize the
area while also providing a “green” solution that did not
negatively impact the existing creek.
Dubuque Stormwater Utility, Dubuque, Iowa. Project
Manager. Mr. Oleson served as project manager on
the analysis and implementation of a stormwater utility
in the City of Dubuque to pay for the costs of the
city’s stormwater management program. The program
enables the city to finance flood control projects and
comply with stringent surface water quality regulations
imposed by the federal government by equitably
allocating the costs of these programs to residents
and businesses based upon the quantity and quality
of stormwater runoff generated by a parcel of land. A
major component of this project was monthly meetings
conducted with a Citizen Advisory Committee, which
guided the development of the utility.

Town of Brookfield Stormwater Utility, Town of
Brookfield, Wisconsin. Project Manager. Mr. Oleson
served as project manager on this two phase project
of analyzing and implementing a stormwater utility
for the town. The need for the utility was the result
of a previously identified capital improvements plan
and the need for a more comprehensive stormwater
management program to meet the requirements of the
NPDES and state NR216 stormwater rules. A major focus
of the study was developing public support for the
utility concept through a series of interactive meetings.
Mr. Oleson assisted the town with creating a Storm
Water Utility Action Committee (SWUAC) which met
seven times over the course of a 9-month period. At the
end of the feasibility study the SWUAC presented a set
of “consensus” recommendations to the Town Board
in support of the stormwater utility. Mr. Oleson then
worked with the town in the setup and implementation
of the stormwater billing system for the town.
City of Beloit Stormwater Utility, Beloit, Wisconsin.
Project Manager. Mr. Oleson is currently serving as
project manager on the analysis of a stormwater utility
in the City of Beloit. The city is reviewing a utility as an
alternative funding source to finance current stormwater
management operations and maintenance to comply
with stringent surface water quality regulations
imposed by the federal government. The formation of
a stormwater utility will provide a method in which the
city can equitably allocate the costs of these operations
to residents and businesses based upon the quantity
and quality of stormwater runoff generated by a parcel
of land. A major component of this project is monthly
meetings conducted with a Storm Water Advisory
Committee, which guided the development of the
utility.
PAGE
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Seth Nehrke, PE, D.WRE Civil Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 16

MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering
BA, Environmental Studies

Professional Engineer (FL, GA)
Diolpmate, Water Resources Engineer
(D.WRE)

Years with Firm 11

Mr. Nehrke is an environmental engineer with experience in stormwater management planning, modeling,
design, construction, and operations. He has been project engineer or manager for more than 90 projects across
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Kansas, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Alabama, Texas, Virginia, Puerto Rico, Australia,
Tanzania, and the Cayman Islands. His experience includes both urban and rural hydrology and hydraulics, Florida
Environmental Resource Permit (ERP) and Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit compliance, erosion and sediment control, and sea level rise evaluations. He
has designed more than $60 million in water resource and stormwater capital improvements, and he is registered in
the state of Florida as a Qualified Stormwater Management Inspector by the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (FDEP). He is proficient with the US EPA Storm Water Management Model (SWMM), ICPR, NetSTORM,
ExtendSim8, ArcView GIS, Microstation, TR-20, and TR-55.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Southbrook Floodplain Enhancement Project, Leon
County, Florida. Project Engineer/Project Manager/
Technical Manager. Mr. Nehrke is serving as project
engineer, project manager, and technical manager for
the design of a floodplain and conveyance enhancement
project. He performs technical reviews, stormwater
modeling, and alternatives analyses, develops design
plans and leads permit coordination efforts.
City of Jacksonville Low Impact Development
Demonstration Projects, Jacksonville, Florida.
Engineer-of-Record/Project Manager. Mr. Nehrke is
serving as engineer-of-record and project manager for
the analysis and design of two Low Impact Development
(LID) projects in the City of Jacksonville. The Valens
Drive LID project combines LID streetscaping practices
with the development of a regional stormwater
facility to help mitigate area flooding. The Wurn
and Spring Glen Parks Recreational LID project
incorporate LID practices at local parks in the form of
pervious pavement, recessed planters, and irrigation
supplementation with stormwater runoff. Both projects
lessen the City’s environmental footprint while helping
address the nitrogen Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
for the St Johns River.
Stormwater Master Plan Update, Miami Beach,
Florida. Project Engineer/Technical Reviewer. The
City of Miami Beach selected CDM Smith to update the
stormwater master plan to meet flooding conditions
that are becoming more frequent and noticeable
to the community. The technical component of this
project requires a multi-disciplinary team to address
geotechnical, structural, electrical, and civil aspects of
a series of projects to control flooding in a tight urban
environment. Mr. Nehrke provided technical review
of the system stormwater models. Mr. Nehrke also
performed statistical analyses of measured tidal data to
set project boundary conditions and develop the sea
level rise mitigation plan. Mr. Nehrke also performed
continuous simulation modeling to analyze the combine
effect of rainfall and tidal backwater conditions on the

existing system as well as the proposed alternatives.
SGIWW Levee Restoration, Calcasieu Parish,
Louisiana. Project Engineer. Mr. Nehrke provided
tidal frequency analysis to support the design and
specifications package for this levee restoration project.
The project involved replacement of an existing
flood mitigation levee in Calcasieu Parish. Mr. Nehrke
performed review and analysis of existing tidal and
wind information to calculate potential static water
elevations and wave heights. A recurrence analysis was
then performed to determine the statistical probability
of levee overtopping at different design elevations. This
information was ultimately used by the client and the
design team in setting the crest elevation of the new
levee.
Bear Run Drainage Improvements Project, Clay
County, Florida. Project Engineer/Project Manager.
Mr. Nehrke is serving as project engineer and project
manager, for thePAGE
design
of an upgraded collection and
1
conveyance system as well as a regional stormwater
management facility. To mitigate flooding in the Bear
Run subdivision and adjacent areas a collection and
conveyance system is being designed to intercept runoff
and route it to a regional stormwater management
facility for attenuation and treatment prior to discharge
to an adjacent wetlands. Mr. Nehrke is serving as
engineer of record, as well as providing technical
modeling reviews and leading the project permitting
efforts.
Shoreline Protection Emergency Restoration Phase
I, Coastal Louisiana. Project Engineer. Mr. Nehrke
provided tidal frequency analysis to support the design
and specifications package for this fast-tracked shoreline
stabilization project resulting from the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. The project
involved deployment of gabion mattresses along
erosion vulnerable portions of barrier islands in order to
reduce further erosion due to loss of vegetative cover
caused by oil exposure. Mr. Nehrke performed review
and analysis of existing tidal information to specify the
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CIVIL ENGINEERING | SETH NEHRKE, PE, D.WRE (CONTINUED)
vertical elevations at which the shoreline protections
were to be located.
Nova Canal Flood Control and Integrated Water
Resource Program, Volusia County, Florida. Project
Engineer. After the historic flooding experienced in
Volusia County, Florida during the unnamed storm
of May 2009, the community stakeholders retained
CDM Smith’s services to model, design, and permit
three flood control structures to mitigate the effects
of overland and tidal backflow during storm events.
Mr. Nehrke worked as part of a multi-discipline team
to successfully complete a Stormwater Modeling
Preliminary Engineering Report that was used as the
basis of design for the flood control infrastructure
design and permitting.
Conceptual Flood Assessment, Orange County,
Florida. Project Engineer. Mr. Nehrke provided design
and stormwater modeling services that were utilized
to provide aid in flood protection for Orange County,
Florida. He used ICPR to update the county’s models
to the latest version, as well as utilizing both AutoCAD
and ArcMap to create base maps for each major basin
analyzed. The updated models were then analyzed
to determine if there were any deficiencies present.
All inaccuracies were corrected and the models were
used to simulate hurricane conditions and determine
the extent and duration of the resulting flooding.
Conceptual pumping routes were then determined to
help the county develop an emergency preparedness
plan.
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
Wetland Reserve Plan of Operation (WRPO), Hendry
and Okeechobee Counties, Florida. Task Manager/
Engineer-of-Record. Mr. Nehrke is serving as task
manager and engineer-of-record for the design,
permitting, and analysis of three WRPOs for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)/NRCS. The Starvation
Slough site covers approximately 4 square miles with
four major conveyances flowing to the Kissimmee River,
the ABC Ranch Flaghole site comprises approximately
7 square miles with eight major ditch systems, while
the Devil’s Garden site covers approximately 16 square
miles with nine major ditch systems and four above
ground reservoirs. The goal of WRPOs is to develop
cost-effective restoration plans that will return sites to
historic, natural ecological conditions that existed prior
to agricultural manipulation. Mr. Nehrke is performing
hydraulic and hydrologic modeling using the EPA
Storm Water Management Model (SWMM), Hydrologic
Simulation Program Fortran (HSPF), and Soil, Plant,

Atmosphere and Water (SPAW) modeling software to
provide a comprehensive analysis of existing conditions
as well as future improvement alternatives. Mr. Nehrke
is also the engineer-of-record for the design plans and
specifications that are being developed to support the
restoration of the two WRPO projects.
SFWMD Lake Okeechobee Fast-Track (LOFT),
Okeechobee, Florida. Project Engineer. Mr.
Nehrke worked as part of a multi-disciplinary team to
successfully complete a fast-tracked Basis of Design
Report assessing both water quality and water quantity
issues for the sensitive Lake Okeechobee system. He
provided support for the SWMM stormwater modeling
of the S-154, S-133, Taylor Creek, S-191, S-153, S-135,
and C-44 basins in Okeechobee, Martin, and St.
Lucie Counties (approximately 350 square miles). Mr.
Nehrke assisted with data collection pertaining to
topography, rainfall data, land use, soils, and stormwater
infrastructure along with other project hydrogeometric
properties. His responsibilities included assisting with
model set-up, calibration, control measure evaluation,
alternative investigation, statistical analysis, and report
writing.
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Robert Thiel, PE Transportation Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 20

MS, Construction Management
BE, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY, FL, NC,
PA, MI, DC, MD, VA, TX, DE, NE, KS)

Years with Firm 17

Mr. Thiel has 20 years of experience in alternative project delivery and civil engineering design, including roadway
alignment, preparation of construction contract documents for public bidding, including design of construction staging
and traffic control plans. He has designed and /or served as project manager for the design of major transportation
projects, such as the Interchange 7A and I-195 Interchange reconstruction (Interchange 7A of the New Jersey Turnpike),
an interchange between I-95 and I-195, as a part of the Interchange 6 to 9 Widening Program for New Jersey Turnpike
Authority (NJTA) and for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey's (PANYNJs) study of the expansion of the
PATH system to Newark Airport. Mr. Thiel is thoroughly knowledgeable in the use of Virtual Design and Construction
applications. He has represented Louis Berger at Stanford’s Center for Integrated Facilities Engineering Program (CIFE)
since 2013. He has led the development and implementation of multiple research projects related to VDC for Louis Berger
in conjuction with this program. Mr. Thiel has also served the professional community in numerous roles. He served as
the President of the New Jersey Society of Professional Engineers (NJSPE) from 2012 to 2014, as a legislative committee
member for the National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE), and as the committee chair for the Alternative Delivery
Methods committeed for the ACEC-NJ. He was a recipient of the Outstanding Young Engineer Award from NJSPE in
2006, and listed in the ENR-NY Top 20 Under 40 in 2011.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
PANYNJ, PATH, Interim Program Management
for PATH Sandy Recovery. Program Manager. For
program management services, including scheduling,
document control, and supplemental staff for PATH’s
Hurricane Sandy recovery program. Supported PATH
in management of Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
grant program and applications, including development
of FTA compliant program management plan (PMP) and
associated supporting documents and schedules.
NJTA, Interchange 6 to 9 Widening, Preliminary
Engineering and Environmental Services, Mercer
County, New Jersey. Engineering Design Task
Leader. Responsible for the preliminary engineering
and environmental services for 35 mile study to widen
the Turnpike from six to 12 lanes, between Pearl Harbor
Memorial Turnpike Extension and Interchange 8A, and
from 10 to 12 lanes, between Interchanges 8A and
9. Responsible for coordination of multiple project
engineers and sub-consultants in development of
conceptual design and preliminary engineering with
an aggressive schedule, as well as personally leading
the design efforts for the Interchange 7A (Section 4),
Interchange 6 and Merge (Section 1) Design Elements.
Liaison with environmental, traffic engineering and
public involvement tasks. Assisted NJTA in development
of program approach, preliminary cost estimate and
program standards.
NJTA, Interchange 6 to 9 Widening, Section No. 4
Final Design, Interchange 7A, Mercer County, New
Jersey. Deputy Project Manager (08/07-1/10), Project
Manager (1/10-Present). For the 2.3 mile segment of
the Widening Program that reconfigures Interchange
7A. This section includes all ramp connections and
mainline widening for connections with Interchange 7A
and Route I-195 including expansion of the existing toll
plaza from 10 to 13 lanes. Section No. 4 also includes

the construction and/or replacement of 13 bridge
structures, retaining walls, sign structures and noise
barriers. .
NJTA, Secaucus Interchange, Final Design
Documents for Section 3, Phase B/C/D, Secaucus,
Hudson County, New Jersey. Project Engineer. For
the new interchange near the Secaucus Transfer Station
in the Meadowlands. The critical issues associated with
this section are: the structural design of the various
structures; coordination with NJ Transit and Seaview
Drive (being designed by others); identification of site
access for construction; and establishing a design that
is compatible with future transportation improvements
under consideration by the NJDOT for the connection
to the Bergen Arches, Tonnelle Avenue and/or other
PAGE 1
roadways.
NJTA, Interchange 1 Barrier Plaza Relocation,
Carney’s Point Township, New Jersey. Project
Engineer.Responsible for horizontal and vertical
alignment, utility relocations, lighting design and
construction staging for final design of new toll plaza
facility to replace the existing mainline barrier toll plaza
at the southern terminus of the Turnpike. The new
facility has a split plaza configuration with the utility
building separating the northbound and southbound
roadways, and includes two lane high speed electronic
toll collection bypass roadways.
NJTA, Feasibility Study for a Turnpike-Route 42
Interchange, Counties of Camden and Gloucester,
New Jersey. Project Engineer. For a feasibility study
for a new interchange between the New Jersey Turnpike
(Turnpike) and Route 42 in the Boroughs of Bellmawr
and Runnemede in Camden County, and Township
of Deptford in Gloucester County. The feasibility
study identified suitable alternative locations for the
proposed interchange, and determines impacts that
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TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING | ROBERT THIEL, PE (CONTINUED)
may constrain each alternative. Considerations included
wetlands, existing roadways, existing water courses,
existing landfills and proposed projects in the area. The
study developed conceptual horizontal and vertical
alignments for two alternatives, as well as conception
cost estimates for evaluation of the alternatives.
NJTA, Garden State Parkway (GSP) Interchange
77, Final Design, Berkeley, New Jersey. Senior
Engineer. Responsible for preparation final plans along
an accelerated schedule for the construction of four
entrance/exit ramps along the GSP, and the construction
of associated improvements, including a 250 space
parking lot and two toll plazas.
County of Union, Four Intersection Improvements,
Cranford, New Jersey. Project Manager. For the
analysis, design and construction inspection of four new
traffic signals with modified turning movements in the
central business district. Parking restrictions, bus stop
relocations and community involvement were included.
Signals were interconnected with spread spectrum radio
including sidewalk ramp modifications and pedestrian
signals. Provided resident engineering services for
construction inspection.
County of Passaic, Reconstruction of Paterson
Hamburg Turnpike and Jackson Avenue Intersection,
Township of Wayne, New Jersey. Project Manager.
For the Rehabilitation and widening of Paterson
Hamburg Turnpike, the elimination of substandard
sight distance at the Jackson Road and Squad Place
Intersections and the introduction of a jughandle turn
and new signalized intersection and Paterson Hamburg
Turnpike and Jackson Avenue intersection.
County of Bergen, Kinderkamack Road and New
Milford Avenue Intersection Improvements, Bergen
County, New Jersey. Senior Engineer. Designed and
prepared contract documents for the widening and
realignment of Kinderkamack Road and New Milford
Avenue in Oradell. Coordinated design of streetscape
with landscape architect. Redesigned drainage facilities
to avoid costly utility relocations during construction.

County of Bergen, River Road, Phase II Widening,
Bergen County, New Jersey. Engineer. Designed
and prepared contract documents for all aspects of
thirty foot widening of River Road for Bergen County.
Prepared Water Front Development permit application
for the associated relocation of the Municipal Parking
lot in Edgewater. Redesigned grading at intersections
during construction due to differing site conditions.
NJDOT, U.S. Route 9, Section 1M, Edison Bridge
Rehabilitation, Middlesex County, New Jersey.
Project Engineer. For final scope development, initial
and final design and construction support to reconstruct
the historic Edison Bridge over the Raritan River. This
high level fixed structure consists of 29 spans with
total length of 4,280 feet. The facility will be the new
northbound roadway for Route 9. Effort included seismic
and scour design, geotechnical design, complete
superstructure, replacement, pier cutting to lower the
maximum clearance from 130 feet to 110 feet, pier and
fender design. Marine construction techniques were
contemplated. Extensive staging and coordination was
required on each side of the bridge. This $43 million
construction project resulted in a client commendation
letter for a quality of service and acceleration of
schedule.
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Alicia Meyers, PE, PTOE Transportation Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 12

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, FL)
Professional Traffic Operations Engineer
(PTOE)

Years with Firm 8

Ms. Meyers is a transportation engineer with more than 12 years of experience in traffic and transportation
engineering. Her experience includes the preparation and review of traffic impact analyses, corridor studies, the
design of temporary and permanent traffic signal systems, signing and striping design, maintenance and protection
of traffic plans, pedestrian and bicycle facility planning, review and design, ADA compliance reviews, crash and
safety analyses, speed studies, parking demand/feasibility studies, origin & destination surveys, queue & gap
studies, site trip generation, data collection and reduction for miscellaneous traffic counts, public involvement and
community outreach, and the development of technical materials including memos, presentations, surveys, and
graphics. She has a thorough knowledge of traffic analysis and modeling software including Highway Capacity
Software (HCS) and Synchro & SimTraffic.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA), Interchange
8A Improvements, Monroe and South Brunswick
Townships, New Jersey, Traffic Engineering Task
Leader. This project includes improvements to
the 1.18 mile long NJ Route 32 corridor between
Interchange 8A and U.S. 130, including improvements
to the Interchange 8A connections to the local
roadway network and improvements to U.S. 130 at
its intersection with NJ Route 32. Responsible for the
development of the traffic signal designs for four traffic
signals within the project limits. Prepared a traffic
analysis report addendum for the roadway network
to determine intersection capacity/level of service
(LOS) at the subject intersections. Traffic signal plans,
electrical plans, construction plans, signal timing
directives, cost estimates and contract specifications
are being prepared for the proposed traffic signals in
accordance with MUTCD and New Jersey Department
of Transportation (NJDOT) standards. Additionally,
Ms. Meyers was responsible for the preparation of a
technical memorandum to address capacity deficiencies
at the intersection of NJ 32 and Cranbury South River
Road. As part of the overall Interchange 8A project,
these capacity deficiencies will be addressed; however,
the time frame to complete such improvements is
several years away. Several improvement alternatives
were reviewed and analyzed to determine if interim
improvements could be made to the intersection to
improve traffic operations until the full interchange
improvements can be completed. An alternative was
selected, and modifications to the existing traffic signal
plan and signal timing directive were prepared in
accordance with NJDOT and MUTCD standards.
NJTA, Garden State Parkway Interchange 9, 10 and
11 Improvements, Middle Township, New Jersey,
Traffic Project Engineer. This project included the
design of three grade separated interchanges and
ramps at existing signalized local road crossings of
the Parkway in Cape May County. Responsible for
the development of the traffic signal designs for five
proposed traffic signals as part of the new ramps.

Conducted a traffic analysis of the local roadway
network in the vicinity of the new ramps, and performed
a signal optimization and progression analysis to
determine the best signal timing and coordination at
the proposed traffic signals. Traffic signal and electrical
plans, as well as specification and cost estimates were
developed for the new and temporary traffic signals.
Assisted with the proposed signing and striping along
the Parkway mainline and local roadways within the
project limits and the review and approval of shop
drawings during construction.
South Jersey Transportation Authority (SJTA),
Atlantic City Expressway-Atlantic City International
Airport Direct Connector, Egg Harbor, New Jersey,
Traffic Engineering Task Leader. Prepared a traffic
analysis report as part of the preliminary design process
for the proposed project. The project consisted of the
construction of a new roadway connecting the Atlantic
City Expressway to the Atlantic City International Airport
PAGE 1
in Egg Harbor Township
to provide a direct roadway
connection between the Expressway and the Airport.
As part of the data collection efforts, Manual Traffic
Counts and ATR counts were performed at 17 locations
and a License Plate Origin and Destination Study was
conducted. A traffic analysis of the roadway network
was analyzed for future conditions using Synchro
software, and an alternatives analysis was conducted
based on a comparison of LOS and delay results.
NJTA, On-Call Security Design Services, Traffic
Task Leader Prepared contract documents to
implement perimeter security and access restriction
improvements. Responsible for the design of the
maintenance and protection of traffic during the
construction of the improvements in accordance with
NJTA, NJDOT, PennDOT and MUTCD standards.
County of Passaic, Reconstruction of PatersonHamburg Turnpike and Alps Road, Wayne, New
Jersey, Deputy Project Manager. Prepared a traffic
analysis and traffic signal warrant analysis for the
reconstruction of the intersection of Paterson-Hamburg
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TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING | ALICIA MEYERS, PE, PTOE (CONTINUED)
Turnpike and Alps Road in the Township of Wayne.
Performed a field visit, collected and summarized
traffic volumes and crash data in the vicinity of the
intersection, and conducted a traffic analysis of the
network using Synchro. Based on the initial findings,
a traffic signal warrant analysis was prepared for three
unsignalized intersections in the vicinity of subject
intersection. Based on the traffic analysis, the traffic
signal warrant analysis, and the field reconnaissance,
intersection improvements were recommended to
the County to begin the preliminary redesign of the
intersection. Project included two new jughandles, three
new traffic signals, and the replacement of an existing
traffic signal.
County of Union, Broad Street, Springfield Avenue
and Clark Street Intersection Improvements, Summit,
New Jersey, Deputy Project Manager. Responsible
for the traffic analysis, traffic signal design, and
construction inspection for the intersection of Broad
Street, Springfield Avenue, and Clark Street. Due to
safety concerns and poor operations at the existing
unsignalized intersection, the County hired Louis Berger
to develop traffic signal plans that would improve both
safety and capacity operations at the intersection.
Performed a field visit, collected and summarized traffic
volumes at the intersection, and prepared a traffic
signal warrant analysis and traffic analysis report for the
intersection. Based on the findings from these analyses,
construction, signing and striping, and electrical plans,
as well as project specifications and cost estimate were
developed for the new traffic signal at the subject
intersection. Reviewed and approved shop drawings
and performed construction inspection services at the
intersection during the construction of the new traffic
signal.
NJDOT, Traffic Monitoring Systems Data Collection,
2010-2012 Cycle, Northern Region, New Jersey,
Project Traffic Engineer. Assisted with the traffic
data monitoring systems for highways contract for the
Bureau of Traffic Data Development for the Northern
Region. Assisted the field supervisor with project
coordination for the data collection and reduction
tasks for miscellaneous sites in the heavily traveled
northern region in New Jersey, including automatic
traffic recorder (ATR), average vehicular classification

(AVC), and manual turning movement counts at
over 350 regular sites and 400 special sites annually.
Performed a quality review for classification factors,
seasonal adjustment factors, axle correction factors,
and balancing of traffic flow between two or more
consecutive intersections in a roadway network.
SJTA, Atlantic City Expressway All Electronic
Tolling, Atlantic City, New Jersey, Deputy Project
Manager. SJTA engaged Louis Berger to prepare
plans and marketing material to transition the Atlantic
City Expressway (ACE) to an all electronic tolling (AET)
system or “cashless tolling,” which when built will
encompass as many as 13 toll zones. The proposed
AET system can be constructed as an independent
system from existing Expressway tolling system. Each
toll zone was designed to have a set of gantries to
accommodate both EB and WB travel along the ACE
and Brigantine Connector. Toll zones were located to
capture major vehicle movements and adequate toll
costs proportionate to distance traveled.
County of Union, Intersection Improvements
Project, Central Avenue Corridor, Westfield, New
Jersey, Project Traffic Engineer. Analyzed the Central
Avenue corridor for operational deficiencies and
safety conditions. Collected traffic volumes and crash
data, and obtained physical inventories of the six (6)
study intersections in order to perform a capacity
analysis using Synchro software. Performed a signal
optimization and corridor progression analysis along
the corridor to determine the best signal timing and
coordination to improve operations and documented
safety issues. Assisted with the development of traffic
signal designs for modifying the existing traffic signals
and unsignalized intersections. Improvements to the
intersections within the corridor included installing
pedestrian countdown signal heads at the traffic signals,
retiming the traffic
signals to allow pedestrians to cross
PAGE 1
safely, restriping crosswalks with high visibility markings,
and updating curb cuts and installing detectable
warning devices in accordance with ADA guidelines.
Additionally, a new mid-block pedestrian signal was
designed to serve as a school crossing. Construction
plans, signing and striping plans, and electrical plans
were prepared.
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Luis Correia, PE Electrical Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 19

BS, Electrical Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NJ, NV, DC)

Years with Firm 5
Mr. Correia is a manager of electrical engineering with 19 years of technical experience on a wide variety of electrical
engineering projects. Mr. Correia leads the development of conceptual and final design and detailed specifications
for normal and emergency power, lighting, fire safety, communications, CCTV, and various security (exit lane
screening) systems.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), New York
District, Picatinny Arsenal, Armament Integration
(AIF) Facility, Picatinny, New Jersey. Principal
electrical engineer responsible for the electrical
engineering design for the single-story laboratory
building and 100-meter Indoor Firing Range for
large caliber automatic weapons testing. Laboratory
building design documents included natural gas
forced-air heating and cooling systems in addition to
dedicated split system air conditioning systems for
special rooms. A pre-action dry sprinkler fire protection
system and smoke detection was designed. Utility
plumbing systems included services for toilet rooms
and compressed air for the shop and simulation areas.
Design included a corridor from Building 7 to the
new range with controlled pressurization heating and
ventilation. Range building design included a gas fired
makeup air unit that provides laminar flow at operators
breathing zone. Smoke and lead exhausted from the
range is removed through adjustable grills embedded
in the walls and filtered through a 99% removable
cartridge filter and a final HEPA filter. Silica dust from
the bullet sand trap exhausted from the range is
removed through adjustable grills embedded in the
walls and filtered through a 99% removable cartridge
filter and a final HEPA filter.
USACE, New York District, Picatinny Arsenal,
Area 600 Water Main Extension, Picatinny, New
Jersey. Manager, electrical engineering responsible
for overview of the electrical design analysis, design
documents, technical specifications, and cost estimate.
Conducted field inspections, coordinated with various
in-house and outside consultants. Project entailed
design and preparation of construction documents for
new underground potable water, and fire service lines in
the 600 Area of Picatinny Arsenal. The design provided
water mains beneath the roadway with T-connections in
the shoulder to serve existing ranges and facilities and
also to serve future facilities, new service pump stations,
a new empty 4-inch PVC ductbank (for communications),
a new diesel-fired pump(s), and standard size fire
hydrants. The design also provided interconnection of
new piping with existing fills and discharge systems,
demolition and replacement of all pump systems and
pump houses, installation of telemetry at Pump House
623, and evaluation of additional pumps to bring the
entire system within current codes.

USACE, New York District, Picatinny Arsenal,
Building 7 and Firing Range Upgrades, Picatinny,
New Jersey. Manager, electrical engineering
responsible for the electrical design associated with
the renovation of the existing ranges. The project
comprises the design of an exhaust system in the 100
meter 300 meter ranges and critical architectural and
structural upgrades warranted by operations, safety
improvements, and noise attenuation. Electrical work
for the project consisted of the removal and relocation
of electrical devices and/or systems components which
had been abandoned, were not optimally located
for operations as directed by the building user, or as
required by the renovation. Detailed field investigations
were required to create demolition and relocation
drawings from which a not to exceed lump sum
demolition budget was derived. The electrical scope
also included providing the electrical transformation
and distribution, interior and exterior lighting, fire
alarm, specifications, and cost estimate. Identification
of a point of connection for the contract loads was
challenging since the building was served by multiple
sources, each individually inadequate to accommodate
the contract loads and those of other on-going projects.
USACE, New York District, Replacement of Cadet
PAGE 1
Mess Ovens, U.S.
Military Academy West Point,
New York. Manager, electrical engineering responsible
for overview of the electrical design documents,
technical specifications, cost estimate, and construction
administration. Project comprised design and
preparation of construction documents for the phased
replacement of fourteen ovens that provided unreliable
service and were subject to frequent failures. The
phased work included the removal of the existing ovens
and any and all modifications necessary to transition
from revolving tray to rack ovens while maintaining a
safe, sanitary operating kitchen. The equipment was
located in a building which is listed on the National
Historic Register making it all the more important the
planning, design, and construction.
USACE, Baltimore District, Secure Access Lane (SAL)
Remote Screening Facility Pentagon Reservation,
Washington DC. Manager, electrical engineering
responsible for electrical quality assurance (QA)/quality
control (QC) review of the electrical design documents,
technical specifications, and cost estimate associated
with the design-bid-build acquisition of the SAL
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING | LUIS CORREIA, PE (CONTINUED)
Remote Screening Facility at the Pentagon. The Project
provides a comprehensive vehicular inspection facility
permanently replace the temporary screening facility
and existing canopy. The primary goal of the design is
to meet the operational requirements of the Pentagon
mission, while respecting the historical landmark
designation of the Pentagon building and the 9/11
Memorial. LEED certification is being pursued during
design of this facility. Energy conservation and efficiency
measures may include energy management control
systems, highly efficient HVAC and lighting, as well as
alternative energy. Additional components of the SAL
include heating, ventilation, and air conditioning; fire
protection; site and building utilities, site improvements,
UPS system and security measures.
U.S. Postal Service (USPS), International Service
Center and Network Distribution Center (ISC/NDC),
VAB Fuel System Upgrade, Jersey City, New Jersey.
Manager, electrical engineering responsible for the
electrical design associated with the replacement of the
diesel fuel tanks. The project comprised replacement
of the existing underground tanks with aboveground
storage tanks. The design also called for replacement of
lighting on the VAB fueling area canopy, installing new
diesel fuel pumps, installing new dispensers, installing
new monitoring sensors and probes, and a new air
compressor.
New York, Inc., Red Bull Arena Inspection Services.
Manager, electrical engineering conducting and
providing supervision of electrical quality assurance
inspections carried out during the construction of
a large sports and entertainment stadium. Project
entailed field verification of electrical systems such
as power distribution, lighting, grounding, transient
voltage supression system (TVSS), fire alarm, and
emergency power generators were in accordance
with the plans, specifications, local codes, and owner
standards.
New York, Inc., Red Bull Arena Grow Lighting
Electrical Improvements. Manager, electrical
engineering responsible for the electrical design
associated with the electrical improvements required
to support Stadium Grow lighting (SGL). The project
entailed examining the speciality equipment – SGL’s
equipoment manufactured overseas, studying
the reference drawings, and evaluating necessary
transformation and distribution equipment options.

Conceptual layout of improvements and order of
magnitude construction costs for the proposed
arrangement were provided for review. Upon approval,
field verification of routing of feeders, and identification
of a code compliant location for the outdoor
transformation and distribution equipment that best
suited the operational requirements, a final design was
provided.
National Parks Service (NPS), Rehabilitation of
Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool and Grounds,
Washington, DC. Manager, electrical engineer
responsible for the electrical design associated
with the rehabilitation of the Reflecting Pool, NPS’
largest American Reconstruction and Recovery Act
(ARRA) project. The design addressed structural
deficiencies in the reflecting pool and enhanced
the infrastructure, safety and pedestrian circulation
systems in the surrounding area. The design provided
an environmentally sustainable water intake from the
Tidal Basin minimizing reliance on the potable city water
supply and reducing municipal water consumption by
about 17 million gallons a year. Additionally, water lost
to evaporation in the Reflecting Pool will be replenished
from the nearby World War II Memorial fountain’s
discharge. All of the water in the 5,000,000 gallon, halfmile-long Reflecting Pool will be treated and filtered to
improve its appearance and quality, making the pool’s
water more reflective than it has been in years. Around
the Reflecting Pool, new walkways replaced dirt paths
worn by the millions of annual visitors in the area. Along
the historic elm walks to the north and south of the
Reflecting Pool, the site furnishings were refurbished
and reconfigured, the walkways were resurfaced
with historic granite and new lighting was installed to
enhance public safety and the visitor experience. At
the west end of the Reflecting Pool, new curvilinear
paths with security walls provided a handicap accessible
1
path toward thePAGE
Lincoln
Memorial and complete the
perimeter security. The design complied with the
Secretary of Interior Standards for Treatment of Historic
Properties, 1995. In particular, the location of the
security bollards, CCTV equipment, and underground
infrastructure for the new electrical service and site
lighting was carefully coordinated due to the historical
value of the site and that of the Elm trees.
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Ion Ilie Electrical Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 34

BS, Electrical Engineering

N/A

Years with Firm 6
As a lead electrical engineer, Mr. Ilie is responsible for the site investigation, electrical preliminary, final design,
and cost estimate for client roadway lighting systems, power distribution systems and ITS systems. He has been
responsible for load calculations, lighting calculations and electrical calculations to size the transformers, services,
feeders, branch circuits, conduits, for lighting circuits, and ITS circuits. He developed roadway lighting plans,
schedule of lighting standards, single line diagrams, wiring diagrams and electrical details, ITS plans, and fiber optic
assignment diagrams.
As a utility task leader, Mr. Ilie performed site utility investigation, coordination, relocation design and cost
estimation for utilities encountered on design projects. Responsible for preparation of utility construction plans,
checklists, scheme of accommodations coordinating rearrangement or relocation schemes with the owner, preparing
cost estimates and developing utility agreement plans.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
County of Somerset, US Route 22 Interchange and
Chimney Rock Road. Somerset County, New Jersey.
•

•

Electrical task leader. The proposed improvements
include the construction of a new interchange at
the intersection of US Route 22 and Chimney Rock
Road in Bridgewater Township, Somerset County,
NJ. The improvements along US Route 22 extend
from the Thompson Avenue interchange in the
west to I-287 overpass to the east. The project is
administered by the Somerset County on behalf
of the NJDOT. The project design comprises full
access to US Route 22 and Chimney Rock Road via
a new US Route 22 Local Road with US Route 22
depressed under elevated Chimney Rock Road.
Task include identifying the type, size and location
of existing lighting facilities, developing electrical
preliminary and final design, and cost estimate for
client roadway lighting system, roadway lighting
calculations, sign lighting calculations, roadway
lighting plans, wiring diagrams and electrical details.
Performed Traffic Signals and Electrical design for
Intersections.
Utility task leader. Task include identifying the type,
size and location of existing utilities, analyzing the
project impact on existing utilities to minimize
the utility accommodation cost and preparation
of utility construction plans, checklists, scheme of
accommodations coordinating rearrangement or
relocation schemes with the owner, preparing cost
estimates and developing utility agreement plans
in accordance with the Title 16 NJDOT Chapter 25
Utility Accommodation Policy and NJDOT Roadway
Design Manual. Also he was and is responsible for
construction phase engineering services including
the review and approval of shop drawings and
review and response to RFIs. Professional Services:
2005-current; Construction: 2012-current; Size: one
major interchange; Cost: $60 million

New Jersey Department of Transportation, US Route
22 from Vaux Hall Road to Highland Avenue, Safety
Improvements, Union, New Jersey.
•

Utility task leader. The proposed improvements
include the elimination of an existing stop control
condition at the terminus of the Vaux Hall Road
entry ramp to Route 22 EB by construction an
auxiliary lane from the ramp terminal to the
existing Route 22 EB intersection with Highland
Avenue situated 650 feet to the east. Task include
identifying the type, size and location of existing
utilities, analyzing the project impact on existing
utilities to minimize the utility accommodation
cost and preparation of utility construction plans,
checklists, scheme of accommodations coordinating
rearrangement or relocation schemes with the
owner, preparing cost estimates and developing
PAGE 1
utility agreement
plans in accordance with the Title
16 NJDOT Chapter 25 Utility Accommodation Policy
and NJDOT Roadway Design Manual.

•

Electrical task leader. Task include identifying the
type, size and location of existing lighting facilities,
developing electrical final design, and cost estimate
for client roadway lighting system, roadway lighting
calculations, roadway lighting plans, wiring diagrams
and electrical details. Also he was and is responsible
for construction phase engineering services
including the review and approval of shop drawings
and review and response to RFIs.

New Jersey Transit Authority, Interchange 6
to 9 Widening Program, Design Section No.
4 Interchange 7A, Route I-195 Westbound
Improvements, New Jersey.
Electrical task leader. Design Section No. 4 of the
Interchange 6 to 9 Widening Program includes the
Interchange 7A connections between the Turnpike and
Route I-195 and 2.3 miles of mainline widening between
MP 59.7 and MP 62.0. The proposed improvements
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING | ION ILIE (CONTINUED)
include construction of new Interchange 7A ramp
connections to and from the inner and outer roadways
of the widened dual-dual Turnpike and widening the
existing toll plaza from 10 to 13 lanes. The existing ramp
connections between the widened toll plaza and Route
I-195 remain essentially unchanged. Interchange 7A is
located in a suburban area and is presently lit with a
conventional lighting system. The proposed widening
and ramp modifications necessitate new roadway
lighting to be designed in accordance with the NJTA
Design Manual, May 2007 requirements. An exception
has been applied to the roadway lighting system
between the toll plaza and Route I-195. Per Authority
direction the existing roadway lighting facilities located
along the Route I-195 deceleration lanes and unaffected
sections of the connecting ramps to and from the Toll
Plaza, are to remain unchanged. The improvements
within the limits of Design Section 2 include widening
of Route I-195 Westbound between Mileposts 6.82
and 6.84 and acceleration and deceleration lanes
reconstruction at the Robbinsville – Allentown Road
Interchange. The widening and ramp modifications
necessitate new roadway lighting to be designed in
accordance with the NJDOT Roadway Design Manual,
requirements. Task includes site investigation, electrical
preliminary, final design, and cost estimate for client
roadway lighting systems, power distribution systems
and ITS systems (VMS, HCMS and CCTV). He has
been responsible for electrical final design, and cost
estimate for client roadway lighting systems and power
distribution system. Also prepared load calculations,
lighting calculations and sign lighting calculations
including site investigation, load calculations, and
electrical calculations to size the transformers, services,
feeders, branch circuits, conduits and fiber cable, for
ITS controller cabinets. He developed roadway lighting
plans, schedule of lighting standards, single line
diagrams, wiring diagrams, ITS plans, fiber assignment
diagrams, specifications and electrical details. Also he
was responsible for construction phase engineering
services including the review and approval of shop
drawings and review and response to RFIs. Professional
Services: 2007-Present; Construction: 2009-Present;
Size: 2.3 miles and one major interchange; Cost: $200
million

New Jersey Transit Authority, Garden State Parkway
Interchange 9, 10 and 11 Improvements, Township of
Middle, Cape May County, New Jersey.
•

Electrical task leader. The proposed project for the
Garden State Parkway improvements is located
between Mileposts 7.97 and 11.99 and includes
the design of new interchanges to eliminate the
existing at-grade signalized intersections at Shell
Bay Avenue (MP 8.4), Stone Harbor Boulevard
(MP 9.9) and Crest Haven Road (MP 11.1). The
design includes construction of new ramps and
improvements to existing connecting roadways.
The proposed ramp modifications necessitate new
roadway lighting to be designed in accordance with
the NJTA Design Manual, May 2007 requirements.
Task includes site investigation, electrical
preliminary and final design, and cost estimate
for client roadway lighting systems and power
ITS system (CCTV). He has been responsible for
design services including site investigation, load
calculations, and electrical calculations to size the
transformers, services, feeders, and branch circuits,
conduits for lighting and for ITS controller cabinets.
He developed ITS plans, roadway lighting plans,
schedule of lighting standards, single line diagrams,
wiring diagrams and detail drawings, specifications
and electrical details. Performed Traffic Signals and
Electrical design for Intersections.

•

Utility task leader. Task include identifying the type,
size and location of existing utilities, analyzing the
project impact on existing utilities to minimize
the utility accommodation cost and preparation
of utility construction plans, checklists, scheme of
accommodations coordinating rearrangement or
relocation schemes with the owner, preparing cost
estimates and developing utility agreement plans
in accordance
with the Title 16 NJDOT Chapter 25
PAGE 1
Utility Accommodation Policy and NJDOT Roadway
Design Manual. Also he was and is responsible for
construction phase engineering services including
the review and approval of shop drawings and
review and response to RFIs. Professional Services:
2012; Construction: 2015; Size: 4.4 miles in length;
Cost: $122 million
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Indira Pletrovic, PE Electrical Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 17

BS, Electrical Engineering

Professional Engineer (TX, LA, MS, NM,
KS, IA, MO, AK, OK, WY)

Years with Firm 17

Ms. Pjetrovic has 17 years of experience in the water and wastewater consultant-engineering field. She has been
responsible for engineering design, cost estimating, and services during construction of electrical systems for various
municipal water and wastewater systems.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Electrical Engineer, Integrated Pipeline Project,
Dallas, Texas. The project includes 150-mile long raw
water pipeline, and several intake and booster pump
stations for Tarrant Regional Water District and City
of Dallas. Ms. Pjetrovic prepared electrical design
standards during conceptual design phase and served
as a lead electrical engineer during conceptual and
final design phase. The booster pump station will house
several horizontal split case pumps driven by 5000 HP,
4000V motors and variable frequency drives.
Project Manager and Lead Electrical Engineer,
Benbrook Lake Pump Station VFD Replacement
Project, Texas. The project included replacing the
existing medium voltage variable frequency drive (VFD)
and three soft-starters with two VFD’s with synchronous
transfer control for four 1550 HP, 4000 V vertical
pump motors for Tarrant Regional Water District in
Texas. Ms. Pjetrovic’s responsibilities included: project
management, preparing pre-purchased specifications
and drawings for the medium voltage variable
frequency drives and preparing specifications and
construction set of plans for the VFD installation.
Project Manager and Lead Electrical Engineer,
Switchgear Replacement Project, Texas. The project
consisted of upgrading the existing 5 kV switchgears
for three major raw water pump stations for Tarrant
Regional Water District in Texas. Ms. Pjetrovic’s
responsibilities included: project management,
preparing an extensive preliminary design report,
preparing specifications and drawings for the switchgear
upgrade and engineer's opinion of the construction
cost.

Electrical Engineer, 6 GHz Microwave
Implementation Project, Texas. The project included
implementing a new 6 GHz microwave radio system
for 16 sites for Tarrant Regional Water District in Texas.
Ms. Pjetrovic prepared a construction set of documents
for this Request for Proposal (RFP) type project, and
evaluated contractor's proposals to determine the best
proposed solution for the client. Other responsibilities
included: managing outside professionals responsible
for the frequency search, radio path analysis and soil
borings, and assisting in project management tasks.
Electrical Engineer, Eagle Mountain Connection
Project, Texas. The project consisted of two new pump
stations, which housed various sizes pump motors, an
electrical substation, and various supporting facilities for
a 20 mile long raw water pipeline for Tarrant Regional
Water District in Texas. Ms. Pjetrovic’s responsibilities
included: preparing an extensive preliminary design
report, preparing pre-purchased specifications and
drawings for the medium voltage motors, medium
voltage variable frequency drives and pump control
valve control panels, preparing a construction set of
plans and electrical equipment specifications and
engineer's opinion of the construction cost, and
assisting in project management tasks.
PAGE
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Spencer Perry, Jr., PE, LEED AP Electrical Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 16

BS, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Professional Engineer (FL, GA, SC, NC,
TN, AL, VA)
LEED Accredited Professional

Years with Firm 16

Mr. Perry has 16 years of experience in power distribution design and construction services for environmental,
industrial, and commercial facilities. He provides all aspects of power distribution design and construction service
including medium and low voltage distribution design, short circuit/arc flash study and equipment evaluation,
protective device coordination study, LEED® building certification and design services, energy and efficiency
assessments and studies. His experience includes water and wastewater treatment plants, solid waste facilities, water
and wastewater pump stations, industrial and chemical facilities, and commercial buildings and facilities design. He
has also performed and reviewed power system, arc flash, short circuit and coordination studies, as well as harmonic
analysis. Mr. Perry is the discipline leader for the electrical group in Orlando and oversees all 10 electrical engineers.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Lake Okeechobee Fast Track (LOFT) Project Basis of
Design Report (BODR) and Technical Manager for
Lakeside Ranch STA Preliminary and Final Design,
South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD)
Florida, 2006-2012. Was the electrical engineer for
the SFWMD LOFT Project BODR for the 2,000-acre
Taylor Creek Reservoir and 2,700-acre Lakeside Ranch
Stormwater Treatment Area (STA). Led the electrical
team in the application of seven models in parallel to
guide feasibility evaluations, design, construction, and
operations. The system-wide model considered the
interaction between the existing flood control pump
stations, canals, two navigable locks, S-191 and S-153
control structures, Taylor Creek STA, Nubbin Slough
STA, proposed Taylor Creek reservoir and proposed 4.5
sq. mi. Lakeside Ranch STA.
Project Electrical Engineer, Tampa Bay Water,
Surface Water Pump Stations, Tampa, Florida,
Various Dates. Mr. Perry was the project electrical
engineer for the Bypass Canal Pump Station, Alafia River
Pump Station, and Repump Pump Station for Tampa Bay
Water’s surface water production facility and reservoir.
The project included design and construction services
for the design-build-operate (DBO) surface WTP. The
pump stations featured 5kV electrical distribution and
medium-voltage VFDs to control the pump speed. The
design criteria included consideration for canal and river
water levels and distribution to the surface WTP.

Electrical Engineer, Arbennie Pritchett Water
Reclamation Facility (WRF), Okaloosa County,
Florida, 2007. Mr. Perry provided electrical design
services for the construction of a $49 million 10 mgd
wastewater reclamation facility for Okaloosa County
Water and Sewer Department in Fort Walton Beach,
FL. CDM Smith’s overall design approach is based on
intelligent 3D plant design with a database for the
fourth dimension. To provide a reliable framework,
CDM Smith utilizes an “enterprise level” electronic
data management system that allows engineers and
designers to work in a structured environment, creating
a central repository for all project data. The project won
DBIA Owner of the Year award and DBIA 2011 Merit
award.
Electrical Engineer, Design-Build-Operate (DBO)
Regional Surface Water Treatment Plant (WTP) 72
– 120 mgd Expansion, Tampa Bay Water, Tampa,
Florida, 2011. Mr. Perry provided electrical design and
construction services for the plant expansion. Mr. Perry
was responsiblePAGE
for1 the electrical design which included
15kv distribution (13,200 Volts), paralleling generator
switchgear with 2-1250kw diesel engine drive generators
and space for a future unit as part of a significant $120M
design-build expansion of the surface WTP from 72
mgd to 120 mgd capacity. He also participated in
the original plant design, and served as the electrical
project engineer. The expansion included two new 33
mgd ACTIFLO™ units, two new 33 mgd ozone contact
chambers, a new 2,000 ppd ozone generation system
with LOX feed gas, additional filters to accommodate an
additional 48 mgd of net filtered water, chemical feed
and storage facility expansion, and expansion of the
residuals handling system.
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John N. Rogers, PE, BCEE Mechanical Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 29

BS, Civil/Environmental Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ)
Board Certified Environmental Engineer

Years with Firm 29

Mr. Rogers has 29 years of experience in wastewater and water treatment engineering, wastewater and water
conveyance, sludge handling and dewatering, water supply, and solid waste engineering. He has extensive
mechanical application experience with water and wastewater conveyance, treatment plant hydraulics, wastewater
treatment and residuals handling, chemical feed/storage, filtration and effluent disinfection. Mr. Rogers is an expert
in pumping station design and has strong experience in wastewater sludge processing. He is also experienced in
water and wastewater treatment plant construction and resident engineering. Mr. Rogers has engineered/managed
several major wastewater projects requiring comprehensive upgrade and expansion of existing wastewater
treatment facilities. Mr. Rogers’ significant water treatment design work includes designing and commissioning
a 15-mgd permeate / 27-mgd finished water production brackish water desalination facility, design of surface
injection facilities for deep well injection of RO concentrate, and design of flow meters and control valves, and an
automated phosphoric acid cleaning system for a 2-bgd closed vessel UV water treatment plant, design of pumping
controls, backwash controls and chemical feed systems for a 15 mgd DAF plant, including backwash pumping and
control valves, and design of a redundant filter backwash system from the finished water distribution header of a 60
mgd WTP.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Project Engineer, New York City DEP Centrifuge
Replacement Design, Wards Island, New York, May
2012-December 2013 Design, January 2015-Present
Construction. Client: New York Power Authority,
Owner: NYCDEP. Mr. Rogers was the design project
engineer for replacement of 13 existing 36 inch
solid bowl decanter centrifuges at the Wards Island
Water Pollution Control Facility (WPCF). The work
includes 16 new centrifuges, chutes and gates, sludge
feed pumps, polymer feed pumps, polymer system
upgrades, centrate piping and conveyance upgrades,
new pump flow and pressure instrumentation and a
new SCADA system. The improvements are expected
to provide over $400,000 savings in electricity
annually. The centrifuges specified separately and
were pre-purchased using a performance and cost
matrix type selection mechanism. The work includes a
comprehensive maintenance of plant operations plan
to maintain sludge dewatering during construction. Mr.
Rogers is closely involved in the construction phase of
the project, reviewing shop drawings, providing office
support during construction, and operator training.
Lead Technical Support Engineer, ParsippanyTroy Sewer Utility, Wastewater Treatment Facility
Upgrade, New York, October 2008 – March 2009
Design, June 2010-December 2014 Construction.
For the Parsippany-Troy Sewer Utility, Mr. Rogers was
the lead technical support engineer for three staff
engineers designing a fast tracked major upgrade and
renovation of an existing 16-mgd tertiary wastewater
treatment plant. Mr. Rogers’ duties included: calculation
of the hydraulic profile, design of process control valves,
design of grit handling system renovations, design of a
new scum removal system, design of new gravity belt
thickener. He also oversaw the detailed design of the
secondary clarifier upgrades, new waste and return
activated sludge pumping systems, and design of
polymer system upgrades.

Of significant interest is the hydraulic profile. The
facility has multiple parallel basins with asymmetric flow
distribution conduits, and a small hydraulic gradient
from inlet to outlet. Mr. Rogers’ duty was to provide
equal distribution of flow without flooding at peak flows
and without supplemental pumping. Mr. Rogers Was
closely involved in the construction phase of the project,
reviewing shop drawings, providing office support
during construction, and operator training.
Project Manager, Water Pollution Control
Facility Upgrade, Ridgewood, New Jersey, April
2000-September 2003. For the Village of Ridgewood,
New Jersey, Mr. Rogers was the project manager for
the upgrade of the Village’s 5-mgd water pollution
control facility. The plant was constructed in the late
1950s and was last upgraded in the late 1960s. The
PAGE 1
Village of Ridgewood entered into an Administrative
Consent Order (ACO) with the New Jersey Department
of Environmental Protection (NJDEP), and agreed
to a stringent timetable for the implementation of a
long-term facility upgrade to meet Level III treatment
standards. This project was a fast-track design,
completed in less than a year, providing permitting
and administration to receive project funding from the
New Jersey Environmental Infrastructure Trust Funding
Program.
The design work includes complete renovation of each
process component, including influent pumping, grit,
screenings and scum removal, aeration system, final
clarification, disinfection, sludge thickening, sludge
storage anaerobic sludge digestion and structural
repairs to the existing outfall pipe. A new emergency
generator was installed and the electrical system
infrastructure was completely upgraded. A fiber optic
communication/control network for remote process
control was implemented.
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Mary Weber, PE Green Design/Infrastructure
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 26

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (WA)

Years with Firm 25
Ms. Weber has 26 years of experience in surface water management planning and design including low impact
development and green infrastructure. She is experienced in the analysis, design, management, and coordination
of surface water projects, and is familiar with a wide variety of hydraulic and hydrologic computer model applications
including SWMM, HEC-RAS and HSPF. Ms. Weber has analyzed and designed green infrastructure, stream
restorations, stormwater conveyance systems, fishways, detention ponds, sediment ponds, water quality treatment
and fish-passable culverts. She is also skilled in evaluating flooding problems and developing and designing flood
control solutions.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Community Reconstruction Zone Plans, New
York Rising Community Reconstruction Program,
State of New York. New York Rising Community
Reconstruction Program was developed to assist
communities heavily impacted by Superstorm Sandy
to redevelop stormwater management systems and
community designs to prepare for large storm events
like Sandy, and everyday flooding issues. Several pilot
projects were developed as part of the project that
included green infrastructure to reduce stormwater
runoff and pollutants in the receiving waters. Ms.
Weber was responsible for evaluating the benefits of
seven pilot projects within the Gravesend and Idylewild
communities. This included reviewing the conceptual
designs of green infrastructure to ensure technical
feasibility and optimizing them to maximize the flow
reduction and pollution removal benefits.

the basin, regional detention, and treatment to meet
current and future needs. HSPF and SWMM modeling
were conducted to design flow control and the primary
conveyance system. The area is largely undeveloped,
with some commercial/ industrial land uses clustered
near Evans Creek. The area lacks a formal drainage
system and many of the existing developments
discharge their stormwater through infiltration systems.
Some of the area falls within wellhead protection zones
1 and 2, where infiltration from pollution generating
surfaces is severely restricted. Additional work on this
project included assessing the benefits of green storm
infrastructure as part of future redevelopment. Green
stormwater infrastructure, such as bioretention swales
and permeable sidewalk, was incorporated in the basin
modeling to assess the impacts on the required size of
the flow control and water quality treatment facilities.

Living with the Bay: A Comprehensive Regional
Resiliency Plan for Nassau County’s South Shore.
Phase 1 – Mill River. The Louis Berger Team is
providing environmental review services for the duration
of the public scoping process for Phase I of the Living
with the Bay project, developed through Rebuild By
Design. The first phase of this project, known as “Slow
Streams” runs along Mill River, proposes to reduce
tidal flooding and manage stormwater in the Mill
River watershed through the installation of a sluice
gate, developing of floodplain storage areas and
construction of bioswales within the watershed. Project
elements include developing a technical approach to
conducting the environmental review for the project,
conducting an existing information review, characterize
environmental constraints, and intense coordination
with the design team, interested parties, and involved
agencies. Ms. Weber was responsible for preparing
the technical approach to Stormwater Management
section and Surface Waters and Wetlands section of the
environmental review.

Union Hill Road Phase III/SE Regional Stormwater
Ponds. Project Engineer. Based on the results of the SE
Regional Facilities Plan, Ms. Weber prepared the design
of first stage of two of the proposed regional ponds.
These will mitigate for added impervious surface as a
PAGE 1
result of the widening
of Union Hill Road. In addition,
the ponds will retrofit for the existing impervious
surface on Union Hill Road, 192nd Avenue NE, NE
84th Street, 188th Avenue NE and the King County
Road Maintenance yard. Water quality treatment will
be provided via constructed wetlands. In addition,
the project includes re-constructing the infiltration
pond used to serve the Cadman site. Ms Weber also
designed a boxless Filterra, a green infrastructure
technique, to treat the runoff from Cadman prior to
discharging into the infiltration pond.

SE Redmond Regional Stormwater Facilities Plan.
Project Engineer. Ms. Weber assisted the City of
Redmond to develop a regional stormwater facilities
plan for the SE Redmond area. A key objective was
planning for stormwater conveyance, dispersed low
impact development (green infrastructure) within

Padden Creek Daylighting Project. Project Manager.
Ms. Weber lead the design of a natural stable channel
to remove the creek from a 2310 foot long tunnel. This
project will not only restore natural biological functions
to the creek but will also alleviate flooding for the 100year event. The project includes design of a 22 foot
wide by four foot high by 75 foot long fish-passable box
culvert and pedestrian bridge. In addition, the project
included green infrastructure to treat runoff for water
quality including a bioretention swale.
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Nancy Oram Vigneault, PE, BCEE Green Design/Infrastructure
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 17

MS, Environmental Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (CT)

Years with Firm 8

Ms. Vigneault has 17 years of experience in diverse areas of environmental engineering, including wastewater
facilities and sewer system design, stormwater permitting, stormwater evaluations and control, drainage design,
combined sewer overflow (CSO) abatement plans, CSO storage facility design, combined sewer separation design,
inflow/infiltration (I/I) studies, sewer system evaluations, solid waste design, civil/site design and resident inspection.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
City of Plattsburgh Stormwater Conveyance
System and Green Infrastructure (GI) Planning
Project, Plattsburgh, New York. Project Manager.
Ms. Vigneault worked with the City of Plattsburgh to
develop a GI demonstration project and a method to
evaluate stormwater conveyance system vulnerabilities
in current conditions and for future conditions that
account for climate change. Ms. Vigneault managed a
project team that developed a storm system model,
evaluated various storm events, and predicted flooding
areas. She also developed a GI evaluation matrix to be
used to select a site for design and construction of a GI
project.
City of Glens Falls Phase I Combined Sewer Overflow
(CSO) Long Term Control Plan (LTCP), Glens Falls,
New York. Project Manager. Ms. Vigneault worked
with the city in developing the first phase of their LTCP.
She planned for field work including flow monitoring,
surveying rims and inverts of select manholes, and
CSO and water quality sampling in 2010. Ms. Vigneault
developed a sampling protocol report which was
approved by NYS DEC and she managed the water
quality sampling. The CSO planning program addressed
the proposed modifications to the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC)
State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)
permit for the city’s Water Pollution Control plant
and CSOs discharging to the Hudson River and Glens
Falls Feeder Canal. The city receives wastewater from
the Town of Queensbury, Town of Moreau, and the
Village of South Glens Falls. Wet weather treatment
capacity evaluations and review of work that meets
the nine minimum controls were evaluated. She also
managed the financial capability assessment and the
public participation meetings. The Phase I CSO LTCP
addresses the water quality impacts of the current
federal and state combined sewer overflow regulations
on the City. A draft LTCP was submitted to NYSDEC.
Ms. Vigneault also worked with the City to develop a GI
planning document that could be used by the planning
board and developers in the city to incorporate GI into
their projects.
CSO Alternatives Evaluation for “Zero Discharge,”
Hartford, Connecticut. Project Engineer. For
Hartford Metropolitan District Commission (MDC), Ms.
Vigneault reviewed the combined sewer system (CSS)
in the Franklin Avenue drainage area and developed

alternatives to collect CSOs and divert the overflows
from the Wethersfield Cove, a special water body,
which is connected to the Connecticut River in the
northern part of the Town of Wethersfield. The 1,000acre drainage area was modeled using XP-SWMM
(Storm Water Management Model). Ms. Vigneault
gained an understanding of the model and the results
obtained from the model for overflows at eight
regulators and two locations where combined sewage
exits the drainage area during wet weather events.
Alternatives including storage, a deep rock tunnel, full
separation, a new interceptor to the treatment plant,
and a collection conduit to collect only overflows from
the eight regulators were sized. Stakeholder meetings
were held with the MDC, Town of Wethersfield and City
of Hartford officials, and a Wethersfield Cove citizens
group to discuss project objectives, progress, design
criteria and results. Ms. Vigneault presented the design
criteria, results and cost estimates in a report to the
MDC and the stakeholders of the project.
North Beverly Brook Drainage Study, Beverly,
Massachusetts. Project Manager. Ms. Vigneault
managed the drainage study for the North Beverly
Brook drainage area in the City of Beverly. She
guided the project team in drainage calculations for
PAGE 1
determining sub-drainage
areas, estimating time of
concentration, travel time, curve number and peak
flow rate from each sub-drainage area. Ms. Vigneault
managed the HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS modeling,
which was completed to estimate the peak flow rates
and analyze the backwater effect from tidal influence
of Lower Shoe Pond at the downstream end of the
drainage area. She developed alternatives to improve
flooding in known problem areas. At the completion of
the study she presented the results at a public meeting
for the residents of the drainage area.
Conceptual Design of Drainage Improvements,
Groton, Connecticut. Project Manager. For a 7.7-acre
drainage area in Groton, Connecticut, consisting of
16 catch basins and 15 to 18-inch diameter drainage
pipe, Ms. Vigneault designed improvements to reduce
sediment discharging at the outfall. She analyzed
the contributing drainage area and sized a particle
separator and valve to reduce suspended solids
discharging to the Mystic River and to prevent tidal
backflow from entering the drainage system.
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GREEN DESIGN/INFRASTRUCTURE | NANCY VIGNEAULT, PE, BCEE (CONTINUED)
City of Plattsburgh CSO Upgrades Projects,
Plattsburgh, New York. Project Manager. Ms.
Vigneault worked with the city on two projects related
to reducing CSOs in accordance with the city’s
approved LTCP. The MacDonough Park Sewer System
Improvements included an evaluation of alternatives
to reestablish CSO 025 to reduce the frequency of
surcharging of manholes in MacDonough Park. Ms.
Vigneault managed the hydraulic modeling task
conducted to determine weir lengths and elevations in
the proposed regulator(s) and the trunk sewer size to
achieve a five to ten year level of control. She developed
preliminary designs of an alternative which replaced
the trunk sewer through the park with a larger sewer
and new regulators and an alternative which proposed
constructing a 36-inch diameter pipe under the railroad
to remove the bottleneck caused by a 15-inch diameter
interceptor currently under the railroad and a revised
regulator and outfall at CSO 002. Final design was
completed for the alternative increasing the combined
under the railroad to CSO 002 with a 36-inch diameter
pipe and installing a new regulator structure within
MacDonough Park to reestablish CSO 025 in 2011. Ms.
Vigneault managed the Cumberland Avenue Pump
Station CSO Upgrades project which evaluated various
CSO storage tank alternatives to achieve a two to
three year level of control. The goal of the study was
to develop alternatives which would reduce manhole
surcharging and CSOs from twice a year to once every
two to three years. The volume of the storage tank to
achieve a two year level of control was approximately
1 million gallons. Alternatives for above-grade and
below-grade storage facilities were evaluated as well as
an alternative which conveys the CSO that discharged
to the ground surface due to manhole surcharge to the
existing CSO 014 outfall at Lake Champlain. Due to cost,
a modified alternative consistent with the city’s LTCP
was designed that installed a new regulator, replacing
an existing regulator structure and alleviated flooding to
the ground surface caused by combined sewer system
surcharge.

Albany Pool Phase I CSO LTCP, Capital District
Regional Planning Commission, Albany, New York.
Project Engineer. This project utilized a regional
approach to address the abatement of CSOs for the
City of Troy, City of Rensselaer, City of Cohoes, Village
of Green Island, City of Watervliet and City of Albany.
The program addresses the proposed modifications to
the NYSDEC SPDES permit for each of the Albany Pool
Communities and CSOs discharging to the Mohawk and
Hudson Rivers. Ms. Vigneault worked with the Albany
Pool Communities of Rensselaer and Troy to evaluate
the contributions from their CSOs utilizing water
quality data and SWMM model information. She also
developed alternatives based upon the evaluation of
the existing data and model.
CSO Storage Facility Design, Lewiston, Maine.
Project Engineer. Ms. Vigneault designed a 1.3
million gallon (MG) Water Street CSO storage facility
for the Androscoggin Drainage Area in the City of
Lewiston. She coordinated and analyzed the SWMM
flow modeling effort and geotechnical investigation
results in sizing and designing the storage facility. A
series of five offline precast concrete box culverts and
one inline “V” bottom box culvert are proposed for
storage of combined sewage. Influent and effluent
connection structures were designed to reroute the
sewer interceptor through the inline “V” bottom
culvert interceptor. The influent connection structure
collects flow from an overflow pipe and from a 48-inch
interceptor. A new 54-inch prestressed concrete cylinder
pipe is replacing the existing overflow pipe between
the existing regulator structure and the new influent
connection structure. The effluent connection structure
houses the new regulator and provides a connection
to the existing 48-inch interceptor downstream of
the storage facility. A submersible pump station with
SCADA capabilities was designed to pump back stored
PAGE 1
sewage to the interceptor
after the storm is over.

Washington County Sewer District II CSO LTCP.
Project Engineer. Ms. Vigneault worked with
Washington County Sewer District II to develop
their LTCP to abate CSOs. She worked with the CSS
modelers and subcontractors to make sure appropriate
flow data and topographic survey of select manholes
and regulators were collected to develop a sewer
system model. This program addresses the proposed
modifications to the NYCDEC SPDES permit for WCSD’s
Water Pollution Control Plant and CSOs discharging to
the Hudson River and Bond Creek.
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Virginia A. Roach, PE, BCEE Green Design/Green
Infrastructure
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

MS, Civil/Environmental Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering
BA, Mathematics

Professional Enginee (MA)

Years with Firm 30

Ms. Roach has 30 years of civil and environmental engineering experience. Throughout her career, she has been
involved in a broad range of stormwater management studies, site designs and construction projects, as well as
wastewater, combined sewer overflow (CSO), and water projects throughout the United States. Ms. Roach was
a contributing author to the 2012 WEF Design of Urban Runoff Controls Manual of Practice, and the recently
completed WEF Green Infrastructure Implementation manual.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Environmental
Protection (NYCDEP) Office of Green Infrastructure
(OGI), Design Services Contract. Project Manager.
The New York City Green Infrastructure Plan is to
manage the first inch of runoff from 10 percent of
impervious surfaces in combined sewer tributary
areas in Queens, Brooklyn and the Bronx by 2030. Ms.
Roach is managing a green infrastructure project with
the NYCDEP Office of Green Infrastructure across a
1,200-acre area of Queens. Over three years, CDM
Smith is providing design and engineering services for
green infrastructure in Flushing Bay combined sewer
tributary area BB-008 through construction. Green
infrastructure improvements include approximately 500
right-of-way (ROW) bioswales, as well as stormwater
greenstreets and various types of green infrastructure
practices on public properties (porous pavements,
vegetated bioretention areas and subsurface storage
and infiltration). Ms. Roach is the Project Director for a
similar green infrastructure project in the Queens BB005 combined sewer area tributary to Bowery Bay.
NYCDEP Edenwald Houses Green Infrastructure
Planning and Design. Project Manager. Ms.
Roach managed the planning and design of green
infrastructure development at Edenwald Houses, the
largest New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)
development in the Bronx with 41 buildings on nearly 53
acres. CDM Smith completed a facility plan and design
for the Edenwald site incorporating green infrastructure
controls to maximize storm flow attenuation to the
extent practical, and is providing construction services
over the next two years. This project will reduce
combined sewer overflows to the Hutchinson River
and thereby improve the water quality of the river and
harbor.
Green Capitols Infrastructure Improvements,
Hartford, Connecticut. Stormwater Design Lead.
Ms. Roach designed a “Green Capitols” project on the
grounds of Hartford, Connecticut’s capitol building.
The Hartford Metropolitan District Commission
(MDC) partnered with the Connecticut Department of
Environmental Protection (CTDEP) and State Capitol
Office of Legislative Management to design various
green infrastructure improvements around the capitol

to demonstrate to Connecticut municipal officials
and homeowners the potential benefits of green
technologies. The improvements include a rainwater
harvesting system that captures roof water for use in
site irrigation, permeable paver and pervious concrete
walkway demonstration areas, porous asphalt parking
areas, urban and residential rain garden infiltration
areas and a green roof. Construction of the project was
completed in 2010.
East 140th Consolidation and Relief Sewer and Union
Buckeye Green Infrastructure Projects, Cleveland,
Ohio. Senior Technical Lead. For the Northeast
Ohio Regional Sewer District (NEORSD) Ms. Roach
is the Senior Technical Lead for the design of green
infrastructure and storm sewers to divert, treat and
offload stormwater runoff from catchments within the
project areas to reduce CSOs. The projects include the
design of numerous natural storage basins and several
miles of new storm sewers.
Portside at Pier One, Massport, East Boston,
Massachusetts. Project Manager. Ms. Roach
managed the civil/site
design of the Portside at Pier
PAGE 1
One development project for Roseland Property
Company. This project included utilities design,
“green roof” design for development of buildings
and landscaped areas over the concrete pier and
over a subsurface garage, geotechnical engineering
investigations, foundation design, assistance with
permitting, due diligence site investigation, remedial
design and Licensed Site Professional (LSP) services and
construction oversight services for the redevelopment
of the Massachusetts Port Authority’s (Massport’s) Pier
One site in East Boston, Massachusetts.
Harvard University, Allston, Massachusetts.
Stormwater Design Manager. Ms. Roach is managing
the stormwater facilities planning and design for the
proposed Harvard University Allston campus. The
development of the Allston campus will improve the
stormwater infrastructure of a broad watershed area,
improve the quality of stormwater runoff to the Charles
River, and incorporate sustainable measures that will
ultimately lead to environmental benefit in the area.
Sustainable measures under pilot study and design for
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GREEN DESIGN/GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE | VIRGINIA A. ROACH, PE, BCEE (CONTINUED)
the Harvard Campus include bioretention areas and
street planters, green roof design, porous pavement
and subsurface infiltration systems.
Stormwater Master Plans, Various Locations. Project
Manager and Lead Practitioner. Ms. Roach was the
Project Manager for the Northampton, Massachusetts
Stormwater and Flood Control System Assessment
and Utility Plan. The purpose of this project was
to meet specific goals of the city’s Sustainable
Northampton Comprehensive Plan, as well as consider
the implementation of a new Sustainable Stormwater
and Flood Control Utility to fund capital projects
and maintenance of the city’s stormwater and flood
control facilities. This project assessed the adequacy
of existing drainage systems within select areas within
the City of Northampton, and developed and evaluated
alternatives for addressing areas where the system
needed improvements to meet present and future
stormwater management requirements. Alternatives
included green design elements as well as large pipe
solutions. In addition, the alternatives evaluation
addressed ways to cost-effectively maintain the city’s
flood control facilities. The product of this assessment
was a prioritized long-term improvement plan, laying
the groundwork for a Stormwater and Flood Control
Utility, implemented in 2014. Ms. Roach was the
lead practitioner, performing quality reviews, for the
Greenwich, Connecticut drainage master planning.
In 1999, Ms. Roach completed a drainage design report
to resolve flooding problems along Lawrence Street
Brook and Chubbs Brook, with drainage areas totaling
1,700 acres in the City of Beverly, Massachusetts.
She managed the design of the recommended
improvements, which were constructed in 2001, 2003
and 2004. Subsequently, she managed the study and
design of drainage improvements for the 1,000-acre
North Beverly Brook watershed, constructed in 2008
and 2009.
Other flood studies and subsequent drainage
improvement designs managed by Ms. Roach
include a study to reduce flooding both in a 275-acre
densely populated residential area in East Saugus,
Massachusetts, and in a 128-acre urban residential area
in Quincy, Massachusetts. She obtained FEMA funding
and managed the design of drainage improvements
for the 1,500-acre Shute Brook watershed in Saugus,
constructed in 2007.

Stormwater Compliance, Merrimack, New
Hampshire. Project Manager. Ms. Roach worked with
the Town of Merrimack, New Hampshire on annual
reporting and developing a stormwater ordinance
to meet the requirements of EPA MS4 stormwater
regulations. The objectives of the new stormwater
ordinance are to prohibit non-stormwater discharges,
to require sediment and erosion control during
construction, and to address post-construction runoff in
new development and redevelopment.
Various CSO, Drainage, and Sewer Projects. Project
Manager/Engineer. Ms. Roach managed numerous
other CSO, drainage, and sewer projects. She managed
five major CSO conceptual design projects for the
Hartford, Connecticut Clean Water Project, including
sewer separation, consolidation conduit and tunnel
storage designs. She performed a CSO study for the
City of Fall River, using the STORM model to determine
the feasibility of various CSO control alternatives.
Utility and roadway projects include reconstruction
of approximately 6,000 feet of Chestnut Hill Road in
Rochester, New Hampshire, and the Massachusetts
Department of Transportation (MassDOT) Spring
Street reconstruction design project in Williamstown,
Massachusetts, that included drain, sewer, water main,
and roadway improvements. Ms. Roach managed
the design of sewer separation and water system
improvements in downtown Exeter, New Hampshire,
improvements recommended by CDM Smith in a
comprehensive infiltration/inflow (I/I) study, sewer
system evaluation survey, and CSO study for the town.
The Exeter improvements were constructed with no
change orders.
Best Management Practices Design, Indian Lake
and Salisbury Pond, Worcester, Massachusetts.
Project Manager. Ms. Roach managed the design of
best management
practices (BMPs), including particle
PAGE 1
separators and a one acre sediment forebay, to mitigate
sediment and pollutant loads to Indian Lake and
Salisbury Pond in Worcester, Massachusetts. Particle
separators were constructed in 2006 with funding from
an EPA 319 Grant.
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Dincer Egin, PhD, PE, PG Geotechnical Engineering
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 35

PhD, Geotechnical Engineering
MS, Geological Engineering
BS, Geological Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY, WI)
Professional Engineering Geologist &
Professional Geologist (WA)
Diplomate, Geotechnical Engineering

Years with Firm 10

Dr. Egin has more than 35 years of engineering and construction experience in challenging projects in New York,
New Jersey metropolitan area, Pennsylvania, Florida, Utah, California, West Virginia, District of Colombia, American
Samoa, and in many international projects in Europe, Asia, and Africa, in addition to Americas. He currently manages
Louis Berger's geotechnical department. He has worked in very difficult subsurface conditions, and converted them
to buildable areas. He has worked in the Meadowlands from early geotechnical engineering studies to foundation
design solutions. Dr. Egin’s ground improvement designs and solutions resulted in the development of a former
major landfill in Dover New Jersey to a FedEx Ground facility, three hotel buildings, covering foot print areas more
than 200,000 square foot. This was the first full development of a landfill to a commercial facility in New Jersey.
Dr. Egin was the recipient of the Louis Berger's 2008 Technical Excellence Award, and the prestigious Diplomate
in Geotechnical Engineering by the Geo Institute of ASCE. He has broad-based professional experience in a
number of civil engineering projects starting from site feasibility and development to final completion, including
site assessments, investigations, engineering, construction staging, design review and development, preparation
of specifications, development of economical ground improvement techniques, mitigation and development of
landfills and brownfields, pavement design for highways and airports, tunnels, instrumentation, rock engineering,
rock-slope stability, retaining walls, slope remediation designs and construction, controlled inspection and
remediation for public sector and private sector clients. He has recently completed a major geotechnical
investigation for the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA), U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for a data center in
Utah, and served in the design and construction team for the rehabilitation/reconstruction of the prestigious Lincoln
Memorial Reflecting Pool, and World War II Memorial Slurry Wall Repairs for the National Park Service (NPS) in
Washington, DC.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Law Department, Preliminary
Geotechnical Investigation and Engineering Report,
Staten Island, Richmond County, New York. Dr. Egin
planed and conducted a geotechnical investigation
and engineering services to investigate and prepared
a preliminary geotechnical investigation report (Phase
1) for potential development at the New Creek Blue
Belt, in Staten Island, New York City. The project site is
located in eastern Staten Island; about 1-1/2 miles south
of the Interstate I-278, and occupies an area of about
70 acres. The proposed development is expected to
consist of the construction of two stories single, or multifamily homes, at grade parking and site access roads,
as well as the installation of utilities. He performed an
initial geotechnical investigation that consisted of the
drilling of nine (9) geotechnical borings, within street
right of way, to a maximum depth of 52 feet, sampling,
groundwater observations, and geotechnical field and
laboratory testing to characterize subsurface conditions
for collecting and providing data for possible foundation
systems for the proposed buildings that could occur
under a development scenario. Both shallow and deep
foundation systems were evaluated and a foundation
system consisting of timber pile support was selected as
a feasible system.
USACE, New York District, Geotechnical Investigation
and Geotechnical Design for the Proposed Saints
Field Pier and Port Reading Avenue Pier, at
Woodbridge Creek, Woodbridge, New Jersey. Dr.
Egin performed a geotechnical review of the existing

borehole data, and also a limited review of the soil test
results by others, to evaluate the subsurface conditions
for wetland development, the proposed two timber piers
and the observation deck structures. The subsurface
below the proposed timber pier consisted of a layer
about 10 feet thick of organic soils, peat, silt and clay,
underlain by medium dense to dense silty sand, over
very dense sand and gravel. Because of the presence of
organic soils, soft
clay and silt, and high groundwater,
PAGE 1
a deep foundation system consisting of helical piles or
micro piles were reviewed and selected due to their
least disturbance to the wetland. Because of the tidal
fluctuations and the corrosiveness of the soils and
groundwater, helical piles with a sacrificial section for
corrosion during the design life of the structure was
recommended.
New Jersey Department of Transportation
(NJDOT), Geotechnical Engineering and Preliminary
Geotechnical Report for the Design of Flood Wall
at NJ Route 29, City of Trenton, New Jersey. Dr.
Egin conducted this work under NJDOT Activity Code
3095 which consisted of the collection and evaluation
of the existing documentation and, conducting
preliminary geotechnical analysis and engineering,
including recommendations for the re-construction of
the breached retaining structure located about 500 feet
south of the intersection on of Route 29 (Southbound)
and Amtrak Bridge over Delaware River in the City
of Trenton, New Jersey. He conducted geotechnical
analysis, and the preliminary design criteria and
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING | DINCER EGIN, PE, PhD (CONTINUED)
methodology for the proposed flood wall in accordance
with the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification
with New Jersey Stipulations, Section 3; Section 16:
Foundation Design Criteria; Section 17:Abutments and
Walls; Section 33; Cofferdam and Sheet Piling; and
Section 34: Geotechnical Engineering. He prepared a
preliminary design of a reinforced concrete gravity wall
and temporary sheet piled wall to protect the Rt. 29
during construction of the flood wall.
Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminal, LLC, Permeability
Test Report to Assess the Infiltration Potential of the
Ground within the Diked Tank Containment Areas at
Perth Amboy Terminal, New Jersey. He developed an
investigation program, conducted visual observations
of the membrane and concrete liners, and developed
and directed permeability investigations of earthen
liners, for all secondary containment areas (diked areas)
at the Perth Amboy Liquids Fuels Terminal Facility which
houses more than 200 storage tanks of various sizes,
capacity and types. Some of the storage tanks have
been put into service as early as 1929. The aim of this
investigation was to assess the infiltration potential
of the containment areas, including the potential
for soil and groundwater contamination in the event
of an accidental release of petroleum products. He
conducted supervision of the field studies, evaluated
the data and prepared a report containing the visual
inspection of the concrete and membrane liners, as
well as the results of field (in situ) permeability tests to
depths of about five (5) feet below the existing grade
(i.e. approximate groundwater depth) at 30 shallow
soil borings completed within each earthen secondary
containment area. His report also evaluated the
expected performance of the existing compacted soil,
concrete and membrane liners in case of an accidental
release of petroleum products is also evaluated.
Geotechnical Investigation and Engineering Report
for Rutgers Honors College and School of Arts
and Sciences, New Brunswick, New Jersey. As
part of the development of Rutgers Honors College
and School of Arts and Sciences and New Brunswick
Theological Seminary (NBTS) buildings, he planned,
and supervised a geotechnical investigation that
consisted of geotechnical borings and sampling,
environmental sampling, groundwater observations,
and geotechnical and environmental laboratory testing
to characterize subsurface conditions for the proposed
site development. He prepared a geotechnical report
which evaluated the subsurface conditions and
provided geotechnical engineering analyses leading
to recommendations for the selection of suitable
and economical foundation system for the proposed
“Rutgers Honors College and School of Arts and
Sciences Athletic fields Theological Seminary (NBTS)”
development.

South Jersey Transportation Authority (SJTA), Drilling,
Sampling, Laboratory and Field Tests for Drainage
Facilities for Engineering Review Contract, Atlantic
County and Camden County, New Jersey. Dr. Egin
planned, directed a geotechnical investigation, and
field permeability tests at about 60 infiltration basins in
both directions of the Atlantic City Expressway and also
along the medians. The purpose of this investigation
was to re-assess the subsurface conditions and the
characteristics to facilitate drainage/infiltration to
promote groundwater recharge.
Jet Aviation, Pavement Design for the Proposed
Expansion of Apron between Taxiway M and J - Phase
II, Teterboro Airport, New Jersey. He conducted
a pavement design and design report based on a
daily average departure of 15 (and Equivalent Annual
Departure of 5,475) of a standard fleet of Global Express
(Bombardier Global BD-700) and the development of
typical pavement sections using the FAA’s Airport Design
and Evaluation-Advisory Circular, AC No: 150/5320-6E
(U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation
Administration). The pavement is designed for a
performance period of 20 years, with 2013, being the
anticipated initial year of service.
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Kapila S. Pathirage, PhD, PE Geotechnical Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 23

MASc, Geotechnical Enigneering
PhD, Civil/Hydraulic Structure (Dams)
Engineering
MSc, Civil/Hydraulic Structure (Dams)
Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY, OH, BC/
Canada)

Years with Firm 8

Dr. Pathirage has 23 years of experience in geotechnical/tunnel, geo-environmental, and civil engineering projects
for private, commercial, and government clients. He has experience in performing geotechnical investigations for
tunnels, microtunneling, horizontal directional drilling (HDD), dams, slurry walls, pipe lines, solid waste landfills, water
and waste water treatment plants, contaminant projects, subdivision developments, storm water ponds, and soil
liners. Dr. Pathirage’s engineering experience includes design and construction of tunnels, microtunneling, horizontal
directional drilling, slurry walls, landfills, contaminant clean-ups, and site development projects. Dr. Pathirage also
has engineering experience in design and construction of dams (i.e., rockfill/earth and concrete gravity dams). He
has also managed operations and maintenance of dams that include rockfill/earth, concrete gravity and concrete
arch dams. Dr. Pathirage has carried out formal/regular inspections and safety/performance evaluations; directed
geotechnical (field/lab) investigations, and performed dam rehabilitation designs (earthen embankments, spillways,
low-level outlets), remedial works and reviewed contracts. He has also been responsible for updating operation and
maintenance manuals.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) Crossing of
Raritan River, New Jersey. Senior Geotechnical
Engineer. Dr. Pathirage served as the geotechnical
engineer for the preliminary design a 24 inch water
main that will be 5,400 linear feet (LF) in length. Marine
borings were drilled in late winter of 2009 to develop
the subsurface profile and used to set the vertical
alignment of the water main in soil at the interface of
with the rock.
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) Crossing of
Raritan River, New Jersey. Senior Geotechnical
Engineer. Dr. Pathirage was the Geotechnical task
leader for the design and installation of a 24 inch water
main. The total length of the drill and pullback was
~5,400 LF. This is the longest fusible PVC (fPVC) pipe
pullback for a diameter of 24 inch completed to date in
the world.
Domestic Trade Terminal (DDT), Linden, New Jersey.
Geotechnical Task Leader. This project included
construction of a barrier wall approximately 650 feet
long and 20 feet deep and collection trench. The
Bio-Polymer slurry method was used to facilitate the
trench excavation and the installation of the HDPE
liner. Dr. Pathirage was responsible for coordinating
with construction activities, planning and executing a
geotechnical test pits excavation program followed by
laboratory testing programs. He conducting revised
trench design analyses and developed contract
documents consisting of technical specifications
and drawings, and reviewed submittals to provide
construction recommendations.
Welsbach Superfund Site, Gloucester City, New
Jersey. Geotechnical Task Leader. The Welsbach
Superfund site is a radioactive soil contamination cleanup project located in Gloucester City and Camden,
New Jersey. As part of the remediation, the existing

contaminated soils are proposed to be removed by
excavation and the excavation to be backfilled with
clean soils (currently, the excavation is in progress). Dr.
Pathirage was responsible for planning and executing
a geotechnical investigation program followed by
laboratory testing programs, designing a 780 foot long
sheet piling wall with tiebacks (soil anchors) to support
14 foot excavations. He determined stable slopes to
support excavations to 14 feet bgs and estimated
dewatering quantities, developed contract documents
consisting of technical specifications and drawings,
and reviewed submittals to provide construction
recommendations.
Welsbach Superfund Site (Swim Club), Gloucester
City, New Jersey.
Geotechnical Task Leader. The
PAGE 1
Welsbach Superfund site was a radioactive soil
contamination clean-up project located in Gloucester
City and Camden, New Jersey. As part of the
remediation, the existing contaminated soils were
removed by excavation and the excavation backfilled
with clean soils. Dr. Pathirage was responsible for
reviewing existing subsurface soil boring information
and results of laboratory testing programs and planning
and executing supplemental geotechnical investigation
programs followed by laboratory testing programs. He
evaluated a cantilevered sheet piling wall (270 feet long)
that was designed to support 18 feet deep excavations
and determined stable slopes to support excavations
to 18 feet bgs and estimated dewatering quantities.
He reviewed submittals to provide construction
recommendations.
Welsbach Superfund Site (Pop Corn Factory),
Gloucester City, New Jersey. Geotechnical Task
Leader. The Welsbach Superfund site was a radioactive
soil contamination clean-up project located in
Gloucester City and Camden, New Jersey. As part of
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING | KAPILA S. PATHIRAGE, PhD, PE (CONTINUED)

the remediation, the existing contaminated soils were
removed by excavation and the excavation backfilled
with clean soils. Dr. Pathirage was responsible for
reviewing existing subsurface soil boring information
and results of laboratory testing programs, evaluating a
sheet piling wall with tiebacks (420 feet long) designed
to support 15 feet deep excavations, and reviewing
submittals to provide construction recommendations.
Excavation Support System Design, Maywood
Superfund Site, Maywood, New Jersey. Geotechnical
Task Leader. The Formerly Used Site Remedial Action
Program (FUSRAP) Maywood Superfund Site (FMSS)
was contaminated with the radiological hazardous
substance Thorium-232 (Th-232), Radium-226 (Ra-226)
and Uranium-238 (U-238) and their radioactive decay
series. The FMSS was located in a highly developed
area of northeastern New Jersey in the Boroughs of
Maywood and Lodi and the Township of Rochelle Park.
As part of the remediation, the existing contaminated
soils were removed by excavation and the excavation
backfilled with clean soils. Dr. Pathirage reviewed
existing subsurface soil boring information and
results of laboratory testing programs. He designed a
cantilevered sheet piling wall (approximately 70 feet
long) to support eight foot deep excavations adjacent
to a busy roadway and designed a soldier pile wall and
lagging (approximately 100 feet long) to support eight
foot deep excavations adjacent to a busy roadway.
Dr. Pathirage determined stable slopes to support
excavations to eight feet bgs and estimated dewatering
quantities, and reviewed submittals to provide
construction recommendations.
Design of an Excavation Support System, Welsbach
(Klemm/Highland), Gloucester City, New Jersey.
Geotechnical Task Leader. For a 780 foot long sheet
piling installation, Dr. Pathirage was responsible
for reviewing technical submittals and providing
construction recommendations as needed.

(VMS 2000) and one stationary seismograph (VibraTech)
to record vibrations induced by the work and USBM
criteria were used for the baseline for monitoring work.
New York City Department of Environmental
Protection (NYCDEP) Office of Green Infrastructure
(OGI): Design Services Contract Area 3, New York.
Lead Geotechnical Engineer. Dr. Pathirage is currently
serving as the lead geotechnical engineer for the green
infrastructure (GI) project with the NYCDEP’s OGI across
a 1,200-acre area of Queens, New York. Dr. Pathirage
is responsible for planning and executing subsurface
investigation programs and preparing geotechnical
reports and assisting with developing contract
documents.
NYCDEP Edenwald Houses Green Infrastructure
Planning and Design, New York. Lead Geotechnical
Engineer. Dr. Pathirage served as the lead geotechnical
engineer for the GI development at Edenwald
Houses, the largest New York City Housing Authority
development in the Bronx with 41 buildings on nearly
53 acres. Dr. Pathirage was responsible for planning
and executing subsurface investigation programs and
preparing geotechnical reports.
Green Infrastructure Design Services Contract Area
1, NYCDEP, Brooklyn, New York. Lead Geotechnical
Engineer. Dr. Pathirage served as the lead geotechnical
engineer on the project team as a subconsultant for the
right-of-way bioswale project. The current phase of the
project consists of performing test borings and in-situ
permeability tests at proposed bioswale locations to
evaluate the suitability of the proposed locations for
the bioswales. Dr. Pathirage is responsible for planning
and executing subsurface investigation programs and
preparing geotechnical reports.
PAGE
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Vineland Chemicals, Vineland, New Jersey.
Geotechnical Task Leader. Dr. Pathirage was
responsible for planning and conducting a vibration
monitoring program. This program was developed to
conduct vibration monitoring near adjacent structures
during the installation of a sheet piling wall. In addition,
he was responsible for performing calculations to
predict the potential vibration levels during this sheet
piling installation prior to start of the actual work. The
vibration program utilized one potable seismograph
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Jared Gross, PE Geotechnical Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 5

MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NY, VT)

Years with Firm 5

Mr. Gross is a geotechnical engineer with five years of experience in planning and executing geotechnical and
environmental exploration and data analysis, pipeline and structure foundation evaluation, seepage and slope
stability analyses, settlement analysis, dam break analysis, and preparation of specifications and geotechnical
reports, and project management. He has worked on a variety of projects encompassing water and wastewater
treatment plants, pipelines, slope stabilization, dams and levees, floodwalls, landfills, contaminated sites, and new
building construction.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Pine Hill Reservoir Dam, Holden, Massachusetts.
Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Gross is the geotechnical
task manager/engineer for the Pine Hill Reservoir Dam
rehabilitation design. The dam has both concrete and
earthen components with a concrete spillway. Seepage
was observed at the downstream toe and the drainage
gallery completely filled with water of the existing
concrete dam. Mr. Gross planned and coordinated
the subsurface investigation program that included
drilling and sampling through overburden, bedrock, and
concrete, Packer testing, installation of monitoring wells,
and slug testing; and prepared and reviewed the report
that included detailed geotechnical, structural, and
hydraulic and hydrologic evaluations in accordance with
the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and
Recreation guidelines.
Flood Risk Management and Watershed
Management, Byram River Basin, Greenwich,
Connecticut. Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Gross is
serving as the geotechnical engineer for the evaluation
of flood control improvements to the Byram River
Basin. Due to increased site development on either
side of the Byram River, larger volumes of storm
water runs off and into the Byram River during storm
events. The river then floods its banks and inundates
residential and commercial areas. Mr. Gross reviewed
and evaluated the existing subsurface data available for
an approximate two mile segment of the Byram River,
provided recommendations for additional subsurface
investigations to facilitate the design of the proposed
flood control alternatives, evaluated the geotechnical
impact implementing the flood control measures would
have, and prepared a memorandum and provided input
to sections of an overall assessment report discussing
his findings and evaluations.
Bradley Lake Dam and Wright Lake Dam, Troy, New
York. Project Engineer. Mr. Gross is serving as the
project engineer during the Engineering Assessment
of the Bradley Lake Dam and Wright Lake Dam. He
observed the subsurface investigation program that
consisted of seven 20- to 60-foot deep test borings
and installation of five monitoring wells, collection and
cataloging of samples, and creating a record of drilling
observations. Additionally, he evaluated subsurface
conditions, which included the use of gINT software to

create boring logs, reviewed boring logs to determine
appropriate lab testing program, coordinated with
the CDM Smith laboratory on all testing activities,
developed and evaluated current subsurface profiles,
evaluated the stability of the dam based on U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) guidelines using
GeoStudio software, evaluated remediation options to
bring the dam into compliance with the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC)
guidelines, and wrote sections of the engineering
assessment report to summarize findings of the studies.
Kettle Brook Reservoir No. 4, Paxton, Massachusetts.
Project Engineer. Mr. Gross is serving as the project
engineer for the proposed improvements to the dam
and two dikes at the Kettle Brook Reservoir No. 4 and
observed the subsurface investigation program that
consisted of three 17- to 28-foot deep test borings.
He prepared the test boring logs, coordinated with
CDM Smith laboratory staff to perform index testing,
reviewed existing data at the site, evaluated the stability
of the two dikes under existing based on USACE
guidelines with GeoStudio software, and evaluated the
proposed remediation option to bring the dikes into
1 Office of Dam Safety guidelines.
compliance withPAGE
the
Tomhannock Reservoir Dam, Schaghticoke, New
York. Project Engineer. Mr. Gross served as the
project engineer during the Engineering Assessment
of the Tomhannock Reservoir Dam. He performed
drilling observation including coordination with drillers,
collection and cataloging of samples, and creating
a record of drilling observations. Additionally, he
evaluated subsurface conditions, which included the use
of gINT software to create boring logs, reviewed boring
logs to determine appropriate lab testing program,
coordinated with the CDM Smith laboratory on all
testing activities, developed and evaluated current
subsurface profiles, evaluated the stability of the dam
based on USACE guidelines using GeoStudio software,
evaluated remediation options to bring the dam into
compliance with the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation guidelines, and wrote
sections of the Engineering Assessment report to
summarize findings of the studies.
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING | JARED GROSS, PE (CONTINUED)
Fox Point Hurricane Barrier, Providence, Rhode
Island. Project Engineer. Mr. Gross served as the
project engineer for evaluation of the integrity of an
existing levee. The project involved reviewing the
existing levee easement and acquired commercial
property easements to determine if a recently
installed gas main system was installed within the
levee easement such that the integrity of the levee
hurricane barrier would be threatened. Mr. Gross
reviewed record and current drawings, record property
acquisition documents, prepared cross-sections through
critical areas of the site, and coordinated with drafters
to produce composite plans depicting all relevant
easement information together.

Lowell Flood Protection Project, Lowell,
Massachusetts. Project Engineer. Mr. Gross served
as a geotechnical project engineer for the investigation
and evaluation of the Lowell Flood Protection Project.
The project involved assisting the City of Lowell in
evaluating a series of levees and floodwalls along the
Merrimack River and Beaver Brook. Mr. Gross reviewed
existing reports, drawings and site information to
develop a modern Operation and Maintenance Manual
using USACE criteria and adapting the criteria as
appropriate for the Lowell levee system. Mr. Gross
also reviewed the contractor’s submittals, coordinated
with office staff and performed limited construction
oversight during the shallow soil mixing (SSM) process.

Bucklin Point WWTF Improvements, East Providence,
Rhode Island. Project Engineer. Mr. Gross served
as the project geotechnical engineer for the levee
improvements surrounding a wastewater treatment
facility. The project involved raising the levee crest and
restoring original grades of the levee slopes to protect
against possible flood events. Mr. Gross reviewed
subsurface exploration data and topographic data to
design alternatives to increase the factor of safety for
seepage and slope stability of the levee, which included
gabion walls, a buttress berm and geotextile-soil drain.
He also aided in preparation of contract drawings and
specifications and prepared a technical memorandum
summarizing the proposed berm improvements.

Green Infrastructure Design Services Contract
Area 3, NYCDEP, Queens, New York. Geotechnical
Engineer. Mr. Gross served as a geotechnical engineer
for the right-of-way bioswale project. The intents of the
bioswales are to convey limited amounts of storm water
through pervious subgrade channels and reduce the
burden on the existing sewer infrastructure. The current
phase of the project consists of performing test borings
and in-situ permeability tests at proposed bioswale
locations to evaluate the suitability of the proposed
locations for the bioswales. Mr. Gross performed
project coordination and reviewed the borings logs,
permeability calculations, laboratory test results, and
monthly reports.

Fairfax-BPU Floodwall Improvement, Kansas City,
Kansas. Project Engineer. Mr. Gross is serving as a
project engineer for the improvements to a concrete
floodwall owned by the USACE. The project involved
fortifying the foundation of the floodwall using piles to
prevent failure during severe flooding conditions. Mr.
Gross performed seepage and slope stability analyses
using SEEP/W and SLOPE/W to determine seepage
pressures, exit gradients and stability of the floodwall
under various water loading conditions.
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Robert Bunting, PE Geotechnical Engineering
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 24

MS, Geotechnical Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY, PA, VA,
MD, DE, SC)

Years with Firm 5

Mr. Bunting is a senior geotechnical engineer with 24 years of experience in a broad range of civil engineering,
including projects related to highways, mass transit, facilities, marine, environmental, dams and water resources.
He has been responsible for subsurface investigations; laboratory testing, assigning, and interpreting; foundation
analysis and design; report and specification preparation; and construction monitoring. Mr. Bunting has extensive
experience with the design of shallow and deep foundations (driven piles and drilled shafts), proprietary retaining
walls, braced and tied back excavation support systems, and seismic design including evaluation of liquefaction
potential. In addition, he has prepared roadway monitoring programs which have included groundwater observation
wells, piezometers, surface settlement platforms, vertical extensometers with magnet/reed switch transducers,
inclinometers, and survey monitoring points.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Environmental
Protection (NYCDEP), Office of Green Infrastructure,
Right-Of-Way (ROW) Bioswales, Flushing Bay BB008 Contract Area 3, Queens, New York. Senior
Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Bunting coordinated
and supervised various aspects of the geotechnical
investigation programs for soil borings and in-situ
permeability testing for about 1000 preliminary rightof-way bioswales, greenstreet and public property
retrofit sites in Queens, New York. The drilling programs
included over 900 permeability testing locations
and over 600 test borings in total. He reviewed the
permeability evaluation and reporting, the geotechnical
evaluation, and the design and contract drawing
production. Responsibilities included coordinating with
two boring contractors, preparing a drilling contract
and health and safety plan (HASP) and approving
invoices for the work. Mr. Bunting also coordinated with
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) and Long
Island Rail Road (LIRR) agencies to obtain Letters of No
Impact and No Objection for subsurface investigations
near railroad facilities.
NYCDEP Office of Green Infrastructure, ROW
Bioswales, Newtown Creek Project, Brooklyn, New
York. Senior Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Bunting
supervised various aspects of the geotechnical
investigation programs for soil borings and in-situ
permeability testing for about 300 preliminary ROW
bioswales, greenstreet and public property retrofit
sites in Brooklyn, New York. Responsibilities included
frequent site visits to oversee field staff quality and
review of boring logs and permeability data.
NYCDEP Office of Green Infrastructure, ROW
Bioswales, Bowery Bay BB-005 Contract Phase 2,
Queens, New York. Senior Geotechnical Engineer.
Mr. Bunting’s responsibilities include planning,
coordinating, and supervising the geotechnical
investigation programs for soil borings and in-situ
permeability testing for right-of-way bioswales,
greenstreet and public property retrofit sites in Queens,
New York. The drilling programs include hundreds of
permeability testing locations and test borings. He

coordinates work plans, HASPs and drilling contracts.
Mr. Bunting’s responsibilities will also include reviewing
the geotechnical evaluation, the geotechnical program
and data management, and the design and contract
drawing production.
Various Projects, New York City Department of
Design and Construction (DDC), New York, New
York. Senior Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Bunting
serves as a senior reviewer for various projects under a
three year, on-call geotechnical services contract. He
oversees staffing, field work, report preparation, project
fee proposals, record of boring logs, geotechnical
recommendation reports, and coordinates with the field
staff and the client’s project managers.
Port of Palm Beach Slip No. 3 Reconstruction Project,
Port of Palm Beach, Palm Beach, Florida. Senior
Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Bunting was responsible
for the design of the anchored bulkhead. The bulkhead
was replaced due to the dredging of the port. The
bulkhead consisted
of a sheetpile king pile system
PAGE 1
with one row of anchors. Mr. Bunting estimated the tip
elevation of the king piles and the estimated length of
the soil anchors along with the appropriate type and
size. His responsibilities also included reviewing the
contractor shop drawings.
New York City Department of Sanitation, Marine
Transfer Stations – North Shore and Hamilton
Avenue, Queens & Brooklyn, New York. Geotechnical
Project Engineer. Mr. Bunting was responsible for the
construction of ramps for marine transfer stations which
consisted of 10 piers, an abutment and an approach
ramp in Flushing Bay, and six piers and two abutments
on land. His responsibilities included shop drawing
review and analysis of driven pile dynamic and static
load test results. The driven piles consisted of open
ended 30 inch and 36 inch diameter steel pipe piles.
Established production pile driving criteria based on the
static load tests.
Pier B, Newport News Marine Terminal, Proposed
Cruise Terminal Addition, Newport News, Virginia.
Geotechnical Engineer. Mr. Bunting was responsible for
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GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING | ROBERT BUNTING, PE (CONTINUED)
evaluating the existing pile foundation at Pier B and the
effect the additional loading from the proposed cruise
terminal would have on the piles. He also provided
foundation design recommendations and construction
considerations for a terminal entrance structure. The
foundation design included static and uplift capacities
of 12 inch square, prestressed/precast piles.
Rubbermaid Site, Regrading Project, Chester,
West Virginia. Geotechnical Project Engineer. Mr.
Bunting was responsible for slope stability analyses
of an environmental site. The site was re-graded with
existing on-site material which included a large amount
of pottery shards. A memorandum was prepared
discussing the findings of the analyses which showed
that slopes at one-half horizontal to one vertical were
acceptable.
Waste Site Area E Slide Remediation near
Pittsburgh Airport, Findlay Township, Pennsylvania.
Geotechnical Project Engineer. Mr. Bunting
was responsible for slope stability analyses and
recommendation for remediation of a failed slope. Mr.
Bunting’s recommendation was to reconstruct the slope
at a four horizontal to one vertical slope by removing
material at the top of the slope and redistributing was
proposed. In addition, the placement of riprap on an “if
and where directed” basis and the placement of spring
boxes in accordance with Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation standards was recommended to mitigate
the effects of groundwater seepage.
Underground Storage Tank (UST) Site
Characterization Report Addendum, 60th Street
Compound, Newport News, Virginia. Project
Engineer. Mr. Bunting was responsible for overseeing
the construction of an additional groundwater
monitoring well, obtaining soil and groundwater
samples, performing aquifer tests, and coordinating
the preparation of an addendum report to respond
to Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
comments on an initial site characterization report. The
project initially consisted of removing five USTs that had
been used to store fuel for equipment used by the City.
Soil contaminated by the USTs was also removed and
incinerated. Mr. Bunting prepared a site characterization
report after the removal work was completed. Specific
responsibilities included performing slug tests to
provide updated groundwater hydraulic conductivity
data, direction of groundwater flow and the average
groundwater flow velocity, and obtaining and delivering
groundwater and soil samples to an environmental
laboratory for testing.

Calthrop Neck Road Area Sanitary Sewer
Improvements, York County, Virginia. Geotechnical
Engineer. Mr. Bunting was responsible for providing
recommendations and construction considerations for
8,500 LF of eight inch diameter, polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
sewer line and a foundation for a vacuum pump station.
His recommendations for the sewer line included
specifying material to be used for backfill and bedding,
compaction criteria, groundwater control methods,
and excavation support systems. The vacuum pump
station foundation is a combination of slab-on-grade
and spread footings and was designed to minimize
differential settlement concerns.
UST Contamination Screening, Frankford and
Germantown, Pennsylvania. Geotechnical Engineer.
Mr. Bunting was responsible for the design of a
shoring system (geomembrane-lined soldier beam
and lagging wall) in conjunction with the replacement
of an underground hazardous material storage tank.
Mr. Bunting provided a geotechnical analysis and the
preparation of appropriate specifications and drawing
details.
Hebelka Auto Salvage Yard, Upper Macungie
Township, Lehigh County, Pennsylvania. Geotechnical
Engineer. Mr. Bunting was responsible for determining
soil density at a hazardous waste site. Soil density and
ultimately the weight of the hazardous material were
determined using a nuclear density gauge.
Cumberland County Solid Waste Complex, Phase IV
Design, Millville, New Jersey. Geotechnical Engineer.
Mr. Bunting was responsible for setting up and
beginning a sealed, double ring infiltrometer test (in-situ
permeability test) for a landfill liner.
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Raymond Tom, AIA, LEED GA, NCARB Architect
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 21

BArch, Architecture
AAS, Architectural Technology

Registered Architect (NY)
LEED Green Associate

Years with Firm 6

Mr. Tom has more than 20 years of experience in construction management and architecture. He specializes in
leading the design phase of complex projects, verifying constructability and coordinating with architects, engineers
and owners to help ensure final plans and drawings reflect the client’s intent accurately and can be constructed
as designed. His experience also includes building types such as municipal, education, performance arts centers,
transportation facilities, healthcare, mixed-use, hospitality, stadiums, corporate offices, banking, entertainment,
retail and shopping malls and gaming. He is an expert user of AutoCAD R13 through 2010 and Revit 2009. He
is fluent in Cantonese. Mr. Tom oversees Hill’s Project Controls Group, and is a recognized leader in managing
project teams through all phases of design and construction. He has successfully led large, complex projects from
their earliest conceptual capital planning stages through operations and maintenance. Mr. Tom manages multiple
estimating projects requiring task order management, client visits, attending meetings and submitting periodic
reports. He facilitates communication between the project teams and clients and brings targeted experience
managing and coordinating workloads and services for local projects in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut and
Massachusetts involving construction cost estimates, value engineering services, cost reduction alternatives and
constructability reviews.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Superstorm Sandy Long Term Recovery
Operation and Call-In Estimating, Various Locations,
New York and New Jersey, Project Manager.
Hurricane Sandy estimated damages to PANYNJ
Facilities were estimated in excess of $250 million.
PANYNJ facilities damaged by the superstorm
included airports, ports, rails, tunnels, bridges and
storage buildings and infrastructure. Mr. Tom provides
site evaluations and estimating services for civil,
structural, architectural, mechanical, plumbing, fire
protection, sanitary and electrical systems for PANYNJ.
Ray manages and coordinates a diverse team of
estimators that confirm and generate scoping items
in comprehensive detailed reports for mitigation. He
develops detailed cost estimates for scope of damages
promptly, enabling PANYNJ and their insurance agency
to negotiate final damage costs against FEMA and other
related insurance agencies for payment.
PANYNJ, Holland Tunnel Visual Assessment, New
York, New York, Project Manager. Mr. Tom provided
the PANYNJ with comprehensive detailed inspection
reports and detailed estimating services to evaluate
a budget including reconstruction and replacement
of in kind costs for the various scopes within different
areas of the tunnel. The damages were identified
as Superstorm Sandy vs. Non-Sandy storm related
damages providing the PANYNJ a critical overview
and assessment of their level of priority for capital
improvements needed. Ray managed and coordinated
the estimating team and their efforts resulting in
budgets ranging between $100 million to $150 million.
These budgets were used to secure FEMA funding for
the related damages within the Holland Tunnel facility.

New York Governor’s Office of State Recovery
(GOSR), Construction Management Support Services,
New York, New York. Project Director. This project
requires program management services for the New
York Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR), the
organization overseeing the distribution of funds from
the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community
Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBGDR) and the Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC).
GOSR’s program will repair and mitigate storm
damaged infrastructure and critical assets, including
low-income residences, government buildings, water
and sewage treatment facilities and transportation
systems affected by Superstorm Sandy With the goal of
increasing the State’s overall resiliency against flooding
and other disasters.
Program management tasks include
PAGE 1
coordination of contract and vendor goals with program
goals; program reporting and compliance services from
pre-construction through closeout. These tasks support
GOSR’s mission to return affected New York State
residents and business owners to normalcy. Tasks orders
include:
•

GOSR, Change Order Management Housing
Program, New York, New York, Project Director.
Under an Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity
(IDIQ) contract, Mr. Tom is providing oversight
and change order management services to
GOSR’s Superstorm Sandy recovery program.
He is establishing review and process change
order procedures for home elevations, bulkhead
repairs and replacements and any other additional
changed work for homes impacted by Sandy.
He also hired and trained staff on the program
policies, procedures, and work output and offered
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ARCHITECT | RAYMOND TOM, AIA, LEED GA, NCARB (CONTINUED)
standardization, data management, communication
and coordination of GOSR Housing Program
Managers, Grant Managers and the Final Inspection
teams. Christopher will confirm final inspection
documents and establish workflow processes,
perform cost estimates on non-standard items and
establish approval thresholds.
New York City Department of Design and
Construction, City Hall Renovations, New York,
New York, Cost Estimating Manager. Mr. Tom serves
as cost estimating manager for the historic landmark
building’s renovations. Supporting management
through various phases of the project, Mr. Tom
provides support and manages the cost estimates and
budgeting process. Mr. Tom is providing construction
management services for the $150 million renovation in
Lower Manhattan. The renovations include exterior and
roofing improvements; refinishing of the iconic steps;
installation of new electrical, fire, audio-video, heating,
ventilation and air conditioning systems; modernization
of its elevators; and the complete renovation of all
interior spaces.
University of Connecticut, Contract for On-Call
Estimating Services, Storrs, Connecticut, Project
Manager. Mr. Tom manages and coordinates all
deliverables for services as requested by the University
and as identified in the Task Order for the particular
Project or Assignment. The tasks include planning
and design estimates of probable construction costs,
preconstruction services, bid review and confirmation,
cost estimating during design and construction phases
and estimating the value of change orders for projects
under construction.
City University of New York (CUNY), Brooklyn
College for the Performing Arts Center, New York,
New York, Design Phase Manager. Mr. Tom provides
services in all phases of design from pre-design to
construction documentation. He prepares document
review reports describing the results of his review of
project plans. He generates constructability reviews and
reporting of the drawings and specifications; existing
site conditions; and proposes mechanical, electrical and
plumbing systems, as well as soil conditions review. The
addition not only includes performance and rehearsal
spaces for the music and theater departments, it also
creates a new front door and image for the entire
campus. The new center includes a 64,000 SF addition
to the existing Whitman Hall and features a 200seat flexible stage performance space with variable
acoustics; rehearsal rooms for orchestra, choral and
theater; a state-of-the-art recording studio; the Pima
Center for Computer Music; music studios and practice
rooms; and a scene shop. A gracious lobby, serves
as a venue not only for pre- and post-performance
gatherings but also for campus-wide receptions and
special events, welcomes visitors, students and staff
alike. This project was designed and constructed to
meet LEED Silver Accreditation.

Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), No.
7 Subway Line Extension, New York, New York,
Office and Field Engineer. Mr. Tom provided oversight
and coordination of estimating and cost control for
this $2.4 billion project. The project involves a 7,200
foot extension of tunnel to accommodate a two-track
railroad with two lay-up tracks for the storage of six
trains (three on each side). The extension also provides
an area for the new station and a two-track terminal
station on Eleventh Avenue at West 34th Street (34th
Street Station). Mr. Tom and the Hill team provide
construction management and project control services
for the tunneling work and during construction of the
facilities and infrastructure transforming the Hudson
Yards into vibrant 24-hour neighborhood containing a
mix of commercial, residential, retail and recreational
uses. Limited tunnel space and a construction site
sitting 120-130 feet underground posed challenges
for material distribution and safety. The team was
monitored and alternate safety shifts were developed to
confirm equipment and other materials arrived safely to
the site.
PANYNJ, LaGuardia Airport Central Terminal
Building Replacement Project, New York, New
York, Project Manager. Mr. Tom provided PANYNJ
with a Value Engineering Study/Workshop and a
comprehensive detailed report including value
engineering (VE) recommendations to assist the
PANYNJ in the budget decision-making at the final
Stage One design level of the project. The goals for
this study were to identify airside, landside, terminal
building and infrastructure; construction planning and
design alternatives that may offer first-Cost or life cycle
cost benefits and/or improve project quality. As Project
Manager, Mr. Tom was instrumental in coordinating
and bringing a team of qualified value engineer
specialists together under tight schedule requirements
and completingPAGE
the1 workshop within one week’s time.
The final VE report was presented to the PANYNJ with
successful results enabling the PANYNJ and the design
team to conduct further studies that will ultimately
provide additional cost effective design approaches.
State of Connecticut Department of Public Works,
Western Connecticut State University Fine and
Performing Arts Center, Danbury, Connecticut,
Design Phase Manager. Mr. Tom provided construction
administration services for this 137,000 SF Visual and
Performing Arts Center. The scope of work included
comprehensive project administration services during
the design, procurement and construction phases. Mr.
Tom provided services in all phases of design from predesign to construction documentation. He prepared
document review reports, constructability reviews, soil
conditions reviews and summarized reports of project
plans. He generates reports of the drawings and
specifications, existing site conditions, and proposed
mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems.
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Hank Abernathy, AIA Architect
Firm Ammann & Whitney
(a Louis Berger company)
Years of Experience 42

Education

Registrations/Certifications

M. Arch Architecture & Urban Planning
BA, Economics

Registered Architect (NJ, NY, MA)
NCARB Certificate

Years with Firm 6
Hank Abernathy is an architect and planner with over 40 years experience. He has extensive expertise in the
master planning and design of commercial, educational, research and corporate facilities. Hank has managed major
projects for the bioscience industry and his projects have ranged from master plans for pharmaceutical campuses to
renovations of historical structures for high-tech lab use. Hank also provides architectural quality control services for
many of the projects for Ammann & Whitney's facilities division.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
PANYNJ, “Call-In” Contract for Exterior Wall,
Roofing and Waterproofing Design, NY/NJ:
Quality control manager for a multi-discipline on-call
contract for a variety tasks (from feasibility studies to
construction phase services) for building envelope
remediation at various Authority facilities. Facilities have
airport terminals and airport hangars. Tasks include:
•

•

JFK International Airport Control Tower Roofs,
Window Walls, MEP Systems and Roof Electronic
Devices: Quality control manager for comprehensive
investigation at several levels of the 321ft-tall
control tower structure to determine reasons
of water infiltration into the building. A Stage 1
report was prepared that included findings and
recommendations for remediation options that
included roof replacement and curtain wall repairs.
Also included in the report were findings and
recommendations of related roof MEP equipment
and electronic devices affected by the roof
replacement.
Holland Tunnel NJ and NY River Buildings
Assessment and Repairs: Quality control manager
for rehabilitation of the vent buildings. Assessments
and construction documents were prepared to
replace defective masonry and repoint other areas
of leaky masonry, bulkhead doors, stairways and
electrical connections.

AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ: Principalin-charge for Hillier Architects of a master plan of
1.8-millionsf andconstruction of a 150,000sf, five-story,
15ft wide exterior service corridor for utilities. The
design and construction allowed all laboratories to
remain in operation while the construction was put in
place. Labs were connected to the new utilities during
their normal upgrade schedule.
USACE, Pyrotechnic Facility, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ:
Principal-in-charge for a $10-million facility consisting of
five buildings totalling 31,000sf (pilot plant, laboratory,
engineering office, magazine storage and flammable
storage). The new facility serves as the primary
pyrotechnic research, development and engineering
center for the US Army. The facility was designed to
meet a sustainable design minimum SpiRiT rating of
bronze. Demolition and decontamination of twelve
current pyrotechnics buildings will be performed after

completion of the new facility.
USACE, Armament Integration Facility (AIF),
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ: Principal-in-charge for the
design of a new Armament Integration Facility (AIF)
that includes a laboratory building and a new firing
range attached by a 320sf access corridor to Picatinny
Arsenal’s existing M. T. Rossi Armament Technology
Facility (ATF). The new research and development
facility accommodates live fire testing in the firing
range and a laboratory to provide accommodation for
personnel and equipment for armament simulation, a
testing laboratory and an armored vehicle bay to equip
vehicles with armaments to be tested in the ATF’s 300
meter range.
Stevens Institute of Technology, Griffith Hall,
Hoboken, NJ: Managing principal for the preparation
of schematic design study for the adaptive reuse of an
existing maintenance building into the first building on
campus dedicated solely to biomedical research and
training. Studies were also prepared for Lieb Hall for the
study of robotics and design of medical devices, and
McLean Hall for vivarium and microscopy. Consideration
had to be given to rising water level issues off the NJ
coast in the planning
and design.
PAGE 1
Bristol-Myers Squibb, Employee Services Building,
New Brunswick, NJ: Principal-in-charge for Hillier of
design of a 65,000sf building for a major manufacturing
campus. Projecting wings now welcome visitors into a
sky-lit atrium which leads to the commons and dining
area.
Princeton University, Materials Science Research
Laboratory, Princeton, NJ: Principal-in-charge for
Hillier of development of a new 40,000sf Materials
Science Laboratory. Grant-funded research required
a flexible lab design with plug-and-play services
suspended from an open-grid ceiling that could be
easily re-configured. Benches were generally at the
edges to allow positioning of free-standing equipment
in the center of the labs. Highly specific labs such as
a shielded x-ray lab were located in the basement.
Daylight was brought in via a four story atrium.
USACE, Thule Vehicle Maintenance Facility and
Consolidated Civil Engineering Shops Facility Design
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ARCHITECT | HANK ABERNATHY, AIA (CONTINUED)
Review, Thule Air Force Base, Greenland: Quality
control manager for a project to provide structural
and architectural design support and peer review at
the 30%, 60% and 90% levels for a $25-million vehicle
maintenance facility at the Thule Air Force Base in
Greenland.
NYCSCA, Task Order Restoration and Renovation
of Public Schools, New York, NY: Principal-in-charge
for rehabilitation of public schools throughout the
five boroughs of New York City. The projects involve
rehabilitation, adaptive re-use and code compliant
upgrade of building envelope and supporting structural
system as well as site and interior modifications. The
A/E work at each school includes site inspection,
inspection report, data gathering, scope development,
design, contract documents, cost estimate and all
required permitting. Individual tasks range from
$80,000 to $10 million in construction value. Contract is
currently in its sixth two-year cycle.
DASNY, Term Contract Projects, New York, NY:
Principal-in-charge for completed assignments at
Lehman College, Queens College, Baruch College
and Medgar Evers College. Assignments at Lehman
College and Queens College involved water infiltration
and structural concrete investigations and testing
and the preparation of a findings report. At Medgar
Evers, a study and report was prepared to document
existing conditions and code compliance of existing
sprinkler systems at 1650 Bedford Hall. Current project
management responsibilities include assignments
involving a Phase 2 documentation and NYCDOB filing
of the Bedford Hall sprinkler systems at Medgar Evers
College, Music Building’s concrete slab investigation at
Lehman College, Klapper Hall water infiltration study
at Queens College, and a rooftop equipment access
design at Baruch College.
NYCDDC, Queens Museum Renovation and Addition,
Flushing, NY: Principal for Ammann & Whitney for the
$69-million, 67,000sf expansion that doubled the space
of the existing 70,000sf museum in association with
Grimshaw, Architects. The integration of the old and
new addition included extensive structural modification
of large scale existing trusses to accommodate the
new roof, addition of skylights on the roof for natural
lighting, a new stainless steel canopy, new entrance, and
curtain wall repairs and replacements to both the east
and west elevations.
Princeton University, Department of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering Laboratory, Princeton,
NJ: Principal-in-charge for design of a new 60,000sf
laboratory. This structure was joined to the north end of
an existing engineering building via a four-story atrium
flanked by two cores containing vertical circulation,
conference rooms and mechanical equipment above.

Rutgers University, Agricultural Experiment Center,
Upper Deerfield, NJ: Principal-in-charge for design of
an 18,000sf plant genetics research facility including
greenhouse. The building was divided into three
components: The laboratory section, the greenhouse
and the barn. Plants and crops developed in the
greenhouses were planted in adjacent fields under
controlled and secure conditions.
Trenton State College (College of New Jersey),
Trenton, NJ: Project manager/principal-in-charge
for the generation of a campus master plan for the
development of a new college entrance, the Great
Circle, and four sub-campuses connected by a
landscaped parkway which extended the full length of
the campus. Individual buildings which were designed
and constructed as an outgrowth of this plan included
the music building (50,000sf), administrative offices
building (37,000sf), Kendall Hall, 1,000 seat proscenium
theatre, black-box theatre (historic renovation) and a
new 500 seat concert hall.
The Pennington School, Pennington, NJ: Project
Manager for generating a master plan for campus
development of a preparatory school. Scope included
assessment of properties both on campus as well as in
the town of Pennington and how to tie them together
programmatically and physically by pathways. Upgrades
to internal vehicular circulation, pedestrian paths,
landscaping and signage.
Rutgers University, University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey, New Brunswick,
NJ: Principal-in-charge for design of a 60,000sf
Environmental Occupational Health Sciences Institute
(EOHSI). The new research building containes labs and
offices for the EOHSI program on five levels as well
as clinical space on the ground floor for treatment of
patients with diseases caused by environmental toxins. It
PAGE 1
was connected via
a tunnel to a vivarium in an adjacent
building and contained localized animal holding rooms.
Gill St. Bernards School, Gladstone, NJ: Project
manager for development of the master plan for
independent, nonsectarian, college preparatory day
school for students from pre-Kindergarten through
Grade 12 including long range plans to expand
academic and student life facilities.
Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg,
NJ: Principal-in-charge for design of a 1,000-seat
performing arts center and library addition. This new
addition included a traditional proscenium theater with
a ‘sprung’ floor for dance performances as well as a full
traps and a stage front that could be extended to form
a thrust stage. The library addition wrapped the theater
and included a new main entry for the college.
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Matthew Salerno, AIA, LEED AP Architect
Firm Ammann & Whitney
(a Louis Berger company)

Education

Registrations/Certifications

B. Arch, Architecture

Registered Architect (NJ, NY, MA, MD,
PA, FL )
LEED Version 2.0/2.1 Accredited
Professional

Years of Experience 38
Years with Firm 7

Matthew Salerno is a senior associate with 38 years of professional experience covering all aspects of architectural
practice including programming, master planning, building technology, project management, and sustainable
design. His experience includes new construction, building additions and renovations, exterior upgrades and
interior design projects for a variety of building types for transportation agencies, government agencies, and
private and state colleges and universities. He provides exceptional design and client service through the use of a
whole building design approach that incorporates innovative building technology, sustainable design practices, cost
effectiveness and life-cycle performance.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Lower Eastside Service Center, Flood Mitigation
Report, New York, NY: Quality control manager.
Hurricane Sandy flood waters breached the areaway
walls of the Lower Eastside Service Center’s (LESC) Su
Casa Residence, located on 7 Gouverneur Slip East
in downtown Manhattan. As flood waters filled the
building’s areaways, they poured in through the cellar
and subcellar windows, filling the 7,000sf cellar with
four feet of water. The flooding knocked out electric
switchgear and service, the emergency generator and
an HVAC unit serving the first floor. Loss of electric
power rendered the fire pumps, elevators, lighting,
telephone and internet service, and food refrigeration
units inoperable. In addition, the municipal sewer
backed up into the building. Matt served as the quality
control manager for the investigation and feasibility
study to document the resultant damage and assess
the vulnerability of the building’s utilities and services.
Various options to protect the building and its utilities
and services from future floods were evaluated.
Recommendations with cost estimates were provided
to address the repair, replacement and/or relocation of
existing affected utilities, MEP systems and equipment.
PANYNJ, “Call-In” Contract for Exterior Wall,
Roofing and Waterproofing Design, NY/NJ: Project
manager for a variety of multi-discipline, on-call
contract assignments at various Port Authority facilities.
The type of assignments included feasibility studies,
building condition assessments, building design, and
construction phase services for building envelope
remediation. Port Authority facilities worked on have
included office buildings, fire and emergency rescue
stations, airport terminals, airport hangars, tunnel vent
buildings, and transportation facilities, exemplified by
the following:
•

PATH Railroad Avenue Vent Building Roof
Replacement: Project manager for preparation
of Stage 3 construction documents and Stage
4 construction administration services were
provided for the replacement of the existing
deteriorated roofing systems at two levels with a
new, cold fluid-applied roofing system. Ammann &
Whitney to complete a Stage 1 report addressing

needed short-term and long-term remediation of
deficiencies associated with brick masonry façades
and flashings.
•

JFK International Airport Control Tower Roofs,
Window Walls, MEP Systems and Roof Electronic
Devices: Project manager for a comprehensive
investigation at several levels of the 321ft high
control tower structure to determine reasons
of water infiltration into the building. A Stage 1
report was prepared that included findings and
recommendations for remediation options that
included roof replacement and curtain wall repairs.
Also included in the report were findings and
recommendations of related roof MEP equipment
and electronic devices affected by the roof
replacement.

•

LaGuardia International Airport Replacement
of Buildings 82 and 83: Project manager for
preparation of a Stage 1 report and detailed Stage
3 design documents for the replacement of Building
82 and 83 with
a pre-engineered metal building.
PAGE 1
The fully insulated storage building design, which
was based on current building codes and energy
and life safety codes, included general storage, as
well as tool, fence, and vehicle storage spaces.

DASNY, OASAS Lower East Side Service Center
Building Exterior Envelope Condition Assessment
& Design Services, New York, NY: Project manager
for a building envelope condition assessment study
of the nine-story, brick masonry building located on
the FDR Drive overlooking the East River in downtown
Manhattan. The scope of work, based on visual survey
only, involved assessing the condition of the masonry
facades, very ornate terra cotta cornices and parapets,
roofs and building grounds. The study included cost
estimation for all of the remediation recommendations.
Invasive testing and probes were proposed to uncover
latent conditions and reasons for certain deteriorated
terra cotta cornice segments and cracks found on
brick masonry walls. Ammann & Whitney also provided
design services for this project.
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ARCHITECT | MATTHEW SALERNO, AIA (CONTINUED)
DRPA, Ben Franklin Bridge South Walkway Bicycle
and Pedestrian Ramp, Camden, NJ: Project architect
for the design of architectural elements on the bicycle
and pedestrian ramp. The ramp will provide an ADAcompliant walkway to allow both pedestrians and
bicyclists to cross the Benjamin Franklin Bridge from
Philadelphia to Camden without having to traverse a
set of stairs. Alternatives were developed based on
site constraints both above and below ground and
pedestrian and bicyclist circulation patterns, which will
improve circulation and safety.
Rutgers University, Louis Brown Athletic Center
Office Additions and Interior Renovations, New
Brunswick, NJ: Architect for new interior offices
planned and designed within the sports arena complex
and situated within the space under the inclined seating
structure. Part of the 20,000sf expansion also included
a new exercise and weightlifting facility, meeting rooms,
sports broadcasting and press rooms.
Charles V. Schaeffer Jr. Athletic and Recreational
Facility, Hoboken, NJ: Architect for a 60,000sf facility
that houses an NCAA competition swimming pool,
basketball court, racquetball and squash courts, fitness
center, and multipurpose room. These plus other uses
where housed on a multi-level building design partially
buried on the side of the hill. Unique to the design was
a diversified yet complimentary mix of building materials
and an attached exterior stadium seating overlooking
an athletic field.
County College of Morris, Swimming Pool Addition,
Randolph, NJ: Architect for an addition to the existing
athletic facility to house a new NCAA competition 25yard swimming pool. Unique to the design were the
glass block-enclosed exterior walls and exposed interior
structure and mechanical equipment.
Princeton High School, Addition and Renovation,
Princeton, NJ: Technical project coordinator for design
of a two-story classroom and auditorium addition. The
assignment also included renovation of the existing
facility to include new classrooms, labs, administrative
offices and a library, as well as exterior envelope
restorations and repairs. Exterior renovation and
restoration work warranted special care and sensitivity
in keeping with the architectural style of the original
building designated as a landmark.
DASNY, Lehman College, Pedestrian Bridge Water
Infiltration Study, Bronx, NY: Project manager
for a study involving water infiltration and concrete
deterioration of an elevated pedestrian walkway and
subsequent development of a scope of work for
remediation. Considerable water infiltration through
recent years had resulted in spalled concrete and rusted
exposed reinforcement bars.
NYS OGS, Main Roof Replacement, Swan Street
Building, Albany, NY: Project manager for design and
construction phase services for the replacement of the
43,240sf main roof at Albany’s Empire State Plaza. The

work includes the complete removal of the existing
roof assembly down to the structural deck. The project
also includes the removal and replacement of rooftop
marble panels at the mechanical penthouses and inner
parapets to allow for rehabilitation and waterproofing of
the back-up walls and replacement of flashing.
Tufts University, Science & Technology Center
Renovations, Medford, MA: Project manager for a
building envelope assessment and renovation project.
The renovation included restoration of the brick and
painted concrete façade and other exterior materials,
total roof replacement, architectural elements, repair or
replacement of windows and exterior doors and ADA
improvements.
Tufts University, Dewick MacPhie Dining Facility
Renovations, Somerville, MA: Project manager for a
condition assessment to determine the condition of
the existing façades, roofing and associated building
components and recommendations for remediation
work required. The building, which is a two-story (plus
basement) brick masonry structure, serves as the main
campus dining facility. The facades and roofs were in
major deteriorated condition due to poor detailing
and installation, exceeded life expectancy of building
systems and components, and lack of a systematic
and periodic maintenance program. Renovations
included exterior masonry wall repairs and repointing;
replacement of roofs and associated flashings, exterior
painted wood window trim, and original, single-glazed,
clerestory windows with insulated steel windows;
structural steel framing seismic upgrades; and rooftop
MEP steel dunnage and access design.
NYCDHPD, Arverne East Mixed-Use Residential
Development, Queens, NY: Complete site/building
design and financial proposal made to the City of New
York and the New York City Department of Housing
1
Preservation andPAGEDevelopment
in response to their RFP
to develop 47 acres of prime, oceanfront property in the
Arverne section of the Rockaway Peninsula in Queens.
The proposed master plan, building and landscape
design goals were to create a mixed-use residential
community that offered the key amenities sought after
by today’s homeowners and businesses and to make
the development an exemplary urban development
integrating new urbanism principles and successful
neighborhood design with an environmentally sensitive,
site specific design. The design embodies two “layers”
of unrestricted and interdependent systems: the “built”
and the “natural”. Commercial and low and mid-rise
residential structures were clustered around common
and naturally-vegetated green areas that functioned
as natural retentions for storm runoff and high water/
storm surges arising from the ocean and bay side of
the peninsula. The site design was developed and
configured around this and other environmental
concerns including orienting buildings to achieve
maximum exposure to ocean views and breezes.
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Wayne Valentine, PE Superintendent
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 40

MS, Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ)
40 Hour HAZWOPER Health & Safety
Training
8 Hour HAZWOPER Supervisor Training
10 Hour OSHA Construction Safety &
Health
OSHA Fall Protection and Prevention
Training
NJSAT – Asphalt Pavement
Construction Certification
Traffic Control Coordinator Certification,

Years with Firm 16

Mr. Valentine has more than 40 years of experience in construction and engineering design. He has experience in
project and construction management and quality control for a wide range of public and private agencies, as well as
experience in the administration of construction contracts. Mr. Valentine has additional experience in procurement,
negotiation of subcontracts, financial forecasts, scheduling, cost estimating and claims. Mr. Valentine also performs
administrative oversight for onsite construction inspectors, several of whom are located out of state, and provides
constructability reviews of plans and specifications and provide quality assurance checks on cost estimates, plans
and specifications. His previous experience includes on-site contract administration and construction management
for water and wastewater treatment plants and sewer piping systems, as well as seven years of experience with the
inspection, rehabilitation and structural design of fixed span and movable span bridges and concrete culverts and
eight years in the structural design of large natural draft and mechanical draft cooling towers, tall chimneys and large
storage silos and was project manager on several large design build projects
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Ocean County, Ocean County Justice Complex,
Addition and Alterations, Toms River, New Jersey.
Senior Cost Estimator. Responsible for the preparation
of preliminary and final cost estimates for the justice
complex additions and alterations/upgrades for the
County of Ocean. The project involved electrical and
mechanical equipment, demolition of existing systems,
installation of new structural, architectural, plumbing,
HVAC and fire protection items along with upgrades to
electrical and data systems. Performed constructability
review of the drawings and specifications, performed
quantity take offs and cost estimates within the
allowable project budget.
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), EWR Physical Protection of Terminal B
Building Glass. Senior Cost Estimator. Responsible
for the preparation of Stage 1 cost estimates for the
Terminal B Glass replacement. The project involved
electrical and mechanical equipment, demolition
of existing systems, installation of new structural,
architectural, plumbing, and HVAC and fire protection
items along with upgrades to HVAC systems. Performed
quantity take offs and cost estimates within the
allowable project budget.
PANYNJ, Physical Protection of Bus Terminal Interior
Columns. Senior Cost Estimator. Responsible for
the preparation of Stage 1 cost estimates for the Bus
Terminal interior column upgrades. The project involved
electrical and mechanical equipment, demolition
of existing systems, installation of new structural,

architectural, plumbing, and HVAC and fire protection
items. Performed quantity take offs and cost estimates
within the allowable project budget.
County of Camden, Replacement of Baird
Boulevard Bridge over the Cooper River & Roadway
Improvements, City of Camden, New Jersey. Project
Construction Manager/Resident Engineer. Providing
construction administration and inspection services on
1
the removal andPAGE
replacement
of the existing two span
bridge with a single span bridge; installation of pile
supported abutments and new retaining walls, concrete
curbs, sidewalks and drainage structures; and pavement
replacement and restoration. Providing construction
administration, on site construction inspection and
coordination of material testing with an outside firm.
Evaluated and approved pay requests. Responsible for
overall supervision of one fulltime and one part rime
construction inspector and coordination with Camden
County Engineering Department.
Red Bull Arena, Inc., Red Bull Training Facility,
Hanover, New Jersey. Project Manager/Construction
Manager/Resident Engineer. Provided construction
administration and inspection services on the
construction of the training facility and three soccer
fields. Performed inspections to verify that construction
is in accordance with the plans, specifications, local
codes and standards of the owner. Provided progress
reports to the corporate representative. Assisted client
in reviewing construction costs. Monitored project
schedules, evaluated change orders and assisted client
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SUPERINTENDENT | WAYNE VALENTINE, PE (CONTINUED)
in the buy-out of the project. Scope of responsibilities
on site included but were not limited to monitoring
of all concrete work (below/above grade); structural
steel erection; all mechanical/electrical/plumbing
(MEP) installations; all building envelope installations;
two natural turf and one artificial turf soccer field
construction including drainage and underground
heating systems; site utility and drainage installation;
all audio-visual, security, telecast, as well as overseeing
the architectural finishes of four multi-use buildings
that holds the player locker rooms, coaches offices, and
training weight room and workout areas. This effort
included direct management of full time field inspector,
an a subcontractor inspection/laboratory team of
New Jersey state-certified DCA special inspectors for
structural steel bolting/welding, concrete placement
and testing laboratory, concrete reinforcement preplacement inspection and soil and asphalt density
testing.
PANYNJ, Terminal Buildings Frontages Protection
for LaGuardia (LGA), John F. Kennedy (JFK) and
Newark Liberty Airports (EWR). Quality Assurance
(QA) Reviewer. Provided reviews of the cost estimate
and performed constructability reviews of the plans.
This program involved the design of physical, hardened
crash rated bollards and gates at various terminal
buildings at the three major metropolitan airports: JFK,
LGA, and EWR. The overall installation objective was
to provide for hardened bollards along the terminal
frontages to prevent vehicular encroachment into the
terminal building at various levels. In order to maintain
passenger and vehicle movements at each level of the
terminals, the work was staged.
National Park Service (NPS), Lincoln Memorial
Reflection Pool, National Mall, Washington DC.
Senior Cost Estimator /Constructability Reviewer.
Provided reviews of the cost estimate and performed
a constructability review for rehabilitation of the
Lincoln Memorial Refection Pool at the National Mall in
Washington, DC. The rehabilitation - the NPSs largest
American Reconstruction and Recovery Act (ARRA)
project - addressed structural deficiencies in the
Reflecting Pool and enhanced the infrastructure, safety
and pedestrian circulation systems in the surrounding
area. Provided review of construction cost estimates,
reviewed plans and specifications and provided
a complete constructability review of the project
components. Project involved demolition of existing
facilities, installing new piping and filtration system,
underground utilities, piling, new basin slab and walls
and resetting all stone granite, adjacent site restoration,
ADA-compliant access, new pathways, security features
and site lighting.
County of Union, Intersections and Roadway
Improvements on Four ARRA-Funded Projects,
Elizabeth and Plainfield, New Jersey. Project
Construction Manager/Resident Engineer. Each
project involved the removal and replacement of

concrete curbs, sidewalks and traffic pole foundations
as well and the installation of new signal poles, traffic
signals, and signage at 12 intersections. Provided
construction administration, construction inspection,
coordination of materials testing, and coordination of
maintenance and protection of traffic with local and
county police. Evaluated and approved pay requests.
Responsible for overall supervision of one on-site
construction inspector and coordination with Union
County Engineering Department.
County of Union, Six Intersections & Roadway
Improvements along Central Avenue Corridor,
Westfield, New Jersey. Project Construction
Manager/Resident Engineer. This $1.2 million project
involves the removal and replacement of concrete
curbs, sidewalks and traffic pole foundations and
installation of new signal poles, traffic signals, and
signage at six intersections. Provides construction
administration, construction inspection, coordination
of materials testing, and coordination of maintenance
and protection of traffic with local and county police.
Evaluates and approves pay requests. Responsible for
overall supervision of one on-site construction inspector
and coordination with the Union County Engineering
Department.
County of Union, Seven Intersections & Roadway
Improvements along the Terrill Road Corridor,
Plainfield, Scotch Plains and Fanwood, New Jersey.
Project Construction Manager/Resident Engineer.
This $1.2 million ARRA-funded project involved
the removal and replacement of concrete curbs,
sidewalks and traffic pole foundations as well as the
installation of new signal poles, traffic signals, and
signage at seven intersections. Provided construction
administration, construction inspection, coordination
of materials testing, and coordination of maintenance
and protection of
traffic with local and county police.
PAGE 1
Evaluates and approves pay requests. Responsible for
overall supervision of one on-site construction inspector
and coordination with Union County Engineering
Department.
Red Bull – New York, Pittser Field, Montclair
State University, Montclair, New Jersey. Project
Manager/Resident Engineer. Provided construction
administration and inspection on the construction of
a new full size practice field. Performed inspections
to verify that construction is in accordance with the
plans, specifications, local codes and standards of the
Owner. Provided progress reports to the corporate
representative. Assisted the client with reviewing
construction costs. Monitored project schedules
and evaluates change orders. Interfaced with the
contractor’s project manager/site superintendent and
MSU facility coordinator.
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Ken Favaro Superintendent
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 36

MCRP, City and Regional Planning
BA, City Planning and Political Science

OSHA 30-Hour Construction Safety and
Health Certification

Years with Firm 6

Mr. Ken Favaro has been a Marine Construction and Site Work Project Manager in the New York metropolitan area
since May 1984. His current position with The Louis Berger Group, Inc. is Senior Civil Inspector for the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey, handling complex, large-scale marine construction projects for the Port Commerce
Division, operating primarily at Brooklyn Marine Terminal in Red Hook and New York Container Terminal in Port Ivory,
Staten Island. Mr. Favaro’s primary job responsibilities include workmanship and materials quality assurance, daily
detailed job inspections, site safety/OSHA compliance, and approving/processing contractor payment requisitions.
He earned his degrees from Rutgers University.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Brooklyn Marine Terminal (Red Hook) and New York
Container Terminal (Port Ivory, Staten Island), Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ).
Field Representative/Marine Construction and Civil
Inspector. Mr. Favaro is presently responsible for
inspecting three major concurrent Priority Marine
Rehabilitation, Immediate Repair and Paving & Utility
Rehabilitation Contracts at Brooklyn Marine Terminal
and New York Container Terminal. The Priority Marine
Rehabilitation Contract ($2 million / June, 2015 – June,
2019) requires that Conway Marine Construction handle
Work Orders primarily involving the removal and
replacement of deteriorated timber fendering systems.
Other tasks will include under-deck pile jacket repairs
and civil/ underground utility work. The Immediate
Repairs Contract ($1.5 million / June, 2015 – June,
2017) requires that Trevcon Construction Company
perform marine construction projects primarily involving
under-deck timber pile jacket repairs due to marine
borer activity in New York Harbor. Other tasks will
include under-deck concrete girder rehabilitation,
bulkhead/sheet pile repairs and misc. marine and civil
projects. The Paving & Utility Rehabilitation Contract
($800,000.00/ Summer, 2015) requires that N Y Asphalt
mill and pave large sections of Brooklyn Marine
Terminal, including adjustment of underground utility
structures and installation of concrete barriers, guide
rail, signage and pavement markings.
Brooklyn Marine Terminal, Piers 7, 8, 9A, 9B, and 10,
Port Authority of New York & New Jersey (PANYNJ).
Field Representative/Marine Construction Inspector.
Mr. Favaro recently closed-out two concurrent marine
rehabilitation projects at the Brooklyn Marine Terminal.
One project ($2 million and contracted to Coastal
Environmental Group) involved various elements of
marine terminal rehabilitation, including: 258 pile jacket
repairs (of 16 different types) on the structural piles
supporting Piers 9A, 9B and 10; preparation of two steel
sheet pile bulkheads (770 LF total) and coating of same
with marine epoxy; welding 80+ steel repair plates over
holes in the bulkheads and concrete spall repairs on the
piers’ under-deck structural girders. The second project
($.75 million and contracted to R.B. Conway) involved

the removal and replacement of 800 LF of timber
fendering systems and the removal and replacement of
1000+ LF of pier deck backing log. Job responsibilities
on both projects included: providing quality assurance
to ensure that materials and the contractor’s means and
methods will result in repairs called for on the contract
drawings and specifications; daily job supervision and
performance of detailed work inspections resulting in
daily job reports; scheduling and witnessing underwater
inspections by the Port Authority’s Diver/Engineer
Contractor; assuring that OSHA safety regulations are
being adhered to at all times including daily review of
job conditions, weekly safety/toolbox talks with the
Contractor and scheduling site inspections with Risk
Management and Insurance Representatives; attending
job meetings to discuss project status, open RFIs and
means and methods to address special situations
during construction; and reviewing and approving
Contractor’s financial documents including job status
reports (monthly percentage completion documents)
and monthly payment requests.
Additional Major
Authority projects at various
PAGE Port
1
locations. Field Representative/Marine Construction
and Civil Inspector.
Mr. Favaro was responsible for a number of projects
(many running concurrently) included the following:
•

Anthony Rivara Construction Co. ($2.2 million)
– Removal and replacement of 330 LF of sheet
pile bulkhead at Pier 8, BMT, including bulkhead
demolition, re-welding/environmental protection of
sheet pile tie-rods, pile driving, concrete pile cap,
timber pile fendering system and paving

•

Coastal Environmental Group ($800,000.00) – Pier
10, BMT under-deck concrete girder rehabilitation

•

Nagori Construction Co. ($2.7 million at Brooklyn
Marine Terminal) – Installation of (21) surfacemounted domestic water backflow preventers,
including the construction of bollard-protected “hot
houses” over the majority of the units exposed to
weather
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Robert J. Klein, PE Superintendent
Firm CDM Smith

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 17

BS, Civil Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, NY)

Years with Firm 6
Mr. Klein has experience working on major projects. He has been involved in many levels from planning and
design to field observation and construction management. He has performed field inspections. As an effective
communicator, his duties have included daily client management, coordination with architects, sub-consultants, and
contractors. Mr. Klein has also demonstrated his budget management abilities through construction projects for
clientele and design projects for larger firms. He is experienced in establishing budgets and writing proposals.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Edenwald Houses North and South Green
Infrastructure, Bronx, New York,Resident Engineer.
Mr. Klein currently serves as the Resident Engineer
for the Edenwald Houses North and South Green
infrastructure Project. His responsibilities include
managing and overseeing the construction of a green
infrastructure projects designed by CDM Smith. Mr.
Klein is responsible for coordinating observation
services, ensuring the project is constructed in
accordance with the contract documents and required
permits, and ensuring timely responses to project
related inquiries to meet the project schedule.
Brookfield Avenue Landfill Remediation Project,
Staten Island, New York, Construction Manager. Mr.
Klein is currently serving as the Design Liaison for the
Brookfield Avenue Landfill Remediation Project. His
responsibilities include managing submittal reviews,
providing design clarifications and coordinating design
changes between the contractor, resident engineer,
and the various designers involved with the project. Mr.
Klein is also responsible for coordinating and preparing
permit documents on behalf of the client. Overall, he
is tasked with ensuring timely responses to all project
related inquiries to assist in the construction’s progress.

T&M Associates, Middletown, New Jersey, Project
Manager. Mr. Klein was a project manager for a
variety of private site projects including commercial,
office, industrial, warehouse, and pharmaceutical
developments. He was involved in the preparation of
Preliminary and Final Site plans and required permit
documents for various local and state permitting
agencies including Municipal, County, NJDEP, and
NJDOT. His responsibilities included preparation
of concept and design plans, bid and construction
document preparation, and construction management.
His project management expertise includes direct
responsibility for a projects performance budget wise as
well as ensuring client satisfaction.
Hatch Mott MacDonald, (formerly Killam Associates),
Millburn, New Jersey,Project Manager. Mr. Klein
performed project management for a variety of projects
including landfill construction and closure; fuel storage
tank projects; solid waste transfer station design and
permitting; sanitary and storm sewer systems; site
development for recreational facilities such as park
and zoo rehabilitation, park development, and athletic
facility development. He also managed projects in all
stages of development including conceptual design,
PAGE 1
design, site development,
permitting, bid document
preparation, cost estimating, construction observation
and construction management.
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Luis G. Cortes Superintendent
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 15

BS, Civil Engineering
AAS, Civil Engineering

Certificate, 4-Hour User/Erector
Supported Frame Scaffold Safety
Training

Years with Firm 11

Mr. Cortes has more than 14 years of experience in civil/architectural inspections, design, construction and
construction management. His experience includes pre-construction scope development, new building
construction, landmark building restoration, construction management, scheduling, quality control, cost estimating,
safety management, change order administration, contract negotiation, RFI tracking and response and claims
avoidance and resolution. His project experience includes water treatment plants, zoos, libraries, museums, schools,
parks, transportation facilities, government buildings and courthouses. Mr. Cortes has contributed to notable
projects through various roles such as superintendent and construction manager for clients, including the Dormitory
Authority for the State of New York (DASNY) and the New York City Department of Design and Construction (DDC).
He is also fluent in Spanish. Mr. Cortes performs heavy civil engineering and earthwork operations such as pile
driving, excavating, pre-drilling with the use of augers, cement foundation and rebar work as well as H piles and
concrete piles. He works closely with contractors and surveyors on site to manage earthwork operations. He also
maintains open lines of communication between stakeholders and manages quality control and safety plans. He has
experience preparing reports and maintaining project logs as they pertain to schedule, budget, safety and quality.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Belle Shores Sandy Storm Damage Repairs,
Rockaway Park, Queens, New York. Resident
Engineer. Belle Shores Condominium is a luxury
condominium complex situated on the oceanfront of
Rockaway Park, Queens. The six story-building complex
was devastated by flood damage from Hurricane Sandy
in October of 2012. Hill managed the design, bidding
and reconstruction of 26 ground-level duplexes,
replacement of mechanical and electrical systems for
all 78 units and other site restoration to restore units
to their original condition and safely deliver homes to
families displaced by the storm. The project consisted
of mold remediation, salvage, gut rehabilitation of first
floor and basement levels, roofing repairs, clean-out
of storm drainage and replacement of irrigation and
landscaping. Mr. Cortes managed several contractors,
coordinated with client board members and was
responsible for interior and exterior renovation work.
Interior renovations consisted of electrical, plumbing,
HVAC, finishes, cabinetry kitchens, bathrooms,
sheetrock, railing system, staircase and windows.
Exterior renovations consisted of waterproofing façade
and concrete foundation, brick restoration, landscaping
and roofing.

These inspections required confined space certification
and close coordination with the Holland Tunnel staff to
schedule inspections within existing lane closures and to
schedule inspection of those elements not dependent
on lane closures.

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Superstorm Sandy Long Term Recovery
Operation and Call-In Estimating, New York and
New Jersey. Resident engineer. In an emergency
recovery effort of over $250 million, Luis performed
civil concrete inspections to evaluate the extent of
Superstorm Sandy damage to the Holland Tunnel. Luis
provided a visual assessment of the damage, addressing
19 tunnel infrastructure elements including roadways,
tiles, ceilings, medium and low voltage electric
systems, pump rooms, exhaust and fresh air ducts, fire
suppression and detection, elevators and the stone
balustrade wall.

•

Luis also assisted in leading the inspection team in
evaluating the extent of Sandy-related damage to the
elevators in the Holland Tunnel ventilation buildings in
New York and New Jersey.
New York Governor’s Office of State Recovery
(GOSR), Construction Management Support Services,
New York, New York. Luis is providing program
management services for GOSR, the organization
overseeing the distribution of funds from the
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community
PAGE 1 Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBGDevelopment Block
DR) and the Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC).
GOSR’s NY Rising program will repair and mitigate
storm-damaged infrastructure and critical assets,
including low-income residences, government buildings,
water and sewage treatment facilities and transportation
systems affected by Superstorm Sandy.Tasks orders
include:
Change Order Management Housing Program.
Luis works closely with design professionals to
help ensure the homeowners’ designs are in full
compliance with FEMA guidelines and policy. This
process consists of meetings and dialouge with the
designers to veryify compliance and submission of
designs for review and funding. A recommended
estimate is created for the program to award and
fund. In addition, Luis performed site assessments
of Sandy-related damages to homes and prepared
estimates based on site assessment and applicant
documentation.
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SUPERINTENDENT | LUIS G. CORTES (CONTINUED)
New York City Economic Development Corporation
(EDC), East River Waterfront Esplanade & Piers
Project, New York, New York. Resident Engineer.
Mr. Cortes coordinated project activities amongst
EDC, DEP, DOT and the contractor for this complex
project. Work consisted of civil/structural, architectural
and landscaping construction, including improving
access and enhancing pedestrian connectivity and
public amenities along the water front, from the
Battery Maritime Building to Pier 35. The project also
entailed pier redevelopment for recreational use and
reconstructing Marginal Street to feature a continuous
bikeway, new seating and a planting drainage system
and water main. The project is divided into several
phases valued at $165 million. Ultimately, the project
will lower the water table to install a cast in sewer line
to an existing retaining wall. Mr. Cortes worked on the
temporary H piles necessary to hold the earth back
and then backfilled the area once the sewer was cast.
Mr. Cortes also managed pedestrian safety during
the project because the also operations were taking
place in a high volume foot traffic area, and supervised
the contractor’s work, resolved construction issues,
monitored work schedules and promptly followed up on
construction and safety issues.
DASNY, Bronx County Hall of Justice, Bronx, New
York. Superintendent. The Bronx County Hall of
Justice is an 11-story, 775,000 SF complex located on
a two-and-a-half-block site. Mr. Cortes and his team
was brought onto the project by DASNY to replace
a terminated construction manager. Mr. Cortes’s
services included construction management, program
change management, change order processing
and negotiation, construction inspection, project
reporting, scheduling and delay analysis, claims
analysis and support and project close-out. The project
faced significant schedule and budget challenges
at the time Hill entered the project, largely due to
unresolved claims and other delays. Mr. Cortes served
as Superintendent for the project, which was valued
in excess of $390 million. He was responsible for
coordinating multiple trade contracts, including HVAC,
plumbing, general contractor and electricians. This
project involved extremely careful coordination of the
numerous contractors and trades involved to deliver the
appropriate security for the facility.
City of New York Department of Parks & Recreation
(NYC Parks), Trees and Sidewalks, New York, New
York. Resident Engineer. The project is divided into
several sub projects. The scope for this $1.5 million
sub-project consists of sidewalk restoration of damage
caused by tree roots, maintenance of existing trees
throughout the City and tree survey to evaluate tree
damage from Superstorm Sandy.

New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC), City Hall Renovations, New York,
New York. Superintendent. Mr. Cortes is providing
construction management services for the $150 million
renovation of New York City Hall. Renovations will
include exterior and roofing improvements; installation
of the new electrical service; complete replacement
of heating, ventilation and air conditioning, fire
suppressing, fire alarm and audio-video; modernization
of its elevators; and the complete renovation of
all historical interior spaces. This is the first major
renovation to this National register building in over 120
years. This project is designed and constructed to meet
LEED Gold Accreditation. Mr. Cortes supervised the
civil/structural renovation of the existing building and
exterior work. Exterior civil work consisted of installing
of a new concrete electrical vault and manholes to
house new switchgear to power a portion of the newly
renovated building. Exterior work also consisted of
installation of concrete ramps, excavation and backfill
and grading for acceptance and security inspection of
trucks arriving to the site. Interior civil work consisted
of installation of new steel members and concrete slabs
as indicated by the design team; new floor joist and
sub flooring in certain rooms; and injection grouting,
scaffolding system and shoring throughout the building.
Mr. Cortes coordinated with DDC personnel, Mayor’s
office personnel, the design team, police officers/
security, Hill team members and contractors. (09/08 01/15)
DASNY, Manhattan Psychiatric Center, New York,
New York. Project Manager. Mr. Cortes served as
Project Manager for the Manhattan Psychiatric Center.
He provided coordination, supervision, and inspection
of all work a the site. He coordinated with the facilities
personnel, including DASNY, OMH and the contractors.
The close coordination and management brought this
PAGE 1
project to a close
ahead of schedule and on budget.
Mr. Cortes provided construction management
and inspection services and maintained continuous
coordination between DASNY, the Office of Mental
Health, project engineers and the contractor. Mr. Cortes
assisted DASNY in supervising the contractor, resolving
construction issues, performing inspections, monitoring
the progress of work completed, the work schedule,
correspondence and followed up construction issues/
request for information with design engineer. Mr.
Cortes’s staff coordinated daily with Office of Mental
Health regarding safety of their patients/clients, facility
and staff. Additional coordination of traffic control,
construction progress, access to the facility, utilities and
other contractors working simultaneously in the area
was ongoing. All landscaping, roads, site work and other
areas disturbed were restored to existing condition. The
project finished three months ahead of schedule.
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William McCanless Superintendent
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 37

BS, Civil Engineering

OSHA 30-Hour Certification

Years with Firm 11
Mr. McCanless has more than 37 years of program management, project management, construction management,
resident engineering, claims management, and supervisory experience working in the fields of construction
management, engineering, construction and maintenance. Mr. McCanless has experience in budgetary control
of projects, change order management, request for information process, construction submittal review, back
charge and claims resolution, work order control, lump sum bidding, cash flow projections, and development and
implementation of a main frame and personal computer maintenance management systems, including Primavera
Construction Management. He has managed EPA mandated Consent Decree projects and construction of Diversion
Sewers, Diversion Structures, Overflow Structures, finished water pumping station, and rehabilitation of sewer
pumping stations. Related to claims resolution on behalf of various clients, he has evaluated and processed change
orders, back charges, and time extension claims that ranged from $1,000 to $10 million. These cost claims resulted
from design deficiencies, unforeseen field conditions, and contractor inefficiencies.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission (WSSC)
Patuxent Water Filtration Plant Phase II Expansion
and UV Disinfection Facilities. Resident Engineer,
Program Manager responsible for all construction
management for the $45 million expansion for the
Patuxent Water Filtration Plant expansion which will
increase the nominal capacity from 56 million gallons
per day (MGD) to 72 MGD The contract includes the
addition of a 6th filter train including flocculation,
sedimentation and filtration, expansion of the Chlorine
Contact Chambers, addition of UV Disinfection;
improvements to the Pre-Treatment Facility;
replacement of existing Secondary Unit Substation;
addition of a new Orthophosphate Building including
Fluoride storage and feed systems with flash diffusion
chemical mixing; improvements to the finished water
distribution piping including a new 78-inch valve vault
for isolation; new 6-inch sludge recycle line thru jack
and bore trenchless construction under route US-98;
addition of new Residuals Handling facilities including
three centrifuges, two Residuals Storage Bins, polymer
feed storage, Thickened Sludge Pump Station with four
sludge feed pumps, truck bay with state certified scales,
two gravity thickeners, a splitter box, sedimentation
sludge metering vault, fire pump and improvements to
the reclaim sludge pumps in the Reclaim Sludge Pump
Station.
DC Water, DCFA 440 and 442 Construction
Management Programs, Washington, DC. Program
director for DC Water construction management
projects under DCFA 442 with a total construction
cost of more than $70 million with a negotiated fee
for providing construction services of $6.7 million. Mr.
McCanless is performing project director duties on this
project. His responsibilities include participating in the
review and analysis of the construction schedule and
evaluating of recovery schedules, negotiating change
orders, resolving field related construction issues,
reporting and documentation participation in progress
meetings and coordinating between the construction
management team and the program manager. Mr.

McCanless is coordinating closely with Department
of Water and Sewer Services and other DC Water
groups, DDOT, Pepco, Verizon, Washington Gas, DCRA,
National Park Service and other outside agencies.
DC Water, DCFA 396 Construction Management
Program, Washington, DC. Mr. McCanless was in
the role of project manager on multiple pump station
construction projects under this program totaling $83
million.
•

Construction Management and Inspection for the
Replacement of the Anacostia Pumping Station,
Washington, DC. Resident engineer/project
manager, $23 million finished water facility.

•

Construction Management and Inspection for
the Rehabilitation of Rock Creek Pump Station,
Washington, DC. Resident engineer/project
manager, $6.4 million construction of a sewage
PAGE 1
pump station.

•

Construction Management and Inspection for the
Rehabilitation of the Earl Place Pumping Station,
Washington, DC. Resident Engineer for this $1.1
million construction of a sewer pump station

•

Construction Management and Inspection for
the Rehabilitation of the Bryant Pumping Station,
Washington, DC. Resident Engineer for this
$45-million construction of a finish water pump
station

Responsibilities for these projects included coordinating
construction work, reviewing the construction schedule
and submittals, maintaining the contract manager
database, managing special inspections, managing
the inspection staff, coordinating process shutdowns,
evaluating and negotiating contractor PCOs, developing
engineer’s estimates, coordinating and heading
progress meetings, project schedule review and
analysis, management of construction submittals and
request for information (RFI) process and coordinating
public outreach with community and business
organizations.
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DC Water, Replacement of the Anacostia Pumping
Station, Washington, DC. Resident engineer/project
manager for this $23.5 million construction of a
finished water facility. Responsible for coordinating
construction work, reviewing project schedule and
construction submittals, maintaining database, process
shutdowns, coordinating work with the Department
of Water Services and other DC Water groups, DDOT,
Pepco, DCRA, National Park Service and other
outside agencies. Additional responsibilities include
specialized inspection, developing standardized
process and procedures, and overseeing their proper
implementation. Anacostia is a finished water pumping
station servicing Washington, DC residents east of the
Anacostia River. Scope includes a new pump station,
new 15kV electrical service, with a 49 percent increase
in outflow pumping capacity and new 1,500 and 25-kw
back-up generators. The new pump station is being
constructed while the existing pump station remains in
operation. The new station is to be operated remotely
from Bryant Street pumping station through SCADA.
Professional Services: 2007-2009
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Arthur Cartluccio, CCM Superintendent
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

Diploma, Air Conditioning, Refrigeration,
and Heating, Lincoln Technical Institute

Certified Construction Manager

Years with Firm 12

Mr. Carluccio has over 30 years of experience in electrical contracting, from job estimating to supporting existing
equipment and infrastructure. His expertise encompasses a broad range of electrical concepts in the commercial,
industrial, chemical and pharmaceutical fields, including advanced knowledge of hazardous locations, motors,
controls and instrumentation. Arthur correctly prioritizes tasks for the greatest efficiency and value-adds, is keenly
aware of safety and electrical codes and focuses on quality management to provide the client with successful
implementation. A member of IBEW Local 102, Arthur also holds a New Jersey Electrical Inspectors License ICS,
HHS, Construction Official and Electrical Sub Code Official, a New Jersey Electrical Contractors’ License and an ISA
Level 1 Instrument Technicians Certification. He has developed worker safety programs and served as a company
safety director. He is trained in the confined space area, the 40-hour HAZWOPER course and RAD. He also has
training in high voltage splicing, tele-data, fiber optics PLC programming, instrumentation calibration and electrical
estimating.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New Jersey Schools Development Authority, New
Jersey Schools Construction and Renovations
Program, Region 6 - Program Management, Trenton,
New Jersey. Construction Manager. Arthur served as
Construction Manager for Hill’s program for the New
Jersey Schools Construction Corporation. He oversaw
constructibility reviews of all of the schools. On some
of the schools he has also served as Inspector and
provided oversight of field personnel. Projects included:
•

Burlington City High School

•

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr./Jefferson Elementary
School

•

Freehold Elementary & Middle School

•

Gregory Elementary School

•

Joyce Kilmer Elementary School

•

Mott Elementary School

•

P.J. Hill Elementary School

•

Parker Elementary School

•

The Roebling School

•

Trenton Central High School

•

The Columbus School

New Jersey Housing Mortgage Finance Agency,
Whitlock Mills Housing Development, Jersey City,
New Jersey. Resident Engineer. This project entails
construction management consulting services for
the $40 million Whitlock Mills Housing Development
in Jersey City, New Jersey. As Resident Engineer,
Arthur is conducting an on-site investigation of the
ongoing housing construction project for the New
Jersey Housing Mortgage Finance Agency, the
mortgage holder for the project. Arthur’s duties include
checking and finding discrepancies and omissions in
the 80% completed housing project, as it compares
to the construction documents, building codes, and
environmental requirements. He then reports the

findings back to the Mortgage Company so that they
can instruct the contractor to make all the required
changes to the project and have the work inspected by
the local building department.
Corus Bank, Caribbean Condominium Complex/
Caribe, Miami Beach, Florida. Inspector. Arthur
performed peer review of design documents to
determine compatibility and capacity of systems
and provided a detailed punchlist of the mechanical,
electrical and plumbing systems as well as the fire
sprinkler system, the elevators and the emergency
generators for the Caribbean Condominium Project
in Miami Beach, Florida. Arthur’s duties included onsite inspection of the 90% completed condominium
complex for assessment of completion estimate on
behalf of the client and mortgage holder, Corus Bank.
Architect of the Capitol, U.S. Supreme Court
Building, Washington,
DC. Expert Witness. This project
PAGE 1
entailed a full range of construction management
services for the modernization of the United States
Supreme Court Building, including design, procurement
and construction phase support. Arthur served as an
Expert Electrical Witness against a contractor’s claim for
additional money for work completed.
Newark International Airport, Newark, New Jersey.
Arthur helped design and, then construct, the control
panels for the North Terminal and runways at the
Airport. After completion of the panels, he worked
on the installation, testing and troubleshooting of
the system for the client. Arthur continued as Lead
Journeyman until completion.
Stepan Chemical Company, Maywood, New Jersey.
Before joining Hill, Arthur served as Lead Foreman of
Electrical Installations and Operations, as an outside
contractor, for the company. He oversaw the design
and installation of numerous 3000 amp, 3-phase
service upgrades and plant-wide high voltage power
distribution. He also oversaw the installation of motor
control centers, process electrical equipment, lighting,
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SUPERINTENDENT | ARTHUR CARTLUCCIO, CCM (CONTINUED)
instrumentation, security systems, air scrubber and
purifying equipment, PLC control systems, and
telephone systems. The plant’s process areas were
located in hazardous locations, therefore, all the
electrical installations had to be installed as explosionproof.
Arthur also worked at the adjoining Superfund site, run
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Because of the
nature of the site, he became HAZWOPER and radiation
worker trained. He oversaw the installation of temporary
power services for contaminated soil cleaning and soil
burning systems. He also performed troubleshooting
of these systems controls; and, at off-site locations,
he supervised the removal and relocation of existing
electrical systems for contaminated soil removal.
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Vince DiFusco Superintendent
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 16

BFA, BLA, Landscape Architecture

N/A

Years with Firm 8
Mr. Di Fusco has more than 16 years of experience in landscape architecture design and construction. He has served
as Project Manager and Designer for several award-winning projects, including a greenroof in Battery Park City,
New York, and a waterfront landscape in Edgemere, Queens. He has managed numerous complex site construction
projects and has horticultural experience. As Resident Engineer, Vincent has contributed to many notable projects
for the City of New York Parks and Recreation (NYC Parks). His specialized computer skills include AutoCAD,
LandCAD, Photoshop 7.0, In-Design and Illustrator.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Parks and Recreation,
Central Forestry Division, New York, New York.
Resident Engineer. Vincent supervises all aspects
of converting urban traffic islands into pocket parks
throughout New York City. His responsibilities include
daily and weekly reporting, tracking and processing
payments, conducting final and guarantee inspections
and project completion procedures for the Parks
and Recreation program. In addition, Vincent’s
services include continuous on-site supervision,
maintaining accurate records, preparing detailed
construction reports, confirming adherence to contract
documents, maintaining schedules, establishing lines
of communication, reviewing contractor payments,
preparing change orders and supporting community
outreach needs.
New York City Department of Parks and Recreation,
Union Square Pavilion and Playgrounds, New York,
New York. Resident Engineer. For this renovation
project in historic Union Square Park in Manhattan, one
of the city’s most well known and widely used park,
Vincent supervised and inspected construction work
on a daily basis, producing daily and weekly reports for
the Parks and Recreation Department. In addition, he
verified field measurements and calculations to produce
a calculation book, and processed contractor payments.
Vincent also monitored contract cost and schedule,
attends progress meetings, prepared meeting minutes
and offered technical support as well as coordinating
with the owner, architects, engineers, and contractors.
The project is part of a larger indefinite quantity
management contract with the Department of Parks and
Recreation.
New York City Department of Parks and Recreation
(NYC Parks), The Reconstruction of McCarren
Pool and Bathhouse, New York, New York. Project
Manager and Resident Engineer. A Centerpiece of
Mayor Bloomberg’s PlaNYC 2030 program, this $50
million LEED Silver Restoration project for the NYC
Landmark McCarren Pool encompassed 55,440 SF of
restored pool with a smaller footprint to accommodate
a terrace beach area, including 75,000 SF of concrete
flat work and paving. Other project highlights include
the restoration of the recreation areas that provide the
year-round community center with a gym facility, multi-

purpose community rooms, office space for staff and
a lifeguard house equipped with a filter and a control
room.
As Resident Engineer, Vincent was instrumental in
supervising architectural historic preservation. He
managed client and contractor relations, project
submittal review and material delivery inspections.
He coordinated contractor schedules, performed RFI
documentation, maintained on site measurements
and calculations for payment verification and oversaw
project administration through project commissioning.
He managed agency, audit department and contractor
relationships while liaising broker mutual agreements
between parties throughout the construction process.
Landscape Architecture Firm, Various Projects, New
York, New York. Vincent led a five-person studio,
performed quality control, and scheduled staff to meet
project milestones for various parks and memorial
projects in New York. He prepared presentation
renderings, construction documents, specifications,
and cost estimates for projects in both the privateand public-sectors. He managed many projects from
concept to installation and construction, and worked
PAGE 1
with clients and contractors to ensure quality of
construction. He also created meeting minutes and
punch lists during the construction phase and reviewed
payment requisitions. Projects included:
Battery Park City, Greenroof, NY: Project Manager and
Designer
Edgemere, Waterfront Landscape, Queens, New
York. Project Manager and Designer. British Memorial
Garden, Hanover Square, NY: Project Manager,
Architect of Record, and Construction Manager
overseeing a construction budget of $6.5 million.
Central Park Conservancy, Various Projects, New
York, New York. Vincent served as Landscape Designer
and a fully integrated member of the design-build
team. The team worked on projects for the Central Park
Conservancy from conceptual and schematic designs
through final construction documentation, including
estimating costs. He liaised with construction managers
and contractors in the field reviewing the quality of
the installation for high-profile, historic preservation
projects.
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Wildlife Conservation Society at the Bronx Zoo,
Various Projects, Bronx, New York. Serving as
Zoological Park Maintainer as part of the park’s
horticulture team, Vincent was responsible for
planting, pruning, and upkeep of existing exhibits. He
transplanted and cultivated nursery stock; maintained
equipment; participated in all aspects of planting
for the Congo Gorilla Forest exhibit; and interfaced
with both the supervisor and the seasonal staff. He
was responsible for the implementation of the overall
horticultural objectives, including seasonal plantings
and entrance beautification.
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Joie Galiardo Superintendent
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 20

Coursework, Construction Method and
Material, New York University

N/A

Years with Firm 9

Ms. Galiardo has more than 20 years of experience in construction management for educational facilities, retirement
and assisted living facilities, hotels and airports. This includes taking on roles as Project Engineer and Assistant
Project Manager. From these roles, she has contributed to notable projects for the New York City Housing Authority
and the Roosevelt Island Operating Corp. In addition, her specialized computer software skills include Expedition,
Prolog and Primavera P3. She is also fluent in English and Spanish and speaks some Italian.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC), New York City Housing
Recovery Office, New York, New York. Assistant
Project Manager. This project involved a task order
from the New York City Department of Design and
Construction (DDC), in partnership with the New York
City Housing Recovery Office, to provide construction
management services in support of the City’s Build
it Back (BiB) housing recovery efforts in response to
Hurricane Sandy.
As Assistant Project Manager, Joie was involved in
all facets of the project from preparation of the bid
documentation, to contract award and contractor
invoices. Hill provided construction management
services to NYCHA on four simultaneous projects,
including roof work, fire proofing and the restoration
of 400 housing units. Joie assisted the Senior Project
Manager and was responsible for the budget and
finances of all four projects ranging from $3 million to
$15 million.
Octagon Park Roosevelt Park, Roosevelt Island
Operating Corporation, New York, New York. Project
Manager. Hill provided owner’s representative services
for the 500-unit Octagon Park Project. This residential
building will occupies a 5-acre site, which also contains
an ecological park, parking, swimming pool and tennis
courts. The project included historic restoration of the
31,000 square-foot, landmark Octagon building and
construction of two new 13-story residential wings.
As Assistant Project Manager, Joie was responsible for
managing the Island-wide Capital Improvement Plan
and overseeing the construction projects implemented,
which range in value from $500,000 to $1.4 million. She
also acts as liaison between other developers on the
Island and the Roosevelt Island Operating Corporation.
Her duties included generating RFPs; receiving, opening
and evaluating bids and participating in the bid award
process; invoicing; and managing the project and its
staff. She was involved in all facets of the construction
project from inception to completion.

Roosevelt Island Operating Corporation, Blackwell
House, New York, New York. Project Manager. As
Project Manager, Joie worked on the restoration of the
“Blackwell House” a Landmark 1700s farmhouse. She
worked closely with the architect and the structural
engineer in keeping the integrity of the farmhouse,
while restoration was taking place. Joie managed
the contractors on site and was responsible for the
construction from start to finish. Her responsibilities
ranged from reviewing submittals, site supervision,
evaluating change order work to payment requisitions
for the Contractors and A/E firms. During Joie’s time
at Roosevelt Island, she also oversaw the restoration
of the stairwells, waterproofing and concrete work at
the parking facility; and infrastructure work for both
drain and sanitation facilities on the Island. Joie worked
closely with TPL (Trust for Public Land) a non for profit
organization that does park/land development and were
looking to start work at the South Point Park on the
Island. She also worked closely with the procurement,
finance, legal and the engineering departments at
Roosevelt Island Operating Corporation.
College of New Rochelle, New York. Project
Engineer. The project is the new construction of a $46
PAGE
1
million, two-level
gymnasium
and wellness center with
swimming facilities. As Acting Superintendent, Joie was
responsible for the start up of the project; site logistics,
which included implementation of the construction
fence; staging of trailers and equipment; and safety
material and equipment. Joie worked closely with the
site contractor overseeing erosion control methods,
landscape scope of work and excavation.
Various School Projects, Katonah-Lewisboro School
District, New York. Project Engineer. Joie was
responsible for closing out six projects district wide.
Final phases included completion of change orders,
walk-throughs, punch list, closeout documentation, final
payment requisitions and release of retainage.
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SUPERINTENDENT | JOIE GALLARDO (CONTINUED)
Kendal on Hudson, Sleepy Hollow, New York. Project
Engineer. Kendal on Hudson is the $96 million new
construction of a high-end retirement facility that
included five separate buildings, with four independent
living buildings and one building for assisted living.
The assisted living building included medical, dining
and swimming facilities, as well as a wellness center.
Joie was responsible for review and processing of
all submittals and contract administration for all 27
contractors on site. Her responsibilities also included
generating RFIs, tracking and executing change orders,
maintaining sketches and revisions to plans, running the
weekly contractors’ meeting and generating minutes,
generating and maintaining the punch list and closeout
documentation.
Edgemont Union Free School District, New York.
Project Engineer. The district-wide project included
ground up construction and renovation work, as well as
a new library. Joie responsibilities included reviewing
submittals, generating RFIs, tracking all change orders,
contract administration and maintaining and revising the
scheduling using Primavera P3.
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James Breen Inspector
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 40

BS, Civil Engineering/
Construction Management (in progress)

NICET II, Highway Construction, Exp.
07/01/17 (NICET III & IV certification in
progress*)
OSHA Supervisor, #5809-2

Years with Firm 7

Mr. James Breen has a diverse and extensive background in the construction industry spanning over 40 years,
including work as both an engineer and a contractor. Since 1998 Mr. Breen worked primarily in Engineering,
with a focus on construction management, typically providing project management, construction management,
QC/QA services, and inspections, as the Owner’s on-site representative. He has hands on experience with a
wide range of construction applications including pile supported structures and pile driving, deep and shallow
foundations, structural elements including precast concrete, reinforced concrete and structural steel construction,
water, stormwater, and Sanitary Sewer construction, bridge repair and construction, exterior cladding and building
envelope, building façade restorations, design and construction of flashing systems, extensive roofing system
construction including all forms of sloped and flat roofs, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) construction,
and he has a strong background in all aspects of paving, concrete construction, and earthwork.
Additional Registrations/Certifications include:
• OSHA 30 Hour Construction Safety, #5891-1 (including Confined Space)
• OSHA Certified Competent Person for Trenching, Shoring, and Bracing, #5896-1
• OSHA 40 Hour HAZWOPER, #5792-2, Current with annual 8 Hr. refresher, Exp. 02/5/16
• OSHA Fall Protection per CFR 1926.503, #029-08
• OSHA Highway Work Zone Safety
• ACI Certified Concrete Field Testing Technician, #00026616, Exp. 12/15/19
• ACI Certified Concrete Construction Technology, Exp. 04/01/20
• SAT Certified Asphalt Technologist, Exp. 01/01/19
• Certified Aerial Lift Operator
• Rutgers CAIT NJ LTIP Certified Traffic Control Coordinator, #15-M5NBXQVT6BN, Exp. 05/16/18
• Rutgers CAIT / NJSME Certified Municipal Engineering Inspector
• American Welding Society CAWI Certification, Exp. 03/01/18
*Successfully completed the Level III and Level IV certification exams, and awaiting NICET approval of his detailed
work history and project write up.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Camden County Engineering Department, Baird
Boulevard (C.R. 608) over the Cooper River Bridge
Replacement, New Jersey. Assistant Resident
Engineer/Construction Manager. Responsibilities
included review of contractor submittals for compliance
with plans and specifications; review / inspect materials
used for compliance with approved submittals;
contractor oversight; daily documentation and
reporting of manpower, equipment, materials, and work
advanced; track status of project tasks compared to
project schedule; track work in place for comparison
with progress payments; review contractor invoices;
prepare and issue project documents including payment
logs and change orders, schedule and coordinate all
Owner provided inspections, testing, and sampling
required under the contract, conduct project meetings
and draft agendas and minutes, and provide full time
construction management services as the Owner’s on
site representative. September 2012 – April 2014
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Port Authority of NY & NJ (PANYNJ), Perimeter
Intrusion Detection Systems, Design Build Project,
New York and New Jersey. Field Supervisor.
Responsible for field measuring the completed
installation and using the as-built layout data to prepare
tie sketches, for drafting and finalizing as-built plans
for Perimeter. Intrusion Detection System DesignBuild projects at EWR and JFK airports. March 2011 September 2011
Union County Division of Engineering, Union County
Intersection Improvements, Various Municipalities
in Union County, New Jersey. Construction Manager.
These projects included upgrades to traffic and
pedestrian signals, curbs, sidewalks, pavement, and
handicapped ramps. These projects typically included
various phases of construction, at multiple locations in
different Municipalities simultaneously. Responsibilities
included: observe, document, and report all
construction activities, provide contractor oversight as
the County’s on-site construction manager, tabulate
labor and material quantities, review and approve
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INSPECTOR | JAMES BREEN (CONTINUED)
requisitions for payment, implementation of QC and QA
tasks, maintaining project related communication with
the Client, other municipal agencies, the Engineer(s)
of Record, and the contractor, review and approval of
field changes, oversight of contractor pedestrian and
vehicular traffic control plans, and preparation and
submittal of reports and project documentation. April
2010 – September 2014
Readington Middle School Wastewater Pumping
Station, Readington Township, New Jersey,.Senior
Inspector. This project included a new sanitary sewer
pumping station and a 1.3 mile force main tying
in to an existing sanitary sewer system. Mr. Breen
was responsible for contractor oversight, review of
contractor submittals including requisitions for payment,
implementation of QA/QC tasks, and maintaining
project related communication with the client, other
municipal agencies, and the township’s consulting
engineer. September 2008 – January 2009
Red Bull New York, Inc., Red Bull Arena, Harrison,
New Jersey. Assistant Resident Engineer/Chief
Inspector. This project included site development
and construction of a new soccer stadium which
accommodates approximately 25,000 people.
Responsibilities included observing / documenting
/ reporting on various construction operations such
as earthwork and excavation, pile driving, water,
stormwater, and sanitary sewer construction, reinforced
concrete construction and placement of concrete,
precast concrete construction, masonry construction,
MEP construction, roofing system construction, paving,
curbs, sidewalks and other site improvements, and
structural steel construction. Responsibilities included
development and implementation of project QA plan;
supervision of QA inspection teams and data collection
and reporting; coordination of all Owner provided
testing required by the contract including structural
steel and reinforced concrete special inspections in
accordance with NJDCA and IBC/NJ building Code.
June 2008 – April 2010
Princeton University Arts and Transit Village, New
Jersey. Assistant Project Manager. Responsibilities
include developing QA plans that include scheduling
and staffing to meet QA inspection and testing
requirements, developing / implementing testing and
sampling procedures, and reviewing existing testing
and sampling procedures, for a project that includes
realignment of an existing rail siding, construction of
a new train station, historic preservation of existing
structures that are being converted to retail space,
construction of new retail space, and construction
of a new cluster type structure with a theater, an art
museum, instructional space, and offices. QA testing
and sampling includes soils, bedrock, reinforced
concrete, geothermal, structural steel, precast concrete,
and asphalt. The QA plans are based on requirements in
the specifications or are provided by the A/E of Record,
and are developed to meet an aggressive construction
schedule. October 2014 – July 2015

Ocean County Engineering Department,
Replacement of Job’s Point Bridge, Somers Point,
New Jersey. Resident Inspector/Construction
Manager. This project included the temporary shoring
of the existing bridge, construction of a new bridge
and realigned approaches adjacent to the existing
bridge, and demolition of the existing bridge when
the new bridge opened to traffic. Responsibilities
included: assessed structural elements of existing
bridge and developed shoring and bracing details
to stabilize the existing bridge while the new bridge
was constructed, reviewed plans, specifications, and
geotechnical evaluations during construction; review
of contractor submittals for compliance with plans
and specifications; review / inspect materials used
for compliance with approved submittals; contractor
oversight; daily documentation and reporting of
manpower, equipment, materials, and work advanced;
track status of project tasks compared to project
schedule; track work in place for comparison with
progress payments; review contractor invoices; prepare
and issue project documents including payment
logs and change orders, schedule and coordinate all
Owner provided inspections, testing, and sampling
required under the contract, conduct project meetings
and draft agendas and minutes, and provide full time
construction management services as the Owner’s on
site representative. October 2005 – December 2005
Somerset County Engineering Department,
Replacement of Multiple Bridges, Somerset
County, New Jersey. Resident Inspector/Construction
Manager. Projects included the demolition of existing
bridges and construction of new bridges in the
original footprint. Responsibilities included: review
of contractor submittals for compliance with plans
and specifications; review / inspect materials used
for compliance with approved submittals; contractor
PAGE 1
oversight; daily documentation
and reporting of
manpower, equipment, materials, and work advanced;
track status of project tasks compared to project
schedule; track work in place for comparison with
progress payments; review contractor invoices; prepare
and issue project documents including payment
logs and change orders, schedule and coordinate all
Owner provided inspections, testing, and sampling
required under the contract, conduct project meetings
and draft agendas and minutes, and provide full time
construction management services as the Owner’s on
site representative. April 2005 – December 2005
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Cesar Abella, PE Inspector
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 41

BS, Civil Engineering

Civil Engineer, Philippines

Years with Firm 2.5
Mr. Abella has more than 41 years of experience as a civil, structural and project engineer. His work includes the
design and construction of projects for airports, higher education facilities, high-rise residential and commercial
condominiums, land and resort development, industrial park facilities and communication towers and cell sites. In
addition, Cesar specializes in construction inspection, construction management and project management. He is an
expert user of TEDDS structural design calculation software, ENERCALCS Structural and AutoCAD.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
The City University of New York (CUNY), Brooklyn
College Performing Arts Center, Brooklyn, New
York. Resident Engineer. Mr. Abella and his team are
providing construction management and theatre fitout services for a 64,000 SF addition to Whitman Hall,
including a 200-seat flexible stage performance space
with variable acoustics, orchestra rehearsal rooms,
choral and theater, a state-of-the-art recording studio,
the Pima Center for Computer Music, music studios,
practice rooms and a scene shop. Building materials,
systems and finishes were selected with environmental
sustainability in mind, making this the first “green
building” on campus. Cesar is responsible for
inspection of the building’s structural features including
fabrication and installation of reinforcement bars and
structural steel frames; installation of formworks and its
components; inspection of concrete pouring, backfilling
and compaction testing and checking contractors’ shop
drawings prior to submittal to the Engineer of Record.
His duties also include recording and submitting
daily progress reports, coordinating with other trades
regarding structural aspects of the project and
evaluating the contractors’ progress billing.
New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA), Facilities
Improvement Program, Construction Management
Services, New Jersey. Construction Manager. Mr.
Abella is providing construction management services
for the Authority’s 5-year, $500 million Facilities
Improvement Program. Jose is managing all phases of
final design and assisting the NJTA in the management,
oversight, coordination and reporting on all aspects
of the program. Jose is the Construction Manager and
is managing all of the services under this contract. He
reports directly to the Authority’s Program Manager.
Axis Design Group, Consulting Engineers, Newark,
New Jersey. Structural and Project Engineer, Inspector.
Mr. Abella was responsible for inspecting the project
site and structural components. He provided design
services, evaluated billing requisitions, reviewed shop
drawings and prepared site reports.
Inspector services included:
•

Renovation of 30 East 60th Street, New York,
NY: Cesar was involved in the inspection of rebar
installation, concrete pouring, form work installation
and preparation of the site report.

•

Residential Project, 93 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn,
NY: Cesar provided design services, reviewed shop
drawings and performed site inspections of three
buildings.

•

Condominium, 241 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY:
Cesar’s work included checking and evaluating
submitted shop drawings.

•

Six-Story Commercial Office Building, 805
Northern Boulevard, Great Neck, NY: Cesar’s
responsibilities included site inspection, evaluation
of billing requisitions, review of shop drawings and
preparation of the site report.

•

Buildings A and B, 5-05 48th Avenue, Long Island
City, NY: Cesar provided inspection of structural,
mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) work for
Building A and B.

•

River East Development Project, 44th Avenue,
Long Island City, NY: Cesar’s duties entailed the
inspection of structural components including
rebar. He also inspected concrete placement
from the foundation works up to the two main
superstructures of a 30-story building.

•

New Residential and Commercial Development
Project, 3700 Bedford Street, Brooklyn, NY: Cesar
was responsible for the inspection of the structural
components including rebar installation and
concrete placement from foundation works for
a proposed residential and commercial 10-story
building.

•

Double Tree Hotel Project, 8 Stone Street, New
York, NY: Cesar’s services involved the inspection of
structural components including rebar installation,
concrete placement, masonry works and formworks
installation and erection on the proposed 43-story
hotel building.

•

The Element Hotel Project, 311 West 39th Street,
New York, NY: Cesar was accountable for the
inspection of structural components including rebar
installation, concreting, masonry and formworks
erection and installation on the proposed 40-story
hotel building.
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INSPECTOR | CESAR ABELLA, PE (CONTINUED)
Design services included:
•

Four Seasons Centre, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia:
Cesar’s responsibilities involved the design of a
65-story building including residential, commercial
and office space.

•

Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC), Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia: Cesar’s services included the design of a
55-story building including residential, commercial
and office space.

•

Olgana-Hiliana Acadia Gardens, Dubai, UAE:
Cesar’s responsibilities required the design of two
50-story towers, including residential, commercial
and office spaces.

•

Northern Boulevard, LLC, Queens NY: Cesar
responsible for the design and project inspection,
evaluation of billing requisitions and site inspection
reports for this two-story commercial building.

•

Paskesz Factory Expansion, Brooklyn, NY: Cesar’s
services included design, site inspection and
reviewing of shop drawings.

•

Teaneck Mosque Expansion, Teaneck, NY: Cesar’s
role included design, site inspection and checking
of shop drawings.
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Benjamin Ferrante Inspector
Firm KS Engineers

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

Electronic Technician Diploma, RCA Institute

NJ Certified, Electrical Commercial and
Industrial Lighting – PSE&G
OSHA 10 Hour Construction

Years with Firm <1

Mr. Ferrante has over 30 years of experience and an extensive background working on major capital construction
and improvement projects across diverse market sectors including industrial, transportation, public infrastructure,
and wastewater facilities. He is highly adept at performing complex troubleshooting, specialized testing,
inspections, and appraisals on electrical devices and systems. Mr. Ferrante demonstrates exceptional technical and
project management skills in monitoring contractor performance to ensure high quality and accurate job costs. He
has the ability to identify deficiencies and negotiate change orders; his efforts have resulted in cost savings of up to
$1 million on a single project. He utilizes his strong organizational, communication, and interpersonal relation skills
in overseeing the performance of individuals across all trades.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
NYCDEP, Lead Electrical Inspector. Assistant Resident
Engineer responsible for managing, directing and
performing daily activities, including scheduling, and
checking Inspector’s reports. He was responsible for
site completion to meet or exceed job meetings with
construction trade personnel. He managed all phases
of projects to which he was assigned and maintained
communications with all field personnel. Attended
pre-construction meetings, organized site-specification
details with the sub-contractors.
•

Led vendors’ approval effort for cost effective
materials purchasing.

•

Led weekly project meetings with the team and
oversaw project timelines

•

Attended technical bid reviews, project meetings
and installation meetings, as needed at the Wards
Island Sewage Treatment Plant, Manhattan and the
Bronx Grid Chambers.

•

Assisted with issues in the field during installation
and start-up, as needed.

•

Led the team effectively and assisted with difficult
applications, sub-contractors and installations.

•

Provided weekly updates on the project and logistic
technical supports for level managements.

•

Worked closely with MCC, Switchgears and
transformer vaults

•

Led the teams to comply with safety rules and
regulations and applied them to daily working
activities to ensure safety on site (2010 – 2013)

Senior Electrical Inspector. Conducted daily onsite electrical inspections of large public construction
projects, including the Triborough Bridge Cable
Dehumidification Chamber Facility renovation.
Scheduled, assigned, and supervised a team of workers
across all trades, including steel workers. Interfaced with
the project team, from initial planning and development
through each project phase, including engineering and
design, construction, installation, start-up, and turnover
of operations.

•

Reviewed and evaluated procedures throughout
all project phases and recommended changes to
increase productivity and efficiency.

•

Maintained detailed project records and prepared
a variety of routine and special reports, including
construction, contractor/vendor evaluation, progress
status, and close-out.

•

Planned, organized, monitored, and controlled
progress along established timelines utilizing
construction department policies, procedures, and
project controls.

•

Oversaw the entire installation process to ensure
that all procedures were performed in accordance
with drawing specifications.

•

Identified violations with electrical code and
brought them to the attention of the Resident
Engineer; logged deficiencies into field book.

•

Initiated change orders to correct deficiencies;
copied the general contractor and Resident
Engineer. (2008 – 2010)
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Assistant Lead Inspector. Managed all aspects of
electrical inspection and design, for renovations of the
Wards Island Sewage Treatment Plant, Manhattan and
the Bronx Grid Chambers in New York to bring them up
to code for the first time since their construction in 1937.
Coordinated project requirements with multiple trade
groups to ensure the seamless and interrupted flow of
work with minimal conflict. Covered all three facilities
on a daily basis and reported directly to the Resident
Project Manager.
•

Processed daily engineering correspondence,
ensured that all drawings were stamped and
approved, and routed to the proper channels.

•

Coordinated trade work with all contractors and
sub-contractors including masons, steelworkers,
carpenters, mechanics and electricians.

•

Reviewed all electrical change orders and
engineering design modifications. (2004 – 2008)
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Senior Electrical Inspector. Handled all aspects of
electrical inspection and design for the three-building
renovation of the Middletown Rail Station in Port
Jervis, New York. Coordinated all subcontracting trade
work including electricians, masons, and steelworkers.
Reviewed all electrical design modifications and change
orders for the rail signaling system.

New York Transportation Authority. Senior Electrical
Inspector responsible for providing technical leadership
for the design and review of the $30 million installation
and rehabilitation of the Canarsie Transit Line lighting
tunnel. Monitored contractor compliance with plans and
specifications and approved estimates, job progress
and contracts.

•

•

Conducted electrical audits and prepared reports
for a variety of tasks including fire detection,
grounding code compliance, standby emergency
power, and security systems.

•

Worked closely with the contractor for the Brooklyn
Bus Terminal on diverse matters such as obtaining
permits and operating the central inspection
facilities for fire alarm systems. (1998 – 1999)

Oversaw the installation of a new Para-Tronic
fire alarm system; assisted in the design and
modification of the system throughout the
installation process. (2002 – 2004)

Senior Electrical Inspector. Worked as an independent
contractor in a field supervisory capacity for these two
leading engineering and construction management
companies. Was assigned to three major projects
with the New York City Transit Authority, the South
Jersey Transportation Authority, and the New Jersey
Transportation Authority. His primary responsibilities
included electrical inspections, electrical design and
modification, contractor submittal review, technical
support and assistance, and change order negotiation.
•

Saved approximately $1 million for the New Jersey
Transport Authority’s light rail system by reviewing
all electrical change orders, electrical plans, and
engineering design modifications and negotiating
lower costs with the both the general contractor
and subcontracts.

•

Designed and reviewed inspection services for the
upgrade of New York City Transit Authority fiber
network connecting 187 stations to a Sonet/ATM
network with two core and four edge rings.

•

Reviewed contractor submittals and provided
technical support for the rehabilitation of runways,
taxiway and lighting systems for the Atlantic City
International Airport. (2001 – 2002)

Marine Port Newark Facility. Electrical Inspector
responsible for managing and reviewing all construction
processes for the facility. Monitored and documented
the progress of construction to ensure that all work was
completed in accordance with contract provisions, that
tests were adequately performed, and that systems
were operationally safe in compliance with code.
Performed all office engineering functions.
•

Managed all incoming and outgoing
correspondence and maintained network database.

•

Evaluated change order requests and negotiated
costs for performing additional work.

•

Prepared and reviewed job cost reports, assuring
that contractor expenditures were accurately
reported. (1999 - 2001)

New Jersey Department of Transportation, Newark,
New Jersey. Electrical Inspector responsible for
directing all aspects of the electrical design and
inspection for the renovation and modernization of the
Route 1 and 9 Lift Span Bridge over the Hackensack
River and the rehabilitation of the Hamilton Avenue
Bascule Bridge over the Gowanus Canal in Brooklyn.
Managed the performance of electrical teams installing
wiring and electrical equipment such as transformers,
motors, motor controllers, and motor disconnects.
Monitored contractor activities and prepared daily
reports.
•

Designed and reviewed field inspection or 6,000
amp electrical supply feeders.

•

Oversaw field construction activities and directly
assisted the resident engineer. (1997 – 1998)
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Kevin McLaughlin Inspector
Firm KS Engineers

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 10

BS, Mechanical Engineering

N/A

Years with Firm <1

Mr. McLaughlin is a highly motivated, dependable field oriented engineer with over 10 years experience in the
engineering field, working on Installation, maintenance and construction of mechanical projects, Power plants
Sewage Plants, Water Treatment Plants, new buildings, and hotels. He has also led and worked in several team
environments. He has in-depth knowledge of Construction, Contract Drawing Generation, Coordination &
Specifications, and Curtain Wall Design. Extensive QA /QC and CM experience, Tracking/Scheduling of Documents
Preparation, Inspection and on-site reporting of building condition deficiencies, and their urgency for repairs based
on professional judgment.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Mechanical Inspector (KS Engineers), New York
City Department of Environmental Protection
Wastewater Treatment and Pumping Station
Miscellaneous Projects at Various Locations.
Performed onsite inspections of wastewater treatment
mechanical facilities under construction at New York
City wastewater treatment plants and pump stations
operated by the NYC Department of Environmental
Protection. Under general supervision of the Resident
Engineer, responsible for performing detailed, resident
inspection of mechanical equipment at wastewater
treatment facilities under construction and/or under
repair and was responsible for insuring that all material
and equipment installed conforms with engineering
plans and specifications. Prepared written daily
and weekly progress and status reports utilizing
computer tablets and maintained a detailed diary for
all construction inspections assigned to utilize the
applications of materials and methods and to recognize
potential or actual construction problems and takes
steps to resolve them. Attended pre-construction
and job progress meetings with city engineering and
contracting personnel. Maintained multiple project
coverage in conjunction with the Bureau of Wastewater
Treatment (BWT) Job Order Contracts (JOC) program
and stand alone construction projects.
Project Engineer (Durr Mechanical - Contractor),
PSEG Peaking Project, Kearny, New Jersey.
•

•

Responsible to resolve installation issues, expedite
materials, seek resolution from owner and design
engineer. Project consisted of installation of all above
ground structures and equipment for 6 GE LM-6000
Gas Turbine Generators, SCR and stack installation,
all mechanical and electrical equipment, structural
steel and owner-purchased vendor equipment.

Project Engineer (Durr Mechanical - Contractor), DEP
Water Treatment Plant, Bronx, New York.
•

Project engineer at NYC DEP Croton 312 G contract,
interfaced with design engineer - Hazen and
Sawyer, Construction Manager - URS, and field
superintendents in the installation and construction,
flushing and testing of process mechanical systems
for the 291 MGD water treatment plant in Bronx NY.

•

Responsible for development of flush packages,
hydro packages, developing submittal packages to
design engineer and resolving comments by design
engineer, developing RFIs and analyzing responses
for constructability, participated in weekly
engineering review meetings with design engineer
and Construction Managers.

•

Monitored mechanical process installation on water
treatment facility including installation tracking and
reporting, interface with field superintendents to
resolve installation
issues.
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•

Develop valve identification tags, drawings and
matrix for more than 8000 valves used on the
project. (2008 -2011)

Ritz Carlton Hotel – Rose Hall, Jamaica, Maintenance
Engineer.
•

Carry-out preventative repairs and maintenance
work to guest rooms, steam-boiler, water chillers
and sewage plant.

•

Developed a multi-step checking process
improvement plan to reduce guest complaints calls
to engineering department.

•

Design lighting and effects for weddings and hotel’s
functions.

Assist developing submittal packages to design
engineer and resolving comments by design
engineer, developing RFIs and analyzing responses
for constructability, participated in weekly
engineering meetings with PSEJ and GE engineers.
(2011 – 2012)
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Fernando Gonzales Inspector
Firm KS Engineers

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 11

Coursework/Project Management, Mechanical
Institute of New York, 2012
Construction Quality Management Course,
Maryland AGC

CQM Certified

Years with Firm <1

Mr. Gonzales is a Construction Professional with more than 11 years of extensive, diversified experience as an
MEP Coordinator, a Superintendent, and in underground Infrastructure construction. He is skilled at efficiently
managing major projects from inception to timely completion, administering budgets, coordinating trades, and
ensuring safety and quality results in all work. Key skills and experience include construction/demolition projects,
infrastructure improvement projects, environmental remediation projects, site safety and OSHA compliance,
QA/QC and field engineering, RFIs/RFPs, budgeting and cost controls, and subcontractor/crew supervision. Mr.
Gonzales is also proficient in Microsoft Office software (Outlook, Excel, and Word), Prolog, SharePoint, Byers, and
ProjectWise.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Jacobs Engineering, New York, New York. Oversaw
the work of the construction contractor for progress,
workmanship, and conformance with the contract
documents and existing codes. Reviewed, comment
upon, and processed submittals.
Drafted Requests for Proposals (RFPs) that define work
to be performed. Reviewed, prepared pre-negotiation
objectives, conducted fact-finding and clarifications
with the contractor, and drafted Records of Negotiation
explaining the cost difference. Confirmed that certified
payrolls were submitted for all workers, reviewed for
accuracy, and performed labor interviews on a periodic
basis. Completed a Daily Diary for each day on site.
Coordinated critical point, special, beneficial, and final
inspections. Assisted in resolution, draft response,
tracking, and following up on requests for information
(RFIs). Verified that all required O&M manuals,
warranties, guarantees, and closeout requirements
were complete and in compliance with the contract
documents. Took over existing maintenance contracts
on temporary boilers, and oversaw the replacement
of the existing temporary oil fueled boilers to gas
replacements. He surveyed and reviewed damages
to prior mechanical systems, including environmental
assessments, working with third party boiler inspectors
to assess the feasibility of either retrofit or new rebuild
options in housing mechanical spaces. Worked with
utility companies on street infrastructure to buildings,
including gas, electric, and steam. Oversaw the
contracts for demolition and reconstruction of 250 firstfloor apartments, including all related environmental
services and MEP damages. Oversaw the rebuild
of the community center gymnasium, and of 65
playgrounds, assessing sink holes and possible related
civil infrastructure weaknesses. He also brought all
related work back up to current building codes. (4/2013
- 9/2014)

Consolidated Edison, New York, New York. Mechanic/
Inspector, Construction Management. Supervised
and monitored the work efforts of hired contractors,
ensuring that all work being performed by them was
accomplished in a timely, efficient manner in accordance
with established company standards. Made certain that
all prescribed job specifications were met. Ensured that
contractors’ methods of work conformed to local, state,
and federal regulations. Assured that all contractor
work was conducted within stipulations required by
applicable NYC permits and minimized quality of life
issues in the community. Assured the timeliness and
accuracy of Code 753 contractor activities in adherence
to the state regulations. Ensured that safe work
practices were followed and that the environment was
fully protected in accordance with company policy and
governmental regulations, procedures, environmental
laws, and PSC guidelines.
As part of the Emergency
Response Force, he was
PAGE 1
responsible for physical installation and repairs of
gas mains and services during emergency and nonemergency situations, in compliance with Con Edison
operating and safety procedures. He ensured the
timely completion of system repairs while being mindful
of environmental laws and PSC guidelines. Notable
projects included:
•

Multiple Con Edison Gas Facility, Regulator Stations
throughout New York, NY

•

New York City Department of Design and
Construction (NYCDDC), Beaches, Phase 3 Beaches
Restoration and Reconstruction/Queens, Brooklyn,
Coney Island, NY

•

Multi-Tier/ Stacked contract for FEMA/NYCHA
hurricane recovery CM management in 5 boroughs

•

National Park Services / Repair Damage to Multiple
Park Buildings and Landscapes at Statue of Liberty
and Ellis Island, Hudson County, NJ and New York
County, NY
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Ronald Bloom, EIT Inspector
Firm KS Engineers

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 30

BS, Industrial Relations, Minor in Mechanical
Engineering

Engineer-In-Training

Years with Firm <1

Mr. Ronald Bloom has experience working as construction manager specializing in Mechanical and Plumbing
inspections with 30 years of working for various architectural/engineering firms and construction managers in New
York.
Mr. Bloom is a highly motivated and skilled Construction Inspector with extensive experience, focusing on
commercial installations for public and private agencies. He has demonstrated capabilities include reviewing and
approving bids, handling projects from inception to completion and meeting budgeting objectives. Skilled in staff
training, scheduling and supervision, Mr. Bloom is a resourceful, proactive, multi-task and deadline oriented selfstarter with excellent problem solving and communication abilities. Excels in performance through both individual
and team efforts.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
As a Field Supervisor, Mr. Bloom’s duties included the
following:
•

Directed and coordinated the progress of
construction; evaluated the capabilities of
subordinate Field Coordinators.

•

Managed and monitored all construction related
functions for the timely completion of assigned
scopes of work.

•

Provided overall management and coordination
of Field Supervisors, with a peak of twelve
subordinates.

•

Ensured Field Supervisors and Contractors adhered
to contract requirements.

•

Reviewed requests for contractual changes,
submitted recommendations and provided
leadership during negotiations.

•

Ensured that all construction activities are
performed in accordance with contract documents.

•

Evaluated subcontractor performance in adhering to
Best Practice Standards

•

Performed final inspection prior to acceptance of
completed work.

Specific Mechanical Responsibilities:
•

Supervised the fulfillment of the Mechanical and
Plumbing contracts

•

Assured construction adherence to specifications,
codes & standard practices.

•

Inspection of welds, resulting in pipe and structural
quality needs being met.

•

Supervised the pressure testing of piping systems,
insuring the integrity of joints.

•

Managed and Inspected the testing of pipe
& equipment, as a complete system, insuring
compliance to design criteria and leading to minimal
project downtime.

•

Reviewed requests for contractual changes,
submitted recommendations and provided
leadership during negotiations;

•

Investigated and proposed alternate layouts
where conflicts occurred during the coordination
procedures thereby contributing to projects
beginning on time.

Talascend LLC, Field Supervisor.Monitored and
inspected the build out of new and the upgrade of
existing AT&T cell sites. Reviewed payment requests
and reviewed documents for turnover to the client.
AMAY ASSOCIATES, Mechanical-Plumbing InspectorCroton Water Filtration Plant, Bronx, New York.
Contracted to the Construction Management team,
for the construction of the $3 Billion Dollar Croton
Water Filtration Plant. Responsibility was to oversee
and inspect the installation of piping and equipment,
including FRP/steel tanks. This project was built for the
City of New York, under the direction of the DEP.
PAGE 1
BECHTEL Communications,
Lead Field Supervisor.
Upgraded AT&T-cell sites. In this position, was
responsible for the activities of up to 12 Field
Supervisors. Upgraded cell sites for AT&T and Clearwire.

PACER International, Construction Manager.
Supervised the construction of Data Centers for the
telecommunications industry.
School District of Palm Beach County, Florida,
Construction Inspector. Performed inspections, on
all disciplines, related to the construction of schools.
Received certification as Uniform Building Code
Inspector for the school district of Palm Beach County,
Florida.
SAVIN ENGINEERS, P.C., Mechanical-Plumbing
Inspector- Wards Island Waste Water Treatment
Plant. Employed by the construction manager for the
expansion of a Waste Water Treatment Facility that is
owned by the City of New York. Project included the
installation of new aeration tanks, final settling tanks,
sludge pumping station and an underground fuel oil
storage facility.
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Mark McDowell, RA, CCM Claims
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 20

MS, Construction Management
B. Arch, Architecture

Registered Architect (CT, MA)
Certified Construction Manager

Years with Firm 9

Mr. McDowell has 20 years of experience in the construction industry as a results-oriented manager on a wide
variety of large capital projects. Mark has excellent communication and interpersonal skills and is skilled in planning
and scheduling, and capital project development. He understands the coordination and direction of all construction
activities. A team player with the ability to work independently, Mark is detailed and extremely well organized with
great analytical skills to solve problems and provide solutions.
His project experience includes multi-family housing, theme park attraction development, restaurant, retail, and
public works construction, including heavy civil works on the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority’s Redline
Project. He brings a time management approach to all phases of project development and has the experience
necessary to make intelligent decisions through the entire project process. A number of his projects were both
designed and constructed solely by Mark.
He is proficient in software programs related to construction management and claims, and they include Expedition,
Pertmaster, Suretrak, P3, RiskAMP, and Concordance. He has utilized these different software programs in the
comprehensive evaluation of numerous construction claims.
An experienced project controls professional with an emphasis on time and cost, Mark has performed independent
assessment and expert analysis of claims, disputed changes, and complex cost and schedule issues. He has
performed detailed analysis of contractor proposals to determine schedule impacts, culpability, and funding
changes. He has conducted value engineering services on many projects employing various methods including
life cycle costing, discounted cash flows, quality models, present worth methods, as well as risk assessment and
analysis. He is experienced in negotiations of entitlement between responsible parties in the change order process.
Mark has provided risk analysis in the project development phase for both cost and project schedule through range
estimating and “Monte Carlo” risk techniques.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
World Trade Center (WTC) Reconstruction, New York,
New York. Scheduler and Risk Analyst. Mark has been
retained by the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey to provide scheduling and risk services for this
complex and highly visible capital program. A portion
of this project is the World Trade Center Transportation
Hub which includes a multi-modal transportation center
and central plant linkages to four high-rise towers. Mark
is supporting the $4.4 billion Hub portion of the World
Trade Center project. This effort is required to improve
the quality of assessments and certainty forecasts as
well as coordinate independent and shared interim
milestones between the multiple stakeholders.
State Department Government Buildings, Libreville,
Gabon. Managing Consultant. Mark is providing the
U.S. Department of State Overseas Building Operations
(OBO) with schedule and claims evaluation services
in connection with the construction of new embassy
compounds. The compound in Gabon will house the
functions of both the U.S. Department of State and
its tenant organizations. The scope of work includes a
review of the design-builder’s initial project execution
schedule, its subsequent project execution schedule,
and all updates, to ensure that they conform to the
contract requirements. Mark performed risk assessment
and earned value studies for an ongoing design/build
embassy project in Africa.

Connecticut Science Center (CSC) Constructability
Review, Hartford, Connecticut. Managing Consultant.
he Connecticut Science Center (CSC) is a 144,000 GSF
facility which included exhibition spaces, an education
center, café, IMAX, multi-purpose theatre, administrative
offices, support spaces, gift shop and 500-space
garage. BecausePAGEof1concerns about the impact of roof
issues, delays and project costs, design issues, changes
and other events, CSC retained Mark and the team
to perform an assessment of project issues such as a
validation of the completion schedule, forensic review
of high value change orders and an assessment of the
schedule slippage. Mark provided the architectural and
structural issues assessment on the active construction
project that included a distressed signature roof
structure that required removal and re-engineering.
The goal of the assessment was to provide the Owner
with alternate strategies allowing the completion of the
project with the least impact to cost and schedule.
Pascagoula Shipyard-Hurricane Katrina Damage,
Pascagoula, Michigan. Claims Analyst. Mark was asked
to evaluate the cost of property loss to the shipyards in
Pascagoula due to the flooding after Hurricane Katrina.
Mark was responsible for review and claims assessment
of ship construction cost and schedule records to assess
damages.
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COST CONTROL/AUDITOR | MARK MCDOWELL, RA, CCM (CONTINUED)
Port Imperial Condominiums, West New York, New
Jersey. Forensic Architect. Following K. Hovnanian Port
Imperial Urban Renewal, Inc.’s (KHPIUR) development
and construction of 400 condominium and townhouse
units, the homeowners association filed a complaint
against KUPIUR alleging design and workmanship issues
that caused significant potential financial damages.
Mark has performed on-going, on-site inspections of
the property to determine actual field conditions and to
determine the builder’s compliance with design, code
and industry standards.
New Haven Rail Maintenance Facility Expansion,
Risk Assessment, Connecticut Office of Policy and
Management, New Haven, Connecticut. Managing
Consultant. Mark reviewed and analyzed the scope,
cost and budget established by the Connecticut
Department of Transportation for the New Haven Rail
Maintenance Facility Expansion project. This $2 billion
program for optimization of the New Haven Railyard
was conceptualized in 2002, and it is expected to
be completed in 2020. Mark produced construction
commodity inflation analysis and risk assessment
models using Excel, RiskAMP and Pertmaster software
to estimate overall cost certainty for the program. The
assignment was directed by the Connecticut Office of
Policy and Management.
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Bethany Libenson Claims
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 12

MS, Construction Management
BS, Civil Engineering

N/A

Years with Firm 5

Ms. Libenson possesses over 12 years of experience in the construction industry. She has expertise in estimating,
scheduling, cost projections, subcontract review, product submittals, payment schedules, inspections and
punchlists, and construction claims.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
PANYNJ, World Trade Center Redevelopment
Program, New York, NY. Claims Specialist. Consultant
to The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey for the
World Trade Center Redevelopment Program in lower
Manhattan as a member of the Construction Claims
Group and Freedom of Information (FOI) Administrator
for the entire World Trade Center Construction
Program. As FOI Adminitrator, coordinates with the
appropriate project staff to facilitate timely responses
for all Program related Requests for Information in
accordance with the Port Authority’s Freedom of
Information policies. As Claims Specialist, supports
the Claims Team in the evaluation of claims made
against the Port Authority and assists in providing
analysis and recommendations to Senior Port Authority
Management. Examples include schedule delay analysis,
extra work related disputes, loss of productivity analysis,
acceleration claims, and cost allocation disputes.
Strategy, LLC, New York, New York. Consultant.
Performed the roles of Estimator and Claims Analyst
and participated in the development of proposals and
interfaced with potential clients. As Estimator, interacted
with architects to refine project scope, communicated
with suppliers and subcontractors to obtain current
pricing, and assisted with the development of all project
deliverables. As Claims Analyst, performed cost analysis
related to claims and disputes; performed analysis and
management of project documents relating to disputes;
performed analysis of damages, causes and impacts;
assessment of productivity losses; interacted with
clients and legal professionals; and contributed to the
development of expert reports.
Carter & Burgess, Inc./Jacobs Engineering.
Estimator/Project Coordinator – New York, New
York. As an Estimator, responsible for providing
estimating services for corporate, educational and
healthcare facilities, laboratories, airports and municipal
buildings including architectural takeoffs, plumbing and
mechanical takeoffs, and basis of estimate document
control. As a Project Coordinator, provided owner’s
representative services including estimating, scheduling,
construction trade coordination, document control,
negotiation of change orders, and approval of payment
requests.

Equity Office Properties/Beacon Properties.
Assistant Project Manager – Atlanta, Georgia.
Performed the role of General Contractor for all
interior construction projects. Responsibilities included
estimating, scheduling, reviewing subcontracts, and
managing all aspects of construction.
Representative Estimating Experience:
•

Staten Island Courthouse, Staten Island, NY

•

Beacon Power Energy Storage Facility, CT

•

Fire Station #13, Miami, FL

•

Emergency Response and Data Center, Garland, TX

•

DC Forensic Laboratory, Washington, DC

•

Residential Fitness Centers, New York, NY

•

Bronx Community College, Bronx, NY

•

Times Square Housing Renovations, New York, NY

•

Miami International Airport, Miami, FL

•

San Jose International Airport, San Jose, CA

•

Sacramento International Airport, Sacramento, CA

•

Denver International Airport, Denver, CO
PAGE
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Representative Claims Experience:
•

Tiara Condominium, Singer Island, FL

•

Centerbrook v. The University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI

•

Tower 333 Crane Collapse, Bellevue, Washington

•

Atlantic Town Center, Atlanta, GA

•

71 Reade Street, New York, NY

•

Mohegan Sun, Uncasville, CT

•

Edgemoor Skilled Nursing Facility, Santee, CA
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Yocontalie Jackson Construction Administration
Firm Jackson Associates

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 33

MS, Commuity Economic Development
Urban Studies, Rutgers University

N/A

Years with Firm 11

As the Principal of the firm, Ms. Jackson’s duties include but are not limited to: Business Development; Contract
Administration; Project Management; Developed Curriculum and facilitated training for non-profit and private
sector Board of Directors; oversight of team facilitators for Construction Management, Cultural diversity, Business
development and other types of training of trainers sessions, development of legislative policy and procedures for
non-profit and private sector organizations; Staff development; Oversight of operations; Projects: Antioch Manor,
Project Size 13M; J. Proctor Development, Project Size 1.2M; Carusi Middle School, Cherry Hill, NJ, Project Size 1M;
Dudley Elementary School, Project Size 34M; Cooper Pavilion, Project Size 160M; Ferry Manor, Project Size 16M;
Rittenberg Senior Manor, Project Size 12M, The Meadows Hope 6, Project Size 14M.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
National Association of Minority Contractors, New
Jersey Chapter - President, October, 2006 – 2012.
Ms. Jackson served as President of the National
Association of Minority Contractors., New Jersey
Chapter. Complete overhaul of organization.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Developed all committees; Organized and trained
board of directors; Developed strategic partners for
organization; fund raising; developed mentorship
program and became one of the leading chapters
throughout the country in training programs for
contractors and holding true to the mission of the
national. Served on the national board of directors
during my tenure as President of the New Jersey
Chapter.
ADDITIONAL EDUCATION

•

June 2012- Present OSHA 510 Certification

•

May 2009 – Present OSHA 30 Certification

•

Sept. 2008- Present Leadership New Jersey Fellow

•

Sept.2002-June 2002 Rutgers University, center for
Strategic Urban Community

•

Leadership- Cultural Diversity, Situational
Leadership,

•

Leadership Development, Effective inter-personal
skills;

•

Managing organization influence & Change,
Collaboration

Gloucester County College, Sewell, New Jersey
Certification Courses, ICS (International building code),
CO (Construction Code Official), January, 2003 - May,
2003
Certification courses, RCS (Residential Building Code),
HHS (Hazardous & High-rise Building Code), September
2003 to December, 2003
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Camden County College, Blackwood, New Jersey
Certification Course, Construction Management,
January 2004 to May 2004
Omega Paralegal Institute, Cinnaminson, New Jersey
Certified Paralegal, 1991
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Jim O'Neill Project Labor Agreements
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 58

J.D., Law, Georgetown University School of
Law, 1966
B.S., Chemistry and Mathematics, Mount Saint
Mary’s College, 1956

U.S. Supreme Court
District of Columbia Bar
U.S. Court of Federal Claims

Years with Firm 22

Mr. O’Neill has over 40 years experience in legal and professional consulting services to individuals, private
businesses, public entities, and the military. Jim is a Vice President and has been with Hill as a Senior Consultant/
Attorney since 1993 specializing in all aspects of Project Labor Agreements (PLAs) with particular emphasis on
public sector application.
He has provided PLA support services in every aspect of the PLA process including the feasibility study, labor/cost
analysis, drafting, negotiating, administration and legal defense.
Mr. O'Neill has also testified as both an expert and a fact witness in PLA litigation, has participated in numerous
professional workshops involving pros and cons of PLAs, and authored The Case For Public Owner Project
Labor Agreements, published in the Wiley 2001 Construction Law Update. He is also a member of the Labor
and Employment Relations Association (LERA). In addition, he served for several years on an on-call basis as
an Arbitrator for the U.S. Department of Labor, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service in the resolution of
construction related claims involving the federal government. Jim also served six years in the United States Navy as
a line officer.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Project Labor Agreement Experience
New Jersey Project Labor Agreements

•

New York State Department of Transportation,
I-287/Cross Westchester Expressway

•

State University of New York at Buffalo, Hayes Hall
Project Labor Agreement and Cost Benefit Analysis,
Buffalo, NY

•

State University of New York at Buffalo, Educational
Opportunity Center PLA

•

Kean University

•

Driscoll Bridge (Garden State Parkway)

•

Washington Township School District

•

Atlantic City International Airport

•

Numerous Schools for the New Jersey School
Development Authority

•

City University of New York, Brooklyn College
Performing Arts Center, Brooklyn, NY

•

New Jersey State Police Emergency Operations
Center

•

Cornell University School of Industrial & Labor
Relations

•

Goldman Sachs Office Tower, Jersey City, Project
Phoenix

•

1
Goldberg &PAGE
Connolly,
Wyandanch Rising Project,
Babylon, NY

•

World Trade Center Transit Hub and Security Center
Building PLA Economic Analysis and Study for the
Port Authority of NY and NJ

•

New York City Department of Design and
Construction Feasibility Study to Implement PLA’s
Covering Renovation and Rehabilitation Projects for
City Owned Buildings and Structures

New York Project Labor Agreements
•

New York State Thruway Authority - New Tappan
Zee Bridge

•

Parsons Brinkerhoff, New York State Department of
Transportation, Kosciuszko Bridge Replacement

•

Long Island Railroad

•

New York State Department of Transportation, NYS
Route 17 at Exit 122 Reconstruction

•

Dormitory Authority of the State of New York, Bronx
Children’s Psychiatric Center, Bronx, New York

•

New York State Department of Transportation,
Patroon Island Bridge and I-90/I-787 Interchange
Rehabilitation

•

NYS Office of General Services (OGS), Department
of Labor, Schermerhorn State Office Building

•

New York State Department of Transportation, NYS
Route 347 Safety and Mobility Improvements

•

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center PLA

•

•

New York State Department of Transportation,
Peace Bridge

New York City Department of Parks and Recreation,
Street Trees Program

•

•

New York State Thruway Authority, Tappan Zee
Bridge Rehabilitation Project

New York City Building & Construction Trades
Council (BCTC) and the Building Trades Employers
Association (BTEA), PLA Cost Benefit Analysis for
Economic Downturn
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PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENTS | JIM O'NEILL (CONTINUED)
•

Whitehall Ferry Terminal

•

New York City School Construction Authority
Construction Program

•

Clarkstown Central School District (2 schools)

•

Mt. Vernon School District (19 schools)

•

Pelham Union Free School District (4 schools)

•

Kingston Police and Court Facility

•

Ulster County Correctional Facility

•

Stewart Airport Access Improvements and I-84/I-87
Interchange Reconstruction Project, NYSDOT

•

Newburgh Enlarged City School District
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Steve Weekes Cost Control/Auditor
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 26

BSC. Facilities Management,
Dip. Construction Management,
Dip. Quantity Surveying

AACE - Certified Cost Professional

Years with Firm 6

Mr. Weekes is a dedicated professional offering a unique combination of cross-functional skills from over 26 years
of experiencing in the construction industry both locally and internationally, specializing in cost management;
shipping; estimating; warehousing and purchasing. He has the ability to manage, organize, plan and coordinate
tasks both on a construction site and in the office with project experience in industrial plants; commercial buildings;
hotels and residential villas. For the past six years, Mr. Weekes has worked alongside the schedulers, accountants
and project management staff to assimilate and process information for inclusion into the monthly cost reports
forecast on the $3.1Billion 1 World Trade Center Construction project. He is enthusiastic and has proven success in
building and managing good working relationships with peers.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of NY & NJ, Downtown Restoration
Program, New York, NY. Cost Engineer: Responsible
for monthly reports of the Estimate at Completion
on the One World Trade Center Project. Compiles,
tracks and analyzes data to forecast all cost elements.
Prepares stakeholder allocation statements based
on monthly Contractors Requisitions. Create journal
voucher breakdown of allocation statements with charge
codes for Accounts Department. Prepares change order
allocations based on base allocations cost shares and
track allocations against the extra work allowance in
the base allocations. Meets with Program Managers
to review and sign off on all allocations. Liaises with
Schedulers to provide Cash Flows and Forecast for
quarterly Capital Budgets. Prepare and maintains
logs for all Owner generated cost instruments (e.g.
scope change orders). Performs monthly assessment
of cost risks and negative trends as required. Ensures
project current budgets and the estimated total cost at
completion were updated accurately and reported in a
timely manner. Prepares standard and special (ad hoc)
cost control reports and analyses as required.
Onekey Construction Management - Estimator /
Assistant Project Manager / Purchaser: Performed
project management services for in-house projects.
Performed construction management duties at preconstruction meetings with clients and developers.
Developed conceptual budgets, and was responsible
for value engineering and planning. Prepared take offs
for estimates as well as estimates for general contractor
bids. Sourced suitable sub-contractors for bidding,
thereafter analyzing and qualifying bids received.
Prepared major change order estimates for ongoing
projects. Managed daily responsibilities of junior
estimators and the plan clerk. Prepared and sent out
requests for quotations for sub-contract work. Analyzed
and reviewed sub-contractors bid and scopes of work in
the preparation of purchase orders. Prepared scopes of
work for subcontract buyouts. Interviewed and procured
new sub-contractors and vendors. Reviewed architects
drawings for value engineering and constructability.

85 Smith Street, Brooklyn, New York. Purchaser:
Qualified sub contractors and suppliers for bidding
purposes. Sourced and purchased outstanding
materials thereby negotiating with sub contractors to
prepare purchase orders, contracts and change orders
via expedition. Prepared take offs for material purchases
and identified materials on site as required to complete
the project.
Various Projects - Bronx/ Manhattan/ Brooklyn, New
York. Assistant Estimator/Project Manager: Prepared
loaded schedules from drawings for gypsum boards and
framing. Prepared submittals for materials to be used on
projects. Prepared and sent out requests for quotations
for sub-contract work. Provided project management
services for small jobs: attended site meetings;
prepared submittals and change orders; prepared
monthly payment requests; scheduled material orders
for projects; and scheduled and requested labor as
needed on projects. Updated job schedules.
PAGE Mt.
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Various Projects,
Vernon, New York. Quantity
Surveyor/senior estimator: Prepared take offs from
drawings and compiled documents for estimating
services. Researched materials and equipment prices
from suppliers and Internet sites. Prepared and sent out
bid inquiries. Prepared Bill of Quantities in accordance
with the CSI coding system. Updated job schedules.
Utilized Take-Off hardware and software tools to
perform duties, i.e. Quest for Earthworks, On Screen
Take Off coupled with the use of the digitizer.

Rex Resorts Hotel – Grenada/ Tobago Plantations
Villas - Tobago. Procurement officer: Responsible
for specialist materials sourcing bid preparation and
analyses. Prepared and monitored Materials Flow Charts
from inception to delivery to site. Managed all material
and equipment importation and export including
procurement. Prepared all Caricom Invoices to mobilize
regional projects, sourced transport barges, and liaised
with Custom Brokers and Private Ports for export and
import purposes.
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Sujal Patani, LEED AP Cost Control/Auditor
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 10

MBA

LEED Accredited Professional

Years with Firm 5
Mr. Patani has ten years of experience as a senior advisor, independent consultant, senior associate, preconstruction engineer, financial controls engineer and project engineer for various projects. He is skilled in
project management oversight, process improvement, contract compliance assessments, project cost evaluations,
budgeting, scheduling, purchasing, requisitioning, change management, and implementing financial and
organization process controls. Sujal has worked with real estate advisory services, real estate and capital asset
solutions and capital projects consulting, and is also fluent in Gujarati.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), World Trade Center Downtown
Reconstruction, New York, New York. Senior Cost
Control Engineer.
Hill has been retained by the Port Authority to provide
program management services for this complex
and highly visible capital program. Hill’s program
management services include scheduling, estimating,
cost modeling, budgeting, and cost controls for each
of the capital projects. In addition, Hill is providing,
as needed, design reviews, value engineering and
constructability studies. Hill developed a comprehensive
cost model that incorporates all of the capital costs
for the programs, valued at more than $12 billion.
The model uses a WBS system that allows queries of
multiple elements to generate task-specific reports,
allowing management to make informed decisions as
the programs have developed from conceptual design
through the construction phases.
Sujal supports the project management team in
identifying project and program-level risks, performed
qualitative and quantitative assessment of risks in
relation to schedule and cost impact as well as prepared
reports using Primavera software to generate cost
and schedule simulations and outputs.Additionally,
Sujal supported cost control by assisting in the
development of the Engineer’s Estimate generation
and approval process, managing the development
and approval process of cost estimates (in MS Excel,
HeavyBid), developing cost baselines and budgets
based on parametric information and analyzing cost and
budget data for various reporting audiences. He is also
responsible for determining cost sharing and allocating
methodologies among various stakeholders and he
developed costing data broken down by system, CSI
divisions and WBS level where applicable.
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Dereck Baker Senior Scheduler
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 22

BS, Physics
BS, Mechanical Engineering

N/A

Years with Firm 5

Dereck C. Baker brings more than 22 years of experience and is an accomplished mechanical engineer, project
manager, construction manager, project engineer and scheduler. Dereck has expertise in all aspects of engineering,
construction, business management, project /construction management, general contracting, project controls,
procurement, startup and commissioning. The value of the projects Dereck has provided services on range from
$100,000 to $13.5 billion in Total Installed Costs. Dereck’s responsibilities have included developing business plans,
securing funding for business ventures and implementation of business plan goals. He also has proven record of
accomplishment with setting up and implementing a structured field operation of project offices for the duration of
project life cycles and managing and overseeing the work of general and trade contractors.
As an owner’s representative on a number of high-profile projects, Dereck has established and maintained the
metrics necessary for progressing and tracking the financial and productivity health of the engineering and
construction work. He has also overseen the preparation and development of capital cost estimates related to
the full scope of engineering, procurement, construction and construction management. In addition, Dereck’s
responsibilities include developing estimate budgets for engineering and construction projects; preparing and
maintaining detailed engineering and construction schedules; developing and implementing Work Breakdown
Structures; and developing project contracting plans; establishing cost control programs to document and
report real and potential cost overruns to various levels of the clients and internal upper management teams.
His specialized computer software skills include Primavera Project Planner, Primavera Expedition, AutoCAD,
MicroStation and 3D Plant Design System.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
(PANY&NJ), World Trade Center Reconstruction,
New York, New York. Senior Planner/Scheduler.
This project required program management services
for this complex and highly visible capital program.
Program management services include scheduling,
estimating, cost modeling, budgeting and cost controls
for each of the capital projects. PANY&NJ’s scope of
work includes all of the infrastructure work, including
power and utilities, and a new chiller plant and boiler
plant to supply mechanical services to the proposed
towers WTC-1 and Towers 2, 3 and 4. The scope of work
includes a new PATH Hall and Transit Hall, modifications
to the existing PATH commuter rail station, a new
PATH Electrical Substation; a new Vehicle Security
Center; a new parking garage for cars and tour busses;
construction of the new September 11 Memorial; and
the relocation, re-routing, expansion and/or extension
of the surrounding roads and streets.
Dereck is responsible for developing and overseeing all
aspects of the planning, sequencing and coordination
support efforts for the critical MEP, building automation,
low voltage and life safety systems. To accomplish this
task, he works closely with the consortium of project
and construction managers, construction trades,
equipment and material vendors/suppliers, startup
and commissioning members that make up the WTC
Construction Team. Due to his experience, he has
been able to help make the WTCC Program a success
and meet the complex and rigorous demands of this
high-profile construction program. Dereck’s expertise,
leadership and guidance on the WTCC Program has
been beneficial with the development of construction

workarounds that have saved time and minimized
impacts to the WTCC Program commitments.
Dereck also serves as a key liaison between the WTCC
program management, construction management and
contractors, and the MEP, low voltage and life safety
systems construction trades. Dereck has developed a
detailed activity coding and work breakdown structure
flow diagram that categorized the WTCC Program into
manageable segments for the program, construction
management, construction trade teams to use, manage,
track, monitor and report on construction efforts. This
tool was critical to the development of the Master
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Program Schedule
and fully integrating the many subschedules provided by the various subconsultants,
contractors and stakeholders that make up the WTCC
Program Team. Through his understanding and analysis
of the key base system design documents such as the
single-line, flow diagram and schematic basis-of-design
drawings for the major mechanical (HVAC, piping and
instrumentation), electrical (normal and emergency),
automation, security, telecomm, radio and life safety
systems, Dereck is able to assist and provide the
necessary guidance in implementing the phased roll-out
of the key systems.
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (NYC DDC), New York City Hall Art
and Archeology Rehabilitation, New York, New
York. Senior Scheduler. Services for this project
include construction management, master schedule
development and upkeep, contract document
development, contract bidding and negotiation, quality
and safety management and budget management and
control.
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SENIOR SCHEDULER | DERECK BAKER (CONTINUED)
Built in 1812, City Hall is among the nation’s oldest
governmental facilities still in continuous use. As the
central hub for many of New York’s political and public
affairs, the elegant French and American-Georgian
inspired building serves as the primary seat of
government for the City, currently housing the offices
of the Mayor, the City Council Chamber, the New
York Design Commission and various support offices
for the City’s Executive and Legislative branches of
government. The initial scope of work for the renovation
entailed a series of independent building upgrades
and enhancements designed to meet the new and
evolving needs of the building’s diverse occupants, as
well as to comply with new fire and life safety codes.
Preliminary design surveys conducted during the early
developmental phases of the project, however, yielded
that considerably poor building conditions, coupled
with widespread structural deficiencies, demanded
further additions to the scope of work, unexpectedly
catapulting the project into a comprehensive
rehabilitation program. The estimated construction cost
is $104 million.
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Dwayne Young Scheduler
Firm Hill International
Years of Experience 20
Years with Firm <1
Mr. Young has 20 years of experience providing project controls services in the construction industry. Specializing
in infrastructure projects, he brings expertise in construction schedules and cost control for capital project
development. He is knowledgeable in Critical Path Method (CPM) schedule components for linear construction
projects, collaborates with the project team to develop detailed resource loaded design and construction schedules
and specializes in progress status reports and performance of earned value analysis. He seamlessly integrates the
construction schedule into the master schedule to meet client timelines through interfacing with team members
and agency representatives on a daily basis. In addition, Mr. Young has experience in contract management, cost
control and estimating for projects involving transportation facilities, structural highways, bridges, water mains and
sewer design. His specialized computer skills includes Primavera P3, P5 and P6 and Contract Expedition Software.
As scheduler, Mr. Young is responsible for reviewing contractor’s schedules and providing master schedules for new
construction. He possesses complete knowledge of CPM scheduling as well hands-on expertise using computer
various software programs to manage tight and complex project schedules.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
City University of New York (CUNY), Brooklyn
Performing Arts Center, Brooklyn, New York.
Scheduler. Mr. Young and the Hill team are providing
construction management services for this project.
Established in 1954, Brooklyn Center for the Performing
Arts at Brooklyn College (BCBC) is a community-based
presenting organization located on the scenic campus
of Brooklyn College. Serving the Music and Theater
Departments, this addition to the existing Whitman Hall
created a 200-seat flexible stage performance space
with variable acoustics, rehearsal rooms for orchestra
and a state-of-the-art recording studio. Mr. Young
is responsible for creating construction schedules
to integrate into the master schedule. He develops
detailed resource loaded design and construction
schedules, prepares progress/status reports and
performs earned value analysis. Experienced with
time impact analysis, Mr. Young will evaluate potential
impacts to the schedule for acceleration or delay.
Construction Management Company, Power Plant
Projects, New York, New York. Project Scheduler
and Planner. Mr. Young provided project scheduling
and planning services for multiple power plant projects
throughout New York City’s five boroughs. The
projects ranged from gas, steam and boilers, chemical
cleaning, electrical, generator feeder protection,
storm hardening, substations, renewable transmission
and breaker replacement. Mr. Young’s responsibilities
included creating and updating the Programmable
Control Module (PCM) Schedule pertaining to sites
and facilities, maintaining various KPI WBS within the
project schedule and interfacing with project personnel
for creation, status and maintenance of integrated
project master schedules. Mr. Young conducted field
inspections, verified documents and project plans,
reviewed project logic ties and created, prepared and
maintained project network schedules. Mr. Young
managed several complex schedules, including one
schedule comprised of four phases and five segments

representing work at each individual power plant and
respective substations demonstrating a specific stage
of progress. Those stages included engineering and
design, field construction and commission, maintenance
and upgrade services, procurement, staging,
programming and testing.
Construction Management Company, Various
Projects, Queens, New York, New York. Scheduler.
Mr. Young’s notable projects included the New York City
Metro Transit Authority (NYCMTA) Capital Construction
Program, the $7.3 billion Long Island Railroad East
Side Access Project, four two-mile tunnel projects for
the MTA subways, the East Side Access (ESA) project
connecting the Long Island Railroad (LIRR) Main and
the construction of Port Washington lines in Queens
to a new terminal beneath Grand Central Terminal in
Manhattan. The ESA increased the LIRR’s capacity to
PAGE 1
provide service into Manhattan, greatly reducing travel
time for commuters and providing a new rail station
in Sunnyside, Queens. Mr. Young’s responsibilities
consisted of updating CPM schedules via data from
inspector’s daily reports and field inspection for the new
terminal beneath Grand Central Terminal in Manhattan.
His responsibilities included demolition preparation of
a new mezzanine, platform-track and concourse level;
tunnel boring; controlled drill and blasted method;
cast-in-place concrete sections to create lining and load
transfers; installation of structural steel, piles and caps;
formwork pertaining to platforms and station structure;
and escalator and elevator pits as well as demolition
work at existing areas. Mr. Young attended meetings
with the client to discuss construction progress and
schedule development, revisions and updates, schedule
logic, critical paths, activity durations, extra work,
changes and impact delays due to weather.
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SCHEDULER | MR. DWAYNE E. YOUNG (CONTINUED)
New York City Transit (MTA-NYCT), Capital Program
Management Department, New York, New York.
Office Engineer. Mr. Young’s assignments involved the
construction and rehabilitation of Main Street and RTO
Station valued at $26.3 million and the Queensboro
Plaza valued at $11 million. Mr. Young reviewed all shop
drawings, schedules and other construction contractor
submittals.
Engineering Management Firm, Various Projects,
New York, New York, Project Engineer III . This $125
million project involved construction for the New Jersey
Transit East End Concourse project at Pennsylvania
Station, New York. Mr. Young provided project
engineering services.
Construction Consulting Company, Various Projects,
Playa Del Rey, California. This $65 million, on-call
task order contract involved project and construction
project support services for various Los Angeles Waste
Water Treatment & Water Reclamation Plants (LAWRP)
including Hyperion Treatment Plant, Playa Del Rey;
Waste Water Collection System, various sites; Terminal
Island Treatment Plant, San Pedro; Donald C. Tillman
Water Reclamation Plant, Van Nuys; and Los Angeles
Glendale Water Reclamation Plant. Mr. Young and his
team managed the integration of a major programming
system to monitor all five locations simultaneously from
a central control location at the Hyperion Treatment
Plant. The five projects were broken into geographical
segments representing a portion of work completed
at an individual plant. Each plant was divided into
four project phases representing a specific stage of
progress. Those stages were engineering and design,
field construction and commission, maintenance
and upgrade services and procurement, staging,
programming and testing. Mr. Young provided critical
support such as updating the project Programmable
Control Module (PCM) Schedule for four phases and five
segments representing work at each individual plant;
conducting field inspections, verifying documents and
project plans, updating project schedules pertaining
to sites and facilities, restructuring and verifying the
PERT/Activity Network, scrubbing activities codes and
reviewing project logic ties.
Miami-Dade County, Miami Intermodal Center (MIC),
Miami, Florida, Project Scheduler and Cost Engineer.
This $506 million contract involved the construction of
an elevated, multiple span bridge structure for heavy
rail for the Miami International Airport and Miami-Dade
Transit Orange Metro Line/Earlington Heights Transit
Connector. The elevated Guideway extends for 2.4
miles and connects to the Miami International Airport
Intermodal Metrorail Center to the Earlington Heights
Metrorail Station. The foundations for the segmental
portion of the bridge are 36” diameter drilled shafts and
the superstructure is construction with spans ranging
from 95 to 259 feet. Mr. Young’s project scheduling and
cost engineer responsibilities consisted of analyzing

construction CPM schedules prepared by the contractor
and providing individual schedules for the structural
guideway, MOT/Roadway, stations and systems project
engineers. Reporting to the resident engineer, Mr.
Young prepared reports evaluating and commenting
on the CPM schedule including schedule logic, critical
path, constraints, activities with negative float, changes,
extra work and specific milestones. Mr. Young reviewed
contractors’ monthly estimates and quantities for
payment and confirmed quantities per the inspector’s
daily report and field site visit. Mr. Young provided the
CM systems team with detailed schedules pertaining
to automatic train control and train signals, traction
and facility power substations, factory accepting
testing (FAT), site acceptance testing (SAT) and SCADA
Systems activities. He assisted with claims evaluations
to schedule review and adjustments, reviewed
contractors’ monthly payment against identification of
delays, cumulative impacts and loss of productivity, site
conditions, delay damage and damage quantification
methods. Mr. Young prepared CPM work schedules to
highlight completion dates and performed job walks
to gather and integrate data from inspector’s daily
reports into as-built schedule. As Project Scheduler, Mr.
Young attended weekly progress meetings to discuss
construction progress and schedule developments,
revisions and updates.
Construction Management Company, Various
Projects, Ontario and Lancaster, California, Project
Scheduler and Planner. Mr. Young was involved on
the Southern California Edison Tehachapi Renewable
Transmission Project (TRTP Segments 1-3; 4-11) located
in Ontario and Lancaster, CA. The $18 billion project
was designed to increase green energy supplies for
Southern California Edison’s 13 million customers. The
Tehachapi Segments 1-3 project involves 100 miles of
220 kV and 500 kV of transmission line across Lancaster,
PAGE 1
Palmdale, Angeles
National Forest and Santa Clarita.
The project brings planned windmill farm power
generated to transfer power from west of Phoenix to
north of Palm Springs with an additional 40-mile line
connecting two substations. Mr. Young assisted in the
creation, preparation and maintenance of the project
network schedules. He updated and tracked all aspect
of the projects with the use of Primavera Expedition and
Contract Manager v12 and P6.1. His additional duties
included interfacing with project personnel for creation
status and maintenance of integrated project master
schedules; overseeing various supporting schedules
including installation of transmission towers, wire and
cable installation, managing power outages, transferring
existing power to the new tower, managing ROW land
acquisitions and databases; utilizing Google Earth EC to
update electronic as-built progress of the project and
preparing performance reports.
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Bernard P. Monahan, PE Senior Estimator
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 25

BS, Mechanical Engineering

Professional Engineer (NY)

Years with Firm 1
Bernard P. Monahan, PE, has more than 25 years of experience in the construction industry. Bernard’s areas of
expertise include cost estimating, contract administration, procurement, construction management and claims
analysis. His projects consist of corporate office buildings, airports, hospitals and medical facilities, hotels and
museums and galleries in the United States and Qatar. On behalf of several leading financial, real estate and
construction firms, Bernard managed project controls for large-scale capital programs and complex infrastructure
projects ranging in value from $10 million to $2.4 billion. His responsibilities included contract development and
negotiation, scope of work preparation, cost and schedule management, project reporting, change order and
claims analysis and resolution and project closeout. Bernard also liaised with clients and project stakeholders to
facilitate the completion of projects on time and within budget. Bernard’s specialized computer software skills
include On-Screen Takeoff, Xactimite and J.D. Edwards. As a scheduler lead, Bernard develops, monitors and
updates integrated project plans and resource and cost-loaded CPM schedules and Work Breakdown Structures to
monitor, assess and report progress and impacts to the critical path.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
New York Governor’s Office of State Recovery (GOSR),
Construction Management Support Services, New
York, New York. Document Control Manager.This
project requires program management services for the
New York Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (GOSR),
the organization overseeing the distribution of funds from
the Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community
Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBGDR) and the Housing Trust Fund Corporation (HTFC).
GOSR’s program will repair and mitigate storm damaged
infrastructure and critical assets, including low-income
residences, government buildings, water and sewage
treatment facilities and transportation systems affected by
Superstorm Sandy With the goal of increasing the State’s
overall resiliency against flooding and other disasters.
Program management tasks include coordination of
contract and vendor goals with program goals; program
reporting and compliance services from pre-construction
through closeout. These tasks support GOSR’s mission
to return affected New York State residents and business
owners to normalcy. Tasks orders include:
•

GOSR, Change Order Management Housing
Program, New York, New York. Change Order
Project Manager. Under an Indefinite Delivery/
Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract, Mr. Monahan
is providing change order management services
to GOSR’s Superstorm Sandy recovery program.
He is establishing review and process change
order procedures for home elevations, bulkhead
repairs and replacements and any other additional
changed work for homes impacted by Sandy. He is
also trained staff to operate the program and offer
standardization, data management, communication
and coordination of GOSR Housing Program
Managers, Grant Managers and the Final Inspection
teams. Mr. Monahan will confirm final inspection
documents and establish workflow processes,
perform cost estimates on non-standard items and
establish approval thresholds.

•

CDBG-DR Small Business Recovery Program Damage Assessments. Mr. Monahan is assisting
in providing GOSR with independent third-party
valuations for both past and future storm-related
repairs to certain property components, excluding
base physical structures, necessary to achieve
pre-storm conditions. Property components
include, but are not limited to, bulkheads, docks,
landscaping, paving and other related business
assets such as fences, gates, fuel pumps, sheds and
similar accessory items. Non-structural items shall
be valued by Xactimate estimating software and
are included in the Allowable Activities (AA) and
Estimated Cost of Repair (ECR) forms. The valuation
of storm-related damages, including estimates of
Storm-related repair work completed will allow
GOSR to: (a)PAGE
perform
a complete application review
1
(including a complete scope of work, any additional
environmental testing and/or local permitting
compliance); (b) perform forensic analysis of work
self-performed by the applicant or the applicant’s
contractor; and (c) issue ultimate determinations on
Grant Program eligibility.

NH Hotels, Jolly Madison Towers Hotel Project,
New York, New York. Project Controls Manager.
This project involves project management during the
gut renovation of a 292-room hotel. Works include the
demolition of the existing lobby, guest rooms, staircases
and mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) systems.
When complete, the hotel will have state-of-the-art
guest rooms, banquet halls, restaurants and MEP
systems. On behalf of Hill, Mr. Monahan is responsible
for estimating the cost of the project.
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SENIOR ESTIMATOR | BERNARD P. MONAHAN, PE (CONTINUED)
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (Memorial
Hospital), Rockefeller Outpatient Pavilion, New York,
New York. Senior Estimator. Working for a construction
firm, Mr. Monahan established the initial budget
estimate for the renovation and expansion of an 11-story
medical facility providing outpatient radiology and
chemotherapy services.
The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), MoMA
Expansion Project, New York, New York. Senior
Estimator. On behalf of a construction management
company, Mr. Monahan provided estimating services
for an $858 million museum expansion project. The
expansion consisted of a 630,000 square foot mixed-use
facility with art galleries, sculpture gardens, theaters,
fine dining, an educational building and a commercial
office tower. Mr. Monahan managed and led the
conceptual estimating effort of bulletins prior to the
engagement of any contracts, prepared scopes of work
and performed final contract negotiations as part of
the procurement effort and initiated and maintained
relationships with the client and architecture/
engineering (A/E) contacts to facilitate construction
and achieve a coherent design. He also provided
administrative and technical direction in negotiating
contracts and change orders.
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Joe H. He Estimator/Structural
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 21

MA, Computer Science
ME, Civil Engineering

N/A

Years with Firm 2.5

Mr. He has more than 21 years of estimating and cost engineering experience. His expertise also includes
structural engineering and inspection. Mr. He's projects, valued up to $1.4 billion, in the residential, courthouse,
transportation, museum, healthcare and infrastructure sectors, were for clients that included the New York City
Housing Authority (NYCHSA), Department of Design and Construction (DDC), Dormitory Authority of the State of
New York (DASNY), Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA), New York City Transit Authority
(NYCTA), and the New York City School Construction Authority (NYCSCA). His background includes design, budget
and bid preparation; managing, verifying and negotiating change orders; takeoffs and seismic stability analyses. Mr.
He's specialized computer skills include Timberline and On Screen Take off (OST). He speaks fluent Chinese.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), On-Call Estimating for Superstorm
Sandy Recovery, Jersey City, New Jersey. Senior
Estimator. Mr. He conducted the cost estimates
and budget for JFK Airport, Battery Park City Ferry
Terminal, Newark Building 111, Building 260 and
Newark Airport. He assessed disaster-related damages
to public infrastructure and terminals. He developed
and reviewed project deliverables including Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) worksheets
and other documentation. He prepared itemized costs
in a format acceptable to PANYNJ and FEMA. Mr. He
also identified cost trends to assist in cost reduction and
process improvement efforts. He provided improvement
recommendations to cost estimating procedures to
reduce future discrepancies between estimated and
actual costs.
City University of New York (CUNY) Brooklyn
Performing Arts Center, Brooklyn New York.
Senior Estimator. Mr. He is providing construction
management services for the construction of a new
state of the art $65 million Performing Arts Center at
Brooklyn College. Mr. He performed value engineering
analysis and constructability reviews on architectural
and structural designs. He also reviewed, analyzed and
negotiated change orders.
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), No.
7 Line Extension, New York, New York. Senior
Estimator. Mr. He manages change orders and
estimates on civil, architectural and structural on this $2
billion project. He calculates and prepares work item
quantities (take-offs). He identifies, reviewes, assembles,
processes and negotiates small and large dollar
contract change orders. He works with project team,
cost controls, estimating contracts and subcontractors
to formulate required support documents to negotiate
change orders.

New York City DDC, City Hall Phase 2 Renovation,
New York, New York. Senior Estimator. Mr. He
provided on-call extension of staff service on
architectural and structural change orders on the $150
million project.
New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)
Department of Design and Construction (DDC)
Projects, New York, New York. Cost Engineer. Mr.
He provided a budget of $23 million to the owner
and architect for residential buildings renovation in
New York. He also provided a cost estimate of $100
million to the federal government for a Hurricane
Sandy relief project related to four beaches. In
addition, he managed change orders on DDC’s project
encompassing beachfront reconstruction.
Dormitory Authority of the State of New York
(DASNY), State Island Courthouse, New York,
New York. Cost Engineer. For a new $120 million
courthouse, Mr. He provided on-call extension of staff
services to various contractors. He also provided a
PAGE 1
budget of $3.8 million
to the owner of Memorial Garden
related to this courthouse.
U.S. General Services Administration (GSA), United
Nations (UN) Mission, New York, New York. Cost
Engineer. For a new $100 million office building in
Manhattan for US employers of the UN, Mr. He provided
on-call extension of staff services to check, verify, and
negotiate change order prices related to architecture
and structure requested by various contractors.
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
(SEPTA) Market Street Elevated (MSE) Reconstruction
Project, Philadelphia, Philadelphia. Cost Engineer.
For a $146 million subway extension and new subway
extensions, Mr. He managed change orders and
calculated the price to be held on unaccepted punch
list related to architecture and structures ($5 million on
punch list holding and $3 million on change orders).
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ESTIMATOR/STRUCTURAL | JOE H. HE (CONTINUED)
Nassau County, Courthouse Reconstruction,
Restoration and New Addition, Nassau County, New
York, New York. Cost Engineer. For a $30 million
project, Mr. He checked and verified prices related to
architecture and structure change orders requested by
the general contractor. He also managed $3 million of
change orders on architecture and structure.
American Airlines, JFK International Airport, New
York, New York, New York. Cost Engineer. For a
$1.4-billion project, Mr. He checked and verified prices
related to architecture and structure change orders
requested by the contractors. He also negotiated with
subcontractors and architects and managed $60 million
in change orders in a team work.
New York City Transit Authority (NCYTA), Subway
and Railroad Station Renovation, Bronx, Brooklyn,
Queens and Upstate, New York. Senior Estimator.
Mr. He prepared 20 bids ($5 million to $30 million) for
subway and station renovation projects.
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (NYCDDC), Queens Botanical Garden,
New Administration Building and Garden Projects,
New York, New York. Senior Estimator. As a member
of the project management team, for this $10 million
project, Mr. He prepared bids and managed change
orders.

Dormitory Authority of the State of New York
(DASNY), Coney Island Hospital, New York, New
York. Senior Estimator. For this $20 million core and
shell project.
New York City School Construction Authority
(NYCSCA), School Building Renovations, New York,
New York. Estimator and Chief Estimator. Mr. He
prepared hundreds of bids, from $2 million to $10
million, successfully acquiring more than 30 bids on his
own as well as another 10 bids as part of a team.
New York Department of Transportation (DOT),
Infrastructure Projects, New York, New York. Senior
Estimator. For highway and bridge projects, Mr. He did
takeoff only and called subcontractors to ask for prices
as part of a bids team.
Residential Buildings, China, Designer and College
Lecturer. Mr. He worked as a lecturer in colleges and as
a designer in a structural design firm.
Hefei College Dining Hall, China, Designer. Mr.
He designed a concrete structure building for Hefei
College. (1989)
City of Zhen-Jiang, Factory Building Stability
Analysis, China, Engineer. Mr. He was solely
responsible for seismic stability analysis and calculations
following site measurements taken by a team.

Dormitory Authority of the State of New York
(DASNY), Bronx Criminal Court, New York, New
York. Senior Estimator. As a member of the project
management team, for this $27 million project, Mr. He
issued change orders for the core and shell.
Dormitory Authority of the State of New York
(DASNY), Bronx Criminal Court, New York, New York.
Senior Estimator. Mr. He prepared bids for this $50
million fit-out project.
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (NYCDDC), Brooklyn Children’s’
Museum, New York, New York. Senior Estimator. Mr.
He prepared bids for this $12 million project.
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Dormitory Authority of the State of New York
(DASNY), Coney Island Hospital, New York, New
York. Senior Estimator. As a member of the project
management team, for this $8 million project, Mr. He
prepared bids and dealt with change orders for the fitout.
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Manuel De La Hoz Estimator/Mechanical
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 36

BE, Technical Drawing

N/A

Years with Firm 8.5
Mr. De La Hoz has more than35years of experience in construction and engineering, estimating and project
management for HVAC, plumbing and piping, fire protection, elevators and electrical projects. He has been
involved with bids and the management of some of the largest mechanical projects in the New York and
Philadelphia metropolitan area, including educational, airport and pharmaceutical projects. Mr. De La Hoz has
served as senior, lead and mechanical estimator and construction consultant for many notable projects; clients
include the Atlantic City Board of Education, U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) and Och-Ziff Capital
Investments, LLC. In addition, he is a certified QuickPen user, certified Itron AMR installer and is fluent in English
and Spanish.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), On-Call Estimating for Superstorm
Sandy Recovery, Jersey City, New Jersey. Senior
Estimator. Mr. De La Hoz conducted the cost estimates
and budget for JFK Airport, Battery Park City Ferry
Terminal, Newark Building 111, Building 260 and
Newark Airport. He assessed disaster-related damages
to public infrastructure and terminals. He developed
and reviewed project deliverables including FEMA
worksheets and other documentation. He prepared
itemized costs in a format acceptable to the Port
Authority and FEMA. Mr. De La Hoz also identified
cost trends to assist in cost reduction and process
improvement efforts. He provided improvement
recommendations to cost estimating procedures to
reduce future discrepancies between estimated and
actual costs.
PANYNJ, World Trade Center (WTC) Transportation
Hub, New York, New York. Senior Mechanical
Estimator. The scope of work required providing
program management services in connection with
the planning, design and construction of the new
World Trade Center Transportation Hub, including
the new permanent PATH Terminal, which is expected
to cost $2.5 billion. Manuel provided similar services
in connection with the $566 million temporary PATH
Station. Manny was involved with the estimating effort
for PANYNJs 3.5 million square feet of reconstruction
below street level with initial budget estimates, design
estimates and final estimates, including Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) grantee funding scope. In addition
to the new PATH terminal, the site includes security,
tenant and bus parking; core and tower podiums;
central power and mechanical plants; memorials; as well
as cultural and performing arts centers.
PANYNJ, Retail Redevelopment at World Trade
Center (WTC) Site Estimate, New York, New
York. Senior Estimator. Mr. De La Hoz was involved
with the estimating effort for PANYNJs 3.5 million
square feet of reconstruction below street level with
initial budget estimates, design estimates and final
estimates, including FTA grantee funding scope. He
also coordinated the estimate of all of the construction
divisions for several phases.

The site includes security, tenant and bus parking; core
and tower podiums; new PATH terminal, new center
power and mechanical plants; memorials; retail space;
cultural and performing arts centers.
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (NYCDDC), City Hall Renovation, PreConstruction Services, New York, New York. Senior
Estimator. Mr. De La Hoz is providing construction
management services for the $80 million renovation of
New York City Hall in Lower Manhattan. Renovations will
include exterior and roofing improvements; refinishing
of the iconic steps; installation of new electrical, fire,
audio-video, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
systems; modernization of its elevators; and the
complete renovation of all interior spaces. Involved
with preconstruction, budgeting and estimating, as
Senior Estimator, Manny led the estimating effort for
the schematic design, design development, 50% CD,
9.5% CD and 100% CD estimates for the construction
program. His detailed estimates include all civil,
architectural and structural, mechanical and electrical
divisions; as wellPAGE
as1Pack 1 and 2. Manny is also assisting
the project management team to validate contractor’s
bid and to review scope of work, in addition to other
specialized project management tasks.
The City University of New York (CUNY), Brooklyn
College Performing Arts Center,New York, New
York. Senior Estimator. This project involved
construction management/build services for the
Brooklyn College Performing Arts Center which
includes a 64,000 square foot addition to the existing
Whitman Hall and features a 200 seat flexible stage
performance space with variable acoustics; rehearsal
rooms for orchestra, choral and theater; a state-of-theart recording studio; the Pima Center for Computer
Music; music studios and practice rooms; and a scene
shop. Building materials, systems and finishes have all
been selected with environmental sustainability in mind,
making this the first “green building” on campus. Mr.
De La Hoz is currently involved with the preconstruction,
budgeting, and estimating effort for this project. As
senior estimator, he has led the estimating effort for
the schematic design, design development 50% CD,
95% CD, and 100% CD estimates for the construction
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ESTIMATOR/MECHANICAL | MANUEL DE LA HOZ (CONTINUED)
program. His detailed estimates included all civil,
architectural and structural, mechanical and electrical
divisions as well as different construction packages.
New Jersey Schools Development Authority (NJSDA),
Region Six Schools Construction and Renovation,
New Jersey. Senior Mechanical Estimator. Mr. De La
Hoz provided program management for renovations and
additions to 15 schools, with overall responsibility from
master planning through construction management.
Tasks include providing a community outreach
program, maximizing the participation of S/M/WBEs,
site acquisition and overall program value engineering
studies. Mr. De La Hoz utilized Primavera P3e/c and
Expedition which enables all key program personnel,
including the Owner, to have access to overall program
or individual project data, including schedules, budgets
and all key correspondence and design plans. As senior
mechanical estimator, he provided the mechanical
effort for the NJSDA with schematic design, design
development 50% CD and 100% CD estimates for
the school construction program. Detailed estimates
included all civil, architectural and structural, mechanical
and electrical for each school type, K-12 renovation and
new construction.

PAGE
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Gregory D. Burgess Estimator/Electrical
Firm Hill International

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 32

Coursework, Accounting

N/A

Years with Firm 2.5
Gregory D. Burgess has more than 30 years of experience providing detailed takeoffs and pricing of electrical
construction. His expertise also includes management consulting and project management. He has served as on-site
estimator for various sectors of the construction industry including aviation, healthcare, casinos, office buildings
and historic landmarks. He has also been responsible for change order review of drawings, and contract documents
during negotiated settlements between owners and subcontractors.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ), Superstorm Sandy Long Term Recovery
Operation and Call-In Estimating, New York and New
Jersey. Electrical Estimator. In an emergency recovery
effort of over $250 million, Mr. Burgess coordinated
with the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA), and PANYNJ Office of Emergency Management
(OEM). Mr. Burgess provided site assessments and
estimating services for civil, architectural, mechanical,
plumbing, sanitary and electrical systems damaged
by Superstorm Sandy for all New York and New Jersey
PANYNJ facilities. Greg provided the site assessments
and estimates of the damages to the electrical
systems at more than 10 PANYNJ sites. He visited
each, site confirmed and generated scoping items
in a comprehensive report for mitigation, developed
detailed cost estimates for scope of damages and
negotiated final costing of damages against FEMA and
other related insurance agencies for payment.
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA),
No. 7 Subway Line Extension, New York, New
York. Electrical Estimator. Greg and his team were
responsible for providing construction management
services for the extension of the Number 7 Subway Line
westward from Times Square under West 41st Street
and southward along 11th Avenue to the southerly
terminus at West 25th Street. The team will provide
management and project control services for the
tunneling work and during construction of the facilities
and infrastructure transforming the Hudson Yards into
vibrant 24-hour neighborhood containing a mix of
commercial, residential, retail, and recreational uses.
Mr. Burgess is responsible for electrical change order
reviews including fire alarm, security, intrusion detection
and telecommunications.
New York City Department of Design and
Construction (NYCDDC), City Hall Renovations, New
York, New York. Estimator. Mr. Burgess provided
electrical cost estimates for renovations at New York
City Hall. Greg was selected by the New York City
Department of Design and Construction to provide
quality construction management services for the
70,000 square foot renovation and rehabilitation of
New York City Hall. Built in 1812, the building houses
the operations of many of New York’s most prominent

political figures including the Mayor and New York City
Council. The building is also home to an invaluable
collection of historic furnishings, ornate architecture and
fine arts.
George Bush Intercontinental Airport, Continental
Airlines Terminal E, Houston, Texas. Estimator. Mr.
Burgess provided on-site electrical estimating services
for a new state-of-the-art airline terminal encompassing
24 gates in a three-story, 600,00 square foot facility
which included a large private air travelers club and
retail restaurant facilities. The project was constructed
while airport operations were ongoing.
Newark Liberty International Airport, Continental
Airlines Global Gateway, Newark, New Jersey,
Estimator. Mr. Burgess provided on-site electrical
estimating services that included estimates and
contractor change order reviews. The electrical
construction was valued at more than $40 million.
Museum of Modern Art Expansion and Renovation,
New York, New York. Estimator. Mr. Burgess was
responsible for electrical estimates for the 600,000
square foot expansion and renovation of one of the
world’s foremost modern art museums. Construction
activities had to be planned with the highest sensitivity
to the adjacent PAGE
landmark
properties, as well as to
1
the ongoing operations of the museum. The project
required painstaking attention to detail and precision of
execution uncommon to most construction projects.
Roosevelt Hospital, New York, New York. Estimator.
Mr. Burgess provided electrical estimating services
including estimates and change orders for a new
hospital.
St. Luke’s/Roosevelt Hospital Complex, New York,
New York. Estimator. Mr. Burgess provided electrical
estimating services including estimates and change
orders for a multi-building complex consisting of
Woman’s Hospital South Block and renovation of St.
Luke’s Hospital.
New York University Hospital Mixed-Use Building
(MUB), New York, New York. Estimator. Mr. Burgess
was responsible for electrical bid estimates, change
orders and negotiations for this state-of-the-art, mixeduse building.
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David Halpern, PE, LEED AP Estimator
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 13

MS, Civil and Environmental Engineering

Professional Engineer (NJ, DC, WI)
LEED Accredited Professional

Years with Firm 10

Mr. Halpern supports the programming, design, and construction of facilities through turn-key including: project
planning and design charrettes; programming (DD 1391 and PAX support); cost estimating (PC-COST, PACES,
MCACES, MII); conceptual design; permitting; final design (plans, technical specifications); and construction
support (submittal review and construction inspection and administration). Mr. Halpern has worked on a broad
variety of projects including military facilities, eco-restoration sites (civil works), National Park Service (NPS) projects,
General Services Administration (GSA) projects, and airports and various civilian facilities. He joined Berger after
working for more than two years in the construction contracting field, where he gained field experience as well
as design and planning experience. Mr. Halpern also spent time working as a cost estimator with a construction
contractor.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Picatinny Research and Development Facility
Planning and Design, Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey.
•

Range 654 Test Pad Barricade, Project Manager.
. Responsible for developing cost estimates using
RS Means for the design of a new barricade to
contain blast fragments resulting from intentional
detonation of 155mm M795 High Energy munitions
at the 654 Range Area of Picatinny Arsenal. The
estimated construction value of the barricade was
$750,000.

•

Guns and Weapons (G&W) Tech Data Facility,
Cost Estimator. Responsible for developing and
refining PACES cost estimate for G&W Tech Data
Facility Design Charrette at Picatinny Arsenal. The
project accommodate the Navy BRAC requirements
at three locations involving existing building
renovation and new construction at existing
Buildings 61 and 25, and Range 647. All facilities
were required to meet LEED-NC Silver. Project cost:
~$18,150,000.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Norfolk,
Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) for
Architecture/Engineering Services, Various Projects.
Cost Estimator. Prepared cost estimates from rough
order of magnitude through final design for Fort
Hamilton Fort Hamilton Building 402 Gymnasium HVAC
renovation/rehabilitation, Building 230 Museum HVAC
renovation/rehabilitation, and Fort Hamilton Building
114 Medical Clinic HVAC renovation/rehabilitation.
Separately, prepared planning level PACES cost
estimate for three new indoor firing ranges during the
Fort Drum Indoor Firing Range Charrette.
USACE New York, Various Civil Works Projects
under Multiple Indefinite Delivery Contracts. Cost
Estimator. For Joseph G. Minish Park and Historic Area
between Bridge and Brill Streets in the City of Newark,
New Jersey. Mr. Halpern prepared a detailed MCACES
estimate for the 100 percent plans and specifications
for Contract #5, which consists of 1,700 linear feet
of riverfront walkway. Amenities unique to Contract
#5 include the Center Street park entrance, V-Notch

Cantilever section, a 60 foot expanded walkway fronting
the Matrix properties, and a pedestrian access near
Newark Penn Station.
USACE New York, Multiple Task Orders under
IDIQ, U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New
York. Cost Estimator. The project involved upgrade/
renovation of a USACE standard design modified
record fire (MRF) range (16 lanes) for M-16s. The range
also includes three new buildings (1,860 square feet
total), demolition of three buildings (1,970 square feet
total), new main electrical service, new broadband
connection, new range power and (fiber optic) data
transfer cabling, new lighting system, new grading and
drainage and other site improvements. Prepared the
overall Micro Computer Aided Cost Engineering System
(MCACES) cost estimate and incorporated mechanical
and electrical cost estimating disciplines into the
MCACES estimate. Project cost was approximately $4
million. Cullum Hall Design and Construction reviewed
subcontractors MCACES cost estimate and coordinated
PAGE 1
with other subcontractors.
National Park Service (NPS), Repair Storm Damage,
Ellis Island, New York/New Jersey. Cost Estimator.
Prepared cost estimate for full design, using NPS Class
A estimate format and RS Means and vendor quote
data. Project required due to damage to multiple
buildings on island from Superstorm Sandy. Project
consisted of architectural, HVAC, electrical, and fire
detection systems to repair structural deterioration,
water infiltration, and inadequate ventilation within the
historic buildings.
DISA Joint Interoperability Test Command (JITC)
Construction Analysis of Alternatives (AOA), Fort
Huachuca, Arizona. Cost Estimator/Civil Engineer.
Project team developed an AOA for additional facilities
for JITC. Alternatives included new construction,
renovation of existing facilities, off-base leasing, and
splitting of operations to different bases. Mr. Halpern
developed cost estimate information for each of
these alternatives, which were compared in the AOA’s
economic analysis. Study concluded savings of $6
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ESTIMATOR | DAVID HALPERN, PE (CONTINUED)
million for the overall $28 million project as a result of
this analysis when compared to a previous concept
design.
New Jersey Division of Property Management &
Construction (DPMC), Greystone Park Psychiatric
Hospital Demolition and Site Restoration, Morris
Plains, New Jersey. Cost Estimator. Prepared cost
estimate for demolition of from concept through
design of 26 separate structures within the Greystone
compound. Total area to be demolished in excess
of 1,000,000 square feet, which included more than
600,000 square feet for the main facility. Project
included remediation of hazardous materials including
universal waste, asbestos-containing materials (ACM),
and contaminated soil and groundwater. During project
development, a number of additional alternatives were
considered and priced, including costs of preservation
of the existing facilities and mothballing costs.
U.S.Military Academy, Cadet Chapel Renovation,
West Point, New York. Cost Estimator. Prepared cost
estimate from initial concept through full design, using
Microsoft Excel and MII programs. Project required
to repair problems of structural deterioration, water
infiltration, and inadequate ventilation within the historic
chapel.
USACE, Kansas City District, Hazardous, Toxic
and Radioactive Waste (HTRW) Studies and
Environmental Remediation Service. Kansas City,
Missouri. Cost Estimator. Prepared MII cost estimate,
Risk Analysis, and TPCS (Total Project Cost Summary) for
Upper Turkey Creek. Project entails a feasibility study for
an approximately 2-mile long combined levee/floodwall
system near Kansas City, MS. Estimate prepared to an
extremely detailed level at feasibility stage at client’s
request.
USACE, Middle East District (MED), Energy
Study for Contingency Facilities, CENTCOM
AOR, Various Locations. Cost Estimator. Study of
various configurations of Austere Standard Design
(ASD) facilities and how to save on energy costs in a
contingency environment. Barracks, administrative
facilities, dining facilities, and medical clinics were
evaluated with different building materials and
configurations. Prepared construction cost estimates
in MII, and prepared LCCA (life-cycle cost analysis)
for each facility for comparison purposes, based on
local energy costs, energy used by each building
configuration, and construction cost estimates.
General Dynamics/Jet Aviation Site Safety and
Efficiency Improvements Project, Teterboro Airport,
(TEB), Bergen County, New Jersey. Cost Estimator.
The project involved preliminary design and other
engineering services associated with a planned $50
million aircraft ramp and hangar expansion project.
Preliminary design of an optimal site layout for three
hangers and approximately five acres of aircraft ramp
area, wetland area survey, determination of wetland

area impacts, determination of requirements for off-site
wetland mitigation, hydrologic and hydraulic studies to
determine if the site is fluvially or tidally influenced and
estimation of probable construction costs for use in
determining the viability or non-viability of the project.
The project also involved the search and selection of an
off-site mitigation site.
National Park Service (NPS), World War II Memorial,
Repairs to the Failed Slurry Wall/Pool, Washington,
DC. Cost Estimator. Reviewed Class B & Class A cost
estimates submitted by a subcontractor and provided
QA services including comments and project-specific
recommendations. Project involves jet grouting and
repairing of currently leaking wall, as well as electrical
rehabilitation and some stormwater measures.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC),
Demolition of Buildings 10A and 57A at National
Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland. Cost
Estimator. Prepared cost estimate in SUCCESS
Estimator format for a design-build RFP encompassing
the complete demolition of buildings 10A and 57A,
including disconnecting and removing utility lines
back to their respective main connection points or
manholes, rough grading, as well as site modifications
and improvements necessary to return the entire site to
rough grade for future construction activities. Buildings
10A and 57A are currently occupied and function as
office spaces as well as medical facilities.
NPS, Rehabilitation of Lincoln Memorial Reflecting
Pool and Surrounding Area, Washington, DC.
Cost Estimator. Reviewed Class B & Class A cost
estimates submitted by a subcontractor and provided
QA services including comments and project-specific
recommendations. Project involves rehabilitation of pool
foundation system, potable and sanitary water utilities,
along with numerous site improvements.
PAGE

1

NPS, Rehabilitate Playgrounds, Parkwide, National
Capital Parks, East, Fort Washington, Maryland and
District of Columbia. Civil Engineer/Cost Estimator.
Project is to prepare construction documents for
playground improvements, including stormwater
management, grading, and erosion and sediment
control. Completed all scope requirements within
budget and to project goals. Responsibilities: prepared
Class B and Class A cost estimates for project to update
playgrounds for NPS.
NPS, Restoration of Historic Fence, Confidential
Location. Civil Engineer/Cost Estimator. A/E
services for the preservation and restoration of the
existing historic perimeter fence in President’s Park.
Responsibilities: prepared Class A construction
cost estimate based on plans and specifications
for rehabilitation of a historic fence within a highly
secure location. Scope included concrete gutter
replacement, granite base replacement, historic metal
spear and picket rehabilitation, and hazardous material
remediation.
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Ramesh Patel Information Management/Document Control
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 11

ME, Civil Engineering
BE, Civil Engineering

N/A

Years with Firm 1

Mr. Ramesh Patel is a professional with 11 years of experience in Project Management, Engineering Design, and
Construction. His expertise includes performing design functions, supervising construction forces, preparation and
maintenance of project schedules, estimating change orders, review of payment requisitions, and performance of
document control functions. With a core base of understanding in the metropolitan New York and New Jersey area,
he possesses a strong understanding of the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey (PANYNJ) requirements.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
MCSS, INC (Port Authority of NY & NJ), New Jersey,
USA, Senior Project Control Engineer. Responsibilities
include: Execute project management methodologies
and project controls to ensure the projects/programs
objectives are completed within schedule, scope
and budget. Total cost range from $5M to $325M in
value for Projects/Programs at the NJ Airports and
Port Commerce departments. Provide support to
the PMO (Project Management Office) on process of
developing standards, project management manual,
capital planning, testing and implementation of
multiple enterprise wide reporting tools and systems.
Work alongside Senior Airport Management providing
technical support for effective communication and
demonstration of the Newark Liberty International
Airport and Teterboro Airport (EWR & TEB) Capital Plan
(5 years and 10 years). In this role, he has developed
detailed construction schedules, which were submitted
to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and utilized
during major airside improvement projects. He had
provide assistance to Program/Project Manager(s) in
managing projects from initiation to close out process,
creating CPM schedules, WBS, ad-hoc reports to
highlight project performance, and cost analysis by
using Primavera P6, MS Office, SAP and Port Authority’s
internal applications. Also, Implemented base line and
critical path method to measure project performance.
He Worked as team player and effectively communicate
to mid-level and senior level managers by providing
technical supports, training and presentation to manage
and measure enterprise portfolio.

Prepared contract documents (Drawings and
Specifications). Prepared cost estimates. Provide
support to project engineer to deliver design task
on time. Organize various meetings and training to
understand design task. Prepared design schedule to
monitor the design tasks complete in time and given
budget using Primavera Project Planner (P3).
Water and Power Consultancy Services (I) Ltd.
Ahmedabad, India, Junior Engineer. Worked on
Project “Design of macro and micro Canal Network
Planning of Distribution System up to 4-6 ha subchak
command area of Saurastra Branch Canal for Sardar
Sarovar Narmada Nigam Limited (SSNNL), Gujarat,
India”. Prepared design and estimates for small
structures such as Canal Syphon, Aqueduct, Head
Regulator, Cross Regulator, Escape, and Culvert using
AutoCAD and estimation application. Participated
in design review meetings with engineers from
Government of Gujarat Irrigation Department and other
local agencies. Prepared cost estimates based on
preliminary design and final design for bid packages,
development of Land Acquisition Plan.
Backbone Projects, Ltd. Ahmedabad, India, Junior
Construction Engineer. Hired to work on highway
PAGE 1
project “Widening
of National Highway from Chiloda
to Himmatnagar (52 Kilometers)”. Responsible for
site supervision, document control, invoices and labor
payouts. Prepared project schedule, progress reports,
and cost estimates.

AB Abhishek Enterprise Pvt. Ltd, (A joint venture
of AB Consultants, Inc., USA & Abhishek Engineers
Pvt. Ltd.), Ahmedabad, India, Design Engineer.
Prepared design for various projects like storm water
management, soil erosion & sediment control measures
and applications, storm sewers, detention basin and
outlet structure, striping and grading using Autodesk
Land Desktop, MicroStation v8, Civil 3d, Storm CAD and
TR-55.
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Jacqueline Alleyne Information Management/Document
Control
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 19

Diploma, Basic Accounting / Data Processing,
Barbados O’Level Institute

N/A

Years with Firm 11

Relevant Project/Work Experience
Downtown Restoration Program, World Trade
Center Reconstruction, New York, NY. Document
Control Manager. Manager of Document Control/
Records Management for the following projects: WTC
Transportation Hub, One World Trade Center, Tower
1-5, Memorial, Vehicular Security Center, Streets
and Infrastructure, and other related programs.
Responsibilities include:
•

Responsible for the management of Primavera
Contract Manager (Formerly Expedition)
applications & systems

•

Customize and maintain forms and reports via
Infomaker 7.0 & 10.0 base on project needs

•

Managing design/construction phase project related
deliverables, RFIs, submittals & drawings

•

Maintain time-sensitive document control, schedule
and cost management processes

•

Supervises a staff of sixteen (16) Expedition
Specialist, Document / Record Distribution
Technicians

•

Coordinate with Staff, Project Managers, Designers,
Engineers/Architects the compilation, assembly and
circulation of construction documents for timesensitive reviews and submissions

•

Developed Document Control / Records
Management Procedural Manuals, matrices and
training tools

•

Responsible for the procurement / purchasing of
equipment & electronic document management
applications base on department needs

•

Developed a document tracking schedule matrix for
design deliverables, project issues and actions

•

Developed and maintain document management
systems to be compliant with the program
requirements

•

Coordinate with the various divisions hard copy/
electronic filing and archiving structures

•

Liaison between The Port Authority of NY & NJ and
Design Architect/Engineer, Construction Manager,
General Contractor and Stakeholders for the
document and records management coordination

•

Attend / host weekly client & staff progress
meetings, generate related minutes & schedules

•

Compile information and assist with the monthly &
quarterly reporting to the Federal Transit Authority
(FTA) & Stakeholders

•

Notarized legal construction documents

Various Projects, Qatar & Abu Dhabi. Document
Control Trainer. Provided staff training of the Change
Management document control system of contracts,
changes, invoicing and AIA Requisitions via Primavera
Contract Manager.
New Jersey Turnpike Authority, New Jersey.
Document Controller. Responsible for the
implementation and management of Primavera
Expedition 10.0 applications and systems for the
document control of all correspondences (received/
sent). Timely reporting and tracking of all documents
requiring responses and actions. Coordinated with
Project Managers, Engineers/Architects the compilation,
assembly and circulation of communicated documents
& electronic attachments Provided training to project
staff on the use of Contract Manager & other Electronic
Document Management Systems (EDMS)
Columbus Regional Airport Authority, Columbus,
OH. Document Controller. Responsible for the
implementationPAGE
of 1Primavera Expedition 10.0
applications and systems for the control of Change
Management documentation. Performed timely quality
control / quality assurance on system and development.
Trained staff on Contract / Change Management
processing and reporting
No. 7 Subway Extension Far West – Midtown
Manhattan Rezoning DEIS, New York, NY. Document
Controller. Maintained document control systems
and versions for the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS). Assisted with the compilation,
tracking, recording and reporting on project progress,
forecasting and costing.
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Chi Ling Moy Information Management/Document Control
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 21

BFA, Graphic Design

N/A

Years with Firm 1
Ms. Moy is an award-winning New York graphic design professional who has worked extensively in print. As an Art
Director of successful illustrated books, she has directed all stages of book design from concept to printed page,
including photoshoots, and is an expert in managing multiple projects with short deadlines and tight budgets.
Ms. Moy has excellent communication and project management skills from her experience managing staff, and
collaborating closely with editorial, production, sales and marketing, and public relations teams. Her technical skills
include: InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Bridge, Adobe Acrobat Professional, QuarkXpress, PowerPoint, Visio, and
Word.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Port Authority of New York & New Jersey (PANYNJ),
Communications Manager, World Trade Center
Construction, New York, NY. Responsible for
providing internal communication process and graphic
design support to every project group in World Trade
Center Construction (WTCC) with a primary focus
on supporting the WTCC Executive office. Gathers
current construction information and photo/video
archive of construction activities. Manages, edits and
designs the World Trade Center Construction Weekly
Progress Report, monthly fact sheets, brochures
and other newsletters that summarize ongoing and
current activities at the WTC Memorial and Museum,
Transportation Hub, One World Trade Center and
other WTC activities. Creates PowerPoint presentations
for both internal agency meetings and public affairs
endeavors. Creates graphics and visual presentations
program-wide. Manages and improves the accuracy
of interdepartmental file sharing and project
nomenclature/data gathering to streamline access and
maintains data integrity. Supervises photographic and
video archiving history of the WTCC site. Performs
photography as needed at the WTCC site.

PAGE
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Allison Ponce Information Management/Document Control
Firm Louis Berger

Education

Registrations/Certifications

Years of Experience 7

BA, History

N/A

Years with Firm 5.5
Ms. Ponce is a highly motivated professional with more than five years of project control technical experience.
During her tenure at Louis Berger, Ms. Ponce has received extensive Microsoft SharePoint training and is familiar
with both Primavera P6 and Contract Manager. She supports a wide range of initiatives, performing various duties
such as creating and maintaining SharePoint sites, including creating metadata and folder structures for associated
lists and libraries, managing user permissions, updating the content of each project site, and updating the graphics
of the SharePoint Program site utilizing Adobe Photoshop; creating monthly project reports for Senior Management
utilizing Adobe InDesign; taking progress photos and videos for various airport projects; assisting managers with
tracking actual costs and man-hours for various projects; and proofreading and editing reports, presentations,
technical papers, proposals, etc. Moreover, she has the ability to multi-task and ensures that objectives are met
in a timely manner. Ms. Ponce is detail oriented, a quick learner, able to take on new tasks at any time, and can
effectively interact with individuals at all levels.
Relevant Project/Work Experience
Houston Airport System (HAS), City of Houston,
Program Management for Various Airport Projects
at George Bush Intercontinental Airport (IAH),
William P. Hobby Airport (HOU), and Ellington
Field (EFD), Houston, Texas. Program Reports/
Communications Coordinator. Ms. Ponce worked for
the Houston Airports Program Management Team
(HAPMT), a Joint Venture created to serve the program/
project management needs of the Division of Planning,
Design, and Construction of the Houston Airport
System. The program encompasses a wide variety of
landside and airside projects, including but not limited
to construction of a new gate to service the A-380 and
immediate improvements at Terminal D, runway/taxiway
rehabilitation/construction at IAH, enabling works and
apron reconstruction in support of the new Terminal
B at IAH, roadway improvements and construction
at IAH and HOU, construction of a new garage and
International Terminal at HOU, and multiple sanitary
sewer rehabilitation projects at IAH.
She is responsible for creating monthly reports utilizing
Adobe InDesign for senior airport management for
more than 20 ongoing projects (planning, design, and
construction). She creates new Project SharePoint sites
as requested; maintains the program SharePoint site;
inputs all project narratives, including status, cost,
schedule, and issues, updates various lists, including
Metrics, MWBE and Contacts, and keeps the photo
and video galleries updated for each project. She is
responsible for updating MW/DBE participation for each
project on a monthly basis. She manages user accounts
and permission levels for all projects; troubleshoots user
access issues; performs a quality check of all aspects of
the program SharePoint site at both the program and
project levels. She created user manuals for contractors
and internal users on the navigation of the SharePoint
site as well as the use of the RFI, submittal and daily
report SharePoint modules. She is responsible for
shooting progress photos and videos for all construction

projects under the HAPMT umbrella. She utilizes Adobe
Photoshop to edit photos as well as to create front
page graphics for each Project SharePoint page. She
is responsible for editing various program and project
documentation, including project definition documents,
project execution plans, monthly program construction
newsletter, design standards, etc. Professional Services:
2011 - Present; Construction: 2011 - Present
Confidential Projects. Project Controls/SharePoint
Technician. Ms. Ponce was responsible for creating a
spreadsheet utilizing Microsoft Excel to track Earned
Value; set up line chart to track cumulative budget,
actuals, and earned amounts over the course of the
project. She managed client SharePoint site and all user
accounts and permission levels. She established various
user groups with different permission levels for libraries,
folders, and lists.
Due
PAGE
1 to the sensitivity of the project,
libraries, lists and folders were restricted to certain
users/subcontractors. Troubleshot user access issues.
She coordinated with the project manager regarding
content and look and feel of the site.
Louis Berger BIM and Multimedia Services
SharePoint Site. SharePoint Technician. Ms. Ponce was
responsible for coordinating look and feel and content
of the BIM and Multimedia Services SharePoint site with
assistant manager of multimedia services. She created
asset libraries based on project type and established
metadata associated with each library. Managed all user
accounts and access rights.
Louis Berger International Document Repository
SharePoint Site. SharePoint Technician. Ms. Ponce set
up and managed an international document repository
SharePoint site for corporate use. She created metadata
structure and associated views for list and libraries. She
was responsible for creating various document libraries
and a standard folder structure for each library.
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